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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a survey of early Tamil court poetry
collectively known as E^uttokai.
Special reference is made to the two anthologies of
Bardic Poetry, Purananuru and Patirruppattu. These are
discussed in

Chapters III to VIII.

The tradition about the Cankam, a literary ’academy*
at Maturai, is examined in the Introduction. Chapter II deals
with the subject-matter of these poems, and the conventions
observed both in love poetry and bardic poetry. Reference is
also made to the other sections of TolkSppiyam, Porulatikaram,
and a general assessment of the extent of the influence of
Sanskrit literary theory on that of Tamil as set out by
TSlkappiyanar is made.
While accepting the general conclusions of Sivaraja
Pillai as to the dating of the events described in purananuru
and Patirruppattu, it is felt that his Chronological Tables
are somewhat rigid, and the need for a more tentative approach
to any dating of the rulers mentioned in these poems is
stressed.
A similar conclusion .is drawn concerning the Ceral
kings who figure in Patirruppattu, discussed in Chapters VI
to VIII. It is suggested that much of the material that hag
been used by 8 esha Aiyar and others to construct a chronology
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for these king3 mii3 t be regarded as secondary, consisting as
it does of Patikams, metrical introductions to the decadepoems of Patirruppattu, and similar ancillary material for
Cilappatikaram.
The five anthologies of love poetry are described
in Chapter IX, which concludes v/ith a discussion of Paripatal,
anomalous among these anthologies in including devotional
poetry.
The metre of these poems is discussed in Chapter X.
Many of the detailed conclusions of this thesis are
contained in the chapters on Purananuru and Patirruppattu,
and the last chapter consists of general conclusions about
this literature.
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PREFACE
This thesis is a study of the i^uttokai, the eight
Anthologies, and an attempt to assess their value "both as
historical material and as literature*
To this end, special attention has "been paid to the
two anthologies among the E^uttokai that consist of poems
addressed to various kings and chieftains of the Tamil area*
These are entitled Purananuru and Patirruppattu. Many of the
conclusions of modern writers in regard to the events
mentioned in these poems have been based on secondary material
associated with Pursnanuru and Patirruppattu such as colophons
and patikams, which are probably of later authorship* Such
material has, accordingly, been separated iri this study, and,
in the case of the patikams to the decades of Patirruppattu,
is discussed in a separate chapter* It is felt that, in the
absence of contemporary epigraphical material, it is not
possible to be dogmatic about the dating of events described
in Purananuru and Patirruppattu or of the poems that mention
them.
For the sake of clarity, the poetic conventions
observed in bardic and love poetry of this period are discussed
first* Discussion of Metre is, however, held over until Chapter
X, since it is not of first importance to the study of the
subject-matter of these poems* It is suggested that Tamil
metre had close association with musical time, and that Ictus
may be observed, especially in the metre called Akaval.

It seems fairly clear that, while preserving much
that is unique to the Tamil area such as the conventions
about the subject-matter of bardic poetry called Purattinai,
these poems show that the synthesis between Tamil culture and
what may loosely be termed Aryan culture was already far
advanced. Evidence of this in the two anthologies under
special reference has been duly noted throughout, and one of
the three Appendices is a list of loan-words from IndoIranian found in the poems of Purananuru and Patirruppattu.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In the history of Tamil Literature, four main periods
are discernable. While these periods overlap to some extent,
and while the type of literature predominant in any one period
may he found in the periods after or before it, each of the
four is marked off from the others to a considerable degree.
The early -period is that containing what are perhaps
the oldest known literary works in Tamil, the Eight Anthologies
and the Ten Songs. In it may also be grouped Tdlkappiyam, the
Eighteen Minor Works and the Five Epics, which, as they include
CIvakacintamani, overlap into
The early medieval period. Unlike the foregoing, most
Tamil literature of this period is religious and is inspired
by puranic material or based #n Sanskrit originals. This period
may be said to commence with the composition in the 7th. century
of the earlier Tevaram hymns and to close with the poetry
composed under the patronage of kings in the 1 1 th. and 12 th.
centuries.
The later medieval period is largely characterized
by philosophical works formulating the Saiva Siddhanta system,
the composition in Tamil of sthalapur&nas such as that of
i
Maturai, Tiruvilaiyata^puranam, the production in the form
of commentaries of the earliest prose known in Tamil apart
from inscriptions, and the grammatical and rhetorical treatises
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such as Nannul, Viracoliyam and Tantiyalahkaram.
The recent period is noteworthy for the introduction
of western elements into Tamil literature, such as the
adoption in the late 19th. century of prose as a recognized
medium of artistic expression. Prior to this, however, the
Grammar of Beschi (1728) and his Tempavani, an epic ahout
St. Joseph on the model of Civakacintamani^ are evidence of
an earlier contact between interested Europeans and Tamil.
The Anthologies which form the subject of this
study belong to the first period enumerated above. As will be
shown, however, one work among the Eight Anthologies, Paripsrfcal,
foreshadows the religious poetry of the medieval periods,
inasmuch as it includes hymns in praise of Tirumal (Visnu)
and Cevvel (Subrahmanya). As defined, the early period
includes the following works
1. The Eight Anthologies (Ettuttokai).
2. Tolkappiyam.
3. The Ten Songs (Pattuppaftu)•
4. The Five Epics, i.e. Cilappatikaram, Manimekalai,
Civakacintamani, Kuntalakeci and Valaiyapati, our knowledge of
the last two being fragmentary.
4. The Eighteen Minor Works (Patinenkllkkanakku).
While the eight anthologies and ten songs are almost
entirely secular, the epics and minor works show considerable
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evidence of the influence of Buddhist and Jaina thought, which
marks them off from the literature that preceded them.
To all these works the name Sangam (cankam) has heen
applied by various writers. While we may reserve judgement
on the validity of this term, it may he convenient to use the
term Sangam literature to denote the eight anthologies and
1

T6 lkappiyam only for reasons shortly to he discussed.

At

this stage, a hrief examination of the term csiikam and its
meaning may he made.
Strong tradition in the Tamil country says that the
poets who ’contributed1 to the eight anthologies, and the
authors of Pattuppattu and Tolkappiyam lived in an age of
one or more literary academies, centred latterly on Maturai,
the capital of the Pantiya kingdom.

2

The main sources for

the tradition of the cankam are the Tiruvilaiyatarpuranam of
✓
3 and the commentary on Iraiyanar Akapporul.
Parancotimunivar
It may he convenient to consider the latter first.
The author of Akapporul, Iraiyanar, is traditionally
the god Siva, and the work consists of sixty cuttirams on
the conventions to he observed in writing love poetry. As it
1. v.i., p.7,8.2. For a resume of the cankam story see
M.S.Purnalihgampillai: Tamil Literature, p.15, and A.L.Basham:
The Wonder that was India, p.462.
3. This work was written in the 12th.century A.D. according
to Dr. U.V.Caminata Aiyar in his introduction to it,
Another puranam of the same name was composed by
Tiruvalavayutaiyar.
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has come down, these rules are accompanied by a commentary
attributed to Nakkirar which consists both of prose and 325
example-verses and of quotations from known works1.
The tradition regarding the authorship seems to rest
on little but the name of the author, Ir&iy&QSr. Iraiyanar is
also reputed as the author of a verse in KuruntSkai, one of
the eight anthologies. This poem too is said to be the work
of §iva. Iraiyan, with the honorific suffix -ar added is
2

connected with irai , either in the sense of head, supreme god,
3
4
king (in regard to his excelling others) , or, seat, duty, tax.
It may be suggested that a poet of the name Iraiyan
did exist and write the verse in Kupuntokai and perhaps the
Iraiyanarakapporul also, and that in medieval times the legend
of the divine authorship of both developed. Alternatively it
may be assumed that the authorship of neither work was known,
but, in medieval times for reasons no longer apparent, both
were ascribed to Siva under the name Iraiyajjar in the sense
of god. The inclusion of Iraiyanar’s poem in Kuruntokai shows
that whoever compiled the Anthology considered the poem to
belong to the early period of Tamil literature.
To the same period belongs Nakklrar, whether or no he
1.Recently edited by the TSS (1953). The example-verses are
known as the Pantikkovai. They refer to a Pantiya king called
Ninraclr Netumapan. In discussion, T.P.Minaksisundaram was of
the opinion that this ruler was a contemporary of the 7th.cent,
hymnist Tirunanacampantar, and that Paptikkovai was the work
of one author. If accepted, this shows that the illustrative
verses were not earlier than 7th.cent, in composition. The
prose commentary may have been written even later, but hardly
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was the same person as Maturai Kkanakkayaijar makanar Nakklranar
as is generally supposed"^. The latter name need not "be
2
__
considered here • Nakklrar or Nakklranar is credited with the
authorship of a large number of poems in three of the eight
anthologies • He is also said to have written the commentary
on Iraiyanar Akapporul. One of the chief sources for this
tradition is Parancoti’s Tiruvilai., patalams 54 and 56 of
which tell how Siva desired Kiran to write the commentary
4
on his work on poetics; Kiran studied the art under Agastya
in order to do this, and later wrote his commentary on Siva’s
work, which had been discovered under the god’s shrine in
the temple at Maturai5,
There are many objections to the tradition regarding
the author of this commentary. Had it been written by a poet
of the cahkam one would have to account for the disappearance
of all other Tamil prose apart from inscriptions between that
period and the 1 2 th. century commentaries of Atiyarkkunallar
and others..Furthermore, one would have to suggest that a poet
continuation of footnotes from previous cage;earlier, cf. Vithiananthan: Pattu. p. 8 .
2. Ta.Lex.p.365, cols, i & ii.
w
3. Prom the rootira, cross over, excel. Cf. Kan. Eraya, master.
4. Cf. the root iru, halt, stay. Cf. Ma. ira; mod.Ta., iraivan,
king, as one to whom taxes are due.
This page. 1. Cf. Samajam edn. pp.694ff., wherein poems of
both ( ? ) poets are given as the work of Nakkfrar.
2. He was the author of Puram. 56 & 189f Pattu. I & VII, etc.
3. See Appendix, list of Puram. poets. 4.Tiruvilai.
54, v.26.
5. IA, comm., TSS edn. pp 6 and 7.
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of the Cankam had employed one language for his poetry and
another, different hoth in structure and vocabulary, for
his prose. This commentary uses a large number of loanwords
from Sanskrit or Prakrit which do not occur in Sangam literature
at all1, and is similar in structure and vocabulary to the
authenticated medieval commentaries. Moreover, the Pantjikkovai
that is included in it is in Katta^aikkalitturai, a metre
found neither in the anthologies nor in the Ceyyuliyal, the
section of Tolkappiyam, Porulatikaram, that treats of prosody.
It is said that Nilakantan of Muciri had the commentary
transmitted to him orally through ten generations of disciples,
that it was he who set the commentary down in the eighth
century A.D.

2

This tradition may provide evidence regarding

the actual author of this commentary on Akapporul and the
date of its composition. Such a date has been accepted by a
number of scholars 3• As for Akapporul itself, K.N.Sivaraja
4
Pillai has shown that there is similarity between a number
of verses in Tolkappiyam and Akapporul. While this does not
prove his point that the author of Akapporul copied TolkSppiyam4
it suggests that the two works were contemporaneous, and drew
upon common material in the form of poetic definitions current
at the time.
In this commentary then, the authorship and date of
1. e.g., TSS edn. p.6 : cittar (si§ya); p.7: piramanau (brahmana);
p.8 : karanikaji (karai>ika), kumaracuvSmi (kumarasvami);
p. 10: muttira purl tarn (mutrapurl^a). 2. CET p. 19 & P p. 3.
3. e.g. Pillai, CET, ibid., & A.C.Chettiyar in discussions.
4. CET ibid., & app. II, pp. 222-3. 5. ibid., p. 223.
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which are problematical, occurs the first account extant of
the three cankams1, their provenance and the works produced
in them* The durations given for each cankam are in themselves
2

a source of scepticism , and there is no evidence that either
a Maturai or a Kapatapuram, where were located the first and
second cankam, existed and were swallowed up by the sea. It
may also be observed that Agastya, Siva who burnt Tripura, and
Murukavel upon his mountain are included among first carikam
poets. None of the works mentioned as having been composed in
3

st

the first carikam are extant'-, but the mention of Tolkappiyam
as a work of the second cankam has been accepted by some.
However, it should be noted that a Paripatal is listed as a
first cankam work and also as a work of the third cankam.
Nobody has asserted, however, that the extant Paripatal is
anything other than a third cankam work. Tolkappiyam, too,
is listed among the compositions of the third cankam or
academy. 4
The list of works of the third cankam, which was
located in the Pantiya capital Maturai, contains a number of
titles of works that are extant, and it may be convenient to
apply the name Sangam literature to these. It should be stressed
at the outset that the poems in these works supply no internal
evidence of having been written to conform with the rules of
1. TS3 edn., pp5-6.
2 . I, 4440 yrs., II, 3700 yrs.,
III, 1850 yrs.
3. That a fgrammar* called Akattiyam existed
is suggested by extant fragments attributed to it; a work of
this name is included in all three cankams. 4. Peraciriyar on
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the type of literary academy envisaged by the commentary on
Akapporul or by Pararicotimunivar. The titles are:Netuntokainanuru, Kuruntokainanuru, Narrinainanupu,
Purananuru, Ainkurunuru, Patirruppattu, Nurr'aimpatu Kali,
Elupatu Paripatal and Tolkappiyam •
The existence of the titles to nine extant works among
a list of fourteen

2

suggests that the other five once existed

but have disappeared.
.

Neither the Ten Songs (Pattuppattu) , the eighteen
minor works or the five epics are mentioned in this list of
Cankam works and it is for this reason that the term Sangam
literature is used in this thesis to denote the nine works
listed above only. The first eight of them form what are
generally called the Eight Anthologies (Ettuttokai), the
ninth being Tolkappiyam.
Mention of these Ettuttokai, albeit individually, in
the commentary on Iraiyanar Akapporul shows that they (and
perhaps Tolkappiyam wholly or in part) existed in something
analogous to their present form by the time this commentary
was written. There is no reason to suppose that the poems of
footnote continued from previous page:T61.Pdrul v.549 states that Tolkappiyam belonged both to the
second and the third cahkam; vide TS3 edn., iii p.481.
this page. 1. IA comm. p.6 . 2. Ibid. The non-extant works
are:- Kuttu, Vari, Cirricai, Pericai and Akattiyam. Though some
cuttirams of this latter survive, it is impossible to agree with
VithiananThan that these belong to the Akattiyam of the first
cankam rather than the third,* vide P p.6 . 3. The term is first
used in Mayilai. on Nan., UVS edn.(l918)p. 265; cf. P p.9.
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the anthologies had not been gathered into anthology form
possibly even as early as the 8 th. century A.D. They existed
in this form by the 14th. century, for Nacciaarkk*iniyar
quotes from the anthologies by name, besides commenting on
Kalittokai itself, and 20 verses from Kuruntokai. But what is
equally clear is that the poems themselves show no signs
internally of having been written either as a contribution to
an academy at Maturai or to a collection or anthology of any
sort. Lack of such evidence has been noted by Pillai*, and
is regarded by him as disproving the existence of a caiikara:"The primitive historical conditions of the Tamil
land, as evidenced by the literature of the Naturalistic
period"(his term for Sangam literature), "could not have
favoured any such institution as coming into existence. The
various poems in this collection of works have one and all
been composed by different poets, living in different parts
of the country, on many different occasions. The literary
motive behind this production was by no means the composition
of a perfect work of art to stand the scrutiny of a conclave
of critics at the top. The hard lot of the poets of that
period •••••• seems to have driven them on to attaching
themselves to some king or other, some chieftain or other,
and play the part of singers of their glories and achievements".
1. CET p. 18.
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Vithiananthan1 and other modern writers do not give
their reasons for regarding Pattuppattu as a cankam work. The
only reason for considering it as a work of the cankam would
seem to he the fact that most of the patrons of the Pattuppattu
and some of its poets figure in the eight anthologies. It may
he observed, however, that inclusion of Pattuppattu among cankam
works is no more sanctioned hy tradition as embodied in the
IA commentary than is inclusion of the epics or minor works.
Before considering the eight anthologies it remains
hut to notice that the Tiruvilaiyatagpuranam, based on the
Skandapurana, includes many further legends concerning the
cankam.

2

The only one that need he noticed here is another

about Siva with whom Iraiyanar is identified and Nakklrar. The
puranam states that KIran

challenged the veracity of a verse

which the god had vouchsafed to a poor brahman called Tarumi.
For his blasphemy KIran is smitten with a disease. This story
also occurs in Kallatam4 and Tiruvilaiyatarpuranam of
Tiruvalavayutaiyftr5 in both of which the poem given to Tarumi
is stated to be that which begins with the words
"Konku ter valkkai •••• 11
Such a poem is found in Ku^untokai , and the colophon
to it states that it is by Iraiyanar. It is clear therefore
_

_

____

1. cf the Pattu. p;p6 -8 . 2. cf patalams 52-54 incl.
3. Doubtless the same as Nakklrar, 'the good KIrar!4 . 4. v.l.
5. Tiruvalavay.Tiruvilai., XVI, 10.
6 . Kurun. v.2.
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that the authors of the two Tiruvilaiyatarpuranaras and also
Kallatanar and the writer of the Kuruntokai colophon all
subscribed to a common tradition, there being no evidence for
or against the view that any one of them was indebted to any
other.
As already seen^ Parancotimunivar was acquainted with
P
the story of Nakklrar and his commentary on Ikr and, in this
latter case, Tiruvilai. may well be drawing on that commentary
since it may well have been written in the 8 th. century, four
centuries prior to the composition of Tiruvilai.
The commentary on IA provides the earliest documentary
evidence extant both for the cankam story and for the connexion
with the third cankam of nine works which exist at the present
time. That the first eight in the commentator’s list did
denote the eight anthologies need not be doubted. Whether
mention of them in the commentary postdates their formation
as anthologies and the application to such anthologies of the
titles is a question that cannot be answered in the present
state of the evidence. The eight titles suggest features of
the Ettuttfikai as extant in almost every case, as will now be
shown.
1 . Netuntokainanuru. Four hundred (poems) in the form

1. v.s. p.5.
2. Tiruvilai. patalam 54. 3. Although Tiruvilai.
mentions one academy only, cf. patalam; 55. Cp. CekkilSr: Piriya.
Murtti. v.7:- "emmai ppavantlrppavar ccahkam iruntatu".
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of a collection of long poems* The work generally known as
Akananupu, four hundred love (poems) comprises poems of from
13 to 37 lines in length.
2. Kuruntokainanuru, a collection of four hundred
short (poems). The extant Kuruntokai consists of love poems of
from 4 to 8 lines^.
3. Narrinainaouru, four hundred (poems depicting) the
p

fine Tii>ai . The collection usually known as Narrinai consists
of four hundred love poems of length intermediate between those
of Akananuru and Kuruntokai, namely 9 to 12 lines length.
These three anthologies form a natural group, being
distinct from each other in one criterion only, that of
verse-length. Analogous to them in containing four hundred
poems, but different in subject is
4. Purananuru, which consists of poems in praise of
kings and chieftains and their courts. The title, the same in
form as that of the extant work means four hundred (poems) on
Pu^am3. There are no particular restrictions as to verse-length.
The remaining anthologies all contain varying numbers
of poems. Distindt from PurananQru by reason of its arrangement
and subject, which latter it shares with Akam.(Akananuru),
1. Kurun. v.307 has 9 lines, but it is significant that the
extant Kuruntokai contains 401 poems. V.307 may well be an
interpolation.
2. For a definition of the terra Tinai, see
Chapter II, p. 20. 3. The distinction between Akam and Puram
is discussed in Ch. II, ppj.9f. Purananuru is discussed in
Chapters III (introductory), IV ^Cola, Pantiya and Ceral heroes),
and V (Chieftain heroes and miscellaneous poems}.
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Kurun. (Kuruntokai) and Nar. (Narrinai) is
5* Ainkurunuru, five Centuries (sataka) of short
(love poems). Each Century is devoted to one of the five
Tinai. 1
The only anthology apart from Puram. (Purananuru)
that treats of royal patrons is
6 . Patirruppattu, the Ten Decades. This consisted of

a hundred poems of varying length in praise of ten Ceral kings,
each of whom is the hero of a decade and a Patikam, a poem
that accompanies each decade. As Patirru. now stands, it
consists of 80 poems in 8 decades# two decades heing missing2.
7. Nurr1airapatu Kali, 150 (poems in) Kali (metre). The
anthology known as Kalittokai comprises an invocatory poem and
149 love poems allotted unequally "between the five Tinai. 1
Last in the commentary list and different in many
respects from the foregoing is
u

8 . Elupatu Paripatal, 70 (poems) of devotion and
%

intercession . The extant anthology Paripatal is fragmentary,
containing only 22 of the original 70 poems. These are numbered
1 to 22, but there is no evidence that they occupied this

position in the complete work. The extant poems are in praise
1. v.i. Ch. II, p. 20. 2. Yvhich two is discussed in Ch.VIL. P* 294*
Patirru. is considered in Ch.VI (introductory), VII (Patikams),
and VIII (Text). 3. Pari + atal. Cf. T61.Porul. v.430 & Per.
thereon, TSS edn. iii p.297. Contra, E.S.V.Aiyar who, in
discussions analysed paripatal as paripu + atal, from id. ♦ atal.
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of Tirumal (Visnu), Cevvel (Skanda) and the Vaiyai (Vaikai)
river. 1
Vithiananthan perhaps confuses the issue when he
asserts that, in the commentary on Iraiyanar Akapporul
f,The works are mentioned individually and are not
denoted by the collective terms Ettuttokai and Pattuppattu.
The arrangement of the stanzas into collections must, therefore,
have been made later than this period"2.
While the collective term Ettuttokai is indeed not
• %

mentioned, there is no reason to suppose that this term means
an eightfold anthology rather than eight anthologies. The
verses were arranged into such anthologies before the IA
commentary was written. That each work was regarded as an
individual anthology rather than a part of an eightfold
anthology is suggested by the inclusion of the word Tokai,
collection, in the titles Netuntokai and Kuruntokai. Moreover,
neither the term Pattuppattu nor any of the poems that
comprise it is mentioned in the IA commentary, as has already
been noted •
The order of enumeration followed in the IA commentary
is quite logical, having regard to the fact that the first four
1 . For a discussion of this anthology and the anthologies of

love poetry see Ch. IX.
2. P p. 9.

3. v. s. p. 8 .
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anthologies are of 400 verses each, that anthologies 5 to 7
differ from each other in length and form, 5 and 7 being
linked by subject, and that anthologies 1 to 6 are all in
Akaval metre1. Anomalous in the group is the eighth mentioned,
Paripdtal, including as it does a number of religious poems^.
Perhaps for reasons of its metre, the order of the
eight anthologies is rearranged in a verse of unknown date
and authorship in which the term Ettuttokai is used. Whether
this verse embodies the first instance of the use of the term
it is impossible to say:"Narrii^ai naila Kuruntokai Aihkurunar*
otta Patirruppatt* onku Paripatal
karrarintSir ettun Kaliye AkamPuram &nr*
ittira-fc-fc* E-ffcuttokai fl.
There is a certain amount of material regarding the
compilation of each of these anthologies which will be
•z

considered in discussing them individually .
The commentary of Tarupavacaspati on Dap£infs
Kavyadar&a includes what is probably a Sanskrit notice «f
4

the eight Tamil anthologies. Commenting on Kavyadarfea I, 13
he states

"Sanghataji ekarthavigayah, ekakartrkah, padyasangh&tah,
•
*
5
sarat sanghat
adr ami da sangh&t&divatt
f.

1. See Ch.X, pp.438f. 2. After abstracting Puram. and Patirru.
the remaining six anthologies will be considered in the above
order. 3. See Chs. Ill, VI, IX.
# 5. KL> 1,13 comm.
4. 61.13: "Muktakam kulakam ko&a£ sanghata iti tad^a^".
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That the extant Tamil anthologies could he considered
sanghatas was felt hy the commentator on Tantiyalahkaram, the
Tamil version of Kavyadarsa. In the commentary on Tanti. v. 5^
wherein Tokai is used for Sahghata, examples are given of the
types of anthology made according to different criteria. As an
anthology including the work of many poets is cited Akam., as
one wherein the poems treat of a common subject is cited Puram.,
as one wherein all the poems are in similar form Kali, is
suggested, and Kucun. is quoted as an instance of an anthology
p

made on the basis of verse-length .
It has been suggested that medieval writers, familiar
with the literary assemblies of the courts of their own day and
with Buddhist and Jaina sanghas postulated such assemblies for
the period of Sangam literature and that, in fact, cankam is no
more than a synonym of the Sanskrit word sahghata, denoting a
collection of poems arranged artificially and analogous to the
— 15
Vedic samhitas.
While the suggestion regarding commentators having
postulated for the period of the eight anthologies academies on
the model of the medieval courts or Buddhist and Jaina sanghas is
more plausible, the hypothesis about the meaning of the word
cankam is hard to sustain. Were cankam to correspond in meaning
1. v.5, which does not correspond to a particular sloka in KD,
elaborates the third type of work, Tokai; the four are listed in
v.2. as Muttakam, Kulakam, Tokai & To^arnilai, corresponding to
muktaka, kulaka & sahghata, kosa being unrepresented. To^arnilai
signifies a long poem with one subject such as Kamparamayanam.
2. Tanti. comm. TSS edn.
3 . V.Raghavan in discussion and
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to tokai, sarighata or samhita, one would ask why Tolkappiyam
and other ’grammars1 were listed as cankam works.

continuation of footnote from previous page:
V.Narayana Aiyar in JORM (1923) pp.149 ffV
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CHAPTER II
POETICS
The subject of Tamil poetics will be discussed with
relevance to the Eight Anthologies. At the same time will be
given an outline of the treatment of this subject in Tdlkappiyam
and later treatises such as Purapporul VenpSmalai (PPVM) . 1
The term Poetics will be used for those matters
denoted by the Tamil words Akam and Puram as relating to Love
poetry and Bardic poetry respectively. The term Rhetoric will
be used to cover Alamkdra, both sabda and artha, inasmuch as
they figure in certain portions of Tolkappiyam. The subjects
of Rasa and the Bhavas will be termed Dramatic Theory. Like
Poetics and Rhetoric, Dramatic Theory figures in Poru^atikaram,
the third section or Iyal of Tolkappiyam.

2

The subject of Poetics is discussed in the first five
sections of Pdrulatikaram (Poru^.). These are:
Akattinaiyiyal, treating of Akam.
Purattinaiyiyal

t»

»i Puram.

Kalaviyal, which concerns secret love.
Karpiyal,

u

«

open wedded love.

Poruliyal, supplementary to iyals 1, 3 and 4.
1. A work of uncertain but perhaps early medieval date. It is
on the poetics of Puram poetry, and is by Aiyanaritanar.
2. That drama was involved is confirmed both by the opening
cuttiram (249) of PoruJ., M&yppa-ffciyal, and by Peraciriyar*s
commentary thereon, TSS edn. iii, pp 1-2.
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Dramatic theory is considered in the sixth section,
Meyppfittiyal, the iyal relating to the bhavas. The seventh
section, Uvamaviyal, discusses Simile or Uvamam^.
As will he shown hereafter, the first two sections of
PSrulatikaram appear to embody many features peculiar to the
literature of Tamil. While they elaborate on these, sections
3 to 5 include much material that may be found in Sanskrit
treatises. Sections 6 and 7 may be later additions or
interpolations in Tolkappiyam, Poru^atikaram, treating as they
do of aspects of dramatic theory and Simile according to Sanskrit
criteria.
In considering the poetics of the eight anthologies
it is the first two iyals of Poru^. that are of the greatest
importance. They discuss the subject matter of formal love
poetry and bardic poetry and the ways in which it was classified.
First the two ideas of what is Inner (akam) and
what is Outer (pucgun) were opposed. As these terms related to
the emotions, they came to denote love poetry and what will
here be called bardic poetry. While nearly all verse classified
under Akam is love poetry, that classified under Puram does
not necessarily relate to war, but includes much of what may
be described as Pra^asti or panegyric.
In T&lkappiyam, the subject of Akam is treated first,.
1. To be connected with Upama.
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in the Akatt inaiyiyal (Akat.)1. In "Chronology of the Early
Tamils" K.N.Sivaraja Pillai has suggested that historically
poetry was earlier, preceding the more introspective
love poetry2.
The section is called Akattipaiyiyal "because, like
puram, akam topics are described under seven headings. These
are the Tipai, a word originally meaning land or region. As
will he seen, five different aspects of love were poetically
associated with five geographical areas of the Tamil country .
Thereafter the term Tinai came to denote conventional situations
pertaining to love in the five aspects envisaged. It is
proposed to use the term Poetic Situation for Tipai in the context
both of Akam and Puxam.
As Tolkappiyanfir notes4, five of the seven Akattinai
are connected with geographical regions . The first, Kaikkilai,
and the last, Peruntinai, are not. Moreover the five names
for the geographical areas, mullai, kurinci, palai, marutam
and neytal are in fact the names of five plants which grow in
the forest, mountains, desert, cultivated lands and sea-coast
respectively. It would seem reasonable to suggest that the
6

words were the names of plants first of all , and were then
1. Tol. PoruJ. cu. 1-55.
2. CET, pp.43-44.
3. The other two aspects being related to Tipai without such
geographical association.
4. Akat. , cu. 1&2.
5. v.i. p.21.
6 . TSl.Porul. cu.5, Ilam., PSS Akat., p.8 ; contra, Nacc. on
the same cu., TSS edn., i, p.14.
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applied to the regions in which these plants grow. For example,
kurinci came to mean the mountain region because the kurinci
(Strobilanthes) is a conspicuous plant in the Nflagiris and
Palanis, especially in view of its infrequent but profuse
flowering1. The words then came to denote the aspects of love
with which each region was associated. Similar are the seven
Puxattinai, the names of which are the names of plants worn at
seven different stages of battle. These plant-names came to
denote those stages of battle themselves.
Nacciaarkk*iniyar objected to the view that the five
tinai (aintir>ai) names were originally the names of plants,
stating that literature showed them to mean different aspects
of love such as Union and Quarrel, and he gave examples of
«D
these . But it should be observed that no ti^ai-name exhibits
relationship with any other Tamil or Dravidian word with
meaning related to the ideas of union, separation, waiting,
anguish and quarrelling . On the other hand several of the
ti:qai-names have cognates in other Dravidian languages meaning
flowers or trees4. It is impossible to agree with Nacciaarkkiniyair
that each tii>ai-name means primarily the love aspect. His
1 . The plants are: Mullai, Jasminum sambac; Kurinci, Strobilanthes

sp. ; Marutara, Terminalia sp. ; Neytal, Nymphaea lotus alba;
Palai, Mesua sp.
2. Tol.Poru^.Akat. cu.5, Nacc.TSS i, p.14.
3. For the poetic association of these with the five regions,
v.i. p. 24.
4 . Palai; cf. K . pale, Mimusops sp.
Neytal; cf. K. neydal, Nymphaea. Mullai; cf. M. mulla, K. mobile,
Te. molla, Jasminum sambac. Similarly, the purattinai flowernames have Dravidian cognates, v.i. p*ll, fn. 2.
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further objection that other flowers are found in the five
regions is hardly of importance. One may presume that those
flowers which were taken as typical of each region were felt
to he peculiar to those regions in one way or another. The
ubiquitous waterlilies in tanks and irrigation channels in
the coastal areas of South Arcot and Tanjore cannot escape
one’s notice, and none of the five plants is in any way a
rarity. It is suggested therefore that the five words denoted
plants, the region in which they grew, the aspects of love
which poets associated with these regions and finally the
emotions pertaining to those aspects of love.
One of these areas, the desert (palai) is regarded
by Tolkappiyanar as shared among the other four ti$ai that
have geographical significance^. Later writers however give
palai a status equal to that of the other four, and this
latter view is reflected in the arrangement of poems in some
2

of the Akam anthologies .
Each of the five geographical akattinai was regarded
as having certain Karupporul associated with it. It is proposed
to translate this term as Distinctive Attribute. These Attributes
include a variety of matters such as the presiding deity of
a region, the occupation and food of its inhabitants and the
flora and fauna of the region3.
1. PoruJ.Akat. cu. 2. It must be understood that desert is an
inexact translation of palai, there being no areas of complete
desert in S.India. There are areas of waste or barren lands.
2. e.g. Kalittokai and Aihkurunuru. 3. vide Akat. PSS.edn. p. 19,
and Ilam. on Akat. cu.5.
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In Akattipaiyiyal the general statement of what
constitutes Karupporul is found in cuttiram 18, while the
presiding deities, though included in karupporul, are listed
in cu.5# It is possible that cu.5 is an interpolation or is
misplaced, since the fact that Distinctive Attribute includes
the presiding god is not explained until cu.18. These deities
are: Mayon, generally taken to be Vi§nu (forest region or
mullai), Ceyon or Murukap (mountain region or kurinci), Ventan
the king, taken to be Indra (cultivated lands or marutam) and
Varupan (seashore or neytal) . 1
This shows that at the time when Tolkappiyam was
compiled, brahmanical deities were already known to the Tamils.
Murukan was the god of hilltops and storms in the Tamil land,
and was identified with Skanda. Whether this identification
was felt at this time is hardly relevant here. It may be
suggested however that Subrahmanya Sastri is too categorical
when he says that
!,A study of the Tirumuruk* arcuppatai, and the Paripatal
••••* the Mahabharata and the Ramayana

has made me doubt

the veracity of the statement that Murukan is a Dravidian god t»2•
The Tamil works he cites are anomalous members of the Ten Songs
1. Tol.Porul.Akat. cu.5 &comm. TSS edn. i, pp.11-15. Palai was
not regarded by Tol. as a separate tinai so no god is assigned
to it. Some karupporul are assigned to it by Nacc. ibid. i, p.46
Later texts suggest Bhagavatl and Aditya as presiding deities
for palai, cf. IA comm., TSS edn. p.21.
2. PSS Akat. p.5.
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and Eight Anthologies respectively. There are parallels for
the survival of earlier cults in mountainous areas1.
Other matters connected with each tinai were classified
under Mutarporul and Uripporul2. The mutarporul are the times
(cirupolutu) and seasons (perurapolutu) appropriate to each
tinai and, as is the case with karupporul, are listed in the
form of substantives. In practice, both seasons and times and
the Distinctive Attributes may overlap3.
Uripporul are the aspects of love associated with
each of the above five tinai that have geographical significancet
the names of which came to stand for their uripporul. They are:
1. Punartal, union
2. Pirital, separation
3. Iruttal, awaiting
4. Irahkal, wailing

kurinci, mountains.2.
palai, desert. 3.
and their
causes, mullai, forest. 1.
associated
with
neytal, seashore. 5.

5. Utal, quarrel

raarutam, fields. 4 .*

It will be noted thatthe order of these aspects does
not correspond to the order in which Tolkappiyanar lists the
5
five regions. As Subrahmanya Sastri suggests the order of
these aspects of love is a natural one.
Some examples of the five uripporul and the way in
which they were associated with each tinai will now be noted.
1. Such as druidism in Roman Britain.
2. Tol.Poruf.Akat. cu.3.
3. Ibid. cu.13. The times and seasons are given in cu. 6 to 10 of
the TSS edn.
4. Nacc. on cu.14, TSS i, p.37.
5. See Tol. ibid. cu.2 & 5.
6 . PSS Akat. p.16.
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1. Punartal, union. The colophon to Kuruntokai v. 3
explains that the companion persuades the beloved (talaivi)
to state her real feelings towards her lover (t8 laivan) who,
meanwhile, overhears what she says from a hiding-place nearbyc:
"My love for the lord of this land where wonderful
honey is obtained from the black-stemmed strobilanthes on the
mountain slopes is greater than the earth, vaster than the sky
and deeper than the ocean"■**.
The colophon to Kupun.62 states that the lover ponders
upon the sweetness of love:
"Sweet is it to embrace this maiden soft as a tender
shoot. Fragrant is she as a lovely garland compounded of scented
waterlilies, drooping jessamine and the blooms of gloriosa"^.
Uniting and the reasons for it are evident in these
two examples. Karupporul include kurinci itself in Kupun.3
and Kotal, gloriosa, in Kupun. 62 • The mention of jasmine, mullaj,
in the latter verse may be taken as an instance of Tipaimayakkam,
mixture of tinai and associated karupporul, stated to occur by
Tolkappiyauar4.
2 . Pirital, separation.

"Since the rains have failed, the wild bison is eating
1 . Kurun.3 (TevakulattSr). 2 . Kurun.62 (Cirukutiy Antaiyar);

this is quoted by Nacc. in his comm, on Tol.Porul. cii.14, i.p.38.
3. G-loriosa is^given as a Distinctive Attribute of kurinci in
Nacc. on Tol.Porul. cu.18, i. p.46; cp. IA comm. p.20.
4. Tol. ibid., cu.12 & 13, Ilam. on latter.
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hemp. Those who travel in difficult places on the steep
mountain paths under beetling crags are transfixed by the
embossed arrows of wicked robbers and writhe in pain. Their
inner waters dry up since they do not receive water; great is
their discomfort and only their tears wet the tongues that
cleave to their mouths. Such a cruel and barren place it is.1
You seem to have taken no account of me.1 It is not
really like you, 0 great one, to plot to deprive me of your
love. There will be no joy for me except in planning to be of
help to you on that troublesome road".'1'
The colophon to Kurun. 12 states that the heroine frets
about the dangers of the barren road. She speaks to her
companion (toli):
"They say that on the track my lord has taken are
crossroads where hunters sharpen their arrows, climbing the
rocks hot as an anvil which are strewn about the tracks like
anthills. This gossiping town will not heed my sorrow at his
departure, since it ever chatters about trifles.1 " 2
3.

Iruttal, waiting. The heroine pines for the r

of her beloved in the rainy season:
"Friend, my eyes have quitted sleep on account of
the lord in whose forested land the teeth-like buds of tender
L. Kalittokai, Palaikkali 6 .

2. Ku^un.12 (Otalantaiyar).
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jessamine are forming. The rain clouds commingle with the
lightning1'1.
j

In another poem, Okkur Macatti puts these words into
the mouth of the heloved as she talks to her companion in the
rainy season:
"Friend, see how he who went off seeking wealth
returns not in the evening, the time when hees are active.
Even the wild cat smiles because, in the forest region filled
with fragrant flowers and fresh shoots, the jessamine is
blooming. In the uplands the buck grazed on fields of young
millet nurtured by last season's rains, leaving only fields
of stubbleI
In both fchese examples mullai is mentioned, both
as the Poetic Situation for patience in separation or waiting
o
3
and as a karupporul of it • Mutarporul associated with mullai
are the rainy season (as a perumpolutu) and evening (as
cirupolutu) according to Tolkappiyanar4. Both figure in these
two examples^.
4.

Irankal, wailing. Kayamanar puts these words

the mouth of a companion speaking of her mistress:
♦»She is like a mother and is pale of complexion. Her
form resembles an unworn blossom placed alone in a box with a
1. Kupun.186 (Okkur Macatti).
2. Kurun. 220 (Okkur Macatti).
3. Mullai: Kurun.186, 1.2; 220, 1.3.
4. Tol.PoruJ.. cu.6 , 1.1.
5. Kar: Kurun.186, 1.1$ raalai: 220, 1.6.
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"bejewelled lid* Shamed before me, she is hiding the fickleness
of the lord of the cool fair land where the tall-stemmed
waterlily blossoms above its leaves. It resembles the eyes of
maidens who bathe in pools which are always re-stocked with
fish when the tide comes in " . 1
The mother of a lovesick girl is addressed as follows:
"Hail, lady*’ See.* It is the chariot of the lord of
the coast that will remove the sorrow of your daughter whose
flower-like eyes lap the collyrium. Along the path where the
chariot comes grow tangled waterlilies, and it rolls over the
creeping green leaves of the Atumpu 2 ". 3
Neytal, the waterlily, from which the tipai associated
with grief in separation was named, is mentioned as a
«
karupporul
in both these poems* Nacc. 4 lists a number of names
for the hero (talaivan) of the maritime tract and two of these,
Turaivan

and Konkan

appear in these poems as further

Neytarrinaikkarupporul.
5. Utal, quarrelling, associated with the cultivated
tract (marutam). A disillusioned lover exclaims:
"What is she to me, she whose hair is dark and thick
1* Kupun.9 (Kayamanar).
2. Ipomea biloba, common on coastal
sand_dunes; mod.colloq. kutiraikkulampu. 3. Ainkuru. 101
(Ammuvapar).
4. Comm, on Tol.Porul.Akat. cu.20.~TSS edn.i,p48
5. Kupun.9, 1.7.
6 . Ainkuru.101, 1.5. For Turaivan & K3pkan,
which signify lord of the harbour and one who possesses,
see also IA comm. TSS edn. p.20.
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and fragrant as the jessamine that scrambles over the tree in
the garden? Grieve, 0 mind if you will, bereft like the harpists
made poor through Evvifs death, whose heads are no longer
adorned with flowers.
In Ainkurunuru, the beloved complains in allegory of

2

her lover’s behaviour. She addresses his charioteer (Pahkan):
"Above the bushes flutters the white flower of the
rush, resembling a stork flying in the sky. Since the lord
of the cultivated land is seeking fresh furrows, my childlike
heart is becoming withered".
A mean plant in itself, the rush looks fine when
compared with the stunted bushes among which it grows. It
signifies the courtezan with whom the lover has been associating
when compared to others of her profession. In this latter poem
the lover is called Uran, one of the names of a hero of the
cultivated tract according to Naccinarkk1 iQiyar4.
These are some instances of the way in which the
aintinai that have regions associated with them figure in
akam poetry.
Kaikkilai and Peruntinai, the two remaining akattinai,
are described by Ti>lkappiyanar in Porul, Akat. cuttiram 50 and
51. They signify respectively Unrequited Love and Forced Love.
How, in poetics, the term kaikkilai came to mean unrequited love
1. Kurun.19 (Paranar).
2. Allegory, Ullurai.
3. Ainkuru.17 (Orampokiyar).
4. CommI’on Tol.porul. cu.18;
TSS edn. i, p.46. Cp. IA comm. p.22.
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' Z <?
X *

is not clear, and the commentaries offer no explanation* Kai,
hand, has ohviously connected meanings such as side or faction,
Kilai as a verb denotes 1. remove, wash off, and 2. branch out,
throng, appear. As a noun kilai has meanings connected with
the second set of verbal meanings just noted, and means sprout,
kindred, division, class. The term could possibly refer, then,
to the class of love existing on one hand only.
Similarly, the connexion between the term Peruntinai
and forced love has not been explained. Peru is a common word
for great, and the term means great or large tipai. Whether
this suggests that the poetic situation of forced love was
regarded as of special importance it is impossible to say.
It is clear that those who compiled the Akam
anthologies, perhaps influenced by Kaikkilai and Peruntinai
lying outside the range of the tipai of normal love1, either
omitted poems descriptive of these two situations or else
classified them under one of the five tinai of normal love.
Thus, Nacc.

2

*

cites Kalittokai 53 as an instance of Kaikkilai.
m

The poems of this collection are all grouped under one of the
five tipai of normal love, and Kali. 53 occurs in Kurincikkali,
ascribed to Kapilsr:
1. Gp. T&l.Porul. Kalavu., cu.92.
2. Comm, on Tol.*PSrui. Akat. cu. 50, TSS edn. i, p. 116.
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"Listen, you who have gone away, little realizing
that you hold in thrall my precious heart. Well-combed is
your hair that has been dressed in five ways. Soft are your
shoulders and curved your arms. Your kohl-bedecked eyes are
as beautiful flowers, your glance is sweet as that of the doe.
Your body is tender as new shoots in the rainy season, and
your bright brow is lovely. Even ©re your teeth and your waist
is as slender as the creeper whose white buds resemble ivory.
Anklets chime upon your feet and there are many bracelets on
your wrists.
Consuming my soul with insupportable desire so
young are you that you realize it notj No fault is it of
yours. 0 say that it is not wrong that you have excelled in
loveliness those around you who are conscious of your beauty
that makes lovesick the very one who would avoid it.
Every day your poise has afflicted me with love, but
too childlike are you to realize this. No fault is it of yours,
but say if you can that it is no fault either that you have
made jealous of their looks those around you who have perceived
your loveliness and the slenderness ef your waist.
You do not realize how even your speech has smitten
me with love so that pain has afflicted my heart. No fault is
it of yours, but can you not say that it ie no fault of your
handmaidens that they are ashamed of their own beauty when

32
they see your loveliness that has consumed my soul?
If I rebuke your handmaidens I can then bear this
pain of love that is without limit, 0 maiden whose earrings
are of gold.1 If you remonstrate with me I shall seemingly stop
you by riding the

horse made of palmyra leaves in themeeting

place of this town that objects
Naccinarkk*iniyar states

to
o

my conduct
that where the lover only

threatens to ride the hobby-horse of palmyra leaves (matal) in
order to proclaim

his love this is

to be considered appropriate

to kaikkilai, the
*
3.
peruntinai

actual act of so

doing belonging to

As an example of forced love or peruntinai Nacc. quotes
Kalittokai 139, a poem included in the Neytarkali:
"Good people, may you prosperI Good people, who always
know how to lessen the burden of the sorrow of others by
treating it as their own and who understand the virtue of so
doing, since this is the duty of all good folk,I want you to
realize something. Like lightning amidst the rain a girl
appeared and showed me her comeliness to comfort me, But then
she did not follow the desire of my heart, and because of this
have I been sorrowing. I have put on the fine chaplet woven
4
of erukku flowers with those of a jewel-like cassia. I have
1. Kali.58, an 6 ttalicaikkali; v.i.Chap.X, p. 468 & fn.9.
2 . Comm, on Tol.Pdrul. cu.50, i, pp.116-7.
3. Cf. Tol.Porul.
cu.51. Such a threat is also alluded to in Tol. Kalavu. cu.102.
4. Calotropis sp. Lex.
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mounted the tall dark hobby-horse of palmyra leaves so that
its jewels rattled. As I 1rein in’ the prancing hobby-horse
I shall sing of the woman who was to assuage my affliction and
to satiate my love-sickness so that it was in fact never
assuaged'1
Night and day waves of anguish beat upon me. I thought
that if I mounted the hobby-horse it would at least be a raft
upon those waves. But I was drowned in love’socean because of
that woman with her honeyed words.1
This hobby-horse is a remedy for the confusion into
which she has plunged me and will make unavoidable love-sickness
avoidable.
The forces under the command of the god of love, in the
form of this bejewelled woman’s beauty, came and destroyed the
defences of my manliness. They saw ray confusion and ridiculed it.
This hobby-horse has been sent me by she of the fair
brow since I have lost my fierce battle against the love god.
My mind is captivated by the loveliness of that girl
whose sweet smile shows teeth white as pretty jessamine buds.
Because of the pangs of love what remains of my blissful life
is as burning embers within me.
This hobby-horse is a remedy against the one whose
ornaments are fine; it will shield me from the flames of the
fire of love.

34

Though you know all this you arc still good people.
Yours is the way whereby I may relieve my sufferings. Like the
king^ who did penance in the way of renunciation and left the
..2

world to attain Svarga, so may I do. "

Here again is a poem portraying one of the two tinai
of ’abnormal’ love. It is yet included in one of the aintinai
by the compiler of Kalittokai. A further instance is Kurun.17,
considered to be a kurinci poem:
"Thinking it to be a real horse he will ride the
palmyra leaf; thinking it a fine flower he will put on the
erukkam with its clustered flowers as a chaplet. He will suffer
derision in the street, and other things, since love has
smitten him".
The custom whereby a frustrated lover rode a hobby4
horse made of the fan-shaped leaves of the palmyra palm seems
to have no parallel in other Indian literatures. The palm-leaves
were woven into the shape of a horse, and a jewel or jewels
adorned its neck. The lover garlanded himself, usually with
the erukkam (calotropis). Holding in his hand a painting
depicting himself and his beloved, he mounted the hobby-horse
for everyone to see. As he came, people would realize the state
of affairs between the lover and the girl and revile him. On
1. Yayati, son of Nahu$a, comm.
2. Kali. 139, an example of Kalivebpattu. See Chap.X, p.445.
3. Kurun. 17 (Pereyil Muruvalar). 4^'Borassus flabellifer.
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occasion the hero would smear himself with ashes* Prom the
fact that this practice figures in the Tiviya ppirapantam it
may be assumed that it also had a religious significance. This
may have been a later development.
Only the lover was permitted to exhibit himself in
1

this way , though in Pannirupatt1iyal it is stated

2

that a woman

may do so when her lover is a god. This takes note of the
references to the practice in religious poetry.
The types of verse suited to all the akattinai are
given in Tolkappiyam, Porul. cu.53:
"The wise affirm that for dramatic usage, worldly
usage and literary usage the most fitting verse-forms are
those of Kali and Paripattu".
This cuttiram is most significant, since it singles
out Paripattu and Kali as fitting for Akam poetry. It must
be observed that four of the six akam anthologies are in Akaval
metre, and only Paripatal and Kalittokai include verses of the
forms noted here by Tolkappiyanar. It is tempting to conjecture
that it was these two collections to which he was referring.<3
3
This cuttiram is passed over by Subrahmanya Sastri without
comment, and he does not seem to have emphasized the three types
1. PSS Akat. p.35.
3. Vide Akat.p. 35.

2 . Panniru. cu.147, TSS edn.p.83.

56
of literary tradition mentioned, natakam, drama, ulak’iyal,
popular literature and pulaneri, poetic diction.
E.S.V.Aiyar

1

2

seems to follow Nacc. closely when he

regards natakavalakku as dramatic usage or diction in poetry
rather than drama itself. If he is correct, it is hard to see
how this differs greatly from pulaneri valakkam, which is
poetic diction as opposed to popular diction according to Nacc.
It would seem preferable to suggest that three types of
literature connected with love are referred to here, drama,
popular verse and poetry. There is a strong tradition that there
was Tamil drama at this period, though none has survived. It
is also possible that there were popular ballads in Tamil
similar to those in other languages, such as HIr Ranja in
Punjabi.
Tolkappiyanar only describes the types of situation
a
likely to arise as a result of pirital or separation , the
burning pangs of which are poetically compared to the desert’s
4
heat. Separation, therefore, is associated with palai . Sastri
5
points out that the cause for all the uripporul (aspects of
love) save that of separation is self-evident. However, Tol.
gives some description of the ’abnormal1 love aspects kaikkilai
u
6
and peruntinai.
It is possible that cuttirams on the causes
1. Tol.Porul.Vol.I,i(AUTS Vol.IX) p.79. 2.Comm. TSS i. p.120.
3. Porul. Akat. cu.25-45.
4. Ibid. cu.45.
5. PSS akat. p.22.
6 . PSrul.Akat. cu.50 & 51.
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of the other four ’normal* aspects of love have "been lost.
Tolkappiyanar gives three of the reasons for separation
as study, warfare and embassy^. Subsequent cuttirams list the
sort of people who are likely to be engaged in these pursuits.
Cuttiram 33 suggests that the search for wealth is likely to
be another reason for separation of lover from beloved.
Cuttirams 36 to 43 list those qualified to speak in
conventional situations likely to arise during separation or as
causes thereof. These occasions are analogous to the Turai or
Poetic Themes that are associated with each tinai in Puram
2

poetry • Nacc. gives a large number of instances from the eight
anthologies and elsewhere of each of the topics raised. As an
example, cuttiram 39 of Porul. may be noticed. This describes
the various situations during which the handmaid or Toli will
speak. She may tell of the grief of the heroine left behind
by her lover, connive at their eloping together, beg the lover
to protect the beloved travelling with him, describe the
distress of the girl’s parents at her absence, dissuade the
parents from trying to bring back the heroine and console the
heroine’s mother in her loss by telling her that the love between
the elopers is true.
As an instance of the first of these six occasions,
Nacc.

3

quotes Ainkuru.306, wherein the handmaid addresses the

1. Porul. Akat. cu. 25.

2. v. i. p.40.

3. Comm. TSS edn.i.p.78
i
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lover:
”0 lord undefeated in battle] If you take to that
broad road she will sob like the flute. Your beloved one’s
tresses will lose their lustre] ”
Cuttirams 54 and 55 of Porul. Akattinai. state that
in poetry relating to the five (geographically associated)
tinai the names of people may not be mentioned, but that in
pu^am literature personal names may be mentioned. Names may
1

also occur in kaikkilai and perunti^ai according to Nacc. ^
who quotes an instance from Kalittokai, poem 101. He regards
it as a mixture of akam and pu^am, and it is significant that
kaikkilai and peruntibai were associated with puram by some
writers, possibly to the exclusion of them from akam altogether.
In ordinary akam usage, the hero is known by his
occupation within one particular ti$ai, or by a name that
refers specifically to the hero of one particular tract, as
3
already seen .
Before considering Purattinaiyiyal, the second
section of Tolkappiyam, Porul. it may be well to trace further
Tolkappiyanar’s treatment of akam, and see to what extent the
third and subsequent sections of Porul. depend upon the first
that has just been considered.
1. Comm. TSS i, p.127.
2. E.g. Aiya&aritanar in PPVM, q.v.
3. v.s. p.28. See also Tol.Porul. cu.20 & Nacc. TSS i, p.48.

o
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It was observed at the beginning of this chapter
that sections 3 and 4, Kalav’iyal and Karp’iyal depend to a
considerable extent on Akattinaiyiyal, though they embody
much new material that seems to be of Sanskrit origin. These
sections treat of secret love and wedded love respectively.
A large part of both the sections is given over to
listing the occasions upon which the various characters of
the conventional love situations speak. In this respect, they
may be regarded as supplementary to Akat.cu.36 to 43 noted
above. In this connexion may be noted Kalavu. cu.101 to 103.
107 and 111 to 116 and Karpu. cU.146 to 170.1
Section 5, P6 ruliyal, is supplementary to the four
preceding sections, especially to those treating of Akam. It
contains a number of miscellaneous matters connected with the
aspects of love, the qualities of women, and finally Ullurai
2

or suggested meaning . These three iyals will be noted further
in discussing the extent of Sanskrit influence on these portions
3
of Tolkappiyam •
Section 2 of Tol.Porul. entitled Purattinaiyiyal is,
as extant, complete in itself, and has no supplementary sections
as has Akat. It may be noted in passing that for obvious
4
reasons Peraciriyar in his commentary on Uvamaviyal , the section
1. Vide, e.g. PSS edn. pp.67-70, 72, 74-84 & 98-110.
2. Cu.242; an example of ullurai was noted above, p.29.
3. v.i. p.66 .
4. Uvamaviyal: Tol.P^rul. cu.276-312; TSS edn.
iii, pp.57-111.
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treating of Simile, draws examples both from Akam and Puram
poetry.
The section on Puram runs from cuttiram 56 to 91 of
Tol. Porul. with Nacciaarkkiniyar’s commentary. The opening
cuttiram makes it clear that consideration of puram was to
follow upon that of akam. 1
Unlike akam puram is concerned with that which lies
’outside1 the poet. As applied to poetry, puram has been :
i

2

translated Objective . It is proposed to define puram poetry
as Bardic, and to speak here of Puram poetry as bardic poetry,
since verse classified under it deals almost entirely with
the valour of kings in war, the splendour of their courts,
their liberality and similar matters relevant to Panegyric or
Prasasti.
Like akam puram is divided into seven Tinai or poetic
situations. Like the five ’geographical’ tinai of akam, six
of the purattinai names are in fact the names of plants.
Garlands were fashioned out of these and worn at different
stages of battle, and the names came to represent these stages.
3
Unlike the akattinai , the seven purattinai do not
have karupporul, mutarporul and uripporuj associated with them.
Each tinai in puram has a number of Tu^ai grouped under it. It
1. Cu.56.
2. As opposed to akam, Subjective. The two terms
have even been translated External Emotion and Internal Emotion.
3. Except for kaikkilai and peruntinai.

41
is proposed to translate this term Poetic Theme.
According to Tolkappiyanar, the seven purattinai are:
Vetci, Vanci, Ulinai, Tumpai, Vakai, Kanci and Patan.1 All hut
the last, Patan, are the names of plants. Here, Nacc. is in no
douht as to the purattinai being named after the plants. For
instance he states that it was customary to wear vetci flowers
2

during cattle-stealing .
The opening cuttiram of Tol.Porul. Purat., then, gives
vetci as the first of the purattinai. According to Subrahmanya
3
Sastri this verse should be reconstructed to name the first
and last tinai, just as the first cuttiram of AJtat. listed the
first and last tinai of akam.
Tolkappiyanar arranges a poetic correspondence between
the seven purattinai and the seven akattinai. In cuttiram 56
vetci is given as the purattinai corresponding to the akattinai
kurinci. The commentary explains this by the similarity of
cattle-stealing by night to the abducting of a girl and the
union between her and her lover in the mountain tract kurinci.

4

Such equations would seem to be somewhat forced. In
puram, vetci signifies the actual stealing of cattle since
1. Porul.Purat. cu.56, 61, 64, 69, 73, 77 and 80.
P. There is some difference of opinion as to the identity of
some plants, but the Lex. gives the following: Vetci, Ixora
coccinea; Vanci, Calamus rotang; Ulinai, Cardiospermum halicacabum;
tumpai, Leucas aspera; Vakai, Albizzia lebbek; Kanci, Hibiscus
populnea. Cognates in Dravidian include: ulinai, cp. M. ulinna,
cardiospermum; tumpai, cp. Te. Tumma, K. tumpe, leucas; vakai,
cp. M. vaka, K.,Tu. bage^ albizzia. For vetci, cf. Nacc. i,p.l29.
3.PSS Purat. p.38$ cp. Porul.Akat. cu.l.
4. Comm. ibid. p.129.
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garlands of ixora were worn during this stage of "battle. In
akam, kurinci was the mountain region in which the actual union
of lovers took place, not the ahdaction, though this was a
necessary preliminary* As for the common habitat of vetci and
kurinci mentioned by Sastri1, this would not seem to be a point
o

sustained by reference to floras •
Cuttiram 57 of Purat. explains the significance of
vetci, which is the ahduction and safe-keeping of the enemies*
cattle without their knowledge.
Tol. regards this tinai as comprising 35 turai or
poetic themes and these appear in cu. 58 and 60. Sastri observes
that "passages illustrating the above11 (fourteen turai listed
in cu.58) ” may be seen in Purananuru, patirruppattu, Purapporul
Venpamalai etc. "3 This statement is not entirely sustained by
4
reference to the texts and colophons of Puram. and Patirru.
p

Only one turai of vetci, Untattu, appears in the Puram. colophons
and none of these fourteen in Patirru. The statement is true
for PPVM however, though it may be stressed that this is a
treatise on puram poetics and not a literary work as such. The
commentary to Cu.58 gives examples from this latter work, and
also from Perumporulvilakkam, Takatur Yattirai and other medieval
1. Puj*at. p. 38.
2. Cf. Flora of B. I. Ill, p. 145 for ixora <Sc
ibid. IV, p.429 & ff. for strobilanthes. 3. Purat. p.39.
4. See Appendix; list of Turai in Puram. & Patirru., pp.481-88.
5. To Puram. vv.257, 258, 262, 269 & 297.
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texts.

1

Puram. 262 is quoted in support of Unta-ftu*

2

"Press out the toddy Juice, slaughter the bulls, spread
fresh river sand over the floor of the bower woven of green
branches and supported by slender props. Breaking through the
van of the foe, our flanking troops brought the cattle that
were behind to my lord, and are now wearied.
It should be noted that three of the turai given under
4
the tinai Karantai in the Puram. colophons and PPVM show a
relationship to the second list of vetcitturai which Tol. gives
5
in cuttiram 60 .
As Sastri notes

0

Nacc., commenting on cu.58 regards

the 14 poetic themes listed therein as 28, inasmuch as they
are valid both for the stealing and for the recovery of stolen
cattle. That Tolkappiyanar himself did not so regard them is
suggested by cuttiram 60, wherein he specifically states that
some of the further 21 turai he lists there belong to Karantai.

7

Had he held this view in regard to the turai in cu.58, one feels
that he v/ould have made a similar observation there also.
The list of a further 21 turai in cu.60 is likewise not
1. Comm, i, pp.132-140. 2. Ibid. p.137. 3. Puram. 262 (Maturai
Pperalavayar)• 4. For this tinai, v. i. pp.60,61.
5. 1.^C&rumalaital (Puram.259) is cited by IJam. in his comm, on
Tol.Porul.60 (giving vetcitturai), as is 2. Vettiyal (Puram.286,
291), cf. Tol.Porul.60, 1.12: "CIrcal ventan cirapp*etutt1
uraittalum"; 3. Nipmoli (Puram.287) preeumably similar to
N&tumold (Puram. 298), cf. Tol. ibid. 1.13: "Talai ta'petumoli
tanno-fu punarttalum". These three turai are in PPVM II, vv.25,
34 & 32 respectively.
6. PSS Purat. p.39 and Comm, i, p.131.
7. Pftrul. cu.60, 1.14. Karantai, signifying Recovery of cattle,
is a separate tipai according to later writers; v. i. p.60. .
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exemplified by Patirru.1 and in Puram. some turai analogous
to these are assigned to the tinai Karantai according to the
Pupam. colophons.

2

Nacc. however gives several examples from
3
4
Puram. for these turai and also quotes from akam works. He
further regards seven of these turai as faults common to all
the purattinai since they deal with subjects of a king and not
5
with kings. Puram.56 is cited by Nacc. as illustrative of
g
T8lkappiyan5rfs vetcitturai HMayon meya ••••• puvainilaiyum" .
In its colophon however the tinai is given as Patan and the
7
turai is Puvainilai.
8
w
References in Pupam. show that Vetci was a plant of
forests rather than of mountains. Kurinci on the other hand is
9
mentioned in connexion with mountains. As will be seen, the
artificial pairing of the purattinai and akattinai as observed
in the case of vetci and kurinci is carried out for the other
purattinai also.
The second purattinai, Vanci, is described in Tol.Porul.
cu. 61 8nd 62. Vafici, generally taken to signify the common rattan
Calamus rotang10, symbolized the fight of two kings over
1. The turai Katciv&lttu of Patirru.41, 54, 61, 64, 82 & 90 has
no connexion with Tol.’s vetcittupai"Katcivalttu" which relates
to the finding of a hero-stone (Vfrakkai). Cf. cu.60, 1.19.
2. Vide fn.5 on previous p. 3. Comm. TSS i, pp.147-157.
4. Akam.22 and Kalit.15.
5. Comm. ibid. pp.142 ff.
6. Porul.Purat. cu.60, 11.9-10 & Nacc. i, p.147.
7. For a translation of most of this poem see Ch. IV, p. 165.
8. Cf. Pupam.100,1.5 &202,1.1. 9. Puram.374,1.8.
10. It also means Bassia or mohwa; Pupam.384,1.2 clearly refers
to a tree.
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disputed lands and the attack of one king versus another. Tol.
compares vanci to the akattinai mullai. The commentary explains
this hy comparing the separation of warriors from their wives
during an attack with the separation of lovers.1 Further, water>
shade, and food are necessary for one army to attack another, and
these are found in mullai, the forest region.

2

The latter point

seems particularly far-fetched. As for the former argument, the
uripporul of mullai is iruttal, waiting (as a result of
separation) and not pirital, separation, which occurs as urippcrul
of palai, the desert.
/
Thirteen poetic themes appropriate to vanci are
o

mentioned in cu. 63 "by Tol. Some of these are exemplified hoth
3
4
in Puram. and Patirpu. Nacc. quotes Patirru.15 as an example
of Tol.'s vancitturai "Atuttfurnt1atta Korrattanum"5 :
,fFor a year you stayed in the place that you wished to,
destroy, and with unapproachable ire spread abroad fire and
sword. At the onset of the rains you destroyed theif chief walls
and the protecting forest. With elephants in serried ranks, the
flood of your army poured forth and destroyed the followers of
the king who had played at dice. Wafted by the breeze, the
aromatic smoke streamed forth like banners. Through their own
1. PSS Purat. p.43.
2. Comm. TSS Edn. i, p.160.
3. Ibid. i, pp.161-173. 4. 11.1-18. Tol. ibid. p.164.
5. Tol.Purat. cu.63, 1.4.
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destruction burnt as if set on fire the "broad places whose
ancient loveliness was destroyed.
I came here to see the land of your foes who opposed
your attack in their ignorance. Your deeds have scattered the
huts foofed with palmyra that "belonged to the hospitable
Maravar whose bows are bloodstained. In that place the scarlet
gloriosa's roots have withered in channels bereft of water. The
sponge-gourd is rampant everywhere, and the calabash runs riot
along with the white-flowered Vailay.
In your good land there is wealth from the sea, from
the mountains, from rivers and from other (lands, comm.). There
is abundant fertility. Festivities know no end. In the old
town wherein sound the drums, in the street of the sellers of
gold, beneath many banners throbs the drum telling of your
joyful attainment of victory.M
In Patirruppattu, the colophon to the above poem states
that the turai is Centuraippatanpattu, suggesting that turai
2
included in the tinai Patai>.
The colophon to Puram. 7 states that the tinai and turai
rj>

appropriate to that poem are vanci and Korravallai

respectively

"Your foot that goads on the elephant bears the mark
1. Patirru.15, 11.1-18 (Kumattur KkannaQar).
2. Cp. PPVM (Patanpa-falam) v'.i89. 3^ *KSrravallai : Tol.Porul.
Purat. cu.63, 1.11, & PPVM (Vancip. ) v. 437
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where the hero’s anklet chafes it. With your liberal hand
armed with arrows you string the how fair to behold. Your
ornamented breast is never quitted by Laksmi. Strong enough to
drive off elephants, you burnt by night and day the villages of
countless foes so that there was distress and the din of anguish
and the desire to plunder. Bereft were they, 0 king of the fine
chariot! There are yet other broad lands full of fresh spoil,
where fish crowd in the floods from cool streams. tfl
In some cases, as for instance Patirru.33, there are
further discrepancies between the colophons to the puram texts
and Nacc.fs commentary. The turai given in the colophon to
Patirru. 33, Vancitturaippatanpa-f tu, signifies a song of praise
(pafcan) suitable to the tinai Vanci. Nacc. however cites the poen
*
2
as an instance of Tol. ’s "Iyahkupataiy aravam’, the clash of
opposing armies.3
Cuttiram 64 of Tol.Porul. states that the purattinai
Ulinai was comparable to the akattinai marutam. The commentator
4
states that this was because forts are situated in the cultivated
tract, marutam, and because daybreak was suitable both for
attack on the fort and for the akattipai marutam. The ensuing
cuttiram explains that ulinai signified attack on the enemy
fort.
Cuttiram 67 lists eight poetic themes appropriate to
1. Puram.7 (KarunkulalataoHr),
2. Tol.Porul.63, 1.1.
3. Comm, i, p.162.
4. Ibid. p. 173. Cf.Tol.Akat. cu.8.
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ulinai, and a further twelve turai are listed in cu.68* Sastri
does not explain why he thinks that the latter list represents
the views of predecessors of Tol.^ and nothing in Nacc.*s
commentary supports him.

( ^

iy

^

*)

The commentary of Naccinarkk*iniyar gives examples
from Puram. and from medieval texts in support of these twenty
turai appropriate to ulinai. Here again there are discrepancies
"between the colophons in Pupam. and the commentary. For instance,
Puram.36 is cited as exemplifying the uiinaitturai "Ulliyatu
2
mutikkum ventanatu cirappum1' , the fame of a general who
3
carries out his king’s commands. The colophon to this verse,
however, states that the tinai for the poem is vanci and the
/
* __
tupai Tunaivanci, a theme that does not appear in Tolkappiyam
4
at all, but which is cited in other Puram. colophons. Nacc.
O

quotes Pupam.109 ascan instance of another of Tol.’s turai for
ulifiai, "Akatton celvam(um)

^ In this Nacc. was doubtless

influenced by the mention of the wealth of Pari1s kingdom in
6

Puram.109 • Nevertheless, the colophon to the poem gives the
7
tinai as Nocci and the turai as Makanmaruttal. The writer of
the colophons was evidently thinking of the besieged

8

rather

than the attackers, and of Pari1s refusal to give up his
1. PSS Pupat. p.48.
2. Tol.Porul.Purat• cu.67, 1.2.
3. Comm. JT33 i,_p. 177.
4. To Puram. w . 45-47, 57 & 213.
5. Tol.PoruJL. cu. 67, 1.4.
6. Comm. ibid. p. 179.^ For a resume
of Puram. 109,see Chap. y/, pp. 210,1. 7. PPVM (Noccip.) v.94.
8. For a consideration of the purattinai Nocci, signifying
defence of the fort, v.i. p. 62.
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daughters to the enemy.
Cuttirams 69 and 70 state that the fourth purattinai,
Tumpai, the white 1deadnettle11 signified the open warfare of
two well-matched kings, and that it could he compared to the
akattinai neytal, the seashore, appropriate to prostrate grief
as the result of lovers

separation. Nacc. observes

2

that the

opposing armies garlanded themselves for battle in open sandy
areas such as those found near the seashore, and that it was
therefore justifiable to compare neytal with the purattinai
Tumpai. It may be added that tumpai is a very common plant in
sandy waste places, both near the sea and inland. There is
perhaps a slightly greater measure of justification for the
poetic correspondence between neytal and tumpai than was the
case for the others previously noted.
Twelve turai appropriate to tumpai are given in Tol.
Porul. cu.72. The commentary exemplifies these from Puram.,
Pattuppattu and medieval works. Once again, there are discrepancies
between Nacc.'s comments and the Puram. colophons. For instance,
Puram.274 is cited by Nacc. as exemplifying Tol.fs tumpaitturai
o
3
"Pataiyacuttu ppali kollum emattanum" , success in a hand to
4
hand fight without weapons. The turai for Puram. 274 is given in
the colophon to that verse as Erumai maram, buffalo valour. It
should be noted, however, that in both sources the poem is
1 _

_______________________

1. Leucas aspera, Spreng. Tumpai is still the T.colloq. term.
2. Comm. TSS edn. i, p.191. 3.Tol.Porul. cu.72, 11.7,8.
4. Comm. TSS i, pp.201-2.
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classified under the tipai tumpai. Puram.80 is another poem
o
for which tumpai and the turai Erumai maram are prescribed in
the colophon. It describes the hand to hand fight between the
Cola Porvaikkopperunarkilli and Malian:
** In the town of Amur where the toddy is sweet and
frothing he overcame the great strength of the strong-armed
Mallap. Anticipating a counterstroke, he knelt with one leg
on the other’s chest and pinned him down with the other leg.
Let Tittan who conquers in hard-fought battles approve or not
as he wills.1 Like the elephant rending the green bamboo he has
confronted Malian who had entered into the fight and has beaten
i (

1

him with head and legs’1.

The colophon to Pupam. 88 gives the tipai and turai
for the poem as tumpai and Tanaimaram respectively:
"Whoever you are, do not talk about collecting your
scouts and flanking troops before you have seen my lord of the
drumlike shoulders. His warfare is good and is celebrated with
festivals. On his beautiful and mighty chest he wears finely
wrought ormaments. These flash in the light. He is a renowned
scion of the vigorous Malavar whose glittering, scintillating
spears are long.
The preceding four tinai of puram are compared to the
four distinct ’geographical1 tinai of akam, the desert,
according to his treatment, being shared by these four.

3

In

1. Pupam. 80_(Cattantaiyar)•
2. Puram. 88 (Auvaiyar); for
the tupai Tanaimaram see PPVM (Tumpaip.) vv.129-131.
3. Tol.Akat. cu.2; also Nacc. on Tol.Purat. cu.73, i, p.206.
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his comparisons, Tolkappiyanar has altered the order of the
1
Akattinai that he previously observed •
The remaining three purattinai are poetically compared
to palai, the desert, and to the ’abnormal’ akattinai of
kaikkij.ai and peruntinai. It is of interest to note that , in
connexion with these remaining purattinai, themes occur that
may be regarded as embodying ideas of brahmanical origin.
2

Vakai, the Sirlsa , symbolized praise of the spotless,
and corresponded to palai, states Tol. in cu.73 and 74. The
similarity lies in one’s ability to praise any person
irrespective of caste or creed and the ability to become
separated from one’s beloved in any of the four separate
regional tinai. Such is the view of Subrahmanya Sastri . Nacc.
however states that the similarity lies in the fact that praise
may occur at any stage of battle just as separation may occur
4
during any of the aspects of normal love . His view seems more
reasonable, although the whole comparison is perhaps rather
artificial.
Before the themes appropriate to Vakai are listed,
5
6
there occurs a cuttiram giving the special features of vakai .
These include such matters as the six duties of Brahmans, the
1. l.Vetci - Kurinci (2), Vanci - Mullai (l), Ulinai - Marutam
(3) and Tumpai - Neytal (4). 2. Albizzia lebbek.
3. PSS Purat. p.50.
4. Comm. T33 edn. i, p.206.
5. Cu.75.
w
6. Nacc. thereon, TSS i, p.207:
f,itu vakaittinaikku ppotuvilakkanan kdrinar ••• ”
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five duties of kings and the obligations of recluses and
warriors.1
Cu.76 lists eighteen themes appropriate to vakai, the
first nine of which refer to warfare and the second nine to
matters of conduct. It may be suggested that both these latter
nine turai and the characteristics listed in cu.75 are
extraneous to the main subject of puram as followed so far.
They owe much to the influence of brahmanism and are, perhaps,
a later interpolation. It is significant that, of the four
_
2
purattinai preceding vakai, tumpai alone is given a verse
describing its characteristics (ilakkanam). In the case of the
other three, vetci, vanci and ulinai, the turai appropriate
to them are listed immediately after the tinai-function jfcjas
g
been stated.
Examples of the characteristics of vakai listed in
cu.75 and the eighteen vakaitturai that appear in cu.76 are
given in the commentary. Nacc. cites both Puram. and Patirru.
as well as Kural, Nalatiyar and other Minor works from the set
4
of eighteen such treatises that are mainly on dharma (Aram).
Among the examples given by Nacc, in his commentary
on the characteristics of vakai is Patirru.13, which he gives
as an instance of Tol.'s "Aivakai marapin aracar pakkamum”^,
1. Cu.75, 11.1,2,6 & 3 respectively. Nacc.quotes Patirru.24, 6-8
"Since Brahmans who perform the six duties of recitation,
sacrificing, recitation & sacrifice for others, almsgiving and
receiving alms salute you ... 11 2. Cu.71. 4. TSS i, pp. 209-221,
222-234.
5. Tol.P5rul.Purat. cu.75, 1.2; Nacc. i, p.214.
(f.n.3: see next page).
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the five duties of kings:
"Sand-eels leap in the flooded fields where herds graze,
end, where the pigs tussle, seed comes up without ploughing.
The white waterlily "blooms (where once fields were) bounded by
bamboo clumps. Other fields are a hindrance to the herd of
buffalo that have large eyes. Where the girls joyfully dance,
their elbows slapping their sides, young heifers with curving
necks feed on the waterlilies* There are both luxuriant coconut
palms and the marutam-trees (wherein birds, comm.) chatter. It
is a land of wealthy towns famed in song, where 3re flowerdotted ponds along by the irrigation channels. As its beauty
grew less, fear struck the hearts (of its people, comm.). Like
a dead corpse, at your wrath the shore-villages lost their
importance. Waste are the fields of flowering sugarcane; these
have become blackened together with the babul tree that has
fruit of twisted shape. The thorny battlefield where the
dishevelled demoness rides the kite was ash-strewn and dusty,
and the village meeting place no longer echoes to chatter. The
minds of the populace are numb with fright, and their strength
f.n. 3 of previous p. The arrangement of
vetci venci ulinai
name & function 56,*57 61,62
64-66
59
Turai :
58,60 63
67,68
Special char:
*(? interpolated)

*

cuttirams is as follows:
tumpai
vakai
69,70
73,74
72
71

76
75
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is melted away, and all is desolation.
Yours are the forests beloved of the gods, where the
jessamine sprouts. Heroes dwell there together with women who
wear bright ornaments. Apart from this, on the way there are
hawkers of grain who cherish their families. Cultivators
perform their duties. Though the planet Venus does not go into
the region occupied by Mars, the rain falls on the land that
needs it. You have driven out hunger and disease. Is not the
land you protect fertile, 0 great one?”1
Among the vakaitturai exemplified by Nacc. is Tol.’s
2

„

"Perumpakai tankum velinalum" , the valour of the spear against
the enemy. Nacc. includes in his examples of this turai Puram.
309, a poem by Maturaiy Ilankanni Kocikanar according to its
colophon:^
"It is all very well for other heroes to have
conquered in fierce battle the enemy, and to have routed their
iron-tipped spears and their swords. My hero whose bravery is
renowned has the brilliant distinction of having entered the
camp of his cruel foes, like a death-dealing bull inside the
stockade or a snake inside an anthill".
According to its colophon, Puram. 82 is to be regarded
1. Patirru.13 (Kumattur KkannapSr). 2. Tol.Porul. cu.76, 1.7.
3. The colophon gives the tinai and turai as tumpai and
Nulilattu, for these cf. PPVM (Tumpaip. ) v.142
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as an example of the tinai vakai, with the turai aracavakai^:
"The fierce assault of the one with the chaplet of
lovely hauhinia against the warrior who had come to sieze his
town is quicker than the darting needle in the hands of the
cobbler who stitches the drum-stand at sunset when the rain is
falling. He is distracted with thoughts of his wife in the
2
state of ehildhirth and of the imminent festival, "
The sixth purattinai, Kanci, signified the transitory
o
3
nature of the world, and was comparable to peruntinai inasmuch
as it stood apart from the other five purattinai just as
peruntinai was distict from the five situations of normal love.

4

Both the definition of the tinai
Kanci itself and the list of
%
5
twenty poetic themes which follows in cu.79 show evidence of
__

the infiltration of brahmanical ideas, which it was presumably
felt necessary to incorporate into the puram structure.
As an instance of this, we may quote Puram.357, the
colophon to which gives Piramanar as the author of the poem
and kanci and Marakkanci as the tinai and turai. The turai
/
6
Marakkanci is described by Aiyanaritanar as befitting
"A noble king garlanded with fresh leaves who has
reached the limits of his valour and so has stopped fighting".
Nacc. interprets as Marakkanci Tol.’s third turai of kanci,
1. Aracavakai: PPVM (Vakaip.) v.157. 2. Puram.82 (CHttantaiyar).
3. Tol.PoruJ. cd. 77 & 78.
4. PSS Purat. p.54.
5. For an instance of the ninth of these, signifying refusal of
a king to betroth his daughter, cf. Puram.337, which is transl.
in Chap. V, p.277# 6. PPVM IV (Kanci p. ) v. 74.
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"Panp’uravaruum pakuti nokki ppunkilittu mutiyum marattinanum’’^.
This, states Nacc. is fitting for a warrior who, disgusted
2
with his wounds, kills himself hy tearing them open.
Piramajiar is not known hy any other poem save Puram.357
and his name is doubtless to he connected with brahman or
possibly brahmana, the retroflex -n- in the latter not being
observed in the Tamil. His poem says:
"The days are numbered of those who rule without the
thought that this land, though ruled by three kings, is one
inasmuch as in it small hills commingle with mountains. The
wealth such persons have acquired will be of no avail, and only
their virtuous acts will help them, when they attain the next
life. At the time whem death siezes one’s life it is the
righteous who are able to leave this shore and cross to the
other side with virtue’s help. For the wrongdoer to attain that
other world is most difficult.”
It would be hard to reconcile these sentiments with
either of the views regarding the turai MarakkSnci noted above.
This poem is perhaps a little closer to Marakkanci as defined
i

i

in PPVM insofar as it deals with the moment of death.
The fact that these ideas stand apart from the more
general themes of warfare and court life found in puram verse
may account for their being placed in the purattinai kanci,
1. Tol.Porul. cQ.79, 11.3 & 4.

2. Comm. TSS edn. i, pp.238,239.
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which is compared to the akattinai peruntinai, which stood
apart from the 1normal’ akattinai• A similar phenomenon will
he noticed in connexion with the seventh purattinai, Patan.
The name of this alone among the purattinai does
not signify a plant or tree* In Tol*Porul*Purat. cu.80 Patan
is stated to he the purattinai corresponding to kaikkilai. It
is nowhere stated precisely what patan signified, and it is
possible that a cuttiram or cuttirams are missing from the text
as extant. Cu.80 further says that patan is of eight kinds,
and these eight are explained hy Nacc.1 as praise of heroes
in connexion with the two types of vetci (stealing and recovery
of cattle), Potuviyal, vanci, ulinai, tumpai, vakai and kanci.
2;
The commentator is following the views he expressed at cu.58
his mention of Potuviyal along with the purattinai is of
interest as other texts on puram poetics such as PPVM regard
17

Potuviyal as a separate purattinai, as will he noted hereafter .
Furthermore, the secondary function of vetci, recovery of
stolen cattle, was also a separate tinai in that text and was
4
called Karantai. There is thus some evidence of similarity of
view on the treatment of puram between Nacc. and Aiyanaritanar.
It is of course possible that verses dealing with Potuviyal as
a separate tinai have been lost from Tol.fs Purattinaiyiyal, but
this is hardly likely, since at the beginning of Purat. Tol.
1. Comm. TSS i, p.252.
2. v.s. p.43.
4. PPVM II (Karantaippatalam). v.i. p. 61.

3. v.i. p. 63.
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gives the purattinai as seven, and seven are in fact described.
Another possibility is that Tol.Porul. contained a separate
section entitled Potuviyal, which was perhaps supplementary to
Purat. in the same way that Poru^iyal is supplementary to Akat.
Sastri states1 that the eight kinds of Patan are, in
Ilampuranar*s view: praise to God and to kings, praise of
auspicious occasions, advice, directing poet to patron, the
kinds of reward to poets, references to kaikkijai and censure.
As for Tol.fs comparison of Patan with kaikkilai^, Nacc. says3
that in patan the object of the hero is praise and that of the
poet reward. The two are no more related inter se than are the
lover and beloved in kaikkilai. This seems particularly
far-fetched.
There ensue some verses connected with love-poetry
which may be out of place as they intervene between the cuttiram
on patan (cu.80) and those on its turai (cu.90 and 91). In
these twenty themes are given, and while most are patently
connected with praise of the king after his victory, some
mention the imparting t# him of counsel in the path of virtue,
Ceviyarivuruu, and his purificatory bath after capturing the
fort, raannumaAkalam. These may indicate the impact of brahmanical
ideas.
As may be seen from their colophons, a large proportion
1. PSS Purat. p.58.
2. Tol.P&rul. cu.80.
3. Nacc. comm., TSS edn. vol.i, p.252.
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of the poems in Patirru. and Puram. are classified under one or
other of the turai of this tinai patan. Instances given by Nacc.
include Puram.107, illustrative of Tol.’s "Kotuppor etti kkotar
ppalittalum"1. Ceviyarivuruu as a turai of pfctan is attested by
Tol. and by the PPVM and by Puram. colophons* Among poems for
which this turai is prescribed is Puram.5 in prsise of CeremSn
Karuvur efiya Olvatkopperunceral Irumporai:
,f 0 great oneJ Are you not the lord of that mighty
forest-land where there are elephants to be seen as frequently
as oxen along the paths by boulders black as buffaloes? Since
you are so great, I desire to tell you something. Rarely can
one tell of receiving such gracious protection from a mind that
cherishes as if they were children those who deserve endless
2

hell since they have relinquished compassion and friendship."
Noteworthy is the fact that the colophons to Puram.
refer to tinai other than those considered so far, but which
figure in the PPVM. In the order in which these additional

tinai first appear in the puram. colophons they are: Potuviyal,
Kaikkilai, Peruntinsi, Karantai and Nocci.

None of these is

mentioned as a separate tinai by Tolkappiyanar, though he does
•*
3 Twelve
allude to Karantai in connexion with some vetcitturai0.
tinai are however enumerated by Aiyanaritanar in the PPVM. This
is a work of uncertain date; it is anterior to Nacc. since he
quotes extensively from it in his commentary on Tol. In PPVM, th
1. T8l.Porul. cu.90, 1.1. For Puram. lo7 see Chap.V, p.210.
2. Puram.5 (Nariveruuttalaiyar). 3. v. s. p.43 & fn.7.
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twelve tipai are each accorded one section, called patalam.
Set against the seven purattinai of Tol. the twelve are:
PPVM

Purat. (TSlkauuiyam) Akat.
1. Vetci

I

Vetci

II

Karantai
P.

III Vanci

Vanci

- kurinci

3.

- mullai

P.

6. Kanci

- peruntinai 7.

V

Kanci
- .2
Nocci

VI

UliAai

3. Ulihai

- marutam

5.

- neytal

6.
4.

IV

Tumpai

VII Tumpai

4.

VIII Vakai

5. Vakai

- pfilai

IX

Patan

7. Patan

- kaikkilai 1.

X

Potuviyal

XI

Kaikkilai

XII Peruntinai
It will be seen that, apart from the inclusion of
five purattinai not considered hy Tol. , the order of enumeration
of tinai in PPVM is different from that in Tol.Purat.
Karantai, the subject of the second Patalam of PPVM,
symbolizes the recovery of stolen cattle. As already seen, it
covers the second of the two functions of vetci as envisaged by
Nacc. and, to a lesser degree, by Tbl. himself.

Following the

usual sequence of the PPVM, the opening verse of Patalam II
1. Karantai, Ocimum basilicum.
3. v. s. p. 43.

P.

Vitex negundo, the chaste tree.
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describes the function of Karantaittinai, and ensuing verses
describe the poetic themes listed under it. These are fourteen
in number. Several of them bear the same names as turai listed
under vetci by Tol., such as Pillaiyattu, the dance of the
victorious prince.1 Moreover, there is mention of karantai by
Tol. himself,2 as already observed. In the course of enumerating
his second list of vetcitturai, he observes: "Karantai is
traditionally associated with these".

He does not make it

clear with which turai karantai is associated, and karantaixwas
not included in the purattinai enumerated by him, despite the
traditional wearing of karantai flowers for recovery of cattle
4
mentioned in Puram. itself . Commenting on this mention of
5
karantai by Tol. Nacc. says that the seven turai beginning with
Aramarottal,'the chase of the foe in battle, belong to karantai
which, he says, is like Vetcittinai, inasmuch as it signifies
the garlanding with flowers and recovery of stolen cattle.
The tinai karantai appears in the colophons to a number
of Puram. poems • Some of the karantaitturai that appear there
are not listed by Tol. at all, even under vetci, but figure in
7
PPVM. Examples of these poetic themes are Vettiyal and
Kutinilaiyuraittal.

8

1. Tol.Porul. cu.60, 1.18 & PPVM II, v.30. 2. Tol.ibid. 1.14.
3. ibid. 4. Puram.261, 11.13-15 & 269, 11.9-10; v .i. ,Ch.V,p?73.
5. These 7 turai appear in Tol.Porul. cu.60, 11.11-13 & 15-17;
for two of them, netumoli & pillaiyattu, cp. PPVM II, vv.32, 30.
6. Puram.vv.259-261,263-265,27&J 286,2§7,290,291 & 298. For
transl. of Puram. 259 & 261 see Chap.V, p^272* 273.
7. Puram.286 col. & PPVM II, v.34. 8. Puram.290 col. & PPVM v.35.
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Nocci, the fifth tinai of puram in PPVM, signifies
the defence of the fort, during which, states Nacc.1, garlands
of the chaste tree were worn. It is opposed to Ulinai in the
same way that karantai was opposed to vetci. The word nocci
figures in one of Tol. fs uliriaitturai, ’’Akatton vllnt8 nocci”2,
defence of the fort by the besieged. Nacc. however does not
suggest that nocci could be regarded as a separate purattinai
as he did in the case of karantai in commenting on cu.60.
Noccittinai appears in the colophons to Puram. verses
109-111, 271, 272 and 299. Turai prescribed for these verses
are: Makanmaruttal (109-111), Ceruvitaiviltal (271,272) and
Kutiraimaram (299). Neither of the first two is mentioned even
under ulinai by Tol. but Kutiraimaram, prowess of the war-horse,
is suggested in Porul. ctt.72 as a turai of tumpai. All three
3
v
themes appear in PPVM , the first two under nocci, the third, as
in the case of Tol., under tumpai. The colophon to Puram. 299
is thus at variance both with Tol. and the author of PPVM at
this juncture.
Puram.272 will serve as an example of Noccittinai. The
turai prescribed is Ceruvitaiviltal. This literally means
’’fallen in battle” and is explained in PPVM4 as being suitable
for celebrating the heroic death of defending warriors. Moci
Cattapar, none of whose other poems has survived, says in 272:
”He has won the right to wear upon his noble brow the
1. Comm. TSS edn., i, p.185. 2. Tol.Porul.Purat. cu.68, 1.5.
3. PPVM, vv.94, 89 & 133 resp. 4. Ibid. v.89.
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chaplet, for he prevented the town being captured by the foe who
came to take it* He stood upon the ramparts of the fort so that
the fair women of the town whose hips are hroad and who wear
"bangles may sleep in peace* Of all the trees that hear flowers
it was you that he chose, 0 Chaste Tree of the dark clusters
resembling clusters of jewels*"
Potuviyal is described in the tenth patalam of PPVM,
and twelve turai are allocated to it. These cover a number of
different topics, and Potuviyal finds frequent mention in the
colophons of Puram.'1' Here again in many cases the turai given
are not to be found in Tol.Porul. but occur in PPVM. An example
is Mutumolikkanci, the turai prescribed in its colophon for
Puram.18, and which figures in PPVM, verse 269. It has already
been noted that Nacc. mentions potuviyal in connexion with Tol.
u

Porul. cu.80 which describes Patfin.

2

He does not specify whether

he regarded it as a tinai or not, and it would be difficult to
find a place for it in Tol.fs scheme without increasing the
specified number of seven purattinai.
Kaikkilai as a tinai of puram is described in PPVM
patalam 11. Ten turai are given it. It figures in the colophons
to Puram.vv. 83-85 together with the turai Paliccutal. Meaning
extolling, this is not given amfcng the kaikkilaitturai in PPVM.
The three poems in Puram. are ascribed to a poetess Nakkannaiyar
1. e.g. those to Puram.18,65,112-120 & 132,183.
2. Comm, i, p.252; v.s. p.57.
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and praise the Cola king Porvaikkopperunaj*killi.

1

It is to he

noted that the akattinai kaikkilai denotes unrequited love, and
the turai prescribed for kaikkilai in PPVM suggest various
situations in which the beloved bewails the absence or
indifference of her lover. In pupara, therefore, unrequited love
is seen from the side of the girl, whereas in akam the man does
not have his feelings returned. Inclusion both of kaikkilai
and peruntinai in a work on puram is striking. It would seem to
be artificial from the point of view of Tol. who matches the
purattinai patan and ksnci with kaikkilai and peruntinai
respectively. It can only be assumed that AiyanaritanBj? did
not feel his purattinai to be matched with akattinai; doubtless
he preferred to consider unrequited and forced love as outside
the akam field altogether, and to be reckoned as purajji.
As an example of a puram verse in kaikkilai we may
quote Puram.83 by Nakkannaiyar:
M My bangles are slipping down for I waste away with
love for the young stalwart with the dark beard and closelyfitting anklets. I have my mother to fear; I have to fear the
assembly because I caressed his death-dealing shoulders) May
this city of confusion be stricken with great distress like
me, ever smitten not from one side but from two.’*
H.
Peruntinai, forced love, is described in PPVM, patalam
12, and is mentioned as a tii^ai in the colophons to Puram.
1. For a discussion of these poems, see Chap.IV,

pp.142,143.
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verses 143-147. These are all in praise of the chieftain Pekan.
Pour separate poets censure him for consorting with a courtezan
rather than his wife, who is named in the colophons as Kannaki.
The writer of the colophons evidently regarded association with
c*
1
courtezans as coming under peruntinai.
The turai prescribed
for these verses, Kurunkali is mentioned in PPVM, verse 342.,as
a theme suitable for occasions upon which a hero has to rid
himself of clandestine associations.
It will thus be clear that a strong affinity exists
between the colophons to Purananuru and the PPVM and, to a
lesser extent, Nacc.Ts commentary on Tol.Porul.Purattinai. A
point of special interest is the inclusion among the purattinai
of kaikki^ai and peruntirjai, which seem to keep a meaning
similar to that which they possess as akattinai. They are
accorded puram treatment however in the sense that they are
given turai, poetic themes. The akattinai are not so treated, at
a

least as far as Tol.Akat. and Nacc.'s commentary upon it are
concerned. It was already seen that the verses in Akat. that
list the occasions for characters to speak during separation
are reminiscent of the verses in Purat. that give the tupai for
the pupattinai.

2

It may be suggested that the Puram. colophons, the PPVM
and Nacc.fs commentary upon Tol.Porul. were fairly close to one
another in point of time and that all three, or at least the
1. For a consideration of these poems, see Chap.Y,, pp.220-223.
Puram.144 is translated ibid., p.222. 2. v.s.^ p.37.
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first two, were written by critics of the same ’school.1 They
differ considerably from the treatment afforded puram by Tol. in
his Purattinaiyiyal.
The extent »f Sanskrit influence discernable in Tol.
Porul., both in the five sections already discussed and in the
sixth and seventh sections, Meyppattiyal and Uvamaviyal will now
be considered.
It was already suggested'*’ that, while showing signs of
the intermingling of Sanskrit poetic ideas, the Akat. and Purat.
embody much material that is completely indigenous to Tamil as
far as present evidence permits us to say. The chief instance of
this in akam poetry is the association with different regions of
the aspects of love and the information offered in Akat. on the
flora, fauna and other Attributes (karupporul) of these regions.
It has already been stated

2

that iyals 3 and 4, treating

of secret love and wedded love elaborate further the subject of
akam. This remark applies also to section 5, which elaborates
sections 3 and 4. The most noticeable feature about these iyals,
however, is that the original aintinai are completely forgotten
in the treatment of secret and wedded love. It will be recalled
that kurinci, the mountain region, was suggested as the place
suitable for panartal, union of lovers.

Yet this finds no place

in Kalaviyal itself, apart from the opening verse, wherein it is
stated merely that union is one of the topics depending on the
1. v.s. p. 19.

2. v. s. p. 39.

3. Tol.Porul. Akat. cu. 14; v.s.p. 24
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five tinai of reciprocal love. On the other hand, this same
cuttiram1 says that union is a source of inpam (kama), porul,
(artha) and aran (dharma), and is one of the eight types of
marriage mentioned in the vedas.

2

The usual list of these types

of marriage is given hy Nacc. and Ganaharva, the fifth type,
3
corresponds

to

k a la v u .

Subsequent
may

a r ise ,

and

sig n s

the beloved.

fe e lin g s

of

th e

p la ce

sam e

the

cu ttira m s

d e scr ib e

w hereby

th e

those

lo v e r

b etw een

r eco g n izes

whom l o v e
th e

says that the lovers m a y b e f r o m
4
or from different places. E.S.V.Aiyar has tried
C u .93

to read the five regions of the aintinai into this, but he is
supported neither by the cuttiram or the commentary, which uses
the word itam, place, in this context, and not tinai. Tol. goes
.
•
on to say in cu.95 that the wearing of flowers and ornaments by
the beloved is a sign of love, and in cu.100 he gives nine
stages (marapu) of secret love; Sastri renders this term as
avastha . These are: desire, singlemindedness, emaciation,
telling of one’s sleeplessness, immodesty, seeing the beloved in
natural objects, forgetfulness, swooning and ’death1. Both this
0

cuttiram and cu.95 are strongly reminiscent of the Natyabastra .
The nine marapu of Tol.Porul.Kalavu. cu.100 are also reminiscent
1. Tol.Porul. cu.92. 2. This is Nacc.’s interpretation of cu.92,
followed by PSS. An alternative would be "among the eight
followed in the land of the brahmans'l 3. Tol. TSS edn. ii, pp2-3.
4 . Comm. ibid. p . 5 .
5 . PSS Kalaviyal, p.6 6 .
6. marapu: cp. anubhavas in BH.N S . VI, Nirn.(1943) p.76.
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of the ten stages of desire listed hy Vstsyayana.

1

Then follow the occasions upon which various people
may speak, as already noted.

2

—

In cu.105 the seven types of

marriage other than GSndharvam are allotted between the tinai
kaikkilai and peruntinai as an obvious attempt at synthesis*
Asuram, Paisacam and Raksasam are considered as belonging to
kaikkilai and BrShmam, Prajapatyam, Xrgam and Daiva are
considered under Peruntinai.
These are but some of the instances of the occurrence
in T&l.Kalavu. of ideas originating in Sanskrit treatises. A
similar trend may be seen in the fourth section of Tol.Porul.,
_

Karpiyal. The opening cuttiram states

rZ

that the bride is given

in marriage by the ceremony of Karanam; this is explained as
sacrificial rite by the commentator4. Sastri suggests 5 that this
was agnau karanam, homa performed in fire. Once again, no
connexion between this topic and the aintinai is established^ but^
g
as E.S.V.Aiyar points out , where karpu follows on from the
stage of kalavu as a 1regularizing1 process, "Kalavu and Karpu
pertain solely to the Akattinai
contemplated by the four tinais
•
•
stated above**. It has already been noted that the other seven
types of marriage were felt to lack spontaneity in some way or
other by the author of cu.105, and were allocated to the ’abnDnnal1
1. Kamasutra, V,i,v. 5: Cakgu£iprltir Manahsangah Sarakalpotpattir
Nidracchedas Tanuta Vigayebhyovyavrttir lajjapranasa Unmado
Murcha Maranam iti te§am lihgani. * 2. v. s. p. 59*.
3. Cu. 142.
4. Comm.^TSS^ii, p.163.
5. PSS karpiyal, p.91.
6. ESV Tol.Porul. ii, p.233.
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situations of kaikkilai and peruntinai,
Tol.Porul.Karpu. 144 states that the karanam enjoined
upon fthe three highest’ came to he adopted hy inferior castes
also. ’Three highest’ is taken hy Nacc. as referring to
hrShmanas
ksatriyas
and vaisyas, and he adds that the velalar
.
•
• •
and others adopted these ceremonies from the hrahmanas together
with tantras and mantras.1
Most of the ensuing cuttirams deal with situations
arising in karpu when various characters may speak. After some
2
verses prescribing the times when the hero may absent himself
for fulfilling various duties, cuttiram 192 states that a
householder and his wife who have performed their household
duties properly may enter upon the state of sagmyasa and attain
vltu
(moksa).
•
•
The fifth section of Tol. PoruJ.., Porujiyal, contains
a number of miscellaneous items supplementary to the other
sections that deal with love poetics. It contains further
situations that may arise during both kalavu and karpu and the
conventional remarks to be exchanged upon such occasions. Some
cuttirams on love-quarrels

are reminiscent of the section on
4
_
Kalaha, love-quarrels, in the Kamasutra.
Cuttiram 224 states
that those love-quarrels on account of the lover’s mistress
occur among all the four varnas.
Tolkappiyam shows evidence of being compiled by more
1. Comm. TSS edn.ii,p.166.
2.Tol.Porul.Karpu., cu.188-190.
3. Tdl.Porul.Porul., cu.234 ff. 4. Vats.KS II, 40 ff.
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than one hand, especially in the Porujatikaram. The different
contributors may have lived at the same time, or contributions
may have been made over a considerable period. The above sections
3 to 5 show evidence of interpolation in an attempt to reconcile
the ideas contained in the Akattinai. Y/ith ideas in such works
as the NStyasastra and KSmasutra. It is strange that all these
sections should elaborate on the theme of Akam and that similar
elaborations on puram do not occur in Tol. as extant.
The next two sections of TolkSppiyara, treating of ^
BhSva

and UpamS may well be regarded as interpolations. They

are in no way foreshadowed by the treatment of love situations
in the Akat. They may well be entities in themselves, as they
exhibit some internal sequence of ideas, and are not disjointed
as are sections 3 to 5. They may briefly be considered here in
order to complete the survey of the extent of Sanskrit influence
in this portion of TolkSppiyam.
The sixth section of Tol} is entitled Meyppattiyal,
since it treats of MeyppStu, that which arises in or afflicts the
body. As will be shown, this term is an equivalent of the Skt.
BhSva, and this whole iyal would seem to depend upon Sanskrit
dramatic theory. From the point of view of Tamil it is an
accretion, and may well have been added lster to Tol. Moreover,
1 though the bhSvas include emotions other than love, this section

in Tol. elaborates only that which pertains to Love, Uvakai. In
L. Porulatikaram.
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this respect, Meyppattiyal is a further elaboration of love as
subject matter for poetry.
The equivalent of the Skt. term Rasa, Cuvai, does not
appear in this section, though the application of the idea of
’taste1 to poetic sentiments is fully discussed in Peraciriyar’s
commentary to cu.249, the opening cEttiram of Tol. Porilil. Mey.1
This cu. states that "Thirty-two are the things experienced by
those who see actresses performing; they are manifest as four
times four." This is interpreted by Per. as meaning thirty-two
matters relevant to those who act, particularly with reference
to love-scenes.

He says that the nine cuvai (rasas) are reduced

to eight by omitting Uruttiram (corresponding to Krodha), and
that the figure of 32 is comprised of eight Cuvaipporul, eight
Cuvaiyunarvu, eight Manakkurippu and eight Viral or Cattuvam.3
Cuvaipp#ru} are the causes of Sentiment or Rasa, and correspond
to the VibhSvas, Determinants. Cuvaiyunarvu are the signs or
indications of Sentiment and correspond to the AnubhSvas, the
4
—
Consequents. Manakkurippu are the mental States, the 8thayibha\Bs.
Viral or Cattuvam are the Sattvikabhavas, the Temperamental
States. All these 32 are specifically referred to as Meyppatu
by Per. in his commentary on the next cuttiram, 2505, from which
it is clear that Per. regarded meyppStu as the equivalent of the
1. TSS edn.iii, p.2. 2.Ibid. p.1. 3. Comm, on cu.249, iii, p.2.
4. Otherwise, Dominant States.
5. Comm. ibid. iii, p.3.
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Sanskrit term bhSva. The 32 are reduced to sixteen, firstly hy
identifying Cuvaipporul, Determinant, with its Consequent,
Cuvaiyunarvu.^ This leaves the Dominant States, Manakkurippu,
and the Temperamental States, Cattuvam or Viral.

2

The following cuttiram, 250, states that these sixteen
are likewise reduced to eight. Per. explains this

hy saying

that since the Cattuvam are hut variants of the other eight
(Manakkurippu), this set of sixteen meyppatu may he reduced to
4
eight also. These eight are enumerated in the next cuttiram,
cu.251, wherein for the first time Tol* himself uses the term
meyppatu. Taking the commentary on cu. 249-251 and. Tol.'s cu.251,
it is clear that meyppStu is used for hhava in general hy Per.
* until Tol. limits its meaning to sthayihhSva in cu.251, wherein
they are arranged in a different order from that of Bharata,
presumably for reasons of metre.5
Per.fs explanation for the compression of 32 meyppatu
into sixteen, two sets of eight, may he summed up as follows:
8 cuvaipporul

8 manakkurippu
become 8, +

8 cuvaiyunarvu

become 8, «16.
8 cattuvam

1. i.e. vibhava with anubhava. Per. takes the analogy of taste;
bitterness is inseparable from its cause, similarly, an emotion
is inseparable from its cause. Thus these 16 may be considered 8.
2. i.e. sthayi- and sattvikabhava. 3. _Comm. TSS edn.iii, p.4.
4. i.e. sattvika- are merged with sthayibhavas.
5. Nakai, laughter; A l u k a i , s o r r o w ; I l i v a r a l , disgust; Marutkai,
amazement; Accam, terror; Perumitam, ‘
bravery; Vekuli, anger*
and Uvakai, love.
9
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Neither cuvaipporul nor cuvaiyunarvu are enumerated in
detail, hy Tol. or Per. They are not defined individually hy
Bharata either:
"VihhSvanuhhavau lokaprasiddhau. Lokasvahhavanugatatvac
ca tayorlaksanam nocyete ••••
They are evidently to he understood in conjunction with
one of the eight sthSyihhavas, manakkurippu, or eight rasas.
Tol.fs list of sthSyihhavas follows that of Bharata and
other early authorities in Sanskrit in listing eight only. In
his commentary to cu.249, however, Peraciriyar mentions that
there are nine cuvai (rasas), and that, to arrive at the figure
eight, Uruttiram (Krodha) is to he omitted.2 He repeats this in
his comments on cu.250 when he states that the eight (kurippu,
with viral merged in them) are: VTram, heroism; Accam, terror;
Viyappu, amazement; Ilipu, disgust; Kamam, love; Avalam, sorrow;
Nakai, laughter and Natuvunilai, tranquillity (corresponding to
Santi).

This suggests thatAfact that Santi was added later to

the list of eight that included Krodha had been overlooked hy
Per. 'since he includes Natuvunilai
(santi) hut excludes
•
Uruttiram (krodha) without comment. However, Tol., in cu.251,
gives the usual list of eight meyppatu, sthayihhavas, that
includes Vekuli, anger, hut does not mention tranquillity. Here,
the commentator says that certain authorities on dramatic theory
add a ninth meyppStu, Camanilai (corresponding to J§anti), to the
1. NS VII, 5 ff.

2. Comm, iii, p.1*

3. Comm. ihid. p.4
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list of eight as given in cu.251 by Tol.1 This seems to be at
variance with the comments Per. made in connexion with Tol.
Porul.Mey. cu.249 and 250 when he arrived at a list of eight by
including Tranquillity but excluding Anger. It may be suggested
that this commentary on Tol.Porul.Mey. is the work of more than
one authority, and it may be noted that camanilai appears as the
ninth meyppatu in comments on cu.251, whereas natuvunilai is used
for santi in the comments on cu.250. There are other variations
in terms between the commentaries on cu.250 and cu.251, and, seen
synoptically with the meyppatu of Tol. himself and the sthayibhSvas of Bharata, the different lists are as follows:
Cu.251
1 . laughter nakai

aluka i

2. sorrow
3. disgust

ilivaral
.
4. surprise marutkai
•

Comm.251

Comm. 250

cirippu

nakai

7

hasa

2

nakai

8

avalam

avalam

6

soka

3

avalam

6

ilipu

ilipu

4

jugupsa 8

ilippu

3

viyappu

viyappu 3

vismaya 7

viyappu

4

payam

accam

2

bhaya

6

accam

2

viram

1

utsaha

5

viram

1

krodha

4

uruttiram 7

rati

1

kamam

5. terror

accam

6. bravery

perumitam viram2

7. anger

vekuli
.
uvakai

8. love

uruttiram
kamam

kamam

(Tanti. v,.70

NS. VI. 28

5

(camanilai)na$uvu
nilai 8

5

-for
comparison)

Cuttirams 252 to 259 give the sources of each of the
1. Comm. TSS iii, p. 5.
2. VIram and Uruttiram: cp. the names of the corresponding rasas,
vlra and raudra; vide Bh.NS, VI,26.
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eight meyppatu in turn. These sources are fourfold in each case}
As the order followed is that in which the meyppatu are listed
in cfl.251 uvakai, love, is mentioned last along with its sources,
and the rest of this iyal of Tol.Porul. depends upon it.
2
Sastri is of the opinion that these 32 sources are
vibhava or anubhSva,* and that the 32 items in Tol.Porul.
• cu.260
/^
—
'Z
are of the nature of Sancaribhavas. On examination this is true
as a general statement, as may be seen from a tabulation of the
4
items in cu.260 along with the vyabhicaribhavas in the NS.
*
The correspondences between them and the items 5 in Tol.Porul.
cu.260 is in some cases inexact; the item in Tol.fs list in some
cases only corresponds to one aspect of a vyabhicaribhava as
mentioned by Bharata, or to a vibhava or anubhava connected with
it. In the case of items 29 and 32 of Tol.fs list, the similarity
is to sattvikabhava rather than to vyabhicaribhava. This list in
cu.260 is reminiscent of the list of nine stages (marapu) of
V

O

secret love that Tol. listed in Porul.Kalavu.
cu.100.
•
.

6

As will be

seen from the table, a number of vyabhicaribhavas are not
paralleled in any way by items in Tol.’s list in cu.260.
Conversely, a number of these seem to have no corresponding
vyabhicSribhSva.
1. See list on p.76.
2.PPSS Mey. p. 6. Per. uses the term
unarttutal in connexion with them (vide TSS iii, pp.6,8,11,14,15,
l6 & 17); this suggests that he regarded them as cuvaiyuparvu,
anubhSvas. He uses kurippu, sthayibhava, to qualify Nakai (iii, p.
p.6) and cuvai, rasa, to qualify alukai (iii, p.8), but the
other 6 are unqualified by Per. or 'Jol.
3. PSS, Mey. ibid.
4. See table onjp.77,78. 5. Called meyppatu by Per., iii, p.19.
6. v. s. p. 67 & fn. 6, p. 68, fn. 1.
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Tol*Porul «cu; Meyppatu

Sources

&

meaning,

hasa)

252

Nakai

eUal
ilamai
petaimai
majan

mockery
childishness
ignorance
credulity

soka)

253

Alukai

ilivu
ilavu
acaivu
varumai

ignominy
loss
loss of position
poverty

jugupsa) 254

Ilivaral

muppu
pini
varuttam
menmai

old age
disease
pain
inferiority

vismaya) 255

Marutkai

putumai
perumai
cirumai
akkam

newness
greatness
smallness
^
transformation

bhaya)

256

Accam

ananku
vllanku
kalvar
irai

demon
wild animal
thieves
2
one’s king

ut saha)

257

Perumitam kalvi
tarukan
pukalmai
kotai

krodha)

258

Vekuli

urupp’arai
kutikol
alai
kolai

destruction of limbs
loss of family
oppression
4
loss of reputation

rati)

259

Uvakai

celvam
pul an
punarvu
viiai

enjoyment5
sense-pleasures
sexual intercourse
play

scholarship
valour
fame
liberality

1. Per.comm, TSS edn. iii, p.11.
2. Per. ibid. p.14.
3. Per. ibid. p.16.
4. Per. ibid. p.16. 5. Per. ibid. p.17
For opinions regarding thse items see previous p. & fn.2.
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Other
similarities

NS.VI,19ff•
(vyabhicari)

Porul.260 &

meaning

utaimai
•

ownership, wealth

inpural

contentment

natuvunilai
•

tranquillity1

-

arulal
•

-

tanmai

showing grace
2
restraint

atakkam
.

self-control

-

varaital

righteous conduct

-

anpu

friendship

kaimraikal

lack of restraint

nalital

cruelty

ugrata

27

cftlcci

agitation

avega

16

valttal

wishing well

nanutal
•

modesty

vrlda
.

13

tuncal

sleeping

nidra

21

ararru

■babbling

kanavu

dreaming

supta

munital

di scouragement

nirveda

ninaital

recalling

veruutal

feeling indignant

amarsa
•

25

matimai
.
karutal

indolence

alasya

7

recollecting

smrti
.

Sraycci

deliberation

vitarka

cf.dhpti

12

-

cf.harsa
•

3)

15
-

-

cf.unmSda

cf.smrt
• i

30
23
1
11

111
33

1. The same as Camanilai, one of the nine cuvai (rasas), says
Per. See Tol.Pdrul.260 comm, iii, p.19. Sastri says it is out of
place, PSS M&y. p.6.
2. i.e. keeping to one’s proper place.
3. i.e. not keeping to one’s proper place.
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Other
similarities

NS.VI,19ff.
(vvabhicari)
20
aut sukya

Porul.260 &

meaning

viraivu

hastiness

uyirppu

longing, sighing

kaiySru

despair

visada
•

19

itukkan

depression

dainya

8

poccSppu

inconstancy

capalata

porSmai

envy

asuya

viyarttal

perspiration

aiyam

doubt

mikai
natukkam

cf.manahsanga
(KS.^,i,5)

9

cf.cinta

14
4
sveda (sattvika)
(NS.VI,23)

cf.sanka

3

arrogance

garva

18

trembling

Vt

Peraciriyar remarks

- •*.

vepathu (sa. bh:)
(NS.VI,23)

■

that the list of 32 meyppatu in

ca. 260 of Tol. Porul. M$y. relate to hoth akam and puram ’’like
the 32 previously mentioned.” He therefore suggests that the
criteria of the sthayi- and sattvikabhSvas may be applied to
the subject of akam and puram also. In the case of puram, he
quotes examples from Purananuru in his commentary on cu.252-259
which, as noted

2

*

o

give the sources of the eight meyppafu

envisaged "by Tol. He does not quote any poems to exemplify his
views on the set of 32 items in cu.260 to which he also applies
the term meyppatu.
_
v
3
Ensuing cuttirams of Mey. give six symptoms of love ,
4
_
each of which is fourfold. Again, Sastri terms these avastha.
1 . Comm, i i i ,
p . 2 1 : ”I v a i m u p p a t t i r a n - f u m m e r k u r i y a m u p p a t tir a p -J u m
p o la a k a ttir k u m p u ra ttir k u m p o tu v a k i n ik a lu m m ?yppa$f S n a .• . "

2. v. s. pp.74-5 & table on p.76.

3. cu.261-266.

4. PSS Mey.p6.
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Most of the symptoms are appropriate to the "beloved rather than
to her lover, though at cu. 264 Per. says'1' that they are found
in the lover also. There is no exact correspondence "between
these love-symptoms and the treatment of srngara in the
Natyasastra. Sastri quotes Ilam. as saying that these six
symptoms are experienced "by the beloved before actual union
p
with her lover.c They have a general resemblance to the symptoms
3
of love exhibited by a girl according to Vatsyayana.
4
It is hard to see why Per. should opine at cu.261
that this and the following verses relate both to akam and
puram. He himself cites examples from akam works only, and
uvakai, rati, would appear to fall in the category of akam. The
only grounds for regarding it as appropriate to pufcam would be
the inclusion in uvakai of ideas of forced or unrequited love
which, as has been seen , were considered to come under puram
by some writers, though not by Tol. himself. That uvakai did
not include such ideas is suggested by the view of IJ.am. just
noted, which was that the uvakai-symptoms preceded actual union.
This would rule out kaikkilai at least.
The remaining cuttirams of Mey. give various reasons
for a marriage taking place, and the criteria to be observed in
determining whether a lover and his beloved are suitably matched
or not.

6

1. Comm.iii, p.28.
4. Comm. ibid.p.22.

2. PSS Mey.p. 8.
5. v.s. p.64.

3. KS 111,3 vv.24ff.
6. Tol.Porul.Mey. cu.273
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The seventh section of Tol.Porul. is entitled
Uvamaviyal, and, like the Meyppattiyal that precedes it, suggests
• •

contact with Sanskrit to a considerable degree. It is fairly
clearly an attempt to apply one of the aspects of rhetoric in
Sanskrit, namely Upama, to Tamil. Uvamaviyal treats, then, of
Simile.
Both uvamam and uvamai are to be connected with the
Skt. upamS. Per. has the reading uvamam, and hence the title of
the section is Uvamaviyal; Sastri follows Ilam. in reading uvamAi
and Uvamaiyiyal as the section’s title. This form of the word is
used in later rhetorical works in Tamil such as Tantiyalankaram.
The opening cuttiram, 276, states that Simile is based
on four kinds of resemblance: action, result, form and colour.
Examples of each are given in Per.fs commentary; these criteria
are clearly the same as observed in Sanskrit. For example,
"The girl’s waist is slender as the hourglass-drum"1 is a Simile
of form, while "He has a golden body"

2

is a simile of colour.

These may be compared with the Similes of Quality, specified or
,
3
implied, in the KSvyadarsa.
The following cuttiram, 277, states that, of the above
four points of resemblance, two or even three may be mingled in
simile.
Cuttiram 278 says that the object with which the
comparison is made should be superior to the object compared.
1. Per. TSS edn.iiiLp.58.
dharmopama and vastupama.

2. Comm. ibid.

3. KD 11,15 & 16;
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From the wording of this cuttiram it is clear that uvamam means
both upamana and upamaya.^ Uvamam is to he used to denote the
superiority, beauty, love or bravery on the part of the upamEna,
or a fifth quality, inferiority.

2

Ensuing cuttirams elaborate

the points of resemblance sanctioned by tradition between the
upameya and upamana. Cuttiram 284 suggests that the upameya and
upamSna, porul, may be reversed. This is comparable to the
JX

AnyonyopamH, Reversed Simile, of Dan$I.
Cuttirams 286ff. list the particles used to introduce a
4
comparison. 286 gives a list of 36 such words, which may be
used in any of the four types of comparison envisaged in cu.276.
287 details eight words of comparison to be employed where the
simile is one of action, and ensuing cdttirams list groups of
eight from the original list which are suitable for the other
5
three types of simile. Examples of all of these are given in
Per. 1s commentary, and ctT. 292 states that these words are to be
given their traditional meanings.
Cu.293 states that the four types of simile may be
elaborated into eight. Per. interprets this on the basis of
simile expressed and implied, giving four pairs of types of
simile. 6 Sastri notes7 that Ilam. interprets this cuttiram as
dividing Action simile into Action and Nominal-verb Action,
vinaikkurippu, Result simile into good and bad result, Shape
1. cf. PSS Uvamai. p.14. 2. Tol.Porul.Uvamam. cu.279.
3. KD. 11,18. 4. cp. list of 35 in Tan-fi. II, 35. 5. cu. 289-291.
6. Comm.iii, p.81; cp. dharmopam5 & vastupama. 7. PSS Uvamai.p.18
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simile into form and extent and Colour simile into colour and
quality.^
Cuttirams 294 to 298 consider the aesthetic experience
and usage of uvamam. In his commentary on cu.298 Per. makes the
distinction between the four types of simile under discussion
p
u 3
and UJJuraiyuvamara, implied meaning. He follows Tol. in using
the term Enaiyuvamam for an explicit comparison, and regards as
such the four types of uvamam listed in Tol.Porul.Uvamam. cu.276.
In this connexion it may be noted that ujlurai is detailed at
the close of Tol.Porul.Porul.4
It is of five kinds: Utanurai,
.
.
• — —
Uvamam, Cuttu, Nakai and Cirappu.

5

Prom this it may be inferred

that, to TolkSppiyanar, the term ullurai was one of wider
meaning than that with which Per. invests it in his commentary

6

wherein he seems to regard it as analogous to Rupaka, Metaphor.
Ensuing cUttirams show how Uvamappoli, mentioned in
7
299, is to be handled by the poet in writing love-poetry. This
Q
term is translated Pseudo-simile by Sastri , and Per. considers
9
it to be the same as ullurai. It is of five kinds, action.
•

+

*“

result, shape, colour and origin. ^ The first four are the same
as for uvamam itself. It is hard to see why Per. equates with
Uvamappoli the ullurai when the latter is described previously
1. PSS ibid. 2. Regarded as metaphor by per. see comm. iii,p.88.
3. cf. Akat. cu.46. 4. cu.242. 5. Equated by PSS with vastu-,
upama-, arthantaranyasa- and bhavadhvani (like hasa) respectively;
he does not equate cirappu with a dhvani. 6. Comm.iii, p. 88.
7. cu. 301 to 307. 8. PSS Uvamai.p. 20. 9. Comm. pp.89,93.
10. Cu.299 & 300.
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in Tolkappiyam1 as being of five kinds: utanurai, meaning implied
by reference to features of a tract of land; uvamam, simile;
cuttu, implication as to meaning other than by the preceding or
by nakai or cirappu; nakai, the mention of laughter as an
indication of what is being thought; cirappu, use of the
karupporul as an aid to meaning.
v

2
u

Closing cuttirams of Tol.Porul.Uvamam.

3

describe some

unusual varieties of uvamam.
The influence of Sanskrit is most obvious, then, in
the Meyppattiyal
and Uvamaviyal, indeed these may be regarded
••
as being wholly dependent on Sanskrit models in the respective
-

fields of dramatic theory and rhetoric. The three sections of
Tolkappiyam, Porulatikaram that elaborate the subject of love
«

poetics also embody much that is to be found in Sanskrit
treatises such as KSmasutra. Nevertheless, some attempt is
made to relate such matters to the akattinai set out in the
first section, Akattinaiyiyal. Standing apart from sections 3
to 7 of Porujatikaram are the first two, Akattinaiyiyal and
Purattinaiyiyal, making as they do a distinctively Tamil
contribution to the poetics of Indian literatures as a whole.
The next six chapters of this study will consider the two
Anthologies whose subject matter was considered to come under
the purattinai, namely, Purananuru and Patirruppattu.
1. Tol.Porul.PSrul. cU.242. P. Nacc. on cu.242, ii, p.332; see
also fn. 5 on the previous page, p. 83.
3. cu.303 to 312.
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CHAPTER III
PURANANURU: INTRODUCTION
As the name states, the Anthology known as Purananuru
consists of four hundred puram verses. We have already seen1
that the terra puram is used to describe hardic or martial poetry
as opposed to that termed akam or love poetry.
Inasmuch as it contains four hundred discontinuous
poems, this anthology is similar in type to the three akam
o
2
anthologies Kuruntokai , Narrinai and Akananuru. Unlike them,
however, it contains poems of considerable variation in length,
poems of as few as five lines and as many as 25 being not
infrequent.
Purananuru was first edited by Dr, U.V.Caminata Aiyar
in 1894 together with its old commentary and introduction and
notes by the editor. Second and third editions of this work
appeared in 1923 and 1935, The same scholar reedited the text
alone in 1938, A modern editor of several of the Tamil
anthologies, Avvai TuraicSmi Pillai, edited Puram. in two
volumes which were published in 1947 and 1950 respectively. He
utilizes the old commentary as far as it is extant, but does not
clearly indicate which is the old commentary and which is his
own, such as by using a different fount for each. As UVS showed3
in the preface to his first edition of Puram, the old commentary
1, v, s. Ch,II, p,19, 2. Contains 401 poems, 3, Puram, UVS
2nd, edn, (in which his preface to the 1st, edn, was reprinted),
pp. 12 - 13.
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is available for Puraga. vv.1-266 only, there being but one MS
available to him that carried the old commentary for vv.262-266^,
and only two carrying that for Puram. 261. Altogether UVS used
eleven manuscripts containing portions of the old commentary
and five of the text alone.
This anthology has not as yet been translated in its
entirety into English or any other language, although isolated
examples have been published in translation from time to time.

2

As is the case with most other anthologies, the verses
of Puram. are in the metre called Aciriyappa or Akaval, wherein
lines commonly contain four feet, but occasionally three.
Whatever the length of the verse, the rule which is valid for
Akaval metre is observed, namely that the penultimate line
should contain three feet.3
In common with other anthologies of this group, Puram.
is prefaced by a Ka^avu]. valttu or invocatory poem in praise
4
of a god. Such verses differ considerably in subject-matter
from the anthologies they preface. The question arises as to
whether these verses were composed later than the verses that
make up the anthologies. It is not without significance that five
of these prefatory invocations are ascribed in their prose
colophons to one poet, Paratam pa^iya Peruntevenar, Peruntevan
who sang the BhSrata. These five are prefixed to Kurun., Nar.,
1. An MS belonging to Alakiya Cirrampalakkavirayar of Mitnaippafti.
2. Firstly by Pope in I.A. Vols.XXIX (1900) & XXVIII (1899).
3. For this metre, see Ch.X, pp.438f.4. That prefacing Patirru. is
lost, though there is one extant that is said to belong to that
anthology. See Ch.VI, pp. 288.
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Akam. and Ainkuru. Part of the PSratam (Paratavenpa) composed by
1

Peruntevanar survives,

(±)

and in it is mentioned the success of

Pallava Nandivarman against his enemies at TellEru.

2&

Since the

Pallavas find no place in the anthologies themselves, it may
tentatively he suggested that the poems were composed before
the time of the Pallavas. Moreover the five invocatory poems
mentioned may well have been composed by a poet of the Pallavs
period as their colophons indicate, and are therefore later in
composition than the anthology-poems they preface. There seems
little reason to call in question the colophons ascribing these
Katavul valttu to Peruntevanar.
An additional feature that distinguishes these verses
from the main body of the anthologies is their subject-matter.
*

Neither Siva nor Visnu figures prominently in the five antholpgLes
to which Peruntevanar1s Katavul valttu are prefixed, Murukan,
later identified with Skanda, being of greater importance. Yet
'
3
<3 4
two of the five invocations praise Siva , two praise Visnu ,
while that prefacing Kurun. alone praises Murukan.
The terms in which these deities are hymned recall the
TevSram and Nalayirappirapantam closely. None of those Saivite
or Vaisnavite hymns can reliably be dated to any period prior to
the 7th. century A.D. The invocation to Siva at the beginning
of Puram. addresses him as follows:
1. Fragments comprising the Udyoga-, BhTsma-, and Dro$a parvans
were published in 1925 by A.G.Aiyar. That closing portion called
Makavintam was published by the TSML in 1950. 2. Ibid. p.vi.
3. Those prefatory to Akam. and Puram. 4. Prefixed to Nar.& Ain.
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"He is the one with the fragrant chaplet of cassia,
whose “breast is likewise adorned with those “blossoms. He rides
on the white “bull, and this white hull figures on his banner. His
throat is stained blue, and this sapphire stain is hymned by
brahmans. He has Devi as one half of himself and in her he has
hidden all that should be hidden. The moon rests on his brow,
and this crescent moon is acclaimed by his eighteen hosts.
In similar terms Siva is praised throughout the Tevaram
/
2
3
and other Saivite works. The mention of cassia as being sacred
to him, and of his aspect as ArcLhanarlsvara may especially be
noted. Neither of these features is mentioned by the poems of
Puram. itself, which is in any case secular poetry like all the
/
anthologies save Paripatal. There are passing references to Siva
however.^
The invocatory poems prefatory to the anthologies are
supernumerary to the body of the collections save in the case of
Puram. and Kalittokai, wherein the invocation forms the first
poem. In Puram. therefore, the KatavuJ. valttu is the first of
four hundred poems, but it has nothing in common with the other
399 save metre. There seems no reason why it should have been
reckoned as part of the body of the anthology to which it is not
1. Puram. 1 (Peruntevanar) £ 2. Cp. Tirunavukkaracu: Tev.TLru.VI:
Crescent moon in Siva’s hair :xi, 3,1. 2; iv,1,1.1; chaplet of
cassia: iv,4,1.2; viii,§1.4; Siva’s bull: ix,5,11.1-2; x, 9,1.1;
the blue throat:^v,2,1.3; xii,2,1.3; ArdhanarTsvara: iv,10,1.2;
xiv,4,l.l. 3 . Konrai: Cassia fistula. 4. e. g.Puram. 56,1. 2;
91,1.6,- 6,1.18.
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linked by subject. It may be suggested that the Katavul vSlttu
to Puram. was in fact composed specifically for it, or that the
anthology was made after these Katavul valttu were composed, and
that, in either case, it was therefore included in the round
number of four hundred. Basing the argument on the above
assumption and on the Puram. Katavul valttu having indeed been
composed by Peruntevanar who was either contemporaneous with or
later than the 9th. century Pallava Nandivarman'1', it may be
suggested that Puram. did not assume the form in which it has
come down to us until the 9th. century. It may have been formed
at that time by PeruntevanSr himself or a contemporary, or at
a subsequent time. Unlike some of the anthologies, there is no
tradition as to the person who collected the Puram. poems
together or the person who patronized the work.
It may finally be noted in connexion with the Puram.
Katavul vSlttu that the colophon to it does not prescribe any
Poetic Situation, Tinai, to it or a Poetic Theme, Turai, unlike
all subsequent Puram. colophons extant. This particular invocation
is of thirteen lines.
It has already been noted that Puram. is a collection of
idividual poems and is not arranged in any formal pattern as is
Patirru. A certain tendency to group the poems according to the
hero praised in them is however apparent from the MSS, and this
has been followed in the printed editions. Running counter to
1. Peruntev.Piratam, TSML edn.p.vi.

2. See Chap.IX, pp.350 & ff.
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this is a grouping according to turai or tipai. These latter
groupings recur frequently, and no one group exhausts the poems
in a given situation or theme, with one or two exceptions.
Puram.1-85 inclusive are all in praise of the Muventar,
kings of the Cola Pap-fciya or Ceral ’dynasties’. Puram.87-181 are
in praise of minor chieftains. Puram.182-243 form a mixed group
wherein hoth muventar and chieftains are praised. A similar
group is Puram.367-400. Most of the remainder have defective
colophons or none at all, making it impossible in most cases to
deduce the hero of the poem. Mixed with such poems are some
2
in praise of muventar or chieftains. In all groups, many heroes
reappear more than once. Within the four broad groupings just
noted, certain sub-groups may be observed, wherein a whole batch
of poems praises a particular king or chieftain. For example,
Puram.23-26 praise the Pantiya Talaiyalankanattu cceruvenra
Netunc£liyan, while Puram.105-120 praise the chieftain P5ri.
Other instances of such groupings may be seen from the Table.^
Instances of counter-grouping according to Tinai are seen in
Puram.19— 23, Vakai, or Puram. 105-108, Patantinai, end according
to Turai in Puram. 19-23, AracavSkai, or Puram. 112-120, Kai^arunUaj.
Each poem of Purananuru is accompanied by a colophon
giving certain information about it. It gives the tinai and
turai appropriate to the poem, the hero of the poem and its
author. An example of a colophon is:
"Tinai: patantinai. Turai: Paricirrurai. Malaiyaman
1. See Table at end of this Chapter.

2. vv.245-7,266,282,315,
(355),359,360.
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Tirumutikkariyai MSrokkattu NappacalaiySr pafciyatu. .,1
Where a subsequent poem’s colophon refers to the same
tinai turai hero or poet as indicated in preceding colophons,
the terms or names are not repeated, hut are replaced by pronouns:
2

!,Tinaiyum
turaiyum
avai. Avanaiy avar pStiyatu.
"
•
*“
•
The four items usually appearing in Puram. colophons
had already appeared, the tinai patSntinai in the colophon to
v. 126, the turai Iyanmoli in col.129, while col.127 gave the
hero and poet as Ay and Enicceri Mutamociyar respectively.
It was already observed that a number of Puram. verses
are accompanied by colophons that are either fragmentary

or

defective, making it impossible to deduce the poet or hero. In
many such cases only the hero’s name is absent.

In some instances

especially where the text of the poem itself is fragmentary,
4
other parts of the colophon are missing. These latter lacunae
are due to the state of the extant MSS. It may be noted that, in
his edition of Puram. the TSS editor, Awai TuraicSmi Pijlai,
has confused the matter by printing the hero’s name at the head
of each poem, and, where this is missing from the colophon,
printing the poet’s name instead, or even the turai, without
using a different type-face or otherwise commenting on the
5
change. It is perfectly clear from the structure of the eolophen
who is hero and who is poet.
1. Col. to Puram.126. 2. Col. 131 & 132. 3. e.g. cols. 336, 337,
338,341. &• e.g. col. 282,323.
5. TSS edn., e.g. w . 323 and
324, and the headings thereto.
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Supplement to Chapter III
Table of Contents of Purananuru
Pur.Tinai
.
a
—

Turai

Hero
Siva (KaJavuJ. valttu).

2 patan. Ceviyarivuruu

3

"

4 vanci

M
Korravallai

5 pStSn. Ceviyarivuruu
6

”

7 vanci

ti
Korravallai

Ce. Peruncorr’utiyanceralatan
P. Karunkay OlvSJperumpeyar V.
C. Uruvappahrer Ij.ancetcenni
Ce.Karuvffr e.Olva^kopperunceral I.
P. Palyakacalai Mutukutumi Peru V.
C. Karika£peruvaJ.attaa

8 pa^an. Iyanmoli

Ce. Katufikov Aliyatan

9

"

P. Palyakacalai Mutukutumi Peru V.

10

"

C. NeytalafikSnal Ilancetcenni

11

”

Paricirkatanilai

Ce. Palai patiya Perunkatunko

12

"

Iyanmoli

P. Palyakacalai Mutukutumi Peru V.

13

11

ValttTiyal

C.Mujittalaikkopperunarkilli

14

"

Ce. Celvakkatunkov Aliyatan

15

Iyanmoli
»t

P. Palyakacalai Mutukutumi Peru V.

16 vanci

Malapulavanci

C.IrScacuyam vetta Perunarkilli

17 vakai

AracavSkai

Ce. Yanaikkatcey Mantaranceral I.

18 potuv. Mutumolikkanci
19 vSkai
20

"

AracavSQcai

\J

mmm

P. Talaiy. ceruvenra Nejunceliyan
ti

ti

i»

Ce. Yanaikkafcey Mantaranceral I.

Abbreviations: C., Cola; P., PSntiya; Ce., Ceral; V., Valuti;
I*. Irumporai. e., ©Xiya (who colbni^ed); t., tunciya (who died
at); Talaiy., Talaiyalankanattu/
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Pur,Tinai

21 vSkai
22

Turai

Hero

Aracavakai

P.Kanappereyilkatanta UkkirapperuY
Ce* Yanaikkafcey MBntaranceral I.

"

23
24 potuv. Porunmolikkanci
25 vakai AracavSkai
26

P. Talaiy. ceruvenra Ne^unceliyan

»r

27 potuv, Mutumoli kkanc i
Iyanmoli valttu
28
"
tt

29

t»

30
31
32
33

pB-fa^.
vakai
pStBn.
vakai

C. Nalahkilli

t»

Iyafimoli
Aracavakai
Iyanmoli
Aracavakai

patan. Iyanmoli
Ceviyarivuruu
tt
Tunai
vanci
vanci
vSkai Aracavakai
p a t a $ . Iyanmol_i
ti
tt
39
tt
Ceviyarivuruu
40
Korravallai
4 1 vanci
Aracavakai
4 2 vakai

C. Kulamurrattu t. Killi VaJ.avan

43

it

C.

M avajattan

44

tt

C.

N e, t u n k •i ,l l i

C.

N e, t u h k , i •l l i

&

C.

N a l a h k• i •l l i

t.

K illi

34
35
36
37
38

f

45 vanci

Tunai vanci

46

tt

tt

tt

C.

K u lam u rrattu

47

tt

tt

♦»

C.

N e•t u n k •i •l l i

48 patan. Pulavararruppatai
49

tt *

50

Iyanmoli

5 1 vakai
52
tt

Ce.

K ok k otai
tt

Ce.

T akaju r

tt

Aracavakai

P.

tt

M arpan
tt
e. Perunceral

K u tak arattu t .
tt
tt

53

tt

tt

Ce.

Iv la n ta ra n cera l

54

tt

tt

Ce.

Ku-fc-kuvan K o t a i

e. e^inta (who destroyed).

V aJ.avan

M aran
t»
I.

V.

I.
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Pur,Tinai

Turai

Hero

57

pSFtan. C e v i y a r i v u r u u
» * Puvainilai
vanci T u n a i v a r i c i

58

pa^an,

59

it

60

ti

55

56

P. Ilavantikaippalli t. NanmSran
ii

ti

ii

ii

ti

ii

U fa n ila i

^
1
C. Kurappalli t. Peruntiruma v.
P. Vejliyampalattu t. Peru V.

P u v a in ila i

P. Cittiramatattu t. Nanmaran

K utai

m an k alam

C.Kurappalli t.Peruntirumavalavan

61

vakai

A racavakai

C. IlavantikaippaJ.Ji t.NalankilliC*

62

tu m pai

T o k a in ila i

Ce. Kutakko Netunceralatan
C. Verpahratakkai Pperuvirarkilli

63

it

ti

64

patan ,

V ir a liy a rru p p a ta i

P. Palyakacalai Mutukutumi Peru V.

65

potuv.

K a iy a r u n ila i

Ce. P^runceralatan

66

vSkai

A racavakai

C. Karikarperuvalattan

67

patan.

Iy a n m o li

Kopperuncolan

68

i»

P S parru ppatai

69
70

it
it

ii

ii

ii

n

ti

C. NalahkiJ.}.i
C. Kulamurrattu t. Kilji VaJ.avan

ii

ii

ii

it

it

V

71

kanci

V a n cin a k k a n ci

Ollaiyur tanta Putappantiyan

72

ii

ii

P. Talaiy. ceruvenra Netunceliyan

73

ii

ii

C. Nalankilli
• •

74
75

p o tu v . M u tu m o lik k a n ci
ti

76 v a k a i
-79
80 tum pai
81 v a k a i
82
ii
83 k a ik .
-85

Ce. KapaikkSLl I.

P o tu m o lik k a n ci

C. Nalankilli
• •

A racavakai

P. Talaiy. ceruvenra Netunceliyan

E r u m a i maram
A racavakai

C. Porvaikkopperunarkilli
ii

ii

ii

P a licc u ta l

ii

1. v., valavan.

2. C., Cetcenni
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Pur.Tinai
86 vakai

Turai

Hero

Eran mullai

(Kavarpen-fu)'*'

87 tumpai Tanai maram
-9 0
91
92
93
94

Atiyaman Netuman Anci
tt
tt
tt
tt
it

patan. Valtt’iyal
Iyanmoli
ti
vakai Aracavakai
it

it

95 patan. Van mafikalam
96

n

Iyanmoli

97

t»

tt

tt
tt
tt
tt
tt

tt
tt
tt
tt
it

(Avan makan) Poku^telini
Atiyaman NetumBn Anci

Aracavakai

tt

tt

tt

-1 0 0
1 0 1 patan.
• .

Paricirkatanilai
— #

tt

tt

it

102

tt

Iyanmoli

(Avan makan) Pokuttelini

103
104

tt

Viraliyarruppafai
Aracavakai

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

v5kai

98 vakai

patan. Viraliyarruppatai
~ tt '
Iyanmoli
-108 w
1 0 9 nocci
Makap maruttal

105
106

- 111
112
-1 2 0

potuv. Kaiyarunilai

t»
Porunmolikkanci
patan. Iyanmoli
-124
125 vakai Aracavakai
1 2 6 patan. Paricirrurai
121
122

127

tt

128
129
-132

t»
tt

Katainilai
Valttu
Iyanmoli

133
134

h

135

tt

136

tt

V ira1iyarruppaj ai
Iyanmoli
Paricirrurai
Paricirkatanilai
— •

137
138
139
140

ft
tt
tt
"

Iyanmoli
Paparruppafai
Paricirkajanilai
Paricilvitai

tt

tt

* tt

tt

Vel Pari
tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

tt

Malaiyaman Tirumufikkari
tt

tt

tt

tt
tt

tt
tt

tt
tt

£y
tt
tt
tt
i»

tt
tt
Nancil VaJ-JLuvan
tt
tt
|»
»t
tt
tt

1. The authoress, ait TSS ed., i, p. 213
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Pur.Tinai

Turai

Hero

141 patan. Panarruppatai
142 vtt # Iyanmoli
143 perun. Kurunkali
-147

Vaiyavikkopperumpekan

148 pa-fan. Paricirrurai
Iyanmoli
149
tt
150
t»

Kan^Trakkopperu Nalli
tt
tt
tt

151

Ilaviccikko

tt

152
153

Paricilvitai
Iyanmoli

Valvil Ori
tt
tt

154
155
156

Paricirrurai
Paparruppatai
Iyanmoli

Konkanankilan
tt
tt

157

tt

Eraikkon

158
tt
Valtt1iyal
Paricirkatanilai
159
tt
160
it
tt
161'. 'iv -.?*•Paricirrurai

Kumanan
. —
tt
tt

162

tt

Paricilvitai

IlaveJ-iman

163
164
165

tt
tt
tt

Paricil
Paricirkatanilai
Paricilvitai

Kumanan
tt
tt

166 vakai

Parppanavaka i

Kauniyan Vinnantayan

167

tt

Aracavakai

Enati TirukkiJJi

168
169
170
171
172

patan.
‘tt
vakai
patan.
" »t

Paricirrurai
Paricirkatanilai
Vallanmullai
Iyanmoli

Pijtankorran
tt
tt
tt
tt

173

tt

174 vakai

Cirukufikilan Pappan
AracavSkai

Malaiyaman Coliyav enSti Tirjkkappai

175 patan.
. . Iyanmoli
■—
176
tt
tt

Atanunkan

177

Malli kilan Kariyati

"

••

Oyman Nalliyakko^an
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Pur.,Tinai

Turai

Hero (where stated in col. )

178 vakai

Vallanmullai
•

Pantiyan Kirancattan

179

ti

ti

NSlai kilavan Nakan

180

ti

tt

Irntur kilan ToyanmSran

181

it

it

Vallar kilan Pannan

1ikkanc i
182 potuv. piunmo
•
—

^
i
(KataluJ. maynta Ilamperu V.)

183

(P.Ariyappatai katanta Netunceliyarj

_

tf

tl

184 patan. Ceviyarivuruu
185 potuv. Po runmo1ikkanc i

P. Arivutai Nampi
(Tontaiman Ilantiraiyan)

186

tl

tt

187

tl

tt

188

tl

tt

189

tl

tt

190

tl

tt

(C. Nalluruttiran)

191

tt

ti

(PicirantaiySr)

192
193
194
195

tl

tt

II
tl
tt

O

tt

(P. Arivujai Nampi)

/

Perunkanci
Porunmolikkanci
•
***

196 patsrn.
Paricirkatanilai
~~ .
• .

P. Ilavantikaippalli t. Nanmaran

197

tl

ti

tt

C.Kurappalli t.Peruntirumavalavan

198

tl

tt

tt

P. Ilavantikaippalli t. Namnaran

199

tl

ti

tt

200

ft

201 patan.
202
ti *

Paricirrurai

Viccikko

tt
tt

Iruhkovel
tl

203

II

ti

C.PamaJur e. Neytalankanal IJanC.

204

tt

tt

Valvil Ori

() On this page: author.
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Pur.Tipai

Hero (where stated in col.)

Turai

205 patan. Paricirrurai

Katiyane$uvettuvan

206

ti

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

207

♦♦

Ilaveliman
•
.
—

208

t»

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

209

ti

ParicirkatSnilai

Muvan
Ce. Kutakkocceral I.

210

211
212

213
214
215
216

tl

Iyanmoli
tt
vanci Tunaivanci
potuv. PorupmolikkSnci
pa^ap. Iyanmoli
‘ tt

tt

Kopperuneolan
tt
tt
tt
tt

217 potuv. Kaiyarunilai
218
tt

PicirSntaiySr

219
-223

Kopperuncolan

tt

224

tt

C. Karikarperuvalattan

225

tt

C. Nalankijli

226
227
228

tt
tt
tt

C. Kulamurrattu t. Killivalavan
Anant appaiyul

229

Kocce.Yanaikkajcey Mantaranceral L

230

Kaiyarunilai

231
232

tt
tt

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

233
234

tt
tt

Vel E w i

Atiyaman Elini
tt

tt*

tt

tt

tt

235

Atiyaman Nirfuman Anci

236

VeJ. Pari

237

IJaveliman

238

Veliman
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Pur.Tinai

Turai

Hero (where stated in col, )

239 P<5tuv. Kaiyarunilai

Nampi Netunceliyan

240
241

Ay Aptiran

"
"

ti

ti

ii

ti

is

242
243

ii

ii

if

ti

244

"

ii

245

ii

ii

246
247

it

ii

ii

Tapatanilai

248
-250

ii

251 vakai
252

Ollaiyur kilan makan Peruncattan
l»
II
II
II

Ce. Kottampalattu t. Makkotai

Anant appaiyu].

Putapantiyan revi Perunkoppentu
»♦*
ii
tf

Tapatavakai

ii

ii

253 notuv. Mutupalai
-256*
257 vetci
258
»

Untattu
•• .•
ii

259 karan. Cerumalaital
260
Kaiyarunilai
261
ii

ii

262 vetci

ii

Upt^tt11

263 karan. Kaiyarunilai
-265
266 patan. Paricirkatanilai

C. Uruvappahrer Ilaricetcenni

" 1
269 vetci
•

Untattu
.. ••

270 karan. Kaiyarunilai
271 nocci
272
ii

Ceruvitai vlltal
it

ii

1, No MS extant contains Puram 267 or 268.
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Pur.Tinai
—
•

Turai

Hero (where stated in col, )

273
274
275
276
277
278

tumpai Kutirai maram
ti
firumai maram

279

vakai

280

potuv. Anantappaiyul

281

kanci

282

-

tt

it
ii
it
it

tt

Tanai nilai
Uvakaikkalulcci
ti

Mutinmullai

TotSkkanci
•
-

(Ce. Palaipatiya Perunkatuhko)

283
284

tumpai Pappa^tu

285

vakai

286
287

karan. Vettiyal
NTnmoli
if

288

tumpai Mdtinmullai

it

tt

Calpumullai

-

289

-

292

karan. Kutinilaiy uraittal
Vettiyal
ft
U /
vanci Peruncorrunilai

293

kSnci

294
295

tumpai Tanai maram
»»
Uvakaikkalulcci

296

vakai

297

vetci
•

298

karan. Netumoli
•
—

299

nocci

300
301
302
-3 0 4

tumpai Tanai Maram

290
291

V

»
"

Pukkotkanci
•

Eranmullai
— •
Untattu
• •
• •

Kutirai maram
tt

tt

Kutirai maram

f
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Hero (where stated in col.)

Pur*Tinai

Turai

305 vakai
306

Parppanavakai
Mutinmullai

ii

307 tumpai Kalirrutanilai
•
•
308 vakai Mutinmullai
309 tumpai Nulilattu
—
**
if
310
t»~
Panpattu
311
if
•
* •

3145

it

315
316
-325
326
-335

n
if

Miltinmullai
Vallanmullai
*
it
♦f
if

if

Mutinmullai

312 vakai
313

336 kafici
-354
355
356
357
358
359
360

Makatparkanc i
if
Katuman Killi (in text)
if
Maxnkkanci
Manaiyaram tuxavaxam
Perunkanci

361
362 "ootuvi Perunkanci
if
363 * if
it
364
i»
365 kanci
366

Netuman A6ci

(The person addressed in v.361)
(The person addressed in v*363)

Perunkanci

367 patan. VSltt1iyal

Ce. Mavai^ko
P. Kanapper tanta Ukkirapperu V.
C. Iracacuyam vefcta Perunarkilli

368 vakai

Ce. Kutakko NeJunceralatan

Marakkalavali

369

if

Ce. Katalottiya Velkelukuttuvan

370

if

C.Ceruppaliy erinta IJ.ance'fcenni

371
"
372 vakai

f

MarakkaJ.avej.vi
. vs. ... t l a s

i i

V

Talaiy. ceruvenra Netunceliyan
ii
n
* it

Pur.Tinai
—
•

Turai

Hero (where stated in col.)

373 vSkai

Marakkalaval:

C. Kulamurrattu t. Killivajavan

374 patan. Puvainilai
tt
Va^tt1iyal
375

Ay Antiran
• #
“

II

II

376

it

Iyanmoli

Oyman Nalliyakkotan

377

tt

Valtt’iyal

C.Iracacuyam vetta Perunarkij.J.i

378

tt

Iyanmoli

C. Ceruppaliy erinta Ilancefcenni

379

tt

Paricirrurai

Oyman VilliyStan

380

tt

Iyanmoli

Nancil Valluvan

381

tt

tt

382

tt

Katainilai
.

383

tt

tt

384

tt

tt

385

tt

Valtt1iyal

386

tt

tt

C. Kulamurrattu t. KiJ.livaJ.avan

387

tt

tt

Ce. Cikkarpa].J.i t .Celvakkatufikov 5:

388

tt

389

tt

tt

Nailer Mutiyan

390

tt

tt

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

391

tt

Kafainilai

392

tt

tt

Atiyaman Netuman Anci

393

tt

tt

C. Kulamurrattu t. KillivaJ.avan

394

tt

tt

Coliyav Enati Tirukkufctuvan

395

tt

tt

C. n a - t t u p i t a v u r k i l a r m a k a n p e r u n a a t f c e n

396

tt

tt

Va$tarrf El^iniyatan

397

tt

Pari<#ilvitai
•

C. Kulamurrattu
t. Killivalavan
•
—
• •
•
—

398

tt

Katainilai
#

Oe. Vancan

399

tt

Paricilvitai
•

TSman Tonrikkon

400

tt

Iyanmoli

C. Nalahkilli
.
• •

Karumpanar kilan
C. Nalankilji

Karumpanur kil_an
Ampar kilan Aruvantai

u

Iyanmoli

Cirukuti kilan Pannan

Po r a iyarrukki1an
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CHAPTER IV
PURANAh ORU: KINGS
a) Introduction & Colas*
ATI save one of the four hundred individual poems of
Purananuru are in praise, direct or implied, of various patrons
and their achievements. The exception is the Katavul valttu,
which was considered in the last chapter." The patrons of these
poems were mostly rulers of different areas of the Tamil country.
Those featured in this anthology are not confined to any one of
the Muventer. These are the three Tdynasties’ of Tamil kings,
called Cola, Pantiya and Ceral. 2
—

The poems are about .equally
—
3
divided between those that praise one or other of the Muventar,
those that praise Cirraracar, chieftains, and those with
defective colophons whose patrons cannot be ascertained. 138
poems honour a Cola Pantiya or Ceral hero, 141 poems laud a
chieftain, while the names of the heroes of 121 poems are lackir^.
This gives a total of four hundred, a figure arrived at since
in four cases^ poems praise two or three patrons simultaneously.
As against this, however, two verses, Puram.267 and 268, are
missing altogether from the text as extant. There are therefore
397 poems in Puram. that praise patrons, known or unknown.
1. v.s., pp.85-88.
2. The reasons for calling the last Ceral
rather than the usually accepted Cera are discussed in Chap.VI
pp.284.
3. Muventar, three kings, from munru, three, +. An
alternative is Muvar, the three. For ventar, vide Kurun.328,1.6;
Patirru.Pat. IX, 1.4. For mCTvar, vide Puram. 109,1. 2, 122,1.5.
4. Puram. 58,62,63 and 367.
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The poems in Puram* ©re non-religious in character,
though references to gods and religious ceremonies abound, as

i

will he noted hereafter* Partaking of the nature of Prasastis,
Panegyrics, they describe the courts and kingdoms of the
munificent patrons to whom they are addressed. While much may be
exaggeration, there is in these poems information on courtly
customs and on warfare. Despite the fact that it is court poetry,
Puram. also tells much of the inhabitants of the Tamil country,
unaffected as they were by the dynastic feuds and quarrels that
seem to have abounded. There are also references to the flora
and fauna of the countryside.
It is proposed to consider these poems on the basis of
the heroes they praise as given in their accompanying colophons,
taking in this chapter the poems that praise the Muventar. Those
that praise chieftains and those with defective colophons are
considered in the next chapter.
Poems in praise of Cola kings outnumber those in praise
of the other two dynasties as featured in this anthology. They
number 74 altogether, and thus more than half of the 138 poems
on the mttventar are devoted to Cola rulers.1
It must again be stressed that in most cases the
referring of the exploits described in any given poem to any
particular ruler turns upon acceptance of the colophon that
accompanies that poem. But, as K.N.Sivaraja Pillai observes:
1. See list on p.104 of Puram. poems devoted to Colas.

104
Cola kings who figure in Purananuru.
Cola as given in Col.

Puram.no(s). Poets.

1.Uruvappahrer Ilancetc&nni

4
266

N^ytalankanal Ilancetcenni
Ce.PamaJ.ur £.Ney:
Ceruppaii e.
t»

10

203
370,378.
7, 224

2. Karikarperuvalattan

Paranar
Perufikunrur kilar.
Unpot ipacuftki^taiyfir

66

.

Karunku 1a1atanar
Veppi Kuyattiyar

•y •

3. Mutittalaikkopperunarkilli

13.

U. E.MutamociySr

4.Iracacuyam vetta Perunarkilli

16
1
(367 )
377.

Pantarankannanar
Auvaiyar
Uloccanar

5.Nalankilli

27-30
31-3^43,68,
382 & 400
225
73,75
61.

U.Mutu: Cattanar

34,36,69
35
37,39,226
38,40
41,46,70,386
42
227
228
393
397
373.

Slattur kilar
Vellaikkutinakanar
Mari Nappacalaiyar
Avur Mulankil_ar
Kovur kil_ar
ItaikkSJanar
Avatu : MScSttanar
Aiyur Mu^avanar
Nalliraiyanar
Eru: Tayahkannanar
Kovur kilar

7.Mavalattan

43.

Tamappalkapnanar

8.Netunkilli
•
• •

44,(45),47.

Kovur kilar

(58)
60
197.

K.KarikkappanSr
U.Mar^ Tamotaranar
KaE. Mat:M.Kumaran:

IlavantikaippaJ.J.i t.
NalankiJ.J.i Ccfrcffnni
6.Kulamurrattu
t.Killi
•
'■■
•• Valavan
•
—

Kuraopalli
t. "
• •

M

Kurappalli t.
P&runtirumSvalavan

10.Velpahrafrakkai PperuvirarkiJ.li (62), [lb)
(63) .

Kovur kilar_
Alattur kilar
Colan NalankiJ.J.i
KQ Mat:M. Kumaran :

KalattalaiySr
Parapar

1. ( ) Shared with another hero or other heroes. For abbreviations
in names of kings, see list of poems, p. 91. For those in poets1
names, see Appendix: List of poets in Puram. & Patirru.
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Cole as given in Col.

Puram. no(s)♦ Poets.

11.KoppSruiicolan

67,212
213
214-216
219
220-223.

PicirSntaiySr
P.tyirriyanar
Kopperuncolan
Putanakanffr
PottiySr

12. Po r(a)v aikkopperunarki11i

80-88
83-85.

CattantaiySr
Nakkannaiyar

13.Colan Nalluruttiran

190.

Colan Nalluruttiran

"In the absence of any other contemporary writing by
which we can check the references in these poems, these notes
must remain the only source of information about the persons
and events alluded to in the pieces." 1
It will accordingly be found that these 74 poems in
Puram. feature thirteen Cola rulers altogether, and it may be
convenient to take them, with certain exceptions, in the order
in which they appear in the text. All are mentioned in the above
list, and it will suffice here to notice poems that are other
than formal panegyrics unless these contain points of special
interest or importance.
The first Cola is Uruvappahrer Ilaricetcermi, praised in
Puram.4 and 266. This king is mentioned in Porunararruppatai, one
Q
of the Pattuppattu as Uruvappahrer the father of KarikSlan.
Puram.4, by Paranar, praises the king in his chariot, bright as
the sun, and extols the prowess of the four sections of his army,
the footsoldiers, cavalry, men mounted on elephants and those who
1. CET, p.47.

2. Porunar. 1.130.
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fight from chariots. In Puram.266, the last poem in the
anthology for which the old commentary is extant, Perunkunrur
kilar has the courage to tell the king, whom he addresses as
Cenni, of his financial plight and need for reward.
1 and other writers^2 are of the opinion
K.N.S.Pillai
• •
that this ruler is the same as Neytalankanal Ilancetcenni who
ruled the fair maritime tract, praised in Puram.10, and who
destroyed Pamalur5 and Ccruppali41. There seems little reason to
dispute this. Ilancetcenni may he regarded as the king’s pesonal
name, to which were prefixed various honorific titles. For
example, Uruvappahrer means

Cl)
"one possessed of,fine^chariots"
.

In Puram.10 Onpoti Pacunkutaiyar addresses the king as
Lord of Neytalahkanarr^ and tells him that he has come to praise
him. The king is ahle to assess the good and evil in those who
come before him and reward or punish them accordingly. He feasts
those who come with pleasantly cooked food. The colophon to
Puram.203 states that Pamalur, conquered by Ilancetcennit
belonged to the Ceral5, and that this panegyric also was composed
by Unpoti Pacunkutaiyar. By the same poet are Puram.370 and 378
which celebrate Ilancetcenni
as the conqueror of the hostile
•
•
Pali,
■” stated by the TSS editor to be in TSntaimantalam.
• •
•«

The

former poem is a prasasti, but in the latter it is stated that
the king laid low the Paratavar in the south and the Vatukar in
l.CET Synchronistic Table, passim. 2. Puram.TSS edn.i,p.29; the
editor states that Neytalankanal was the king’s birthplace.
5.Puram.203 col.
4.Puram.370,378 cols. 5. TSS edn.ii, p.9.
6. ibid. ii, p.349.

Vatukar were the inhabitants of the area to the north
of the Tamil country, and the term may be taken as referring to
the Telugus. Since the word vatukan is connected with vatakku,
north, however, it is possible that the conquest of Vatukar
refers to the victory at Pali
which lay to
*
” in Tontaimantalara,
••
••
the north of the Cola’s domains. The Paratavar were inhabitants
of the sea coast who seem to have built up a power of their
own.c It is generally accepted that the name is to be connected
with the Skt. bharata , though no reason has been offered for
this. The word paratavan means also trader, and it should be
2

noted that there is a Kannacla word, paradu, meaning trade,
merchant.

4

Assuming that the Tamil words for fisherman and

trader are in fact one and the same word, it might be questioned
as to whether paratavan is connected with bharata, since there
is a Kannada word for trader showing a strong affinity to the
Tamil word paratavan*
The most interesting point about Puram. 578 is that it
contains a reference to the Rama story. The smiles of those
rewarded by Ilancetcenni are compared to
"The smiling of the female monkeys, bedecked with the
ornaments that Sit a, carried away from Rama by the mighty
Raksasa, had let fall and which had been seen by the Monkey. 1,5
Such a reference shows that the details of the R5ma
story were known to Tamil writers at that time, and shows the
1.Puram.378,11.1,2.
3.Tam. Lex.p.2496,i.

2. Cp. Cil.V,25 & Maturaik., 1.144.
4.Kittel,p.943,1. 5.Puram.378, 11.18 ff.
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extent to which non-Tamil literature was current. The TSS editor
merely observes that this reference shows that, at the time when
Puram. 378 was composed, the Rama-Rava$a antagonism was not,
albeit falsely, regarded as a contest between northern and
southern Indians. It is difficult to see how such a conclusion
can be reached from this evidence, one way or the other.
There are thus six poems in Puram. that praise the Cola
Ilancetcenni. The first two, 4 and 266, are by different poets,
but both praise him whose title Uruvappahrer is given in the
colophons. Poems 10, 203, 370 and 378 are all by one poet, and
praise Ilancetcenni
*
.
• —— under three further titles. It is these
titles alone, mentioned in the colophons, that give the place
where the king was born, or possibly a special area over which he
reigned, and the names of two places that he conquered.
The next Cola to appear in Puram. is Karikarperuvalattan
who is praised in Puram. 7, 66 and 224 by Karuhkul_alatanar, Venni
Kuyattiyar and Karunkulavatanar respectively. There is some
difference of opinion about the last-named poet. Both UVS and
the editors of Canka Ilakkiyam regard Puram.7 and 224 as the
work of Karunkulalatanar and do not even mention a variant
reading in the colophon to Puram. 224. The TSS editor, on the
other hand^ states that Pupam.224 is the work of KarunkulavStanar
•

“

presumably on the basis of a MS reading, though he does not say
so. He cites a reference from a medieval inscription to the
effect that the village of Karunkujam belonged to Karikarcolan.
1. TSS ii, p. 55; he cites ARE (Madras) No.269 of 1928.
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But unless he "bases his argument upon a variant reading in the
text also, it is hard to see why he has not made the same
suggestion regarding the author of Puram. 7.
Both Pillai and Vithianandan are of the opinion that
there were two kings of the name Karikal in the Cankam period.

1

Pillaifs
argument, which is followed hy Vithianandan, is that
• •
there were two kings of this name, probably grandfather and
grandson. Ilancetcenni would be the son of KarikSrperuvalattan
or KarikSl I. The Karikalan (ii) who is praised in two of the
Pattuppattu, PorunarSrruppatai and PaJ-finappalai, is not
mentioned by Paranar, who on the other hand mentions a KarikSl
who lived before his time. The victories of KarikSrperuvalattSn
are not mentioned in the Pattu. among the victories of Karikalan.
Paranar’s contemporary Kapilar speaks of the poet Kalattalaiyar
—
as having preceded him. 2 KalattalaiySr
wrote Puram.65^which,

according to its colophon, tells of Perunceralatan1s fast unto
death after defeat at the hands of Karikarperuvalattan at the
battle of Venni. On the other hand, Karikal (II) also fought a
battle at Venni.
..
None of these points is particularly convincing, though,
if taken together, they add up to a certain amount of evidence
supporting the view that there were two KarikSls in the Cankam
period. The argument from the silence pf Pattu. regarding the
victories of Karikal (I, according to Pillai) is not conclusive;
furthermore, a battle of Venni is mentioned in the Pattu., in
1. CET pp.91 ff; The P, p.60.
support of this view.

2. Both cite Puram.202,1.12 in
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Porunar. lines 143-8, among the victories of the Karikal lauded.
in that poem; he is stated to have defeated the Ceral and Pantiya.
It is presumably this to which Paranar referred when he wrote:
"Perumpeyar Karikal
Srkali naravin Venni vayil
clrkelu raannar maraliya natpin
imilicai muracam poru kalatt’oliya
•

ppatinoru velirotu
ventar caya..." 1
.
.
,f0n the plain of Venni where fine toddy is produced,
• •

the great Karikal met in combat the famous kings; on the field
of battle he destroyed their sounding drum and put down the
(tY/o)

kings and eleven Velir
chiefs. "
#
In the light of this it would seem far-fetched to

postulate that it was a Karikal II, referred to in terms almost
identical to those above, who v/as the hero of Porunar. , and that
it was at a second battle of Venni at which he defeated the two
•

•

kings. To achieve this, Pillai
has had to make the second
• •
Karikal live after Paranar.

o

Pattinappalai
does not refer to this battle, but the
• •
same writers have not argued from this fact that yet another
Karikal is celebrated in that poem.
Assuming that Puram.202 line 12 does imply that the
poet Kalattalaiyar lived earlier than Paranar*’s contemporary
1. Akam. 246,11.8-12.
2. Textual references for this battle
apart from Akam.246 are: Akam.55,11.10 All, where KarikSl
Valavan’s foe is given as Ceralatan. Puram. 66, 11.3-8; Nar.390,
1.3, wherein the Cola is called Killi.
7

—

. .

Ill
Kapilar, it must still "be noted that it is only in the colophon
to Puram.65 that Karikarperuvalattan is named as the foe of
peruhceral£tan.
is mentioned in
— That the battle was at Venni
• •
neither text nor colophon, and since Kalattalaiyar wrote no
other poem extant that mentions KarikSl or Venni it is hard to
see of what use his name is in assessing whether

th ere

were two

Karikals or not or whether either of them fought a battle of
Venni
against a Ceral.
..
W h ile

it

may be suggested that there were in fact

kings who were called Karikal, it would

seem

two

difficult to be as

categorical as Pillai on this point in the absence of any
epigraphical evidence and of even attempted chronological
writing in the extant literary sources.
It may finally be noted that the editors of Canka
Ilakkiyam took the view that it was Karikarperuvalattan, that is
Pillaifs Karikal I, who was praised in the two poems of Pattu,
As already seen, three poems of Puram. praise this kirn^
In the absence of any special reason for following the TSS
editor, it is proposed to follow UVS and others in taking both
Puram. 7 and 224 to be the work of the poet Karuhkulalatanar.
Puram.224 includes an interesting note on vedic ritual:
’’The

v e d ic

sa cr ific e

was completed at the place of the

Yupa which is a joy to kites, in the place of sacrifice
surrounded by a ring

of

weapons.” ^

Poem 66 is by Venni KkuyattiySr according to its
1. Puram.224, 11.7-9
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colophon. In it the king’s name appears in the vocative as
Karikal Valava.'1' This poem contains the reference to the battle
of Venni
alluded to earlier.
• •

It states that the Cola’s foe,

who is not named, won fame by sitting facing north through
shame at receiving a wound in his back.

The enemy king is

taken to be PerunceralStan and the deed is celebrated in the
previous poem, Puram. 65. But there is only the authority of the
colophon to 65 for saying that the king was Perunceralatan.
Venni
is not mentioned in Puram.65 at all, nor in its colophon.
• •
All that can definitely be stated is that in two adjacent poems
of Puram. the feat of a king who sat facing the north through
shame at receiving a wound in his back is mentioned, that this
king is the hero of Puram. 65 and is the foe of Karikal Valaven,
as mentioned in 66. The only source for the information that the
king who was ashamed of his wound was Ceralatan is, as far as
texts are concerned, MSmulanar’s poem

that is numbered Akam. 55.

All modern writers agree that this practice entailed a fast unto
4
death while sitting facing the north.
These three poems are the only ones in Puram. to treat
of a king the colophons call Karikarperuvalattan. It only remains
to note that both Pillai and Vithianandan, following upon their
view that there were two KarikSls, have held that Karikal II is
represented in Puram. under the name of Kurappalli ttunciya
o
_
5
Peruntirumavalavan. Though he is not the next ruler to appear in
1. 1.3; cp. Akam. 55. 2. v.s. p.110,fn. 2.
3. Puram.66, 11.6-9.
4. e.g. CET, p.92, where Pillai states that the practice is
called in Skt. Sallekhana. 5. CET, p.131; the P., p.63, quoting
Pattinap* 1.299 wherein Karikal is called Tirumavalavan.
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Puram. and first appears in poem 58, it may be well now to
examine the poems that treat of this ruler. He figures in Puram.
58, 60 8nd 197, composed, say their colophons, by Karikkannanar
of Mviripptlmpattinam, the physician Tamotarenar of Ursiyur, and
Maturaikkumaranar, son of Matalan of Ericcilur in the CoiLa land.
Poem 58 is patently addressed jointly to a PSntiya and
a Col^a, one being spoken of as a scion of the Pancavar\ one of
the PHntiya families, the other being addressed as lord of the
cool Kaviri, 2 and of Urantai 3 (Uraiyur). They stand allied to
each other like two gods holding sway over their fertile domains,
and the poet exhorts them to continue in that friendship. Only
the colophon gives any clue as to the identity of the two kings;
the Pantiya is Peruvaluti who died at Velliyampalam and the Cola
is Peruntirumavalavan who died at Kurappalli.
Puram.60 refers to the king as Vajavan in line 10. It
depicts the poet as journeying over hills and stony paths to the
king’s court. The troupe of dancing girls with him resemble
peacocks when they see the moon. The king is bowed down by hi6
duties like a beast of burden, yet his sword is unerring.
None of the three poems tells of any event at variance
with the known information regarding KarikSrperuva^attan. They
neither confirm nor deny that the person they extol was: a) a
different person altogether from Karikal of Puram.7, 66 and 224,
b) the same as the KarikHl II proposed by Pillai, or c) different
ag8in from Karikal II. The name Valavan may wefcl have been used
1. Puram.58,1.8. 2. ibid.,1.1.

3. ibid.,1.9.
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of several Cola kings. The TSS editor1, however, suggests that
this king is the same as Karikarperuvalattan, addressed as
Valavan in Puram.66. This is a more reasonable idea than that of
Pillai and others who identify him with their Karikal II who does
not definitely figure in the Puram. at all as a separate person.
The third king to aopear in Puram. is Mutittalaikko
Poerunarkilli,
who figures only in Puram.13, composed, states its
—* .•
colophon, by Mutamociyar of Enicceri near Uraiyur. This colophon
further states that the poet composed this poem while standing
with the Ceral king Antuvanceral Irumporai on the roof of the
Velfs palace.

2

This is a most interesting statement, as it

suggests the contemporaneity of the particular Cola and Ceral
rulers named.
Puram. 13 describes the approach of the Cola upon his
elephant, presumably on an official visit. The poet is plainly
fretting at the predicament of his lord, whose mount seems to
have got out of control:
"Like the ship amid great seas or the moon amid many
stars, surrounded by swordsmen and seemingly coated with filth,
the elephant does not seem to know those who approach him.1 May
the king meet with no mishap.1 ”
The next Cola to figure in Puram. is named in the col.
to Puram.16 as Iracacuysm vetta Perunarkil^i, and the poet’s
name is given as P5ntarafikann5nar. Perunarkilli who performed
the RBjasuya sacrifice figures in two other Puram. poems. In 367,
1. TSS edn.i, p.441.
3. Puram.13,11. 5-9.

2. For this VeJ, v.i. pp. 185,215-6.
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by the poetess AuvaiySr, he is praised jointly with the Ceral
MSvanko and the PHntiya KSnapper tanta (or katanta) Ukkirapperu
Valut-i. Puram. 377 is stated in its colophon to be by UloccanSr.
In the case of all three colophons UVS gives the form IrFcacTIyam,
and does not note a variant reading. The TSS editor, however,
gives that form in the case of 16, but the form Irayacuyam in
the case of 367 and 377.
In a note on the name of the author of Puram. 16, the TSS
editor suggests that Pftntaran was the name of the father of the
poet Kannanar. This would involve a change in the place of
articulation of the final ’alveolar* nasal -n to that of the
velar -n- before the plosive k-. The final -n is not normally
subject to such a change} while on the other hand the change of
final -m to a nasal homorganic with a succeeding plosive is quite
regular, as seen in the name of the author of Akam.54, Korran
Kflrranar. If the surmise of the TSS editor regarding Pantaran
Kannanarfs name is correct, one must suggest a scribe’s error in
MSS. A variant noticed by the Lexicon, however, would connect the
/
.
name with the dance of Siva called pSntarankam. It is given as
•
- 2
Pantarankanar.
• •

In poem 367, the poetess Auvaiyar praises the three
kings who were on one occasion all together in one place, says
the colophon. She praises the fact that, though they quarrel
among themselves, the Ceral Cola and Pantiya kings unite when
threatened from outside. This poem contains a reference to the
1. e.g. Maturaiy IJampalaciriyan Centan Kuttanar, author of
Akam.102.
2. Ta.Lex. p.2596, col.ii.
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brahmans as "twice horn", irupirappalar,1 and to the three
o

sacrificial fires, muttl,' with which the three kings are
compared. On the basis of the colophon to this poem, most modern
writers assert the contemporaneity of Perunarkilli, the Pantiya
o
3
Ukkirapperuvaluti and the Ceral MSvanko.' None of these rulers
is mentioned by name in this ooern, nor is Perunarkilli addressed
by name in Puram. 16 or 377. But if this colophon is followed, it
shows that the Colas Partlyas and MSvanko were in a state of
—

••

•

amity at that time. It may be suggested that MSvanko was one of
the Ceralar at Vanci, since the colophon to Puram.125 states
that Iracacuyam vetta
». Perunarkilli
—* •• aided by Tervanraalaiyan
•
■“•
fought against MSntaranceral Irumporai.
The Cola Nalahkilli is the next to appear according to
the Puram. colophons. He figures fairly prominently in this
anthology, and is honoured in twelve poems.4 Moreover, Puram.61
lauds a king called Ilavantikaippalli ttuxiciya Nalahkilli
Cetcenni, and there seems little reason to dispute the view that
•
this is the same Nalankilli
as appears in the twelve poems. 4 It
may further be noted that, according to their respective
colophons, Puram.73 and 75 were written by this king. These poems
will be considered also in connexion with Nalahkilli. Excluding
these two, the thirteen poems on Nalahkilli are the work of
4
four poets according to the colophons.
Poem 27 is of importance, since the name of the king
1. Puram.367, 1.12. 2. ibid., 1.13. 3. e.g. Vithienandan, the
P, p.61.
4. See list of Colas, p.104.
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is attested "by the text itself. In the colophon his name appears
simply as Nalankilli,
out in line 10 of Cattanar's poem he is
• •
referred to as Cetcenni
Nalafikilli.
This may especially be noted
• —
••
in conjunction with tlie colophon to 61, which gives the name as
Nalankilli
This confirms the view that the hero of 61
•• Cetcenni.
• —
is the same as the Nalankilli of the other poems, especially as
both the author of 61 and KovCEr ki^ar, the author of many of the
Nalankilli poems have also written on another Cola ruler,
Kurappalli ttunciya Killivalavan.1 It is perhaps unlikely that
two Nalankillis
flourished at the same time.
• •
In line 15 of Puram. 28, three of the purusarthas, aram,
dharma, porul, artha, and inpam,
course of a poem giving

kama, are mentioned in the

the king advice. An instance of the

tendency to classify occurs in the same poem. In lines 1 to 3
are listed the eight congenital deformities, enper eccam.

2

There is another reference to the purusarthas in Puram.
31 hy Kovur kilar, who says that just as artha and kama attend
upon dharma, so the Pantiya and Ceral kings wait upon the Col_a
3
Nalankilli. The poet also says that the king s horses range from
4
the eastern to the western seaboard.
The ensuing poem calls the

^

king conqueror of Vanci, the Ceral capital, and of Maturai, the
5
city of the Pantiyas.
The lest poem of this first group on Nalahkilli
contains
• •
a reference to his destruction of seven fortified places in the
southern country, ’ presumably that of the Pantiyas.
1. Puram.197 & 373 respectively. 2. Blindness, aborted embryo,
f l w f l r ‘f n f a Q a -

fln m h n ^Q o

~

^

^

-------
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According to colophons accompanying Puram. 44 and
ensuing poems, Nalafikilli twice besieged another Cola prince,
Ne£unkilli, at Xvur and at Uraiyur. This will further be noted in
discussing the poems on Netunkilli, but poem 45 is addressed by
Kovur kiljir to both the contestants. The poet points out the
futility of the internecine strife between the two Cola princes:
"He does not wear the chaplet of white palmyra-flowers,
nor does he wear the chaplet woven of dark-stemmed margosa. Your
crown is of bauhinia and so is his 11.^
This alludes to the emblematic plants worn by the Ceral,
PSntiya and Cola kings respectively. There is no point in the
quarrel since neither contestant wears the emblem of the sometime
hostile Ceral or PSntiya, but both wear the family emblem of the
Colar.
Poem 68 is an instance of Arruppatai, and is addressed
to another bard. It tells of Nalankilli’s munificence as a
• •

patron. In poem 382 the poet Kovur kileir mentions the name of
the king, Nalankilli.
The poem tells how the poet meets some
..
warriors who are full of the praises of Nalankilli,
but who have
..
fallen upon &ard times. The poet exhorts them to go to the king’s
court, where they will be well looked after. The last poem of
Puram., 400, is also on Nalankilli by Kovur kilar. It is in an
incomplete state owing to the poor condition of MS3 at two
points.

2

It too is a panegyric. Puram.225 is by Alattur kilar,

who, like Kovur kilSr, has also written poems on Kulamurrattu
1. Puram.45, 11.1-4.
lines 11 and 18.

2. TSS edn.ii, p.469; the gaps are after
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ttunciya Killivalavan, regarded by some as Nalankillifs
successor at Uraiyur} In this poem also the king is addressed as
Cetcenni Nalankilli.^
•

—

• •

Puram.73 and 75 are ascribed by their colophons to
Nalankilli
•• himself. The former poem is regarded by the TSS
editor as composed in connexion with the quarrel with Netufikilli
to whom it is addressed presumably as a warning. The king says
that he will do anything for someone who approaches and seeks a
favour. But if someone opposes his will "like a blind man
stumbling over a tiger sleeping in the open"4,he shall scarcely
escape with his life. If he does not trample upon his enemies,
vows the king, let his garland be crushed by the embraces of
g
courtezans. Poem 75 is a meditation on kingship and the
inevitability of death for king and commoner alike.
It will be seen that the Cola king Nalahkilli is fairly
prominent in Puram., although very little concrete information
about his rule is contained in the poems themselves.
The next Cola to figure in Purananuru is called
Kulamurrattu ttunciya Killivalavan in the colophons. Pope
suggested that this king was the same as Kurappalli ttunciya
Peruntirumavalavan, and regarded Kurappalli as the same as
Kulamurram, that is, pavilion by the tank. This point is perhaps
confirmed by the information in the colophons that Kovur kilar
wrote poems both on Killivalavan
and on
.
.
.
— who died at Kulamurram
.
......
1. e.g. Kanakasabhai Pillai: "Tamils 1800 years agoj' p. 75.
2. Puram. 225, 1.9. 3. i,p. 132. 4. Puram. 73, 1.7. 5. ibid., 13,14,
6. I.A. Vol.XXIX p.250, fn. 2.
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Killivalavan who died at Kurappalli.^ If these were one and the
same person^it only remains to prove that Killivalavan was the
v
2
same person as Peruntirumavalavan of Puram.58, 60 and 197 to
confirm the rest of Popefs contention.
None of the poets mentioned as having praised Killi
Valavan is credited with a poem on P&runtirpmavaJ.avan, "but it is
worth noting that £vGr MUlankilar, who wrote Puram.28 and 40 on
Killivalavan, also composed Puram. 196 on the Pantiya Nanmaran,
who is praised in Puram. 57 "by Karikkannanar, one of the
„
_
3
panegyrists of Peruntirumavalavan. This suggests at least the
contemporaneity if not identity of the last-named Cola with
Killivalavan. But the identity is not proven, and since
Peruntirumavalavan
has been identified with Karikal II hy Pillai,
.
• •
the poems in his honour have already been considered.4
There are nineteen poems in Puram. that praise Killi
Valavan if we regard Kulamurram as synonymous with KurappaJ.J.i. ^
Puram.34, 56 and 69 are attributed by their colophons to
AlattEr kilar who has already been mentioned as the author of
Puram.225 in praise of Nalankilli. In 34 the king is addressed as
Valavan in a pra&asti. There is a reference to the sin of cutting
0

the udders of cattle and that of abortion.

Puram.36, according

to its colophon, was addressed to Killivalavan as he besieged
KaruvUr, the Ceral city. Poem 69 is in the Arruppatai form, an
address to a fellow-bard recommending to him one’s patron. It
1. Vide col.fs to Puram.41,46; 373, (UVS edn.p.494). 2. Who, as
already seen, has been identified with Karikal II; v.s. p.112.
3. Puram. 58. 4. v«s. p. 113. 5. See list, p. 104. 6. 11.1 & 2.
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mentions the king’s name as Killivalavan and also speaks of
Urantai, the Cola capital.^
Puram.37,39 and 226 in praise of Killivalavan are hy
Marokkattu Nappacalaiyar according to their colophons. What is
generally taken to he
line

6

of Puram.3 7 ,

a

reference to the £ihi story occurs in

w h erein

th e

k in g

"descendant of that Cempiyan who
Lexicon

2

v

is

saved

addressed

as

the dove from woe." The

1

connects Cempiyan with Saihya. That the Colas claimed
/
descent from Sihi is comparable to the PSntiyas connecting

their name with the five PSn^avas. Both claims are perhaps
hyperhole, and provide evidence of the way in which stories
originating in Sanskrit epic were adopted in the Tamil land.
The same poem also contains an allusion to the "fivehooded naga with its white teeth abounding in v e n o m . T h e poem
describes the wrath of the king besieging a city. This poem may
celebrate the siege of Karuvtlr; it will be recalled that the
colophon to Puram.36 mentions a siege of that place by Killi
Valavan. In poem 39 there is a further reference to "the king
who, by entering the scales, saved the dove ....(you are his
4
descendant". The same poem confirms that it was the Ceralar
against whom the king waged war:
"Harrying the celestial one with the large chariot,
you destroyed Vanci the indestructable."5
Both in this poem and in 226 the poet addresses his
patron as Vajavan.
1. 1.12. 2. Tam.Lex.p.1594. 3. Puram.37,11.1 & 2. 4. 11.1,3.
5. 39,11.16,17; v. i.,p.317 & ff. for"Vaiici.
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Puram.
35 is by Vellaikkuti
and is his only
—
• •
• Nakanar,*
—
poem to find a place in Puram. Two of his verees figure in Nar.^
There seems no justification for Pope’s statement

that this

poem is by the same poet as Puram.34 which, as just noted, is by
Xlattur kilSr. The poem alludes to the pleasant Tamil land,
S* and refers to the Kaviri
—
protected by the three kings1
river. 4
Avur Mulankilar has a number of poems included in Puram.
according to the colophons. Two are in praise of Killivalavan
who died at Kulamurram. Puram.38, one of a number tranlated by
/
Pope 5, is a prasasti.
It is hard to agree with him that Indra is
mentioned in the poem, though there is indeed a reference to
paradise. The text says that "those who do good dwell in the
garden of golden fruits. "

In this connexion, Pope has a

footnote to the effect that Valavan signifies Indra.7 There is
no mention in the text of the name Valavan, and no record of the
Ta. valavan being a name of Indra, even were one to accept the
O
doubtful suggestion of the Lexicon that valavan is connected
with the Sanskrit vallabha. Ta. valam, with cognates in Telugu
and MalaySlam means fertility. Ta. valavan means either the king
of a fertile land (here, the Cola), or cultivator.
Poem 40 contains a reference to siege, perhaps that of
,
_
9
Vanci or Karuvur already noted:
"It was you who thought nothing of the mighty ramparts
of the foe; you scaled them, and fashioned the gold of his crown
1. Nar.158,196. 2. I.A. Vol. XXIX(l900)p. 251. 3. Puram.35,11.3,4.
4. ibid. ,1.8. 5. I.A. ibid. ,p. 253. 6. 11.12,13. 7. I.A.,ibid.
8. Tam.Lex.p.3354, col.i. 9. v.s. p.121.
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into anklets for your feet." 1
This clearly indicates that the Colds foe was a king,
one of the muventar, since the crown, mu$i, is mentioned,
The poet Kovur kilar, already noted as a panegyrist of
Nalankilli^, has also written a number of verses in praise of
• •

Killivalavan, namely, Puram.41, 46, 70 and 386. Moreover, Puram.
373, written by him, praises KurSppalli ttunciya Killivalavan,
and for reasons already noted

it seems probable that this was

the same person as Kulamurrattu
ttunciya Killivalavan.
.
..
•
Puram. 41 describes the terror that strikes the
inhabitants of a country invaded by the Cola, and tells of the
omens preceding that event:
"You conquer just when you please, 0 king, and even
Kalan (Yama) pays no attention to his appointed hour." 4
The colophon to 46 states that Kovur kilar interceded
for the children of MalaiyamSn who, at the king’s behest, were
about to be trampled underfoot by elephants. He obtained their
release. The king is addressed in the poem as the "descendant of
the king who relieved the distress of the dove, and many other
ills."^That these children were connected with Malaiyaman is in
no way indicated by the text itself. If the colophon is correct,
it would seem that Valavan behaved in a curious way towards the
u

6

members of a family who had helped Perunarkilli and Valavan
7
himself , since Nappacalaiyar records that Valavan was hidden in
1. Puram. 40,11.1-4. 2. v. s. p. 117. 3. p. 119; this is UVS readirg
the TSS ed. states it is an error in some MSS. 4. 11.1 & 2.
5. 46,11.1 & 2. 6. Col. to 125. 7. 174, text & colophon, v. i. ,
Chap.V; pp.^13 & 243-4.
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Mullur and then restored to his throne by Malaiyaman Coliyav
1
Enati Tirukkannan
who,
far
from
being
Valavan's
foe,
extolled
•t
•
his glory.2
In poem 70, KovGr kilar addresses the king as Killi
Valavan.
In this poem there is a reference to Pannan Cirukuti.
•
—
•

3

Pannan
vassal who owned Cirukuti,
and there
.. — was probably a Cola
—
.
4
are numerous references to him in the anthologies. In his text,
the TSS editor has the reading Pannan, as has UVS, but in his
commentary he follows the old commentary in reading panan, bard,
thus suggesting the other reading, panan, mentioned in UVSf
edition.

Both this variant and panan in the old commentary may

be errors for Pannan. The fact that in two col&ocations Pannan
qualifies Cirukuti and that Cirukuti is mentioned a number of
other times points to there having been a place of that name
belonging to Pannan, and inclines one to favour Pannan Cirukuti
in Puram.70 also. Despite his following the old commentary and
reading panan, the TSS editor in his gloss on Puram.70 suggests
that Pannan is in fact referred to here.
Puram. 373 is in a fragmentary state, portions of lines
9, 13, 14, and 18 being absent. It is largely a panegyric, but
lines 23 and 26 contain a mention of the siege of Vanci and the
war against the Kutanatu,
•
•

the western land, whichwas one of the

regions belonging to the Ceralar.
1. The TSS ed. states that Malaiyaman was the foe of Valavan,
without comment. See i, p.128. He does not explain how,’if that
were so, Valavan was restored to power by Malaiyaman as recorded
by Puram.174; see also i, p.389. 2. 11.14-16.3. line
13* v.i.
pp.240-lffor discussion of Pannan. 4. e.g. Papnan Ciru:Akam. 54,
Puram.388; see also Nar.340,567. 5. p.144, fn. 6. i, p.184.
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This is further proof that Kurappalli, mentioned in the
colophon to 373 as the place of Killivalavan’s death, is none
other than Kulamurram mentioned in all the other colophons* The
siege if the Ceral capital is the principal achievement of Killi
Valavan

according to these poems also.
Poem 386 gives some idea of the feasting at court:
"Prom fried meat drips the fat, like raindrops falling

upon a broad lake. Dried meat is roasted and eaten. From bowls
they drink cows’ milk •••" 1
Rather effective is the closing portion of this poem,
describing the extent of the king’s sway:
"Let her travel from west to east, let her voyage from
east to west, let her go from south to north, let her even stay
in the north; wherever the planet Velli (Venus) chooses to rest,
there rests the foot of my lord.’ " s
Poem 228 on the same king is by Aiyur Mutavanar, states
its colophon. It is a lament for the king "who has departed for
the kingdom of the gods, tevarulakam. " u The potter is requested
/
4
to make an urn for the remains of Valavan
•
—• descended from Sibi.
The commentary takes the "great mountain needed to provide clay
„ 5
for the pot"
to mean Mt. Meru, though there is no particular
^

reason for such an interpretation.
The last two Puram.
poems on Killivalavan
are 393 and
_
# #
•
397. Puram.393 is the sole extant poem by NalliraiyanSr. It is
a pra&asti on the part of a poor bard who has come from lands far
1. 11.1-5.

2. 11.20-25.

3. 1.11.

4. 11.9,10.

5. 1.14
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away to praise the king 1fValavan, the hero of the good land
wherein flows the KSviri. "

Contrary to Pope’s statement'0 that

the author of Puram. 397, ErukkStttlr Ttayankannanar is unknown
save for this poem, he is credited with a number of other verses
including £uram.356. The king is called Valavan in line 22 of
397 which describes the dawn, when the king is invited to inspect
the splendour of his armies. There is a reference to "the six
works performed by brahmans."
This is the last poem on Kulamurrattu ttuficiya Killi
Valavan
The main theme that runs through the poems
•
— in Puram.
—■
written in his honour is that of his hostility to the Ceralar.
Indeed, if the colophons as well as Puram.39 are taken into
consideration, there is clear reference to his capture of the
Ceral capital. By contrast, there is no mention in Puram. of his
relations with his southern neighbours, the PSntiyas. His capital
is given as Urantai in several places, but Kavirippumpattinam,
4
the city of KarikSl , is not mentioned. He is usually regarded
as having died at Kulamurram. and this appears in all the
relevant Puram. colophons save one, that to 373, which, in some
MSS gives his place of demise as Kurappalli. However, there
• •

seems little reason to doubt that the two names refer to one
place; the name Kurappalli may even be a scholiast’s error.
The next Cola king to appear in Puram. is Mavalattan,
celebrated in one poem only, Puram.43, by the poet Tamarpal
5
Kannanar. The colophon states that Mavalattan was younger brother
1. Puram.393,11.23,24. 2. I.A.ibid.yp.282. 3. line 20.
4. Cp7 Pa^-finappalai, passim. 5. See chart, p. 127.
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Chart of Contemporaries A
(41,46,70,373)
Kulamurrattu t.—
Killivalavan
—
(34,36,69)
tm
mi
—

_
(44,47) (46) (31-3),---- «---- , _
KOVUR K.----- NeJunkiJ.}i & Nalafikilli M&vajisttan
ALATTUR K.--------------"
"
__
.
(225) (61)
AVURMULAN K.— P.Ilavantikaippalli
t.Nanmaran
Akaim, 224
(196)
(57)
„ cofo..
PERUNTALAICCiTTANAR------- (Kumanan)
(l64,i65)

*
**

*-------------- K. E. M. M. KUMARANAR

Kur5ppaJ.Ji t.
Perunt ir^imavalavan
(197)
**------------- KSRIKKANNANSR----- f nii ^ iin
ii
&
(P.Velliyampalattu
t.Peruvaluti
(58)

Conventional signs, applicable also to subsequent charts:
y vj

brother.
(100) Puram. v.

| son.
col.

Killi.King’s name.

----- praised (by)
colophon.

AVUR K.

Poet’s name.

(Kumanan). Chief’s name.

K.

Kilar.

* , *'* , continued (laterally, but) in section below.
(100)(200) verses on same hero by two poets; relate numbers to
dotted lines leading left and right respectively.
(100,200) verses on hero by same poet.
to Nalankilli, who has already been considered. Both UVS and the
TSS editor1 are of the opinion that the poet was a brahman. The
TSS editor says that Palkannan, the many-eyed, was a name of
Indra, and that this is one reason for asserting that the bearer
of that name was a brahman. This is hard to follow, since the
use both of Sanskrit names and Tamil names referring to vedic
and brahmanic deities has not been confined to brahmans in the
1. TSS i, p.122; UVS p.39.
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Tamil area.1 More valid is his second point in favour of the poet
being a brahman; this will be noted in considering the poem
itself. The colophon states that Mavalattan, the younger brother
of Nalahkilli, and Tamarpalkannanar were playing dice. The
p rin ce
him

grew

angry

and th rew

and made h im f e e l

a p iece

asham ed.

What

at
th e

h im .
k in g

The p o e t

rebuked

a c tu a lly

d id

is

nowhere mentioned in the poem. The poet addresses the king as
2

younger brother of Killi , saying that he is surprised that one
descended from the king who saved the dove from the hawk should
behave badly. His ancestors were always friendly towards seers,
pgrppar,

The king acknowledges that he is at fault and prays

that the poet may live long by the Kaviri’s banks.
The term parppan is always taken to mean brahman, and
_

is connected by commentators with the Skt. brahmana.

4

The

reference to these people in Puram.43 could mean that the king’s
forebears were kind to brahmans (of whom the poet v/as one), or
that the king’s forebears were kind to brahmans, a statement
regarding one of the qualities of the royal house without any
implications as to the poem’s author.
The next Cola to figure in Puram. is given in the
colophons to 44, 45 and 47 as Netunkilli. Poem 45 has already
•

• •

been discussed , as its colophon states that it was addressed
jointly to Netuhkilli
and Nalankilli
while they were engaged in
•
• •
•.
civil war. Like 45, 44 and 47 are attributed to Kovur kilar. Poem
1. e.g. Kammalar or PancSlar, smiths who claim descent from
ViSvakarman; see Hutton: "Caste in India" p. 10. 2. 43, 1.10.
3. ibid., 1.14. 4. Tam.Lex.p.2617,col. i. Neither parppSn nor
the alternative parppanan show the -n- of brahmapa. 5. p.118.
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44, according to its colophon, was addressed to Netunkilli on
the occasion of Nalankilli besieging him in £vur. It describes
the privations of the besieged and begs the king to admit defeat
and so cause the siege to be raised. The colophon to Puram.47
says
that Netunkilli
**
•
•• died at KSriyaru. It states that the poem
was composed when Netunkilli was besieged at Uraiyur and was
about to have a poet called Ilantattan killed, thinking that he
was a spy sent by Nalankilli. The poem well describes the life
of a poet, visiting one court after another seeking patronage.
Pgruntirumavajavan, said to have died at Kurappalli, is
lauded in poems 58, 60 and 197. He is the ninth Cola to appear
in Puram., but since he is frequently identified with Karikal
poems in his honour have already been considered."*" He has also
been identified by Pope with Kulamunrrattu ttunciya KiljivsJavan,
largely on the basis of the synonymity of KurSppalli and
2
3
Kulamurram. However, K.A.N.Sastri rejects the identification ;
he is presumably following P.T.S.Aiyangar?since he quotes the
latter1s footnote,4 but neither writer gives any reason for his
view. Negative evidence is provided by the Puram. colophons;
none of the panegyrists of Karikal is recorded as having praised
any other king, while poets who praised Peruntirumavalavan have
5
praised Nalankilli and others.
Poems 62, 63 and 368 of Puram. mention the Cola king
Velpahratakkai Pperuvirarkilli together with Netunceralatan, king
1. v. s. p. 113. 2. v. s. p. 119. 3. Colas, p. 61. 4. P. T. S.Aiyar^gar
"History of the Tamils” p. 367 fn. 5. See List of Colas in
Puram., supra p.104, also Chart on p.127.
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of the Kutanatu.1 The colophons further state that PeruvirarkLJJl
was killed battling against Netunceralatan. Dr.K.A.N. Sastri does
not put forward any conjecture regarding this king, hut Pillai

2

identifies him with Imaiyavarampan Netunceralatan, hero of
decade II of Patirruppattu, If the colophon to Puram.63 is
accepted, Paranar wrote on this encounter. Paranar is also
credited with writing the fifth decade of Patirru. in praise of
Cenkuttuvan, son of Netunceralatan hy the Cola princess
Manakkilli. This would tend to support the identification put
forward hy Pillai; at that time Paranar was a court poet of the
Ceralar, and praised hoth father and son. The latter, however,
does not appear immediately to have succeeded his father.

There

seems no good reason for following Pillai*s suggestion that
Puram.63 was not written by Paranar hut hy an earlier poet.

4

Puram.62 is hy Kalattalaiyar according to its colophon
which also states that it was composed on the occasion of the
death on the battlefield of the above-mentioned Cola and his foe
w

/

Netunceralatan. The poem itself describes the carnage of battle
upon which the she-devils and kites will feast, and refers to
the fallen kings, though not hy name. They have won the praise
of the world and have departed for that land where (the gods)
eat spiced foods, where flowers never fade, and (gods) do not
5
blink.
Puram. 368 refers to the loss hy the poet of all thfrt
1. Col. to 62. 2. CET Tables. 3. Patirru.Pat. Ill,IV,V and
prose, though the^durations of reigns given therein make it
improbable that Cenkuttuvan could have lived long enough to
succeed his uncle and’elder brother. 4. CET p.203, fn.
5. Puram.62, 11.16,17.
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Netunceralatan had given him save the garland round his own neck
which Kalattalaiyar received, a garland ,flike a serpent ”.^ This
poem, states its colophon, celebrates the giving of the garland
by the king as he lay on the battlefield where he had fought with
the Cola Peruvirarkilli. It makes it quite clear that the poet
Kalattalaiyar was a bard of the Ceral rather than Cola court.
Puram.63, by Paranar, also treats of the battle between
these two kings. Its colophon refers back to that for 62. It
describes the battlefield and mentions the two kings as having
fallen, ’’their breasts pierced by the spear.
There is ground for suggesting that the Cola king
Peruvirarkilli was commemorated in the colophons to these verses
only because he was the enemy of Netunceralatan. The three poems
all describe a battlefield on which two kings fell, and there is
complete agreement among the colophons as to who the rivals were.
Both Kalattalaiyar and Paranar emerge as champions of the Ceral
cause in the affair.
The next king to appear in the poems of Purananuru is
given in various colophons as Kopperuncolan.5 The first two
poems about him are by PicirSntaiyar according to their colopftxis.
They are Puram. 67 and 212. Poems 220 to 223 are by Pottiyar,
while the king himself is credited with Puram. 214 to 216. Poem
o

__

213 is by Eyirriyanar of Pallarrur, while 219 is by Putanakanar.
According to the colophons, there seems to have been close amity
between the king and the two fifst-named poets. The colophons to
1. Puram.368, 1.18.

2. 1.9.

3. See Cola list, supra p.104.
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Puram.215 and 216 spe8k of the king desiring to see Picirantai.
The colophon to 217 states that PottiySr wrote it on seeing
Picirantaiyar after the king had gone to the north. This journey
to the north is mentioned in several colophons^, and that to 218
suggests that PicirSntaiyar accompanied the king there, while
that to 223 hints that Pottiyar went also. Pope h*s suggested^
that the king wTent as an ascetic, perhaps to the hanks of the
Ganges. It is not clear from the poems themselves that the king
actually made a journey to the north.
Puram.67, addressed to a male goose, bids it linger
awhile in the Co!La land on its flight northward from the Kumari
river, the southern limit of the Tamil country.

It may he

conjectured that the writers of the colophons saw in this an
allegorical mention of the king’s trip to the north. We would
prefer to regard it as a poetic device reminiscent of that
which Kalidasa employed in the Meghaduta. It doubtless arose from
observation of migrating birds. This poem is noteworthy inasmuch
as it contains the name of the poet Picirantaiyar, less the
honorific suffix -ar:
ff Perunko Kkilli ketkav irumpicir
—»
u
A

antaiy atiyurai
enine
•
*
“ ... "
" Say only that you dwell at the feet of the Owl of

Picir when the great Killi
asks (who you are). 11
• •
Whether Owl of Picir (Picix* was a village near Maturai)
was the actual name or a nickname of the poet, or whether the
1. Cols, to 191,214,216,217,219,220.
3. 67, 11.7,8. 4. ibid., 11.11,12.

2. I.A. XXVIIl(l899)p.29.
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phrase "picir antai” with

the addition dfi.the honorific suffix

-ar was adopted "by scholiasts

as a name for the poet indefault

of his real name cannot now he ascertained. Cases of such
’phrase-names1 are not uncommon in the anthologies.1
Both poem 67 and

212 employ the word Koli as a name for

the Cola capital Urantai,or Uraiyur as it is

called in the

colophons. This may represent an earlier form of the word from
which was derived the name Cola, with the earlier velar replaced
hy a palatal in the same way that the Skt. Kerala doubtless
represents Drav. *Keral, which appears even in the anthologies
as Ceral.

2

also found.

It should he noted that the f«rm Coliya for Cola is
If this suggestion connecting Koli with Cola is

correct, the story in Cilappatikaram that Uraiyur was called
Koli, cock, because of the defeat there of an elephant hy a
cockerel may he dismissed as folk etymology designed to explain
4
a name whose significance had hy then been forgotten.
King Kopperuncolan is referred to as Perunko Kkilli
in
• •
line 11 of poem 67 and as Kopperuncolan in line 8 of poem 212.
This poem contains a clear reference to the friendship of the
king for the poet PottiySr that was mentioned above:
"Potti* nanpir Pottiyotu kelli .•• " °
’'Friendly with Potti whose affection is flawless. "
There is a play on the poetfs name, Potti, and pott’il,
faultless. The poet may have been named after the town Potti
1. e.g. author of Nar.^71, VannappurakkantarattanSr; line 8 of
71: f,vanna ppuravin cenkal ceval’', the red feet of the richly
coloured*cock pigeon. 2. cf. Burrow, 3S0AS(l943)p. 126. 3. e.g.
Tol. Col.cu.167. 4. Cil. X,11.277-8 & comm. 5. 212,1.9. Further on
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which belonged to the Colas. He is credited with four poems on
Kopperuncolan, Puram.220-223. Moreover, the colophon to 217 says
that Pottiyar wrote it on his fellow-hard Picirantaiyar. This
poem will also he considered here.
The colophon to 220 states that Pottiyar wrote it when,
sorrowing, he returned to Uraiyur after going to the north with
the king. The poet compares UraiyUr without its king to an
elephant-stall without its elephant, and says that the king
1
2
3
Killi has gone. Both Pope and the TS3 editor^ take this as
meaning that he died, the latter stating that pokiya, gone, is
used instead of a word meaning dying as that would have heen
inauspicious. It is possible however that the poet literally
meant what he said, and that he was Borrowing because the king
had left Uraiyur. In that case "pokiya” would be taken with
"pericai mutur" which follows it at the beginning of line 7.
Puram. 221, however, contains clear reference to the
king’s death. The poet says that death took no heed of the
king’s greatness and chivalry, but carried off his sweet soul.
*
4
The poet’s fellow-bards should join him in reviling death. In
222 Pottiyar upbraids the king for asking him to go away until
his, Pottiyar’s, son was born. The poet displays his affection
for the king if only by the way he censures him, and it seems
impossible to agree with Pope that they were not words of love.5
The colophon to 223 states that it was written while the poet
also was in the north, and tells of the amity between poet
1. 1.6: "Tervankilli pokiya .." 2. I.A. XXVIII(1899)p.32.
3. ii, p.48. 4. 221, 11.7-10. 5. Pope, I.A., ibid.
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and king.
Puram.217 was written by Pottiyar when he saw the poet
Picirantaiyar join the king in the north. The poet marvels at
PicirSntaiyar daring to make the journey to foreign parts for
the sake of his friendship for the Cola king.
Individual poems on Kopperuncolan are 213 and 219, by
^
_
_
_
Eyirriyanar and Putanakanar respectively. In both cases, these
poems are the only work of their authors to survive. The col.
to 213 states that it was addressed to the king going out to
fight against his own sons. The poem itself confirms this; it
begs the king to desist from attacking his own sons since, if he
defeats them, he will have no-one to succeed him. The colophon
to 219 says that it too was addressed to the king while he was
in the north.
Poems.214 to 216 will also be discussed here, as
ti /
Kopperuncolan is stated by their colophons to have composed them.
That to 214 says that it was composed by the king while in the
north. The poem praises asceticism and says that men may attain
bliss in some future birth. If, however, there is no future birth
as some assert, let a man at least be as famous as the Himalaya
and die with unblemished body.1 This poem shows that the early
Tamils were aware of speculation regarding Samsara. The colophon
to 215 states that when people around Kopperuncolan said that
Picirantaiyar would not come to him, he refuted them:

2

"He stood by me when I was wealthy, will he not do so
1. Puram.214, lines 10 ff.

2. Puram. 215, lines 8,9.
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when I am in need?”
In the same poem, the poet is referred to as ”he of
Picir in the good land belonging to the southern king”.1
Puram, 216 is in similar strain. When asked his name,
says the king, Picirantaiyar would call himself f,the foolish
2

Cola”.

Pope seems to have misunderstood this passage; he has:
”He was wont to call me, hy virtue of his intimacy,

the silly Co^an.”3
The difficulty arises owing to the sequence of refTacive
and personal pronouns in the passage:
”Tanpeyar kilakkuh kalaiy en peyar
petaiccolan ennun

^

The poet may indeed have heen a court huffoon or jester
similar to those at European courts in the middle ages or to
Tenali Ramu£u at the court of Vijayanagara.
It remains hut to notice two more poems in connexion
with Kopperuncolan, Poem 191 of Puram. was written hy PicirSntai,
says the colophon, when asked hy those at court why he was not
grey-haired although old. This was after the king had travelled
to the north and had heen joined there hy the poet. The poet
says that he is youthful in appearance because he has a good
wife and children, worthy servants, and a king who does no wrong
5
and who protects him. Puram.218 is hy Kannakanar according to
its colophon, which also says that the poet composed it on
1. 215, 11.6,?. 2. 216, 11.?,8. 3. I. A. XXVIII(l899)p. 30.
4. 216, ihid. 5. 191, 11.3 to 5.

seeing Picirantaiyar. The poem itself displays no obvious sign
of this occurrence. The theme is that just as gold, coral,
pearls and precious stones can he strung harmoniously into a
single necklace, so the famous exist together, as do the
infamous.
This set of poems connected with Kopperuncolan forms
a distinct group that is rather more closely-knit than poems on
most kings appearing in this anthology. The king is called Killi
in two of them, each hy a different author, while in 212 his full
name as it appears in colophons is included in the poem itself.
To the author of 67 and 212, then, he was known as Killi
and
• •
Kopperuncolan, provided one accepts the general view that they
tell of one and the same person. Poem 67 contains the name of its
author, while 212 mentions the friendship of the king for another
poet, Pottiyar. Little is said ahout the king’s activities, hut
the colophons consistently refer to a northward trip on his part.
The writers of the colophons may have seen a figurative reference
to this in 67, addressed to the goose as it flies north. On the
other hand poem 220 suggests that the king left his capital, if
only in the sense that he died, while 215, attributed to the king
himself, shows that at some stage he became poor. Taken into
account with his own speculations in 214, this may suggest that
he had a reason for going into exile, and was possibly an ascetic.
He was joined hy his poets Pottiyar and Picirantaiyar. Nothing is
told of the king’s political activities save the strife with his
sons, which may have heen a reason for exile. Nothing emerges to
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place Kopperuncolan in the general framework of this period of
the Colas save statements that he was a Killi and ruled at
Uraiyur. This latter is attested by one poet only, Picirantaiyar
in Puram. 67 and 212.
Lastly, nothing is said about this king in:'.other
anthologies or in Pattu., nor does anything emerge from the
picture of him in Puram. that can be substantiated by reference
to other anthologies. Of the poets who speak of him? Picirantai
alone finds a place among other anthologies1 and alone is said
to laud another king, Pantiyan Arivutai Nampi.

2

This ruler is

likewise hard to place in the Pantiya line, and it is possible
that both he and Kopperuncolan were either later than the main
group of rulers treated in the anthologies, or were feudatories
or members of a rival clan.
Colan Porvaikkopperunarkilli will now be discussed.

3

He is celebrated in one group of poems only, Puram.80 to 85.
These are the work of two poets, Cattantaiyar and Nakkannaiyar,
daughter of Perunkoli Naykan according to the colophons.
^

The old commentary to Puram. 80 says that the Tittan
4
mentioned therein was the father of Perunarkilli. This person
is identified by modern writers with VTrai Venrnan Vejiyan Tittan
5
who figures in Nar.58. There is nothing in Puram. to support
such an identification. Furthermore, the identification of
Porvaikkopperunarkilli with Tittan Veliyan, also accepted by
modern writers,6 is nowhere attested by the text of Puram. y
1. Author of Akam.305 & Nar. 91. 2. Puram.184. 3. Another reading
is Poravaikko. 4. TT5; conrn.UVS p. 160. 5. CET p. 73. 6. Ibid. p. 75.
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K. G. Sesha Aiyar, furthermore^, has identified Porvaikko
Pperunarkilli with Veliyan Venman, who was the father-in-law of
Netunceralatan according to Patikam II of Patirru, It may he well
here to discuss the whole question of these identifications, and
to begin hy listing the persons involved:
Veliyan Vepman (Patirru,Pat,II & proh, Akam208)
Nallini, his daughter
"
W*
—
U
Vejiyan Venman Aay Eyinan

"

Vlrai Venman Veliyan Tittan (Nar.58)
Tittan Vejiyan (Akam, 152 <5: 226)
Tittan (Puram.80,352,395; Akam.6,122)
Aiyai, his daughter (Akam.6)
Porvaikkopperunarkilli (Colophons to Puram.80 to 85)
Of these eight names, the first four are nowhere in the
texts connected with the Colar or their capital Urantai. On the
other hand, the names of all of them include the element venmSn,
a person of the Velir clan, and the fourth name includes the
element Vlrai. Akam.206, line 13, states that this was a place
belonging to the Vels. It seems safe to suggest that these four
persons were members of the Velir and to follow the suggestion
of the TSS editor of Akam., N.M.Venkajacami NSrttffr,^ that Aay
v

u

Eyinan was the son of Veliyan Venman. We may therefore suggest
that he was the brother of Nallini, and therefore uncle of
Netunceralatan, and draw up a table as followrs:
1. "Cera Kings of the Sangam Period", p.10. Aiyar follows Pillai,
CET pp. 78-9, who quotes Akam. 208. 2. Akam.TSS edn. ii, p. 174.' ’

Veliyan Venman
O

I

Aay Eyinan

^

i

f

Nallini=Utiyanceral
I
Netunceralatan
•
—

In the second group of four names, both Tittan Veliyan
and Tittan are mentioned as lord of Urantai.1 It seems safe to
regard them as one and the same person. There seems no reason to
follow the suggestion that Tittan Veliyan is to be regarded as
the son of Veliyan Tittan, the Vel lord of VIrai, because the
two elements in the latter’s name are seen transposed in that of
Tittan Veliyan.2
It may well be that it was Tittan (Veliyan) who is
referred to in Puram. 80, and that Porvaikkopperunarkilli was his
son, and not the son of VeJ.iyan Tittan, lord of VIrai, as modern
writers contend.

TL

But the text itself does not say so, and it is

only in the old commentary that says that Tittan was Killi’s
father.4xlf this surmise is correct, then Aiyai was Killi’s
• •
sister:
Tittan (Veliyan) lord of Urantai
1
1
1
Porvaikkopperunarkilli
Aiyai
(Comm, on Puram.80)’’
(Akam.6)
It is just possible that the elements common to the
various names listed above allow us tentatively to interrelate
the two groups as follows:
1. By Paranar: Tittan Veliyan, Akam.226; Tittan, Puram.352,395,
Akam.6 & 122. 2.Who was named after his grandfather, cf.
Vithianandan, the P., p. 27. 3. e.g. Pillai: CET p.75.
4. Puram. comm., UVS edn. p. 160.
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Veliyan (Venman)
Say" Eyinan

NallinicUtiyanceral
f |
Netunceralatan
t

Aiyai

(Vlrai Venman)
Veliyan Tittan
#
|
Tittan Veliyan
(Lord of Urantai)
j ?

Porvaikkopperunarkilli

It must be stressed that, where the above is constructed
purely on the basis of the names, the connecting line is dotted.
In the case of Veliyan
Tittan, the name would be regarded as a
•
•
possessive compound wherein the genitive of veliyan is not
expressed, and we have to postulate the omission of the element
venmSn as not being a personal name of Veliyan Tittan1s ffather1
but an appellation common to several Velir. The same structure
would apply in the case of Tittan Veliyan, uncomplicated by
there being any general appellation added to his father’s name.
Only on the basis of relating the Velirs discussed to
the Colas can any interrelationship between the latter and
f

Netuncer8l£tan be suggested.
Pillai and others regard Porvaikkopperunarkilli as one
of the earliest Colas to rule at Urantai. Such a view is based
on the assumption that he was the son of the Tittan who is said
to have captured Urantai from a ruler of Xrkkatu (Arcot) called
Centan. This latter assumption is based on a variant reading of
a single line in Kurun., favoured neither by UVS nor the Sama jam
editors. Kurun.258, line 4, is: "Entu kottiyanai Ccentan rantai
"The father of Centan who possesses elephants with uplifted
tusks. tf This is presumably Alici, who is mentioned as ruler of
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Arkkatu and father of Centan*1 The variant reading in the Kurun.
line is " ... Centan Urantai”, which would mean ”Urantai that
"belongs to Centan. ” As already seen, this reading has not met
with universal favour; it is noted hy UVS who follows the other
reading.
A point against reading ”Centan Urantai” in Kurun. 258
is that it would occur in a Paranar poem, and that poet says in
Akam.122 that Tittan ruled Urantai. If the colophons ascribing
these two poems to Paranar are accepted, it would seem unlikely
that in one case he should say that Urantai belonged to one
family and in another to a second, unless he lived through the
period in which such a change of ownership took place, in which
case he would presumably have made more than passing reference
to it. Since Paranar praised both Velpahratakkai Pperuvirarkilli
in Puram.63 and his successor Uruvappahrer Ilancetcenni in
Puram. 4, both of whom may be presumed to have come later in the
Cola line than Tittan, he was doubtless referring to an earlier
period when speaking of Tittan, and it would have been pointless
p
to refer in similar terms to Centan. The view of Pillai and
others as to the capture of Urantai by the Colas may accordingly
be set aside.
3
As already noted, one of the panegyrists of Porvaikko
Pperunarkilli was Cattantaiyar, and their colophons attribute
Puram. 80 to 82 to him. In 80, the writer exhorts Tittan to see
how his hero has beaten Malian of Amur at wrestling. It is
1. Nar.190, 1.4.

2. CET pp.67 ff.

3. v. s. p.138.

impossible to say whether this was in fact a personal combat, or
whether the poet is alluding to a battle, and playing upon the
name of the foe, Malian, wrestler. A third possibility is that,
while it was a personal combat, the name of the adversary is not
present in the phrase "Maint'utai mallan"1, which is to be
translated "The mighty wrestler". The general opinion, however,
is that Malian is a personal name. In this connexion it may be
noted that Malla was the name of several Pallavas.
Tittan is begged "whether he will or no"^ to see the
feat of Porvaikkopperunarkilli. This suggests that there was
some animosity between Tittan and the hero of the poem, and
writers such as Pillai have read into this a quarrel between
father and son.
Puram. 81 and 82 both allude to the chaplet of ar,
4
bauhinia, a flower of special significance to the Colas.
Poems 83 to 85 are ascribed by their colophons to
the poetess Nakkannaiyar, and 83 leaves little doubt that she
was in love with the king. In it she describes her fear, both of
her mother and of the assembly, because she has caressed the
shoulders of the king.5
The only Cola remaining to be discussed in connexion
with Puram. is Colan Nalluruttiran, who is given as the author
of Puram.190. The TSS editor

is of the opinion that this king

came after the main group of Colas praised in these poems, and
1. Puram. 80, 1.2. 2. Ibid., 1.5. 3. CET pp. 74—5; For transl. of
Puram.80, v.s. Chap.II, p.50. 4. 81, 1^3; 82, 1.6.
5. For transl. v.s. Chap.II, p.64. 6. TSS i, p.427.
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gives the name Nalluruttiran as a reason for his view. He does
not elaborate on this, hut he presumably refers to the fact that
Ta. Uruttiran is to be connected with the Skt. Rudra. But it
will be seen shortly^ that two names of PSntiya kings , namely
Ukkirapperuvaluti and Putappantiyan are to be connected with
Skt. words also. Nalluruttiran’s poem contains reflections upon
friendship, and tells nothing of his life or deeds*
This concludes a survey of the Colas as they appear in
the text and colophons of Purananuru. As stated earlier, there
are 74 poems in this anthology which praise Cola kings. Prom the
point of view of this text, the most important are Killivalavan
•

•

•

who died at Kulamurram and Kopperuncolan. The latter is of
special interest, as he does not seem to be commemorated outside
this collection. On the other hand, Karikal, who figures
considerably both in Pattu. and in other works, is not prominent
in the poems of Puram.
*-)

The Pantiyar are praised in 37 poems in this anthology.

Twelve PSntiya rulers and one queen are featured in these poems,
according to the accompanying colophons, and the verses are the
work of 23 poets. None of the poems is anonymous. In three
2 cases J Pantiya rulers and a PSntiya queen are credited with
authorship of poems. In two poems, 58 and 367, Pantiya rulers
are praised jointly with Colas.
The first Pantiya to appear in Puram. is given in the
colophon to Puram. 3 as Karunkaiy OJ.vatperumpeyar Valuti. This
1. v.i.,pJL62.

£. See list of Pantiyar in Puram. p. 145.

q

Pantiya kings who figure in Purananuru.
PSrrfriya as given in Col.

Puram.no(s).

v

1. Karunkaiy OlvStperumpeyar V. 3.

Poets.
Irumpitarttalaiygr

2. Palyakacalai Mutukufcumi
P^ruvaluti

6
9,12,15
64.

Kari kilar.
Nettimeiyar
Netumpalliyattanar

3. Talai.yalankenattucceruvcnra
Netunceliyan

18,19
25.25.371
24.26.372
72
76-79.

Kutapulaviyanar
Kallafcanar
Mahkuti kilar
T. c.N^turiceliypn
Itaikkunrurkilar
•
■—
—

4. Kanappereyil katanta
Ukkirapperuvaluti

21
(367) •
(367).

Aiyur Mulankilar
AuvaiySr

5. Kutakarattu t.Maran Valuti

51
52.

Aiyur Mutavenar
Merut aniJ.anakanar

55
56
57
196
198.

Maturai ♦' !<
M.Kanakkayarar m.N
K.Karikkappanar
Avur Mulankilar
V.V.Pericgttaner

(58).

K.Kgrikkannanar
••

59.

CIttalai Ccattaner

71,

O.t.Put appgpt iy an

246
247.

P.Tevi Peruhkoppen
M.Peralsvayar

182.

K.ma.Ilamperu V.

11. Ariyappatai katanta
Netui^crl_iyan

185.

A.k.Netunceliyan
•
—— w —

12. Arivutai Nampi

184
188.

Picirantaiyar
Arivutai Nampi.

8. Cittiramatattu t.Naninaran
u
Putapant iyanrevi
P^runkoppen^u

ruler is identified "by Pillai

both with PalyakacSlai Mutukutumi

Peruvaluti, celebrated in Pupam.6, 9, 12, 15 and 64, and with
Velliyampalattu ttunciya Peruvaluti, celebrated with the Cola
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Peruntirumavalavan in poem 58.^ Pillai does not explain why he
identifies the hero of Puram.3 with these two rulers, hut the

in

identification of these two with each other he explains thus:
"I am inclined to identify this Velliyambalattu tunciya
Peruvaliidi with Palyagesalai Mudukudumi Peruvaludi on the ground
that there could he only one Pandiya
king to come between
• •
Ne$unceliyan II and Ne£unceliyan III in the Tables.
Pillai is once again using his own Synchronistic Tables
which, carefully contrived as they are, are hardly proven, as
tvidehce to support his theories, and it is hard to follow such
reasoning.
It is true that all three names include the element
i

Valuti. It would seem permissible to regard this as a family
name of perhaps tribal origin. Five such names occur in PSntiya
nomenclature, Valuti, Maran, Celiyan, Pantiyan and Kavuriyan.
Attempts have been made

to connect the last two names with the

Skt. Pandava and Kaurava respectively, without satisfactorily
expaining the change of the -ava of the Skt. patronymic Pandava
into Ta. -iya(n). There is no reason seriously to suggest any
connexion between the rival factions in the Mahabharata war and
a Tamil kingdom. However^it is just possible that the kings of
4
Maturai adopted these two names as grandiloquent titles. In the
same way, the name Pancavan,
has
*— anothe name used by Pantiyar,
••
/
been connected 5 with the Skt. panca,
as alluding to the five
1. v.s. p.113. 2. CET pp.131-2. 3.e.g. M.Raghava Aiyangar in
Centamil VIII, p. 10. 4. C]d. The Royal Scots, known as Pontius
Pilate’s Bodyguard. 5. Pancavar: Puram. 58,1.8^ see Dorairangasami, p.113.
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family names just noticed. On the other hand, this name could "be
connected with Ta. pancu, cotton, for which the Maturai country
has heen famous since Kauttlya.^ In the state of our knowledge,
however, it must he admitted that none of these family names
is capable of certain derivation.
Two dther Pantiya rulers figuring in Puram. are given
2
the name Valuti, and in one case at least these family names
are not mutually exclusive. The hero of Puram.51 and 52 is
given as Maran Valuti who died at Kutakaram. There seems no
reason to identify with each other any of the five kings who
are called Valuti, and they will he discussed separately.
The personal name of the poet who wrote Puram.3 in
honour of Karunkaiy Olvatperumpeyar Valuti has not survived. He
is known in the colophon hy the phrase-name TIrumpitar Ttalaiyar1
after a phrase in Puram.3, line 11:
"Perunkai yanaiy irumpitar ttalaiy iruntu .•. "
’'The elephant on which you sit has a large trunk and
a huge neck.” This line evidently struck the redactor of these
poems as forceful enough to provide a nickname for the poet who
composed it. Whether such phrase-naming was a regular academic
practice4 or was only done where the poet’s real name was not
known it is impossible to decide.
The PSntiya is addressed as "Scion of the Kavuriyar"^
g
and also as Val_uti. No events are referred to, the poem being
1.
2.
4.
6.

Artha.Ch.II: madhuram.. Vide K.A.N.S."Pandyan Kingdom", p.14 fn,
Cols, to Puram.21,51. 3. Perunkai; cp.Skt. hastin.
Cp. names given to hards in the Eisteddfodd. 5. 3, 1.5.
ibid., 1.13.
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straightforward flattery, hut there is an interesting passage
ahout "burial:
"You are famous for assuaging greed of those who come,
their cupidity writ large upon their faces* As "beggars they have
come to you along the road that passes the tree of omen, hard of
access, wherein dwells the kite with hooked beak and fine
plumage. In that place is a new cairn of stones for those who
fell before the arrows of cruel-eyed warriors, whose gleaming
shafts go not astray, when they are on the watch from their
place of observation, their eyes shaded with their hands* Such
places are uninhabited and are far away; without water they
are difficult to dwell in*" 1
The PSEntiya whose name is given in the colophons as
p
PalySkacalai Mutukutumi Peruvaluti is praised by three poets.c
Poem 6, attributed to Kari kil^ar, opens with a fairly
conventional definition of the Pantiya kingdom’s boundaries,
with the addition of what lies above and below:
"Northward lies the tall mountain range wrapped in mist,
southward is the rich flowing Kumari river, to the east,
mountainous seas, and to the west the ancient ocean, Beneath is
the place whence the waters arise according to the old ordnance
whereby there are three joined (i.e. earth, air and heaven).
Above, is there not the paradise for cattle?"^
The king’s foes will no longer be able to avoid capture
inevitable as Yama’s snare.^ The king has taken many forts
1. 3, 11.17-26. 2. See List of Pan^iyas in Puram., supra p.145.
3. 6, 11.1-7. 4. ibid., 11.9,10.
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surrounded by green fields.

Let those who would circumambulate

the temple of the three-eyed god (presumably Siva) make their
obeisance to the king.

2

There is a reference to "the four

hidden things", nanmarai, in line 20. This term is generally
understood to refer to the four vedas, and such an interpretation
seems most likely, especially when, as here, nSnmarai occurs in
collocations with munivar, sages.

It is to be presumed that, by

this time, the Atharva was ranked with the three other vedas, in
the Tamil mind at least. Purnalingam Pillai suggests in his
"History of Tamil Literature" that the term NSnmarai alludes to
upanisads, and not to the samhitas.
In a panegyric, Nettimaiyar in Puram.9 describes the
king as protector of seers, brahmans whose nature is as gentle
4
as that of cows, women and the sick. He also prays that the
king’s diadem may last as long as the sands of the Pahruli,

a

legendary river south of the Kumari, which was thought to have
been swallowed up by the seas.
Much has been made of these lines by modern writers:
w•
"Enko valiya kutumi, tahko
cennir ppacumpon vayiriyarkk1Itta
munnir vi^avi1 netiyo*
/?

nannir P-pahruli manalinum palave. " °
"May our king live long, like the sands of the Pahruli
of the fine water, belonging to the mighty one who celebrated
the festival of the three waters, giving much fine gold to his
1. 6, 1.14. 2. ibid.,1.17,18.
4. 9, 11.1,2. 5. ibid., 1.11.

3. Connected with Skt. muni, id.
6. ibid., 11..8-11.
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minstrels. "
The old commentary, included by the TSS editor, sees in
netiyon, line 10, a proper name and implies that Netiyon
actually constructed the river' : "Netiyonal ulatakappatta
nalla
• •
nlraiyutaiya Pahruli •.• ”. This would perhaps have been a
justifiable assumption were we to take netiyon as meaning the
god Vignu, in which sense the word is used in Cil.^ But Pillai
sees in this Netiyon a predecessor of Nettimaiyar1s patron, and
one who actually constructed the river. Such an episode may be
no less mythical than the river itself, and the text offers no
justification for such an interpretation. It merely suggests
that Pahruli belonged to the netiyon, god «r man.
In support of his belief that Nefiyon was a gan^iya,
Pillai quotes Maturaikkanci, lines 759 to 763, which refer to
Palcalai Mutukutumi by name:
"Palcalai Mutukutumiyi ’
nalvelvi tturai pokiya
tollapai nallaciriyar
punar kutt’unta pukal. cal cirappi*
nilantara tiruvif netiyon pole ... "
’'Like the renowned one whose wealth was in lands and who
was of high fame, higher than that of the wise men of authority
who went to the place where Mutukutumi made fine sacrifices. "
Even were it conceded that netiyon was here a personal
name, there is nothing in this passage to show what relationship
he or Mutukutumi had towards Netunceliyan, hero of Maturaik. Yet
1. Cil. , VIII, line 1.
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Pillai asserts that they were grandfather and father respectfrely
of Netunceliyan. Since Pillai is at pains to identify this
Netiyon with Netiyon in Puram.9, it would imply that Mutukufumi*s
father had constructed the Pahruli river. It is impossible to
see any validity in these contentions about the word netiyon.
It might be argued that, in the passage from Maturaik. just
quoted, netiyon means Visnu and tiru means Laksmi, and translate:
"Like Vi^nu, whose consort gives one wcalth in land."
There is nothing in the passage to show that netiyon
was the name of a Pantiya king, or that "nilentaru tiruvin" was
a Pantiya*s
title. Yet Pillai and Vithianandan talk freely of
• •
a Nilantaru Tiruvil Papjiyan.1 A similar phrase occurs in
conjunction with the word netiyon earlier in the poem:
"Nilantanta perutavi
2

ppolantar marpif netiyon umpal ..."
"The descendants of the famous one who had the bright
garland on his chest, who was a great helper who gave lands#"
In short, netiyon may or may not have been a proper name,
and it may have been that of a PSntiya. Even were that so, there
is no evidence from Maturaik. or Puram. that he was related to
Netunceliyan or Mutukutumi. There is a possibility that these
three passages refer to a mythical ancestor of the family. If so,
there is still nothing in Puram.9 to justify the assertion that
he constructed the Pahruli river.
In Puram. 15, the poet marvels at the valour of the king,
1. e.g. CET, pp.IPO, 121.

2. Maturaik. 11.60,61.
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and the vedic sacrifices he performed. This poem may provide a
clue to the title given him in all colophons, Palyakacalai, a
title appearing nowhere in the extant texts*
irYou have completed many renowned sacrifices which,
together with oblations of ghee and spices in the sacrificial
fire the smoke of which ascends to heaven, have been ordained in
the four vedas and in treatises (on dharma, comm.). Many are the
broad places of sacrifice in which you have erected yupas." ^
Poem 64, by Netumpalliyattanar, is likev/ise a prasasti.
In line 6 appears the phrase "Kutumi kkoman", the king with the
diadem. Like the use of the word kutumi, crown, diadem, in Puram
6, 9 and 12, this may account for the king's title Mutukutumi
that appears in the colophons. In no case does the word occur as
a Munnilai, Vocative, so that it is difficult to decide whether
kutumi is a name or not. It-was evidently so taken by the writer
of the colophons who, unless he was a contemporary or had to
hand material now lost, can have had little indication from
these poems as to which Pantiya king they were about.
The next Pantiya to appear in Puram. is given as
Talaiyalankanattu cceruvenra Netunceliyan. Of the Pantiyas who
figure in Pu£am. he occupies the most prominent place; thirteen
poems are in his honour.

2

Moreover, he is the Pantiya to whom

the longest poem in Pattu., Maturaikkanci, is dedicated.
Pillai is of the opinion that there were three Pantiya
kings to bear the name Netunceliyan and that, of these, the hero
of TalaiySlankanam was the third.^ On examining the texts on
1. 15, 11.17-21.

2. See List, p.145.

3. CET passim.
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he bases this view, it appears hard to he so dogmatic. Pillai
takes his evidence from Akam., and Akam. 296, states Pillai,'1'
refers to Netunceliyan I :
•

—

—

”Pericai Kkorkai pporunan venvel
katumpakattu yEnai netunter Celiyan ... ”
”Celiyan of the high chariot, who has many fierce
elephants, who has the conquering spear, and who is lord of the
famous Korkai (the port at the mouth of the Tamraparni).”
According to its colophon, this poem is hy Maturai
Pperalavayar, who is also credited with a poem on PutappSntiyan*s
wife, which will shortly he noticed.

2

For his other reference to

Netunceliyan I, Pillai cites a passage in Paranarfs Akam. 116:
"Maiyani yanai marappor Cceliyan
poyya vil^avin Kutar parantalai
utaniyaint’elunta iru peru ventar
katal marul perumpatai kalanka ttakki ...”
”Oeliyan, strong in war, whose elephants are decorated
with kohl, routed on the plains of Kutal (Maturai), where
festivities never en<i the armies great as the ocean of the two
great kings that had clashed (with him).”
These passages may or may not refer specifically to
Netunceliyan and, in the case of the passage in Akam. 296, the
TSS editor of Akam. says that it does refer to him.

A

w

But netu,

high, tall, qualifies ter, chariot, in that passage, and not
Celiyrn. If the passages refer to Netunceliyan, there iB no
reason to suppose that it was a different one from the victor at
1. CET Tables. 2. Puram.247; v.i.p.172. 3» 11.13-6. 4. ii,p.354.
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Talaiyalafikanam. As for the passages that according to Pillai

j

refer to a N^uhceliyan II, we find that they do not include

,

even the element Celiyan, hut refer to a Pacumpu-fcpairkiyan, a
name that does not figure in Puram* colophons*

j

On textual evidence, then, there is no reason to
suppose there was more than one Paiy£iya called Netunceliyan.
These texts may refer to the hero of Talaiydlankanara or to
some other holder of the P§ntiya family 1 name Celiyan.
No reference to the victory at Talaiyalafikanam occurs
in the colophons to Puram.18 and 19, wherein the king is called
Pai}tiya21 Netuilceliyan. But there is no reason to dispute the
view of UVS and the TSS editor that Puram. 18 and 19

'

praise the

same Netuilceliyan as do poems 23, 25 and others. Pillai suggests
that1 Talaiy£lafik§nam was near NJt^ankalam in Tanjore District.
There is no need to contest this suggestion. Poems on this king
are the work of five poets according to the colophons.

2

One of

them, 72, is stated to he the work of the king himself. None of
the panegyrists of Ne^uriceliyan save Kalla^anar is credited with
the praise of any other king or chief. He is the author of
Puram.385 and 391 on Ampar kilan Aruvantai and PoraiySrrukkilan.
As neither of these chiefs found praise at the hands of another
poet, neither their names nor KallS^anarTs help in linking
Netuilceliyan as a contemporary with any other king or chief.
The only poem that hints as to Netuilceliyan1 s
contemporaries is Akam.56, by Maturai Nakklrar, in which the
1* CET p.144.

2. See List, supra p.145.
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en em ies

of

the

P a n tiy a

at

(T a la i)

V

Alankanam are given as Ceral

sJ

and Cempiyan, Titiyan, Elini and Erumaiyuran.

The mention of
2

Titiyan is of special interest since from Akam.126 he seems to
have heen the son of Vel Evvi who was also defeated hy
a
_
°
Netunceliyan , making father and son foes of the Pantiya. Elini
is doubtless Atiyaman Pokutt1elini, son of Anci, the patron of
Auvaiyarf This would make Netunceliyan an elder contemporary of
Colan Kulamurrattu ttunciya Killivalavan and Pantiyan Havantikai
ppaJJ-i ttunciya Nanmaran. ^ As will be seen, the son of Mankuti
kilar, Maturai Marutan Ilanakanar, praised Nanmaran, making him
a younger contemporary of Netunceliyan, who is lauded hy Mahkuji
kilar in Puram.24, 26 and 372.
The first two poems on Netunceliyan are attributed to
Kutapulaviyanar and represent the only extant work of this poet.
They are numbered 18 and 19 in Puram. In both the king is called
Celiyan. In poem 18 the poet tells the king about a drought in
part of his kingdom. Poem 19 is important as it praises the king
q

for his triumph at Talaiyalankanam.

Despite this, he is not

called Talaiyalankanattucceruvenra in the colophon.
The poet Kallatanar is credited by colophons with
Puram.23, 25 and 371. 23 praises the king for his victory and
contains a reference to the katimaram,
tree, of the
.
* the
enemy, the uprooting of which was taken as a sign of defeat on
the part of those who possessed it. Poem 25 describes how the
1 . Akam.36,11.14-17. 2 . 11.13-16. 3. Puram.24,11.18ff. 4. For
Elini and Anci vide Chap.V, pp.202 ff. 5. For reasons vide Chap.V
and Chart on pJ58.. Erumaiyuran seems to have been a Vatukan;
cf.Akam.255,11.18,19. He is not a Puram.hero. 6 . 1.2.
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widows of kings and chiefs killed in battle by the Pantiya tore
their hair and beat their breasts in anguish at their widowhood;
in this poem the king is addressed as Celiyan. In 371, Kallatanar
praises the king for his victories in battle. This might refer to
his more famous victory at Talaiyalankanam or to the battle near
Maturai against a Cola and a Ceral. 1
Mankuti kilar is credited with Puram.24, 26 and 372 in
praise of Netunceliyan. Three other poems in Puram. are stated
2

to be by this poet , but, as their colophons are defective, the
subject of praise cannot be determined. Two other poems by this
poet also survive, Kurun.302 and Nar.120. Mankuti kilar, the
lord or squire of Mankuti, is generally identified with Mankuti
Marutanar, the author of Maturaikkanci. 3 It should be noted that
the two names exist side by side in Kurun., Kurun.164 appearing
as the work of Mankuti
Marutan.
#
—_ It is curious that one poet
a.
should go under two names in one anthology as, to judge from UVS1
preface, each extant MS of text alone contains the whole work.
One must presume that these MSS were copied from older,
fragmentary ones, made perhaps by various scribes. A further
complication is that three poems, Kurun.173, Nar.123 and Akam.89
are, according to their colophons, by Maturaikkancippulavar.
There seems even less reason why Kurun.173 should be ascribed to
fthe author of Maturaikkanci* when Kurun.164 is attributed to
Mankuti Marutan by name. However, there is no reason to doubt
that these two are one and thesame person. With regard to
Mankuti kilar some reservation may be made. While there is a
1. Akam.1 1 5 , v.s. p.153. 2. 313,335,396. 3. cf. Samajam, passim.
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probability that he was in fact Mankuti Marutan, it is possible
that the two names were stressed by redactors in order to
distinguish from each other two panegyrists of Netunceliyan.
Mankuti Marutan Ilanakanar is generally taken to have
been the son of the poet just noted"; he is the author of the
section of Kali, entitled Marutakkali and of a number of poems
in Akam. He is further credited with the authorship of five
poems in Puram. The colophons to two of these, 55 and 349, give
his name as Maturai Marutan Ilanakanar, while those to 52, 138
and 139 give it as Marutan Ilanakanar. The question arises as to
whether this discrepancy is deliberate or not. The general
opinion is that the two names refer to one person; therefore
Puram.52, which lauds PSntiyan KutakSrattu ttunciya Maran Valuti,
was written by the same poet who praised Havantikaippalli
ttunciya Nanmaran in Puram.55. These Pantiyas should therefore
have succeeded each other or have been collateral princes. If
Ilanakanar
was in fact the son of Mankuti
•
—
# Marutan,
— 9 then these
two Pantiyas
should closely have succeeded Netunceliyan.
The
••
•
■
“
difficulty arises in deciding whether the element Maturai in the
name of the author of Puram. 55 and 349 was intended to distirguLah
one Ilanakanar, son of Marutan, from another, or whether it was
meant to distinguish one Marutan(ar) from another. If Maturai
qualifies the whole compound, then there is no reason to suppose
that that IJ.anakan.ar was not the son of Mankuti Marutanar; his
own provenance being that of Maturai. But if the compound has
the more usual pattern whereby the first member would govern the
1. CET p.147, followed by Vithianandan, The P. p.46.
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Chart of Contemporaries B
(367)*
AIYURMULAN.K.--- Kanappereyil kaf.
Ukkirapperuvaluti
2 Chiefs— KALLATANAR------>'» "
»•'
(385,391)
*
(23,25,371)

AUVAIY5R— -----*
— (Anci)

MSNKUTI (Kj
(24,26,372)
„
„
MARUTANAR---- Ne£uiicisliyan (Erumaiyuran) + (Elini)+
\
(Maturaik.)
✓
I
_
i— =---- *
(Nancil
M. MAR. ILANAKANAR— I.palli t.Nanmaran— V.V.PERICATTAN.
Valluvan)
*
(55)
(198)
(138,139)
••
"
«
— K. KSRIKKAN5IAN. -$
(57)
— Kutakarattu t.----- AIYUR MUTAVAN.
Maran Valuti
*
(52)
(51)
*-------------- Ce. Mavanko
C. Iracacuyam---------ULOCCANAR
vetta Perunarkilli
(3&*)*
(37*)
(Vel Ewi)
+(Titiyan))
+
*
Vatama Vannakkan
V.V. TAMoWrAK— (Pitt ankorxan)
%L

„

,,

I— C. KurappaJ.)i t.
(169,171) (170)
?-u .m .t Smotaran
Perunt iruinavalavan----------------------(58)
’(607
_
(31-33)
%
C. Kulamurrattu t.— KOVUR K.
C. Nalankilli
*
Killivalavan------ M.NAPPAC: — (Malaiyaman Tirumutikkari)
(2fe§)(37,39j
(126)
For conventional signs, v. s. p.127.
second, the Ilanakanar must he taken as the son of Marutan of
Maturai, with perhaps an implied antithesis to ’the other
Marutan’ of Menkuti. Represented schematically, the two patterns
are:

A qualifies (B+C); and (A+B) qualifies C.
The argument as to: a) whether there was one IlanSkanSr
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or two and b) whether he (or one of them) was the son of Mankuti
MarutanSr is of importance in determining whether: a) Mar an
Valuti who died at Kutakaram was contemporaneous with Nanmaran
who died at Ilavantikaippalli, or b) either of these Pantiyas
was contemporary with Netunceliyan or succeeded him. 1
In Pu^am.24 and 26, Mankuti kilar addresses his patron
as Celiyan. 2 Poem 24 contains a direct reference to the capture
w
5
of two Velir
areas
by
Netunceliyan,
Milalai
belonging
to
Evvi
*
.
4
and Muttu£u. According to the old commentary, both these names
refer to areas around the two towns named rather than just to
the towns themselves. UVS notes that both places are mentioned in
copper-plate grants of a later period from Tiruppuvanam. ~ The
first is doubtless the modern Tiruvll.imil.alai in Tanjore Distt.
Both Vels probably held these lands as Cola fiefs. The poet
prays that the birth-star of the king may shine steadily and
that the star of the enemy may set.

In 26, the poet states that

Netunceliyan, surrounded by those versed in the four vedas, had
7
performed many sacrifices. Puram.372 says that he performed the
0

sacrifice on the battlefield "where the arrows fell like rain”:
”In a hearth fashioned from the heads cut from your
stubborn foes the rows of bael-wood faggots glowed. Ladles of

Prosopis-wood were poked into the holes in the skulls, and gruel
was cooked by the childless demonesses. This, rejected by men,
Q
is offered hy the devils' cook to the goddess of Victory."
1. See Chart, p.158. 2. 24,1.23; 26,1.11. 3. v.s.,p.155 & Chart
on p.158. 4. Area: kurram; UVS p.60. 5 . ibid., p.606,fn.
6 . 24, 11.24,25. 7. 26, 11.13-15. 8 . 1.4. 9. 11.2 ff.
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Puram,72
is attributed to Netunceliyan
—
#
—
— himself. In it,
he tells of his anger at hearing other kings taunt him for his
youth,

1

and how he scattered them in battle.

2

He also mentions
•
3
the friedship of poets, the chief of whom was Mankuti Marutan.
This supports the identification of Mankuti Marutanar with the
Mankuti ki^ar of the colophons.
The last group of poems in praise of Netunceliyan is
formed by Puram.76 to 79. Itaikkunrur kilar is given as the
author. These four poems are his only extant work. In 76, it is
stated that, doubtless at TalaiySlankanam, the Pantiya fought
4
alone against a confederacy of seven. The old commentary says
k

this consisted of the two other kings and five Vel chiefs.

The

TSS editor states that these five were Titiyan, Elini, Erumaiyuran, Irunkovel and Porunan, but does not give his source for
7
_
*
this. The king is referred to in line 9 as "Natu kelu tiruvir
U

KJ

pacumput Celiyan", Celiyan of the gold ornament, whose wealth is
in land. This is of interest as the poem is on Talaiyalankanattu
cceruvenra Netunceliyan according to its colophon. As already
8
%j / o
seen, Pillai contends that there were three Netunceliyans, and
that Nilantaru tiruvi* netiyon of Maturaik. line 763 was a title
of his Netunceliyan II. 9 Moreover, there are a number of
references to a PacumputpSntiyan which Pillai again takes as
alluding to his Netunceliyan 11.^ With regard to the "Na-fcu kelu
1 . 11.2 ff. 2. 1.8. 3. 11.14 ff. 4. 11.1,12. 5. UVS p.155.
6 . TSS i,p.l99. 7. The first three chiefs and the two kings are
mentioned in Akam. 36 as N's foes at Alahkanam. 8 . v.s.,pp.152 ff

9. CET Tables.
10 to 14.

10. Kurun.393; Akam.162,1.21; 253, and 266,11.
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tiruvir pacumput Celiyan” of Puram. 76 he has apparently
paraphrased it as Pannatu tanta Pantiyan and appropriated the
whole passage for his Netunceliyan II,

despite the accompanying

colophon. There is perhaps justification for taking pacumpun as
a title of Netunceliyan who conquered at TalaiySlankffnam, and so
taking the references in Kurun. and Akam.

2

as referring to him

rather than treating another Netunceliyan (ii) for them as
Pillai seems to do. Again, the close parallel of ”Natu kelu
tiruvir..” of Puram.76 with "Nilantaru tiruvir..” of Maturaik.,
line 763, allotted hy Pillai to Netunceliyan II should he noted.
In poem 76, Itaikkunrur kilar describes the king as
•
'
3
garlanded with margosa and balloon-vine in the fight,
and, in
similar terms in Puram.77 he marvels at the young king on the
battlefield, and prays that his chaplet of margosa and balloon4
vine may not fade. Poem 78 is similar; the poetnotes how hostile

u

/ o

5

kings

have taunted Netunceliyan for his youth.

In 79, the poet

tells

how the king has gone to war garlanded with margosa, after

g
bathing in a pool in his ancient city.
as daylight is brief, some may escape.

His foes are many and,
7

It will be seen from the foregoing that the name of
Netunceliyan, at least in the form of Celiyan, is well attested
in these poems, and that references to his hostilities against
Cola and Ceral and victory over them at Talaiyalankanam and his
annexation of lands in the Cola country are quite clear.
The next Pantiya
to appear in Puram. is given in the
..
1. CET Tables,ibid. 2. v.s.p.160,fn.10. 3. 11.4,5. vempu &
ulinai, Azadirachta indica & Cardiospermum resp. 4. 11.2,3,6.
5. 11.6,7.
6. 11.1-4.
7. ibid., 11.5,6.
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colophon to Pu^am. 21 as KSnappereyil katanta Ukkirapperuvaluti.
He figures in this poem and in 367 only. In the latter he is
praised jointly with the Cera Mavanko
(Marivanko
in some MSS)
•
•
w
1
and the Cola Perunarkilli.
Pillai observes

2

—

that this king is the only Pantiya with

a name of Sanskrit origin to appear in his Tables. There is a
slight variation in the name between the two colophons; in that
to 367, it appears as ivanapper tanta Ukkirapperuvaluti, with a
variant reading Kanapper katanta ...
This king is credited with composing Akam.26, the col.
to which gives his name as Kanappereyil tanta Ukkirapperuvaluti.
N8r.98 is likewise attributed to him under the name Ukkirapperu
Valuti. There is no reason not to identify these as one king.
Puram.21, the only poem of Aiyur Mulankilar to survive,
mentions the capture of Kanappereyil from the chieftain Vehkai
Marpan. 4 The TSS editor says that the place was in the PSntiya
—
—
R
country and is the modern Kalaiyar Koyil.
Pillai states that it was this king whom the poet
Katuvanilamallanar praised in Nar.150:
"Aran pala katanta murankoj tanai
Valuti valiya ..."
"Long live Valuti of the army which devastated and
overthrew many forts."
It is hard to see in this a definite reference to the
Forest Fort, Kanappereyil, which the Samajam editors, and
1 . For this poem, v.s. p.115.

4. 11.6 & 9.

5. TSS i.p.63.

2. CET p. 152,fn.
6 . CET p. 152.

3. UVS p.482 fn.
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seemingly Pillai himself, 1 regard as a proper name, that of the
seat of Vehkai MSrpan. The editor of Nar., A.Narayanacami Aiyar,
interprets Valuti as Maran Valuti,^ in which case it might refer
to the next Pantiya
to be discussed. It is perhaps best to
• •

;

suggest that the Nar. passage is too vague to be taken as
referring to one Valuti rather than another. Were the writer of
the colophon to Puram.21 to have made up the title Kanappereyil
katanta, one would ask why he should have gone to Narrinai for

j

the basis for it rather than Puram.21.

,

The next Pantiya to appear in Puram. is the hero of
Punam.51 and 52, whose name appears in their colophons as
Kutak^rattu ttunciya Maran Valuti. This king has been noted3 as
/
a possible contemporary of Ilavantikaippalli
ttunciya
Nanmaran,
• •
_

as both were lauded by Marutan Ilanakanar, Pillai adopts this
view, and does not discuss the fact that ’Maturai1 is prefixed
to the poet’s name in the case of Puram.55, lauding Nanmaran,
4
while it is absent in the case of the author of Puram.52. The
other poem on

Maran Valuti isby AiyUr Mutavanar, and a variant

reading gives

Aiyur kilar. Hehas also written Puram.228 on
/
R
Colan
ttunciya Killivalavan.
Both in 51 and 52, the
— — Kulamurrattu
•
■1
••
•
—
king is addressed as Valuti, and 52 says that he was at war with
rulers to the north of his kingdom, perhaps Colas or their fiefs.
The sixth Pantiya to appear in Puram. is given in the
f
colophons G as Ilavantikaippalli ttunciya
NarrniSran. The first poem
in his honour

is Puram. 55, by Maturai Marutan Ilanakanar. The

1. CET p.152.
2. Nar. TSS edn.p. 172. 3. v.s. p.159.
discussion of the nn.,v.s. pp.157-8. 5. v.s. p.125.
supra, p.145.

4. For a
6 . See List
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identification of this poet with the author of 52 has just been
noted. If the two refer to one poet, the approximate contempor
aneity of Nanmaran and Maran Valuti is established. The names,
with and without •fhe prefix ’Maturai1 exist side hy side in the
colophons of Puram., Nar. and Akam.

1

There is a pleasing simile

in poem 55, lines 5 and 6, wherein Maran, preeminent among the
three kings, is compared to the third eye showing upon the
forehead of ’’the lord with the dark-stained throat”, Karai
mitarrTannal.
At the end of the poem, the poet prays: ’’May you
• —— ##
live as long as the sand-dunes piled up hy the hreeze at the
fair port belonging to great Murukan, Centil, where the waves
heat.
According to its colophon, Puram.56 is hy Nakklranar,
son of Maturaikkanakkayanar. There arises here a problem similar
to that noticed in connexion with Mafikuti Marutanar and his son.
•

■—

The author of poem 56 is generally identified with: a) the
author of Puram.395, Akam. 36 and 78, Maturai Nakklranar,

and

h) Nakkirar or Nakklranar, author of a large number of verses in
4
Akam. and of a number in Kurun. and Nar. In this instance, all
three names exist side by side in the Akam. colophons* a) exists
along with Nakklranar, son of Maturaikkanakkayanar, in colophons
in Puram. while this last-named exists side by side with b) in
the colophons of Akam. and Kurun.
It may be suggested that the author of Puram.56 was
designated the son of Kanakkayanar to distinguish him from the
NakkXrar whose work is not found in Puram. but is well featured
1. v. s. p.157. See App. Poet List. 2. 11.17-21. 3. Or Nakkfrar.
4- e.cr. Snmaiam edn. wherein all are crrouT)ed under INakkirar.
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in Akam., Kurun. and War. It is less likely perhaps that
Maturai NakkTranar was yet a third person. As he is given the
name of Maturai as a prefix he may well have been the same as
the author of Pugam.56, his name distinguished in this way from
’the other Nakklrar.f
The author of Puram.56 is perhaps better known as the
author of two of the Pattuppattu, Netunalvatai and Tirumuruk’
arruppatai. In an appendix, Pillai^ has suggested that this
latter poem was later than the other Pattu. He bases his
argument on the way the term Arruppatai is used in the title,
though there is no evidence that Nakklrar himself gave his poem
this title. More cogent perhaps is the argument from the subjectmatter of the poem. It is a devotional poem in praise of SKanda
and thus occupies in the Pattu. a position similar to that
occupied by Pari, in the eight anthologies. The same poet is
credited with Puram.189 and Akam.93 8nd, if we assume his
identity with Maturai NakkTranar, with Puram.395, Akam.36, 78.
The king is addressed as Maran in 56. He is compared to
four gods in the following terms:
’'In days gone by there were four who protected the earth;
he who mounted the bull and whose locks like fire shine, who is
armed

with the axe hard to oppose and whose throat is blue, he

whose banner is the palmyra, who is armed withthe plough and
whose body is white as the conch that grows in the sea, he whose
body is blue as the sapphire produced in the earth, who brilliant
rides upon the kite that flies in the sky, and he whose banner
1. CET App.XIV, pp.257 ff.
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flaunts the peacock emblem, who is difficult to oppose, the
bright one whose chariot is the peacock. You are hard to conqueg
like Death, you are of great strength like Valiyon, you are
famous as he who destroys his enemies and, for completing what
you commence, you are like Murukan. " 1
/
The first portion of this clearly refers tfl> Siva,
Balarama, Vi$nu and Skanda respectively. If we follow the old
commentary, the second portion does not quite balance the first
and the list is: Yama, Balarama, Visnu
and Skanda. While kurru,
• •
death, usually refers to Yama, it might be suggested that it
/
2
here referred to Siva in his destructive aspect. Lines 18 ff.
of this poem refer to honey and gold brought by the Yavanas.
The author of Puram.57 is Kavirippumpattinattu Kkarikkannan^r, and Pillai

regards him as being probably the

grandson of the poet of the same name who wrote Puram.58 in
honour of Peruntirumavalavan and Peruvaluti. He produces little
evidence for such an assumption; his argument hinges on the
assumption that Mankuti (kilar) Marutanar was the father of
4
Marutan Ilanakanar. As may be seen this does not rule out, but
rather increases, the possibility that the Karikkannanar who
wfote on Peruntirumavalavan was the same person as wrote Puram.
57 on Nanmaran. This assumption of Pillai is largely dictated
by his having allotted an arbitrary 25 years for each successive
ruler in his Tables; Peruvaluti, praised in 58, preceded
Netunceliyan who preceded Nanmaran. This makes a total of 75
1.^ 56, 11.1-14; 56 is cited by Nacc. as illustrative of one of
Tol.'s Vetcitturai, v. s. p. 44. 2. Cp. Nanmaiii. 84: "allavai
ceyvarkk’aran kurram". 3. CET pp.14b,149. 4. See Chart,p.158.
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years during which Pillai supposes that the three Pantiyas ruled#
It would he impossible for the same poet to have praised the
first and the third of them# He ignores the possibility that they
w ere

collateral princes, and his tables do not cater for the

contingency of any one ruler having lived for a much shorter
period#

It

is

proposed

to

reject

Pillai*s contention regarding a

second Karikkannanar, and to agree with the TSS editor that those
about whom he sang lived dufcing his lifetime or just before it.
Puram. 196 is the last of the group on Naumaran. It is
ascribed to Vatama Vannakkan Pericattanar, most of whose extant
work is to be found in Akam. and Nar.The name of this poet is of
interest; it may be assumed that his personal name was Pericattan
and that he was the son of Vatama
Vannakkan.
There is another
•
• •
“
poet, Vatama Vannakkan TSmotaran who wrote Puram.172 praising
the chieftain Pittankorran. It may be suggested that these two
•

•

1

~

poets were brothers. This suggestion is strengthened by the
colophons to Puram.169 and 171, which say that Pittankorran was
■praised by Karikkannanar, who composed Puram.57 on Nanmaran, as
just seen. From this one may conclude that Pittankorran and
Nanmaran were contemporaries. Since Tamotaran has lauded the
former and Pericattanar the latter one may conclude that they
were contemporaries of each other. Taken with the fact that both
their names are preceded by *Va$8ma Vannakkan*, it seems quite
reasonable to suggest that they were brothers.

2

Pericattanar’s poem in praise of NanmSran is couched in
similar terms to those of Puram.196 by Avur Mulankilar. The king
1. TSS i, p.154.

2• See Chart B p.158; v. i. Chap.V, p.240.
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is compared to "A1 amar katavul, " the god seated under the
banyan. This is Vi§$u, says the old commentary. 1 But both UVS
and the TSS editor2 suggest amending this to mean Siva, in the
form of Daksinamurti. This would seem to be more acceptable.
•

•

These poems in praise of Ilavantikaippalli ttunciya
NanmSran do not give much information about him, but they do
contain a number of interesting references to puranic deities,

and the colophons to 57 and 198, read in conjunction with other i
poems attributed to the authors, establish a fair synchronism
for this PSp-fiya and the chieftain Pittankorran.
The remaining six Pantiyas
to figure in Puram. are
• •
honoured with but one poem each, save in the case of Arivutai
Nampi, who figures in two. They will be considered in a group,
without in any way implying that they were contemporaries. With

I

PutappSntiyan, lauded in Puram.71, will be considered his queen,
who figures in Puram. 246 and 247.

I

The colophon to Puram. 58 states that Kavirippumpattjpattu
Kkarikkannanar addressed it jointly to Peruvaluti who died at
Velliyampalam and the Cola Peruntirumavalavan. In the poem, the
two are hailed as lord of the Pancavar and ruler of the Kaviri
respectively, and their capitals of Maturai and Urantai are
referred to.

Sitting together, the two kings are likened to

"the god with the palmyra banner who is white as milk, and the
blue-coloured god with the cakra.
Poem 59 is by MatursLkkulavSpikan Clttalai Ccattanar, in
1. UVS p.309. 2. Ibid.p.310, TSS i,p.447. Cp.Tam.Lex.p.247,col. i
3. V. s. pp.113 & 146. 4. 58, 11.14-15.
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praise of Cittiramatattu ttunciya Nanmaran, The poem tells us
nothing ahout this person; in it, he is called Valuti. In spite
of this, the colophon fails to include this element in his name.
Such a discrepancy is not seen in the case of colophons to other
poems wherein the hero is addressed as Valuti.'1’
There has been speculation as to whether the author of
59

o

was the same person who wrote Manimekalai. In the patikam

to that

work the author is given as KulavSnikan Cattan. Pillai

thought

that they were two separate persons, and this seems most

likely when we consider the great difference in style and
diction between the anthology poems and that epic. As Pillai
points out, Dr.S.Krishnaswamy Aiyangar erred in giving
’’Kulavanikan CTttalai Cattan” on the title-page of his
translation of Mani. as the author’s name, as it is unwarranted
by the text. In his anxiety to argue the point, however, Pillai
erred when he stated that:
” 1 have not yet been able to alight on this particular

individual in any of the early works, commentators* stories
apart. They give us CIttalai Cattap. and Kulavanikan CSttan, but
nowhere in them do we come across the mixed individual ’Kula
vanikan CIttalai Cattan.” 4
This point isdisproved by
to Puram.59,

a reference to the colophons

Akam. 229, 306 and 320, in all of which the poet’s

name is given as MaturaikkulavSnikan CIttalai Ccattan§r; the
inclusion of the element Maturai is not the point at issue.
Colophons to other anthology poems by him give the name as
1. e.g. cols, to 3,51,52. 2. & Akam.vv. 3.CET p.189fn. 4. Ibid.
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CTttalaiccattanar.
Th&inclusion of the element KulavSnikan
need
—
•
not in any way have troubled Pillai, and the problem may be
resolved as follows#
CSttanar was the personal name both of the author whose
poems figure in anthologies and of the writer of Mani. Clttalai
was the village to which the author of the anthology verses
belonged, as Pillai and the TSS editor suggest.^ CattanSr was
u
perhaps a grain merchant himself or was the son of a grain
\

merchant from Maturai, The colophon to Kurun#154 suggests that
Clttalai was in fact near Maturai: "Maturaicclttalai Ccattanar.• "
The author of Mani. was sufficiently well-known from his work to
need no reference to his father or native place, and was therefore
known just as Kulavanikan Cattan, the grain-merchant CSttan. The
possibility that he too was the son of a grain-merchant need not
be overlooked; such an ellipse of the genitive case-ending is
extremely common# But, in this case, one would expect some name
to qualify Kulav§nikan, giving either the name or native place of
the merchant# Free of such qualification, KulavSnikan in the case
of the author of Mani# may be said to be in apposition to Cattan.
^
_.
The only poem about Ollaiyur tanta Putappantiyan in
—

Puram# is a composition ascribed to the king himself, Puram#71.
There seems no cause to dispute the general view

2

that the queen

who figures in Puram.246 and 247 was his wife# Putappantiyanfs
poem takes the form of a vow by the king to do his best in a war
.is

against his foes# He will have to be separated from his queen
whose eyes are painted with kohl5, but he has many friends who
1. CET ibid. TSS i,p#161. 2. e.g. TSS i.p.189, CET p.112. 3. 1.6.
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are of help to him]” Mavan, lord of Maiyal, Antai, Antuvancattaji,
Atan Alici and Iyakkan the wrathful* ° With them he will:leave
his quarters "by the Vaiyai river° that flows near Maturai* None
of these petty chiefs figures as a hero of a Puram. poem and
little can he said regarding them. No town of the name Maiyal
figures in any other anthology poem, and it may he asked whether
the old commentary erred in interpreting "Maiyarkoman Mavan.."
in this way. Giving the word maiyal its usual meaning of wrath,
4
.
M
confusion, we might translate the phrase "the angry lord Mavan.
Similarly, the old commentary, followed hy the TSS editor','1 takes
eyil, fortress, in 71 line!12: f,Mann eyil Antai ..." as a proper
name and takes the phrase to mean "Antai, of the well-estahlishsd
u
town of Eyil." No place of this name occurs in any anthology
poem, and we may suggest giving eyil its ordinary meaning here
and translating: "Antai, whose fort is well-built."
Another possible contemporary of Putappantiyan may he
noticed here though he is mentioned outside FureiL. He is Titiyan
and Putappantiyan mentions him as lord of Potiyil in his other
extant poem, Akam.25. Pillai justifiably suggests
o

sj

being called "Potiyircelvan" hy the king

l
7

6

that his

points to Titiyan as

being an important person at that time. If Titiyan was alive
when Putappantiyan wrote this poem, it shows that the latter was
o t u
contemporaneous with Netunceliyan, who defeated Titiyan and
—
ft
others at TalaiySlafikanam.
But the king may have heen referring

to a famous Titiyan long dead or to another holder of that name.
1. 1.15. 2. 11.10-14. 3. 1.10. 4. Cp. Puram.83,1.6: "immaiyal
ure..,f. 5. TSS i,p.l88 . 6 . CET p.115. 7. Akam. 25,1.20.
8 . v.s. p.155 & Chart B, p.158.
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The colophon to Puram. 246 states thatithei-pofem was
composed by Putapantiyanrevi Pperunkoppentu ’'about to commit
satT, ’’ ’’tippayval. ” It is worth noting that the turai prescribed
for this poem, Anantappaiyul, is one of the few turai-names to
be built up of loanwords. Paijml, suggests the Lexicon, 1 is
connected with the Pkt. payyaula, and means distress, disease. .
This turai expresses the lamenting of a wife for her dead
husband.

2

That its use was not so limited is suggested by the

colophon to Puram.228, which, as already seen, is a lament for
the departed Cola by a poet, Aiyur Mutavanar.
The queen upbraids those who would hinder her from
4
departing this life, and says that she will not remain among
g
those distressed women who are bereft of their husbands. She
Q

prefers the ’’bed of the corpse, built up of black firewood. ”
Puram.247, by Maturai PperalavaySr, is similarly a
description of the queen’s grief for her dead husband:
’’Were she to remain alone in that vast palace even for
a little while, her sweet life would waste away and her youth
depart.” ^
The tenth Pantiya to appear in Puram. is given as the
author of poem 182, Katalul maynta Ilamperuvaluti. The TSS
Q
editor explains the name as a reference to the seafaring
prowess of the PSntiyar. Nothing can be gathered from this poem
about the king in question; it consists uofn reflections upon
the conduct of those who are never angered by others.
1. Tam.Lex.p.2908,col.i. 2. vide PPVM X,13. 3. v.s. p.125.
6 . 1.11. 7. 247, 11.9,10. 8 . TSS i,
p.410.

4 . 246, 11.1-3. 5. 1.10.
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Puram. 183 is also the work of a PSrtlya according to its
colophon, which gives the name as Ariyappajai katanta

1

Netunceliyan. The TSS editor reasonaby suggests that he was
called Netunceliyan who defeated an army of Aryas to distinguish
him from other holders of the name. But nothing is known of this
king apart from this poem, and there is no way of knowing what

|

army it was that was overrun by his troops. The poem contains
a clear reference to the four varnas.^ A wise man, even of low

!

birth, can be a leader, and must be obeyed by those of higher
p
varna.
Puram.184 and 188 feature the Pantiya Arivutai Nampi.
Poem 184 is in the form of advice to the king by Picirantaiyar,

j

and contains nothing worthy of special note. The phrase in line
5: "Agivutai ventan” may have given rise to the king*s title as
it appears in the colophon. Nothing in the poem can be taken to
refer to one Pantiya rather than another. The king himself is
given as the author of 188, a moralistic poem.
This concludes a survey of the poems of Purananuru
which, according to their colophons, treat of Pantiya kings. The
most nota-tolfee are Mutukutumi Peruvaluti, Netunceliyan and
Ukkirapperuvaluti. These poems contain little to support Pillai*s
scheme of allotting 25 years* reign per king, and the resultant
necessity of postulating two poets called Karikkannanar to laud
Velliyampalattu ttunciya Peruvaluti and Nanmaran. The poems on
Netunceliyan,
read in conjunction with poems in other anthologies^
j
mmm
do not justify Pillai*s hypothesis that there were three rulers of
1. 1.8; contra,TSS ed., who says it refers to Tinai, i,p.413.
2. 11.7-10.
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that name,
c) Ceralar.
Of the Tamil kings who find praise in Purananuru, the
least represented are the Oeral kings. While, in point of number,
more Ceralar kings are named than either Cola or Pantiya, most

1

of them have only one or two poems in their honour. Altogether,
eighteen Ceral kings are praised by eighteen poets if we include
among the latter the two kings who have themselves written poems,
Puram.74 and 245. But the actual number of verses in praise of
Ceralar is only

27, ten fewer thanpraise Pantiyar. 1

Of the

Ceralar in Puram. ,four are also heroes of four
2
v ,
_
decades in Patirruppattu. One more, Kutakko Netunceralatan, has
been identified by Pillai with Imaiyavarampan Netunceralatan,
hero of decade II of Patirru. This identification will be
discussed when the verses on this king are studied.
mm

In the case

U

f

of one king, Ceraman Antuvanceral Irumporai, he is mentioned in
the colophon only to Puram.13, and is not actually that poem's
hero. It tells of Colan Mutittalaikkopperunarkilli.
The first Ceral to figure in Puram. is given in the
colophon to Puram.2, the only extant verse of Muranciyur Muti_

_

y

_

/.

nakanar, as Ceraman Peruncorr'uti.van Ceralatan. There is little
reason to doubt that he was the same Ceral who is mentioned in
U

/

__

patikam II of Patirru. as the father of Netunceralatan, and in
pat.Ill of Patirru. as the father of Palyanai Ccelkelukuttuvan. 5
Mention of Utiyanceral in the anthologies is so infrequent that
1. See List, infra,p. 175. 2. Of dec. V, VII, VIII,IX. 3. v.i. p.297 ff
4. v.s. p.114. 5. Pat.11,1.2; pat.111,1.1.
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Ceral kings who figure in Purananuru.
Ceral as given in Col.

Puram. n o (s). Poets.

1. Ceraman Peruncorr’utiyan
Ceralatan

2

.

Muranci.MutinSkanar
•
—
*

2. Karuvur e;Olvatkopperunceral 5.

Nariveruuttalaiyar

3. Celvakkatunkov Aliyatan

Kapilar

4. Palai patiya Perunkatunko
(5. Antuvanceral Irumporai

8, 14.

Peymakal Ilaveyini

11.
13 col.)

Kurunkoliyur kilar
Po runt i1i1anklranar
Kutalur
kilar
•
—

6. Yanaikkatcey Mantaranceral 1.17,20,22
53
229.
7. Kokkotai Marpan

48, 49.

Poykaiyar

8. Takatur e.Perunceral I.

50.

Moci Kiranar

9. Kuttuvan
• •
'— Kotai

54.

Ko. E. M5t.M. Kumaran:

10. Kutakko Netunceralatan

(62),(368)
(63).

Kalattalaiyar
Paranar

11. Perunceralatan (Perunto}.!:) 65.

Kalattalaiyar

12. KanaikkSl Irumporai

(74).

Kanaikkal Irumporai

13. Kutakko Cceral Irumporai

210

14. Kot£ampalattu t. Makkotai

245.

Kottampala.t.Makko:

15. Marivapko (or Mavanko)

(367).

Auvaiyar

,

211

.

Perunkunrur kilar

16. Katal o-ftiya Velkelu Kuttuvan 369,

Parapar

17. Cikkarpalli t.Celvakkatufiko 387.
Aliyatan

Kunrukatpaliyatanar

18. Vancan

Tiruttamanar.

398.

the other poems in which he is mentioned will be noted here.
Utiyanceral is addressed as VSnavarampan in line 12 of
Puram.2. This recalls the grandiloquent

fImaiyavarampan! given

to his son Netunceralatan in Patirru. patikam II.
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Puram.2 continues:
"You gave without stint a great feast of cooked food to
the twice-fifty when they had left the field of war, garlanded
with tumpai, 1 after taking the land for their own and fighting
n
with the five whose horses* manes were wind-tossed. "
This hattle "between the twice-fifty and the five has
been taken by the old commentar^ to refer to the MahSbhSrata war,
and there is no doubt that it was this the poet had in mind. It
was doubtless this passage that earned for UtiyaAceral the title
Peruncorru-, he who gave a great feast. There seems however no
reason to take the hyperbole seriously enough even to try and
4
refute it, as does Pillai. It is reminiscent of the titular
name Kavuriyar applied to the Pantiyar. It has been suggested
that Utiyanceral1s title refers to a celebrated feasting of
actors after a performance of a drama depicting the struggle
between the hundred Kauravas and the five Pandavas.
One recalls
• •
the annual Velakkali dance performed in front of the PadmanSbha
temple in Trivandrum; it reenacts this struggle. Another
suggestion is that the Ceral made some kind of propitiatory
offering to the spirits of the contestants in that war from whom
the Ceralar claimed descent, and that this offering was
•
>

commemorated by the title Peruncorru-. 5
This feasting is noted also in Akam. references to this
king. Kottampalattu ttunciya Ceraman says in Akam.168:
"The kitchens of the bounteous Utiyan whose mind knew no
1. Leucas aspera.(Lab.) 2. 11.13-16.
p.104. 5. Sesha Aiyar: CK p.7.

3. UVS edn.p.6 . 4. CET

.1
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guile were at Kulumur. " 1
In Akam.233, Mamulanar says:
11Just as the famous Utiyanceral who revered the

forefathers gave a great feast so that hordes of "black devils
might eat ..•

^

This passage strengthens Sesha Aiyar*s theory that the
feast was some kind of propitiatory rite. Mamulanar notes in
Akam.65 that suppliants used to laud Utiyanceral who had extended
his kingdom.
There is a clear reference in Puram.2 to pancabhUta,
the five elements. These are detailed as follows:
"The earth thick with dust, the sky rising over the
earth, the wind racing through the sky, fire fanned by that wind
4
and water that puts out the fire."
The king’s might is compared to the powers of these
different elements. Poem 2 further states:
"In your range of mountains, the dark-eyed doe with her
tiny-headed fawn lies down to sleep near the lamp with three
flames lit in the evening by the brahman as a penance. She might
rest in the same way in the Himalayas with their gilded crests or
upon the top of Potiyil." 5
This would seem a clear reference to the three
sacrificial fires, Garhapatya, AhavanTya and Daksinagni., which,
as pertaining to the Twice-born, are also referred to in line
13 of Puram.367 by Auvaiyar.
1 . Akam.168, 11.6,7.

2. Akam.233, 11.8,9. 3. Akam.65, 11.5,6.
That feasting was (& is) part of patronage is clear from Puram.
261, 11.2,3. 4. 11.1-3. 5. 11.21-24.
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The next Ceral king to appear in Puram. is the hero of
poem 5, whose name is given as Karuvur etfiya Olvatkopperunceral
Irumporai. This name cannot "be confirmed hy reference to the
text of 5, and this Ceral is not mentioned in any other
anthology poem. The name Irumporai connects him with the heroes
of decades VIIII& IX of Patirru., the names of wh&m are Perunceral Irumporai and Ilanceral Irumporai. The colophon states
that he settled at Karuvur. Karuvur is generally identified with
Vanci, the Ceral capital.^ Such identification should not,
perhaps, he taken for granted. It is significant that Karuvur is
not mentioned in Patirru., and is mentioned only once in the
anthologies, in Akam.93, wherein it is said to he on the hanks
of the An Porunai river. Vanci is stated in Puram. 11 to he near
"the cool Porunai”, hut there is no reason why the river should
have had hut one port or town on it.
There arises also the question as to whether

An

Porunai

and Porunai (or Tanporunai) refer to one and the same river. In
his commentary on Tol.Porul.191 Nacc. gives a list of rivers
2

that includes Kaviri, Tanporunai, An Porunai and Vaiyai. The
3
o
compilers of the Lexicon regarded Tanporunai as meaning either
Tamraparni (which flows into the gulf of Manaar) or the river
An Poruntam or Amaravati, a tributary of the Kaviri that flows
near Dharapuram in Coimbatore District, the ancient Kofikunatu.
y

This complicates the issue as An Poruntam, according to the
Pinkalanika$-fcu meant the An Porunai.If this is so, then Tant
U

\J

it

porunai in the sense of An Poruntam would mean the An Porunai,
1. UVS, comm.p.29- CET p.232, 2. TSS edn.ii,p.274. 3. p.l738,ii.
contra CK tvo.h O ff.
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and one is left wondering why Nacc. should have troubled to
separate them.
As stated, Karuvur is mentioned once in anthology poems*
Porunai is mentioned twice and An Porunai twice. Karuvur is,in
addition, mentioned four times in colophons. Puram.col.5 has
just been noted. Puram.col.13 states that Karuvur was visited by
the Cola Mutittalaikkopperunarkilli. The colophon to Puram.36
says that Karuvur was besieged by the Cola Killivalavan, and
<£)
**
/
that to 373 says it was destroyed by the Cola Kurappallittunciya
Killivalavan]" Nowhere, therefore^does the name Karuvur occur in
qualification of Vanci or as a synonym for it.
As regards the river on which Vanci was situated, it is
called "Tanporunaippunal", the cool river Porunai, in Puram. 11,
and "Kallenporunai11, Porunai that makes the sound fkalf (as it
Of

flows), in Puram.387. As already seen, An Porunai occurs in
conjunction with Karuvur in Akam. 93; the second reference to
An Porunai is in Puram.36, wherein the Cola Killivalavan is said
to have "scattered its sands". The colophon to this poem sees
in this a reference to an attack on Karuvur, which is not
mentioned by name in the poem.
This evidence, albeit slender, suggests that Vanci lay
. on the (Tan)Porunai and Karuvur, attacked by the Cola, was on
the An Porunai, and that the rivers were two different ones as
a

Nacc. states. If this is so, then Vanci and Karuvur were two
separate places. It has been suggested that Vanci's rfcver was
^
2
called Tanporunai.
' It should be noted, however, that both in
1. The same Cole as in col.36. 2. T.V.S.Pantarattar: TC.VI,p.134
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Puram.36 and Akam. 93 the epithet tan, cool, is applied to the
An Porunai. One is indined to take Vanci*s river as simply
p8 runai, despite Nacc., and to regard as erroneous hoth the
identification of Vanci with Karuvur and, therefore, identifying
one with another the rivers Porunai and An Porunai.
As Sesha Aiyar intimates, the colophon to Puram.5
suggests that Irumporai went from the Geral capital to colonize
Karuvur, which would preclude the latter*s heing that capital.
The situation of Karuvur has been much discussed.
R.Raghava Aiyangar1 identified it with the modern Karur in
Trichy. District, and this seems the most plausible suggestion.
Karur is on the Amaravati, and, as just seen, this river has
been called in Tamil both An Porunai and An Poruntam. Apart from
being on the river that is mentioned in Akam.93 in connexion
with Karuvur, Karur*s very name is clearly to be connected with
Karuvur. If this view is correct, it provides a ready solution
for the attack and capture of Karuvur by Killivalavan as stated
in the two Puram. colophons noted above. The town was in the
Konku country and therefore in an area adjacent to that ruled by
the Colas from Urantai, near Trichy. The Konku country was at
2
various times attacked by one or other of the muventar. At the
same time, R.Raghava Aiyangar perhaps erred in identifying with
this place Vanci, the Ceral capital. 1
It must be noted, however, that Ptolemy3 speaks of
,fKaroura, the royal seat of Kerobothros11 in the course of listing
1. f,Vancimanakar. ” 3- ed. J.W.McCrindle (1885) p. 180.
2. By Ceralar: Patirru.22,8 8 ,90; by Pantiyar, Akam.253.
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inland cities of Limyrike between the Pseudostomos and the Baris.
It would seem that he had Karuvur in mind, but there then arises
the difficulty of explaining his statement that it was the
Ceral royal city (there seems no need to question the identity
of Kerobothros with Keralaputra). It was perhaps this that has
led some writers to confuse Vanci with Karuvur.

(3

It would seem that, when Ptolemy wrote, the Ceralar
were in Karuvur, and this assumption would mean that the area
under their sway was considerable, extending inland from the
west coast to the Cola’border. 1 This seems far-fetched, and
one is tempted to look elsewhere for a Ceral town thetname of
which Ptolemy knew as Karoura. The clue has perhaps been noted
by Sesha Aiyar} who notes a modern Karur patanam
just north of
• •
Kodunkolur (Cranganore). As will be discussed2, there are
grounds for regarding Kodunkolur
as the site of the ancient
.
*
Vanci, and there may well have been a Karuvur near here that has
given its name to the town mentioned by Aiyar. It may have been
the place colonized by Irumporai (Puram.col. 5), and its nearness
to Vanci may have led to the confusion between the two. This
Ceral Karuvur on the coast may have been confused by Ptolemy
with the inland Karuvur, which at the time of the anthologies
seems to have been ruled by a Vel.
The episode of the colonization of the coastal Karuvur
by Kopperunceral Irumporai would, as Pillai suggests, have
taken place early in the development of Vanci, and this king may
well have preceded the Ceralar lauded in Patirru.
1. CK p. 8 8 .

2. v. i. p. 317.

3. Puram. col. 13; v. s. p. 114.
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Puram*5 itself is without special interest; the poet
tells of the way the king cherishes those who perhaps do not
deserve it* The colophon gives the poet’s name as Nariveruuttalaiyar. This is undoubtedly a phrsse-name, but in this

case

the phrase from which the name was taken is lost* It appears to
refer to f,a place where a jackal was frightened* ” ^
The third Ceral to appear in Puram* is given in the
colophon to Puram.14 as Celvakkatuhkov Aliyatan. Katunkov
Aliyatan is given as the hero of Puram.8 , and doubtless both
poems refer to the same king. The poems are ascribed to Kapilar,
the author of decade VII in Patirru. that lauds the same king.
It is proposed also to consider here the king praised in Puram.
387; his name is given in its colophon as Cikkarpalli ttunciya
•

•

Celvakkatuhkov Aliyatan. There is no reason to disagree with

(g
Pillai*s suggestion that this is the same king as Kapilar’s hero.
The name of this Ceral is generally given as Valiyatan,
which is meaningless unless taken as a scholiast’s creation
based on Patirru.65. line 21:
"Valiy At a.’ valiya palave.’ ” which may be rendered:
jpv

|
"Hail 0 Atan.' All hail.' "
But this notion would seem to be disproved by Puram.387,

in line 30 of which the king is addressed as Celvakkafunkov X
Aliyatan. Another reason for the suggested’Valiyatan’ must be
sought. There is no instance of a name being formed by qualifying
a noun with a verbal optative, as would be the case in vali +
Atan. The Vinaittokai, verbal compound, consists of the verb root
1 . i.e. nari + veruvu + talai.
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prefixed to a noun, and a vinaittokai formed with the root of
valtal, prosper, would give val +. Vali as a noun does not exist.
On the other hand, Ali is a noun meaning cakra, the symbol of
rule.^ Aliyatan is perfectly acceptable, meaning Atan who wields
the cakra of kingship. The -v- glide after ’ko’ in the Puram.
colophons, Patirru.pat.VII and Puram.387 would be the regular
occurrence between a final back vowel and an initial vowel.
This surmise cannot be proved beyond doubt, as in no
case does Aliyatan occur in any context without *ko’ prefixed to
it. Nor does ’Valiy Atan1 save in the instance quoted. Not even
the sense of the optative is possible in Puram.387, wherein it
is a clear case of the king’s name in the nominative case.
2
Pillai alone takes the name as Aliyatan, but gives no reason.
Neither of Kapilar’s poems calls for special mention.
The colophon to 14 says the poem represents the thoughts of
Kapilar upon being told by the Ceral how soft his hands were. The
poet replies that the king’s hands are strong through using the
goad upon the elephant

in order that it should smash down the

wooden bars that lock the gates of the enemy fort.
Puram.387, the colophon to which says that the king
died at Cikkarpalli, is a fragmentary poem by KunrukatpaliyatanSr.
In line 20, the king is called the lord of Pulinatu. This poem
contains a mention of Vanci and its river Porunai alluded to
4 "Pullilai Vanci
s
earlier.'
ppuramatil” suggests that the town was
named after the plant of that name. UVS pointed out in a footnote
1. cf. Tiruvay.VII.4,1; KaxaparuTaila#70# 2. C&T p. 1o2 etc.
3. cp. Kalidaba: Kumara. Ill,22: "airSvatasphalanakarkasena
hastena ...” 4. v. s. p. 179.

that1 small leaves were a characteristic of the vanci tree. This
suggests that this important plant was the Mohwa, Bassia
malabarica, and not the creeping Calamus rotang, as is usually
/ 2
suggested for the word vanci.
The next Ceral to appear in Puram. is given on the col.
to noem 11 as Palai natiya Perunkatunko. There is no reason to
dispute the widely-held view' that this was the person whose
love poetry depicting the Akattinai Palai, separation, figures
prominently in Akam., Kurun., and Nar., and who is credited withe
the authorship of Kali., Palaikkali.
The author of Puram.11 is given in the colophon as
Peymakal• Ilaveyini,
the she-devil Ilaveyini.
The old commentary
•
•
states4 that a demoness appeared to the king in human form and
took the name of Ilaveyini.
The turai for this poem is given as Paricirkatanilai.
*»

This poetic theme is not specifically mentioned by Tol. or the
author of PPVM, but in Tol. there is a turai Paricirkafsiiya
nilai,

5

which Nacc. explains

6

,

as signifying the poet’s search

for reward by praising the king. He quotes Puram.164 as an
example of Paricirkatanilai. This agrees with the colophon to
that verse, and shows that such a theme was envisaged by Tol.
Kata and kataiiya are both connected with words meaning ’solicit’
such as katavu
and katavu• Paricirkatanilai
exactly reflects
•
•
—•
•
the mood of poem 11. The demoness complains that dancers and
singers have praised the king’s victory in battle, but that she
1 . UVS p.517: "Vaficiyennum maravicetattirku uriya ’pullilai’•.•”

2. v. s.Chap. 11,p.44. 3. TSS i,p.32.*4.^UVS p.29; a fn.gives a vr.
as IJavini. v.i. Chap.V,p£29 • 5.Tol.PoruJ.cu.91. 6 . TSS i,p.289.
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has received nothing so far.
The fifth Ceral king to appear in Puram. is hut
mentioned in the colophon to poem 13 which describes how the
Cola Mutittalaikkopperunatkillifs elephant seemed out of control
as he rode into Karuvur. 1 The colophon states that the author of
the poem, Mutamociyar, was standing with the Ceral Antuvanceral
Irumporai upon the roof of the Vel’s palace, "Venmatattu mel.."
and witnessed the Cola’s entry.
If this statement is true, it affords valuable evidence
for the contemporaneity of the Ceral and Cola mentioned. The
statement about the poet and Ceral standing on the Vel’s palace
roof seems to have been missed by modern writers. The general
opinion

2

has been that Karuvur here meant the Ceral capital,

and that the poet, standing with the Ceral on the latter’s own
palace roof, was reassuring him about the peaceful intentions of
his royal visitor. There is nothing in the poem to suggest this.
Writers have missed the word vel in the colophon and, taken in
conjunction with what has already been said about a Karuvur on
the An Porunai in Konku natu, it seems that the place was ruled
by a Velir chief. This is in n& way improbable, and mention of
the Vel here strengthens one’s belief that it was the Konku natu
Karuvur that was being visited by the Cola. This is very likely;
there is no reason why Cola and Ceral should not have held a
J meeting in a town whoie lands were contiguous to both their

territories.
1 . v.s. p.114.

2. e.g.Pillai: CET p.87. He concludes that
"the Irumporais were well established in that capital (K.) ever
since the time of Antuvanceral." -p.83. 3. v.s. p.180.
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In no other place in the anthologies is there any
mention of Antuvanceral Irumporai. But in Patirru.pat.VII, there
is mention of an Antuvan as the father of the hero of decade VII
Celvakkatunkov Aliyatan. We know from Patirru.pat.VIII that
Aliyatan’s successor was Perunceral Irumporai, and it may he
concluded that Aliyatan was himself an Irumporai. This makes it
likely that the Antuvan referred to in pat.VII as his father was
an Irumporai too, and may well have been Antuvanceral Irumponai
referred to in the colophon to Pu£am. 13.^*
Mutamociyar1s other extant poems are in praise of Vel
2

Ay Antiran.
was his native
•• ~ The TSS editor notes that Enicceri
•
place hut that Uraiyur was prefixed thereto as the poet lived
there. This seems an unjustified assumption from the poet’s full
name, Uraiyur Enicceri Mutamociyar. Uraiyur may well have heen
prefixed to Epicceri either because the latter was very near
Uraiyur, or to distinguish that Enicceri from another village of
the same name.
The next Ceraman th figure in Pu£.am. is given in the
/
i / 3
colophons as Yanaikkatcey Mantaranceral Irumpojnai. In the case
of the colophon to Puram. 229, Ko is prefixed to Ceraman, the
normal form under which the name for this ’dynasty’ of kings
4
appears in the Puram. colophons. In the colophon to Puram.53
this king’s name a pears as Ceran Mantaranceral Irumporai. This
Ceral king has the most poems in his honour of any Ceral king
to appear in this anthology.
There is no evidence whatever from the anthologies to
1. v. i. Chap.VII p.501. 2. i,p.37. 3. See List, p.175. 4. i.e.
Ceral + man (=makan). cp. Keralaputra.
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support V.Kanakasabhai’s statement1 that Mantaranceral 'of the
elephant look* was the son of Cenkuttuvan. Neither he nor his
predecessors hore the name Irumporai which connects Mantaranceral
with Antuvanceral and his successors who figure in decades VII ta
IX of Patirru. Sesha Aiyar opined that Mantaranceral was the
hero of "the missing tenth Patirrupattu".

2

There is no evidence

for or against this as the patikams in Patirru. do not anticipate
subsequent decades or patikams in their treatment, and so nothing
3
of decade 10 can "be learnt from pat. IX.
Kurunkoliyur kilar is credited in Puram.colophons with ;
lauding Mantaranceral in verses 17, 20 and 22, and these are his
only extant work. It has heen suggested that this poet’s home,
Kurunkoliyur, was so called to distinguish it from (Perun)koli,
that is, Urantai, the Cola capital. Poem 17 was written, says its
colophon, on the occasion of the Ceral!s escape from confinement
at the hands of Pantiyan Talaiyalankanattu Cceruvenra Netun
celiyan. It opens with a good example of the standard way of
4
describing the extent of a Tamil kingdom:
"Mountainous and forested is your kingdom, the limits of
which are the Kumari in the south, the great mountain (literally,
stone,) in the north, and the seas to east and west" The high
mountains to the north are generally taken in this and similar
contexts to refer to the Himalayas, and, if indeed these were
meant, the hyperbole is as obvious as that by which Mantaraa's
kingdom is said to extend from the western to the eastern sea.
The king is oraised as lord of Tonti in line 13. This
mi.............. «
* •
1. "Tamils 1800 years ago" pp.8 8 ,S8 . 2. CK.u.62. 3. v.t.Chap.VII
for discussion of this. 4.“ Puram.17, 11.1-3.
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place is mentioned twelve times in Sangam literature, and ten
st«nzas of Ainkurunuru are devoted to it.^ By contrast, the
paucity of references to Vanci is surprising, and one is tempted
to wonder to wahat extent T^nti
was a place of importance
• •
earlier in Ceral history than was Vanci. There seems no reason
to doubt that Tonti was the Tyndis in the Periplus:
"Tyndis is of the Kingdom of Cerobothra; it is a village
in plain sight by the sea."

This recalls
u
"Lord of the people of Tonti, where roar the waves of
3 ^
the sea that produces conch-shells. "
This refers to Ilanceral Irumporai, hero of Patirru.
decade IX. It is presumaby on this and similar statements that
that writers have regarded Tonti as the city or town from which
4
the Irumporai branch of the Geralar ruled. But it should be
noted that Atukotpattu Cceralatan is credited in Patirru.pat.VI
with having dedicated cows to brahmans in this town. Moreover,
in Puram.48, Kokkotai Marpan is praised as lord of Tonti by
PoykaiySr. This king may have been the same as the Poraiyan he
lauds in similar terms in Nar.
Lines 20 ff. of poem 17 tell of Mantaranceral's capture
and escape. The name of the captor is not mentioned, and the
colophon alone supplies the information that a Pantiya took him.
Puram.20 asserts that MSntaranceral1s land is invincible
by stating that "except for pregnant women desiring to eat your
earth, nobody (hostile) comes to eat it." 5 This is perhaps an
1. Ainkuru.171-180 (Ammuvanar). 2. Periplus 54; Schoff tr., p.44.
3 . Patirru. IX,8 8 ,1.21. 4. e.g. GET p.157, CK n. 69; see Nar.18,
Akam. 60,Kurun.128 for 'Poraiyan* as lord of Tonti. Poraiyan prob.
_
= Irumporai, cf.Puram.53.
5* 11.14,15.
%
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allusion to a custom of eating the enemy’s soil as a sign of
victory. The same poem says that the had omen of well-known hirds
departing to he replaced hy fresh ones has no meaning for this
Ceral’s kingdom.
The king’s title of Yanaikkatcey, ”Cey of the elephant
look’1 is suggested twice in poem 2 2 ^ and on the second occasion
the name Cey is included:
6

"Vela nokkin viral ven Ceey

while the remainder of

the king’s name is found in line 34 of the same poem:
’’Mantaranceral Irumporaiy ompiya nSte. "
Line 28 of poem 22 addresses the king as lord of the
people of Kolli. This is taken as referring to a range of hills
in the modern Trichy. District hy the TS3 editor.

2

It is clear

from Puram. and Akam. that Kolli was at one time ruled hy the
chieftain Valv&l Ori, who was slain hy Kari, chief of Mullur, who
4
gave it to the Ceralar. It may he assumed therefore that this
episode occurred before the time of Mantarariceral. It must have
happened at the ..time Paranar and Kapilar lived, or before their
time, as both Kari and Ori are referred to hy both poets. Puram.
53, moreover, makes it clear that Kapilar lived before the time
of Mantaranceral:
”It would indeed he good if Kapilan of bright fame,
amazing wisdom and golden tongue were still alive. ”
This poem is hy Poruntil Ilanklranar. No other poem in
Puram. is ascribed to him, hut two Akam. verses are attributed to
1 . 11.1-4, 1.29. 2. TSS i.p.330. 3. Puram.158, 1.5.
4. Akam.209, 11.12ff; v.i. Chap.V p.228 . 5. Pu£am.53, 11.12,13.
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him.

1

/
o
2
He addresses Mantaranceral as Poraiyan in Puram.53.
Kufalur kilar’s poem on this Ceral is numbered 229 in

Puram. , and the colophon states that it was composed ai? the
place where the king died. It commences with an evil portent
g
related by the poet. Kanakasabhai Pillai translates as follows:
"On the day of Kuddam (Karttika) when the slm was in the
sign of Adu (Mesha) at midnight when the asterisms from the
first star of Mudappanai (Anuradha) to the last star of Kulam
(Punarvasu)

4

were visible in the sky, and while the asterism

which is in the zenith during the first half of the month of
Pankuni (PhalgunI) was declining from the zenith, the eighth
asterism before it was setting and the eighth asterism after it
was rising, a brilliant meteor which illumined the whole sky
fell tov/ards the north-east .... "
Kanakasabhai Pillai was hardly justified in the
statement that this passage "shows that the Tamils studied
Astronomy independently of the Brahmans and that Tamil names
were in common use for the lunar asterisms and the signs of the
solar Zodiac." In the passage quoted the name of the month
Pankuni is doubtless connected with the Skt. phalgunl. PEci,
east, is to be related to the Skt. pracl, east, and uci, north,
is connected with the Skt. udicT. But it is true that there
appears in Mutappanai, 'bent pamyra1, an apparently independent
name for Anusa (Anuradha), the seventeenth nak^atra (part of
Scorpio.)•
1. Akam.19, 351. 2. 1.3; v.s. fn.p.188. 3. "The Tamils 1800
years ago" p.99. 4. Punarpucam, the 7th. naksatra ait comm.,
UVS edn. p.348. 5. Puram. 229, 11.1-12.
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According to the old commentary,'1’ the asterism at its
zenith in the first half of Pankuni is Uttaram, the twelfth
naksatra
(which contains Denehola or 6* Leonis), the eighth after
•
it is Mulam, the 19th. naksatra, and the eighth hefore it is
the fifth naksatra, MirukacTritam (Mrgasirsa).
This passage affords evidence that the Tamils at the
time the anthology poems were written were already familiar with
the system of solar months commencing with Cittirai (in midApril), and with the lunar asterisms or naksatras, though they
seem to have had some independent names for these. The rlasis or
signs of the zodiac were also familiar. It might "be argued that
the Tamils obtained their ideas on astronomy independently from
middle eastern sources, hut such a statement would have to he
qualified in view of the use they seem to have made of the
naksatras.
.
The poet states that, upon seeing this omen, he and oth
other poets prayed that the king might come to no harm^hut, as
feared, the king died after seven days. 2 Sesha Aiyar states 3
that the astronomical data "cannot help us to discover the date
of his (Mantaranceral*s) demise."
It may he noted that Mantaranceral is mentioned in the
colophon to Puram. 125 as an opponent of Col_an Irayacuyam vctta
Perunarkilli and Tervapmalaiyan, as stated earlier. 4
The TSS editor suggests that the Mantaram Poraiyan
4
mentioned hy Paranar in Akam.142 refers to this king. This may
seem unlikely, since Paranar*s contemporary, Kapilar, was dead
1. UVS p. 34,8.

2. 229, 11.13-18# 3. CK p. 66 . 4. v. s. p. 116.
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by Mantaranceral's time, as already noted.^ But Parsnar may
have been younger than Kapilar and may have lived until this
king's time. It should be observed that in Patirru. Ilanceral
Irumporai is addressed as "Mantaran viran maruka", mighty scion
2

of Mantaran. But, in view of the occurrence of the homorganic
w
/
nasal before Ceral and Poraiyan in Mantaranceral and Mantaram
Poraiyan as against the -n of Patiiru. we may suggest that the
latter spelling is a scribe's error, and that Mantaram was a
o

place belonging to the Irumporai Cerals, or perhaps even a
family name, like Ceralar, as the TSS editor suggests.

This

would make it uncertain that Paranar was referring in Akam. 142
to Yanaikkatcey Mantaranceral Irumporai.
Kokkotai Marpan is the hero of Puram.48 and 49 by
Poykaiyar, who is also said to be the author of Kalavalinarpatu,
one of the eighteen minor works, written to honour the victory
of the Cola Cenkanan over the Ceral Kanaikkal Irumporai, author
4
of Puram.74, shortly to be noticed.
#

o

The king s name appears in both of Poykaiyar s poems
in Puram. In 48, "he is called Kotai because his chest is
garlanded. " He is the lord of Tonti, and of the neytal or coast
region.

6

Apart from its coastline, this Ceral s kingdom includes

forest and cultivated land, as can be gathered from the fact
7
that Kokkotai Marpan is referred to as Natan and Uran.
Kotai Marpan is referred to in Akam. 346, wherein
Nakkfrar says that "to the great joy of Kotai Marpan, Killi
1. v.s. p.189. 2. Patirru.IX,90,1.13. 3. TSS i,p,143.
4. v.i. p.197. 5. 1.1. 6 . 11.4,3. 7. 49,1.1,- v.s. Chap.II,
p. 28 fn.4. Heroes of the regions had dislinctive names.
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Valavan with swarms of soldiery destroyed Palaiyan Maran at
1

Ktttal (Maturai), captured the town and many horses and elephants!'
This king is not discussed "by Pillai at all* Sesha
Aiyar, without giving his reasons, regards him as successor to
YSnaikkatcey Mantaranceral Irumporai. It should he noted that,
in Patirru*VIII,79, Perunceral Irumporai is addressed as ’’Kotai
2
*z
Marpan." ^ Sesha Aiyar suggests0 that Kokkotai Marpan
’'apparently took his name Kodai MSrhan from his great ancestor
Perum-Ceral Irumporai*”
It may he suggested that Kokkotai Marpan was in fact
Perunceral Irumporai; the name under which the king goes in the
colophons to poems 48 and 49 may evenhe a scholiasts' creation
hased on those poems. Perunceral is called Kotai Marpan in
Patirru., and it may he noted that the next Puram. poem, 50, is
in his honour. Kokkotai Marpan ruled at Tonti, and so was
prohahly an Irumporai. We have just seen that Palaiyan Miran was
a great enemy of this Ceral according to Akam. The son of
Perunceral, Ilanceral, hero of decade IX of Patirru. is said
in pat.IX therein to have conquered Ilampalaiyan Maran. He may
well have heen called 'the younger Palaiyan MSran' to distinguish
him from Perunceral's foe
If this surmise is correct, Colan Killivalavan destroyed
Palaiyan Maran to the joy of Kotai Marpan, otherwise Perunceral
Irumporai, and the latter's successor, Ilanceral, defeated
—
Palaiyan Maran
the younger. Sesha Aiyar4 has apparently not
noticed ijam- prefixed to Maran's name in Patirru.pat.IX. He has
1. Akam.346, 11.19-25. 2. 1.7. 3. CK p.67. 4. CK ihid.
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therefore asserted that that Palaiyan Maran was the same one as
KillivaJLavan killed to Kotai Marpan1 s joy. By the same token,
Kotai Marpan must have followed upon Ilanceral and could not be
identified with Ila&ceral’s predecessor Perunceral.
The next Ceral king to figure in Puram* is given in the
colophonto verse

50 as Takatur erinta Perunceral Irumporai.

This king is undoubtedly the hero of Takatur praised in decade
VIII of Patirru. by Aricil kilEr. It has just been suggested
that he was the same person as Poykaiyar praised in Puram.48 and
49 under the title of Kokkotai Marpan. The colophon to poem 50
states that

the poet Moci KTranar unwittingly lay down t# rest

in the king’s drum-room and that the king fanned him until he
awoke. The poem begins with a description of the royal drum:
"Thirsty for blood-offeringe istheshapely drum that is
strung faultlessly* Its body is black, it is painted with a
peacock-feather design and its cords are blue like sapphire. It
is garlanded with the yellow sprigs of balloon-vine (ulinai).
The poet had not realized that the place where he lay
down to sleep before bathing was the flower-bedecked ‘bedroom*
of the drum.

2

he doubts whether his fine knowledge of Tamil will

avail him against the sword of his angry master, so he is
3
amazed to awake and find the king fanning him instead.
This poem suggests that the war-drum was a cult-object
and that the poet defiled its place of honour both by sleeping
there and by being in an unwashed state. The old commentary
notes that it was a custom among the inhabitants of the Ceral
1. 50, 11.1-5.

2. 11.6-8.

3. 11.9-13.
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country to garland the regal drum with halloon-vine.
Puram.54 lauds Kuttuvan Kotai. Sesha Aiyar^ identifies
this Ceral with the son of Cenkuttuvan,
t •
—1
9 Kuttuvan
• •
“ Geral who, he
says, succeeded Cefikuttuvan
at Vanci. There is no way of proving
• •
this identification. All that is said in Patirru.
about Kuttuvan
# #
Ceral is that he was entrusted by his father to the poet Paranar
u•
t
2
after the poet had composed decade V in Cenkuttuvan1s honour.
Pillai

identifies writh Kuttuvan
• •
— Kotai the Kotai who

ruled Vanci mentioned by Karuvur Kannampalanar in Akam.263. Both
writers therefore regard Kuttuvan Kotai as a ruler of Vanci
rather than one of the Irumporais at Tonti.
Poem 54 itself is without special interest; the king is
hailed as Katuman Kotai in line 8 . Perhaps this led Sesha Aiyar
also to identify this king with Kottampalattu
ttunciya Makkotai,
• •
author of Puram.245.
It may be Kuttuvan Kotai who is referred to in Puram.
172, line 10 as Kotai, patron of the chief Pittankorran. This
surmise is strengthened by those colophons which state that
another panegyrist of Pittankorran. Karikkappanar, also wrote
on Colan PeruntirumavalavaQ,. This Cola was also praised by
mm

o

the author of Puram. 54 on Kuttuvan Kotai, Konattu Ericcilur
Matalan_ Maturaikkumaranar. That Pittankorran and Peruntirumava^avan^ were contemporaries is confirmed by those colophons
_

4

which state that both were praised by Uraiyur Maruttuvan ISmotareri.
Kutakko Netunceralatan is praised in Puram.62 and 368
by Kalattalaiyar and in 63 by Paranar. Colophons to all three
1. CK pp.53-4. 2. Patirru.pat.V prose. 3. Tables. 4. See Chart,
TD.158.
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poems further state that this Ceral was at war with the Colan
Velpahratakkai Pperuvirarkilli, and that he fell in battle.
Pillai’s identification of this Ceral with Imaiyavarampan
Netunceralatan has already heen noticed1 and it seems reasonable.
The contents of these three poems have already been discussed.

2

According to its colophon, puram.65 was written by
Kalattalaiyar when Perunceralatan sat facing north after being
wounded in the back by Colan KarikSrperuvalattan. In some MSS
4/
'Z
the Ceral’s name appears as PeruntolStan. As already seen, this
shame on the part of a foe of Karikal is mentioned in Puram.6 6 ,
but, therein the enemy of Karikal is not named, and it is only
ts

—
-

A

the colophon to 65 that names him as Perunceralatan.

Poem 65 itself does not mention either adversary’s
name, but the description of the king’s shame is as clear as in
poem 66 , and there seems no reason to doubt that Kalattalaiyar
and Venni Kkuyattiyar were referring to the same humiliation.
From these two poems and their colophons it would seem
that these two poets lived at a time when there was considerable
conflict between Ceralar and Colar. Kalattalaiyar alludes both
to the antagonism of Karikal and Perunceralatan and the figtt
o
° /
—
S
between Peruvirarkilli
— “ •• and Netunceralatan.
•
—
Pillai has suggested that this humiliated king Perun_

U

/

_

,

u

f

.

/

ceralatan was Netunceralatan*s father, Peruncorr utiyanceral^atan, hero of Puram. 2.

He adds that the MSS names of the hero

of Puram. 65 are a misreading of Peruncorr ’§tan, ’’the sobriquet
1. v.s. pp.130 & 174. 2. v.s. pp.130,131. 3. UVS p.135 fn.
4. v. s. pp.111-112. 5. v.s. p.130; for Chart of Ceral contemp.,
v. i. p.221 • 6 . CET p. 91; Utiyanceral: v. s. pp.174ff.

of Udiyan Cheral famous for his feasts. ” 1

There is no reason

why Kalattalaiyar should not have lived through the time of
Utiyariceral and his son Netunceralatan, hut it should he stresses
that the form pffruncorr’atan suggested hy Pillai is attested
nowhere in any extant text. That Utiyanceral did fight a battle
is clear from Nar.113, but neither the place of that battle nor
the manner of the Ceral!s death is mentioned. One feels that an
ordeal such as Perunceralatan is said to have undergone would
not have escaped the notice of any poet writing about a battle
fought by Utiyanceral if in fact it was he that had undergone
the ordeal attributed to Perunceralatan.
The twelfth Ceral to appear in Puram. is Kanaikkal
Irumporai, to whom Puram.74 is ascribed. The colophon says that
he warred against Colan Cenkanan on the field of Por, and was
captured and imprisoned in Kutavayirkottam. He was so insulted
by his captors’ tardiness in bringing him water to drink, that
he died rather than accept it when they did bring it. It was to
obtain this Ceral’s release that Poykaiyar, already noted as a
bard of Kokkotai Marpan2 , is said to have composed Kalavrli
3
nSrpatu celeorating the Cola s victory.
-

Poykaiyar has also written Nar,18, wherein he refers to
Poraiyan as lord of Tonti. This is taken by the TSS editor of
—
•

u

Nar. as referring to Kanaikkal Irumporai

A

though, assuming that

Kokkotai Marpan was also an Irumporai, this statement might
equally well refer to him.c It seems feasible that Poykaiyar was
1. CET p. 91 fn. 2. v.s. p.192. 3. Cf. TS3 edn. Kalavali 40,
Intro. 4. Nar. TSS edn. p. 23. 5. v.s. p. 188 & ibicl. , fn.4.
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a bard of the Irumporai court, and diplomatically praised their
conqueror, Cenkanan, albeit to obtain Kanaikkal’s release.
If reliance may be placed on this tradition regarding
Kalavalinarpatu, in which Kanaikkal Irumporai is referred to as
f* i
Kanai,
it may be suggested that the Kanaiyan
who figures in
«
•
Akam.44 and 386 may be the same as Kapaikkal Irumporai. Akam.44
states that the Cola Cenni captured Kalumalam for the purpose of
taking Kanaiyan prisoner, after Palaiyan, helped in the fight by
Nannan, Atti, Kankan, Katti and others had fallen.

o

These may

be presumed Co^a feudatories. From Akam.270 one gathers that
Kalumalam belonged to the Ceralar, since there it is said to
belong
'Whether Cenni
w to Kuttuvan.
••
—1 in Akam.44 refers to Cenkanan
•
himself or to a relation or predecessor cannot be said.
Sesha Aiyar, however, regards5 this Kanaiyan as a Ceral
o

feudatory, and gives the impression that CefikanSn is specifically
mentioned in Akam.270, which is not the case.
The thirteenth Ceral to appear in Puram. is named in
the colophons to two prasastis, Puram.210 and 211, as Kutakko
Cceral Irumporai. Both poems are ascribed to Peruhkunrur kilLar.
The Ceral here praised is doubtless the same as Ilanceral
Irumporai, who is the same poet’s hero in Patirru.IX. and who is
given the title ’Kutakko’ in the prose following the patikam to
4
that decade. The TSS editor of Puram. however regards the hero
of poems 210 and 211 as the predecessor of Ilanceral, presumably
on the basis of the element ilam, young, occurring in the latter*s
name. However, if we accept the Patirru. sequence, Ilanceral’s
1. e.g. v. 8 , 1.2. 2. 11.13,14,7-11. 3. CK p.68 . 4. ii, p. 25.
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immediate predecessor was Perunceral, and the TSSt editoi*’s
suggestion that Perunkunrur kilar praised two successive
Irumporai Ceralar is quite feasible. There is no conclusive
evidence either way.
Kottampalattu ttunciya Makkotai is given as the author
of Puram.245. He was presumably the author of Akam.168, the
colophon to which gives the author’s name as Kottampalattu
ttunciya Ceraman. As already seen, 1 Sesha Myar identifies him
with the Kuttuvan Kotai addressed in Puram.54 as Katumin Kotai.
The colophon to Puram. 245 states that the poem, a lament, was
O

.

V

composed by the Ceral upon the death of his queen, Perunkoppentu.
It is possible that this was a term for the chief queen rather
than a proper name; it has already been noticed'vin connexion
0

,

0

with Putapantiyanrevi Perunkoppenfu.

2

Puram.367, according to its colophon, lauds Mavanko,
Pantiyan Kanapper tanta Ukkirapperuvaluti and Colan Iracacuyam
vetta
Perunarkilli.
The author is Auvaiyar, and in some MSS the
• •
t •
Ceral’s name is given as Marivanko. This poem has already been
—
noticed in connexion with the Colan and Pantiyan
named3. As
4
/
already suggested , MSvanko may have been of the Vanci Ceralar,
since the colophon to Puram. 125 suggests that relations between
Perunarkilli
and the Irumporais were far from friendly.
• •
Puram. 369 is attributed to Paranar, and praises a king
whose name is given as Kafalottiya Velkelu Kuttuvan. There seems
no reb son to dispute the general view that this Ceral was the
same as Paranar’s hero in Patirru.V whose name is given in pat.V
!• v.s. p*195.

2. v.s. p.172.

3. v.s. pp. 115,116,162. 4. p.116.

\
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as Katal pirakk’ottiya Ceiikuttuvan. Both the title in the col.
to 369 and in Patirru.pat.V convey the sense of ’driving back
the sea’, and this may he taken to refer to the repelling of
some sea-borne force, perhaps of pirates. Pillai refers to this
Ceral as Katal pirakk*ottiya Velkelu Kuttuvan, thus confusing
the titles as given in Puram. and Patirru.
The poem on Kuttuvan in Puram. is a panegyric. He is
described as enthroned on the battlefield that is protected by
demons, listening to the war-chants of his soldiers. 1 Paranar
has come there to sing of his greatness.
Ceraman Cikkarpalli ttunciya Celvakkatunkov Aliyatan is
named in the colophon to Puram.387 as the hero of that poem, the
author being Kunrukatpaliyatanar. This Ceral was doubtless the
same person as figures in Puram. 8 and 14, and has already been
discussed.*
The last Ceral king to appear in Purananuru is named as
Ceraman Vancan in the colophon to the fragmentary Puram.398,
the author of which is Tiruttamanar. No other poem by this poet
has survived. Moreover, Vancan is not mentioned elsewhere in
Sangam literature, so there is no way of knowing whether Vancan
was a contemporary of the main group of Ceralar praised in these
poems or not.
This king’s name is attested by the poem itself, 3 and
he is addressed as ’’lord of Payal, where mountain torrents
thunder down rocky slopes. " 4 The TSS editor suggests that this
mountain gave its name to the modern Vainatu (Wynad) . 5
1. 369,11.17,18.

S. v.s. p.l6 g>

3. 1. 1.8.

4. 1.30.

5.ii,p458
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Puram. 598 is a prasasti, opening with a description
of the dawn:
"0 truthful Vancan.’ You have friends among the chiefs
and musicians who give you joy. In your fragrant garden stand
suppliants whose wishes you always meet at dawn when night turns
tail, while musicians play upon small harps. In ponds the floweis
awake and the cock in the courtyard of your palace heralds
dawn’s arrival as the morning star brightly shines and the
moon’s light fades." 1
This concludes a survey of the eighteen Ceralar who
appear in Purananuru. Their names make even clearer the division
v

*j

/

between the Irumporais of Tonti
and the Ceralar at Vanci which
• •
is apparent in Patirru. Several rulers are mentioned who

ojd

not

appear in Patirru. , and it is possible that some of these such as
Mantaranceral Irumporai lived after the Ceralar praised therein.
The paucity of information regarding each king stresses
still more the danger of formally allotting to each a rule of
25 years as does Pillai in his tables, and the highly tentative
nature of any conclusions regarding chronology drawn from these
poems. This will be examined further in the chapters on Patirru.
in the light of information given therein as to the length of
reign of each Ceral king praised.

1.

1 1 .1 - 9
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CHAPTER V
PURANANURU: CHIEFS
As stated at the beginning of Chapter IV, 141 poems
of Purananuru are in praise, according to their colophons, of
minor chieftains or other persons. The patrons of the 121
remaining poems cannot he ascertained from their colophons as
these are defective. Both these sets of Puram. poems will he
discussed in this chapter.
Poems dealing with chiefs start at Puram.87, and
thereafter all poems till that numbered 181 praise chieftains.
This group of 95 poems forms the hulk of those devoted to
minor rulers. The remaining poems so dedicated occur at random
throughout the rest of the anthology interspersed with poems in
praise of the Muventar and poems with defective colophons.
Doubtless many of the latter were in praise of minor chieftains.
The first chieftain to find praise in Puram. is given
1

in the colophons to 23 poems

w

as Atiyaman Netuman Artci. With the

exception of poem 208, all are ascribed to Auvaiyar.
Various readings of the name Atiyaman occur, such as
Atikaiman; a variant of this chief1 s name is Atikamane^uman
Vadci.'° It has been plausibly suggested^ that the title Atiyaman
is represented by Satiyaputra in the A£oka edicts in the same
way that CeramSn is represented by Keralaputra. The Ta. suffix
-man is a shortened form of mskan, son, while the.Ta. atifrs may
have stood for a non-Tamil, possibly Dravidian, word commencing
1. See list of chiefs, pp.203-5.
3. Sega Aiyar, CK p.18.

2. TSS i,p.214;UVS p.165 fn.
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Chieftains who figure in Purananuru
Poets.

Chief as given in Col.

Puram,no(s)*

l.Atiyaman Ne^uman Aiici

67-95,97-101,
103,104,206,231
232,235,315,390 Auvaiyar
Peruricittiran§r
208.

2.

At iyamen Poku^elini

96,102,230,392, Auvaiyar

3.Vel Pari

105-120,236.

Kapilar
Pari Maka^ir(ll2)

4.Malaiyaman Tirumu^ikkari

121-124
125
126.

Kapilar
V .V.Peruricattanar
Mar: Nappacalaiyar

5 .Vel Ay An^iran

127-135,374,375
136
240
241.

U.E.Mu^amociyar
Turaiyur O^aikilar
Kuttuvan Kiranar
U.E.Mu^amociyar

G.Naiicil Val^uvan

137
138,139
140
380.

Orucirai Pperiy°nar
Marutan I^anakanar
Auvaiyar
Karuvur Katappi^lai

7.Vaiyavi kkopperum Pekan

141,142,144,145
143
146
147.

Paranar
Kapilar
Aricil Kilar
Perunkunrur kilar

8 .Kan^irakkopperu Nalli

148-150.

Vanparanar

w

w

9.Ilaviccikko,Ilankan^irakko 151.

Peruntalaiccattanar

10.Valvil Ori

152,153
204.

Vanparanar
Kalai tinyan8 iyfir

11. Konkanafiki^an

154-156.

Moci Kiranar

1 2 .Eraikkon

157.

Kui_amaka^ Haveyini

13.Kumanan

158-161,163
164,165.

Perurtcittiranar
Peruntalaiccattanar

14.Ilaveliman

162,207,237.

PeruKcittiranar

lC.Kauniyan Vinnantayan

166.

Avur Mulafikilar

204
16.Enati Tirukki^li

167,
7355.

Ko. E. Ma-£ :M. Kumaran:

17. Pi^ankorran

168
169,171
170
172.

K.Ketappi^lai Cfitt:
K.Karikkannanar
U.Mar:Tamotaranar
V.V.Tamotaranar

18.Ciruku^i kilan Pannan

173
388.

C.Kula:t.Ki^liva^a:
M.Ala :m.Mal^anar

19.Malaiyaman Coliyav Enati
Tirukkannan

174.

Mar: NappacalaiySr

20 .Atanunkan

175.

Ka^il Attireyanar

21.0yman Nalliyakkotan

176,376.

Purattinai Nannakan

22.Malli kilan Kariyati

177.

Avur Mulahkilar

23.Pan$iyan Kirailcattan

178.

24.Nalai kilava1nakan

179.

Va*t;anetuntattanar

25.1rntur kilan Toyanmaran

180.

Ko.E.Ma^^M.Kumaran:

26.Vallar kilan Pannan

181.

Co.Mu.Cirukaruntum:

27.Ton^aiman Ilantiraiyan

185.

Ton^aimSn Ilantirai:

28.Viccikko

200 .

Kapilar

29.Irunkovel

2 0 1 ,202 .

30. Ka^iyafne^uve^tuvan

205.

31.Muvan

209.

v

»»

ti

ti

Peruntalaiccattanar
ii

32.Vel Evvi

233,234.

Ve^lerukkilaiyar

33.Veliman

238.

Perurfcittiranar

34. Nampi Nfe^uilceliyan

239.

Pereyil Muruvalar

35.011aiyur k.m. Peruilcattan

242
243.

Ku^avayirkirattan^r
To^ittalai Vilat:

36.Antuvan Kiran

359.

Kava^anar

37.Tantumaran

360.

Cahkavarunar Naka:

v
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Purat.Nannakanar

58.Oyrnan Villiyatan

379.

39. Karumpanur kilan

381,384.

40.Aviyan (in text)

383.

Mar* Nappacalaiy&r

41.Ampar kilan Aruvantai

385.

Kalla^anar

42.Nailer Mutiyan ?

389.

Kal^il AttireyanSr

43.Paraiyarrukkilan

391.

Kalla^anar

it

tt

w

44.Coliyav Enati Tirukku^tuvan 394.

Ko.E.Ma^:M. Kumaran:

45. Colana^uppi^avur kiljin
m. Perudcattan

395.

Maturai Nakkirar

46. V a ^ a r r feliniy Atan

396.

Manku^i Kilar

47.Taman Tonrikkon

399.

Aiyur Mu^avanar.

with a sibilant omitted in Tamil.
Various modern writers are of the opinion that the seat
of the Atiyaman rulers was Takatur, the modern Dharmapuri in
Salem District.1 The basis for this assumption is presumably the
colophon to Puram.230, which states that Aricil Kilar sang of
Elini who fell fighting at (the battle of) Takatur belonging
to Atiyaman. Aricil Kilar has also sung of Perunceral Irumporai
in decade VIII of Patirru. in the course of which

2

the conquest

of Takatdr is mentioned. There, however, the foe is not named.
The only other reference to the place is a possible reading of
Akam.212,1.14, which states that Takatur was a "place of many
tongues1' and was conquered by Ku^uvan. 3 According to the
colophon, the poem is by Paranar, and this Ceral is doubtless

1. e.g. TSS e d i t o r , i , p . 214; CK p. 18 & fn. 2.
Pat.VYII 1.9. 3. Akam.212, 11.14 & 16.

P a t i r r u . 78,1.9 &
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Cenkut^uvan, the hero of Paranar*s decade V of Patirru. Both in*
the Akam. verse just mentioned1 and in Patirru.V the ’conquest
of the sea1 hy Cehku^uvan is mentioned.
The Taka^ur Yattirai, a fragmentary poem of a later
period, describes the expedition of Perunceral Irumporai against
Takatur and Atiyaman, its ruler.
Prom other anthology poems it is clear that the Horse
Mountain, Kutiraimalai, was the seat of AAci and of his son.
Paranar^ speaks of AAci as "AAci of the sharp spear and the high
w

Kutirai. 11 In Puram. 158, Elini is stated to possess a "sharp
spear and the Horse that has never been ridden."

Akam. 143

makes it clear that Kutirai was in fact the name of a mountain:
"Kutirai*s summit is high and cloud-girt."4 Dharmapuri is
situated in fairly hilly country, and it may be suggested that
Kutirai was a mountain fairly close to it, possibly that of
4100 ft. lying to the east.

5
g

As is clear from Pure.u. 88,

Atiyaman Nrtuman AAci,

whose name is attested by six poems in Puram.

7

, was lord of the

0
Malavar, a warrior

clan. He fought against seven kings , and it

seems as though he

lived at the same time or after Paranar,who

is mentioned in Puram.99, line 12.
The poems give very little information about either
AAci or the poetess who praised him. In certain cases, the
colophons add some information. That to Puram.91 confirms that
1. Akam. 212,1.18.
5. See Map, p. xv.
8. Puram. 99, 1.9.

2. Akam. 372, 1.9. 3. 11.8,9.
4. 1.13.
6. 1.3. 7. vv. 91,92,101,103,206,315.
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Atfci secured a myrobalan fruit for Auvaiyar:
’’Holding aloft your trusty "blade that gives victory,
you burst through the ranks of the enemy. 0 liberal one, you

«
wear the anklets of a hero.* You are lord of the Atiyar whose
fine toddy bestows joy. 0 Arid, through victory in war you
wear the garland of gold. Your brow is pale as the moon and
upon it shines your chaplet. May you be as famous, 0 great
one, as he of the sapphire-blue throat.1 Making light of the
difficulty of obtaining it, you gave me to ward off death the
sweet fruit of the small-leaved Myrobalan that grew in a cleft
on the inaccessible top of the great mountain that stands
eternally.’’ 1
The colophon to Puram. 95 states that Auvaiyar was sent
by Arid as an ambassador to Tontaiman. The poem expresses her
wonder at Tontaiman*s store of weapons:
’’Bedecked with peacock-feethers, garlanded v ith flowers;
fine are the Ton<Jai spears in the spacious armoury,
with their strong shafts, and sharp points bright with
ghee.
The weapons of my king are blunt with fighting,
broke their points through parrying the thrusts of the
foe,
The swordsmith’s forge is busy with repairs.
My king, when rich, freely gave food away,
When poor, he messes with his men.
He is the head of the family of the poor
yet great is he, with his sharp-pointed spear.

”

p

Puram.99 and its colophon both refer to the capture by
i- Pnrem. 91.

2. 95: Basham:

’’Wonder that was Indiai' p.464.
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Arlci of Kovalur. The colophon to 208 says that the poet
Perurtcittiranar was indignant at being thought a mercenary poet
by Atfci, who did not trouble to see him, but gave him a present
and told him to depart. The poet would not accept a gift given
in such a spirit.
Artci’s son Poku^e^Lini is praised in three poems in
Puram., 96, 102 and 392. All these are by Auvaiyar according to
their colophons. These poems tell nothing about the deeds of
v

this king. It is clear from Puxam. 392 that Elini ruled in
Auvaiyar’s lifetime, since he is addressed there as "Atiyar
koman ... KLini,"1 just as Arici is called "Atiyar koman" by
the poetess in Puxam. 91.^

/

Puram. 392 refers to amiltam, amrta,

x 3 The TSS editor has taken ret

as coming from heaven (antarattu).

this to mean ’coming from countries across the sea’. This seems
an entirely forced interpretation of ’antaram* which has in
Tamil the same meaning as has the Skt. antera.
w

Atiyaman Elini is named as the hero of Puram. 230 by
the poet Aricil Kilar.

It is probable that this Elini was the

same as Pokut^elini; the element Pokujtu is not attested by any
of the three poems just noticed. It is clear that it was this
ruler whose defeat at the hands of Perunceral Irumporai caused
the latter to be called ’conqueror of Takatur.* Aricil Kilar
has also written decade VIII of Patirru. in which the conquest
of Takatur is specifically mentioned.

4

Moreover, the colophon

to Puram. 230 states that Elini fell fighting at Takatur of the
u

Atiyaman. Elini is mentioned by name in this poem, and Aricil
1. 11.1 & 2.

2. 11.3 & 4.

3. 1.19.

4. v.s. p. 205 & fn. 2.

Kilar likens his "bereaved kinsmen to a starving child that has
lost its mother.
It may he presumed that Aricil Kilar was a court poet
of the Atiyar and that, after the death of Elini, he changed
his allegiance to that of the conqueror, Perunceral Irumporai,
about whom he subsequently wrote his decade in Patirru, Apart
from his praise of Pekan in Puram.146, his five remaining poems
in Puram. give no clue as to their patrons, nor do their
colophons tell us who these were. But poems 285, 500 and 304
tell of two warring chieftains, and it is just possible that
v

these three concern the fight between Atiyaman Elini and Ceral.
Vel Pari is praised in Puram.105 to 120 inclusive and
also in poem 236. All these poems are attributed to Kapilar by
their colophons with the exception of poem 112, ascribed to
the daughters of Pari. As already seen,1 Kapilar*s other hero
was the Ceral Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan, whom he lauded in
Patirru.VII and in Puram.8 and 14. There are also a large
number of love poems ascribed to Kapilar.

8

Pari *s name is well attested by these poems, occurring
in them no less than ten times;

in poem 105, it is qualified

by the element Vel. Pari *s *kingdom * is called Parampu,4 and

5

it comprised three hundred villages.
It was a mountainous
6
piece of country,
and the inhabitants are described as
Kuravar,
1.
3.
5.
7.

7

the usual name for people residing in the Mountain

v. s. Chap.IV,pp.182,183.
2. See App. Licit of Poets, p.489ff.
vv.105-109,110,113,116,236.
4. vv.108-110,113,118.
v. 110,11.3 <5-4. Cp. Puram. 158, 1.4.
6. e.g. 236, line 3.
vv.108, line 1, 120, line 2.
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Region, Kuriricittinai, in Akam poetry.

It was surrounded by

territory belonging to the three kings.1 The TSS editor suggests
that Parampu is the modern Piranmalai.

p

While several of the poems are straightforward
panegyrics, Kapilar shows that he is aware of the absurdity of
mere flattery:
"Sweet tongued poets heap much praise on one man as
they sing ’Pari.’ Pari I 1 Pari is hut one person; the world has

i

also the rain to nourish it. "

j

Pari’s kingdom seems to have been coveted by his
neighbours, for it abounded in fields of hill paddy, fruit
gardens, root crops and honey. But, as Kapilar points out,
Pari's mountain, Parampu, is as high as heaven, and its mountain
pools are inaccessible as the stars. Pari would not yield, even
if hostile elephants were tethered to every tree and chariots
were in all open spaces. A foe could only conquer Parampu if he
came in the guise of a musician playing a bow-harp, his women
folk disguised as dancers. If they did that, Pari would give
4
them his whole kingdom.
Evidently the hostile kings chose
more overt methods of warfare, however, for the colophon to the
next poem states that the three kings besieged Parampu.

Kapilar

points out in the poem how foolish it is for the kings to covet
it.

Its three hundred villages are filled simply with

dependents, and, apart from them, there is but the chieftain
and Kapilar, not to mention of course the mountain. Kapilar
again suggests they come as musicians.

The TSS editor says

1. 109,1.2. 2. i,p. 246. 3. Puram. 107; v.s. p. 59. 4 .
5. Col.110. 6. Cf. 110.
'

vide 109,
_
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that there is 8 tradition that this is what they finally did,
killing Pari as a result.1
Poems 112 to 120 and 236 are all laments after the
death of Pari. The writer of the colophons has indicated this
hy assigning to them the turai Kaiyarunilai, which indicates
prostration through grief. The colophons to 113, 114 and 256
state that Kapilar took away the daughters of Pari
left them in the care of a ‘
brahman in the north.

3

2

and finally

He seems to

have taken them first to two minor chieftains, Vivcikkon and
4
Irunkovel.
The TSS editor states that the girls were of
marriageable age, and that Kapilar was trying unsuccessfully to
5
arrange a match for his wards. While poems 113 to 120 and 236
clearly express Kapilar*s sorrow at leaving Parampu and the sad
plight of the place after Pari*s death, there is no clear
indication of his trying to arrange marriage for Pari’s
daughters. One wonders if these details grew up as a legend
round the name of the poet and his wards, to be incorporated in
the Puram. colophons at a later date. Only in the case of 201
and 202 is there evidence of a mission on the part of the poet
such as is suggest in these colophons.
Pari’s daughters are credited with the first lament:
’’Last month when the moon brightly shone, we had our
father, and noone had siezed our mountain. This month, when the
moon brightly shines kings whose drums speak of victory have
siezed our hill and our father is dead.” ^
1. i,p.254.
5. i,p.256.

2. Cols.115,114. 3. Cols.113,236. 4. Ools.200-202.
6. vide v.200,201,202; v. i. pp.253-4.
7. v.112.
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While it is hardly necessary to dispute the colophon
to this poem, it may he observed that the poem does not prove
v

that Pari1s daughters wrote the poem. Entai sometimes has the
meaning of ’our lord1, ’our hero’. The poet Nannakanar speaks
of his hero Karumpanur kilan in such terms in Puram. SSI.'1'
Kapilar twice refers to Pari as tantai, father.

2

He also refers

to himself in the first person plural in Puram.110.

It would

not he strange, therefore, were he to refer to Pari as entai,
and the possibility that he was the real author of Puram.112
cannot he ruled out. The poem comes in the middle of a long
series on Pari by Kapilar and, in ascribing it to Pari’s
daughters, the colophon writer may have been infuenced by a
popular tradition.
The informative nature of Kapilar’s poems about Pari
is in marked contrast to that of AuvaiySr’s poems on Arici. She
is full of admiration for her lord’s prowess and the comeliness
w

both he and Elini possessed, but she is almost silent about
Aiici ’s specific deeds, his capital or the nature of his realm.
As just seen, Kapilar manages to paint quite a definite picture
of the land of Pari, its mountainous nature and the precarious
nature of its position among lands of hostile kings.
The fourth ehieftain to find praise in Puram. is given
in the colophons to Puram.121to 124 and 126 as Malaiyaman
Tirumu^ikkari. According to their colophons, 121 to 124 are by
Kapilar, while 126 is attributed to Marokkattu Nappacalaiyar.
Here also will be considered Puram. 125; the TSS editor is of the
1. 11.21,22: ’’entai oli-vetl aruvi Venkatanatan.. " cp. v.19,1.13.
2. 116,1.15, 117,1.10; cp.’#appellations *of the Tsars in Russia.
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opinion that Tervan Malaiyan who, states colophon 125, went to
the help of Colan Irayacuyam ve^a Perunarkilli in his fight
against Mantarartceral Irumporai was the same person as
Malaiyaman Tirumu^ikkari.1 That this person was so considered
"by the redactor of these poems seems most likely, as this poem
is placed in between two about Tirumu^ikkari. The tendency for
poems praising any one ruler to be grouped together into one or
several groups has already been noticed.

2

Malaiyaman Tirumutikkari’s name is attested by four of
the poems.3 He seems to have been called Kari after the name of
5
his war-horse. 4 Like Pari, K£ri was beset by the three kings,0
and his village, Mullur, was upon a mountain.

Kapilar compares
7
his wife’s chastity to the North Star, Vatamln, which the old
Q
commentary interprets as Arundhati, the scarcely visible star
Alcor in Ursa Maior.
According to its colophon, Puram.125 commemorates the
occasion upon which Malaiyan came to the aid of the Cola
Perunarkilli who performed the Rajasuya. The poem says that the
enemyxwould have been victorious but for Malaiyrn, who appeared
q
and saved the day. Whether Kari helped the Coia as a result of
a quarrel with the Ceralar it is hard to say. That Kari was at
one time friendly with the Ceralar is suggested by Kalla^anar
in Akam.209,10 where he says that Kari slew Valvil Ori and gave
the latter’s hill, Kolli, to the Ceralar.
1. TSS i,p.274. 2. v.s. Chap.Ill p.89. 3. KSri: 122,1.2;
Malaiyan: 123-5. 4. 158,1.6, Cirupan.1.110; Nacc.there says Kari
referred to a black steed,UVS edn. p.*114. 5. Puram. 122,1. 5.
6. 123,1.5; 126,1.8;174,1.13. 7. 122,11. 8,9. 8. UVS p. 202.
9. cf. 125, 11.14-18.
10. Akam.209, 11.12-15.
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Puram,126, according to the old commentary,^ mentions
that the Ceral king of the fierce army who had launched ships

upon the western sea to carry gold received praise from Kapilar.
P
;
The text has ’Venavan’, ' connected with van, sky, and the comm,
interprets this as Ceran, recalling perhaps the title of
>z
Ne^udceralatan, Vanavarampan. ’Impelling the ships’, ’navay
ottiya’, is reminiscent of the title ’Ka^ar(pirakk’)o^iya*
given to Cehkut^uvan. It is taken to refer to the repulse of
some seaborne force. Kapilar is not referred to by name in the
text of 126, but ’antanalan’ in line 11 4 is interpreted as
’the brahman Kapilan.’ Kapilar is mentioned by name by the same
poet in Puram.174, line 10. In Puram.200, line 13, Kapilar
refers to himself as a brahman, there is reason, then, to agree
with the old commentator’s interpretation of Puram.126. The
Ceral referred to may well have been Aliyatan, whom Kapilar
praised in decade VII of Patirruppattu. It has already been
5 that Nappacalaiyar says that the Cola (Kulamurrattu
seen'"
ttuilciya,Killi))Va^avan also fought against Vanavan, which again
the old commentator interprets as Ceral. The Cola may well have
brought to a conclusion the conflict started by Kari.
Vel Ay An^iran is praised in Puram.127 to 136, 240,
241, 374 and 575 according to the colophons to these poems.
Ay, with the plural ayar, originally meant a person of
the cowherd ’caste. ’ Prom the fact that at least two Velir
chieftains, Anl^iran and Eyinan, bore the title of Ay, it may be
1. UVS p. 208. 2. 1.14. 3. cf. Patirru.pat.II. 4. 126, 1.11.
5. v.s. Chap. IV,p. 121; cf. Puram. 39,1.12ff; comm. UVS p.93.
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assumed that people of this occupation somehow gained

;

preeminence at an early stage of Tamil history. There seems no
reason to doubt that it was this name that Ptolemy represented
when he wrote of the Aioi1 who, according to him, seem to have
extended as far as Komaria, Kumari. This is confirmed hy Puram.
128, which states that PStiyil, the hill near Cape Comorin,
2
3
belonged to the Ay. McCrindle's identification of Aioi with
the Skt. ahi, as referring to serpent-worship, may he rejected.
K.N.S.Pillai suggests4 that it was the ancestors of these -r
Ay
chieftains whom the rock-edict XIII of A£oka mentioned under
the name Hidalaja, hida being traceable to Ta. iraiyan, cowherd.
This Tamil word seems to have had its common meaning in the
anthologies, 5 while Ay did not always denote an Ay ruler. 6
The name Anti ran is not capdable of ready interx-jretatLon
P.N.Aiyar, the editor of Narrinai, connected it with Andhra,

7

but this suggestion is, with reason, rejected by the TSS editor
of Puram. The fourteen poems in praise of this chieftain ace

attributed in their colophons to three poets. All but two are by
Uraiyur Enicceri Mutamociyar. 136 is by Turaiyur Oteikilar, and
240 is by Kuttuvan Kiranar. These two poets are only represented
in extant anthology poetry by these two verses. Apart from his
.

twelve verses in praise of Vel Ay, Mutamociyar is known only for
one other poem, Puram.13 concerning Colan MutittalaikkopperuQ
narkilli. Since almost all of his extant work praises Vel Ay,
1.
4.
5.
7.

.^
Bk.VII,Cap.9. 2. 1.5. 3. Ancient India, IV,p.54.
CET p.168 fn. He refers to the G-irnar & Mansehra versions.
e.g. Puram.324,1.11. 6. e.g. Puram.390, 1.2.
quoted by TSS ed.Puram.i,p. 281. 8. v. s. Chap.IV,pp.114, 185.

it may toe assumed that he was

Ay's

court poet, and it may toe

suggested that it was on the roof of Ay's palace, if the col.
to Puram.13 is followed, that poem 13 atoout the Cola was
addressed to Antuvarfceral Irumporai.
The name of Vel Ay An^iran is well attested in this
group of poems. Nowhere do all the three elements occur together
tout tooth

’Vel

Ay'

and

'Ay

An^iran'

of individual elements of the name.

occur^ as

well

as instances

2

As already seen, tooth Ptolemy and Mutamociypr suggest
that the Ay territory extended a* far as the C&pe. That this
area was mountainous is indicated toy references to its
inhatoitants as Kuravar, and to kuririci, strotoilanthes, that
grew in the mountain region.'
The only specific mention of warfare in these poems is:
”..the day you toeat off an attack toy the Konker in the
western sea.” This appears in Puram.130, lines 5 and 6.
This is of interest,8 .as it suggests that the Kofikar
had access to the sea or were in alliance with kings or chiefs
on the western seaboard. The Konkuna^u is generally regarded by
modern writers as an inland area comprising the modern Salem
and Coimtoatore Districts. If this is correct, it is unlikely
that the Konkar had a fleet. But Patirru. makes it clear that,
at least at the time of Iladceral, the Konkar were feudatories
4
of the Irumporai Ceralar. This may have already toeen the case
at the time of Antuvadceral. As against this, Oelkelu Kuttuvan
is stated in Patirru.22 line 15 to have fought against the
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Konkar. Y/hether this was connected with their subjugation by
the Irumporais or not it is impossible to say. But Puram. 130
makes it clear that the Ay were still independent when the
Kofikar were already allies, if not vassals, of the Ceralar, to
xX f
whom the mention of a fleet presumably refers.
The only other mention of Konkuna^u in Puram. is in
373, line 8, where Kovur Kilar, author of a number of poems on
Cola kings, states that Killi Valavan attacked Konku. The same
poem says that he also attacked Vadci,'1' and the colophon to the
poem states that he assaulted Karuvur. Whether the writer of
the colophon was referring to Karuvur, the modern Karur, in the
Kohkuna^u, or was referring to Vartci as Karuvur it is impossible
to decide.

2

The text itself suggests that this Cola attacked

the Konkar and also the Ceralar at Vadci. Again, the Konkar may
have been Ceral feudatories by that time.
With customary exaggeration, Mu^amociyar says that
’’The broad world would be destroyed if the realm of Ay
did not stretch from the south up to Imaiyam that touches the
*
4
s k y . A n o t h e r conventional hyperbole is that of Otaikilar:
”1 will feed for many days upon your bounty, praying
thatyou may live longer

than the sands of the fair harbour at

Turaiyur where the water is cool.”

It may have been this

passage that led the colophon writer to connect Otaikilar with
Turaiyur. As already seen he is known by no other extant poem.
There is an interesting reference to the worship of
1. 1.24. 2. For these places, v. s. Chap. IV pp.180-181.
3. Puram. 132,11.7-9. 4. 136,11.25 ff. 5. cp. Puram.9,11.10-11,
where Nei^imaiyar prays Peruvaluti may live longer than the
Rf i - nHo o- f

Pn h r * n l i .
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Indra in poem 241:
"The sound of the war-drum in the temple of the Lord of
the Vajra arose to heaven, proclriming that An^iran of the
cool garland was coming, a liberal patron of the needy, "
The sixth chieftain to figure in Puram. is given in
the colophons to poems 137 to 140 and 380 as Nadcil Valluvan.
These five poems are the work of four poets.^ The actual name
of this person is nowhere definitely stated; the references are
all to Nadcirporunan.

2

But it is possible that ’Valvercattan’ in

line 12 of Puram.380 is a reference to this ruler. Poem 380 is
fragmentary, but three lines earlier Nadcirporunan occurs, also
in the nominative, and it may be suggested that Cattan was his
personal name.
The contexts in which Nadcil occurs show that it was
at that time the name of a mountain, and the TSS editor states

a

that this is no longer the case. The modern Nadcil na^u, with
Nakarkoyil (Nagercoil) as its chief town, is on the coast ofi
S.W. Madras State just north of Cape Comorin, and is a
comparatively flat area near the sea. The TSS editor identifies
4
the mountain as the modern Maruttumalai.
The poems on Nadcil Valluipan are pralastis, and give no
information as to the king’s activities or his enemies. There is
an interesting allusion to a belief as to the origin of pearls
in Puram.380:
"Adorned with pearls from the southern sea and sandal
from the northern mountain ... the leader of the conquering
1. See List, supra p.203. 2. vv.137,139,140,380. 3. i,p.300.
4. ii,p.389.
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Pantiyas whose army is as extensive as the sea possesses that
ocean on which the rain falls and is turned into pearls. t.

1

The TSS editor says that the ancient Tamils believed
that when rain fell the pearl oysters came to the surface,
opened their shells, let a drop of rain in, closed again and
sank to the bottom of the sea.

2

The name of the author of poem 380 is given in the col.
as Karuvur Katappillii, and the same poet appears as the author
v
3
of three poems in Ku;runtokai.
The word kata- is meaningless,
and it may be suggested that the poetfs name was Kantappi^lai,
and that the -n- was omitted through a scribe’s error. This
name would correspond to Skandakumara in Skt. and Ta. pillai
occurs as a name of Murukan, identified with Skanda. In this
connexion, it may be noted that a Karuvur Kantappillai
Ccattanar appears in the colophon to Puram.168 as the author of
that poem, lauding Pi^tankorran, and also in Akam. as the
author of Akam.309. The same name, with the -n- in Kantamissing, appears as that of the author of Nar.343. This would
again seem a scribe’s error, and would tend to confirm the
hypothesis about the Karuvur Katappillai who wrote Puram.380.
It may further be suggested that Cattanar who wrote Puram.168
on Pi^ankorran was the son of Karuvur Ka (n)tappillai who
lauded Narfcil Vajluvan in Puram. 380. This point has been
discussed neither by UVS nor by the TSS editor.
The next chief to appear in Puram. is given in seven
«
colophons4 as Vaiyavi kkopperum
Pekan. These poems are ascribed
1. 380,11.1-6 (frag.) 2. ii,p.389. 3. Kurun.64,265,380.
4. To Puram. 141 to 147 incl.
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to four poets.1 Four are the work of Paranar.1
Vaiyavi seems to have been the place where Pekan ruled
and it is equated by the TSS editor2 with Vaiyapuri or Palani
in the modern Maturai District. The name Palani in turn is
connected with Pot ini, which was the seat of Vel Avi according
*
4
to Mamulanar, who compares that ruler to Murukan. This
comparison may have been suggested by the cult of Murukan at
g
that place. The TSS editor notes that the word Vaiyavi has also
been connected with Tiruvavinankuti, another name for Palani.
The element Avi refers to the Aviyar, the tribe to
which Pekan belonged. Another member of this tribe, Vel#Avi
kkomdn Patuman, appears in Patirru. patikams as the father of
the queens of Ne^udceralatan and Celvakkatunkov Aliyatan, and
therefore the person through whom the Kut^uvar and Irumporai
6
Ceralar were interrelated.
Six of this group of poems attest the name of Pekan,
and in the seventh, poem 147, he is called lord of the Aviyar.
None of the poems contains any special reference to his martial
activities. The colophons to poems 143 to 147 all state that
their various authors, Kapilar, Paranar, Aricil Kilar and
Perunkunrur Kilar addressed Pekan on behalf of Kannaki whom he
had deserted. The turai prescribed in these colophons is
Kurunkali, a poetic theme classified under the purattinai
Peruntinai. As already seen, Peruntinai as a purattinai is not
mentioned by Tolkappiyanar, but is the twelfth tinai of Puram
1. See List, p . 203. 2. i,p.306. 3. Akam. 61,11.15,16.
4. Akam. 1,1.3. 5. i,p.306. 6. Pat.IV,VI^VIII; see Chart of
Contemporaries C, p.221.
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Chart of Contemporaries C
(Veliyan)
*L
(Vel Avikkoman Patuman) Utiyanceral=NalTini (Ay Hainan) (Mirim)
\
"
|
(A-208)
(A. 396)
^ u . c c u —i x e ^u
urn
c i s j l Atan=Manakkilli
a i h i i —i v i d i v i v i x x j
Queen=Ne*jj
icc era!
( i v ) _________________l(ii)

J

Narmu^icceralOeralatan PARANAR Ceftkii^tuvan
(141)
*
(VI)
__i
(Pekan)
Queen=Aliyatan---------------KAPILAR----------------- ,

8T

<*ri)

<143)

105-120)
Kari)-----------%
121-124)£ (146)
Peruriceral Irunroo£ai--------- ARICIL K.--------------- (Pekan)
I
(VIII)
Ilarfceral Irumoorai---------- PERUNKUNROR K.----------»
tlX)
(147)

Poraiyan
Antuvariceral Irumporai=^ueen Mutittal&ikko
(127+)
I
ppcrunarkilli— MUTAMOCIYAR— (Ay)
Aliyatan"
(13)
*-------------- V. V. PERICATTANAR------ P. I-palli t. Nanmaran— $
(198) **
~ *
(87-95+)
(AAci)
AUVAIYAR---------(Naricil Valluvan)-Ka:KANTAPPI^AI
*I
(140)
*(380j~
(Elini)--(96,102) J— K. KARIKKANNANAR-(Pittankorran)
Ka:KANTAPPILLAI
+ *
(169,*171)(168)
CATTANAR
For conventional signs, v.s. p.127.
A.,Akam., herein only.
Ka.,Karuvur.

+,& additional Puram. vv.

according to the PPVM, Patalam 12. Therein Kurunkali is given
as a theme appropriate to situations where
"One should purge oneself of desire towards other girls
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whose tresses are long and fragrant." 1
In none of the verses is the Queen's name mentioned.
Kapilar asks who the sad lady is, and states that she was unable
to stop the tears coursing down to her breast as he stood in
the palace courtyard praising the chief and his mountain.

2

The poet Paranar says:
"Not to have pity is cruel. While in the evening I sang
of your rain-drenched forest to the strains of the raga Cevvali,
she whose kohl-bedecked eyes resemble blue waterlilies was so
distraught that the teardrops were as dew upon her bosom.
Piteous was she. ’Young lady, tell me whether you are related
to him who desires my friendship* said I as I greeted her. She
wiped away her tears with fingers slender as the flame-lily1s
petals as she replied: *I am nothing to him.1 Listen. Even now
he is savouring the beauty of another maiden like me. Every day
they gossip about how the famous Pekan goes in his noisy chariot
to that fair place surrounded with wild jessamine. f "
Paranar also prays that the chieftain would relieve her
4
distress, and these sentiments are echoed by the other two

poets, who state that this alone is the favour they ask of their |
chief.
The old commentary interprets ’nallurane1 in poem 144
line 14 as referring to a place called Nallur where the courtezan
lived. In his commentary on Tol.Porul. Purat. cu.90, Nacc. quotes
this verse and says that "Paranar sang this song in the
1. PPVM,v.342; v.s. Chap.II p.65. 2. cf.143,11.7,11-14.
3. 144. 4. 145,1.10. 5. cf. 146,11.4,5; 147,1.9.
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:

purattinai patan with reference to the akattinai kaikkilai. u
As noted in Chapter II,

o

!

Tolkappiyanar himsell spoke ed

of a poetic correspondence "between the seven akattinai and the
stven purattinai,

by which the purattinai Patan corresponds to

the akattinai kaikkilai. Naccinarkk*iniyar ingeniously explains
this "by saying that the praise of a hero and its reward,
signified by patan, are no more related inter se than are the
two parties in a situation ot unrequited love, signified hy
kaikkilai.

3

Ilampuranar, rather more straightforwardly, says
4
that panegyric, pa^an, may include reference to kaikkilai. He
5
follows Tol. closely in this, for, in cu.90, Tol. states that

i

one of the turai of patan is Intercession during kaikkilai. This
is in fact what Puram. 144 is.
This would seem to he what Nacc. had in mind when he
quoted this poem ip his commentary on Tol.Porul.cu.90 and said:
"Itu Kannaki karanamaka Vaiyavikkopperumpekanai Pparanar
patiya kaikkilai vakai pStanpSttu. 11 S
This may he compared to the actual colophon to 144:

7

"Tinaiyum turaiyum avai (i.e. peruntinai, Kurunkali).
Avanaiy aval (Kannaki) karanamaka Pparanar patiyatu.M
This demonstrates clearly the extent to which the
writer of these colophons drew on the same material as the

author of PPVM, if not upon that work itself, rather than on Tol.
Of interest also is the fact that three of this group

1. TSS edn.i,p.280. 2. p.41. 3. TSS edn. i,p.252. 4. PSS Purat.
p. 58, v. s. Chap.II,p.58. 5. 1.10,TSS edn. i,p.270. 6. ihid.p.280.
7. TSS i,p.313; as usual pronominal references are to previous
colophons wherein tinai, turai, hero and poet are named.
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of five poems about Peka^’s mesalliance contain lines identical
in their first three feet:
"Ciriyal Cevvali panniy ala nifcn ...u 144,1.2, (Paranar).
”

»i

if

"

ti

if

if nin vanpula" 146,1.3, (Aricil K. ]

if vantatai.." 147,2, (PerunkuntK.)
1
Whether the pan Cevvali was appropriate to such a

situation cannot now he stated for certain, hut the old comm.
on Puram. 144 says'0 that Cevvali was ’suitable for grief,1
.
3
*irankar pannakiya Cevvali.1 Irankal is stated by Nacc. to be
the Uripporul, aspect of love, associated with the seashore,
neytal. The poet Paranar seems to have had such an association
in mind when he compared the unhappy lady’s eyes to waterlilies*
4
"Nl’naru neytalir polinta unkan."
The lexicon would seem to err in stating that the pan
Cevvali was classified under Mullaippan, unless its authors
drew upon another tradition not represented by the material here
being considered. The uripporul of mullai, the forest region,
is Iruttal, Patience in Separation, according to Nacc.
The eighth chieftain to appear in Puram. is named in
the colophons to poems 148 to 150 as KantIrakkopperu Nalli, with
a variant in some MSS ’Kantir Kkopperunarkilli.’6 This reading
would suggest that this chief was connected with the Colas, but
neither the TSS editor nor UVS favour it.
It will be convenient to consider with these poems
j

Puram.151 which concerns Ilankan^irakko and Ilaviccikko, and
1. Identified by A.Pan^itar: "Karunamrtasagaram" Tab.VII with
the raga Hanumattodi,’containing flat*2nd.,3rd.,6th., & 7th.
2. UVS p.228. 3. TSS edn.i,p.37. 4. 144,1.4. 5. TSS edn.i,p.37.
6. nv8 r>.233 fn.
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Puram* 200, the colophon to which states that Kapilar took the

■

daughters of Pari to Viccikko*

]

The name Nalli occurs in all three poems

1

a .
and in poem ■

150 the chief is referred to as Nalimalai Natan, lord of the
hill Nali. Both the old commentator and the TSS editor who
follows him wherever possible interpret this title as flord of
the great mountains'. But it should he noted thst Nalimalai
2

Na^an occurs as an epithet of Nalli in Oirupanarruppatai, and I
in Akam. 238, lines 14 and 15, we read:
" .•. kaliman
— Nalli
• •
nali mukaiy u^ainta naru kar a^ukattu. "
"Nalli of the prancing steed (rules) the mountain
slopes on which sweet rains fall and whose peaks are close-set."
The use of the word nali, crowded, in three separate
contexts connected with Nalli suggests that Nali was perhaps a
proper name also, and referred to his particular mountain. It is
probable that these references in Pattu. and Akam. refer to the
same Nalli as praised in Puram. 148 to 150. Ownership of a hilly
territory is a common feature in the sources, and the title
Nalimalai Nataji has been noted.

There are three other places
4
in the anthologies where Nalli is mentioned, and one of them,

Akam.152,

makes it clear that his land was mountainous. In
g

Puram.158

he is mentioned as one of seven chieftains who fell

before the three kings.
1. 148,1.1* 149,1.1; 150,1.28. 2. 1.107. 3. Cp . "Perampib
koman Pari” in Cirupan. 1.91 & Puram. 158,1.4; "Kolliy an^a
Valvil Ori " in Puram.158,1.5. 4. Kurun.210,Akam.152,Puram.158.
5. 11.15,16. 6. 1.16; the other six were: Pari, Ori, Kari,
Elini, Pekan and Xy; vide 11.4,5,6,9,12,13. *»
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Poems 148 to 150 ere all "by Vanparanar, state the
colophons. As the TSS editor remarks,1 the poet was doubtless
so called to distinguish him from his more famous namesake,
though whether by the colophon writer or not it is hard to say.
All these verses are prasastis, and the only one of special
interest is Puram. 149:
"0 Nalli, may you flourish.1 Nalli, because of your
liberality, many musicians have forgotten the tradition of
playing on the bow-harp the pan Cevvali in the morning and
Marutam in the evening. 11
These pane are identified by Pantitar

2

with the ragas

Hanumattodi and Harikambhoji respectively. This passage makes
it clear that there was in early Tamil music a tradition of
associating ragas with particular times of the day, a feature
that it in modern practice associated with North Indian rather
than South Indian music.
The colophon to Puram.151 states that Peruntalaiccattanar composed the poem when Ilankan^irakko and Ilaviccikko
were together in one place, and the poet was arked why he clung
to Hankantlrakko and ignored Ilaviccikko. In the poem,
Peruntslaiccattanar replied that, even if Kan^Irakkon were
himself away, the women of his household distributed gifts to
poets. But the other was the son (or descendant), of Nannan, so
poets did not praise his mountains. 3 According to Paranar, 4
Nannan was noted for his slaughter of women, and it was perhaps
for this reason that his descendants were shunned.
!• i,p.321. 2. Karunamrt*: Tab.VII. 3. cf.11.6-12. 4. Kurun. 292.
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That Nannan ruled over Konkanam, rich in gold, is
stated "by Perunkatunko.^ If the colophon to Puram.151 is correct
in identifying ’the son (or descendant) of Nannan1 with
Ilaviccikko, then it might be suggested that, if marukan in line
8 means son, Ilaviccikko was the son of Nannan who is to be
identified with Viccikko, the subject of Puram.200.
2
.
As the TSS editor note$, Ilankan^Irakko was probably
the son of Kan^irakkopperunalli, the hero of Puram.148 to 150.
It should be noted however that only the colophon refers to this
person as Ilankan^irakko;

in the poem itself he appears as

Kan^Irakkon, and there is

no special reason why this poem should

not be taken to refer to Kan^Irakkopperunalli himself. In the
same way, the Ilaviccikko of the colophon to 151 may have been
the son of Viccikko to whom Kapilar took the daughters of Pari,
as stated by the colophon

to poem 200. But, as just seen, he is

not mentioned by name in the text, which speaks of Nannan’s
son or descendant.
The name Vicci is explained by the TSS editor" as that
©f a mountain. He therefore, it may be supposed, does not view
it as the personal name of the chieftain. The old commentary ®n
4
the patikams of Patirpu., however, states that Vicci was the
name of a chieftain defeated by Ilailceral Irumporai. That Vicci
was the name of a platze or tribe is suggested by Kurun. 328,
which states that ’the scion of the Vicciyar fought with the
king.15
In Pursm.200, Kapilar states that he, a brahman, has
1. Nar. 391,1.6. 2. i,p. 327. 3. i,p.450. 4. UVS edn. p. 156.
5. Kurun.328,11.5,6 (Paranar).
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come as a suppliant to the conquering Viccikko in the hope that
he will take the daughters of Pari, who had given them to
Kapilar telling him to take his chariot.^ This provides no clear
evidence that they were of marriageable age, nor that Kapilar
was trying to arrange a match for them.

o

They may have been

little children whom Kapilar wished Viccikko to adopt and bring
up in a manner befitting their station.
Valvil Ori is the tenth chieftain to appear in Puram.
•3

He is praised, state their colophons, in three poems,'" These
are attributed to two poets. Vanparanar is credited with 152
and 155, and Kalaitinyanaiyar with 204.
The information about Ori in these poems is meagre,
though his name is attested by all three. Like Kari, Ori seems
4
to have been named after his horse. ' In 155, Ori bears the
additional name of At&n, and in 152 he is addressed as ’lord of
the high mount Kolli. ! & This hill is generally identified
•
6
with the southern part of the Shevaroys near Centomankalam. In
none of the three poems is Ori referred to as Valvil Ori.
7
However, he is so addressed in Puram.158, and one is tempted
to suggest that the colophon writer took the title from there.
Nothing is said in these poems about the hostility
between Ori and Kari which resulted in Ori being slain by Kari,
who gave Kolli to the Ceralar. This may be presumed to have
occurred prior to or during the reign of Yanaikkatcey Mantarad1. cf.Puram.200,11.8-17. 2. v.s. p.211. 5. vv.152,155,204.
4. Cirupan. ,1. 111. Nacc. thereon says that Ori refer’s to th<?
horse’s mane; vide UVS edn. p. 114. 5. 152,1.51; cp. 158,1.5: V-'*
"Kolliy anta Valvil Oriu. 6. e.g. TSS editor,i,p. 330. See Map,
p.xv.
7.* i58 ibid.; cp. Akam. 209,11.13,14 (Kalla^anar).
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ceral Irumporai, who is called ’lord of the people of Kolli. i 1
The eleventh chief to find praise in Puram. is Konkanam
kilar, praised by Moci Kiranar in Puram.154 to 156. Konkanam,
according to the TSS editor, was known as Konkanam in a later
period, and formed the eastern part of what is now Salem and
Coimbatore. That it was rich in gold and was once ruled by
w
.
•
2
Nannan is averred by Perunkatunko, as already seen.
3
Konperunkanam is mentioned in all three poems. The
old commentary to verse 156 states that ’the great Konkanam* was
a mountain. No other information about this chief emerges from
these three pra^astis.
Eraikkon is praised by the poetess Kuramakal -Ilaveyini
in Puram.157. It has been suggested by A.Narayanasvami Aiyar,
4
the editor of Nar., that the personal name of this mountain
w

girl was Eyini, and that the colophon to 157 prefixes Ila- to
her name as she wrote this poem in her youth. He identified her
withKuramakal Kuriyeyini, the authoress of Nar.357, and was of
the opinion that ’kuri* was a MS error for ’Kuripp’(eyini)’, a
name bestowed on her in virtue of line 1 of that poem, wherein
the heroine says:
"Nin kuripp*evano toliy en kurippu
ennoi^u nilaiyatayinum enrum ...”
"My friend, when my own longing (for my love) is
unbearable, how can I bear your longing (for him)?"
The TSS editor of Puram. points out that youthful
1. Pu£am. 22,1. 28; v. s. pp. 189 Sc 213. 2. v. s. p. 227 & fn.l.
3. 154,1.13; 155,1.7; 156,13. 4. Nar#TSS edn.p.38.
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sentiments in Puram.157 are displayed in the lines:'*'
"Nummorkku ttakuvanav allav emmon •••
perunka*natanemm Eraikku ttakum.”

2

’’Your heroes are not up to much.1 My hero, my Erai who
rules the hig mountain, is marvellous."
The feature that links the two poems is the treatment
of the mountain tract, kuridci, that permeates Nar.357 and is
also apparent in Puram.157.

2

There is no conclusive evidence in support of this
identification, however. Another poetess called Ilaveyini,
Peymakal Ilaveyini, appears in the colophon to Puram. 11 as the
panegyrist of Palai pa^iya Perunka^unko. In this case, however,
modern writers make no attempt to identify this poetess with
the author of Puram.157, hut explain the name as that
4
a she-devil in human form.

taken by

Kumanan is praised in seven poems in this anthology.
6
His name is attested by most of them. No indication of the

g

tribe to which Kumanan belonged is given, but in two of them
7
the hill he ruled over is called Mutiram.
The TSS editor says
that this was one of the Pal_ani hills near U^umalaippe^ai
(Udamalpet), and that there is a village at the foot of the
•

Palanis called Kumanamankalam.

8

He further asserts that it was

at one time ruled by Pekan. There is no evidence for such an
1. i,p.342. 2. 11.5,13* Kpridci is seen in 1.7, which says
that the chief wears a garland of flame-lily. The Lex. has
’white glory-lily* (i.e. gloriosa) for *Kotalf, a botanical
improbability. For kotai the old comm. and*the comm, on PPVM
VIII,16 give kantal, Q-.superba. Kotai might mean L.neilgherrens<
3. v. s. p. 184. 4-. Following the old cornm. ; UVS p. 29,TSS i,p. 33.
5. See List,p.203. 6. 158-60,163 & 4. 7. 158,163. 8. i, p.345.
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assertion. If it is accepted that Vaiyavi was the same as
Palani and that Mutiram was near Udsmalpet, a distance of 25
miles existed between the two places. There are a number of
spurs of the Palani Hills in that region,'1' and there is no
reason why the territories of the Aviyar and of Kumanan/s
forebears should have not been contiguous. Nowhere is Mutiram
mentioned as the seat of Pekan.
That Pekan preceded both Peruiicittiranar and his
patron is clear from Puram.158, wherein the poet says that he
came to Kumanan as the seven Vel chiefs had died and there
was no-one to patronize poets. The names of the seven here li te
2

listed have already been noted; the complete passage tells of:
"Pari, the lord of Parampu, Ori the strong of bow who
ruled Kolli of the tall summit, the valorous Malaiyan whose
munificence was as that of the rain and who mounted Kari and
v

rode to war, Elini whose garland is curved, whose chaplet is
of vilva leaves, whose spear is sharp and who rules the high
Horse Mountain, a steed never ridden, Pekan, lord of the great
hill whose peak is beloved of the invincible gods and where the
dark clouds gather to cool the mountain slopes, Ay praised by
<2
Moci faultless in speech, ... and Nalli.”
This passage also suggests that Moci preceded the poet
and Kumanan. It may be assumed that it refers to Moci KIranar,
whose poems on Perudceral Irumporai and Konkanahkilan have been
4
noted. This passage is interesting, as there is extant no poem
1. See Map, p.xv.
2. v. s. p.225 fn.6. 3. Puram.158,11.4-13,
16; v.s. pp.209,228,212,208,219-20,214 & 224 respectively. This
passage may be compared with Cirupan.11.84-111.
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by Moci that lauds Ay, presumably Vel Ay Antiran.
Poems 159 to 161 and 163 may he passed over, as they
are panegyrics. Of interest is the mention of the Ganges in
161.1 This river is mentioned nine times in the anthologies
2
and Pattuppattu.
The colophons to poems 164 and 165 state that the
younger brother of Kumanan siezed the kingdom and imprisoned
his brother in the forest. Moreover, colophon 165 says that
Kumanan told the poet Peruntalaiccattanar to take his sword
and shoe it to his brother Ilankumanan. Poem 164 does not
confirm that the chiefthin Kumanan was treated thus, but in
3
165 the episode of the sword is described.
It is interesting to note the scarcity of loanwords
from Sanskrit or Prakrit in this group of seven poems. Alone
among them, 161 contains four such words, and a mention of the
ganges, in 33 lines. 165 (fifteen lines) contains two loanwords.
158 (28 lines) contains one only. The rest, totalling 80 lines
have none at all. This gives a total of eight such words in
156 lines of verse, an average of approximately one in every
twenty lines. This analysis cuts across the authorship of the
poems as stated in the colophons. Almost complete absence of
loanwords is shared by PeruiicittiranSr ’s poems, 158 to 160 and
163 and one of the two by Peruntalaiccattanar, 164. The other
by him, 165, has two, and one by Peruhcittiranar, 161, has four.
VYith the exception of 165 and the chieftain list in 158, these
poems are panegyrics. It may be wondered whether the colophons
1. 1.6.

2. See Index of place names.

3. 11.12-15.
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are reliable in their statements as to authorship of the poems,
or whether, as in the case of 161, the are grounds of vocabulary
for suggesting that an author other than that of 158 to 160
and 163 wl?®te that poem.
The chieftain Ilaveliman

is praised in Puram. 162,

207 and 237 according to the colophons. All are ascribed'to
Perurfcittiranar. 238, on Veliman according to its colophon, will
be noted here also. It is another poem by Peruilcitt iranar.
No indication is given as to where Ilaveliman ruled.
The colophon to 162 states that, when he was dying, he told his
younger brother to distribute largesse. He gave rather stingily.
The poet would not receive such mean gifts and told of the
elephant given him by Kumanan which he had tied to the totem
tree in Ilaveliman1s village. The colophons to 207 and 237 tell
how, after the death of Veliman, his younger brother Ilaveliman,
who had been told to distribute presents, gave rather meanly,
and what he did give was not accepted by the poet. The colophon
to 238 states that the poet composed it after Veliman1s death.
The name of neither brother is attested in these poems.
Poem 162 is capable of the interpretation put upon it by its
colophon. The poet points out the suppliants of the chief, and
says that, to shame his tree, he has tied to it a fine elephant
he had received as bounty, and he is now departing.1 The other
poems express similar dissatisfaction with the chief.
Scarcity of loanwords from non-Dravldian sources is
again a feature of these poems by Perurfcittiranar. There are
1. cf. 162,11.3 to 7.
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none in 162 or 238, one in 207 and two in 237.
Puram.166 is one of the small number of Puram. verses
in Vartci metre.1 According to its colophon, it is by Avur
Mulankilar, and praises a brahman of Puricarrur in the Cola
country called Kauniyan Vinnantayan. The TSS editor states
that Puricarrur is in Tanjore District. As UVS notes,

Q

Kauniyan

clearly is to be connected with Kaundinya, and refers to the
gotra of that name. Disregarding the fact that the nasal before
-tayan in VinnantSyan is not the 1alveolar’ -n- but the
4
homorganic -n-, the TSS editor states that Vinnan was the name
of Tayanfs father. Tayan was therefore the personal name of the
brahaman addressed in 166. This can only be the case if the
spelling of Vinnantayan in the colophon is a scribe’s error.
The colophon gives the turai for this poem as
ParppanavaKai. The old commentary emotes' tne cuttiram m

PPvm

describing this turai as “extolling the greatness of a (brahman)
sacrificer who has attained preeminence through wisdom.
The poem itself does not mention the brahman’s name,
but shows considerable acquaintance on the part ®f the poet with
brahmanical ideas. There is ’'an ancient treatise comprising the
six connected with the twice-two books that appeared from the
mouth of the chief lord who possesses all knowledge and who has
7
long matted locke. " This clearly refers to the six vedangas
as being connected with the four vedas, and the passage is so
1. See Chap. X, p.432ff.2. i,p.367. UVS says it is near Mu^ikontan
river. 3. p.265,fn. 4. i,p.367. Vinnan- may be connecteddwith
Pkt. vinna, Skt. vijda, or with Ta. vin, heaven. Vinnavan is
found for celestial, e.g. Oil.X,1.189. *Tayan is conn'w. Skt.daya.
5. PPVM,UVS edn.p.265. 6. PPVM VIII,163. 7. Puram.166,11.1-4.
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interpreted "by the old commentary.1 The poet praises the "brahman
as:

’’Son of a famous line of the learned gifted of speech

who completed the thrice-seven rites without demeaning them and
who were undeceived hy the apparent truth of the lies told "by
those whose falsehoods appeared as truth, and who put down
those who despised (the vedas and vedangas)."
The old commentary takes this to refer to the Buddhist
and Jaina opposition to brahmanic practices.

This passage is
4
reminiscent of the polemics of the Tevaram hymnists and

Manikkavacakar against Buddhism and Jainism. ’Muvel turai’ in
166, line 8, is taken to allude to the twenty-one vedic
sacrifices, seven types of Samayajda, seven Haviryajda and seven
5
Pakayajda. The old commentary suggests as an alternative that
’muvel turaif refers to twenty-one tarka- or arthagastras. The
poet continues iintl66 as follows:
"Seeking to perform the sacrifice, you don the skin of
a small-headed buck,

6

while upon your shoulder shines the sacred

thread. She who is your helpmeet, whose thoughts reflect yours,
whose tresses are long and who is a lady of few words whose
brow is small and whose hips are larg^ has put on the braid
praised in works on dharma. She who has all the rare qualities
of a good wife has set aside hard thoughts. Whether in the
forest or in inhabited country, causes twice-seven will not
'

x

----------

'

V.

hinder you. "
1. UVS p. 265. 2. 166,11.5-9 3. UVS P.j26ge 4. Cf. Appar: Tev.
Tirumurai VI,3,vv.5,7, wherein Uigarnbaras are referred t..
5. UVS p. 266 & fn. which gives the full list. The ward turai
occurs thrice in Puram. : here, once in the sense .f Poetic
Theme and once with the c.mmon meaning. 6. Cp. Euripides: r :cch
Bacchae,23,107,136. 7. Puram.166,11.10-20.
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The commentary takes this last clause:

fenra

enrsnk' Irelin i^a'mu^tatuto refer t® seven kinds ©f forest
animals and seven kinds ®f domestic animals, and alternatively
suggests seven days spent in the forest and seven in inhabited
country,

perhaps in fulfilment of a vow or in waiting for an

auspicious occasion for performing the sacrifice. The netting
or braid, valai, which the wife of a brahman wore is called
calakam in the old commentary.

This word is to be connected

with the Skt. jalaka, web or net, which is exactly the sense
conveyed by Ta. valai in 166, line 14. Monier Williams notes

4

that net or braid was worn on the head by widows, but does not
include among the meanings he gives any reference to the wearing
®f net by brahmanis at the sacrifice. As an alternative, the
old commentary suggests that valai referred figuratively to the
net of her marriage vows in which the brahmanl was enmeshed.
The poet goes on to marvel at the quantity of ghee used
by this brahman both at the sacrifice and at the banquet after
it. He says he will take the gift the brahman gave him and, in
his own village on the Kaviri’s bank, he will extol the giver. 6
7
He prays that the brahman may be as famous as the Himalaya.
•

This poem is remarkable for the evidence it provides
of the knowledge of brahmanical customs and vedic ritual on the
part of Tamil poets who may not themselves have been brahmans.
Q

The TSS editor asserts

_

that Awr Mulankilar was a Velala, but
—

#

o

7

1. 166, 11.19,20. 2. UVS pp.266,267. 3. ibid, p.266. 4. Skt.
Diet. p.346,c.l.i, 5. UVS p.267. 6. cf. 166, 11.21-26,28-30.
7. 11.33,34. 8. i,p.370.

does not give his reasons* He further says1 that Avur Mulam
was the name of the poet’s village* UVS, however, asserts that
the poet was called Mulam after his nak^atra,

2

which might lend

support to the view that the poet was himself a brahman. On the
other hand, his son was called Cattanar, and Cattan would "be
a somewhat unusual name for a hrahman, especially in its usual
sense of Aiyanar, village deity* But Cattan is t© he connected
with the Skt* sastr, ruler, teacher, and may have had this
meaning at the time these poems were composed.
The colophon to Puram.167 states that the poem is by
w

Kona^tu EriccilurNfetalan Maturai Kkumaranar and praises Enfiti
v

Tirukkil^i. UVS fctfctes that there is a village called Ericci — :
near Putukko^ai, and this may have heen the birthplace of the
poet or his father*

Enati is connected with Skt. senapati, with
g
loss of the initial dental sibilant. The name Killi suggests
that this army commander was a Cola feudatory.
The only point of' interest in the poem is that the
senapati is referred to in line 10 as ’Katuman Killi,1 Killi of
the fierce steed. This may or may not have heen Kiwi's title,
hut this very term of address appears in the fragmentary Puram.
verse 355. It may he suggested that Puram.355 also was in praise
of Enati Tirukkilli. The later portion of that poem, together
with its colophon, is missing. The poem reflects upon the
deserted state of a city, perhaps ravaged hy the Cola, and then

^says that^ "Killi ©f the fierce steed wears a fine hauhinia wreath!1
1. i,p.110. 2. Intro.p.17. 3. Dropping of initial sibilant:
T. Burrow: BSOAS (1947) p. 132. 4. UVS and the Samajam only printed
the 1st. 3 lines of 355, the TSS ed. 2 more. 5. 1.5,TSS version.
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Neither UVS nar the TSS editor attempt to identify the
Katuman Killi of the fragmentary 355 with his namesake, the
army commander praised in poem 167. It is tempting to do so, in
view of the identical titles appearing in hoth poems, and the
fact that 355 does not occur in a group of poems praising the
muvaracar.
I)

.

w

Pi^ankorran is lauded in five poems in Purananuru,

168 to 172, the work of four poets.1 As it appears in the cols*
the name Pittankorran, with the velar nasal -n- preceding
korran, is not found in these five poems* But the hero is twice
called Korran and twice Pittan*

The meaning of the latter is

not clear, though the Lexicon lists pift8IL> connected with Skt.
bhra^a, with the meaning heretic.

2

There appears to be no

Tamil word with which pil^an might be connected. Pittam, the
final -m ©f which would give the homorganic nasal before an
initial plosive means back (connected with Skt. pr§^ha), dough
( connected with Skt. pi$ta). It may be suggested that the col.
writer made up the name Pittankorran as a compound of the two
elements Piftan and Korran, and that, if the names were
compounded, they should give Pittankorran.
In poem 168, Karuvur Ka(n)tappillai Ccattenar calls
Korran "Lord of the Korse that is never ridden where people
divide the huge leaves of the banana in the forecourt fragrant
with hill-jessamine and the lovely morning glory. The yard is
piled with logs of sandalwood." This makes it clear that
Kutirai malai is referred te>, in terms similar t© those which
1. See List, p.204.

2. Ta.Lex. p.2651,col.i.

3. 11.11-14.
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Perurlcittiranar used of it in Puram. 153.1 It may be surmised

I

w

either that, after the defeat of Atiyaman Elini, the mountain
0

0

^

1

passed to Pittankorran as a Ceral vassal, or that Pittankorran
was himself an Atiyan,

2

for which there is no textual evidence.

uMa val lkai Kkotaiyanum" in Puram. 172 line 10 is taken hy the

old commentary to refer to a Ceral called Kotai who was Pit^8nfs
overlord. This does not rule out the possibility that, as an
Atiyan, he was allowed to he a fief of the victorious Ceralar
and that he continued to occupy ancestral lands. It is more
likely, perhaps, that he or his forebears helped Peruriceral
w

defeat Elini and were given Kutirai malai in return for help.
The relationship between the author of 168 and Karuvur
Ka(n)tappillai has already been discussed.

Most likely they

v/ere son and father, and this would suggest that Naxicil Valluvan
belonged to an earlier generation than Pittankorran. It is of
interest to note that the description of Kutirai malai by
Karuvur Ka(n)tappillai Ccattanar is reminiscent of the
4
description of the hill Naricil by his father:
,fNadcil, where grows the sweet jack-fruit ..and where
the morning glory shines with the sweet petalled hill jasmine. u
Kutalam,

here freely translated morning glory, seems

to have been a convolvulaceous plant of the hills, possibly a
Porana or Argyreia species. The word occurs but thrice in

the

anthologies, in the two contexts just noted and in Akam. 255, by

1. 158,11.8,9; v.s. p. 231. 2. Since Akam. 372 suggests that
Kutirai malai belonged to the Atiyar. 3. v. s. p.219.
4. Pu£am. 380,11. 7-9 (frag. ) ; cp. 1.7: "narital. kkulaviyotu
kutalan kulaiya” with 168,1.12: "kutalan kaviniy© kulavi *munrir.M
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Ilanakanar, wherein it is not used in conjunction with kulavi,
hill jasmine, which likewise occurs in only one other anthology
poem, Puram.90, hy Auvaiyar. In all contexts, mountain scenery
is described, using some of the karupporul of kurincittinai.

1

Evidence for Kuttuvan Kotai being the overlord of
Pit^ankorran has already been noted. He is praised in Puram. 54
by Maturai Kkumaranar, a panegyrist of the Cola Peruntiruma2

va^avan who died at Kurappalli. ' He in turn is praised by
3
Uraiyur Marufctuvan Tamotaranar and Karikkannanar, both of whom
laud Pittankorran. Vatamavannakkan Tamotaran mentions Kotai in
Puram.172 and the assumption that this poet was the brother of
Vatamavannakkan Pericattanar is partly based on the latter
having praised the Pantiya Ilavantikaippalli ttudciya Nanmaran
4
. v
who is also praised by Karikkannanar, panegyrist of Pittankorran.
g
This makes Pericattanar and Tamotaran contemporaries at least.
Pittankorran is the last chief to appear in Puram. as
the hero of more than two poems. Of the remaining thirty chiefs
0

and commanders, six or possibly seven

have two verses each, the

remainder one only.
The name of Pannan is attested by both Puram. 173 and
388; he is called Cirukuti kilan Pannan in the colophons. That
Cirukuti was his village is stated by Puram.388, line 4, and in
7
two other anthology poems. Whether this was the same as the
1. Other hill plants in 168 are the Sandal tree and GToriosa,
tubers of which are turned up by hogs roo.tling, 168,11.2-4.
2. v. s. Chap. IV p.113. 3. v.s. ibid. 4.-v.s. Chap.IV p. 167.
5. vide Chart B, p. 158 & p. 167; Ta. vannakkan may be connected
w. Skt. varnaka, coin tester; possibly*the occupation of the
poets* father. 6. vide List, pp.304-5. 7. Puram.70,1.13 and
Akam.54, line 14.
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Cirukuti owned hy Vanan and Aruman it is hard to say. Cirukuti
is mentioned in connexion with Vanan three times in anthology
poems

and with Aruman once.

Apart from contexts including

Cirukuti, Vanan is mentioned only once, in PattuppSttu.^
Apart from the contexts including Cirukuti, the name
Pannan likewise occurs hut once in anthology poems. In Akam. 177
Pannanfs ahode is stated to he on the north hank of the Kaviri,
8nd there is no reason to douht that the place referred to as
4
heing there was Cirjiku^i. Such a site would place Pannan in
the Cola country, perhaps as a vassal* and, according to its
colophon, poem 173 in his honour is hy the Cola Killi Valavan
who died at Kulamurram according to its colophon. It has already
heen noted that

in his poem on this Cola, Kovur Kilar mentions

’Pannan Cirukuti*, though there is a slight possibility of
6
reading .
'Panan
Cirukuti . there.
In 173, the Cola praises
Pannan from the standpoint of a suppliant hard.
Poem 388, which is fragmentary, is without special
interest save for Pannan
kilan
• • — heing
w called ’Cirukuti
—
*
— — Pannan’
• • —
in line 4 as just seen. The poet seems to have heen dissatisfied
with^hounty he received from the Pantiya, referred to simply as
7
Valuti, and to have gone as a suppliant to Pannan instead.
Marokkattu Nappacalaiyar is credited with Puram.174
which lauds Malaiyaman Coliyav Enati Tirukkannafi. The name
1. Akam.117,118, Akam.204,1.12, Nar.340,1.9; *Pannan Cirukuti*
is a variant for (Vanan Cirukuti* in Akam.117 & 204; perhaps
attempts hy scrihes to amend the texts so as to agree with
Puram. 70,388 & Akam. 54. Alternatively, Vanan may he an error foi?
Pannan in all 3 cases. 2. Nar. 367,1.6. 3* Maturai. 1.^203.
4. The TSS editor, ii,p.417 notes Cirukuti, a patalperra talam
nr. Tiruvilimilalai. 5. v.s. pp.124. 6. 70,1.13. *7. 11.12 ff.
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Malaiyaman indicates that Tirukkannan belonged to the same
1

family as Tirumutikkari, the slayer of Valvil Ori.

2

f

Kari’s hill

village Mullur is mentioned in this poem,^ affording textual
evidence of Tirukkannanfs connexion with Kari. The title hnati
shows that he was © commander,* of the Col© army, and it has
4
already been seen that Kari was credited with helping the Cola.
The name ©f this commander is not mentioned in 174
itself. The poem opens with a reference to the Asuras having
hidden the sun during their war with the gods. To bring back
light to the earth ’he whose body is dark as collyrium* brought
the sun

b a c k .

5 The old commentary interprets

*adcanavuruvan1

as ’adcanam polum nirattaiyutaiya tirumeniyu^aiya Kannan,’
making it clear that Vi^nu is meant by ’Kannan' and that, at
least in this and similar contexts, Ta. Kannan is to be
7
connected with Pkt. Kanha, the dark one. It is possible that
7

•

•

—

the colophon writer saw in this passage an allusion to the
personal name of the Malaiyaman and that therefore, in the col.,
o
the chief’s personal name appears as Kannan. The poet goes on
to address Tirukkannan as follows:
"it was you who heaped fresh honours upon that white
regal parasol which you showed to Valavan the mighty, who was in
a place hard to find above the noble Mullur that saw the backs
of retreating warriors who had thirsted for war. Its cloud-girt
summit had been praised by Kapilan in flawless poetry. This you
1. v.s. pp. 212,213. 2. Nar.320,11.5-6. 3. 174,1.13. 4. col. t
125; v.s. p.213. 5. 174,11.1-5: ’Adcanavuruvan’(adcana+rupa)
1.5. 6. TJVS p. 280. 7. Attempts have been made to treat Kannan
as a one Ta. word connected with kan, eye. 8. v. r. : Tirukkilli.
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did in order to wipe away the sorrow of the good lands hy the
gre^t Kaviri that swiftly runs, at a time when those lands were
without a king, having lost him in a war with hostile kings. u ^
NsppacalaiySr clearly indicates that the Malaiyaman
restored Valavan to the throne, having hidden him in his own
mountain fortress of Mullur. The allusion to Kapilar agrees
2

with the extant poems hy him which praise Kari and show that
*
Mullur was a mountain village. The events connected with the
Cola must have happened after the time of Kapilar and Kari.
4
Nappacalaiyar has also praised Kari and therefore Tirukkannan
5
may have heen Kari s son, as the old commentary suggests.
Since Nappacalaiyar has written three poems on Killi Valavan
6
who died at Kulamurram it may he suggested that it was he who
restored by Tirukkannan to the throne.
The poet remarks that Tirukkannan1s predecessor, whom
the old commentary takes to he his father, presumably Kari, is
enjoying in the world heyond the fruits of his good deed ’To
the fort upon which is inscribed the tiger emblem. ' This may
indeed indicate the help given to the Cola Perunarkilli by Kari
Q
as recorded in the colophon to Puram.125. This evidence suggests
that Perunarkilli was the predecessor of Kulamurrattu ttudciya
Killi Valavan, and that the tw© Colar were contemporaries of
Kari and Tirukkannan respectively. It is impossible to agree
with the Tables drawn up hy Pillai in CET, wherein the two Col^a
1. 174,11.6-16. 2. Puram. 121-124-. 3. 123,1.5. 4. 126.
5. UVS p. 280. 6. Puram. 37,39 and 226;' v. s. Chap. IV p. 121.
7. cf. 174,11.17-19. 8. v. s. p.213.
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rulers appear in the reverse order to that suggested here. If
Pillaifs Tables are followed, it makes nonsense of the way help
v/as rendered to the two Colar by Kari and his son or descendant.
How Valavan
•
— came to threaten to have the children of
a Malaiyaman trampled to death by elephants as stated in the
colophon to Puram.46^ is not clear. In the text of 46, neither
the name Valavan nor Malaiyaman appears, and the colophon may
be in error in ascribing this episode to Killi Valavan. On the
other hand, the Cola may indeed have been Valavan but the
children those of another chieftain, not Malaiyaman.
According to its colophon, Puram.175 lauds Atanunkan
and is by Kallil Xttireyanar. Along with this poem will be
considered poem 389, in which, according to UVS, this poet also
praises Atanunkan. From internal evidence this seems doubtful.
Kallil, according to the TSS editor,

2

was in the

Tontai country, and is attested by epigraphical evidence as well
g
as by literary sources. It is the modern Matavilakam. The name
of the "Doet, Xttireyanar, shows him to have been a brahman of
•iAa
c9x A 9 *
#
the Atreya gotra. The name of Atanunkan appears in line 1 of
the poem, and X-tireyanar alludes to the Mauryas as follows:
v
"The Moriyar, their chariots beflagged and their banners
touching the sky, were stopped by a narrow pass so that their
shining cakra was brought low and had t© turn back. Their broad
kingdom was called Land of the Sun." 4
The old commentary states that the mountain where the
1. v. s. Chap.IV pp.123-4. 2. ii,p.420. 3. He quotes ARE 486
of 1926, ARE 490 of 1926; in the latter it is called Kallur;
also for Kallil, Tirujrtana: Tev.119,1. 4. 175,11.6-9.
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pass was was called Vellimalai, and names the Maurya kingdom
Atittaman^alam.^ It is further suggested that Moriyar may refer
2
to Vidyadharas or Nagas, hut the TSS editor sensibly rejects it.
This passage is closely parallel in language and sense
to two other passages in the anthologies which will he noted
here. In Akam.69, Parankorranar says:
’’The Moriyar, with their fine chariots high as the
mountain whose peaks touch the sky, went away since their gold
cakra was Drought low and turned hack hy the mountain path. ”
In Akam.281, Mamulanar states:
’’Opposed hy the valorous Vatukar, the Moriyar went
through a mountain pass which brought low their royal cakra of
the flashing rays. They were on their way to the southern land
4
through the dew-soaked mountains that touch the sky. ”
Another passage refers to the ’Vampa Moriyar’ and it
too is worthy of note. Mamulanar says in Akam.251:
’’The ’New Moriyar’ were halted in the mountains where
the clear streams dash; the grinding wheels of their chariots
were stopped. They had come with their fine array to the field
5
of war where Mokur would not yield...tofthe Kocar."
These passages are of interest for the way they emhody
a tradition about mountains, presumahly in the S.E.Deccan,
preventing the expansion southward of the Maurya Empire. Akam.
281 states further that they were opposed hy Vatukar, and this
may he taken to refer to Telugus, possibly of the Andhra line.
I. UVS p.282. 2. i,p.395. 3. Akam.69,11.10-12.
II.8-12. 5. Akam.251,11.7,10-14.

4. Akam.281,
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The last passage could he taken as hyperhole were it to suggest
that the Maurya kings helped the Kocar, a Tamil warrior triue,
©gainst the petty chief of Mokur, whose name is given as
Palaiyan in Pattu.^ and wh© is also said to have heen the foe
of the Ceral Cenku^tuvan. 2

The use of the name Moriyar is

perhaps figurative, and this is suggested hy Mamulanar1s use
of the adjective vampa, new, to qualify the name, in spite of
his inclusion of the whole tradition of the Mauryas heing
halted hy the mountains. It cannot seriouly he maintained that
Palaiyan, and therefore Cenkuttuvan, were contemporaries of the
/
Mauryas. The TSS editor of Akam. , while noting *Vampa Moriyar*
as *Putiya Moriyar1 does not offer any explanation for this, hut
states that traditionally the Moriyar came to the aid of the
Kocar. If Moriyar meant Vidyadharas or Nagas in this context, as
was suggested hy the old commentary on the similar passage in
Puram.174, one would want to know why it was necessary to
emhody in Akam.251 the tradition ahout their heing stopped in
the mountains, parallel references for which have heen noted.
In the UVS edition, the colophon to Puram.389 gives
Atanunkan as the subject of that poem. The TSS editor, however,
gives a colophon stating that Nailer Mutiyan was the her© of

389. The difficulty is caused hy there heing variant readings of
lines 12 and 13. The UVS edition has:
"Celvuliy el&a Nailer Mutiyan
Atanufikan pola niyum ... "

while the TSS has:

1. Maturai.,11.508-9. The Kocar seem to have spoken 4 dialects
& lived in 4 villages, cf. ihid. & Kurun.15,1.3. 2. Patirru.
44,11.14,15; 49,11.7-9;pat.V,l.13. 3. Akam. ,ii,p. 259.

£47

"Celvuliy elaa Nailer Mutiya
Atanunkan pola nlyum ... "
In the former reading Nailer Mutiyan is in the nominative
and in apposition to Atanunkan, while in the latter Nailer
Mutiyan is in the vocative and clearly anticipates fnIyumT in
the second

line: ’’You too, Nailer Mutiyan, like Atanunkan ...”

Were UVS reading adopted, however, it is still difficult to see
how Atanunkan could be the person addressed, as his name is
followed, as in the TSS reading, by the particle of comparison
’pola.1 One would translate: "You too, who are like Nailer
Mutiyan Atanunkan ...” The name of the person addressed does not
appear in this reading at all. Nailer Mutiyan may be in
apposition to Atanunkan in this reading, indicating that it is
a title, or there may be an ellipse of the possessive suffix, in
which case Nailer Mutiyan was the father of Atanunkan. A third
possibility is that Nailer Mutiyan Atanunkan in UVS* reading is
an instance of Ummaittokai, corresponding to Dvandvasamasa in
Skt. The comparison would then be both t© Atanunkan and Nailer
Mutiyan. In either case, since Atanunkan is mentioned and the
poet is Attireyanar, author of 175 on that chief, the person
here addressed may be presumed to have been a kinsman, possibly
a son, of Atanunkan. He was plainly still a child or youth, for
in line 5 of 389 the hero is addressed as "Lord, as yet but a
child," "Pillaiy amporuna ..." The TSS reading, which would admit
of the same possibility, makes Nailer Mutiyan the hero in this
poem, and is more satisfactory. If the UVS reading is followed,
the colophon must be regarded as erroneous in giving Atanunkan
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as the hero of Puram.389. 1
Nailer Mutiyan is stated to he the lord of Venka^am.

2

This is usually identified with Venkatacala, the hill of the
Tiruppati shrine, and this hill was regarded as the northern
3
limit of the Tamil country.
The next chief to he lauded in Puram. is Oyman
Nalliyakkotan, who is praised hy Purattinai Nannakanar in 176
4
and 376. It may he noted in passing that Oymanat^u Nalliyakko^sn was the chief to whom Nattattanar dedicated his poem
Cirupanarruppatai according to its colophon.
The name Nalliyakkotan is attested by Puram. 176, hut
the title Oyman appears only in the colophons. It is hard
see how modern writers"' have arrived at Oyma as the name of the
territory ruled hy Nalliyakkotan. The form Oymanattu appears in
the colophon to Cirupan.

6

and this is the only other occurrence

in Sangam literature of forms connected with Oyman. Were the
name of the land Oyma, one would expect Oyma + ne^u to give
Oymanatu, with retention of the initial dental nasal in 'na^u.1
But the fact that *-nat^u1 commences with the falveolar1 nshows that Oymanattu represents Oyman + na^u, and that the
regular sandhi of final -n + initial n- has occurred. The title
Oyman is comparable to Ceraman or Atiyaman, the element -man
standing for makan, scion or son, in all three cases. Oy would
therefore he the name of the place or tribe of which

Nalliya-

1. The Samajam edn. follows UVS. 2. 389,1.11. 3. cf. Tol.
payiram, 11.1-3: ,*Vatavenkatan tenkumari ayitai Tamil, kurum nail
ulakattu .•• *' 4. UVS, p. 499 fn, notes a v. r.* in the col. to 376
that makes Oyman Villiyatan its hero. He is the hero of 379. The
Samajam edn. follows this. 5. e.g. TSS ed. ,i,p.395. 6. UVS,p.126
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kkotan was chief. Oy would "be synonymous with Oviyar, the tribe
1
of which Nalliyakkotan was chief according to Nattattanar.
The name of Nalliyakkotan1s town is given as Ilankai.^
3
This name appears in three other places in Sangam literature.
In all three cases it is preceded "by 'ina1, great. In the Pattu.
instances, Nacc. takes this to he in fact an adjective qualifying
(J),
Ilankai. The old commentary on Puram., however, gives: ’'Periya
Mavilahkaiy ennum urkku...u for "Perumavilankai.

It is

possible that this town was called Mavilankai to distinguish it
5
from the famous Ilankai, Lanka. Whether the town was so named
for reasons of grandiloquence, or whether it is connected with
the tendency for Skt. Lanka to refer to an area larger than that
6
•
of the island of Ceylon it is hard to say. The Pinkalanikantu
7
gives river-islet as a meaning of Ta. ilankai, and this suggests
yet another possibility in regard to Nalliyakkotan’s town. It
may be that this is what Nannakanar had in mind when he said
that he searched unsuccessfully for clear water in Parifs hill
Parampu.

8

Malli kilan Kariyati is the hero ©f poem 177. Neither
the town of Malli nor the name Kariyati are attested by the poem

ii-

nor is either mentioned elsewhere in Sangam literature. The TSS
9
editor states that there is a place called Malli near
Civilliputtur, which is south-west of Maturai, close to the
western Ghats. If the colophon to 177 is correct in ascribing
I. Pattu.Cirupan.,1.122. 2. 176,1.6. 3. Puram.379; Cirupan.,
II.119,120; in 1.119 it means Ceylon, after which Nalliyakkotanfc
town was called, vide Pattu. UVS edn.,p.115. 4. Puram.UVS edn.,
p.283. 5. Called Ilam in Pattinap.,1.191. This word does not
occur elsewhere in Sangam Lit. 6. cf. M.W.Skt. Diet.p.860, col.i.
7. cf.Ta.Lex.p.340,ii. 8. 176,11.9,10. 9. i,p.399.
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the poem to Avur Mulankilar, it would make Kariyati a
contemporary of the Col^a Kulamurrattu tturiciya Kil#i Valavan
and the Pantiya Ilavantikaippalli ttudciya Nanmaran, Both are
praised hy this poet.1
Pan^iyan Kiredcattan is the twenty-third chief to he
-praised in Puram. according to the colophons. He is the hero of
poem 178 hy Avur Mulankilar. A variant reading of the colophon
gives the name as Pantikkutiraiccakkaiyan

2

hut hoth UVS and the

TSS editor prefer the first reading. The latter suggests“ that
Kiraii- which must give kiran in isolation despite the place of
the final nasal was the name of Cattan/s father. The name C§ttan
4
appears in the poem itself,and hoth Cattan and his father were
vassals of the Pantiyar, as the TSS editor notes.

This Cattan

does not appear elsewhere in the anthologies or Pattuppattu.
^
» 5
Vai^ane^untattanar s sole extant poem is Puram.179, in
praise of Nalaiki^ava’nakan, whose name is attested hy the poem
itself. Therein it is further stated that Nakan was a warrior
of the Pantiya allegiance. The name of the Pantiya overlord is
not given, hut the epithet

Ti

Tiruvil nunpdn

perhaps connects

him with Pacumpu^pairkiyan, whose name appears in a number of
7
places in these poems, and who is identified hy Pillai with at
Q
least two of the Pantiyar x)raise<3- in Puram. The TSS editor
9
identifies Nalai with Nalur, near Aruppukkottai in Pan^ina^u.
Irntur kilan Toyanmaran is praised in Puram. 180.1(^ It
1. 38,40,196; v.s. pp.122,3^ 2. UVS p.286 fn. 3. i,p.402.
4. 178,1.5. 5. v. r. Va^amanetunattanar, UVS p.287 fn. 6. 179,l.E
7. e.g. Akam. 253,1. 6. 8. CET Tah.& pp.120-5* v.s. pp.160,161.
9. i,p.403. He quotes ARE 513 of 1921. Aruppukkottai: see Map,
p. xv.
10. v. r. Irntur kilan Koyaman, UVS p.289,*fn. Both he &
TSS adopt the other reading, yet the TSS heads poem fKoyaman.1

is clear from the poem itself^ that the place was called frntai

at that time. When the colophons were written, Irntur was the
form in use,

just as Urantai of the poems was later known as

2 -

Uraiyur*

Irntaiyon is the only form of address to this chief
3
used in this poem,
and Irntai, like Nalai, is mentioned

nowhere else in Sangam literature.
Similarly, Valaar is mentioned but once in these poems,
4
in Puram.181, which is hy Conat^u Mukaiyalur Ccirukaruntumpiysr
according to the colophon. Therein, the name of the village
appears as Vallar. The hero of the poem is Vallar kilan Pannan,
and the name Pannan is mentioned in the poem itself.

5

Poem 181 is the last of the main group of Puram. poems
in praise of minor chieftains. As seen, all poems numbered from
87 to 181 laud 26 such persons, in whose praise are other
verses scattered through the remainder of this anthology.
Twenty further chieftains are commemorated in Puram. since one
has already been noticed in discussing Atanunkan,

Of the

twenty, Viccikko was mentioned when considering Ilaviccikko,

7

and Veliman when discussing Ilaveliman.^

Puram. 185, a reflection upon kingship, is attributed in
its colophon to Tontaiman Ilantiraiyan. It unfortunately adds
nothing to the meagre information in Sangam literature about
Tontaiman.

The full name as given in this colophon is not

attested in any poem, but appears in the colophon to Perumpan.
9
as the patron of that poem.
The two important elements in the
1. 1.7.
2. cf. cols, to 45,47,220.
3. The TSS editor says this
place is the mod. Iilcur in KflnKuna^u. 4. 1.6.
5. ibid.
6 v. s. p. 245. 7. v. s. p. 227. 8. v. s. p. 233. 9. Pattu.UVS p. 192.
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name appear to be Ton^ai and Tirai. Tontai means Coccinea indica
(Cucurbitsceae), a hedge creeper, and tirai is the common word
for wave. The Tontaiyar were the tribe ~r its rulers who had
Coccinea as their emblem. As such, they are mentioned thrice in
1
this literature. 1 Ilantiraiyan is callec Scion of the Ton^aiyal?
in Perumpan. ° and in Akam. it is stated that Venka^am belonged
3
to the Tontaiyar. Tiraiyan, in the singular only, appears
4
thrice; once in Perumpa$. , where doubtless it refers to the
patron of that poem Ilantiraiyan, and twice in Akam., wherein
g
the town of Pavattiri is stated t© belong to Tiraiyan and
6
Venka^am is stated to be his. Whether the authors of the
Akam. poems refer specifically to Ilantiraiyan cannot be
ascertained by means of available evidence. The two elements
Tontai and Tirai have been linked in the legend of the Naga
woman’s child by a Col.8-

Nakapattinam being washed

ashore by the sea, a tontai creeper tied around his waist as
7
a means of identification.
Vithianendan is doubtless correct in suggesting that
the real origin of the nrme Tontaiyar lies in the emblematic
0

use of a creeper,

just as bauhinia was the Col^a emblem.

There seems n© reason to doubt that it was this
creeper emblem belonging t© the rulers ©f the area between the
Cola country and Venka^am that was the origin ©f the name
Pallava as applied t® the dynasty which, whatever its ©rigin,
1. Kurun. 260,1. 6; Akam. 213,1.1; PerumpSn* 1*454. 2. PerumpEn*.^i
ibid. 3. Akam.215,11.1-3. 4. 1.37. 5. Akam.340,11.6,7.
o. Akam. 85,1.9. 7. Manimekalai; retold by Nacc. in his comm, on
Perumpan.,1.31, UVS edn.p. 153. For transl. of Nacc. version,
see The*P, p.73. 8. Ibid., p.74.
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occupied the same area at a later period. That this was felt
at the time of the Pallavas is shown by the epithet ’Tontaiy
antar (ventan)* heing applied to Mahendravarman,1 and by
Cuntaramurtti NSyanar and Tirumankaiy Alvar referring to the
Pallavas of their day as *Ton^8iman, *

*Toiy£aiyar kon* and

*Ton^ai mannavan.f The use of the element Tirai, wave, survived
in Pallava times also. In the Kacakkati plates of Nandivarman
Pallavamalla is mentioned a tank called Tiraiyaneri in the
4
Tamil portion and Tiralaya tataka in the Sanskrit portion.
Iruhkovel is addressed in Puram. 201 and 202, state
the colophons. Both poems are “by Kapilar, and the colophons say
that he composed them when he took Pari *s daughters to this
5
chief. Both the poems make this quite clear:
"If you should ask who these people are, they are the
daughters of Pari of the huge steeds, the lord of Parampu where
there is the bejewelled elejjhant. Famous was he. His chariot
was bedecked with jessamine, and he was gracious to all, from
whichever village they came. I am father and companion to them,
and so they are my daughters also. I, a brahman poet, have
brought them here. You are the Vel, descended from the fortynine Velir who, with great liberality, ruled Tuvarai whose walls
shone like the metal vessel in the sacrificial pit of the
northern sage. 0 great IrunkoJ Your elephant is garlanded and
you are mighty in war.’ 0 tiger-slayer of the well woven chaplet.*
1. Talavanur Gave inscr., El.XII p.225; cf. C.Minakshi: Pallavas
p. 12. 2. Va^a Tirumullaivayil: v.10. 3. Periyatirumoli 118.10.
1 & V8.9.1; cf. Vithianandan, THe P, p.74 fn. 4. SII II, part
3, pp.351 ff; cf. C.Minakshi, ibid., p.95. 5. v.s. p.211.
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You are liberal to bards who are worthy. Please accept these
children whom I am offering to you. " 1
This poem contains the clearest statement regarding
Kapilar and his wards, and in it, Kapilar is considerably less
vague than he is in the other poems he wrote after Pari’s death
about the role he was thereafter to play.

2

It is assumed that he

was offering Pari’s daughters in marriage to Irufikovel, though
3
there is no direct evidence for this save in other colophons.
There is even less evidence for S. K. Aiyangarfs remark that:
"The poet Kapilar ... appealed to the chieftain to
accept for his spouse one of the daughters of his friend, the
patron Pari, who died before marrying off the girl suitably."

4

The daughters are always spoken of in the plural, and
nowhere do we read that any attempt was made to marry them
singly. Aiyangar is perhaps influenced by modern notions of
monogamy.
The TSS editor points out the remarkable similarity
between certain traditions mentioned in this poem and accounts
5
of the legendary origin of the Hoysala kings of Mysore. There is
the mention of the northern sage, mention of Tuvarai,
7
title fTiger-slayer’ as aoplied to the Vel.

and the

The name Hoysala is traditionally stated to have

its

8

origin in an injunction on the part of an ascetic to a chief
called Sala to kill a tiger that was about to molest him. This
is said to have occurred in Sasakapura, where the sage was about

1. 201,11.1-16. 2. v.s. pp.210-211 & Puram. 112-120,236.
3. Cols.200-202 & TSS ed.,i^p. 256. 4. HCIP V,p.226. 5. ii,pp.3,4.
6. 201,1.10. 7. 1.15. 8. ’Hoy, Sals’; Ka. hoyyu, smite; cp. Ta.
poytal, fell, smite.
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to sacrifice t® Devi Vasantika. The Hoysalas claimed descent
from the Yadavas.'1’
Tuvarai is given as Tuvarapati in the old commentary

o

on Pu£am. 201, and both words may be connected with Skt. DvaravatT
another name for Krona’s capital Dvaraka, after which was named
the Hoysala capital Dvarasamudra. It is clear, then, that
Kapilar was attributing to Irunkovel's forty-nine Velir
ancestors the rule of a town named after Dvaraka, as was Dvarasamudra, and that he was indirectly claiming Yadava kinship for
Irunkovel also.
As in the case of the Hoysalas, a town so named is
stated to have been ruled by someone called Tiger-slayer, and
the origins of this have nothing t© da with Kr^na or Dvaraka.
There is no evidence that 1Pulikatimalf in the Tamil sources

is

more than a mere title, as was Hoysala in the case of the Mysore
1. EC V(l902) p.317, Arsikere Taluq 71: ”... tanagatam namnanagal
Salanrpanavanam nodi samrajyamam malpen enuttam mohadindem
Sasakapurada Vasantikadeviyam punyanidhanarn yuktapujaparikaravidhiyim ni^calam sadhipannam. adan ettam vighnamam madura bage
mige £arddulan akaradim payvudum agal yogi i M m ' p o y Sala* yene
subha^am niscalam bettadim poyvudum ayt1apoysalankam Yadunrparole
deviprasadodbheva £rlviditam sardduladol kudida sele piridum
cihmam andindam ittal. "

2. UVS p.314.

cp. EC ibid.,p. 221 Belur Taluq 171.

3. Puram.201,1.15, 202,1.10.
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rulers. There is no evidence that it was Iruhkovel who slew the
tiger as S.K.Aiyangar asserts.1
The two possibilities would seem to he either that a
legend ahout a prince slaying a tiger that was menacing a sage
was appropriated for their legendary ancestor hy hoth the Tamil
Velir and the Hoyselas, or that the latter had somehow heard of
such a story current in Tamil areas contiguous to them, and
had credited their own ancestor with such a feat.
The importance of this poem lies in the fact that it
carries back to an earlier period in time than that of the
KannaqLa sources the story of a prince who slew 8 tiger and who
was connected with a place named after Dvaraka.
The fact that Iruhkovel is addressed as the descendant
of forty-nine Velir who ruled Tuvarai is no evidence for the
statement of S.K.Aiyangar that: "Irungo Vel of Araiyem ... came
o
forty-eight, generations after the Mahahharata War. "
Kapilar does not say that Iruhkovel was the forty-ninth
or fiftieth such Vel, nor that the forty-nine followed one after
the other and were not collateral. Nor does he say that Tuvarai
was itself Dvaraka, and that the first of the forty-nine chiefs
r'

ruled in Dvaraka at the time of the Mahahharata War.
A different question, one impossible to answer in the
present state of knowledge is whether the Tamil Tuvarai was the
same place as Dvarasamudra in Mysore.

If this were so, it could

he suggested that the Hoysalas and Iruhkovel had a common origin.
1. HCIP V,p.226. 2. HGIP ihid., contra TSS ed. ii,p.1.
3. A$ the. TSS ed- suggests, ii,p. 1, following UVS p. 313,fn.

25 7

It is hardly likely that Iruhkovel himself ruled in Mysore as
S.K.Aiyangar implies.1
One would like to see more evidence for statements
such as that of the TSS editor to the effect

that the Velir

came from Belgaum, which he connects with Velakatti, in the
Q-anga country, and travelled through the Konkuna^u "before
2

reaching the area of the modern Putuko^ai, where they settled.

That they occupied a mountainous area at the time of Kapilar is
clear from Puram.201, wherein Kapilar also addresses the chief
as "Lord of the high, inaccessible mountains whioh produce
gold. ff 5 The TSS editor quotes the Imperial Gazetteer for
Coimbatore as stating that the Ko^aikkSnal Hills were called
Ponpa^umalvarai.

4

This is hardly evidence in support of the

mountains mentioned as gold-bearing in Puram.201 being the
Ko^aikkanal Hills, but it is 8 location conveniently close to
Putukot'Jai, where the descendants of Iruhkovel who were later
called Irukkuve^ir lived in the region of Ko^umpalur.
Kapilar seems to have had little success in his efforts
to bestow Parifs daughters upon Iruhkovel, either as wards or
in marriage, for in Puram.202, he sounds a note of despair
and warning. A chief, wise like Iruhkovel, despised the word of
the poet Kalaattalai snd, as a result, his town of Araiyam
which was divided into two parts, was destroyed. Pari1s
daughters were of Evvi's family, and since Iruhkovel was making
Fj
light of Kapilar1s plea, he was going to leave.
1. HCIP ibid. 2. cf. ii,p.4. 3. "Aruntirar ponpatu malvarai
kkilava" 11.17,18. 4. ii,p.l. 5. cf. 202,11. 6-17. *
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Only the chief being addressed as ’Pulikatimal’^
connects this poem’s subject with that of 201. Who the chief of
Araiyam who despised Kalattalaiyar was cannot now be ascertained.
There is no reason to doubt the old commentary when it states
2
3
that that poet was meant; six of his poems are extant in Puram.
None of these fits the present context, not even the three of
4
which the colophons give no information as to their hero. That
more was known regarding Araiyam at the time the old commentary
was written is suggested by the fact that therein it is stated
that the two parts of Araiyam were called Cirr*araiyam and
Peraraiyam.5 The name Araiyam, perhaps connected with the Skt.
6
rajan, does not appear elsewhere in Sangam literature. It must
be noted, however, that in commenting upon the poem’s mention of
7
Pterocarpus flowering upon the mountain, it is stated that the
trees were flowering on Araimalai.^ This was possibly the place
where Araiyam was situated, and the allusion may have been
intentional on Kapilar’s part. A strain of sarcasm is present in
the poem, as for example when Kapilar says he hopes the chief’s
9
spear will be victorious.
The thirtieth chief to find praise in Puram. is called
Ka^iya’netuvetl^uvan in the colophon to Puram. 205, and the poet’s
name is given as Peruntalaiccattanar.
The name Vel^uvan is attested by the poem itself,

10

in

which he is also praised as lord of Ko^ai.11 Interpreted by the
I. 202,1.10. 2. Comm.UVS p.316. 3. vv.62,65,368,270,288,289.
4. i.e. vv. 270,288,289. 5. UVS ibid. 6. cf. araiyan, <r§jan.
7. 202,11.17,18: "a-Jukatt’ arumpara malarnta keruhkal vefikai".
8. UVS p.314. 9. 202,1.17; cf. TSS edn.ii,p.7. 10. 205,1.9.
II. 205, 1.6.
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old commentary as Kotaimalai,^ this is doubtless the modern
Kotaikkanal area of the Palani Hills. Kotai is only once
mentioned elsewhere in these poems, in Akam*13, also a poem by
Peruntalaiccattanar. It is to be noted that this poet has also
2
3
lauded Kumanan, who ruled Mutiram, a northern spur of the same
range of mountains. The actual place of Vettuvan, Katiyam, is
only mentioned in the colophon, and does not occur in any
4
anthology poem. As the TSS editor remarks, it was the home ©f a
later writer, Ka^iya’namiiyar, whose work is quoted in Nacc.fs
g
commentary on Tolkappiyam, Porulatikaram.
Mttvan is the subject of poem 209, by the same poet.
Neither the name Muvan nor any place or event is commemorated in
the poem itself, so there is but the authority of the colophon
for saying that Muvan is the subject. All that is known about
Muvan is given by PoykaiySr in Narrinai 18:
"Poraiyan who possesses the conquering army and

victorious spear and who rules Tonti where there are fair forests
pulled out the thorn-sharp teeth of the defeated Muvan and
a*

decorated the town gate with them. M
P.N.Aiyar, the commentator on Nar., was of the opinion
that

7

the Poraiyan in question was Kanaikkal Irumporai, but there

is no proof for this surmise. As it stands, the text could refer
to any of the Irumporais who ruled Tonti, and Poyksiyar in
g
Puram.48 praises Kokkotai Marpan as lord of Tonti. This makes it

1. UVS p. 320. 2. In Puram.164,165. 3. Puram.158,163; v.s. p.23G
4. TSS ii,p.13. 5. Ceyyul.TSS edn. ,iii,p. 332. 6. Nar.18,11.2-5.
7. Nar. TSS^edn. ,p. 23 (P.N.Aiyar, 1862-1914). 8. Puram. 48,1.4 : .
’’Kanal antonti" is the identical phrase Poykaiyar uses of Tonti
in Nar.18,1*4. v.s.Chap.IV pp.188 fn.4, 192 & 197.
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possible that it was he who treated Iviuvan in this barbarous
fashion.
Vel Evvi is praised in Puram. 253 and 234 according to
the colophons, the author being given as Vellerukkilaiyar. These
two verses represent the sole extant work ©f this poet, of whom
only a phrase-name, based on a line no longer extant that tells
of Vellerukku, the white Calotropis, is known."1"

2

«

The name Evvi is attested only by 233 , a poem telling
of the lack of peace of mind that afflicted the poet on hearing
w

that Vel Evvi had been wounded in battle. lie hopes that the
news will prove as false as the gold cakra of Akutai, that was
said to render him invincible.

3 Further information about Evvi
v

is to be found in Akam. and Kurun. , and it has already been seen
that he was defeated by Netutfceliyan.^ The TSS editor of Akam.
is of the opinion that

this was the battle of Arimanavayil

Urattur, which is mentioned in Akam. 266, wherein Faranar tells
of the haughtiness of Evvi, lord of Ni^ur, put down by his foes
whose ornaments were of gold.0 Nitur, in Tanjore District, is
not far from Milalai, which belonged to Evvi as already seen.

7

"Which of these places was his chief town it is impossible to say.
The order of clauses in Akam. 126 suggests that Evvi
was the father of Titiyan, and not even the commentary suggests
w

that Anni fought botn Titiyan and Evvi:
"Payankelu vaippir palvel Evvi

1. Erukku, Skt. arka, Calotropis gigantea (Asclepiadaceae).
2. 1.6.
3. Identified with Ahtai of Akam.76 & 113 by UVS.
Ruled over ’Kutal by the seaf ait Puram. 347,11,5, 6. =? Cuddalore,
Destroyed by Nannan. 4. Puram. 24,11.18,19. v. s. jp. 159. 5. ii,
p. 263. 6. Akam. 266,11.10-14.
7. Puram.24; v.s. p.159.
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nayam puri nanmoliy a^akkavum a t a n k a n
gonninar narumpalar ppunnai vehki
Ttitiyanotu poruta Anni pola ...” ^’
”Like Anni fighting with Titiyan whose golden-flowered
Punnai tree

p

shamed gold, who kept in check his senses, who

spoke righteously (and who was son of) Kvvi of the many spears
tf5
and rich villages.
v

It is suggested that ’palvel Evvi’ has the function of
a genitive though nominative in farm. Such a coatruction is
common in these collections.

4

Nampi Ne^uriceliyan is the subject of Puram. 239. The
poet is given as Pereyil Muruvalar. As the TSS editor remarks,
it wag the custom for petty chiefs and commanders of the Cola,
Pani^iya and Ceral armies to take the names of their overlords.
The Pantiya thus commemorated here would therefore have been
Ne^udceliyan .° There is no means of confirming this for the poem
mentions neither name nor place connected with the Pantiyas or
their armies. This poem is in the Vadci metre, and the deeds of
Nampi are enumerated in the fashion of a litany:
”He clasped the arms of girls who wear banglee, he
garlanded himself with flowers from young trees and smeared
himself with cool fragrant sandal. He prevented the onrush of
the foe, he spoke up for his friends. He acknowledged no-one as
his peer, he belittled no-one. He did not beg from anyone, and
to those who begged he did not refuse anything. He fostered the

1. Akam.126,11.13-16.
2. Calophyllum inophyllum, Ta.Lex.
4. cp. ’Nannan nanna^tu’, Nar. 391,1.6; ’Anni kurukkal
Akam.145,1.11. 3. Kurukkai is given as the site of battle, Akam. 4£

5. ii,p.85.

king’s renown at court. He opposed an invading army, he did not
trouble to chase out a retreating foe. At a thought could he
urge on the swift steeds, he drove his chariot upon many a long
road. He rode a huge elephant. He handed round the flowing howl
of mead. He assuaged the hunger of hards, his speech knew no
guile. Since all his actions were such, let him with his sword
strike or spare my head, come what may.’ ,f 1
The TSS editor reads into this rather straightforward
poem an exposition of the puru§arthas, dharma, artha and kama.

2

Ollaiyur kilan makan Perudcattan is the hero of Puram.
verses 242 and 243, and the latter is the sole extant poem of
w

To^ittalai Vilattan^inar. The TSS editor says that Ollaiyur was
near the modern putuko^ai.

It will he recalled that Puta3
ppani^iyan is stated to have captured it. It is mentioned only
once in this literature, in

Puram. 242, a lamentfor Cattan:^

"Young warriors will not garland themselves, young girls
will not cull flowers. The hard will not hedeck his curved harp
with blossoms, the singer will wear no ornaments. Since Cattan
of the conquering spear, whose valour was manifest to all, has
heen killed in battle, will

even you, 0 jessamine flower, open

in his land of Ollaiyur?" 5
After Puram.247, there are only three verses of which

0
the hero is given in the accompanying colophon

until the poem

numbered 359, and thereafter all poems save 361 to 366 are
accompanied by colophons wherein the patrons are mentioned. The
1. Puram. 239.
2. ii,p.87.
3. Col. to 71; v.s.Chap. IV,p.170.
4. 1.6.
5. 242.
6. And 355, in the text of which Ka^uman Kil^
is mentioned.
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©Id commentary is not extant for any poem after Puram.266.

1

Antuvan Kiran is the subject of Puram.359 according to
its colophon, and Kavat^anar

2

is given as the poet. The poem is

without special importance, and gives neither the name of its
hero nor any definite information about him. Antuvan Kiran is
not mentioned elsewhere in Sangam literature.
The sole extant poem by Cankavarunar ennum Nakaraiyar
is poem 360, in praise ©f Tantumaran. This name is not attested
by the poem itself. The TSS editor surmises that he was a fief
of the Pan^iyar. 3
Oyman Villiyatan is the hero of poem 379, and the poet
is given as Purattinai Nannakanar. It has already been observed
4
that a variant reading of the colophon to Puram. 376 makes this
chief, rather than Nalliyakkotan, the hero ©f that poem alsoThe name Oyman has been discussed in connexion with Nalliya-

5

kk©tan.c Pu£am.379 states that Villiyatrn was the ruler of
Ilankaif and there is no reason to suppose that he and Nalliya
kkotan were not closely related, especially since the same poet
lauded both of them.
Karumpanurkilan is the hero ©f Puram.381 and 384 which,
the colophons state, were also by Purattinai Nannakanar. These
five poems
'}

7

are his sole extant work.

Like Nalliyakkotan, Karumpanur kilan1s lands were in
Tontaimantalam, and were near Venkatam, as is clear from 381.8
1. vide UVS Intro.,p.12.
2. v.r. Kavitt^nar, TSS ii,p.317.
3. ii,p.319.
4. v.s. p. 248,fn.4. 5. v.s. pp. 248-9. tiv. s. p.249.
7. viz., vv.176,376,379,381,384.
8. 381,1.22.
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The TSS editor says that Karumpanur is the modern Karumpur
which is near Tiruppati.1
The name of the hero is given in hoth poems as
Karumpanuran.

One wcnders whether this means ’he who belongs to

Karumpanur’ which is the sense in which the colophon writer took

it, or whether the poet meant ’Karumpan, the lord of the village,’
’uran’ being in apposition to ’Karumpan. ’ Karumpan would mean
a person belonging to Karumpu.

This word,

joined with ur,

village, would give Karumpur, which is the form by which the
village near Tiruppati is known today.

It is possible that the

colophon writer created the name by misconstruing Karumpanuran.
The fortieth chieftain to appear as the hero of a Puram.
poem is Aviyan, who is named in the text of the fragmentary 383.
The colophon is defective, giving only the information that the
tinai and turai are those of preceding verses, that is, patan
and Ka^ainilai, and that Marokkattu Nappacalaiyar composed the
poem. Aviyan is not mentioned elsewhere in Sangam literature,
and the poem is without other special interest.
The next chief to appear is Ampar kilan Aruvantai, the
hero of 385; the poet is Kalla^anar. That Ampar was on or near
7\

the Kavifi is clear from the poem itself:
"Kaviriy anaiyun talnir ppa^appai
nelvilai kalaniy Ampar kilavon
nail Aruvantai • •. " ^
Neither Aruvantai nor his village Ampar are mentioned
. .. — ...

....

. j.......

i .

.

1. ii,p.360.
2. 381,1.26; 384,1.10.
3. ’Karumpanur vanikan’ in
ARE 176 of 1932-3 could be explained in a similar way; fa trader
of Karumpan’s village.’ 4. 1.24.
5. 385,11.8-10.
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elsewhere in Sangam literature* Tivakaram, possibly basing
1
itself on this verse, mentions Ampar and the chief Aruvantai.
The poet prays that the chief may live for more years
than the number of raindrops that fall upon Venkatam, ruled by
Pulli. That a chief called Pulli ruled Venkatam at one time is

o

averred both by Kallatanar in this poem and in Akam. ~ and by
n.

a

Mamulanar.'' Mamulanar also saye that

the people who dwell on

Pulli!s mountain are Vatukar and speak a different language.
This is clearly a reference to a language in an area conti uous
to that of Tamil, perhaps a forerunner of Telugu.
Poraiyarrukkilan is lauded in Puram.591 by Kalla^an£r.

The poem is a pragasti and the poet mentions neither the chieffs
name nor Poraiygru.° Ke says he has come as a suppliant t© the
chief after a hard time travelling in the country to the north

g
of Venkatam.
The subject of Puram. 3 9 4 is Coliyav Enati Tirukkuttuvan
As the TSS editor remarks,

7

this commander ©f the Cola army

may have been connected v/ith the Ceralar, either by family or
service, since he bore the name Kut^uvan. This element of his

g
name alone is attested by the poem,c and there is nothing in it

to connect him specifically with the Colas. He is stated to have
owned Venku^ai, a place mentioned nowhere else in these poems
identified by the TSS editor^ with Venkoti near Palakka^u.
One wonders whether the colophon writer assumed that
1. Tiv., ait TSS ed. ii,p.405. He further says that epigraphicel
evidence speaks of Amoararuvantei; ARE 175 of 1927-8.
2. Akam.83,209.
3. Akam.61,393.
4. Akam.295,11.13-17.
5. Identified by TSS ed. w Purantai of Akam.100.
6. 391,11.7,8.
7. ii,p.439.
8. 394,1.3.
9. ii,p.439.
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Kuttuvan was in the service of the Colas since the author of
594 wrote several poems connected with the Colas. 1 It is possible
that Kuttuvan, whose village seems to have heen in the west
country, was unconnected with the Colas and may have heen a
Ceral fief.
Maturai Nakklrar has written the poem in Vaiici metre
numbered 395 in Puram. ; the her© is Colanattu Ppitavur kil_an
m akan

Peruiicattan. Both the name of the place Pitavur and

Cattan* s name are attested

by

this poem, though not the statement

of the colophon that *PeruilcSttan (was) the son of Pitavur* s
lord:*

"To the east of Urantai which belonged to Tittan whose

tiny-eyed elephant was hard to capture lies Pitavur belonging
o
to the liberal Venman, the virtuous CSttan." c This passage
makes it clear that Cattan belonged to the Velir. This poem,
which is fragmentary, is wathout other special interest. 0
Mahkuti Kilar is given as

the author of poem 396, a

fragmentary verse praising Vatt'arr* Eliniyatan, whose namet is
4
attested in it. Neither the chief not* Vatt1aru are mentioned
o •

—

elsewhere in Sangam literature, and there is no means of
gathering from internal evidence who this hero was. The Kocar
are mentioned as being addicted to toddy drinking.*'
The forty-seventh and last chief to appear in Puram. as
the hero t® whom a poem is dedicated is given as Taman Tonrikkon
in the colophon accompanying the fragmentary Puram.399, and
Aiyur Mutavanar is given as the author.
1. Puram. 61,167,197; but 54 is on Kuttuvan Kotai; v.s. p.195.
2. 395,11.18-21. 3. Pitavujb is not mentioned elsewhere in
Sangam Lit. 4. 396,1.13. 5. 11.7,8.
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Neither the name of this person nor the place in which
he ruled are mentioned in the poem. The TSS editor states^ that
Tonri was the name of a mountain, hut he does not suggest where
it was, nor is it mentioned elsewhere in Sangam Literature. The
sole interest of Puram.399 lies in the fact that in it Aiyur
Mu^avanar expresses his unwillingness to praise anyone or to
visit anyone save "Killi Valavan of undying fame, the lord of
the Kaviri.

This suggests that Aiydr Mu^avanar may have

composed other poems on Kulamurrattu tturiciya Killi Valavan
3
besides his Puram.228 which has come down to us.
This concludes a survey of those poems in Purananuru
which, according to their colophons, laud minor chieftainfi. It
has been seen that a number of these, such as Arfci and Pari,
must have been as famous and perhaps as powerful as some of the
Muventsr. Many of these chieftains are attested in other
anthologies. On the other hand, some chiefs praised in Puram.
are not mentioned in other anthologies at ell, and in many cases
there is no way of* knowing when they lived save by linking them
in time to the period of the poet or poets who sang about them.
Many of the chieftains, such as Pittankorran, form a valuable
link to connect in time one or other of the Cola, Pantiya or
Ceral kings.
A striking feature is the extent to which the names of
minor chieftains appear in the poems about them when contrasted
with those in praise of the Mdventar, in many of which the names
of their heroes do not appear at all. In over half of the poems
1. ii,p. 463.

2. 399,11.12,13.

3. v. s. Chap.IVp.125
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praising chiefs their names appear; names are present in 79 out
of 141 poems. But out of the 138 poems in praise of Muventar,
the kings’ names appear in 45 poems, or in less than a third of
the total number. Of the Muventar, only the P&ntiyar are named
in a comparable proportion of the poems lauding them; they are
named in 16 out of the 37 poems devoted to them, or slightly
less than half. The Colar are only named in 20 ©ut of the 74
poems honouring them, snd the Ceralar in nine of the 27 poems
that praise them. It may be suggested that it would have been
thought disrespectful t© refer by name to kings, while it was
permissible to do so in the case of chiefs and lesser persons.
The final group of Purananuru poems to be considered
consists of those with defective colophons, or those the cols,
to which omit the name of the hero. 1 Two with defective cols,
have already been noted, as a chief1s name appears in the text
of each. 2
There are 121 of these poems. The bulk of them occurs
after Puram.248, since there are only ten such poems prior to
this. 1 Colophons to eleven of these poems 3 are so defective that
not even the names of the poets wh© composed them can be
deciphered. One poem, Puram.86, is stated to be ’the song of the

foster-mother’, Kavarpen^in pattu. Whether or not this represents
an actual name or pseudonym of a poetess cannot be ascertained,
and the poem may therefore be treated as anonymous.
This leaves 109 poems of which the authors’ names are

1. See Table of Contents of Puram.? supra, Chap.Ill suppl.pp.91 i
2. 355 (Ka^uman Killi),383 (Aviyan)^ v.s. pp.237 & 264.
I
3. vv.244,856,257,2o3,297,307,323,327,328,533,339 (& 356, v.fn.
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1
given. This group of poems is the work of 81 poets.
28 or possibly 29
literature.

2

Of thes$,

poets are represented nowhere else in Sangam

21 further poets have no other poem in Puram. save

the one in this group; another poet, Kayamanar, has two poems in
this group and none elsewhere in Puram. These 22 poets have
verses included in other anthologies. Five poets have more than
one poem in this group or are represented elsewhere in Puram.
hut do not figure in any other anthology.' The remaining 25
poets are represented elsewhere, both in Puram. and in other
anthologies. The total figure for this group of 121 poems does
not include Puram. 267 and 268, which are not found in any extant
4
MS, as already noted.
Only those poems that raise special
points of interest or difficulty will here be noted.
Poem 86 is described as Kavarpentin pattu, and the TSS
editor and the Samajam editors have taken this to be the name or
pseudonym of a poetess.^ But this verse represents the proud
thoughts a real,'-mother might easily have had about a warrior,
and the colophon may imply that the poem is the fsong of a
protective mother,* and may be anonymous:
"If you lean against the pillar of my little house and
ask the whereabouts of my son,
I reply fI cannot tell you.T
Behold, like a tiger's cavern of rock, the womb that
bore him.1 You will find him on the field of war. 1
1. See Table, supra,pp.91ff.
2. Depending on whether the
1.. .Kotamanar' of the col. to 366 refers to the author of
Patirru. decade III, Palaikkautamanar, as suggested by Samajam.
3. The authors of vv. 251, 265, 283, 287, 299.
4. v. s. Chap. 11/1,
p.102.
5. TSS i,p.213. Samajam edn.,p.534.
6. Kaval, refuge.
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The group of seven poems commencing with Puram.186 are,
as their tinai and turai suggest,x poems of moralistic

advice,

and poem 192, ascribed in its colophon to Kaniyan Punkunran,

2

may fairly be taken as an example:
"All villages ?re mine and everyone my friend; I receive
wrongdoing as though it were good, and d© not pay it back. Pain
and relief from pain are as one. To die is not new, while not to
rejoice because life is sweet is absurd. Poor is the mind that
holds it wrong to seek after something. The cool drops of rain
that fall with the lightning's flash are not the same as it is.
Like the waters of the stream that rushes among rocks is sweet
life, set down on the pre-ordained path. Since this has clearly
been foreseen by the wise, it is foolish to extol the greatness
of the great or t© censure the lowly."
This often-quoted poem has been taken as evidence tnat
tne Tamils did not practise caste exclusiveness. While this may
be overstating the case, it may certainly owe something to Jaina
and Buddhist reaction against brahmanical ideas. At the same

time it embodies a distinctly positive attitude to life.
Puram.195 contains a reference to Yama, armed with the
axe, who comes to bind the dead.

This passage provides another

instance of the use of ’oruvan’ in the sense of 'the‘one* rather
4
than the more usual sense of 'someone^'
"When the cruel one armed with the axe comes to bind you
The colophon^ to Puram. 186 and the six ensuing moral
1. Potuviyal, Porunmolikkadci. 2. Also author of Nar. 226(p§lai)3. 195,11.4,5.
4. cp. Puram.95,1.6 , wherein Siva is referred to
as 'Nllamanimi^arr'oruvan.' 5. 'Kanicci kkurmpa^ai.••oruvan.. ’
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poems and to 199 are n©t defective, and the poems do not seem

to have "been considered as heing addressed to any particular
patron. The next group of poems may have heen addressed to

heroes, hut that part of their colophons relating to the patron
addressed is defective. But the tinai and turai aref given.
These are the poems that occur between Puram.244 and 288, and
between 290 and 358, at intervals.

1

There are numerous variant readings for the author of
poem 249, Tumpicokinanar heing that preferred by UVS; the TSS
edition has Tumpaicokinanar.
that

2

The TSS editor is of the opinion

Tumpai was the modern Tumpaiyur in Ton^aiman^alam. He does

not state whether Tumpaicokinanar is an actual MS reading or a
surmise based on Tumpicokinanar.
The poet Marippittiyar twice uses the word catai in
the sense of an ordinary mortal’s matted hair, in Puram.251 and
252,4 and it is striking that in the latter poem he compares

5
ca^ai to fronds of the Tillai tree." In later Tamil, Tillai
*

came to be synonymous with Gidambaram, the shrine of Siva as
Na^araja, which was said originally to have stood in c grove of
Excoecaria trees. Catai, even in Puram. itself,

is used of tne

matted hair of aiva, and tne word is used largely in this sense
in later Tamil. One wonders whether the cult of £iva of the
matted locks was already connected with the Tillai tree at the
time.Marippittiyar wrote, and suggested the simile to him.
1. See Table of Contents,pp.98ff; the col.to 289 is defective as
to tinai & turai. 2. Sanmjam groups under Tumpicerkiranar 249
& iiurun. 61 (v. r. ,id. ,Tumpicokinanar) ,Kurun. 315(v. r. ,Tumpicerkiran
Maturai Velattan),Kurun.316 (Tumpicerkiran),Kurun. 320(id.,TumpicertIran,Tumpimocikiran),Kurun.392(v. r. as 249J& Nar.277(Tumpicer
3. ii,p.103. 4. 1.7*252,1.2. 5. Excoecaria agallocha. 6. cf.56.
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Puram.259 is ascribed in its colophon to Kotai patiya
Perumputanar, and is his only extant poem. His title doubtless

refers to some poem, no longer available, in which he sang of
Ko^ai or a chief of that mountain. 1 The tinai to this poem is
given as Karantai, and the turyii as Cerumalaital. Poetic themes
appropriate to Kafantai, basil, worn by warriors recovering
»
2
cattle stolen by wearers of Ve^ei, are listed in PPVM, but as

a separate tinai, karantai is not discussed by Tol., who mention
w

it in passing, under vetci.

3

w

The turai Cerumalaital, garlanding
4
in battle, corresponds to Pormalaital listed in PPVM as

descriptive of opposition to cattle-raiders garlanded with vetci
5
The old commentary quotes PPVM as authority on this point. The
colophon writer doubtless considered this tinai and turai most
suitable to describe the contents of the poem in which Perumputanar saluted a warrior. His poem may be taken as an example
of this group of verses concerning recovery of stolen cattle
and classified under karantai by the colophon writer*
"You have the anklets of a hero and a brightly gleaming
sword. Like a lowly woman possessed by Murukan1s frenzy you
leapt upon the herd of kine. You showed your mettle as you
7\

rushed onward, not heeding the strong bows of the warriors who
had hidden the cattle in the large forest made gloomy by leafy
trees. The herd, which included bulls, had gone away, and could
ry

not come back. "

1. cp.205; v.s. p.259. 2. Pa^alam II. 3. Tol.Porul.cu.60,1.14;
v.s.Chap. II,pp.43,60,61. 4. PPVM 11,25. 5. UVS p.281. 6 . viz.
vv.259-61,263-65; 260(Vetci),270. 7. 259. This & similar poems
are reminiscent of the myth of Indra freeing the cattle that are
symbolic of cloud or waters or dawn sunlight; cf.RV 11,12,3 &
1,11,5.
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This poem and Puram. 260 are quoted by Nacc. in his
commentary on Tolkappiyanar's tenth turai of Vetci,

"A peyarttu

ttarutalum, ,f recovery of stolen cattle,1 which he elaborates as:
''Recovery of cattle, whether stolen by petty chieftains or by
warriors living in the

forest." As noted in Chapter II,

o

poem

261 by Avur Mulankilar is also of special interest in considering
karantaittinai, for the poet says:
"Grieving in the absence of the king who had brought the
cattle back and garlanded himself according to tradition with
fragrant karantai fair as youthful breasts, whose memorial-stone
had been set up ..."
It is worth noting that, after enumerating the turai
concerning stealing and recovery of cattle, Tolkappiyanar, in
Porul. cuttiram 60, goes on to mention those relevant to the
finding of the king's memorial stone and the consecration of it.
While he quotes this passage in

4

connexion with karantai, Nacc.

does not do so in connexion with Tol. 's turais concerning the
memorial stone.^

g
Two poems,

the tinai for which is given as Nocci, follow

this group of karantai poems.

It has already been seen that

Nocci is not found as a tinai in Tol.Porul.Purattinai, but that
it forms the subject of Patalam V of PPVM.

7

Puram. 274 throws some light on the costume of warriors
which, states Uloccanar, consisted of:

1. Tol.Porul.60; Nacc.,TSS edn.i,pp.155-6. 2. p.61,fn.6.
5. 261,11.13-16. 4. 11.19ff. 5. vide TSS edn. i~pp. 155,157.
6 . vv.271, 272. 7. For transl. of Puram.272, v.s. Chap.II p.62.
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"A ‘blue belt, s garment fashioned out of flowers and a
headdress made of peacock feathers*” ^

It is difficult to imagine of what flowers the warriort

garment, a^ai, could have been fashioned, ©r that it could have
2
3
had much practical use. The word a^ai means any kind of garmen*
and the TSS editor has not attempted to elucidate its exact
meaning here. Perhaps the poet was referring t© the warrior’s
garland, though a^ai in this sense would be unusual.
Maturai Kallir Ka^aiyattan Vennakanar is credited with
a rather graphic poem about a drunken hero:
"Because his foe wh© owned the tiny-eyed elephant is
dead, he is singing away about toddy, singing away about toddy.
He will

lie in a stupor all day long in an unswept courtyard

full of

rubbish.* He is my lord and I his minstrel. He sheathed

his ancient sword yesterday as he entertained those who came to
feast with him. Here.’ Take this curved black harp as a pawn,
and do not think he will be stingy.* Put some fine ornaments on
that songstress of yours; she’s as slender as a creeper. If you
want the joys of toddy and of moneysuch as I’ve received, go
to him,

and when you’re flushed come back again.’ " 4
The tinai for this poem is given as vakai, and the

turai as Vallaipiullai. Vakai covers praise of a hero at any
stage of the battle, and the turai Vallanmullai is explained by
- 5 as the excitement of the many virtues by praise
Aiyanaritanar
of someone or his family.’ Vennakanar has perhaps executed this

1. Puram. 274,11.1,2. 2. One is reminded of featherwork raiment
worn by Nahua warriors in Mexico; the feathers were stitched on1
cloth backing. 3. cf. Ta.Lex.p.220,i. 4. Puram.316. 5. PPVM v.1'
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in an unusual way in this poem.
The TSS editor explains*^ the name of this poet as
Vennakanar who lived in Maturai, son of Ka^aiyattan ®f Kallil.
2
He states that Kallil was a village in Tontaimantalam . This
interpretation would seem to he forced, in view of the order of
the words making up the name, wherehy the element Maturai seems
to qualify all of what follows it, or at least the element next
to it, Kallil, rather than the element at the end. It would,
therefore, serve to distinguish this Kallil from the one in
Tontaimantalam. The whole name would mean Vennakanar,

(son of)

Kataiyattan of Kallil near Maturai. Vennakanar is known hy one
other poem only.3
Virai Veliyanar is given as the author of Puram. 520,
his sole extant poem. The poem is without special interest. But,
as the TSS editor points out,

4

this poet may have heen the fathe

of Virai Veliyan Tittanar, the author of Akam.188.

5 This in turn

raises the question of whether this latter poet was the same as
Virai Venman Veliyan Tittan, the Vel chief of Virai mentioned in

g
Narrinai.

w

Veliyan,

Pillai considered him to he the father of Tittan

7

whom he identified with Golan Porvaikkopperunarkilli.

fi

Alattur Kilar is given as the author of Puram. 324, for
which the colophon prescribes vakai and VallSnmullai as tinai
and turai. But Nacc., in his commentary on Tol.Porul.Purat.cu.5,
quotes this poem as an instance for Tol. fs ve^citturai ,fAr amar
1. ii,p.227.
2. Presumably on the evidence of the name of
Kallil Attireyanar, author of 389 on Nailer Mutiyan & 175 on
Atanunkan; v. s. pp. 244-248. 3. Akam.170.
4-. ii,p.234.
5. Which
gives the thoughts of the Companion as she watches rain falling.
6. Nar. 58,1. 5; v. s. IV, pp. 139-40. 7. GET p. 75. 8. v. s. IV, p. 140.
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V. *

„

* •"

’r.

>

1

ot^al,” and says that it tells of those who want to help the
king.^

The colophon to Param.326 follows the usual formula foi
introducing a fresh tinai and turai and states:
’’Tinai: Vakai. Turai: Mutinrnullai”
despite the fact that the fourteen poems preceding 326 have all
been classified under vakai, albeit with a different turai,
Vallanmullai, twelve of the colophons referring back to the
colophon to poem 312 and 313 in the usual way:
’’Tinaiyun turaiyum avai.”
One would therefore expect the colophon to poem 326 to read:
’’Tinai : atu. Turai: Mutinrnullai.”

None of the extant MSS begins with this poem, and one i{
tempted to conclude either that extant MSS were copied from one
no longer extant that did begin at Puram.326, or that a poem or
poems stated by colophons to have been appropriate to a tinai
other than vakai preceded 326 and are no longer extant.

The sole poem by Maturai Kkanakkayanar to be included ir
2

Puram. is verse 330. He was doubtless the father of Maturai
kkanakkayanar makanar Nakkiranar who wrote about Pantiyan
Nanmaran who died at Ilavantikai.
The twenty poems of Puram. commencing with poem 336 are
given the tinai karici and tugai Makatparkadci by the colophons.
A turai of this name appears in PPVM, 4 where it is said to
signify the refusal on the part of a royal father, for reasons
1. Tol. Porul.TSS edn.,i,pp.149-50. 2 . Their cols.state that he
composed Akam. 27,338,342 & Nar.23. 3* Puram.56; see also 189,
Akam. 93,Pattu.I & VII; v.s.Chap.IV,pp. 164-66.
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of lineage, to "bestow his daughters in marriage to another king.
This is similar t® the ninth karicitturai enumerated "by Tol. in
Purat. ,^ where he stresses that the suitor is an erstwhile foe.
Puram.337 is attributed to Kapilar, and may serve as
an example of this group of poems. A small portion at the
beginning was indecipherable to UVS owing to the state of the
MSS, but the TSS editor has restored it as follows:
UVS:"Arkaliy inane Conat^’annal TSS:"Arkaliy inane Conatt’annal
kavikai mannal celvarSyinum

mannal celvarayinum ennar

val valatt*oliya ppati ccenraar

kavikai valvalattfoi^iya pSnarii

varo kamalara

pati ccenrar vara 1ror1akamalar]

vital ana," etc.

ital ana," etc.

2

"Bruited about is the fame of the lord of the Co^a landi
Though his is the power to rule the earth, they think nothing
of it, but leave aside from their right arm the sword and come
singing like bards.1 As they arrive, their hearts are joyful.
But she is as difficult to catch sight of as the cool springs
upon the mountain Parempu belonging to Pari who did not readily
yield. Her fine clothes drift around her like the fragrant
smoke of eagle-wood. She whose brow is as lovely as the heavens
is confined to the palace, and her perfume is wafted from there
all through the dusty town. And now she is like this she is

closely guarded. Tethered in every grove are elephants that feed
upon balls of rice. Besides, the kings themselves dare not come.
Her own kinsmen are quite prepared t® strike terror into the
1. Purat. cu.79 :"nikarttu melvanta ventanotu mutukuti makatpa ^ 1
artciya maka^nalanum; " see also comm, to Panniru.v.12^,TSS p. 64.
2. 337,11.1-5; see TSS ed. note,ii,p.274.
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hearts of anyone who may approach with their fine invincible

spears that were bathed in blood. And there is the king’s valoui
to reckon with too. Who will ever be able to fondle her lovely
young breasts that are as smooth as ivory and decorated with
jewels and beauty-spots? 11 1
There are no indications as t© the identity of the
Cola king mentioned in the first line. None of Kapilar1s extant
poems for which the colophons are complete praise muventar save
Puram. 8 and Patirru. decade VII, both lauding Ceraman Celvakkatunkov Al^iyatan. It is possible that, in the course of what
is presumed his search for a husband for Pari *s daughters, he
visited the ColLa court. It is also possible that this poem was
not composed by Kapilar, but by some other poet, and that the
colophon writer took it to be Kapilar*s on account of the
allusion to Pari *s mountain, Parampu. None of the extant poems

by any of the three other poets who mention Parampu as belonging
2

to Pari is in praise of a Cola king.' The colophon writer mry
have been led to ascribe the poem to Kapilar on account of the
use of the word ’kapilam*, dusty, dijagy, in line 11. ’Kepilam*
clearly is an adjective qualifying *netu nakar*, but it is just
possible that the colophon writer took it to be an allusion,
intentional or otherwise, to the name of the poet.

The poet Kunrur Kilar Makanar alludes to a place calle<
Pontai belonging to Netuvel Atan. in Puram.338.3 Whether this

person was a particular Vel whose name was Atan, or whether thii

1. Puram.357. 2. Peruhcittiranar, Puram.158,1.4; Purattinai
Nannakanar, 176,1.9; Nattattanar, Cirupan.,11.90,91.
3. 1.4; The usual meaning of pontai is palmyra, e.g. Puram.265,;
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1

refers to one of the several Velir who bore the name Atan, it is

impossible to say. The place Pontai is mentioned nowhere else in
Sangam literature. The TSS editor says

2

it was in the Cola land,

hut does not give his reasons. He also identifies the author of
this poem with Kunriir Kflar maka^ar Kannattanar,

author of

Nar.332. No poem by the father, Kunrur Kilar, has survived.
Paranar mentions the port of Muciri in poem 343:
’’The wealth of this girl is like that of Muciri, where
the surf pounds like the sound of drumming. It belongs to
.. 4
Kuttuvan ©f the bright garland.”

Muciri is undoubtedly the Mouziris mentioned in classics
5
sources, and trade with Yavanas there is mentioned elsewfiere ir
Sangam literature.

The Kuttuvan of whom Paranar speaks here is
7
probably Cenku^tuvan, whom he lauds in Patirru. decade V.
There has been speculation about the origin of the name
Kalattalaiyar, that of the poet who composed a number of poems
in Puram. The name means ’unwashed head1, and is presumably
a phrase-name, based on a passage in one of his poems. But such
a phrase does not occur in any of the verses ascribed to him
that are extant.

0

It should be noted, however, that this phrase
9
does occur in poem 345, a poem attributed by its colophon to

Antar Natunkallinar. Were it possible to dispute the colophon,
v

1. e.g. Ori. called Atan Ori in 153,1.4; Atan Elini, Akam.216,
1.14; Atanunkan, 175,1.1; Villiyatan, 379,1.7; Atan Alici, 71,
1.13; Atan is also an element of Ceral nn. 2. ii,p.274. 3. ibi<
& Samajam,pp.599,600. 4. 343,11.9,10. 5. Periplus, Sec. 63;
Ptolemy VII,i,8 . 6 . Akam.149,11. 7-11. 7. & 369; v.s. IV,p.199,
8 . i.e. vv. 62,65, 270, 288, 289,368. 9. 1.17: ’’See, the warriors
with long spears are there, their hair unwashed and reeking ©f
gore, ” ’’kulSankonta kurutiyam pulavotu kalaattalaiyar karunka^a:
netuvel inna maravar...” -11.16-18.
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it might he suggested that Kalattalaiyar wrote Puram.345, and
that his phrase-name'*’ was taken from it.
In 351, the poet Maturai Pa^aimahka 1Manniyar, unknown
to

save for this poem, mentions Vakai, a place belonging to Eyinan
"Her father is unwilling to give in marriage this girl
whose qualities are as fine as Vakai belonging to Eyinan.”
v

This is the only reference in Puram. to Ay Eyinan, who
is mentioned in a number of places in Akam. and Kurun. These
P

3

references state that he was an Ay'6 and was the son of Veliyan,
and it has been noted therefore that he may have been the
brother of Tittan.

4

He was the enemy of Miiiili,

5

and the town

g
©f Vakai is referred to in several places/
One may agree with the TSS editor that Vanmikiyar, the
author of Puram. 358, was not the same as the author of the
Ramayana, and that, perhaps, this poet!s father was so devoted
to the work of Valmiki that he named his son after him. It is
worth noting that no less than four loanwords from I.I. appear
7
in this short verse of seven lines. Vanmikiyar speaks of tavam

t® be connected with Skt. tapas. He is the only poet included i:
Purananuru to do so, and is known for no other poem.
With the exce ti©n of 282, 315 and 355, none of the
Puram. verses between 267 and 258 inclusive can be connected
with a particular hero. There ensues a final group of poems
of similar difficulty, poems 361 t@ 366.
1.
2.
4.
6.
in

Known to Kapilar: "Pukalnta c£yyut Kalaattalaiyai...”,202,1.!
Akam.148,1.8; 181,1.7; 208,1.5; 396,1.4.
3. Akam.208,1.5.
Nar. 58,1.5; v. s. Cha*>. IV,p. 141.
5. A :sm. 148,1. 8 :396,1. 5.
Akam. 125,Kurun. 393.
7. ParutL & ma in 1.1, and tavam (twice)
1. 3.
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The author of poem 366 is known as Kotamanar from the
fragmentary colophon, which, in some MSS, states that the poem
praises Tarumaputtiran.

1

The TSS editor argues reasonably that

2

Tarumaputtiran (to he connected with Dharmaputra) was suggested
to the colophon writer hy ’Aravpn makane1 in the text of the
4
poem.''3 But it is perhaps hard to agree with his remark that~
this poet was the same as Palai KKautamanar who wrote ahout
Palyanai Ccelkelu Kuttuvan in Patirru. decade III, and that,
therefore, Puram,366 is in praise of that Ceral or some other
ruler of the same ’dynasty. 1 There is no way o£ determining
the identity of poet or hero in the case of this poem.
This concludes a survey of all the p •ems in Purananuru,
As seen, these poems fall into five groups, the ffcrst three of
which were discussed in Chapter IV. Consideration of the final
group, comprised of 'ooems with defective colophons, underlines
the fact that any discussion of them must depend a great deal
upon the information their colophons supply, without which much
©f the poems’significance is lost. With a few exceptions,

no

chief or king is mentioned in this group of poems, and thus
there is no internal evidence by which we may assign them to
any particular patron.
This group also includes a number of poems by authors
whose names appear nowhere else in the anthologies. In some
cases, such as thafee of Kotamanar, Piramanar, Markkanteyanar
and Vanmikiyar, the names are clearly of Sanskrit origin. Why
- —

—■
—-— —?■■■■ ' -— -

■
■- ■■ -

— ■

—.

1. TTVS edn. ,p.480. 2. ii,p. 336. 3. 366,1. 6 . 4. TSS ii,p. 336.
5. e.g. 343, which may have been composed at Cefrkuttuvan’s
court, and so contain oblique flattery of his patron by Paranar.
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work "by these poets should appear in this part of Puram. alone
cannot definitely he decided, hut it may he suggested that
these poems were not court poetry in the strict sense, and
that they were included towards the end of Puram. for reasons
no longer apparent. Piramanar's poem, Puram.357, was noted in
Chapter II,^ wherein it was seen how little the contents of
his poem fitted the tinai kaiici and turai Marakkailci, and how
forced, therefore, is the treatment of moralistic poetry
according to the criteria envisaged hy the Purattinai.

v.s. Chap.II, pp.55-56.
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CHAPTER VI
PATIRRUPPATTU: INTRODUCTION
While Purananuru is a collection of four hundred
single and discontinuous poems, the anthology known as
Patirruppattu, the Ten Decades,^ is arranged according to a
definite plan. It is unique in the extant early literature of
Tamil in heing set out as a chronicle of the early kings of
Kerala. Moreover, no other anthology is exclusively concerned
with any one ?dynasty* or area of the Tamil country.
The poems in Patirru. are arranged in a manner intended
to present the rulers they praise in some historical sequence.
While there are difficulties in the way of accepting the
chronology envisaged in Patirru., this anthology provides some
source material of hoth historical and sociological interest.
This material is, however, uncorroborated hy contemporary
epigraphical material that might help to date it satisfactorily.

Patirruppattu was rediscovered in the form of palra-leaf
manuscripts by the late MM Dr.U.V.CSminSta Aiyar. With it
survived a fragmentary medieval commentary, often extremely
2

cryptic, and Patikams

accompanying each decade of poems. UVS

edited this anthology and its medieval commentary in 1904, and
a second edition appeared in 1920. In recent years, Vidvan Awai
Turaicami Pi^ai, while at the Annamalai University, has edited
1. Literally, *ten times ten.* 2 . Patikam, verse introduction,
is connected with Skt. pratlkS, the first part of a verse; vide
Ta.Lex.,p.2473 Col.i. Another example of a patikam is that to
Cilappat ikaram.
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Patirru. with his own full commentary and the medieval gloss on
the patikams. This work was first published in 1950.
That this anthology comprised ten decades of poems is
stated by the title, Patirruppattu. This is used by medieval
commentators such as Naccinarkk’iniyar and Ilampdrara^ar in
quoting from the work.^ Of the ten decades, two have not as yet
been recovered. The collection consists therefore of eighty
poems and eight patikams. It is generally believed that the
decades missing are the first and the tenth,

2

and the extant

decades are numbered from II to IX.
The ’dynasty1 praised in Patirru. is that known in the
a
Tamil anthologies as Ceral, with the plural Ceralar. There
seems no reason to doubt that the Skt. Kerala preserves an earl;
4
Dravidian form *Keral with an initial velar plosive. The name
Ceraman5 and the shortened Ceran do not appear in the anthology
poems themselves, but are found in colophons.

The earliest
7
use of the form Ceran in a text seems to be that in Cil. To
speak of this dynasty as ’Cera* does not therefore appear to

be valid in the context of the anthologies. Accordingly

the

name Ceral has been adopted throughout this study.
Each decade of Patirru. is in praise of a particular
1. e.g. Nacc. on Tol.Poru^.cd. 60, TSS edn.i,p.l64, quotes
Patirru. 33 & says: f,IjpatirruPPattura atu. M cp.Nacc., ibid.,
quoting Patirru.15: "ennum Patirruppatturn alivu kflriya i^am
apparpa^um;M also Nacc., ibid., pp.168,170 etc. cp. I^am. on To
Poru^.60, quoted by UVS: Patirru.Intro.,p. 2. 2. cf. UVS,ibid.,
p. 3; TSS edn.Intra,p.iii.
3. e.g. Akam. 36,1.15;Akam.209,1.14.
4. cf. T.Burrow: BSOAS X I (1943)p.126.
5. =Keralaputra, makan
being shortened to -man; Burrow,ibid. 6 . e.g.,Ceraman: Puram.
Col.203; Ceran: Puram.Col.53 only. Ceran is presumaby a form
comparable to Colan, Pfin-Jiyan. Ceraman, Ceral + man, with the
regular elision of final -1 before succeeding nasal. 7. XXIX,2.
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Ceral king. This dynasty of Tamil kings ruled the western part
of the ancient Tamil country, in which MalayS^am is now spoken.
The patikam accompanying each decade gives the name of the king
praised therein, some information ahout his lineage and details
of exploits which often do not tally with those in the decade

itself. There is also a prose passage at the end of each patikam,
This lists the names of the poems in the accompanying decade,
and gives the name of the author of the decade, the reward he
or she received for praising the king and the duration of the
king's reign.

1

The patikams are generally accepted to he of different
authorship than that of the decades. It is possible that they
are of later composition, and came into being at the time when

the decades were grouped together into their present arrangement,
The writers of the patikams may have drawn on material not

available to the poets who composed the poems or not used by then
This would account for the discrepancies between the patikams
and the decade poems.
Each decade of Patirru. is in praise of a particular
Ceral and was written by a different poet, and the list

of kings

and the poets who lauded them is as follows:
Decade II
III

Imaiyavarampan Ne^udceral Atan,

Kuma^ur

Kkannanfi]

Palyanai Ccelkelu Ku^uvan,

PSlai Kkautaman£r

IV

Ka^ankaykkamji Narmu-Jicceral, Kappiyarrukkappiyanfii

*V

Ka^al pirakk 1

VI

iya Cenku*£$uvan, Paranar

Afcuko^pa^u Cceralfitan, Kakkaipfi^iniyfir Nacce^aiy*

1. The patikams are discussed in detail in Chapter VII.
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VII
VIII
IX

Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan,

Kapilar

Peruriceral Irumporai

Aricil Kilar

Hariceral Irumporai

Perunkunrur Kkila:

In the above list, the decades have "been numbered from
II to IX in conformity with the general view as to their order
of occurrence. However, there is some ground for disputing this
view, and this will he examined in the next chapter*1
The eight extant decades have survived with patikams
and fragmentary commentary* No epexegetical material connected
with the two missing decades has been discovered, but some
verses, quoted by medieval commentators as examples from Patirri
do not appear in the extant text, and it is possible that they
belong to the missing decades.

2

The patikams vary in length from 10 to 21 lines. The
decade poems average 21 lines in length, a whole decade
averaging 211 lines. The shortest poem in Patirru. is v.87,
which is of five lines, while the longest is v.90, which is of
57 lines.

It is the only poem in Patirru. of more than 50 lines*

u
There are three poems of over 40 lines.
As just observed, the prose passages at the end of eaci
patikam give a name to each poem in the accompanying decade.
Each name has been taken from the poem itself, and consists of
a phrase which the redactor must have thought to have been the
most striking in the poem or to have conveyed the poen^s main
idea. For example, Patirru. II,v. 11 is called ,rPu$numil kuruti. 11
1. v. 4 , pp. 295-4.
and IX,88 .

2. vide TSS edn.,pp.457-8.

3. 11,15; 111,2
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This phrase, meaning ’gory wounds* occurs in line 8 of the poem
"ccevvSy ehkam vilankunar aruppav
aruniran tiranta punnumil kurutiyin
maninirav irunkali nlrniram peyarntu ..." 1
The context describes how Ne^udceral Atan hacked to pieces his
opponent s :
"You hacked to pieces those who opposed youf their
swords red. The sapphire water of the inlets changed its hue
because of the gore from the wounds you had opened in their
chests which were well defended. 11
This passage evidently seemed to the redactor to be
the one most worthy of note in the poem, and he signified this
by taking the phrase "Punnumil kuruti" and using it as a title
for the whole poem. All the poems of Patirru. have been treated
in this way, and it may suffice to note one more instance. In
decade V, poem 42, entitled "Tacumpu tu^ank*irukkai," extols
the liberality of Cenku^uvan in conventional terms. In lines
9 and following, the poet expresses his unbounded admiration
for the king’s generosity:
"You pour forth liberality, like generous toddy of
jewel hue pouring out of a pot that had been placed on a wobbly
chair:"
" ......

tacumpu tu^enk’irukkai

ttldceru vi^ainta maninira m a ^ a m
ompfiv lkai(yin)

"

Colophons are appended to each decade poem. These give
1. Patirru.II,11,11.7-9.

2. V,42,11.11-13.
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1

the Turai, Vannom and Tukku for each poem. As already seen,
Turai is the poetic theme appropriate to the action or

sentiment described in the verse. Vannara is the rhythmic effeci
of a particular metre,

2

while Tukku helped to determine that

metre. 5 The Tukku for all these poems is given as Centdkku,
and it is possible that, to the colophon-writer, this term was
synonymous with Akaval, the name of the metre of these poems. 4
At the end of each colophon to the decade poems
appears the name of the verse. In all cases these names agree
with the list given in the prose following upon the patikams.
As already noted/ it is generally held that, in
accordance with its title, this anthology originally contained
one hundred poems,

6

and that one of the missing decades is the

first. This may be confirmed by the fact that the Katavu^
valttu to Patirru. is also lost; it may be presumed that it
disappeared together v/ith the opening decade. But a Ka^avu^
7
8
valttu quoted by Nacc. is believed by modern scholars to be
that originally prefaced to Patirruppattu.

1. v. s. pp. 40,1.2. v. i. Chap. X, p. 4-52. 3 . v. i. , p. 451.
4. For this metre, v. i. ibid., pp. 464 & seqq. 5. v. s. p. 284.
6 . In addition to using the title, Nacc. mentions that Patirru.
contained 100 Pat&n verses: comm, on Tol.Porul. Purat. cu. 80,™
TSS i,p. 254. 7. In comm, on Tol. ,ibid. ,cu. 81,* TSS i, p. 255.
Cf. Patirru., TSS edn.(1950) ADP comm., p.3.
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Supplement to Chapter VI
Table of Contents of Patirruppattu
Decade Verse Turai

Vannam

II (On Imaiyavarampan Ne^udceral Stan, by K u m a ^ u r Kkannanar)
11-13 Centura! ppa^anpa^u
14
ti
•«
15-17
ii
ii

Olukuva^am
it
, Corclrvannai]
ti

18

IyanmSli

vSlttu

ti

19

Paricirrurai ppS’tanpa^'Ju

«

it

20

Iyanra5li valttu

♦»

ti

III (On PalySnai Ccelkelu Ku^uvan, by Pfilai Kkautamanar)
21

CSnturai ppa^anpa^u

Olukuvannam

22,23 Vadcitturai ppa^anpS^u

**

23

it

24

w

~

♦♦

IyanmSli vfilttu

, Conclrvan^ar

it

25,26 Vadcitturai ppa^lnp&^u

ti

27

Centura! ppatanpS^u

«

28

NS^u valttu

u

29

Vadcitturai ppa^Snpfi^*Ju

u

30

Perudcorru nilai

it

it

IV (On Ka^ankaykkanni Nfirmu^icceral, by Kappiyarrukkappiyanfir)
31,32 Centurai ppfi'JSnpa^'Ju

Olukuvannam

33

Vadcitturai ppa'JSnp&'J'fu

*•

34

Tumpaiy aravam

ti

35

Vakaitturai pp§^finp&^*Ju

»»

36

Ka^avali

ti

37,38 Centurai ppS^anpa^u
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Decade Verse Turai
(IV)

V

39

VSkai

40

V ir ali yarruppa^ a i

Vannam
Olukuvannam
ii

(On Ka-fcal pirakk'o^iya Cenku^uvan , toy Paranar)
«#

41

KS$ 6 i vSlttu

42

Centura! ppa^Snpa^u

43

Iyanmoli valttu

Olukuvannam
tt
ii

44-47 Centura! ppa^Snpa^u

ii

48

Iyanmoli vSlttu

ii

49

V ir ali ySrruppafra i

50

Varicitturai ppS^SnpS^u

it

,
Corclrvan^an
9

VI (On i ^ u k o^pa^u Cceralatan, toy KSkkaippa-fciniySr
51

Vadcitturai ppS*t§npS^u

Olukuvannam,

52,53 Kuravai nilai

ii

63

CSnturai ppft^Snpa^u

ii

54

K5*fcci valttu

ii

55

CSnturai ppa*£5npS*£$u

ii

56

O^va^amalai

ti

57

V irali ySrruppa^ a i

ti

58,59 Centurai ppS^SnpS^u

ii

60

ti

Vi rali ySrruppa^ a i

VII (On Celvakka'fcunkov AliyStan, toy Kapilar)
V

61

KS^ci valttu

Olukuvannam

62,63 Centurai ppS^Snpg^u

ti

64

KS^ci valttu

ii

65

Paricirrurai ppatanpattu

ii
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Decade Verse Turai
(VII)

Vannam

66

CSnturai pp§*tSi}pat*tu

67

Pan§rruppa*£ai

••

68

Centura! ppfi-fSnpfi^u

tt

69

Vadcitturai ppS*t§npS^u

tt

70

C entura! ppS^anpS^u

tt

Olukuvannam

, Corcirvan^ai

VIII (On Perudceral Irumporai, "by Aricil KilSr)
71
Centura! pp&^Snpfi^u
72-76
tt
ti

Olukuvannsm, Corclrvaipjai
t»

77

Uliriaiy aravam

»»

78

Viraliyfirruppa^ai

t«

79 w
80

Centuj?alf ppfi^fujpd^u
Vadc it turai ppfi’tfi^pS'tt11

tt
M

IX (On I^adceral Irumporai, t>y Perunkunrdr Kilar)
81

Mulla!

Olukuvannam

82

Ka^ci valttu

tt

83

Tumpaiy aravam

tt

84

Vakai

,f

85,86 Centura! ppfi-fcSnpfi^u

*»

87

Viraliyarruppa^ai

tt

88

CenturaippS^fi^pfi't'Ju

tt

89

KSvanmullai

tt

90

Ka^ci valttu

tt

, Corclrvan^ai

, Corclrvannai
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CHAPTER VII
PATIRRUPPATTU: PATIKAMS
It ha 8 "been seen that each decade of Patirruppattu is
accompanied by a patikam that introduces it and supplements the
information contained in it . 1 Unlike the colophons to each
decade poem, these patikams are only to be found in those MSS
that include the old commentary. There are grounds for regarding
the patikams as being of different authorship from that of the
text, and it is possible that they were intended purely as
epexegetical material. That they were written before the time oi
the medieval commentator on Cilappatikaram, A^iyarkkunallar, is
clear from the fact that he quotes from them.

2

A similar pattern is followed in each patikam whereby
the names of the father and mother of the Ceral about whom the
accompanying decade is composed &re*given first. Then follow a
number of his exploits and finally his name. The prose that
follows every patikam commences with the name of the author of
the decade, gives the names of the ten decade poems, the reward
the poet received for praising the Ceral, repeats the Ceralfs
name,

and gives the length of his reign.
Save in the case of patikams II and VII, it will be

1. v. s.,Chap.VI,p.285.
2. e.g. A^iyar. on Cil.XXVII,1.118,
quotes Patirru.pat.V,11.18-20 & on Cil.ibid.,1.124 quotes Patiir
pat.V,11.13,14: Cil.TSS edn.(1950)p. 573; on Cil.XXIII,11.63,64,
A^iyar. quotes prose after Patirru. oat. Ill; Cil.TSS edn.,p.479.
3. Sometimes in a slightly different form, e.g. pat.VIII & pros*
pat.IX and prose.
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found that a Ceral celebrated in a previous decade is named in
one or more succeeding patikams, usually as the father of a
Ceral about to be praised.
Ne^uriceral Atan, hero of decade II, is mentioned in
patikam III as the elder brother of decade Ill’s hero, Palyfinai
Ccelkelu Ku^uvan, in pat. IV as the father of NSrmu^icceral, in
pat.V as the father of Cenku^uvan and in pat.VI as the father
of A'fcuko'tpa^u Cceral§tan.
Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan, hero of decade VII, is named ir
patikam VIII as the father of the hero of decade VIII, Peruricera]
Irumporai. K u ^ u v a n Irumporai, probably the same as Peruriceral,
is named in pat.IX as the father of the hero of decade IX,
Hariceral Irumporai.
In patikams II and VII Ne^udceral Atari’s father and
Aliyatan’s father are given as Utiyadceral and Antuvan respective^
Neither of these is the hero of an extant decade of Patirru..
but Utiyadceral is mentioned in a few places in the anthologies.^
It seems reasonable to suggest that it was Utiyadceral who was
praised in the decade preceding the extant decade II, the pat.
to which mentions him, and that, in fact, one of the missing
decades is decade I.
Since, in their genealogical passages, these patikams do
not anticipate the next decade or patikam, the name of the hero
of the decade following upon the extant decade IX cannot be
gathered from pat.IX.

It has already been noted that the general

1. Puram.2, Akam.65,168 & 233; v.s. Chap.IV, pp.174-177. Antuvan
is mentioned in the col. to Puram.13 only; v. s. Chap.IV pp.114,
185-186.
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assumption is that the other missing decade is decade X . 1 But
it has been noticed that Antuvan is mentioned in patikam VII as
the father of Aliyatan, hut that no extant decade lauds him.
Decades VII to IX laud his successors, just as decades II to VI
praise various descendants of Utiyadceral, who may he presumed
to have heen praised in the missing decade I. By the same token,
Antuvan may have heen the hero of a decade now lost that
preceded the one now numbered VII, the patikam to which raentiong
his name, just as the patikam to II mentions Utiyariceral. It
seems possible, therefore, that the decade missing is not the
tenth, hut one that preceded the extant decade VII. The extant
decades VII to IX may have actually formed decades VIII to X
of the original complete Patirruppattu.
It will he apparent that a well-knit sequence is
followed in the extant patikams and that, if these are to he
relied upon, they provide quite a feasible genealogy of some of
the early Ceral kings of the west coast of South India. There
remains the doubt as to whether these patikams were written neai
enough in point of time to the period of these Ceralar for theii
information to he accepted at its face value.
The following information about the lineage of the
Ceralar is given in the eight extant patlkamB::

II, lines 1 to 3: "To Utiyadceral ... was horn a son hj
Nallini, the Ve}. princess, (daughter of) Veliyan. "2
1. v. s. Chap.VI,p.284 & fn.2. See also P. T.S.Iyengar: "History
of the Tamils", p.495. Sesha Aiyar, CK p. 66 , thought that the
hero of the missing decade f1 0 f was Yanaikka^cey Mantaradceral
Irumporai.
2. This Veliyan has heen noted as a possible father
of Ay Eyinan; v.s. Chap.IV,pp.140-141 & Table on p. 141.
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III, lines 1 and 11: "Imaiyavarampan’s younger brother
(was) ... Palyanai Ccelkelu Ku^tuvan."
IV, lines 1 to 3 and prose: "The queen, (daughter of)
Patuman, the Ve^ prince of the Avi(yar ) , 1 bore a son to Ceral
Stan ... Narmu^icceral. "
V, lines 2 and 3 and prose: "To Ne^udceral Atan,

o
prince of the Ku^avar ,

the daughter of the Cola, ?Ma$akkil

bore a son •• • Cenku^uvan. "
VI, lines 1, 2 and 11: "To Ku^akko Ne^uiiceral Atan the
queen,

(daughter of) the Ve^ prince of the Avi(yar), bore a

son ... S^uko-Jpa^u CceralStan."
VII, lines 2, 3 and 12: "The great (=chief ?) queen,
daughter of ?Orutantai

Poraiyan, bore a son to Antuvan ...

(called) Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan.M
VIII, lines 1, 2 and 10: "To the truthful Celvakka^unl
(AliyStan) the queen, (daughter of) Patuman, Ve^ chief of the
Svi(yar), bore a son ... Peruhceral Irumporai."
IX, lines 1, 2 and 17: "To K u ^ u v a n Irumporai the Ve^
princess Antuvaiice^lai, (daughter of) the lord of Maiyur, bore
a son ... Harlceral Irumporai."
With this information it is possible tentatively to
4
construct a genealogical table.
Certain problems arise from
the nature of the language used in the patikams and, in some
instances, the conclusions here reached are different from
1. For Avi, Aviyar, v.s. Chap.V,p. 220 . 2 . The inhabitants of
the ’Western Country’, the Cerana^u; vide Puram. 17,1.10,
Akam. 393,1.16, Kurun. 89,11.4,5 &nd Pattu. P a ^ i n a p . ,1. 276.
3. The old commentary suggests Orutantai was a~narae of her
father, Poraiyan: TSS edn.p.456. 4. v.i. p.296* cp. Chart of
Contemporaries C, supra p. 221.
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(Veliyan)
(Patuman)

Nallini=Utiyarfceral
‘(Puram.2 )

1---Palyanai
Ccelkelu
Kuttuvan
(III) ~
20 yrs.

—
1
1
?Maijakkilli=Ne*fcuilceral Atan=Queen
(Narconai;
A^iyar.
on Cil.)

Queen=

(1 1 ; Puram, 62,
63,668)
50 yrs.

Cenku^uvan
NSrrmrfcicceral
(V; Puram. 369) (IV)
50 yrs,
20 yrs.

A^uko^pa^u
Cceralatan
(VI) 30 yrs*

?0rutantai PSraiyan
Queen=Antuvan(ceral Irumporai)
(pat,VII; Pu£am.col,13)
*=CSlvakka^unkov Aliyatan
(VII; Puram. 8,14j
20 yrs.

(Maiyur kilan)

Peruriceral Irumporai =AntuvarfceHai
(alias Ku-J^uvan l7)
(VIII; Puram.50)
17 yrs.
Hariceral Irumporai
(IX) 16 yrs.
00 yrs., length of reign according to prose following Patikams.
(For other conventional signs, v, s. p.127).
those of most modern writers such as the TSS editor , 1 Sesha
Aiyar,

2

M.Raghava Aiyangar

3 and S.S.Bharati. 4 The first three

conclude that the Ceralar of the Sangam period followed a
patrilinear system of succession, hut S.S.Bharati tried to prov<
that a matrilinear system such as that obtaining in Kerala toda;
1. Patirru. .TSS edn. (1950) Intro.
2. CK.
Tayavalakku. ,f 4. "C&ntami 1, M Vol. XXVII.

3. "Cerar Ventar
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was followed. His view has not found general favour.
Where the genealogy here suggested differs from others
that have been put forward is chiefly in the matter of the
identity of the different queens mentioned in the patikams. It
is felt that the various names with a masculine termination -an
that precede the queens'; names or the word ’tevi', queen, are
patronymics, and that this itself suggests that a patrilinear
succession was followed*
These queens will now he discussed in the order of
their appearance in the patikams.
Veliyan Venmal Nallini was queen to Utiyarlceral, to
whom she bore NS^urtceral Atan. Since Veliyan is masculine in
form, it is suggested that this was the name of the queen’s
father, and that her own was VenmS^ Nallini, Nallini of the Ve^
line . 1 Perhaps Celkelu K u ^ u v a n was also her son, since no othei
queen is mentioned in patikam III, which merely states that
Celkelu K u ^ u v a n was ImaiyavBrainpan1s younger brother. This
interpretation is followed entirely by Sesha Aiyar.

2

Other

writers do not dwell on this queen’s name, and none stresses
that Celkelu Ku^^uvan is called ’tampi1, younger brother, of
Imaiyavarampan (Ne^uHceral Atan). Modern writers3 are generally
agreed that the Veliyan here mentioned was Tittan Veliyan, one
of the early Cola rulers, identified with PorvaikkopperunarKi^
4

Difficulties in accepting this have already been discussed*
1* v. s* Chap. IV,pp*139-140*
2. CK, pp*10 & 14*
3. Such as
Sesha Aiyar: CK, p.10; and Pillai* CET, p.85. 4. v.s. Chap.IV
pp.140,141 & Table on p*141. It may be noted that pat.II does
not connect Veliyan with the Colas in any way whatever.

898
Ve^ Avikkoman Patuman Revi is mentioned in patikam IV,
and an identical name appears in patikam VIII* In pat.VI occurs
the name Ve^ Avikkoman Revi. Three interpretations of these are
possible. Firstly, all three names refer to one and the same
queen, and, if this were so, she would have had three husbands.
Secondly, all three refer to different queens, in which case
NS-{urfceral Atan may have married two sisters. The last
possibility is that the queens mentioned in patikams IV and VI
as wedded to Ne^udceral Atan were in fact one and the same
person, and that, for this reason the element

’Patuman* is not

repeated in patikam VI, but that the queen in patikam VIII Was
different. By reason of the patronymic she may be presumed to
have been a sister of Ne^udceral’s queen. All modern writers
except V. R. R. Dikshitar 1 have assumed that the name of the queen
in pat.IV was in fact Patuman Revi, and that this is not a
patronymic. They have therefore not noted any connexion between
her and the queen mentioned in pat.VIII. It is here maintained,
however, that they were sisters and that, through them, the
descendants of Utiyadceral and those of Antuvadceral IrumpSrai
were related by marriage. Possibly by reason of the omission of
’Patuman* in designating the queen mentioned in pat.VI as the
mother of jVfcuko^pa^u Cceralfitan, most writers have ignored the
possibility of sagarbha relationship between that Ceral and
Nfirrmrfcicceral, who, it is here maintained, were brothers.
By the same hypothesis, thse two Ceralar were couiins
of Perudceral Irumporai, but V.R.R.Dikshitar alone takes this
1. Oil. Intro.,p.13, table 3.
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view.^ If this hypothesis is accepted, it provides a useful
synchronism "between the various collateral descendants of
UtiyaAceral on the one hand and Antuvadceralfs descendants on
the other. Ne^udceral was a contemporary of Aliyatan, and, late
on, cSnku^uvan was a contemporary of Perudceral Irumporai.
Patuman himself was perhaps a contemporary of Utiyariceral and
Antuvaiiceral Irumporai.
It is possible that it was this Patuman who is
mentioned in Akam. 1 and 61. The colophons to hoth these verses
2
ascribe them to MSraulanar, and it will be seen that he refers

elsewhere to Ne^udceral Atan, Patumanfs son-in-law according to
the evidence just examined. In Akam. 1 and 61, Mamdlanar states
that Ve^ Avi owned the hill of P 6tini , 3 and the TSS editor of
Akam. identifies this with Palani.

4

Colan Manakkilli is given in pat.V as Cenku-J^uvanfs
mother. It is here suggested that Colan is to be understood as
5
a genitive, and that it is not in apposition to Manakki^i.

The name K i ^ i is one found among several Colas, and was perhap
a family name. It is possible that this queen’s personal name

is not expressed here; there is no evidence of Ki$^i being used
in conjunction with a girl’s name. Manakkilli may simply mean
’sweet daughter of Ki^li.’
It should be noted that, in his commentary on Cil.,

1. Cil. Intro., ibid.
2. Akam. 127; v.i. p. 302.
3. Akam.1,1.4
Akam. 61,11.15,16. 4. Akam.i,p.148.
5. Contra V.R.R.Dikshitar
who considered Colan ManakkiJ^i the name of the father of
C e n k u ^ u v a n ’s mother, whose own name he took to be Narconai,
following A^iySrkkunallSr on Cil.Patikam. see VRRD CJ1 pp 23 24
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Patikam, A^iyarkkunallSr gives the name of the Cola mother of
Cenku^uvan as Narconai.^

The text of the Cilappatikfiramndnly

states that Cenku^uvan *s mother was a princess of the Cola
family that claimed Solar lineage, and does not give her name.

2

All that may definitely he stated is that hoth pat.V of Patirru
and a possible accretion to Cil. share the story of Cenku^uvan
having a Cola mother.

3

The Patirru. patikam does not give her

name at all, and only the commentary on Cil. says she was
called Narconai. As just noted, V.R.R.Dikshitar reconciled thes
two sources by postulating Manakkil^i as the name of Narconai*s
4
father.
This cannot be supported by reference to the passage
in Patirru. patikam V:
"Ku-fcavar koma’ Ne^udceral Ata£ku
C col an Manakkil^iy Inr a makan ... 1,5
save by postulating omission of a phrase or line after ’Mana-

g
kki^i*

such as "Inra maka^."

Dikshitar* s suggestion is

sustained neither by these lines nor by the structure of simila
7
passages in the other patikams.
The mother of Celvakka^unkov Aliyfitan is given in
patikam VII as Orutantaiy Inra maka^ Poraiyan Peruntevi. The
element Pdraiyan may be taken to refer to the queen’s father;
it was one of the Ceral titles and is doubtless synonymous with

0
Irumporai.

It is hard to follow Sesha Aiyar*s suggestion that
9
Poraiyan is part of the queen’s own name.
The meaning of the
1. Cil.UVS edn.(I927)p.l2. 2. Cil.XXIX, UraippS^^u,11.2,3: TSS
edn.p.610. 3. Other matters are shared also, v.i. pp.310-313
4. v. s. p. 299,fn5. VRRD erred in stating that the Cil.Patikam
gives the name Narconai.
5. 11.2,3.
6 . cp. pat.VII,1.3.
7. e.g. pat•VIII,r.2,IX,1. 2. 8 . cf. Puram. 53, where Mantarariceral is called Poraiyan: ctj. Patirru*84,86,87.
9. CK p.74.
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1
element ’Orutantai* is in some doubt. Sesha Aiyar,

following

p

the old commentary on the patikams,
this queen’s father.

takes it to he the name oi

If this is adopted, it is just possible

that, in view of the order of words in pat.VII:
”Ne-Ju nun ke^viy Antuvark’ Orutantai
Inra maka^ Poraiyan perunteviy Inra makan ••• 1,3
we may take Pfiraiyan, while still in a genitive sense, to refei
to the queen’s husband Antuvan, and translate:
’’The son (was) born to the great (=chief?) queen of

*
the Irumporai, daughter of Orutantai, (and) to Antuvan who was
of deep wisdom. ”
Such an interpretation would tend to confirm the
assumption that the Antuvan here mentioned was an Irumporai,
to be identified with the Antuvadceral Irumporai mentioned in
the colophon to Puram. 13.
The achievements of the eight Ceral rulers as given in
the patikams will now be discussed.
In patikam II, Ne^udceral Atan is said to have carved
his bow-emblem upon the Himalaya and to have made the Ariyar
submit. He also captured Miitdr. He siezed a booty of diamonds
after tying behind their backs the hands (of captives) and
pouring ghee upon their heads.
There are similar passages in anthology poems that
refer to the Ceral carving his bow-emblem. Paranar states:
’’The lord of Vailci bound captive kings whose ire was
great. He carved his curwed bow upon the ancient northern
1. CK,p. 74.

2. TSS,p. 456.

3. 11.2,3
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mountain and thrust back in confusion the Ariyar. 1,1
Mamulanar may well have referred to Ne^udceral Atan
when he stated, in Akam. 127:
"Ceral Atan, whose drum proclaims victory, drove back
the sea, cut down a Kadamba tree

2

and, like his predecessors,

carved his curving bow on the Himfilaya. "
All these references may be hyperbole, or may embody
some tradition concerning the Ceralar. That they are hyperbole
is suggested by the fact that the claim to have carved an emblei
4
on the Himfilaya is also made for the Colar, while it has been
seen that poets mention these mountains as the northern limit
of the Tamil country.

These poets doubtless knew of the

Himfilayas through their contact with Sanskrit and its literature
For a poet to mention the Himfilaya in connexion with his patron
was doubtless as flattering as to connect him with Sibi or with
the Pan<Javas.

There seems, moreover, no reason to doubt that

’Imaiyam* does refer to the Himalayas, and not to mountains sue]
as the Nilagiris and Shevaroys which contain the Tamil area on

its north and north-west flank. ’Imaiyam 1 appears in several
7
£
contexts with ftriyar’ and with allusions to brahmans or sages.

Who the Ariyar were whom Nt^udceral defeated it is impossible tc

say. There is no reason not to connect Ta. ariyar with Skt. firy*

ry
especially in view of the contexts noted
I. Akam.396,11.16-19. 2. v.i.,p.308.

which include referenc

3. 11.3-5.

4. vide Cil.XV]

II.1-5; Kaliiikattup. 208. 5. Puram. 132; v. s. p. 217. cp. Patirru.
1 1 , 1 1 <& V ,43. 6 . Puram. 37; v. s. Chap. IV,p. 121; v. s. pp.146, 176.
7. Patirru.II,11,1.23 ; cp. Akam. 396,11.16,17. 8 . Puram.2; v.s.
Chap. IV,p.177; Puram.166; v.s. Chap.V,p.236; Puram.214, v.s.
Chap.IV,p.135. cp. Kali.38.
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to the Himalayas as northern mountains* It is just possible
that allusions such as these are poetic exaggerations, and that
Imaiyam and Ariyar stand for the mountains to the north of the
Ceral country and a non-Tamil foe of the Ceralar*
Mfltdr is not mentioned elsewhere in Sangam literature,
and it may not have heen a proper name, in

which case it

would signify ’an ancient town * 1
The patikam does not specify who the people were whom
NS^udceral hound and from whom he siezed diamonds* But the old
commentary says they were Yavanas 1 and this interpretation has
heen followed hy modern writers*

2

What the pouring of ghee

upon the heads of these captives signified it is impossible to
say; the ghee may have heen heated and employed as a torture*
In patikam III, Palyanai Ccelkelu K u ^ u v a n is stated
to have established his sway over the Umpal forest* He destroye
the fort called Akappa, burning it hy daylight* He stationed

elephants in relays so that, in a single day, he might bathe ir
both his seas* He celebrated the Ayirai mountain and, like
NS^umparatayanSr before him, left for the forests*
The Umpal forest is located by the TSS editor of
Patirru.

on the south-west slopes of the Nilagiris*

has the meanings of teak, elephant;

4

’Umpal*

either would be suitable

for a forest in this area. Umparka^u is mentioned nowhere else
in Sangam literature save in the prose portions to two other

g
Patirru* patikams,

wherein is mentioned the allocation of

1. 1. TSS edn., p.456* 2 . e.g.Pillai: CET,p*117.
3. TSS edn.
map preceding foreword; see Map, p.xv • 4* Ta.Lex*, p*430,
coJU• 5. pat.IIT prose, v.i. p*320$ pat*V, prose, v.i. p.322. •
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lands in the Umpal forest to the poets Kuma^flr Kkannanar and
Paranar for their panegyrics addressed to the Ceralar*
There seems no reason for following the suggestion of
N. M.Venka^acami NS^fir, the TSS editor of Cilappatikarara, that^
’Akappfi’ was not a proper name, hut merely a word for ’fort1.
This word occurs in Cil., and in two anthology poems (apart frc
the patikam instance just noted). In Canto XXVIII of Cil.,
Ilanko recalls the glorious achievements of C e n k u ^ u v a n ’s
predecessors, one of whom "With a fierce army drove off the foe

o
and destroyed Akappa."

In Patirru. III.22. PSlai KkautamanSr

states that Ccelkelu K u ^ u v a n "destroyed AkappS on the high
peak".

In Nar.14, Mamdlanfir says that "Akappfi that belonged tc

the K u ^ u v a n was destroyed by Cerapiyan, who set fire to it by
day . " 4 It is worth noting that the phrase ’pakar rl v e ^ u * ,
’setting fire (to it) by day’, in Patirru.pat.Ill,1 . 3 is closel
parallelled by ’pakar ri v e ^ a ’ in Nar. 14, 1.4.
It will be seen that, in all instances, Akappa appears
in contexts connected with Ceralar; Cil. and the two texts in
Patirru. record its capture by a Ceral, while Nar.14 states tha
it was taken from a Ceral by the Cola. No other instances of
the word occur in the anthologies and it is felt that, were
akappa a general term for fort, there is no reason why its use
should have been limited to a very few contexts that include
mention of Ceralar. Whether by ’Ku^uvan*

in Nar. 14 Mamdlanfir

1. Cil.TSS,p.602. A similar meaning for akappa is given by the
Ta.Lex.,p.11,col.i. VRRD: Cil.,p.322 translates as ’hill-fort’,
perhaps recalling ’p e r u n k o ^ ’Akappa’ of Patirru.22.
2. 11.143,144.
3. 11.25,26. 4. 11.3,4.
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meant Celkelu Kirfc^uvan it is impossible to say, as K u ^ u v a n is

used of several Ceral kings . 1 On the other hand, the passage in
Cil. seems undoubtedly to allude to him, as it goes on to say
that the Ceral ’’performed ablutions in the lovely Ayirai and
bathed in the waters of both seas. ”

It will be noticed how

this recalls Patirru.pat.Ill: it is even possible that ’Ayirai
maniji’ in Cil. means the ritual washing of Korravai’s image
3
that was upon that mountain.
In either case, there is no need
to follow Dikshitar in taking this to refer to a different
4
Ceral from the destroyer of Akappfi.

It may be suggested that the full title of this Ceral,
PalyfinaicCSlkelu, refers to the stationing of elephants in
relays by him mentioned in pat.Ill , 5 and is perhaps directly
indebted to it. The old commentary says that his kingdom was

by conquest extended from the western to the eastern seaboard.^

This would not be mere hyperbole if taken as a reference to the
vicinity of the Cape; the Ceral may have siezed some lands
from the PSn^iya.
The old commentary interprets ’Ayirai paraii’, 7
spreading abroad (the fame of) the Ayirai (mountain), as a
reference to the worship by the Ceral of Korravai, the goddess
of victory, as was his family’s duty. It is clear from other

sources that Ayirai was the name of a mountain,® and that it w?

1. Ne^uiiceral: Patirru. II, 22,23,29; C e n k u ^ u v a n : V,42,43,46,47;
I}ailceral: IX,90. 2. Cil.XXVIII,11.145-6.
3. Ait TSS ed. of
Cil.,p. 603. There is no clear allusion in S.Lit. to Ayirai as £
river. VRRD takes Cil. to refer to river-bathing. 4 . Cil.p.322.
5. 1.6.
6 . TSS,p.455. 7. pat.111,1.8. 8 . e.g. Patirru.21,
1.29; VII,70,1.26.
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the seat of some cult , 1 The old commentary on Patirru. twice
states that the deity who dwelt on the mountain Ayifrei was the
2
goddess Korravai.
This mountain is identified hy the Lexicon
with Aivarmalai, nine miles west of Palani.
4

According to the old commentary on the patikams,
Ne^umparatSyanar was the purohita of Celkelu Ku^uvan.

It seems

clear from pat.Ill and its commentary that, following the
example of his priest, this Ceral became a hermit.
In patikam IV, NSnmrfcicceral is stated to have
cherished the Pulina^u. He laid low Nannan of Ka^ampin Peruvayi
and hacked down an Albizzia that resembled gold.
The Pulina^u and its inhabitants are mentioned in a
number of anthology poems as belonging to the Ceralar . 5 It was
one of the places where Ko^untamil was spoken, according to

6

*

Cenavaraiyar, the 12th. century commentator on Tol. Collatikarai
The TSS editor of Patirru. locates it in the region of the
modern Periyaku^am, north-west of Maturai.

7

Ka^ampin Peruvfiyil was the name of NannanTs town
according to the old commentary on pat.IV.

8

The phrase could

mean ’the place of the Ka^ampu tree. 1 It is possible that this
tree was the emblem of Nannan and his family, and that other
references in Patirru. to Ceralar uprooting a ka^ampu tree^
allude to warfare with him. Nannan is mentioned in a number of

1 . "Katavu^ Ayiraiyi’pilaiil' Patirru. VIII,79,1.18.2.Coinm. on w .
79 & 8 8 : UVS edn. (I904)pp. 134,160.
3. Ta.Lex. , p . H 2 ,col.i.

4. TSS p.455.
5. Patirru.III.8 1 :VIII.73:IX.84 & 90; Puram. 387.
6. T&l.Col.,TSSedn.(I952)p.207; the TSS ed. objects that such a:
observation could only apply to CenS.'s time, not to that of To:
7. Patirru.. map. See Map, pjcv
. 8 . T88,p.456.
9. 11,11,
lines 12,13; 11,17,1.5. cp. Akam.347,11.3,4.
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anthology verses *1 It has already been noted that he is said to
have ruled over KonkSnam, rich in gold.
have possessed Punna^u,

2

He is also stated to

3 and a town called Pali 4 that seems to
C

have heen situated there.

mm

"

Q

He was a foe of Ay Eyinan, and this

j

consistent with his enmity with the Ceralar when it is recalled
that he may well have heen related hy marriage to Netudceral.

7

Nannan's possession of Konkanam, which denoted the are?
on the west coast to the north of the Ceral country that is now

3
South Kanara,

lends support to the TSS editor of Patirru, who
9
locates Punna^u north of the Ceral country and inland from the

modern S.Kanara, Punna^u has not heen noted hy the Tamil Lexicoi
and, while mention of it in Akam,396 is subject to a variant
reading,1^ it may he observed that a place called Pounnata was
listed hy Ptolemy , 11 It is possible that he placed it too far

south to agree with the anthology evidence; he placed it hetweei

12

the Pseudostomos, which may he identified with the Periyaru,
13
and which flowed into the sea near Mouziris or Muciri,
and th<
14
Baris, which McCrindle suggested
may have flowed into a back
water near Kollam (Quilon).

The possibility of Nannan1s Punna^u being in the area c
the modern Mysore, and his rule over Konkanam are of importance

I. e,g. Akam.44,97 & 199; Puram, 151,
2. Nar,391; v.s. Chap.V,
p.227,
3, Akam.396,1,2,
4, Akam.142,1. 9.
5. Akam.396411.2,3.
6 . Akam,148 & 396. 7. For interrelationship between Ay Eyinan &
Ne-Judceral, v. s. Chap. IV, pp. 139-141 & this Chap., pp. 294 fn. 2 &
297.
8 . See Pillai: CET p.82 & fn.(l); the Ta.Lex, p.1142,col.j
connects Koijkanam with Konkana.
9. Map preceding foreword.
10. v.r. fPulluna^u1; vide Akam.,TSS edn. iii,p.188 fn. Pillai
mentions Pul^unS^u (& not Punn&tju) and says it lay in the area
of the modern Coimbatore Distt., hut gives no ref. for his use c
the name, CET p.78. 11. Ptolemy, VII.i, 8 6 ; A.I.p.180.
12. See CET p.106. 13. McCrindle: A.I.p. 52, confirmed hy Akam.
II.8-11; Muciri: v.s. Chap.V,p.279. 14. A.I., p.53.
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in connexion with the phrase *Katampin Peruvayil*^ and the
allusions to uprooting a Ka^ampu tree noted earlier*

2

There

seems justification for connecting Ta. ka^ampu with the Skt.
kadamba,

and it has the same meaning, Anthocephalus cadamba.

It would appear that Narrau^icceral and his father were engaged
in warfare with Nannan and his family, whose emblem was the
Kadamba tree, and who occupied an area in what is now Mysore

and South Kanara.
The seat of power of the Kadamba dynasty was Vaijayant:
(Banavasi), and they had a secondary capital at PalSsika (Halsi'
They therefore occupied a region that is now that of Kanara
and, according to Satyanatha Aiyar,^ their founder, Mayuragarraa,
ruled from about 340 to 370 A.D. It would seem possible to
suggest that the name of this dynasty was connected with the us<
by an earlier Dravidian chieftain and his family of the kadamba
tree as an emblem • It is possible that the name of the Kadamba
dynasty has a similar origin to that already suggested for the
Pallava dynasty.

6

Prom two of the AkanSndru references it appears

that the predecessors of the Kadambas were pirates. MSmulanar's
7
statement in Akam.127 has already been noticed.
In Akam.347,
the same poet states:
"Cal peruntSnai Cceral Atan

mfil ka^al o^i kkatamp1arutt1iyarri.ya
pann amai muracin kann atirnt* anna • .. " 8
1. pat.IV,1.7.
2 . y.s. p.306.fn.9; cp. Patirru. 88 .1.6 .
3. See Burrow: BSOAS XIl(l948) p.369; he notes the cognates of
Ta. ka^ampu: M. id., Ka. ka^amj)a, kanara, Te. katfimi. For anothe
instance of a dental in Skt. for a Drav. retroflex, cp. Skt.kand
M. kan-fca, Te. ga<Jda; see Burrow, ibid. 4 . KANS: HSI, p. 107.
5. In HCIP III,p.272. 6 . v. s. p.252. 7. v. s. p.302. 8 . 11.3-5
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"Like the heating upon the face of the tuneful drum
made from the kadamha tree hacked down hy Ceral Atan of the
famous army when he drove hack the sea. "
This may also explain the allusions ahout driving
hack the sea that are made in respect of Cenku^uvan.
Nannan seems finally to have heen defeated hy the
hero of decade IV, Nfirrmrfcicceral, at a place called Vfikai. The
full name of the Ceral as it appears in pat. IV is given in
Akam. 199 hy Kallfi^anar in mentioning the hattle:
" •••••• kutfiatu
irumpon Vfikai pperunturai cceruvil
polampun Nannan porutu ka^att’oliya
valara pa^u k5rram tanta vfiyvfi^
Kalankfiykkan^i Nfirrmrfcicceral
ilanta nfi^u tant 1anna ..."

o

"Like the lands captured and destroyed hy Kalankfiy3
kkan^i Narmu^icceral of the trusty hlade who gained victory on
the battlefield, battling with Nannan whose ornament was of
4
gold in a fight at the place of the Alhizzia that resembled
gold that lay in the west."
It is probable that the cutting down of an alhizzia
5
mentioned in pat.IV is an allusion to the same event. It may he
suggested that *Vfikai pperunturai’ of Akam. 199 is analogous to
’Ka^ampin peruvayil* of pat.IV, and may allude to an alhizzia
that grew at a place subsequently named after it. It may have

1. v.i. p.334-5. 2 . 11.18-23.
3. This name seems to mean ’Ceral
of the fragrant chaplet of fibre* hut no satisfactory explanatio
is offered. 4. Vfikai, Alhizzia lehhek(Mimosaceae)• 5. 1.9.
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been the emblem of some chieftain, perhaps an ally of Nannan#^
The information about Narmu^icceral in pat. IV does not
appear to be embodied in Cil. as was the case with pat.III.

2

There is an allusion to the destruction of a kadamba tree,

but

this is attributed to the father of Cenku^uvan and clearly is
4
to be referred to Ne^unceral Atan.
In patikam V, Ka^al pirakk* o ^ i y a Cenku^uvan is state
to have searched for stone for (an image of) the goddess Pattin
He broke the power of the Sriyar and bathed in the Canges. He
siezed the pick of the enemy’s cattle and destroyed Viyalur.
Crossing to the other bank, he razed Ko^ukdr to the ground. He
uprooted the Margosa tree that protected Palaiyan. To do this,
he tied to the tree a rope made from the tresses of Palaiyan*s
womenfolk which was attached to an elephant. At Vayil he laid
low nine princes of the Cola family.
Only in pat.V is there mention in Patirru. of the ques
of Cenku^uvan for stone from which to carve a statue of Pattin
Pattini is explained as Kannaki by the old commentary . 5 This
exploit forms the subject of a whole canto in Cil., XXVI, calle<
Kfilko^kfitai, Fetching the Stone.

6

•

This describes Cenku^uvan* s

expedition to the north, and its object is mentioned at the end
"Porko^ *Imayattu pporuvaru Pattini
kkarkfil kon^anan kfivalan ank’en. ** 7
MHe brought a slab of stone from the Himalaya of the
1. Both in Akam.199 and pat.IV vfikai is compared to gold; this
may allude to the young foliage, as Albizzia flowers are greenig
white. 2 . v.s. pp.304-5.
3. Cil. XXV,11.1-3.
4. Cil. echoes
pat.II (bow-carving) and Akam.127 (kadamba); v.s.pp.301,302.
5. TSS p.456.
6 . VRRD tr. pp.292-303. 7. Cil.XXVI,11.253-4.
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gilded peaks to fashion an image of Pattini. 11 1
In Manimekalai it is stated that Cenkir^uvan marched
at the head of his array to the Ganges, crossed to its northern
hank in hoats and defeated many kings including Kanaka and
Vijaya. He brought hack a sacred stone on the heads of defeatei

o

kings, eThough the purpose of this stone is not mentioned, it
may he observed that Pattinifs temple is referred to earlier i]

rZ

the same canto of Mani. The word 'teyva 1

as applied to the

stone the Ceral brought hack is interpreted hy at least one
modern commentator on Mani. as referring to the stone for the
4
image of the goddess.
It is clear that pat.V of Patirru., Cil. and Mani. al'.
share a tradition concerning the northward journey of the Cera!
to fetch a stone out of which to carve Pattini* s image. This
story is briefly told in pat.V and finds fullest elaboration ii
Cil. Whether the epics were indebted to pat.V for the story, oi
whether all three texts embody a common tradition it is hard tc
say. It may, however, be stressed that nowhere in the anthology
poems do we find the story of c S n k u ^ u v a n 1s northern march or c
his

fetching a stone for an image of the goddess.
The siezure of cattle and destruction of Viyalur,

mentioned in pat.V as another deed of Cenku^uvan,^ appears to
be another episode in the struggle between the Ceralar and the
Vel chieftain Nannan. Mamdlanfir who, as already seen , 6 alludes
to the uprooting of emblematic kadamba trees by Ceralar, states
1. cp. Cil. XXVII,11. 1-3. 2. Mani.XXVI,11.85-9; cp. Cil.ibid.,1.
3. 1.89.
4. Mani.,TSS edn. (1951)p. 396, N. M. V. NS^ar. comm.

5 . oat.V,1 1 .8 ,1 0 .

6 . v.s. pp.302,306 fn. 9.
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in Akam. 97 that Viyaldr "belonged to the Ve^ Nannan . 1 This is th
only other reference to Viyalur in Sangam literature. KStukur,
2
mentioned in pat.V as heing on the other hank of some river,
i
not mentioned elsewhere in this literature. As it is alluded to
in the same context as Viyaldr, we may suggest that it also was
a town that belonged to Nannan. There is no means of determinin
the identity of the river.
It has already heen seen that

Pattu. gives the town

of Palaiyan as Mokur, and elsewhere in Patirru. it is stated
4
that the chief of Mokur had as his emhlem the margosa tree.
There is therefore no reason to suppose that the Palaiyan whose
protecting raargOBa tree was uprooted hy Cenku^uvan, as stated
in Pat.V, was any other than the lord of Mokur. This story is
alluded to in Gil.

5

Also present in Oil. is the story that Cenku^uvan
defeated nine Cola princes. The account in the epic is more
explicit than the reference in pat.V:
"The nine princes heeded not the command of your
(C&nku^uvan* s) hrother-in-law Valavan Ki^li that they should
acknowledge the young prince. Since they threatened his fertile

6

kingdom, in one day you destroyed their nine parasols. "
In the next canto in Oil., H a n k o states:

"You won a victory at Nerivayil over nine princes who

rt
were garlanded with hauhinia."

1. 11.18,13.
2 . 11.11,12. 3. v. s. Chap.V,p.246. 4. Patirru.V
44,11.14,15.
5. Cil.XXVII,11.124,125. 6 . Cil.ihid.,11.117-122.
7. Cil.XXVIII,11.116-7: "5r punai teriyal onpatu mannaral Neri
vayil nilal cceruvenru. " For ar, hauhinia, as a distinctive
badge of the Coiar, v.s. Chap.IV,p.118; cf. Pu£am.45.
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There is no way of determining who this Cola was whom
Cenku^uvan restored to his rightful inheritance* No anthology
poem mentions the incident, not even those on K i ^ i Va^avan,
though, as was seen, he was in exile for a time and was restor
to the throne hy Malaiyaraan. 1 The commentary of A^iyarkkunalla
on Cil* does not extend to these cantos, and the only informatJ
given hy the patavurai is that Nerivayil, the place of hattle,

2
was to the south of Uraiydr*
The affinity between patikam V of Patirru, and varioui
statements ahout Cenku^uvan in Cil*, particularly in cantos
XXVII and XXVIII is most striking; almost all the details in
pat*V are to he found in the epic, and some of them are also
included in Manimekalai.
In patikam VI, Afcuko^pa^u Cceralatan is stated to
have taken off to TSn^i sheep captured in Tan^firaniyam and to
have had them bestowed to brahmans together with tawny cattle
and a town in the Ku^ana^u.

There is no allusion elsewhere to this episode; all tl

old commentary on this patikam says is that Tan^ara^iyam was ii
the Aryan country*

3

It seems hardly likely that this exploit

could serve to explain the Ceral*s name as Sesha Aiyar suggest*
If there were such a connexion, one would prefer to suggest the
the name was put forward on the basis of the story rather than
the other way about* A more likely explanation of this Ceral*s
name would be to connect it with passages that tell of his

1. v. s. Chap. IV,p,123, Chap*V,pp.243-4.
2. Cil*, UVS edn.,p.56
3* Patirru*,TSS edn*,p*456*
4* CK, p*28* Atu, sheep, goat;
koj, catching.
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dancing joyfully upon the field of battle,^* as Pillai suggests
There is no reason not to connect Tan^araniyara with
the Skt. Dax^akSrajjya, and this is the only reference to the
Daij<Jaka forest in Sangam literature. The siezure of cattle or
sheep in this forest by XtukotpS^u Cceralfitan is not mention*
either in Cil. or Mani., and the story may perhaps be a poetic

fancy. Of interest is the mention of Ton^i in connexion with <
Ceral who was not a descendant of Antuvanceral Irumporai
according to the evidence of the patikams.

In the three other
0;

places where Ton-Ji is mentioned in the two puram anthologies/
it is in connexion with an Irumporai Ceral king.
In patikam VII, Celvakka^unkov AJiyfitan is stated to
have granted (the revenues of) Okantdr for the worship of Vi 91
and to have amazed his purohita by his wisdom. This patikam
contains no information of note with regard to this king.
In patikam VIII, it is stated that Peruiiceral Irumpoi
defeated the two kings together with Atikamfin on the heights
near Mount K5lli. He destroyed Taka^flr, scattering the Nocci
4

flowers worn by the besieged.
Both the battle near Kolli and the conquest of Taka^iJ
5

were directed against AtUcamgn; it has already been seen

that

Taka^dr, identified with the modern Dharmapuri, may be regard*
as having belonged to the Atiyar, and that Kolli, at one time
ruled by Valvil Ori5 was not far from it . 7 Peruiiceral's conque
1. e.g. Patirru.VI.56.11.4-8. 57,1.4.
2 . CET pp.138-9.
3. Puram.17,1.13, Puram.48,1.4, Patirru.IX,88,1.21.
4. For the wearing of Nocci by the besieged, v.s. Chap.II,p.62
5. v. s. Chap.V,p.205 & fn.1 . #6 . cf. Puram.158,1.5.
7 . It is
said to have been nr. Centamankalam, v.s. Chap.V,p.228
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of Taka^ur is attested by one of the poems of decade VIII,1 by
the colophon to Puram. 50

2

and probably by Akam.212, wherein

Paranar states that the Ku^-Juvan of the valorous army captured
Taka-Jdr.

It has been seen that the defender of Taka^ur was

most likely AtiyamSn Ne*£umSn Arfci s son, Elini, whose death
forms the subject of Aricil Kilar’s poem Puram. 230.4 It was th
poet who composed Patirru. decade VIII on Peruriceral.
In patikam IX, Harfceral Irumporai is said to have
destroyed five forts so that the two kings and Vicci were laid
low. He conquered the great Colan who ruled Potti and Hampedaiyan Mfiran who ruled Vittai, and gave their riches to help the
ancient town of Varici. He considered that his minister, the lo:
of Maiydr, was wiser than his purohita.5 He established the cu:
of the Bhdta that dwells at the cross-roads.
There is no way of determining who the Cola and Pfin^ij
were whom Hadceral defeated together with Vicci. Vicci is

g
taken by the old commentary on pat.IX

to be the name of a chi<

But it has already been seen that a Viccikko and Haviccikko
figure in Puram.

7

and that Ilaviccikko seems to have been

descended from Nannan.

8

c
The TSS editor of Puram. suggests that-

Vicci was the name of a mountain. Whether this is so, or whethe
Vicci was a chief’s name, this episode may be taken as a furthe
step in the struggle between the family of Nannan and the Ceral
kings already noticed.10
1. VIII,78,1.9. 2. v* s. Chap.IV,p.194. 3. Akam.212,11.14,16.
There is a v. r. which would exclude the name Taka^ur; cf. Akam.
TSS edn.,ii,p.l81. 4. v.s. Chap.V,pp.208-9. 5. pat.IX,11.10,11;
an obscure passage; this is S.K.Aiyangar*s interpretation; see
CV,p.ll9. 6. TSS,p.456. 7. v.s. pp.226-8. 8. Puram.151; v.s.p22
9. i,p.450. 10. v.s. pp. 306 - 11 .
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There is no way of telling from the context whether
’Peruricol.an’ who ruled Potti1 was a proper name or merely mean;
’the great Cola.* Sesha Aiyar

favours the former. The mention

of Potti in connexion with’Peruiicol.an* is striking. It has bee:

•X
seen that

the poet Pottiyar was one of the court poets of

Kopperudcolan; he was probably named after the place Potti, an<
his fellow-bard, Picir&ntaiyfir, refers to him as Potti in poem
212 of Puram.4 If we follow Sesha Aiyar*s view and take Perudcolan in pat. IX as a proper name, it might be argued that he wi

the same person as the Kopperudeolan who figures in Puram. as t
patron of the bard who came from P6tti. It has already been

g
suggested that

Kopperuiicolan may have lived later than the maj

group of Colas lauded in Puram. and other anthologies. The
identification of him with the foe of I^aliceral would make him
a contemporary of that Ceral, and it may be seen that he came
later than the other Ceralar lauded in Patirru. at least.6
It is clear from the element ’Maran* in his name that
the ruler of Vittai, I^ampalaiyan Mfiran, was a feudatory of the
Pantiya if not an actual PSn-Jiya king himself. It has already
7
been suggested that he was the son of Palaiyan Maran whom
Kokkotai Marpan destroyed at Kd-Jal. This is based on the
assumption that Kokkotai MSrpan was the same person as PSruricer

IrumpSrai, the probable father of Ilaliceral. The place Vittai i
not mentioned elsewhere in Sangam Literature.
1. pat. IX, 1.6.
2. CK, p. 45.
3. v. s. Chap. IV,pp. 131,134:.
4. Puram. 212,1.9; v.s. p.133.
5. v. s. Chap.IV,p.138.
6. See Chart C, supra, p.221 & Genealogical Table of Patiiru.
Ceralar, p.296. 7. v.s. Chap.IV,pp.193-194.
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The mention of Varici in pat.IX is the only allusion t
this place in Patirru. Its occurrence here suggests that the
Irumporai Ceralar ruled it hy this time or were friendly with
its ruler. It is curious that, in an anthology devoted to the
Ceralar, one of their chief towns should receive such scant
notice, and that it is not mentioned at all in the decade poeir
themselves.
Vaiici is mentioned five times in Puram. In poem 11
Palai pa^iya Perunkatunko is addressed as lord of Vaiici.1 In
Puram.387, Aliyatan is exhorted to live longer than the aumher
of grains of sand in the PSrunai river that flows outside Vadc
The other three notices of Vaiici in Puram. are in poems on
Cola kings. Nalanki^i is flatteringly offered 'Vaiici that doe
not flower. 1

It is twice stated that K i ^ i Va^avan destroyed

Vaiici.4
It has already heen suggested that5 Vaiici was not the
same place as the Karuvur in Konkuna'Ju, and that Ptolemy may
have confused the issue hy referring to this latter place as
"Karoura, the royal seat of Kerohothros. "

At the same time,

is necessary to explain the persistence of medieval commentato

rt
in interpreting Vaiici of the poems as Karuvur.

i

Q
It has already heen noted that

Sesha Aiyar mentions

modern Kardr pa$a$am just north of Ko<Junkol\Xr (Cranganore). In
this connexion it may he observed that, in listing the coastal

1. 1.6.
2. 1. 33; v. s. Chap.IV,pp.179,183—4. 3. Puram. 32,1.2:
'Pilva Vaiici * ; cp. the allusion to Kutiraimalai as fUrfi kkutira
the unridden Horse, in Puram.168,1.14. 4. Puram.39 & 373; v. s
Chap.IV,pp.121,124-5.
5. v.s. ihid.,pp.179-181.
6. In McCxinc
A.I.,p.180.
7. e.g. comm, on Puram.11,UVS p.29^ on Puram. 32,
UVS p.75; on 39,UVS p.93. 8. v.s. Chap. IV,p.181.
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towns of Limyrike between the mouths of the Pseudostomos and t]
Baris, Ptolemy mentions a place called Koreoura.1 It may be
suggested that this represents Karuvdr, with iwhich Varici was
identified. It was perhaps this place which was colonized by
Kopperuriceral Irumporai, according to col.5 of Puram.

2

That confusion over the two places called Karuvdr and
the identification with one of them of Varici was already in
being in the middle ages is clear from A*£iySrkkunallSr *s
commentary on Cil., patikam:
"Kunram, Ko^unko^drkku ayalatfikiya Cehkunr1ennu1malai.
Atu Tiruccenko*£fenpavSlenin, avar ariyar; Snnai? Attiruccehko^i
Varicinakarkku va^aklltticaikkannatfiy arupatin kStavarfun*fc&kalSnum, aracanum urimaiyum malaikaipcuvam enwi vantu k a ^ a anre

•z
Varici pukutalanum atu kd^amaiyinfcnka. u
!,The Hill. There is a hill on the outskirts of Ko^unko^
dr called Cenkunru. Those who assert that it (the hill mention*
in Cil.pat. line 3) is Tiruccenko^u are ignorant. Why? That
V.

^

Tiruccenko^u lies north-east of Varici and is about sixty kStara

away. Therefore, it may be said that the king (Cenku^uvan) anc
his spouse could not say 'Let us take a look at the mountain1,
go and see it and return the same day to Varici. "
The passage in Cil., pat., on which Ariyar. comments
tells how the Hill-Kuravar came to Hank o ' s hermitage. It is

clear that people in Ariyar.1s day considered Varici to have beer

the Karur in Konkuna^u; Tiruccenko^u is about thirty miles nort
1. McCrindle: A.I., p.49.
2. v. s. Chap. IV,pp. 178,181.
3. Cil.UVS edn.,p.19. 4.Katam, equivalent to about 10 miles;
this is excessive, as Tiruccenko^u is about 150 miles NE of
Cranganore. See Map, p. xv
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of that place. It is clear that Ariyar. considered VaAci to
have heen situated near Kotunko^CLr and, as just seen, Ptolemy*
Koreoura and the modern Karur pa^anam near Ko^unkoldr may he
taken as evidence for an ancient Karuvur near or on the west
coast identified with VaAci.
It is clear from Periyapuranam that, at the time of
Cekkilar, a town near Ko^unkoldr called TiruvaAcaikkalam was
the seat of the Perumals, and he speaks of it in connexion
with Ceraman Peruma^,^ the Saiva devotee and friend of Cuntare
2
It has heen plausibly suggested hy Sesha Aiyar and the TSS
editor of Pur am.u that in the name of this place survives the
ancient name of VaAci. TiruvaAcaikkalam is very close hoth to
•
4
Kodunkolur and Karur pa^anam. * All are on the backwaters now,
and this may have heen so in the case of VaAci at the time of
the anthology poems, since, unlike Ton^i, VaAci is not mention
in conjunction with the sea. S.Krishnaswaray Aiyangar has found
some passages in Cil., however, which suggest the proximity to
the sea of VaAci.

5

Maiyur is only mentioned in pat. IX, and nowhere else
in Sangam literature. It was already seen

that I^aAceral*s

grandfather on his mother*s side is referred to as Maiyur KilS
Later in this patikam, a Maiydr Kilan is said to have heen
IlaAceral’s minister. There is no way of locating Maiydr, hut
would appear that chieftains of this place were closely connec
1. Periya.VellSnai. vv28,32.
p. 94. 4. See Map, p.
.
v. s. p. 295.

2. CK,pp.86-88.
3. Puram. ,TSS,i
*CeraQ. VaAci *, pp. 34-37.
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with the Irumporai family both hy marriage and service in
public life.

As already stated each patikam includes a portion ii

prose giving the name of the author of the decade, the phrasenames of the decade poems and certain additional information
which will now he discussed.
K u m a ^ u r Kkanijandr is given as the author of decade
II. He was rewarded for his panegyrics hy a grant of five
hundred villages in the Umpal forest free of assessment. The
king moreover allotted him a share in the revenue of ’the

southern parts’ for 38 years. The king Imaiyavarampan Ne^urice:
Atan ruled for 58 years.
No other poetry hy K u m a ^ d r KkannanSr has survived.

Prom the fact that in the prose to pat. II the grant is referr*
to as ’Piramatayam*

K.Govindan has reasonably surmised that

this poet was a brahman.

o

There is a K u m a ^ d r near Cittannavfii

and another near Ti^ivanam, and the latter is favoured as th<
•
4
poet’s native place hy the TSS editor of Patirru.
The Umpal
forest has already heen noticed.

5

The prose to pat.Ill says that PSlai KkautamanSr
composed the decade. The king offered! him ’whatever he wished
he

replied that both he and his brahman-wife desired svarga.

The king listened to great ones among the brahmans and arrang<
for nine great sacrifices to he performed. During a tenth
sacrifice,

’that brahman’ (probably the poet) and his wife

1. To be conn. w. brahmadaya.
2. CTFV,IV,p.98.
3. cf. P & T:
3rd.All I. Or.Conf.(I924)pp.296 et seqq. 4. Intro.p.22.
5. v.s. pp.303-304.
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became lost to view* The younger brother of Imaiyavarampan,
Palyanai Ccelkelu Ku^uvan, was on the throne for twenty year
It has already been stated that^ Palai Kkautamanar h
been identified by the TSS editor of Puram* with Kotamanar,
named in the fragmentary col* to poem 366 as its author. Ther<
is no proof for this especially since, in Sanskrit, Gotama is
as admissible a form as Gautama*
The affinity between pat*III and Cil* has already be<
noted*

2

It is of interest that a similar affinity exists betw<

the prose to pat.Ill and Cil. Ilanko says in canto XXVIII thai
"He (a certain Ceral) enabled one versed in the four

g
vedas who had composed poems to reach the kingdom beyond . u
There seems no doubt that Cfclkelu Ku*£*fcuvan is referr<
to here in a passage that refers to a number of exploits of
4
Ceralar that figure in the patikams already discussed.
This
shows that the prose passages in the patikams are also indebt<
for their information to the same tradition as is evident

in

Cil*, for, in the present state of our knowledge, it can hard]
be suggested either that Cil* was drawing upon the patikams ar
prose of Patirru* or that the latter were indebted to Cil. As
already noted,^ the prose portions to the patikams were known
the medieval commentator on Cil*, for he quotes from them.
The prose to pat.IV states that KfippiySrru Kkappiyane
composed the decade* He was rewarded with a sum of four millic

gold pieces and *a share in the kingdom.’ Ka^ankaykkanni Narrau
1. v.s. Chap.V,p.281. 2. v.s. pp.304-5. 3. Cil.XXVIII,11. 137-8
4. Cil. ibid.,11.135-148.
5. v.s. p.292 & fn.2.
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ccera'X ruled for twenty years.

No other poetry hy K§ppiy5rru Kk&ppiyanar is extant,
and no final explanation of his name has heen given. The TSS
editor of Patirru. suggests that'*' he may have come from KSppi
amur near Vilupuram. Another possibility is that he came fron
Kappiyakku^i, a village near Clkali in Tanjore District as tfc
commentator on Cil. states . 2
The prose to pat.V states that Cenku^uvan rewarded
Paranar with the revenue of the Umpal forest and gave him his
son, K u ^ u v a n Ceral. The king reigned for fifty years.

g
The Umpal forest has already heen noted,

and it was

also seen that^ Sesha Aiyar identified C e n k u ^ u v a n ’s son with
the hero of Puram.54, Kut^uvan Kotai. There is no way of prov
this; Cenkut^uvanfs son is not mentioned elsewhere, and the
information in the prose to pat.V does not appear in Cil.
The prose to pat.VI states that the king said to the
poetess ’Come to the coffers’, and gave her nine Kfi of gold a
also a lakh of gold coins called Kanam1^ and took her for hims
A^uko^pa^tu Cceralatan was on the throne for 38 years.
This poetess, KSkkaipa^iniySr Nacce^laiyar, is known
two other poems in anthologies, Puram. 278 which tells of a
mother’s thoughts ahout her son, and Kurun.210. The Lexicon

authors have connected the first element in her name with lin<

6 of Kurun.210 :6
"Viruntu vara kkarainta kakkaiyatu paliye”,
1.
3.
is
6.

Patirru.Intro.,p.26. 2 . Cil.XXX.1.83: comm.,TSS edn. ,o. 643,
v. s. p.303. 4. v.s. Chap.IV,p. 195.
5. The value of a kan?
not known. Ka was a measure of weight, vide Tol.Eluttu.cd.'
Ta.Lex. ,p.842,col. i.
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’’The crow’s caw foretells the arrival of guests.”
The prose to pat.VII says that the king bestowed a 1
of ka:qam upon Kapilar saying 1It is hut a small gift.’^ He to
him up the hill called Nanr5,S and gave him all the land the
could see. Celvakka^unkov AliyStan ruled for twenty years.
The prose to pat.VIII states that the king and queen

vacated their palace and told the poet Aricil Kilar to take a
that was in it. He was also to have the throne and nine lakhs
kaijam. But the poet begged the king to continue to rule, and
made a minister instead. Peruiiceral Irumporai who conquered
Taka^ur ruled for seventeen years.
The prose to pat.IX says that the king joyfully gave
the poet pSrunkunrur Kil§r sixty thousand kanam, saying that
should be so generous as to confound even those of serene min
He increased the prosperity of the poet’s house and village
without his knowledge and made secure the riches the poet gai

from field and plough. He gave him title-deeds to land, and e

a guard of honour. Kutakko Ilailceral Irumporai ruled for 16 y
None of these three prose passages calls for special
mention. The three poets figure in other anthologies, but the
is no way of verifying the information given about their rewe
It has been demonstrated that the verse portions of
Patirru. patikams tell of the lineage and deeds of prowess of
the several Ceralar, and that the prose at the end states the
name of the poet, the names of the poems in the accompanying

1 . ”’Cirupuram’ ena.” This is the only phrase in any prose
prose portion of a patikam to figure in the old comm, thereon
vide TSS p.456. 2. This hill is not mentioned elsewhere in S.
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decade, the reward the poet received for his panegyrics and t
duration of the king’s reign. If the figures for this last it
are accepted, it will "be seen from the genealogical tahle dra
up on the hasis of the information given in the patikams 1 tha
many of these Ceralar must have heen collateral rulers* Save
the case of AliyStan and his successors, there is little
evidence to support a simple order of succession*
It has heen demonstrated that an affinity exists bet

these patikams and the epics Cil* and Mani. This appears at i
clearest in Cil* canto XXVIII, wherein the hrahaan Ma^alan te
Cenku^uvan of some of the deeds of Ceral kings. In his speec
the deed of only one Irumporai as given in Patirru. is mentio

that of Ilariceral when he established the cult of the Bhuta o
the cross-roads.

On the other hand, two feats of Ceralar are

mentioned that do not appear at all in the Patirru. patikams:
"Another commanded messengers of death not to take aw
lives indiscriminately hut only in a particular order; anothe
CSra penetrated the golden region of the high mountain in the
fertile kingdom of the barbarous Yavanas. 11 4
It may he suggested in conclusion that these two dee
albeit legendary, may have appeared in the two Patirru. patik
no longer extant, and that, therefore, they may have heen fea
performed hy Utiyadceral and Antuvariceral.

1 * v. s.
of this
source,
4. VRRD

p. 296.
2 . Cil.XXVIII,11.135-148.
3 . v.s. p.315; men
in Cil. underlines possibility of Cil. heing a later
irom Patirru. I^adceral was later than Cehkuttuvan.
trans.,p.322.
““
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CHAPTER VIII
PATIRRUPPATTU: DECADE POEMS
As each section of Patirruppattu is a decade, and
each decide poem may contain thirty lines or more, it follows
that the volume of material presented hy these poems is
considerably greater than that of the patikams considered in
previous chapter* However, much of this material is pragasti,
and it will not he necessary to examine all the poems in deta
Many of these poems contain information of sociological and
cultural interest that does not pertain to any particular Cer
With the exception of P.T.S.Aiyangar , 1 most modern
writers attach equal importance to patikams and decade poems,

g
or are silent ahout any distinction to he made between them*
P. T. S.Aiyangar observes that:

"Modern writers have confused the text of the poems w:
the epilogues

4

and speak of the whole as Patirruppattu and

attributed equal evidential value to the text and epilogue an<

g
also the commentary*"
Sesha Aiyar observes that:
"There is no doubt that the Patikam was added later bj
someone other than the author of the poem ••• • There cannot,
however, be any doubt about the antiquity of the patikams and
the colophons*"

In his ensuing account, Sesha Aiyar quotes freely frc
1."History of
the Tamils." 2. e.g. Sesha Aiyar: CK, <5b K.N.S.
Pillai:CET.
3. e.g. TSS editor.
4. i.e. patikams.
5. "Hist
of the Tamils", p.495.
6 . CK p. 3.
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both patikams and decades without making any distinction other
than that afforded hy his textual references.
Decade II, hy Kuraa^dr KkannanSr, is in praise of
Imaiyavarampan N ^ u d c e r a l Stan according to its patikam.
The title Imaiyavarampan, he whose boundary is set
the Himalaya, does not appear in any of the poems of decade

at
II.

It is possible that it was suggested to the patikam author by
Patirru.II, poem 11, which states that: 1

11In all the broad land from the famous Imayam where the

tA'
Sriyar

dwell down to the fair southern Kumari people praise you
The

element Ne^udceral Stan appears in full but once i

this decade.

2 Elsewhere, the name Ceral Atan
—
occurs three times

It will be seen, therefore, that in six of the ten poems of
4
decade II the Ceral is not alluded to by name at all, and only
the fact that these poems have been placed in this particular
decade tells us that they refer to Ne^uiiceral Stan.
His conquest of the people who were protected by the
Kadamba tree is mentioned in several places in this decade. As

c
has already been seen,

Mamulanfir probably refers to this Ceral

in Akam. 127 when he speaks of a Ceral Stan who cut down a
Kadamba tree. A similar feat was seen to have been credited to
another of the Patirru. Ceralar, Nfirmu^icceral, in patikam IV.^
It is possible that these and other similar references allude tc
warfare between several Ceralar with people who perhaps were
predecessors of the Kadamba dynasty.
1. 11.23-25.
2. 11,20,1.5.
3. 11,11,1.16; 15,1.23; 18,1.12.
4. Poems 12-14,16,17,19.
5. 11,11,11.5,12-14; 12,11.1-3; 17,1.5
20,1.4.
6 . v.s. Chap. VII,p. 302. 7. v. s. ibid., pp. 306 ff.
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It has already been suggested^ that Maraulanar implies
both in Akam* 127 and. Akam* 347 that those whose Kadamba tree wag
uprooted by NS^uiiceral Atan were pirates* since in both poems
.2
the Ceral ’drove back the sea*
The suggestion that these
people occupied the area to the north of that of the Ceralar, c
3
what is now Mysore and S.Kanara is then confirmed by Ptolemy,
who says that the coastal region to the north of Limyrike
containing such places as Mandagara and Nitraiai was fthat of

4
the pirates,'av^piv n€ip*Tu>v .
There seems no reason to follow
5
6
S.Krishnaswami Aiyangar and Sesha Aiyar when they state that
Ptolemy described this area as 'Ariaka andron Peiraton . 1 Both
were possibly following McCrindle 7 and may harehbeen misled by
the way he heads Section 7 in his translation: ’(Ariake) of the
Pirates * 1 There seems no clear reason why McCrindle should have
regarded ’avbptov nKQoatoV* with which Ptolemy commenced Section 7
as dependent on the heading to the previous section,

*

£<*c>r)VtoVf• Renou is perhaps more straightforward in translating
the headings to sections 6 and 7 as ’L ’Ariake des Sadenoi* and
8

Chez les Peiratoi

respectively.

Sesha Aiyar moreover refers
9
to another writer, whom he does not name, as connecting
with Andhra, but there seems no reason to suppose that this wor
is not the Greek genitive that it appears to be, in apposition
to rutpfcTcov •
1. v. s. Chap.VII, pp.308,309*
2. Akam.127,1.A; 347,1.4.
3. v.s
ibid.,p. 308.
4 . Bk.VII,Chap.1,Sec.7* McCrindle, A.I.,p. 4 5 .
5. "Beginnings of S.Indian History",p. 232.
6 . CK,p.l2. 7. A.I
ibid. 8 . "La G^ographie de Ptol<§m£e - L'lnde," pp. 3 ff.
9. CK,p. 12; he may well be referring to the view of Campbell,
noted and Justly rejected by McCrindle, A.I.p.46.
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From Ptolemy then, it may he assumed that the area to
the north of the Pirate Coast was Ariake. Pillai derives'1' this
name from Ta. Ariyarakam, land of the Sryas, as opposed to
Damirica, which he connects with Tamilakam. Another possihilit
is that the name Ariake represents a Greek formation in - kos ,

-KT), built on arya-.

The Pirate Coast itself lay between Aria

and Limyrike, and its southernmost place was Nitraiai,
identified by Renou

2

plausi

with Naravu, and doubtless the same as

the Naura of the Periplus.

4

This throws further doubt on any

§
connexion between the Pirate Coast and Ariake, for Patirru.
mentions Naravu as a town of the Ceralar. No doubt they captur<
it from Nannan or some other chief of that area. This in turn
suggests that the Patirru. poems relate to a later period than
6
Ptolemy who, like Pliny,
speaks of it as belonging to pirates.
There is little else in decade II of possible value tc
a political historian, though much of what remains includes
vivid description of the fertility of the Ceral country and the
7
customs of its inhabitants.
There are four matters mentioned i
general terms which may be noted before considering decade III.
In Patirru. II, poem 14, Ne^uilceral Atan is mentioned a

Q
being opposed by seven crowned kings.

This is also said of tw

other Ceralar who figure in this anthology, Narmuticceral and
w.

Cenkut^uvan.

9

Who the seven kings were, however, is not stated.

In poem 15, the king is reported to have invaded the
1. CET, p.176.
2. Ptolemy: A.I.,p.45.
3. op. cit.,p.5.
4♦ Section 53.
5. VI,60,1.12; IX,85,1.8.
6. Ait McCrindle, A.
P*48. 7. e.g. 11,13; for transl., v.s. Chap. II,p.53-4* 11,15;
for transl. v. s. ibid.,pp.45-6.
8. 11,14,11.11 ff.
9. IV,40,
lines 13 ff and V,45,1.6 respectively.
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+
1
kingdom of a king who was fond of dicing.

His fortress is

said to have "been protected hy natural forest as well as hy iti
ramparts. A similar fort is mentioned as having heen destroyed
-

hy Ne^uHceral Atan elsewhere in this decade.

2

Closely parallel

as they are, it is possible that these passages refer to one
particular operation.
In Patirru.II, poem 15

3

there is mention of trade witl
4
foreign lands according to the TSS editor's interpretation:
"Ka-fcalavuh kallavum yarravum piravura
va^am pola ... 11
"There is much wealth from the sea, the mountains, the
rivers and other (lands). M
Decade III, hy Palai Kkautaraanar, is in praise of the
Ceral Palyanai Ccelkelu Ku^uvan, whose name is found only in
the patikam. In the decade itself, he is referred to only as
5
Ku^uvan thrice.
The most noteworthy deed with which this Ceral is
credited is the conquest of the Konku country. In poem 22,
Palai KkautamanSp says:
"Yours is the terrifying array well armed with spears
*.
6
that captured the land of the Konkar who are rich in kine. "
The Konku country comprised the modern Salem and
Coimhatore districts and a part of Mysore. It is evident,
therefore, that this ruler extended the Ceral dominions north

eastwards, perhaps passing through the gap in the Chats near the
1. 11,15,1.8. 2. 11,20,11.11-21. 3. 11.15,16. 4. TSS p.33.
5. 111,22,1.27; 111,23,1.10; 111,29,1.14. 6. 11,22,11.15-16.
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modern Palaikkerfcu (Palghat).

It has already heen seen that1

the K5nku nS^u was attacked at various times hy the radventar.
There is no evidence that it was permanently a part of the
territory of the Pan^iyar or Colar, hut it is mentioned in
several places as the possession of the Ceralar,

2

It was in

this land that Karuvdr, the modern Kfirdr, was situated, hut as
3
already stated, it is perhaps unlikely that this was the

Ceral capital, far removed as it was from their original home <
the west coast.
Celkelu Ku^uvan is also addressed as the lord of the
4
5
Pulind^u. This is placed hy the TSS editor to the south of
the Kdnku na*5u, and, according to the commentator on Tol.,
6
C5llatik§ram, was one of the twelve areas where Ko^untarail, a
terra denoting dialect forms of Tamil, was spoken. The same poer
also refers to this Ceral as lord of the mountains called
7
Ceruppu and Ayirai. As already seen, the latter has heen
identified with the modern Aivarraalai, and was the seat of a
cult of the goddess KSrravai.8

The identification of Ayifaii
Q
with Aivarmalai is not accepted hy Sesha Aiyat, who identifies
it with Aiyitai malai, a mountain in central Travancore.
Poem 28 mentions the Periyaru river. This river, so
named to this day, is only mentioned twice in Sangam Literature
here and in Patirru.IX. poem 88. These two passages make it dea

1. v. s. Chap.IV,p.180. 2. Patirru.Ill,22,1.15; VIII,77,11.10-1
IX,88,1.19 & 90,1.25. 3. v.s. ihid.,p.l80. 4. 111,21,1.23.
_ 5. TSS edn., Map. 6. T6l.C6l.,cu.400, Cenfi. ,TSS edn.,p.207.
7. 11.23,29. 8. v.s. Chap.VII,pp.305-6. 9. CK,p.15.
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that the Ceral land included this river, which rises in the
Travancore Ghats and flows north-westwards to reach the sea
near the modern Pardr.

1

Pillai

2

identifies with it the Pseudo-

2
storaos mentioned hy Ptolemy*

Near its mouth was Mouziris, whicl
4
as already seen, may with certainty he identified with Muciri,
5
the port that belonged to the Ku^uvan.
Since this name is to

6

he connected with Ku^anfi-Ju, the region from which so many
Ceralar took their name, it follows that the Ku^anfi^u was the
region through which the Periyfiru flowed* This may he taken as
further evidence for the view that this was the Ceral ’homeland1
and that Vadci, their capital, was situated in this area, and
not far away heyond the ghats in the region of the modern Kfirdr*
In confirmation of the information conveyed hy patikam

n
III,

poem 24 of this decade speaks of Celkelu K u ^ u v a n ’s

> renunciation of worldly life* He followed the precepts of those
hrahmans who performed their sixfold obligations*
grammar, poetics,

9

8

astrology, the vedas and figamas*

He studied

10

He perform*

oblations in the sacrificial fire*1'*'
The fourth decade is noteworthy in Patirru* in heing
composed according to the structure known as AntSti.

12

In Antfiti,

the last word or phrase of one verse of the series forms the
first word or phrase of the ensuing one. For example, the last
1* See Map, p#
* 2. CET,p#106#
3. Sec.&i A# I# p#49#
4* v.s# Chap.V,p.279. Ptolemy is perhaps confirmed in Akam.149,
11*7-11, wherein the river on which Mucifci was is callednMCu^liyai
periyfirru*• • " (1*8) The Samajam edn., however, does not regard
fperiy§rruf as a proper name here; the TSS editor of Akam., ii,
p*59, says that Culliyam and Periy&ru were hoth names of Mucirifs
river* 5. Puram.343,11*9,10*
6. Both heing connected with
Ku-^am, lake, backwater; cf. Ta.Lex*,pp. 960 & 962*
7. v. s* Chap.
VII,p.303*
8. 11*5 ff* 9* Porul ilakkanam: Old Comm*; UVS p*25.
10. 21,11*1 ff. 11. Ij7. 12. Ski. anta+ adi.
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words of the first poem of Patirru# decade IV are:
"Por miku kurici’nl ma^Janai palave# 1,1
The first line of the next poem is:
"Mfiivfcanai palave por miku kuruci’nl”
It will he noticed that the poet has included all the words of
the final line of poem 31, reversing the order of the two halve
of the line# The antfiti, however, consists of the repetition of
"mfin^anai palave,11 and it will he seen that, in most cases, onl
g
the last two words or two feet are repeated# To accord whollyb
with antfiti structure, however, the last words or line of the
final poem of this decade should he found at the beginning of
the first poem# This is not the case#
The occurrence of such a structure in one decade alone
of Patirru# is remarkable, and it may he suggested that this wai
originally a separate work# It 1b perhaps incomplete as it now
stands, as may he seen from the deviation from correct antfiti
structure just noted, which suggests that a poem or poems occuri
after the tenth and that one of them ended with the words found
at the beginning of poem 31. It is possible that this compoeitio
was reduced to ten poems hy the compiler of this anthology to fi
it into the scheme of ten decades#
Neither this structure nor the variation of it have

received special notice from the TSS editor# Pillai notices it
4
briefly, hut does not remark upon the deviation. He surmises fr<
the structure itself that:
1. IV,31,1.36. 2# 32,1.1# 3. Whole-line repetition occurs
between poems 34 & 35, 35 & 36, 38 & 39# CET, p#36.
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"Some at least (belongs) to a little later period thar
the Akananuru and Puranandru collections* ••• I am sure this
device of a later versifying period did not exist at the time
when the poets of the Akanfindru age extemporized their poems
with little or no idea of the cut-and-dried formulae of the
later prosodists*" 1
This fourth decade is in praise of Kalankfiykkaijni
NSnmrfcicceral, and is hy the poet Kfippiyarru Kkfippiyanfir. The
full name of the Ceral means "The Ceral who wears the fragrant
fibre chaplet*" Its significance can only be guessed at; the
2

chaplet may have been woven of fragrant screwpine fibre* This
name is attested in full in the decade itself3 and in Akam. 4 Th
king is twice addressed as *Narrmr£icceral *5 and *the chaplet
cunningly fashioned1is mentioned in poem 38.

In the same poem
17

the king is called ’lord of the Ceralar* and 1V&navarampan*•
This latter title is also used in Patirru* of S^uko-Jpa^u
CceralStan

8

and appears in Akam. 359, where the particular Ceral

is not specified.
Much of this decade is panegyric, but two exploits are
mentioned* In poem 32, line 10, KSppiyan§r says that the king

destroyed the power of Ne^umi-fcal with a host of elephants* The
9
old commentary states that Ne^umi*Jal was of the Aiici family, ar
10

this is followed by modern writers* The TSS editor is of the vie
that NS^umi^al is referred to by name in Akam. 266 as a
1. CET,p.36. 2. Tfilai : Pandanus odoratissimus. 3* IV,38,1.4.
4. Akam. 199,1.22. 5* 39,1*17; 40,1.16. 6* 1*8: *Ceyal araai
ka^i...' 7. ibid. & 1.12 respectively. 8. Pat.VI,1.6; VI,58,
1.12. 9. UVS p.47. 10. Sesha Aiyar: CK p.17; TSS ed. p.149.

"

contemporary of Ewi, lord of Nl^dr.

1

The TSS editor of Akam,,

however, does not see in the use of the phrase ‘ne^umi-fcal1 in
Akam,266, line 12, anything more than the ordinary meaning of
‘great valour,12
In poem 40,

Kappiyanar says that Narimrjicceral cut

down the vakai, albizzia, that belonged to Nannan, It has been
4
seen that Akam,199 refers to a battle at Vakai pperunturai at
which Narmuticceral defeated Nannan, and this passage in
Patirru, undoubtedly alludes to the same event. The cutting
5
down of an albizzia by the Ceral is mentioned in pat,IV, but
it is not clearly stated therein that the tree, literally or
figuratively taken, actually belonged to Nannan.
Poem 31 states that NSrrmrfcicceral worshipped the feet
g
of the Lord garlsnded with basil. This is taken by the old
7
commentator as referring to the cult of Vi§nu in the form of

l
Padmanabha aj> Trivandrum, a cult of great importance to this daj
In decade V, composed by Paranar, the king praised is
Ka^al pirakk‘o^iya Cehku^uvan, the glorious Kuttuvan who drov<
back the sea. The significance of this title has already been
9
discussed. It was suggested that both Netuiiceral Xtan and
Cehku^uvan were engaged in warfare with pirates; that their
emblem was the Kadamba tree is clear from Akam.10 and it may be
1. TSS edn. ,p.149. 2, Akam,,TSS edn,,11,p»292, 3. 11,14,15.
4. v,s. Chap.VII,p.309. 5. 1.9* v.s. ibid. ,pp.306,309.
6. Patirrfc.IV,31,1.8 ff. 7. UVS edn.,p.45. 8. He is the
tutelary deity of the ruling house of Travancore. It should be
noted, however, that there are other Vai§nava shrines in Kerala
of great importance, such as the temple of Ky§na at Guruvayur,
which, though dating only to the 18th.cent., may well have been
built on a much older cult-site. 9. v.s. Chap.VII,pp.308-309,
10. Akam.127 & 347; v.s. ibid., pp.302, 308-309.
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said that Ndrmu^icceral was also engaged in warfare against
them, since he is reported to have defeated N a n n a n a n d the
destruction of 'Ka'Jainpin peruvayil* is mentioned in patikam IV,
The name of C&nku^uvan as given with his title in the
pat# to decade V does not appear in the decade, hut is echoed
hy "Ka^al o^iya vel pukal^ Ku^uvan", a phrase used of the king
g
hy Paranar in poem 46# The element Ku^uvan appears in three
4
other places in the decade#
§
In two places Paranar says that Cehku^^uvan overthrew
the lord of Mokur. In poem 44, he says that Cenku^uvan was ahl
c
to count on the friendship of Arukai though he was far off# Th
7
TSS editor says in his commentary that hoth pat#V and Cil#XXVI
lines 124-126 identify the lord of Mokur as Palaiyan, whose
protective tree, kaval maram, was the nlm or margosa. This is
correct as far as the mention of Palaiyan is concerned# But in
neither place is Palaiyan identified with the lord of MokSr# In
his translation of Cil., however, V.R.R.Dikshitar similarly
identifies him#

8

The grounds for the identification subsist onl;

in Patirru#V# poem 44, wherein Paranar says that the lord of
9
Mokur was protected hy a nlm tree# This lord may or may not hai
heen called Palaiyan# But any member of the family of Palaiyan
protected hy the nlm could have heen meant#
Neither the TSS editor nor other modern writers locate
1.
4.
6.
9.

Patirru. IV,40. 2. 1.7; v.s. Chap.VII,p.306. 3. 11.12-13.
V,42,1.8; 43,1.11; 49,1.18. 5. V,44,1.14; 49,11.8—9.
11.10-11. 7. TSS edn.,p.213. 8. VRRD: Cil.,p.309 fn.
line 15.
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Mokur, tout Pillai identifies it with the Magour mentioned toy
Ptolemy. 1 Ptolemy says 2 that Magour was one of the inland citi<
of the Paralia of the Soretai. The last element may clearly toe
connected with Coia, and in the same list Ptolemy includes
*Orthoura, the royal city of Sornagos*

which McCrindle

reasonably identifies as Uraiydr. If Mokdr were indeed a town
in the Coie country, this would explain the statement of Parane
that Cenkut^uvan*s ally in his campaign against the lord of
Mokur was the far-off Arukai.
4

_

Like Netuiiceral Atan, ‘ Cenkut^uvan 1b said to have
defeated seven kings and to have had their crowns fashioned int
an ornament for his toreast.

5

The feat of driving toack the sea, commemorated in this
Ceral1s title and already discussed^
7
places in decade V.

is mentioned in three

Decade VI, toy the poetess KakkaipftfcLniySr Naccel^giy§r,
is in praise of Atuko^pa^u Cceralatan. It seems likely that
this Ceralfs title is to toe connected with passages in decade V
that tell of his dancing joyfully upon the toattle-field.8 The
9
only other mode of address used of him is Vanavarampan.
No specific conquests on the part of this king are
mentioned toy the poetess in her decade, tout there is a definite
allusion to sea-trade:
"Innicai ppunariy irankum pauvattu

1. CET pp.173-4. 2. Sec.91: A. I. p. 184. 3. A.I. p. 185; it is
of interest to note that the Gk. Orthoura seems to toe connected
with Uraiyur rather than Urantai, the name always used in the
anthology poems. 4. v.s. p.328. 5. V,45,1.6. 6. v.s. pp.308-<
7. V,42,ll.21-3; 46,1.12, v.s. p.335; 48,1.4. 8. v.s. po.313-4,
9. VI,58, line 12.
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nan kala verukkai tuAcum pantar
kamalun t§lai kkanal amperunturai
ttan ka^ar pa^appai nanna^u pporunai " ^
"Lord of the pleasant coast of the sea where there is a
fine harbour in which there are groves of overhanging trees
wafting fragrance. There are to he seen storehouses full of
merchandise that has arrived hy sea. "
It is in decade VI that the port of Naravu is mentionec
for the first time in Patirru.

2

It is mentioned in one other
rt

place in this anthology, and nowhere else in Sangam literature*1
4
As already noted, it seems reasonable to connect with Naravu
the Nitraiai of Ptolemy5 and the Naura of the Periplus. 6 Both oi

these mention Nitraiai or Naura as heing north of Tyndis, Toivfci,
and in hoth the two towns are mentioned in juxtaposition. It is
feasible to suggest that, hy the time of A^uko^pat'fcu Cceralfitan
at least, Naravu had passed from the hands of pirates into Ceral
possession, for hoth Pliny and Ptolemy state that Nitraiai was
8
in pirate hands* In the Periplus, however, Naura and Tyndis are
9
called the first markets of Damirica ; this may merely confirm
that Naravu belonged to a chieftain of southern India, hut it
may also indicate that it was then in Ceral hands. Ptolemy lists
in different sections the pirate towns and those of Limurike.10
In his edition of the Periplus, Schoff11 identifies

1. VI,55,11.3-6. 2. VI,60,1.12. 3. IX,85,1.8. 4. v. s. p.328.
5. Sec.7: A.I. p.45; McCrindle has Nitra. 6. Sec.53: Schoff,p.4
7. For the identification of Tyndis with TSn^i, v.s. Chap.IV,
p.188. 8. v.s. Chap.VIII,p.328 & fn.6. 9.‘Periplus, ibid.
10. Of the Pirates: Sec.7; Limyrike, Sec.8. 11. Schoff: notes,
p.204.
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Naura with Cannanore and says that a more northerly location we
unlikely "because of pirates. Pillai, however, prefers Yule’s
identification of Naura with Mangalore which is on the NetrSvat
river.1 In effect, Pillai suggests a connexion "between the
names Naura and Nitraiai in the classical sources and NetrSvatl
and sees in Naravu a possible origin of the river’s name. It is
clear from classical sources that, whichever identification is
accepted, this place lay to the north of Tyndis or Ton^i*
It remains "but to notice that Sesha Aiyar

2

identifies

with A^uko^pa^u Cceralatan the foe of Karikal who is named as
a
Peruiiceral§tan in the colophon to Puram. 65. It has heen seen
that Karikal fought a battle at Venni and that, from the eviden
4
of Puram. colophons his foe seems to have been a Ceral. Sesha
Aiyar bases his identification of this Ceral with the hero of
Patirru. decade VI on the following:- 1). Karikfil was obviously
the contemporary of his opponent at Venni, Peruiiceralatan.
2). Paranar has also sung of KarikSl in Akam.246. 3). Paranar
praises Cehku^uvan^who, according to Patirru.5 was a collateral
Ceral with Cenku*f^uvan and who may have been a younger ruler.
Thus both Paranar and Karikal must have been close in time to
Cenku$*fcuvan and A-fcuko-fcpfi^u Cceralatan.
Pillai does not support this identification since he
g
postulates two Karikals, one before Paranar, the other after.
Difficulties in accepting this hypothesis have already been
7
discussed. He asserts that the name Peruiiceralatan in the col.

1. CET p.137. 2. CK,p.29 & ff. 3. v. s. Chap.IV,pp.109-112.
4. Colophons 65 & 66; v.s. ibid.,p. 196. 5. See Table of Ceralar,
supra, p.296. 6. CET p.91. 7. v. s. Chap.IV,pp.109-111.
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to Puram*65 is a misreading of Peruricerr1fitan, another title, h<
says, of Peruricorr1utiyan CeralStan, hero of Puram. 2.
The whole argument is inconclusive* Since it is a
pragasti written in the king's lifetime, decade VI of Patirru*
does not tell us about X^uko-fcpS^u Cceralatan's end, and thereibr
cannot he used to support or refute Sesha Aiyar1s identificatioi
of him with the foe of the Cola KSrikSl* It has already heen
noted1 that the title Akuko^pS^u as given in the patikam to thj
decade seems to he connected with passages in the decade that
describe his joyful dance upon the battlefield. Neither this
title nor allusions to such a dance appear in any other
anthology. On the other hand the element CeralStan appears in a
number of places, and is included in the name of the hero of
decade II, Ne^uilceral Atan.

The remaining decades of Patirruppattu are in praise oi
Ceralar who were descended from Antuvan who, like Utiyariceral,
is only mentioned in Patirru. in a patikam. He appears in pat.V]

as the father of Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan. The panegyrist of this
Ceral is given as Kapilar.

The name of this king is fairly well attested by decade
VII and its significance has already been discussed.
_

2

In poem 62

rZ.

the king is called Celvakko and also Atan.’ In poem 65 he is
addressed as Celvan, perhaps recalling hie actual name, though

the word may merely carry its usual meaning here. In poem 67, th
hero is called Celvakkoman.^

1. v. s. p. 336 & Chap.VII,pp. 313-4. 2. v. s. Chap.IV,pp.182-3.
3. 11.16 & 21, the letter being the "valiy Xta.'vSliy© palave. M o
which his name may have been based; v. s. p. 182. 4. 1.23.
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Decade VII is no more informative regarding the deeds
of this Ceral than is its patikam.1 Poem 63 contains a reference
to his victory over the two kings,

2

doubtless a Pantiya and a

Cola or their vassals.

No details at all are given.
«z
Ko^umanam is mentioned in poem 67 as belonging to

Aliy atan. Sesha Aiyar4 identifies this with K5lumam, which is
near DhSrfipuram in Coimbatore District. If his identification
is correct, it suggests that the Irumporai Ceralar ruled lands
5
to the east of the Chats at that time*
Perudceral Irumporai, victor at Taka^dr, is given

in

pat.VIII as the hero of the accompanying decade. His name does
not appear in this form anywhere in the decade* He is twice
addressed as Poraiyan.

6

In one place,

*7

he is called Kotai Mfirpai

and it is possible that he was the same as the king lauded unde:
Q
this name in Puram. There, Poykaiyar gives Kotai Marpan*s town
v
9
10
as Ton*£i, which belonged to the Irump5rai.
Moreover, the sara<

poet elsewhere refers to his patron as Poraiyan,11 and it is no1
going too far to suggest that this refers to the same patron as
he lauds in Puram. Prom the evidence of Poykaiy5rfs poems and

Patirru., therefore, it is suggested that the names Poraiyan anc
Kotai MSrpan both refer to Perudceral Iruqaporai.
The destruction of the stronghold of the Atiyar12 at
Taka^ur, mentioned in the patikam to decade VIII is referred to
1. v.s. Chap.VII,p. 314. 2. 1.11. 3. 1.1. 4. CK,p.41.
5. See Map, p. xv.
6. VIII,73,1.11; 75,1.3. 7. VIII,79,1.4.
8. Puram.vv.48 & 49 by PoykaiySr; v.s. Chap.IV,pp.192-194.
9. Puram.48,1.4. 10. cf. Puram. 17,1.13 & gatirru.IX.88.1. 21.
11. Nar.18,11.4,5. 12. Puram. col.230* v.s. Chap.V,p. 205.
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in the decade itself.

1 As noted in his edition of Puram., 2 hy

A w a i Turaicami Pillai, there is now a place nesr Dharmapuri
called Ataman Ko ^ a i ,

fortreess of Ataman. This name is perhap*

to he connected with Atiysraan.
In poem 71,

Perudceral is said to have reduced Kaluvu]
4
to submission. Kaluvul was rich in cattle and his town was
5
5
called Kamdr.
He was also defeated by Iladceral Irump5rei.
Tlu

TSS editor, presumably on the basis of the reference to cattle j

0
poem 71 of Patirru., follows the old commentary
7
Kaluvul as 8n I^aiyar chief.

in regarding

Elsewhere in decade VIII, Peruriceral is hailed as lord
of the Pdlina^u

8

9

and of Mt. Kolli.~ in one hyperbole, he is

even acclaimed as lord of Pukar, the Cola town . 10
The last extant decade of Patirru. is, according to its
patikam, in praise of IJaiiceral Irumporai, and is the work of
Peruhkunrdr Kilar.
The title 'Ilaiiceral* is not attested by the decade,
but that of TIrumporai' is. 11 Like Peruriceral before him, he is
IP
13
called Poraiyan
and lord of the people of the Pdlina^u.
He
is also called lord of the K u ^ u v a r . 14 This is the only instance
in the anthologies of this word occurring in the plural. In the
singular, it occurs in a number of contexts, notably in Patirru.
decade V as a title of its hero, Cenkuttuvan.
1. VIII,78,1.9.
2 . Puram.,TSS edn. ,ii,p.98. 3. 1.17. 4 . ibid.
5. Akam.135,113; Akam.365,1.12.
6. UVS,p.121. 7. I^aiyan, cow
herd. Pillai suggests, CET,p.l68 & ff., that Ta. i^aiyan is
represented in Anoka’s Shahbazfcarhi Edict, E.I.,II,p.471 by Hida
raja.
8. 73,1.9.; 9...73,1. II. 110.^73,1.9.
11. IX,89,1.*9.
12. IX,84,1# 6;86,1.3;87,1.5.
13. 84,1.6;90,1.27.
14. 90,1.26.
15. e.g. 42,1.8 & 43,1.11.
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Ilartceral
is said to have held court at Naravu,1
a
•
—
place that has already heen discussed.

2

Two other towns on the

west coast of S.India are also mentioned in decade IX, Ton^i an
j
Marantai.' The latter is said to he hy the sounding sea, and,
in addition to this Patirru. reference, the place is said to
A

belong to the Kut^uvan according to two other anthology poems.
g
It may he noted that Ptolemy mentions Morounds as an
inland town of the Aioi. McCrindle

states that Morounda has no‘

heen identified. Ptolemy’s statement seems to conflict with
Patirru. on two counts, hut the similarity of Morounda and
Marantai is striking. It is possible that the two discrepancies
may he resolved as follows. Patirru. IX.90.1.28 says:
’’Iranku nlr parappin Marantaiyor pdruna,*’
7
which the TSS editor takes as meaning: ’’Lord of the people of
Marantai that lies hythe sounding sea. ” There is no reference
in the text, however, to the sea, and the line could he taken as
referring to a river or a backwater or lake. It hss heen noted
that the place is twice said to belong to Kuttuvan, and the
connexion between this title and Ta. kui^am, pond, lake, has bee
noted.

8

On this assumption, there would he no difficulty in

stating that Marantai was in fact an inland town. As to its
belonging to the Aioi as recorded hy Ptolemy, it v;ill he recalle
that their territory bordered on that of the Ceralar, lying
between their kingdom and Cape Comorin.9 There is no reason why
1. IX,85,1.8. 2. v.s. p. 337 & p. 328.
3. IX,88,1.21 & 90,1.28
respectively. 4. Akam.376,1.16 & Ku^un.34,1.6. 5. Ptolemy, VII
1, sec. 87; A.I. p. 180. 6. A.I. p. 182. 7. p.447. 8. v.s. p. 331
fn. 6. 9. Ptolemy,ibid., sec.8,9,86 & 87.
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Marantai should not have changed hands in warfare between the
Ceralar tad the Ay chiefs.1

The connexion between these chiefs
2

and I^aiyar, cowherds, has been noticed .and it has Just been
observed that Ilahceral defeated Kaluvul, who is taken to have
been one of the I^aiyar by the old commentary. He may, in fact,
have been the ruler of Marantai. This would confirm the
connexion between Morounda and the Aioi recorded by Ptolemy.
m.
3
Ilaxlceral was also lord of the Konkuna^u and is
compared to the Vani river !down which float sandal logs.1 4
The TSS editor takes this to refer to a river that rises in the
Nilagiris, 5 and Sesha Aiyar6 identifies VSni with the Bhavani
which is a tributary of the KSviri rising in the Nilagiris and
7
flowing to the north of Coimbatore, This is the region of the
Konkuna^u, and it is reasonable to identify the Vani with the
g
modern Bhavani.
It is possible that Ilailceral recruited troops from
areas outside the Tamil land, as, in poem 90, Perunkunrur Kilar
q
says that many tongues are to be heard in the king's camp.
It remains but to observe that there are a few verses
not found in the text of Patirruppattu as extant, but which are

quoted in the commentary to Tolkfippiyam, Porulatikaram, as being
poems of Patirru. Neither Dr.U.V.Caminata Aiyar nor his
successors have been able to locate these verses in the extant
work.13 It is possible that they belong to the two missing

1. Ay: v.s. Chap.V,pp.214-215. 2. p.215. 3. IX,88,1.19 & 90,
1.25. 4. 86,11.12,13. 5. p.424. 6. CK,p.45. 7. See Map,
p. xv.
8. It has also been identified with the AraarSvati,
another tributary of the Kaviri; vide Ta. Lex.,p.3628,col.ii. In
Sangam poems, however, this seems to be represented by An Poruns
v.s. Chap. IV,pp. 178 ff. 10. UVS p.2; TSS p.456. 19. 90,1.30.
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decades. They are of no special interest, as they mention neith<
specific rulers nor any particular events.
Prom what has been said in this and the preceding
chapter, it will be seen that there are not many instances in
this anthology where the events connected with a particular
Ceral are confirmed in the accompanying decade; correlation
between patikam and decade is not marked. For clarity, the chiej
events narrated in patikams and decades have been summarized in
the accompanying table.^ It will be seen that only in three
decades, II, V and VIII is there any real correlation between
decade and patikam, and this is most marked in the case of VIII.
The name of the king appearing in pat.IV is fully attested by
decade IV, while that in pat.VI is not attested at all by the
accompanying decade. All other patikam names are attested in par
in the decades.
Prom the places mentioned in Patirru.. it is possible t
trace Ceral influence ranging from 3.Kanara in the north to
Travancore in the south, and eastwards from the coastal strip,
through the Palghat Q-ap into the regions of the modern Coirabator
and Salem Districts. There is some mention of trade, both by
land and sea. In common with the other anthologies, Patirru.
includes considerable mention of the flora and faina of the area

1. On p.345.
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Table showing chief events commemorated in Patirruppattu,
II.

Pat: Imaiyavarampan Ne^uriceral Atan,
Carved bow-sign on Himalaya, made Ariyar submit and
siezed a booty of diamonds; punished captives.
Dec: Ceral Atan, Ne^uriceral Atan,
Destroys Kadamba tree; opposed by seven kings. Trade
with foreign lands. Destruction of woodland fort of
king who was fond of dicing.

III.

Pat: Palyanai CcSlkelu Ku^^uvan.
Rule of the Umpal Forest, Siege and destruction of
Akappa, Celebrated goddess on Ayirai Mt. Penance,
Dec: Ku^uvan, Palyanai Kku^tuvan,
Conquest of KohkunS^u. Lord of PdlinS^u. Study and
practice of brahmanical ideas,

IV.

Pat: Ka^ankaykkanni Narmu^icceral,
Cherished land of Pdli. Defeated Nannan at Ka^ampin
Peruvayil. Cut down Albizzia (v§kai7~"tree.
Dec: KalankSykkanni NSrmu^icceral, Narmu^icceral, Vanavarampan.
Destroyed power of Ne^umi^al (Arici), Destroyed Albizj
belonging to Nannan,

V.

Pat: Ka^al pirakk1o^iya Cenku^uvan,
Sought stone for Pattini statue. Defeated Ariyar and
bathed in Ganges, Destroyed Viyaldr and Ko^ukur,
Uprooted Palaiyan/s margosa tree. Defeated nine Colas
Dec: Drove back the (power of the) sea. Overthrew lord of
Mokdr, destroying his margosa. Defeated seven kings,
Ka^al o^iya v&l pukal Kuttuvan, Ku^uvan,
Pa
“
Pat: A^uko^pa^u Cceralfitan.
Captured sheep in TairJSraniyam and took them to Ton^i
Bestowed them and a town in Ku^anS^u to brahmans,
Dec: Vanavararapan, (Tunankaiy S^iya valam pa^u koman).
Sea trade.

VI.
VI.

VII.

Pat: Celvakka^unkov Aliyatan.
Granted revenue of Okantur for Vi§nu-worship.
Dec: CSlvakko, Atan, Celvakkoman.
Victory over the two kings.

VIII. Pat: (Taka^dr erinta)Peruriceral Irumporai.
On Kolli's heights defeated two kings and Atikaman.
Destroyed Taka^ur,
Dec: P5raiyan, Kotai Mfirpan.
Lord of Kolli. Destruction of Taka^ur. Submission of
Kaluvul. Lord of the land of Puli.
IX.

Pat: (Ku^akko) Italiceral Irumporai,
Destroyed 5 forts, defeating two kings. Bhuta cult.
Dec: Poraiyan, Irumporai, Mfintaran, Ku^uvar eru.
(Nil.
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CHAPTER IX
THE AKAM ANTHOLOGIES
It was observed in the Introduction that the old
commentary on Iraiyanar Akapporu^ includes a list of fourteen
titles of literary works belonging to the third cankara,1 and
that nine of these titles may be related to extant works, one
of which is the fgrammar’ Tdlkfippiyam.
The other eight in the list refer to the eight
anthologies, and, to recapitulate, the list is:
Ndtuntokainanuru, Ku£untokainanii£u, Narrinainanuru,
Puranandru, Ainkurunuru, Patirruppattu, Ndrr1aimpatu Kali,
*
2
Elupatu Paripa^al. .
As already seen,

the order of enumeration is a natural

one, the first four being similar in arrangement to each other.
The second four are all dissimilar to the first four and to each
other^but, save for Patirruppattu, are akin in subject-matter to
the first three titles. Patirru. and Puram. alike treat of Puram
and a detailed consideration of these two anthologies has been
made in the preceding six chapters.
The six remaining all treat of Akam, and it will readil
be seen that these works fall into two groups. In the first come
Ne^untdkai (Akanandru),4 Kuruntdkai and Narrinai, and in the
second Aifikurundru, Nflrr 'aimpatu Kali (Kalittokai),5
and Elupatu
v* (L
Paripa^al (Paripa^al).^ In the latter group, Paripa^al is an
anomaly, inasmuch as, although classified like the other five as
1. v.s. Chap.I,pp. 7-8.
2. IA Comm.,TSS edn.,p.6. 3. v.s.
pp. 14-15. 4. v.s. ibid. ,pp. 11-12.
5. v.s. ibid. ,p. 13.

ibid.
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akam poetry, its extant poems are almost wholly devotional, and
quite different from the secular love poetry of the other five
akam anthologies.
The three anthologies in the first group hear a strong
’family likeness’ to PuranSndru, and, like it, show little
evidence of a formal structure. Only two criteria emerge as
having governed the inclusion of any given poem in one or other
of them. The first is that the poem should treat of akam in the
sense of that term as noticed in chapter II.1 The second is thal
the poem should he within certain limits as to length. Long poer
are found in Akam., hence the alternative name Ne^untokai. Poem*
of intermediate length are included in Narrinai, while the
shortest are found in KuruntSkai, hence its name. The exact
limits have already heen noted.

Q

Like Puram., these three anthologies are prefixed hy
Ka^avu^ valttu, invocatory verses, ascribed to Paratam pa^iya
Peruntevenar. The possible date of this poet has already heen
discussed,

and he may well have lived during the Pallava perioc

His invocations are similar in tone to portions of the Saiva
and Vai§nava ’canons’, and, as observed in connexion with Puram.
his poems are in no way linked hy subject with those that follow
*
4
The Ka^avul vSlttu prefacing Akam. is in praise of Siva. That to
Narrinai lauds Vi§nu:
MHe wields the discus and banishes all faults. They aver
that it was he who was the origin of the Veda and in himself hid
all beginnings. Bright are his eyes like the pale-rayed moon;
L» v.s. Chap. II, pp. 19f f. S. v. s. Chap. I,p. IS. 3. v.s. Chap. Ill,
p. 86. 4. cp. that to Pufcam. , transl. ibid. ,p. 87.
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heaven is his body and the cardinal points his hands* The sea
that has pure water containing many conches is his raiment and
the earth forms his radiant feet* M
The invocation at the beginning of Kurun. is in praise
of Murukan, identified with Skanda:
"His lovely and bright feet resemble lotuses and his
body is like coral. His garment is red as Crabfs eye.1 His is
the long spear that split open the Kaaurica mountain. May he
whose banner carries the cock-emblera protect me and to the
world be a daily refuge."
No poem belonging to the body of any of the anthologiei
save Paripa^al will be found to express similar sentiments to
these, though, as noted in the chapters on Puram., there are 8
number of incidental references to these deities and to Siva.
Such allusions to divine beings do not betray any special
devotion to them on the part of the poets.

Unlike Puram., the invocatory verses prefixed to Akam.,
Narri^ai and Kurun. are supernumerary to the main body of the
poems. It is possible that these invocations were added to these
three anthologies at the time they were collected together or
subsequently.
There are certain traditions as to the persons who
made these anthologies and their patrons, and these will be note
in considering them individually. Such information in connexion
with Puram. is no longer available.
Prom the list of poets whose work is included in Puram.
1. Kunri; Abrus precatorius; also a jewel resembling its seeds.
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and Patirru.,1 it will readily be noticed that work of these
authors figures prominently in the three love-poem anthologies
under discussion. Some poets whose poems are included in the
akam anthologies do not, however, figure in Puram. or Patirru.
at all and vice versa.

2

It is to be expected that people and events commemorat
in the puram collections should be mentioned, albeit incidental!
in these akam poems. This is in fact the case, as has been seen
in the chapters on the Puram. and Patirru. poems.

Two notable
3
instances are the battle of Venni fought by KarikSl and the
carving of the Ceral bow-erablem upon the Himalaya by Ceral Atan
It may be stated that such references in the other akam
anthologies Ainkurunuru, KalittSkai and especially Paripa^al
are most infrequent, and this is a further way in which these
three anthologies are distinct from the other five, both akam
and puram. It may have been this that helped Pillai to his
5
conclusion that these three were works of later origin than
Puram., Akam., Nar., and Kurun. It must be noted, however, that
he does not give reasons for his view.
Akananuru is unique among the four anthologies of four
hundred poems in that it is divided into three parts. These are
entitled Ka^irrlyanai Nirai, containing verses 1 to 120, Manimitai Pavalam, containing verses 121 to 300 and lastly Nittila6
kkovai. Whether these subdivisions were envisaged by the person

1. See App. , List of Poets, p. 489 2. See ibid. 3. v.s. Chap.I\
p.110. 4. v.s. Chap.VII,pp. 301-2; see also Akam.347. Other
instances have been noted passim; the name of the Ceral hero of
Patirru.IV is fully attested in Akam.199,1. 22; v.s. ibid.,p.309.
5. Vide CET,pp.28-29. 6. See old comm.on vv.giving tradition of
compilation of Akam.,also compiler & patron; Akam.TSS,iii,pp. 20(
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who compiled Akam* cannot "be stated. That they were in existenc<
hy the time of Naccinarkk*iniyar is clear from the fact that he
employs these names in quoting from Akam.1
No distinction is apparent between the poems of any of
these subdivisions and any other, and it is impossible to say
why, alone among the anthologies that contain four hundred
discontinuous poems, Akam. should have been so treated. In
discussions, Professor T.P.Minakshisundarara was of the opinion
that forceful expression predominates in the poems in Kalirriyanai Nirai, the Rank of Bull Elephants. In Manimi^ai Pavajara,
Rubies and Coral, sound and sense harmonize like the red of the
ruby and the pink of coral. In Necklace of Pearls, Nittilakkovai
the sound itself of the verses is musical. It is not always
possible to observe such aesthetic differences between the poemg
of these different subdivisions, and they may merely serve to
explain the names.
According to tradition, Akam. was compiled by Uruttira
Canmar, 2 son of Maturai Uppuri Kilar, 3 under the patronage of
»
4Pan^iyan Ukkira Pperuvaluti. It is possible that this was the
same person as Kanappereyil ka^anta Ukkirapperuvaluti lauded in
5
5
Puram.21 and 367. As already seen, this king, with a similar
title, is said by its colophon to have composed Akam.26, and,
less the title referring to Kanappereyil, his name is given ss
the author of Narriijai 98. This is not the sole case of a king
who figures in Sangam literature being associated with the
1. KjNirai: Nacc. on Tol.Poru^.Akat. 9,quoting Akam.97; M.Pavalam:
on Tol.ibid.,12,quoting Akam.264,294,139. Used side by side with
'Akappat'fcu1;TSS edn.,i,pp.24-33. 2. Rudra^arman. 3. Akam.,TSS
edn. ,Intro. 4. CET,o.28. 5. v. s. p. 162.
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compilation of an anthology, for, as will further be noted,
the Ceral Yanaikka^cey MSntaradceral Irumporai is traditionally
regarded1 as having patronized Ku^alur Kilar, compiler of
Ainkurunuru. If such traditions are accepted, one is led to
conclude that these anthologies were collected together during
the period when these kings lived, and possibly even during the
lifetime of many of the personages who figure in the poems of
these three akam collections and Puram. One might even infer,
from its ffamily likenessf to these three akam collections, tha*
Puram. also was compiled at that time; as already observed,"
nothing is known even traditionally as to its compiler and
patron.

But these conclusions are based on the flimsy evidence

of tradition, and there is no concrete evidence to support or
refute them.
There is an old commentary to Akam. , of unknown
authorship. It is not complete, and covers only the first ninety
poems, and is of the brief type known as ’Kuripp*urai. 1 Portions
of this anthology were first produced in a printed edition in
i 1920 by V.IracakopSla Aiyankar.
Like Puram., the verses of Akam. are accompanied by
colophons that give certain information about them. The name of
the poet is given, the Akattinai conveyed by the poem and a note

about the occasion in the conventional love-scenes upon which th
various characters spoke. For example, Akam.26, attributed as
just noted to the Pan^iya Ukkirapperuvaluti, is stated by its
colophon to portray the tinai Marutam*
pp. 24 & 28-9.

The coloohon further

Uripporuj of Quarrelling; \.s. Chap. II,
*
*
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says:

"ThiB is what the heroine said to her companion after

the latter had been called to the door by the hero. As she was
unable to go, he came through the door and peeped through a
crack. 11 This is what Ukkira Pperuvaluti makes the heroine say:
"Is it right for him to sulk, the lord of that rich
village surrounded by paddy-fields, where playful maidens adorn
themselves for the festival with blossoms fallen from the thornbush whose spines are bent and whose twigs are white as the
bones of fish?

My friend, sometimes he used to prevent me

embracing him when I wanted to weep upon his breast. It is most
confusing, as he has often praised those same eyes of mine that
are lovely as an ornament fashioned from the iron tips on the
tusks of my lord’s elephant. It was those tusks that broke down
the enemy gates.
Now, since I long to fall sobbing upon his fair chest
scented with sandal paste, the milk in my soft breasts ornaraente
with beauty spots will not come for my child, who is therefore
cross. Moreover, my lord is afraid lest my sweet milk should fal
on his breast.
When I saw that his arms were now about me, I recalled
how he would not embrace me before, looked at my baby in the
arms of its foster-mother and said: ’You are quite good enough
for your pretty mistress, and this child is good enough for me.’’
At that, my lord spoke lovingly to the baby and to me, came up
behind me and embraced me. " ^
1. Akam. 26.
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Another example of the Akam. colophons is that to poem
36. This says that the author was Maturai Nakkirar, and that th
tinai is marutam. It contains the note:
"The heroine speaks sorrowfully to the hero who has
just left the presence of the courtezan.”
It is this poem which contains the reference to the
foes of the Pan^iya Ne^urlceliyan at Talaiyalankanam.1 Nakkirar
makes his heroine speak to her lover as follows:
P
"O lord of the village.1 There, at dawn, the riotous
flowers

chokethe ponds. There, like a "bull fretting at the end

of its tether, the striped male Murrel-fish, its jaws gaping,
will not yield to the pull of the fisherman’s line. It threshes
about so that the line becomes entangled in shoots of waterbindweed. It leaps from side to side, crushing the buds and
opened flowers of the lotuses. It jumps onto the leaves of
waterlilies, tearing them to shreds, for, in its cruel jaw is
the hook that spells its death.
They say that you have been with your mistress who has
small bangles and long fragrant locks in the grove where there
4
are many blooms beneath tall Terminalia trees. It is situated
near the broad sands of the Vaiyai whose streams never dry up.
Their idle talk is noisier than the cries upon the field of war
of heroes being slain as they beheld the siezure of the war-drum
and white parasol when, in one day, seven foes were defeated by
Celiyan. Mounted upon his beflagged chariot, drawn by steeds,
1. v. s. Chap.IV,pp.154-5. 2. Uran; one of the Attributes of
Marutam; v.s. Chap. II,p. 29. 3. Varal: Ophiocephalus marulius,
Lex. 4. Marutam; another Attribute of Marutattinai.
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their manes trimmed, he raged upon the field of Alankanam,
destroying the Ceral and the Cempiyan,

2

wrathful Titiyan, Elini
w

of the bright ornament and

valorous war-elephant, Erumaiyuran

from the place famous for sweet-smelling toddy, Iruhko Vel whose
chest was fragrant with sandal-paste, and Porunan of the fine
chariot. ” 3
All five of the tiijai pertaining to normal love figure
in Akam., but there is no instance of Kaikkilai or Peruntinai
4
figuring in the colophons to these poems. It was already noted
that this is also the case in other anthologies, and that, where
poems portray such ’abnormal* situations, they are yet included
among poems depicting the five tinai of normal love.

In his

commentary upon Tdl. Poru^.Akat., cdttirams 50 and 51, dealing
with Kaikkilai and Peruntinai, Nacc. draws only upon Kalittokai,
wherein all poems are allotted to one of the five ti$ai Palai,
Kurirlci, Marutam, Mullai and Neytal. But similar instances occur
in other Akam anthologies, and an example from Kurun. has alread;
7
been noted. In the same way, in Akam., poems dealing with the
’abnormal* situations are classified under one of the five tinai
•

of normal love. Such cases are extremely rare in this anthology.
In Akam. 322, classified as a kurirlci poem, the heroine tells of
her insupportable love
’’Like to the insatiable passion that leads people to
o
cast themselves from the mountain crags."

1. Talaiyalankanam: v.s. Chap. IV,pp. 152,154-161. 2. Cola, as
descended from Sihi: v.s. ihid.,p.121. 3. Akam.36. 4. v.s.,
Chap. II,p. 30. 5. ihid.,& p. 32. 6. viz.,for Kaikkilai : Kali. 58 <5
61 TKunirtcikkali); for Peruntinai: Kali.139 (Neytarkali), 64 &
62 (Kuridcikkali). SeetT5l.Porul.Akat.,Comm* »TSS i,pp.115-119.
7. v.s. ihid.,p.34. 8. Akam. 322,11. 3,4; see UVS Kurun.,p.46.
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Erukkam,

1

used by unrequited lovers as a garland when
2

riding the hobby-horse made of palmyra, is mentioned in passing
2
in Akam.301. There is, however, no mention of the riding of
hobby-horses in Akam.
Poems depicting the five tinai follow one another in
Akam. without any special sequence, and it is not possible to
observe any tendency towards grouping together poems portraying
any particular tinai. Similarly, there is no grouping together
4
of poems ascribed to any of the 140 poets who figure in this
anthology. There is, in some cases, a definite association
between a particular poet and poems depicting a particular tinai,
The most notable instance is the alliterative association between
Kapilar snd poems about

kuririci. Almost all his extant love

poems are about kuririci

subjects, and every one of hispoems

included in Akam. is on

kurihci, save Akam.203, on palai. The

colophon to this poem says that a mother speaks

of herdaughter

who is on the point of departure:
’Though she will be famished, though she will falter,
these two will not heed a mother’s words. For many days now I
have had to endure the gossip of backbiting women, telling me how
bad my heartless daughter is. I have

paidno attention to their

abuse of her as a shameless hussy. I

have so much to hide that I

had better leave this empty house.
I cannot say that the thought of my daughter leaving to
keep her tryst in secret with this young fellow without her
1. Arka: Calotropis sp.(Asclepiadaceae). 2. v. s. Chap.II,p. 34.
3. 1.11. 4. See old comm.on verses embodying traditions as to
compilation of Akam.,TSS iii,p.200. 5. See List of Poets,p.489.
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grandmother’s knowledge is easy to contemplate. She is

going tc

follow in the footsteps of this young man who has the anklets oj
a hero on his legs and a long spear bright as lightning. She wi]
traverse many difficult mountain paths.
If it were not for my inability to go before them into
those parched places along the little tracks in the mountains
that wild beasts love, I would repair to that small village on
the great mountain’s slope and make ready for them a place to
stay. Would that I might become a hostess for them in a house
shaded

bythe swaying tranches of chaste-trees.1 " 2
Certain poets are associated in Akam. with palai

especially, such as Kavirippumpa^inattu Kkaxikkannanar, whose
3
three poems in Akam. are all on pSlai, and ErukkS^ur Ttayankannanar, six of whose seven Akam. poems4 are about palai with
its uripporul of Separation.
The poet I^aikkS^anar is credited with the authorship
of six verses in Akam., and five of these are in the tinai
5
mullai, with its associated aspect of love, Awaiting. One of his
poems is Akam.284, in the second portion of Akam., Manimitai
Pavalam. The colophon says that the hero, having finished his
undertaking, speaks to his charioteer. Alternatively, he is
’thinking aloud.’ It will be recalled that the reasons for palai
separation, are given by Tol. as study, warfare and embassy.6
’Vinai’ in this colophon might refer to any of these, or even to
the search for wealth, an additional cause for separation nbt^d
1. Nocci: Vitex negundo. 2. Akam.203. 3. Akam.107,123,285.
4. On palai: 105,149,213,237,319,357; on kurihci : 132.
5. On mullai: 194,274,284,304,374; on palai: 139. 6. Tol.Poru^.
Akat.cu. 25; v. s. Chap.II,p. 37.
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"by Tol.

1

Iruttal, awaiting, is here depicted as afflicting the
2

lover; the previous examples noticed

concerned the beloved.

The hero speaks as follows:
"Round as the fruit of the small-leaved myrobalan are
the staring eyes of short-furred hares that eat the seeds from
the arched stems of millet. They nibble at the grain in the benl
ears of corn, and then lie down to sleep among the

stalks. Thei

they get up and go with their mates to drink from water-pots
standing in the courtyards of houses in the many forest-villageg
that surround that hill. At its foot nestles the hamlet where
warriors drink up their toddy before taking swift arrows and
going out to hunt with the bow. That fair village is
forest

where they cut up and eat the flesh of deer

in the
that dwell

there. It is there that dwells my beloved, pale of complexion,
and greatly do I long for her. 1,4
It is possible that, especially in the case

of the

large number of kuriiici poems attributed to Kapilar, the actual
authorship of them was not known to the person who wrote the
colophons. They were accordingly attributed to a poet already
noted in this and other collections for poetry on subjects
5
connected with kuriiici.
Such allocations are not noticed in
the case of all poets however; for example Paranarfs poems do
not, from their colophons, exhibit any bias to one tinai rather
than to another.

6

1. Tol.p5rul.Akatt.cu.33. 2. v.s. Chap. II,p.27. 3. Mullai.
4. Akam. 284. 5. Especially, perhaps, Kuridcikkali, though doubt
of a similar kind have been expressed about Kali.; vide Pillai:
CET,pp.36-37. 6. There are none on Neytal in Akam. attributed t
Paranar; of his 34, 12 are on marutam, 15 on kuriiici, 4 on palai,
1 on mullai.
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The next anthology according to the list in the comm,
on Iraiyanar Akapporul is Kuruntokai. The origin of its name hat
already heen noticed,1 and in length its poems are at the other
end of the scale from those of AkanSndru, otherwise called
Ne^untokai.
Alone among the anthologies containing four hundred
poems, Kurun. exceeds that figure in containing 401.
already heen suggested

2

It has

that this may he due to the inclusion ol

Kurun.307, which transgresses the limits of length of verses in
this anthology in containing nine lines.
Kuruntokai is accompanied hy a note giving the traditic
4
as to its compiler. This says that the anthology was made hy
5
Purikko, that it includes the work of 205 poets, and that it
comprises verses of from four to eight lines in length.
There is a tradition, embodied in two verses of unknown
g
date and authorship, that Naccinarkk’iniyar wrote a commentary
on twenty poems of Kurun. As Dr.Caminata Aiyar remarks, this is
7
no longer extant. Prom a remark in Nacc.1s commentary on Tol.,
g
Akat., it may he inferred that Peraciriyar also commented upon
part, if not all, of Kurun. This too is lost.
Kurun. was first printed in 1915 in the edition of
T.C.Arankacami Ayyank§r, and it was edited with his own full

/

commentary hy Dr.CaminSta Aiyar in 1937; this was reprinted in
1947, and is the standard edition at present.
1. v.s# p.347. 2. Its Ka^avul valttu is not numbered. 3. v.s.
Chap.I,p.12,fn.1; Kurun.391 also contains nine lines, and may he
an accretion also. 4. Kurun.,UVS(1947)p.784. 5. Pillai,CET,
p. 28 says that Purikko was the patron of the compiler, who is no
known. This would he an unusual meaning of 1Ittokai mu^ittan
Purikko.’ Mu^ittal: finish,accomplish. 6. UVS Intro.pp.14,15.
7. Ibid. ,p. 15. 8. TSS.i.n. 112.
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The poems of Kurun. are accompanied hy colophons
similar to those accompanying Akam. verses, giving the author*s
name and the occasion of the poem. For example, the colophon to
Kurun.20 says that Kopperuricolan1 composed the poem, and that
the heroine speaks to her companion who is thinking ahout the
departure of the hero:
**If sensible it be for him to forget tender affection
and go away in search of wealth, then let him be sensible.* Let
me keep my foolish wish (not to be separated from him). "
Poems appropriate to all five tinai of normal love occur
in Kurun., and examples have already been given.
seen,

o

As already

poems that describe occasions connected with Kaikkilai

and P£runtinai are considered under one or other of the five
’normal* tinai. No particular sequence is followed in this
anthology, and no tendency to grouping the poems of any one poet
together is noticeable. Poems appropriate to any one tinai are
not grouped together. The same association between the name of
4
the poet Kapilar and poems about kuriiici that was seen in
connexion with Akam. is noticeable in Kurun.

5

The third anthology of Akam. poems compiled on the basi
of the number of lines contained in the poem is Narrinai. Verses
in it are intermediate in length between those of Akam. and thos

of Kurun. , and perhaps for this reason, the name of the antholog;
is not linked to this feature of verse length; it means ’The
good (Akat)ti$ai.*

1. For this Cola,v.s. Chap.IV,pp.131-138. 2. v.s. Chap. II,pp. 2529. 3. v. s. ibid.,p.34.
4. v.s. pp.355,357. 5. 28 of his 29
poems incl. in Kurun. are on kuriiici. His Kurun. 246 is on neytal.
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The extant text of Narrinai does not include Nar*234,
and this is the anly other anthology among those containing 400
poems that is deficient in this way*1 However, it has recently
2

heen suggested

that a poem cited in the commentary to IA,

cdfctiram 28, is the missing Nar*234, though it is not so stated
in that commentary.

V

The compiler of this anthology is not known* It is
3
accompanied hy a note which says that the poems in it vary in
^
length from nine to twelve lines, and that the patron of the
compiler was Panna^u tanta Pan^iyan Maran Valuti. Nothing is
4
known of this king. He is identified hy Pillai with Pacump un
c

PSirfciyan .who, says Pillai

was ’Ne^uiiceliyan II. 1 Difficulties

in accepting these identifications have already heen discussed.

6

Pannfi-fru tanta Pan^iyan does not appear in any extant poem, and
*
7
Pillai s statement that this name occurs in Akam. 253 is quite
erroneous. The relevant line, 5, is:
"Na*£u pala tanta Pacumpun PSn^iyan. "
All that can he said on the hasis of this tradition is
that, like Akam., compilation of Nar. seems to have heen under
the patronage of a king of Maturai.
No old commentary to Nar. is extant. The work has only
' heen commented upon hy one modern scholar, Pinnattur A.Narayana-

cami Aiyar, and his edition was first published in 1914. This wai
recently republished hy the Saiva SiddhSntam.8

1. The other being Puram.; v. s. Chap.IV,p.102. 2. Nar.,TSS edn.,
Intro.,p.15. 3. Nar.,TSS,p.446. 4. CET,pp.28,120-1.
5. Ibid.,p. 121. 6. v.s. Chap. IV, pp. 160 ff. 7. CET,ibid.
8. 1952, March.
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Information about the authorship of each poem of Nar.
and the occasions in conventional love situations upon which
they were composed appears in colophons similar to those noted
in connexion with Akam. and Kurun. Once again, there is no
grouping of the poems according to author or tinai. The tendenc;
for the name of Kapilar to he associated with poems about
kuriiici is also to be observed in this anthology.1
One of Kapilarfs kuriiici poems in this anthology is
Nar. 1, the colophon to which states that the poem represents th<
speech of the heroine to her companion who is thinking about th<
departure of the lover:
"He is a man of his word, and has long cherished me.
Never would he leave these shoulders of mine. Just as the sweet
honey is stored up at the top of the sandal tree

2

(by the bee-},

gathered as pollen from the lotus, so is increased my love for
that fine man.

Were it not for his presence I would be like the

earth without rain. Could he, wanting me as he does, and fearing
that my fair brow would become pallid (with grief), contemplate
anything so mean?"
A poem expressing similar idess is a kuriiici poem by
the poetess Auvaiyfir, who was noticed3 in connexion with her

verses in praise of her patron, Atiyaman Netuman Aiici. This poen
is Nar.129, and its colophon says that the companion, thinking
about the departure of the hero, comes before her mistress, and
addresses her as follows:

1. See List of Poets,p.489. 17 of Kapilar*s 20 poems in Nar,are
about kuriiici subjects; exceptions are Nar.59(mullai),267 (ney:)
320 (marutam). 2. Sandal: an attribute of Ku^irici; Nacc.,Tol.por
TSS i,p.45. 3. v.s. pp.202 ff.
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"Friend, it is amusing to think that you will pine if
your lover is away even for a single day.1 They say, 0 lady with
the beautiful tresses, that he is going away and leaving us
here. They say that he is going to finish his business by
himself, and that we shall have to live in this house till he
comes back. We shall have to listen alone to the growling of
thunder as the rain falls at midnight1 terrifying the snake and
fi2

making its hood quiver, "

It is clear that there is no divergence between the
three anthologies of love poems, Akam,, Kurun, and Nar,, and
that, as their compilers envisaged, they are solely distinguishe
by the length of the poems they contain. They cannot be
considered individually, and together make up one distinct
group of poems. None of them is an artistic whole, since there
is no arrangement according to any preconceived plan, and every
poem is to be considered individually. In this respect, and in
the purely arbitrary total of four hundred poems contained by
each, they are obviously similar to Purara,, though it has been
seen0 that in this latter some tendency to group together poems

treating of a common subject is evident. But this is obscured by
the recurrence of any given subject, and no symmetry is observed
in the grouping of Puram, poems.

All four anthologies are accompanied by invocatory poem
and by epexegetical material written most probably at a date
different from that of the composition of the poems. Where

1, Yfimam, one of the Mutarporul (Time and Season) appropriate
to Kuriiici; vide T6l, Porul, Akat, cu. 6, Mention of the rains,
suitable for mullai, explained as Mixture of Tinai; Tol.ibid.,12
2. Nar. 129. 3. v. s. Chap. Ill,pp. 88 ff._______ *_
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available, tradition suggests that rulers of the period of
composition of these anthology poems were the patrons of the
compilers of the anthologies. A similar tradition in connexion
with Ainkurunuru will shortly be noticed.1
Paripfi^al is similar to the anthologies just discussed
in that its poems are discontinuous, and no special scheme has
been followed in their arrangement in it. However, these poems
are limited to three subjects, praise of Vi§nu, Skanda and of
the river Vaiyai. It is, moreover, in a very fragmentary state.
For this reason, and especially in view of the devotional nature
of most of the poems in it, it has been felt that ParipS^al is
to be set apart from the other anthologies, all of which are
non-religious. It will accordingly be discussed last in this
chapter.
Like Patirruppattu, the akam anthologies known as
Ainkurundru and Kalittokai are arranged according to a plan that
shows considerable symmetry. Both are divided into five parts,
one part in each case being devoted to poems about one of the
five 1normal1 akattinai, kuridci, pfilai, mullai, neytal and
marutam. The sequence in which the portions treating of these

five follow is different in each case. The five parts of Ainkucu,
each contain one hundred verses, but those of Kali, are of
unequal length.

Both anthologies are preceded by Ka^avul vSlttu; since
/•
both are addressed to Siva it will be convenient to consider ther
together. The invocation preceding Aiiikuru. is attributed to
1. v.i., p.369•
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Paratam pa^iya Peruntevanar, already noticed as the author of
the invocations prefixed to Puram*, Akam., Kurun. and Nar* It it
the shortest of them:
"All that has come into heing in the three worlds is in
the shadow of the two feet of him whose one half is the lady
dark of hue and possessed of fine jewels.M
The invocation prefixed to Kali, is considerably longer
It is set in the same verse-form as the rest of the anthology,
and, like that to Puram., is included in the numbering of the
poems. Thus, the anthology proper stafcts with Kali.2. In the
Kali, invocation, reference is made to Siva burning the three
1
2
citadels, and to his blue throat. He danced the dance called
3
*
KS^ukd^i while the drum throbbed. Watched by Parvati, Siva
4
danced the Pan^arankam. He wandered as a beggar, Kapali, and ie
5
carried the skull as a begging-bowl.
Of all the ka^avul v§!Lttu that are prefixed to the
anthologies, this shows the strongest affinity to the devotional
literature connected with the Siva cult typified by Tevaram. All
the salient features present in it are to be found in Tevaram,
in other portions of the 3aiva Tirumurai and in other literary
sources.

6

The general theme of this invocation, in alluding to

the dances of Siva, suggests that he is being invoked in his

1. Kali. 1,1.2. 2. 1.4. 3. 1.6. 4. 1.9. This and Ko^uko^i weri
two of the 11 dances: §iva performed when destroying Tripura and
Asuras; cf. Cil. 111,1.14 & comm.,UVS(l927)p. 89, giving the 11:
Alliyam,K5^^i,Kutai,Ku-tam,Pan^arafikam,Mal,Tu^i,Ka-taiyam,Pe^u,Mar«
kkal,P§vaifV; 6; Kali.1,1.12. 6. Tripura: Tiruhana. : Tev.Tiru.II,
Nakai. 2,1.1; Nllakaiytha: ibid. ,Tiru. Ill,Koyil, 3,1.1; Kap&li :
Appar: ibid. ,f
Jdru.VI,Kalatti,passim. For further mention of Tiipui*
Siva’s dances and Bhairavl, cf.Cil. VI,11. 39 & seqq. See also
Paraiicoti : Tiruvilaiyatarpuranam,passim.
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form of Na^ar&ja, lord of the dance, the murti worshipped at
Cidambaram.
The anthology called Ainkurunuru consists, as its name
implies, of five hundred short poems. These are in the same
metre as all the anthology poems discussed so far, namely,
Akaval.1 They vary in length from three to six lines. The work
is divided into five centuries, each treating of one of the five
tinai of reciprocal love. The order in which they occur is:
Marutam, Neytal, Kuridci, PSlai and Mullai. Thus, this order of
treatment differs "both from the order in which the akattinai are
discussed in Tol. and in Kalittokai.

2

Each century of Aihkuru. is subdivided into ten decades
Each of these describes some subject connected with the tinai
forming the subject of the century.

Broadly stated, the verses

in any one decade are of equal length, though there are
exceptions to this.

many

In most cases, poems of each decade are

connected in some way, often by recurrence of the same line in
all ten poems, either as first or last line, as a refrain. For

example, all the verses of decade 1 on Marutam have as first line
tfV§liy Atan, vfiliy Avini. "
Repetition of half-line only is very common. For example, the

first lines of the verses of decade 26, one of those treating of
Kurirlci, all have 1Kunra kkuravan1 for their first two feet. Thu
line 1 of verse.251, the first of decade 26 is:
"Kunra kkuravan arppin elili, "

1. For this, vide Chap. X,pp.464 & ff. 2. Tol. Porul. Akat. cu. 5 :
mullai,kurihei,(palai;,marutam,neytal; ibid.,cu.li (uripporul) &
Nacc. : kurihci,pfilai,mullai,neytal,marutam. Kali.: palai,kuririci
marutam,mullai,neytal. 3. See p.366.
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Table of Contents of Ainkurunuru
Dec: Name

Translation

Lines pe:
verse

Orampokiyar: MARUTAM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Vetkai ppattu
Vela ppattu
Kalvan (pattd)
Toiikk*uraitta
Pulavi
Toli kdrru
Kilatti kurru
Punalat^ugulavi viraya
Eruraai

Decade (on) Desire
,
Decade (on) the Rush
(Decade (on)) the Crab
Utterance to the Friend
Sulks
The Companion1s Speech
The Heroine1s Speech
Bathing in the Stream
Reconciliation
The Buffalo

6
4, 5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,6
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5

Utterance to the Mother
"
" " Friend
i»
»i »» Hero
i»
„tf tf Bard
The Cassia
The White Crane
The Grey-necked Crow
Ton^i 4
5
The Waterltly
The Bracelet

4,5
4,5
3
3
3
4,5
4,5
4
4,5
4,5

May you prosper 0 Mother
The Heroine
Hail.1
(A poetic expletive)
Fragrance
The Mountain-Dweller
The Boar
The Monkey
The Parrot
The Peacock

4,5
3-6
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5
4,5

Hindering Departure
Departure
The Path on the Way

4,5
4,5
4,5

Ammuvana r : NEYTAL
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Taykk'uraitta
Tolikk’uraitta
KiTavark *uraitta
Panark1uraitta
ftalarVellafikuruku
Ciru venkakkai
T6^i
NeytarValai
•

Kapilar: KURINCI
21
22
23
24
25
26
27.
28
29,
30

Annay vali
Annay
Vali
Teyyo
Veri
Kunrakkuravan
Kel^arKurakkuKillai
MaAAai
Otalantaiyar: PALAI

31
32
33

Celavalunkuvitta
Celavu
Itaiccura-

1* v. s. Chap.II,p.29* 2. Pattu, decade, understood hereafter.
3. Nalal,pulinakakkonrai: Cassia sophora, Lex. 4. The Ceral
town as being "by the sea; v. s. Chap. IV,p. 188. 5. As karupporul
of Neytal. 6. The 6th. line of v. 246 is illegible.
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Lines per
verse
The Heroine*s Distress
4,5
Talaiviy iranku
Beginning of the Hot
Ilavenil
3
Y/eather
4.5
Telling of the Arrival
Varav’uraitta
4.5
Confronting
Munnilai
The Mother’s grief ahout
Maka^pokkiya vali ttay
the Path her daughter is to
iranku
tread
4,5
Utanpokkin kan i^aiccuratt’What is said ahout the
uraitta
Path they will tread
together 4,5,6
Bringing hack
5,6
Marutaravu
Translation

D e c : Name

34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Peyanar: MULLAI
41

Cevili kurru

42

Kilavan paruvam para^u

43
44
45
46

Viravu
Puravani
Pacarai
Paruvankan^u kilattiy
uraitta

47
48
49
50

Toli varpurutta
Panan
Ter viyankonta
Varavu ccirapp’uraitta

Speech of the FosterMother
Praise hy the Hero of the
(early) Season
Union
The Fine Hi11-Tract
The Camp
Speech hy the Heroine who
sees the (earliness; of)
the Season
The Friend’s Insistence
The Bard
Wonder at the Chariot
Extolling the Arrival

4,5
4.5
4
3
4.5
4.5
4.5
5
3.4.5
3.4.5

while line 1 of the next verse, 252, is
"Kunra kkuravan pul vey kurampai.”
In a few decades, the similarity between verses within the
decade is carried further than one line. For example, in decade
44, all the verses have identical first lines, and all end with

the word ’u^aitte,’ Thus, verse 431, the first of decade 44, is:
"Nanre katalar cenra vare
ani nirav irumporai mimicai
mani nirav uruv ina tokaiyum u^aitte,"

1, No Mutarporul is prescribed hy Tol, for Palai, hut Venil, the
Hot Vt/eather, is mentioned in Comm, on IA: TSS edn,,p,18,
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and verse 432 is:

"Nanre katalar cenrav Sre
cu^u pon anna konrai cdti
kka^i puku vanar pon mallarum u^aitte. "
At the end of each section of Aihkuru., the name of its
author is given. As seen from the above table, these are, in
order of appearance: Orampokiyar, AmmCLvanar, Kapilar, QtalSntaiyar and Peyanar.

Doubts have been expressed about the reliable

nature of this information, notably by Pillai.1 It is worthy of
note that the name of Kapilar has again been associated with a
large number of poems on kuriiici themes. He is the only one of
the five whose work figures prominently in the other anthologies
Of the others, Orampokiyfir alone appears in the colophons to
Puram., as the author of Puram. 284, the hero of which is not
known. Eight of his poems appear in the threeakam anthologies
o

discussed already in this chapter.
Ammuvanar has 26 poems in
them,3 Otalantaiyar has three4 and PeyanSr has five. 3
It is

possible that the writer of the colophons at the

end of the several sections of Aihkuru. was in error in ascribing
that on kuriiici to Kapilar, and that, in fact, it is of unknown
authorship. The fact that threeoof these five poets are
represented in Puram.

not

at all, and that one, Orampokiyar, appear*

but once, is striking. It suggests that Aihkuru. was composed
by a 1schoolf of writers different from those who figure in
Puram., or that it is a work of a later period. Its more formal
1. CET,pp.29 & seqq. 2. Akam.286;Kurun.10,70,122,127,384;Nar.20
360. 3. Akam.10,35,140,280,370,390;Kurun.49,125,163,303,306,318
327,340,351,397,401;Nar.4,35,76,138,275,307,315,327,395,397.
4. Kurun.12,21,329. 5. Akam.324;Kurun.233,339,359,400.
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and artificial structure tend to support this view*
Against this, however, must he set the tradition ahout
the compilation of this anthology. This is embodied in a col.
at the end of the work,1 and

says that Aihkuru. was compiled

hy Pulatturai murriya Ku^alur Kilar at the hehest of Yanaikka-fccey Mantarariceral Irumporai. It has heen seen2 that this Ceral
figures prominently among the Ceralar lauded in Puram., wherein
he is praised hy three poets* One of these is Ku-Jalur Kilar
4
,
who, in Puram. 229, tells of the king’s death. It may he assume<
that it was this poet who Was the traditional compiler of the
Aihkuru. As none of Mantarartceral1s panegyrists are recorded as
having praised any other king, it is difficult to suggest at
what period he lived. The col.

to Puram.175 gives as his

contemporary Pan^iyan Talaiyalankanattu cceruvenra Ne^uriceliyan.
If the tradition ahout the compilation of Aihkuru. is followed,
we are then led to the conclusion, alheit hased on information
in Puram. colophons, that it was compiled during the period of
Ne'fcuriceliyan, one of the most prominent figures in Sangam
literature. On the other hand,

it is possible that the real

compiler is in fact not known, and that this tradition is hut a
fiction. The writer of the Aihkuru. colophons may have been led
to connect its compilation with a prominent Ceral of the Irum
porai line hy reason of there
6

being in Aihkuru. one decade on
—

Ton^i , and hy the address to fAtan! of another. It has heen
seen that Stan is a name of several Ceralar.^

1. UVS edn. (1949)p. 205. 2. v. s. Chap. IV, pp. 186-192. 3. v. s. M e
p. 175: List of Ceralar in Puram. 4. For Transl.,v. s. _ibid. ,p*19C
5. v.s. ibid.,p.187. 6. Decade 18. 7. Decade 1; for Atan, see
Ceral Lists, supra,pp.175 & 289-291 & Chap.I V . VII.VIII nassim.
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Perhaps the most that can he said ahout the origin ot
Ainkuru. is that it is to he regarded, on textual evidence, as
having heen composed

at the Ceral court, and that tradition

associates its compilation with a Ceral prominent in Sangam
Literature, Mantarariceral Irumporai* It may in fact have heen
composed at a later date, and the attributing to Kapilsr
century on kuriiici may he fictitious*

of the

All such conclusions

must, from the nature of the evidence, he surmise.
As extant, the text of Ainkuru. is accompanied hy an
old commentary of unknown date or authorship*) giving certain
information ahout ullurai, the implied meaning1 of the poem, and
2
other matters. AS Dr.Carainata Aiyar remarks, this commentary is
neither a word for word interpretation, patavurai, nor a summary
polipp'urai. For certain verses it is missing. 'No extant MS of
the text includes verses 129 and 130, and parts of verses 246,
416 and 490 are missing. Ainkuru. was first edited in 1903 hy
Dr. U.V.Caminata Aiyar; the fourth edition of this appeared in
1949. The first century, Marutam, has heen edited hy Avvai
Turaicami Pillai also. This appeared in 1938.

The reason for the sequence of the centuries on each
4
tinai is not apparent. It has already heen seen that, in view ol
the uripporu^, aspects of love, associated with them, the most
natural order for enumeration of the five akattinai is: kufcirici,
palai, mullai, neytal and marutam. It is only in cu. 14 of Akat.
that such an order is envisaged hy Tol., and, in his commentary
1. v. s. Chap.II,pp.29,82. 2. Ainkuru. Intro.,p.xi.
469. 4. v. s. Chap. 11, p. 24.

3. e.g. v.
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on this cuttiram, Nacc, follows"*" the order in explaining the
tinai to which the five uripporul listed hy Tol. refer. This
order is, however, followed in no other work,
rfc, though it is
2

approximated to in one of the Minor Works and in the commentary
on IA.

3

Two works are similar to Aifikuru. in listing marutam,
4
with its associated love-aspect of quarrelling, first.
Within each dentury of Ainkuru., the sequence of
decades is, in many cases, quite logical. This is especially

noticeable in Marutam, where Reconciliation, Pulavi viraya,
comes near the end, and in Palai, where HindeMng, Celavalunkuvitta, and the Departure,'.Celavu, appear at the beginning, and
Bringing Back, Marutaravu, occurs at the end.
The first decade contains the address in every verse tc
Atan; this is natural, since, whether he was the patron of the
composition of the whole work or not, he was undoubtedly the
person to whom OrampokiySr dedicated his century on Marutam. If
Atan v/as in fact a Ceral, it is perhaps a little strange that
the decade on Ton^i should not appear earlier in the work; it is
the 18th. decade. On the other hand, it is clearly to be
w
associated with Neytal,
the sea-coast, since it was a port. 5
Where the titles

of the decades do not describe the

contents, in most cases they are taken from a word that recurs
in the decade. This, in many cases, is a karupporul of the tinai
forming the subject of the whole century. Examples of this are
1. Tol.Porul.Akat,,TSS,i,p.37. 2. Tinai Malai Nurr’aimpatp.
3. IA,TSS edn.,pp.19 & seqq. 4. MaturaikkSrici & Perunkatai.
5. v.s. Chap.IV,p.188. 6. See Table of Contents of Ainkuru.,
supra,p.366,367.
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Erumai, Buffalo, appearing as the title of decade 10, and
V

Neytal, Waterlily, as the title of decade 19* Erumai is a karupporul of marutam, 1 and recurs throughout the tenth decade. 2
Neytal is naturally a karupporul of the tinai of the same name;
4
this word recurs throughout the nineteenth decade. Other

3

decades are named after words that recur in them which are not
given as karuppSrul in extant poetic texts or commentaries, hut
which may have heen envisaged as such hy the authors of Ainkuru.
or hy authorities on akattinai whose works are no longer extant.
An example of this is kalvan, crab. The third decade is entitled
5
Kalvan pattu from the recurrence of this word within it. The
association between crustaceans and the cultivated tract, marutan
is to he explained hy the occurrence in cultivated land of
irrigation-channels. In many coastal areas, these are ultimately
connected with river-estuaries and the sea. The 28th. decade is
entitled Kurakkuppattu, Decade on the Monkey. Kurahku does not
appear in extant sources as a karupporuj of kuriiici, hut an
association between this animal and the mountain-region with its
forests is not far to seek.
As just noted, the first decade of Ainkurunuru, Ve^kai,
—
6
is addressed to Atan, who may well have heen the Ceral patron
of OrampokiySr. The friend of the heroine says:
1. Vide Nacc.on Tol.Akat.cu.18,TSS,i,p.46; Ilakkanavi^akkam,cu.
391,1.6. 2. e.g. v. 91,1.1: "Neri marupp*erumai nllav irurap*
ottu"; v. 92,1.1: "Karunko^ ’erumai ccefikat punirrfi* ” v. 97,1.2:
keruntal erumai kkanru veruum." 3. Vide Nacc.ibid. & IA comm.
TSS edn.,p.20. 4. e.g. v.181,1.1* "Neytal unkan er irai ppanai
ttol"; v.185,1.1: "Alafik1ital^ neytal Korkai munrurai. " 5. e.*g.
v.21,1.2: "Pulli kkalvan amgal arukkum"; v. 25,1.2: "vayalai ccen
koti kalvan arukkum."
Tol. states that persons should not he
named in Akam poetry: PoruJ.Akat.cd.54. For this reason it is
felt that Atan may have heen the poet’s patron.
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"Hail, At an.* Hail, Avini.*

My lady desires that there

should he a fine rice crop, and that gold may he plentiful. But
1
I wish that the lord of the village where the karici is in hud,
where the pools are well stocked with fish and where there is
much fresh produce may flourish, together with his hard.
"Hail, Atari.* Hail Avini.* My lady desires that the field*
should he filled and that suppliants may flock here. But I wish
that her affection day hy day should increase towards the lord
of the village where in cool inlets the hlue waterlily rivals
the white.
"Hail, Atari.* Hail, Avini.* My lady desires that the land
should flow with milk and that the herds should he increased.
But I pray that the home life may flourish of the lord of the
village where flowers are profuse, and where cultivators set out
the seedling rice plants.
"Hail, At an.* Hail, Avini.* My lady desires that the foe
shall he put down, and that the hrahmans shall perform their
ritual. But I hope that the lord of the village where the paddy
ripens in fields surrounded hy sugar-cane in hloom will not let
his hreast become common property.
"Hail, Atani Hail, Avini.* My lady desires that there
shall he no famine, and that disease shall he kept far away. I
long for the lord of the village where are cool inlets in which
2

the male crocodile eats his fill of fish to halt his chafciot in
front of our house.
1# Hibiscus populnea; a karupporul of marutam: vide Nacc.on Tol.
Akat.cu.18,TSS i,p. 46. 2. Mutalai, >Neytalr karupporul taken for
marutam, an instance of *Tinai mayakkam* : see Tol.Akat.cu.13.
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"Hail, Atan*1 Hail, Avini.* My lady desires that fierce
warfare shall cease and that the king may live long* I hope that
our father1will bestow her on the lord of the village where, in
deep pools, the lotuses blossom, and that he will duly wed her.
"Hail, Atan.* Hail, Avini.’ My lady prajrs that right may
prevail and that wrong may be suppressed. But I hope that her
lord will go and make hers his village where cranes
3
flocks upon the marutam trees.

2

perch in

"Hail, At an J Hail, Avini.1 My lady desires that the
king’s rule should be upheld, and that there should be no theft.
But I want the lord of the village where in the mango tree the
4
jewelled peacock perches to keep his promises and marry her soon*
"Hail, Atan.* Hail, Avini.1 Mylady desires that the good
shall

be exalted and that wickednessshall come to nothing. But

I wish that gossip about the affection between her and the lord
of the village wherethe crane^ that eats fish dwells amid the
paddy-stalks should cease.
"Hail, Atan.1 Hail, Avini.1 My

lady desires the rainsto

fall and fertility to be increased. But I long for the lord of
6
the village where the mango-trees are in flower and where there
7
is the smell of fish to take her there with him.* "
This decade reveals the respective desires (vetkai) on
the part of the heroine and her companion as conveyed by the
latter. Noble sentiments are seen to be fitting for the heroine,

1. By so referring to the heroine’s father, the companion betrays
her fellow-feeling for the heroine; see UVS comm. ,p.5. 2. kuruku,
a karu. of marutam; I.V.cu.391,1.6. 3. Terminalia sp. 4. A karu.
of kuriiici : Nacc. on Tol.Akat. 18,TSSv i,p.4-5. This is another case
of ’tinai mayakkam.’ 5. Narai. 6. 8ran throughout. A#name for
the hero of the cultivated tract: IA comm.p.22. 7. Ainkuru.1-10.
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while more mundane thoughts are expressed hy her friend.
The century in Ainkuru. on neytal is attributed to
AmmuvanSr. It will he recalled that the uripporul or aspect of
v
•
love associated with neytal
is Irankal,
wailing, 1 which arises
as a result of separation of the heloved heroine from her lover.

Decade 11, the first in Ainkuru., Neytal, is called Taykk *uraitte
pattu. It represents what the friend of the heloved said to her
lady s foster-mother:
g
"Please may you prosper, Mother.*
See, it is the
4
chariot of the lord of the sea-coast that comes humping over
the dunes where grows the A^umpu5 entangling waterlilies.6 It is
a spectacle that will heal the love-sickness that afflicts the
kohl-rimmed eyes of your child that resemble flowers.
"Please may you prosper, Mother.* The jingling hells of
his chariot that will cause her distress to vanish make a sound
no less penetrating than the cries of sea-birds hy the broad
blue sea near our home.
"Please may you prosper, Mother.* Radiant

7

is her face ae
Q

a result of her union with the lord of the seashore

fair and

cool where bloom the cassia and mastwood.
"Please may you prosper, Mother.* That town belongs by
right to the son of the lord of the sea-coast whose creaking
chariot arrived when she was pining away while most in our home
were asleep.

1. v. s. Chap.11,p.24 & fn.4. 2. UV3 comm.,p.49. 3. "Annai vail
ven$ *annai. ’* cp. "Annay vali vent1annai ": Ainkuru. vv. 201-10, fron
which is taken the title of dec. 21. 4. Konkan, a name for the
neytal hero; see Nacc.onTol.Akat.cd.20,TSS#i,p.48. 5. Ipomea
biloba, a karu. of neytal; vide I.V.cu.392. 6. Neytal. 7. Mamai
lit. ,mango-colour; opposite of pacalai, greenish colour, fig. th
wanness of love-sick girls. 8. Turaivan; see Nacc. ,Tol.,ibid.
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"Please may you prosper, Mother.1 Behold how her face
shines more than does gold "because of the arrival of the lord of
the lovely cool shore on the gleaming sands of which pearls are
washed hy the waves of the roaring sea.
"Please may you prosper, Mother*1When she thinks ahout
him,

hehold how her face shines brighter than conch-shells at

the cool sea's edge, where the web-footed goose rushes to its
mate.^
"Please may you prosper, Mother.1I grieve because my
friend's bright

brow has become wan. She is frail because of

sorrow. When she hears the crash of the cool sea's waves she is
unable to sleep.
"Please may you prosper, Mother.' If the lord of the cool
o
sea's shore ' where flowers the thorn-bush gives up the shoulders
3
4
of my lady, who else will she be able to desire?
"Please may you prosper, Mother.' When the lord of the
coast rich in flowers, where the waterlily stalks are stiff with
the water inside them, leaves the shoulders of my lady,
there be then to tarry with her?

who wil]

5

"Please may you prosper,.Mother.' We say that he is our

lord who is lord of the coast rich in flowers, where there is th<
gold tint of the mastwood trees, but this town has quite another
idea.' Let Fate be cursed if she wills it so.' "
Throughout these verses, the companion dwells on the

effect her lover's return has upon the heroine, and her sorrow at

1. Annam, goose; a karu.of neytal: Nacc.on Tol.Akat.18,TSS i,p.46
Their unionwsymbolizes that of the heroine & her lover. 2. Cerppan. 3. "Ento'turanta"; she identifies herself w heroine. 4,5.
cited by Nacc.on Tol.kalavu.114,TSS ii,p.135. 6. Ainkuru.101-11C
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his absence. In response to doubt about his intentions expressed
by the foster-mother,1 the companion points out how forlorn her
lady would be without her hero. But, at the very end of the
decade, she too seems to succumb to the doubts about the hero
that affect the townsfolk.
In the same century on neytal is decade 18, entitled
Toirfci ppattu, from the recurrence in it of the name of the port
belonging to the Ceralar. According to the colophons to each
verse, these represent what was said by three stock characters,
the hero, his charioteer and the beloved’s companion. It will be
necessary, therefore, to give the colophons in translation
along with that of the verses:
"The hero, leaving a spontaneous meeting with his
beloved, sees her going with her friend and says:
’My mind is captivated by that maiden, whose bracelets
are bright and whose shoulders are graceful as bamboo. She is as
(wonderful as) Ton^i, where, in the streets, the sweet throbbing
of drums is drowned in the sea’s sonorous rear.’
The hero tells his charioteer that he cannot sleep,

and

asks him why that should be ecu
’My mind is captivated by that maiden

o

and even at night

I am restless as the beating waves of the sea’s expanse near
Ton^i’s fine harbour, where the bees hum.’
As the hero is going to keep his tryst, his charioteer
sees the heroine and says:
1. Not in text, but mentioned in cols.to w . 108,109, which are
closely paraphrased by Nacc. ,comm.on Tol.Kalavu.cu.114tTSS ii,
p.135. 2. Antati-link between v.171 & 1 72 :*171,1.4 : "Onto^iy
arivaiy enneiicu kon^ole}* 172,1.1: "Onl^o^iy arivai kon^anaj nerice.
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fLet them feel the anguish (of love) like the poison of
snakes that know not sweet sleep at night,1 She whose dark
plaits are more fragrant than waterlilies growing at Tonti is
the reason for their love-sickness.1
The charioteer has seen the beloved on her way to the
place of assignation. When he tells the hero, the latter thinks
about going there, and says to himself:
1She has told me the way to the garden, sweetly scented
like Ton^i beloved of Kama. 2 Of fine workmanship are her jewels,
of wondrous beauty is she. Her large eyes and her beauteous
form fill me with longing.1
Leaving the company of his charioteer, the hero says to
the heroine: 1Come yet further with your friend^’
fIf you would please me still more, come softly on with
your companion whose brow is fair and whose shoulders are

soft

as bamboo. Maid, may you prosper, for your qualities are as
many as those of Tonti.^
As the hero is walking in the company of his beloved
and her companion, he asks the latter: 'How is it that she has
captivated me so?1
!Tell me for what fault of mine has she ensnared me, she
whose body is slender as a tender shoot and whose lovely hips
are rounded. Her bracelets are woven of fresh fragrant flowers
grown at Tonti. She has robbed me of sleep.1
1. Antati-link between vv.172 & 173: 172,1.4: "Iravinanun tuyil
ariyene", 173,1.1: "Iravinanum inruyil ariyatu. " 2. Tenuous
antati-link between vv.173 <5^174: 173,1.4: "Pinn irunkuntal
anahk'urrore", 174,1.1: "Anank’utai ppanitturai Tt5n^iy anna."
Similar are links between vv. 174*& 175,175 & 176,176 & 177 &c.
3. Quoted by Nacc.twice in comm.on Tol.Kalavu.cu.102•103.
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When the

heroine and her friend are

hero asks how it

is that he has been filled

togetherandthe

with anguishby th

beloved, her companion laughingly says:
!Be they without fault, those who are craving for her
shoulders will always tremble.* She is like Tonti, where the
fragrant thorn-bush flowers by the sand-dunes near the restless
sea. 1^
Dissatisfied, the hero entreats the companion:
'Is this the way to praise her shoulders and tresses?
When I entreated you, you were content to give me a glance and
Q
say she is like Tonti belonging to Kuttuvan. '
As he is

leaving the trysting place

where hehastarriec

with the beloved, the hero is urged by the friend of the belovec
to marry her:
*Be pleased to wed her, lord of the shore where the
waves leap high. Without your favour, she will be agonized like
the fish in Tonti*s harbour attached by the crab.*
When the hero contemplates putting off his marriage to
the heroine, her friend approaches him and tells him to marry
her quickly:
'Please take her in marriage with all speed. She is as
fine as Ton^i, in the wealthy harbour of which the storks are so

gorged upon fish caught in fishers* nets that they cannot fly.*11
The grief of the beloved, appropriate to neytal, is only
brought in in the last two poems of this decade, and forms as it
1. The old comm.to this verse explains its implication: the
heroine is like the flowers of the thorn bush, sweet but un
approachable, see UVS edn.,p.78. 2. Name of several Geralar; v.
Chap. IV,pp.174 & seqq. ; Chap.VI-VIII passim. 3. Ainkuru.171-180.
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were a climax to it. It is dramatically contrasted with the
sentiments of love presented in the earlier verses.

1

UVS says

2

that the antati-link between most of the verses" is intented
to show that this decade is a continuous dialogue.
The concluding section of one hundred poems in Ainkuru,
is devoted to subjects connected with mullai, and it will be
recalled that the aspect of love associated with this is
iruttal, awaiting.

This century by Peyanar opens with a

decade in which the foster-mother talks happily to the heroine
of the happiness that exists between her, her lord and their
child. The foster-mother says:
"It is so good to see your child lying between you both,
like the fawn between the deer. It is hard to find in heaven or
in earth surrounded by the calm blue sea anything so sweet as
4
him lying there.
"The mother is hugging her baby and her husband lovingly
clasps her from behind. Sweet is this as the musician playing
upon the strings of his instrument.
"The lord is even more pleased than his wedded wife
when he sees his child who bears his renowned name smile happily
as he toddles along, pushing a small cart.
"While the child of the lady whose brow is fair feeds
upon her breafet, it is good to see how herclord caresses the
nape of her neck. He rules over a land of small hills on which
5

are cool forests, fragrant with flowers.

A

1. Comm.,p.80. 2. There is none between vv.179 & 180,
180 & 171. 3. v.s. Chap.II,p.24. 4. vv.401 & 404 are
Nacc.in comm.on Tol.Karpu.cu.153; Tol.here states when
mother may advise heroine. 5. Puravu, alluding to the
region, mullai.

& between
cited by
fosterforest-
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"She is the mother of the son of the lord whose land is
forested and where many places are dotted with flowers when
gentle rains fall; she is a radiance in the house like

the

flame within a bright lamp.
"While his son whose lovely eyes are kohl-rimmed plays,
he is sweetly caressing his mistress, he who is lord of the
forest land filled with flowers round which bees hum as they
search for honey,1

"Embracing the mistress for whom he yearns, he hears the
pleasant music played by the fingers of practised musicians. It
is the lord of fertile places

2

who revels in such unions.

"While harpists play the pan Mullai,

the lady whose

ornaments shine and whose brow is fair garlands herself with
4
wild jessamine. The great one is then content to hide his
displeasure and appear with his child.
"The father is hugging his child and it is the mother
of that

sweetly prattling baby who embraces them

it is to

see them resting thus; it is comparable
5
universe itself.
"In the evening

both. Pleasa
tothe great

in the forecourt of the house, the

child with his mother’s help crawls on all fours on the low
couch. It is amusing to watch and the sweet playing of the
harpist cannot compare with it. "
It is clear that

temporary absence only

ishinted at

1. Cited by Nacc.,comm.on Tol.Porul.Karpu.cu. 172
asdescribing
what occurs at home while hero visits his mistress. 2. This
seems a slighting allusion to a marutam-hero; the aspect of
marutam being Quarrelling as a result of hero’s infidelity; see
UVS comm.p.176. 3,4. Karu.of mujlai; IA comm.p.22. 5. Cp. vv,4Q
402. 6. appropriate to mullai, Tol. Akat.cu. 6.
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this decade, in verses 406 and 407. By the end of it, the hero
and heroine are once more living together in harmony. UVS notes
that1 happiness in marriage on the part of the heroine was
indicated "by her garlanding herself with raullai, wild jasmine,
as mentioned hy the poet in verse 408. This is a departure from
the association of mullai, hoth as ti$ai and karupporu^, with
the uripporu^ of Iruttal, awaiting, with its undertone of grief
on the heloved*s part at the absence of her hero.

2

As UVS notes,

such a variation of the implication of raullai appears in Pattu. ,
Cirupan., and Nacc.1s commentary upon it.

It is possible that

this was a later elaboration of uripporul to include aspects of
married love, karpu, as well as those of unmarried love, ka^avu.
It has been demonstrated that Ainkurunuru is arranged
according to a symmetrical structure in which an equal number of
poems of roughly equal length describe each of the five tinai of
reciprocal love. Such an arrangement is in marked contrast to
the relatively haphazard way in which poems on any given tinai
follow one another in Akam. , Kurun. and Nar. It has further been
seen that some decades of Ainkuru. are in the form of a connected
dialogue, and that this feature is emphasized by the use of an
antati-link between the several verses of the decade. Neither of
these features are apparent in any of the five anthologies
previously discussed, with the exception of one instance of the
4
antati in Patirruppattu. The use of such devices and the formal
1. Comm.,p.176. 2. For examples, v. s. Chap.II,pp.26-7.
3. Cirupa^. ,1.30: ’'Mullai canra karpin melliyan1*; Nacc., Pattu.,
UVS edn. (1918) ,p. 108. 4. Patirru. decade iv; v. s. Chap.VIII
pp. 331 <& seqq.
9
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arrangement of Ainkuru. have helped Pillai to his conclusion1
that it is a work of later origin than Akam., Kurun., Nar. and
Q
Puram. As has been noted, this view is at variance with the
tradition about its compilation and the authorship of portions
of it.
The anthology called Kalittokai is distinct from all
anthologies so far discussed in being composed in a different
metre. This metre, called Kali, gives this anthology its name,
g
and it also occurs in portions of Paripa^al.
Like Ainkuru., Kali, is subdivided into five sections,
each treating of one of the five tii^ai, and entitled respectively,
Palaikkali, Kuriricikkali, Marutakkali, Mullaikkali and Neytarkali. These sections are attributed in a venpa-verse of unknown
authorship4 to Perunka^unko, Kapilar, Marutan Ilanakan, Colan
Nalluruttiran

and Nallantuvan respectively. The sections are of

unequal length, the 149 poems about the akattinai

(3

being allotte

as follows: Pfilai, 35, Kuriiici, 29, Marutara, 35, Mullai, 17 and
Nfcytal 33. All these poems vary in length. Within each section,
the poems are discontinuous.
Each Kali, poem is accompanied by a colophon stating
the occasion in conventional love episodes to which it refers.
At the end of the anthology, there is a note giving the five
akattinai, first in the order in which they are enumerated in
rf

T5l., and then in the order of appearance in Kali., and also

1. v. s.,pp. 369,370. 2• Ibid. 3. This metre is discussed in
Chap. X ; v. i. _pp. 4 6 8 & f f . 4. "Peruhkal^unkon PSlai Kapilsn Kirirfci
Marutan Ilanakan Marutam - aruiicolen /Nalluruttiran Mullai
Nallantuva'Neytal /Kalvivalar kan^a Kali." 5. A v. r. is Nalluttiran; see Samajam edn. ,p. 1372.* For Co!a& Nalluruttiran, v.s.,
pp. 143,4. 6. The 150th. being KV. 7. Tol. Akat. cu. 5 omitting pSlai.
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1

the name of the compiler, Nallantuvanar. Taken into consideration
along with the venpa giving the traditional authorship of the
five sections of Kali., this suggests that the author of the
last section on neytal was also the compiler of the whole
anthology.
The fact that, like Ainkuru., Kali, is an artistic
whole has led some writers such as Pillai

2

to doubt the tradition

about the authorship of the five sections. In his edition of
Kali. , the first to he printed,

Tamotaraia Pillai was of the

opinion that the whole anthology was the work of NallantuvanSr.
Such views must at present he treated as surmise, hut it must he
stressed that the name of Nallantuvanar is associated, alheit as
compiler, with the whole of Kali, in a colophon to the work
itself, while the tradition ahout the five poets each composing
one section is embodied in a verse entirely separate from Kali,
or the epexegetical material accompanying it.
The text of Kalittokai, including the introductory
Kal^avul valttu, is accompanied hy a medieval commentary. The
Cirappu Payirara, Verse Introduction, to this states that it is
the work of Naccinarkk*iniysr, a brahman of the BharadvSja gotra,
well-endowed with knowledge of Tamil and the four vedas.4 Kali.
is therefore the only anthology to he accompanied in full hy a
commentary of Nacc.

It was first edited in printed form hy

Taraotaram Pillai, and a number of editions of portions of it have
since been made. The standard modern edition of the whole text
1. TSS edn.,p.480. 2. CET pp.34-36; he stresses the paucity of
marutam-verses hy Hanfikan in other anthologies. The attributing
of the kuriiici-verses to Kapilar may again he a fiction. 3. 1887
4. Kali.Uraiccirappu.,11.46-53. 5. For that on Kurun. ,v.s. p.358
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and commentary is that published hy Pakaneri V.P.P.M.Kacivicuvanatan Cettiyar and the TSS. This includes a foreword and
('£)

explanation of the commentary hy Ilavalakanar# The fourth
edition of this work appeared in 1949.
No reason can he given for the sequence in which the
five akattinai are treated in Kali., or for the disparity in
length between the diflferent sections. With seventeen poems,
Mullaikkali is approximately half the length of the other
sections, and it is possible that a part of it is no longer
extant.
The metre in which the poems of this anthology are
1
composed is unique among the four types mentioned hy Tol.,
Aciriyam, Vaiici, Venpa and Kali,

2

in that poems composed in it
3
4
have a definite sequence of parts.'' Kali is of four kinds, and
that most commonly met with in Kalittokai, called OttSlicaikkali
is a poem of four parts. The first part, Taravu, may contain
from four to twelve lines. The second, TSlicai, contains a

number of stanzas; the number of lines in these should not
exceed the number in the first part, Taravu." The third part is
the Taniccol, a single word forming the link between the fore

going Taravu and Talicai and the fourth part, called Curitakara.
6
This is usually shorter in length than the Talicai-stanza.
7
Two examples from Kali, have already been noted; it wai

seen that, in addition to themes connected with the five tinai oj
•

1. Tol.Pdrul. Ceyyu}.cu.417. 2. These are discussed in Chap.X;
v. i.,pp.443
segq.,
3. Cp. the different parts of a Greek
Chorus. 4. Ottalicai, Kalivenpattu,Koccakam,Ural; Tol.Ceyyul.,
cu.442; v.i. Chap.X,pp.468 ff. 5. Tol.ihid.,cu.446. 6. Tol.itid.
cu.448-9. 7. Kali.58 & 139; v.s. Chap.II,pp.31-34.
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reciprocal love, Kaikkilai, Unrequited Love, and Peruntinai,
Forced Love, also appear in the poems of Kali., albeit in poems
included in one or other of the five sections named according tc
the five ti$ai of reciprocal love. Kali.58, cited hy Nacc. as
an example of Kaikkilai,1 appears in Kuriricikkali, and Kali.139,
quoted hy Nacc. in connexion with Peruntinai,2 is a poem in the
Neytarkali. The other examples from anthologies quoted hy Nacc.
in his commentary on Tol. fs cujbtirams ahout Kaikkilai and Perun
tinai are all from Kali., and therefore are included there in
one or other of the five sections named after the five tinai.
The first section of Kali., Palaikkali, is devoted to
poems describing the separation of lovers, the uripporul
4
associated with the burning heat of the desert, palai. The
colophon to Kali.10 states that the friend of the heloved tells
her how she had warned the hero of the consequences to her of
his impending departure in search of wealth:
"Like to a youth practising continence, its branches are
withered; like the wealth of a niggard, it gives no relief to
those who cluster in its shade; like the end of a man noted only
for evil who has abandoned kindness, the tree withers to its
roots through the scorching of the sunfs rays. The tall tree
beside the hot path is oppressed like the world in the shadow of
8n unrighteous kingfs rule, a king who is covetous of wealth
and one with ministers not afraid to plunder.

1. Tol.Porul.Akat.cu.50 Comm.; TSS i,p.H6. 2. Tol.,ibid.,cu. 51
comm.,TSS i,p.118. 3. Comm.on cu.50 (Kaikkilai): Kali. 61,
(kuririci); on cu. 51 (Peruntinai): Kali. 94 (marutam) & 62 (kuriiici
4. v.s. Chap.II,pp. 34 and 36.

"When she hears that you have set off on the road in
search of riches her mind will he numbed and her heauty faded. I
As you sleep in comfort on your mattress, you do not realise
how in her loneliness she is already grieving, though you have
ri'

just left her side.
"When she hears that you have without fear gone in
search of wealth, she will he tearful, sleepless, shot through
with anguish, troubled in spirit. You may have loved this fair
girl for a joke, hut even a short absence on your part will he
long for her in her plight.
"When she hears that you have qitted her in search of
riches, her mind will he obsessed and keen will he her distress.
The darkness of despair will he hers if destroyed he your
tender glance of love, and broken will he her heart.
"0 lady of the fine jewels.’ When I spoke to him thus,
telling him how, if he pursued his course, your very life would
he forfeit, he who is high in honour and whose spear is famous
1 2
gave up his plan. May your bracelets remain in place."
In another poem in Palaikkali, the companion dissuades
the foster-mother from hindering the lovers1 departure; the
heloved is destined for her lover, and for no-one else:
"Save to the wearer of its scent
Of what use is the sandalwood tree
even to the mountains amid which it was horn?
If you ponder the matter, it is so with your daughter.
1. i.e. Her wrists will not become so emaciated with grief that
her bangles slip off. 2. Kali. 10 (Peruhkatufiko).
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’’Except to the wearer of it
of what avail is the highly priced white pearl
even to the sea in which it was reared?
If you ponder the

1
matter, it is so with your daughter]

Nacc.*s colophon to Kali. 51, a poem in Kuridcikkali,
states that the heroine speaks to her companion, and that this
poem illustrates a couplet from cuttiram. 107 of Tol.Porul:
"Pukaa kkalai pukk’etir ppat^’uli
pakaa viruntin pakuti kkan,"°
"He (the hero) is given hospitality in the heroine’s
house, even though he he met at an inopportune moment.”
In Kali.51, a KalivenpSttu wherein there are no
separate parts,

the young girl tells her playmate:

"What bright bracelets you have.’ Do listen.’
As I was playing in the road
He kicked over ray mud castle with his foot,
and snatched the garland from my head,
and ran away with my striped ball.
How he teased me, the naughty boy.’
Another day my mother and I
were together, when a voice called out:
’Whoever’s at home, please give me some water.’*
Mother said to me: ’My dear,
fill the gilded vessel, and give him water to drink.’’

1. Kali.9,11.12-17: Basham: "Wonder That Was India," p.465.
2. Tol. Porul.Kalavu.cu.107,11.6,7; in his comm.on this cu., Nacc.
quotes the same Kali.51. 3. For Kalivenpattu, one of the four
varieties of Kali-verse, v. i. , Chap. X,pp.4-45* & ff. Some Kalivenpa^u have parts such as Taravu, cf. Kali. 139.
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I went out, not knowing who it was.
He caught my wrist, with the "bangles on, and squeezed
it;
and I was frightened, and cried out :
'Mother, just look what he's done.* 1
She was veiyupset, and hurried down,
"but I told her he!d hiccups "because of the water.
He looked at me as if he could kill me,
"but then the rogue made friends with a smile.
It has been seen that, while the subject-matter of the
poems of Kali, is similar to that of other akam anthologies, it
is handled in a more elaborate and artificial way. As a whole,
Kali, shows a formal structure, comparable to that of Ainkuru.
in being based on the five akattinai, but arranged less
symmetrically. Both Kali, and Ainkuru. are singularly free from
the historical allusions which abound in the three akam
anthologies Akam., Kurun. and Nar.

o

This is also the case with

Paripatal, which will now be discussed.
It v/as seen earlier that the commentary to Iraiyanar
Akapporul says that Paripatal was of seventy verses,'^ and that,
together with Kali, Paripattu was considered by Tol. to be the
4
most suitable verse-form for akam poetry. This may or may not
be the case with regard to Kali, for it has just been seen that
Kalittokai is a collection in kali^metre of poems about the five
1. Kali. 51, in Basham: bonder That V/as India, " p.465.
2. v. s# p. 349. There are one or two references to tribes, e.g. to
Ayar: Kali.101,1.47; such references are permissable in Kaikkilai
& represent a mixture of Puram w Akam, ait Nacc. ,Tol. Akat. comm.*,
TSS i,p.!27. 3. v.s. Chap.I,p.l3. 4. v. s. Chap.II,p.35, and
Nacc. on Tol.Akat.cu.53: TSS i,p.l20.
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akattinai, albeit the only such anthology extant. For the terra
akam to he used in connexion with Paripatal, however, represents
a development in its meaning. Its scope is thereby extended to
1
include praise of God, as Nacc. notes.
A large proportion of Pari, as extant is devoted to
religious poetry; of the 22 extant verses, six are in praise of
Mayon (Vi§nu),2 and eight are hymns to Cewel (Skanda).3 The
remaining eight poems are about the river Vaiyai, and in these,
conventional love themes are introduced. These poems are
discontinuous, and no scheme is apparent from their arrangement.
The only group of any size is that formed by Pari.l to 4, all of
which are hymns in praise of Mayon.
A venpa of unknown date and authorship

gives data

about the complete Pari., and from it it will be seen that the
proportion of religious to secular poetry in this anthology was
approximately the same as in the portion extant. Of the seventy
poems in the original work, forty were hymns. Eight were in
praise of Mayon, 31 in praise of Cevvel and one in praise of
Katukilal (Durga). Of the remaining thirty poems, 26 were on the
Vaiyai and four on Maturai through which it flows.
In addition to the 22 extant poems in Pari., there are
two Pari, quoted in commentaries on Tol.Porul.Ceyyul., and nine
fragments in commentaries and in the Purattirat^u, a collection
of poems on puram subjects taken from various anthologies.
1. Comm.on Tol. PoruJ. Akat.cu. 53; TSS i,p.121. 2. Including the
prefatory Katavul valttu; this is numbered integrally, like that
to Kali. & that to Puram. 3. See Table of Contents of Pari.,
page 392. 4. In Pari., UVS edn. ,(1948; Intro.,p.viii, also
Samajam, p.1373.
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The poems of Pari, are accompanied hy colophons that
give information ahout the subject of the poem, its author, the
composer of the music to which it was sung and the pan in which
this music was set. A number of these colophons also include
a note on the occasion in love situations upon which one or
other of the conventional characters uttered the poem. Such
notes appear with all but one of the poems about the Vaiyai,1
and with one of the hymns to Cevvel.

2

According to the colophons, the extant Pari, poems are
the work of thirteen poets' while the music was composed by ten
different composers.

No information about these latter is

4
available; from the similarity of the name, Kannakanar, UVS
deduced that the composer of the music to Pari.21 was the same
person as the author of Puram. 218, a poem about his fellow-poet
at KoppSruilcolan*s court, Picirantaiyar. 5 96
Of the thirteen poets named in the Pari, colophons,
only two, NallantuvanSr and Ilamperuvalutiyar, figure in any

other anthology. Nallantuvanar, given as the author of Pari.6, Qi
11 and 20, has just been noted as the author of Kali., Neytarkali, and is also credited with two other akam poems.7 The
author of Pari.15, Ilamperuvalutiyar, is identified with the
8
8
author of Puram. 182 by the Samajam editors.
The fact that no
other Pari, author appears as author of any other anthology poem

1. Pari.22. 2. Pari.14; it says that the friend intercedes with
Murukavel on behalf of her mistress; she prays that the lover
may now come, as the season is suitable. ~3. See Table of Content*
of Pari., p.392. 4. Pari.Intro. ,p. xxi. 5. v.s. Chap.IV,pp. 136-7
6. And also of Nar.79; UVS,ibid., says it is uncertain whether th*
Nannakanar who wrote the music for Pari.2 was the same as Purattinai N.,author of Puram.176,376,379,381,384. 7. Akam.43,Nar.88
also Kali.KV acc. Samajam,p. 746. 8. v.s. p.172; Samejam,p.148.
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The Paripatal Fragments
1

Tirumal

in Per, on Tol, Porul, Ceyyul,cu,433;TSS iii,
pp.301,
Vaiyai
in Ilam. on Tol.Porul.cu,430 (Ceyyul.cu. 118;
3 & 4: two fragments in Per. & Nacc. on#Tol. Porul.Ceyyul.
5: fragment in Comm, on N&rkaviraca Nampiyakapporul.
6-11: On Maturai: fragments in Purattirat^u: Nakar.
1. v.r. Nallaliciyar, Samajam edn.,p.803.
ait UVS Pari. Intro., p.xxi.

2. Author of Pari.21,
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marks Pari, off from other anthologies, and lends support to
the view of Pillai1 that, like Kali., it was a work of later
origin.
The Pari, colophons are unique among all colophons to
anthology poems in giving the pan in which the music to which
the poem was to he sung was set, and the name of the composer
of the music. This, together with the religious nature of

many

of them, imparts to these poems a strong similarity to the
g
Tevaram and other religious poems set to music.
Three pa$ only are mentioned in the Pari, colophons.
For Pari.2 to 12 the pan is given as Palaiyal. Notiram is given
for Pari.13 to 17, and Kfintaram for Pari.18 to 21. Perhaps on
3
the hasis of these names, UVS asserted that Pari, was sung in
the same way as Tevaram. It is, however, possible that the way
of interpreting any given pan varied from place to place, and
4
that Schools* of music existed as in our own day. It is also
possible that any lapse of time between the period of Pari, and
that of Tevaram would bring about a change in the interpretation
5
6
of pans. On the basis of Nikan^u evidence, Vipulananta states
that PalaiySl^ was one of the four main pans and that Notiram
and Kantaram were tiram, minor pans comparable to the aucjava
7
ragas.
1. CET pp.41,42. 2. As noted by Vipulananta: Yfil Ndl (1947)p.16
3. Pari. Intro.,p.ix. 4. Centred round individual teachers. For
the raga Anandabhairavi, some assert that it should have one
bha§anga-note (’accidental’), other teachers, three such notes.
5. Cp. the Karnatic raga RItigaula, at one time sung with flat
3rd. ,6th. and 7th., now with natural 6th. save in one prayoga.
6. Y51 Nul,pp.141 & seqq* 7. So-called ’pentatonic’ ragas that
have five degrees within the octave; e.g.,equating Sa with C,
Hargsadhvani i s C d e g b c , Mohanam i s C d e g a c .
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Certain Pari, colophons are defective; that to poem 1
states only that the verse is a Ka^avul v51ttu, while that to
poem 13 omits the name of the composer. No colophons are extant
for either of the two Pari, poems preserved in commentaries or
for any of the fragments. The colophon to Pari.22, together witi
the last portion of the poem is missing; as UVS observes,^ this
is “because the extant part of the original Pari., the first part
breaks off in the middle of poem 22.

2

Pari, is accompanied by an old commentary that is also
fragmentary. This fact is especially noticeable in the comm, to
poem 22, which is fragmentary throughout, and which is broken
off at the point where the text is left incomplete. This
commentary is attributed to Parimelalakar, more famous for his
commentary on Tirukkural. ** Evidence for the authorship of the
Pari, commentary is only to be found in the Cirappu Payiram to
it, and our information is thus based on similar evidence to
that for the authorship of the Kali, commentary, attributed to
•
4 Pari, was first edited by Dr.U. V. Caminata
Naccinarkk'iniyar.
Aiyar in 1918; the third edition of this appeared in 1948. No
other edition of this anthology has yet been printed.
Like the verses of Kali., those of Pari, are divided
into a number of parts. These are discussed by Tol. in Porul. ,
Ceyyul., cuttirams 430 and following. In.cu.432, Tol. says that
ParipS'Jal-poeras may be composed in a number of metres. Examples
in Peraciriyar*s commentary on this ctittiram5 show features oM
1. Pari.,p.224. 2. At line 48.
6th, TSS edn. appeared in 1948.

3. There are many editions; the
4. v.s. p.384. 5. TSS iii,p.299
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1
2
Venpa and AciriyappS metres. Tol. states

that the four parts

of a Paripatal poem are K5ccakara, Arfikam, Curitakara and Eruttu.
The commentary explains that Koccakam is a part wherein short
3
4
lines recur like pleats in a garment.
Arfikam is characterized
hy a rapid succession of short syllables.^ Curitakam has the
same function as in a Kali poem, and is the closing portion.
6
Eruttu is the same as Taravu. These four and other parts are
noted in the course of Pari. 1 and in the ParipS^al in praise
of TirumSl quoted by Perficiriyar in his commentary on Tol.Porul,
7
cu.433. With them occur parts in Aciriyam or Akaval, the metre
of most of the poems of the anthologies. In cu.474 of Porul.,
Ceyyu^., T5l. says that a Paripa^u should be of from 25 to
400 lines in length.8
It has already been seen that, of the three subjects
of the extant Pari, poems, two are deities, and that these poems
may be regarded as hymns, comparable with those of the Tevaram
or of the Alv&rs, the Vai§nava hymnists. Like the (Saiva and
Vai$nava !canons!, the religious poems in Pari, incorporate many
of the puranic legends about Vi§nu and Skanda. Pari. 3 may be
taken as an example of the poems in praise of the former. Its
9
colophon states that it is Katavul valttu, that its author is
Ka^uvan Ilaveyinanar, and that the music by Pe^lja !nSkanar was in
the pan Palaiyal. IlavfcyinanSr praises Vi§nu as follows:

1. For these metres, v. i. Chap. X, pp.443 & ff. 2. Cd. 433.
3. Koccakam, lit., pleat. 4. Per. on Tol. Porul.433: TSS iii,p. 30C
5. Per., ibid. 6. Per., ibid. 7. Tol. Porul.*TSS iii,op.301-2,
Pari.,UVS edn.,pp.227-230. 8. Tol.,ibid. ,cu.474. 9. This term
appears in the colophons to all the hymns in Pari. The col. to
Pari.l, however, states "Itu Ka^avu^ vSlttu", emphasizing that
poem 1 is the usual hymn of divine praise to appear at the
beginning of a work.
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"0 dark One.* Dark One, Yours are the bright feet that
unblemished stamp out rebirth. Glittering sapphire-hued are
you, 0 dark One.1 Fire, wind, sky, earth, water, these five,
sun and moon are you. Virtue are you. The five planets are you.
The children of Titi1, the sons of Brahma, the eight flawless
Vasus, the eleven children of the sun, the heavenly twins,
Death himself, the twenty-one worlds and all life, all, 0 dark
One, have extolled you.
"A lotus bloomed in the stream of the Vedas that go not
awry, and in that lotus was born Brahma, and you are his father.
So say the Vedas that are in the hands of brahmans.
"Garutja it was who relieved the anguish of his mother
by fetching ambrosia from the immortals whose jewels are lovely;
Garu<Ja, who relieved his mother’s anguish, is inscribed there
upon your high unfurled banner.1
"Who is there who does not bow before your radiant feet?
You measured the seven worlds beneath. You are the brightness of
fire, Death’s agent, Death himself, the sun with a thousand
spotless rays.
"We too would sing your praise, like the praise sung by
the thirty-three crores of gods, telling how, as a fine boar,
you lifted the world upon your tusks during the great deluge,
and how you dried the wings of Garucja as the rain-clouds were
swept from the great heaven.

1. Diti, wife of Kagpapa and mother of the Daityas.
2. Garuda’s mother was Vinata, another wife of KaSyapa. She
quarrelled with yet another of Ka|yapa's wiVes as to the colour
of Indra's horse; Vinata lost the argument and "became the other's
slave. Garu<Ja released his mother by secretly obtaining amrta for
her oppressor; v* Pari.comm.,p.20.
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frYou stamped out the "burning wrath of Kesi, so-called
since he came in the guise of a horse1. Your very hands praise
you. When you took the form of MohinI and served the nectar,
your hand did wrong in deviating from impartiality.

2

"Mai are you with two hands, the sage with three hands,
the lord with four, the great one with five, the majestic with
six, the one with seven, he who eight hands holds aloft. With
nine hands rule you the grest earth, invincible are you with ten
hands. With a hundred hands capable are you, 0 dark Warrior.1
a thousand broad hands are yours. You are the very fount-head
of truth, ten thousand hands have you. With one hundred thousand
hands it is you, Lord,

who knows the six. These are not the sum-

total of your forms, for there are many others. Countless are
your forms, beyond computing’s limit. Since you are impossible
to comprehend, who save you can comprehend you?
"Of the vedas that are without beginning, you are the
source. To you is wisdom, deep, vast, total, and your beginning
is unknowable even to intelligence most perfect in its power,
in its knowledge and in its understanding.
"Radiant, cool and bright, waxingand waning in crescentshape with twice-eight

gentle rays is the jewel that is the moon,

food of the immortals of whom you are the source.
"As you approached over the earth, some asuras were so
conscious of their wickedness that they turned and fled far away,
even leaping into the sea. Of them, and of the asuras who sinned

L. ia. Kuntal, ke^i, alluding to its mane. The destruction of this
asura is particularly attributed to Kr§na. 2. At the churning
of the ocean, Vi§nu in the form of Mohinf served ararta to the
no^
^Qhu who had joined them. He was decapitated.
5. Vcdangas*_________
.
^
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not, you are the source.
"Since such a nature is yours, how can any distinction
"between friend and foe he made among those who comprehend your
nature? You caused the very occasion upon which the thousand
headed serpent, caught in the beak of Garu<Ja who is your mount,
cried out: f0 MalJ Brilliant-eyed One.1*
"Well have we realized your qualities, since you are the
essence of the Samaveda.

Heat in fire are you. Fragrance in a

flower are you. Gem in stone are you. Truth in speech are you.
Mercy in justice are you. The strength in "bravery are you. The
secret in the Veda are you. The beginning in creation are you.
Radiance in brilliant light are you. The coolness of the moon
are you. You are all things, and of all things the essence. For
you, there is neither resting nor resting*s place. Unforgettable
are you, for false are your attributes.
"Without birth, without those who give birth, born are
you in the beginning, in the middle, in the end. The purple
flower’s hue is yours; you are the (sheltering) parasol of grace,
the sceptre of right, in the shadow of which are the thriceseven worlds, the sheltering of which is yours.1
"You are Puru§a, the five elements,’*’ the five senses,^*

the sound of heaven, the sound and caress of the wind, the sound,
feel and sight of fire, the noise, shock, sight and taste of
water, the rumble, the touch, the sight, taste and smell of the
earth.

You are these five senses and intellect, these six and

1. See Parimel.on Pari.3,1.77: UVS p.25. 2. It is necessary to
expand the text here to include Parimel.*s comm. Each of the 5
elements partakes of successively 1,2,3,4,5, senses. Pari.3.11.77
78 are,lit. "..the one, the two, the three, the four, the five."
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ehaipkSra, these seven and the principle of intellect,
the Mulaprakrti.

these and

g

In all the four ages you have heen renowned
g
for this number of forms.
4
5
f,0 red-eyed KSri.' 0 pale One with dark eyesJ 0 golden6
7
eyed KSmaJ 0 green-eyed MSI.* You danced with the herdsmen, you
danced with the pot, 0 cowherd, 0 king. Unknowable is your
origin, incomprehensible are you even to your devotees.
Unshakeable are you, ruler of the world. Pilled with knowledge
from the beginning, finely do you play upon the harp. Bedecked
are you with a garland fair, undefeated are you. Bright is your
Q
raiment, 0 Vannan with the conch. Armed with the discus, a
warrior are you. Lord of Lak§mi are you, hero of great power.
"In the beginning, before the great earth appeared in
the fullness of flood, you were, and the rule of your discus was,
and in your navel flowered the lotus that was your son. 11
It is clear that in the above poem, the total image of
Vi§nu is in the mind of the poet, and that the various avatSras
are not regarded separately. At the same time, the short passage
9
clearly referring to K^§ija is of interest, and matters connected
especially with him figure elsewhere in the poem.10 The consort
is only mentioned once, in line 90, and the allusion is clearly

to Lak^mi, Tiru. There is no mention of RSdhS, or even of cowgirls
in general, and in this respect, this Pari, hymn is in no way a
departure from other Tamil sources for the Vai§nava cult.

1. Man, conn.w mahan; UVS!comm.,p.30, gives mahattattvam.
2. Parimel. on 1.79,UVS p. 25. 3. i.e. the 25 tattvas, Parimel. ibii
4. Vasudeva. 5. Saigkar§ana. 6. Pratyumna. 7. Aniruddha: these
4 are the Vyuhdvatfiras; see Parimel.,UVS p.26. 8. i.e. PItambara
ait UVS,p.30. 9. Pari. 3,1.83. 10. Destruction of Ke6i, 1.31;
pltambara, 1.88, cp. DIk§ita: "BSlagopala"1.11: KMMV,p.l62.
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Pari,5 may be taken as an example of the hymns in
praise of Cewel, Skanda, in this anthology. The colophon to it
states that it is a hymn by Ka^uvan Ilaveyinanfir, with music in
the pan Palaiyal by KanjianSkanfir, cSvve^ is praised as follows:
"To makewar, you rode the towering Pinimukara1 into
broad

the

expanse ofthe dark cool sea so that rocks submerged

therein were smashed. The fire roared as you sent it forth and
as it returned, Terror-stricken trembled the mango-tree that
2
was Cur as you hacked it down at the roots.
"You are the destroying spear that spared none among the
murderous asuras who thought nothing of killing and eating, for
this were they notorious among a race puffed up with victory,
"In the wide spaces that are in the north of the cool
land of Navalam, you sundered the mountain called after the
4
crane and drove a way through that mountain, 0 six-headed One.’
"0 six-headed One, thrice four are your drumlike
shoulders, you are of the hue of the fair sun and were born in
the lotus. Son of Siva the destroyer are you, 0 Cevve^,
"’G-reat One, Lord, ’ cry they in fearful festival when,
armed with the spear, wildly you dance. But such for you is
neither good nor ill, and since this universe is limitless, you
are its head. Were you v/ithout fame, it would matter not to you.
Everything is in your power, for some to be born noble, for
others to be born ignoble.
1. Skanda’s elephant: Parimel.on Pari. 5,1. 2,UVS p.42; also his
peacock, cf. Puram.56,1.8 & old comm.,Puram. ,UVS edn.,p. 120; v.s.
Chap. IV,pp. 165,6. 2. Surapadma. 3. Jambudvjjpa. 4. Kraudca,
lit., heron, curlew. Pari.5,1.9: "KurukS^u peyar perra malvarai.
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"With the first Brahma to handle the steeds, steeds
that were the vedas yoked to the earth that was his chariot, fo
his "bowstring he had the serpent (VSsuki), for his how the
mountain. The three impregnable fortresses did he destroy with
one blazing arrow that set on fire even the cardinal points* He
accepted the offering in the immortals* sacrifice and he, the
pale-eyed lord (Siva) united in marital bliss with Uraa.
Insatiable was their union* Begging them to desist, he who was
the lord of the celestials* sacrifice craved a boon of the god
in whose forehead was the unwinking eye.*1’ Since the latter was
truthful, for him it was hard to go back on what he had already
g
vouchsafed the lord who was bedecked with flashing gems. But h<
took a bright hatchet and cut the embryo into pieces, changing
its shape to confuse the world. But since they foresaw what
would happen, the seven great sages in their wisdom took the
embryo and hid it in the destroyed body of Ce. Those who were
great in penance well recognized what it was that had been cut.
Saying 'Let the fire hold it* they cast it in together with the
oblation, since they realized it would be insupportable for the
morsels to be given to their wives to make them conceive. The
oblation fire blazed, and the threefold prancing flames protecte<
the pieces of embryo. Except for one

of the seven wives who in

the north shine, save for she who was divinely chaste, the six
others at that time ate the ashes from that fire. Of spotless
chastity, the wives of the sages conceived you without deviating
1. That he should destroy the embryo already conceived by Uma:
Parimel.on Pari. 5,1. 30,UVS p.45. 2. Siva had promised Indra a
captain of the heavenly host. 3. Arundhati, wife of Vasi§$ha.
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from the path of right. It is said that, in the heights of the
Himalaya, in the deep green lake, they gave you hirth on a lotus
raft. When they, 0 Murukan, gave "birth to you, he who was held
in supreme honour among the gods took up his fiery thunderbolt
and in wrath came. When he hurled it, the six pieces became one
person, and, 0 Cey, you it is who are that valorous one.1
"Tender as your body still was, for you the business of
war became a game you played with bare hands. Not without grief,
Purandara separated from his body the cock of bright plumage
and gave it to you. He who was the lord of heaven took from his
own body a peacock of sapphire’s hue and flashing plumage and
gave it to you. Yama who holds the scales gave to you a fair
white goat with large eyes. Then, those three and others gladly
gave to you weapons, the goat, peacock and cock1, a bow with
dappled string, a log, a spear with a leaf-shaped tip, a sword,
a hatchet, an axe, a sun that would destroy with burning rays,
a noose, a jewel. In your various forms you wield in your twicesix hands, these weapons.
"Even then (as a babe) beside the spotted lotus seeds,
you exceeded in renown the lord of the immortals who know not
death. It is these who have tried to follow your example, those
who are righteous, those endowed with good qualities and those
who are great in austerity who are your devotees. Except for
them they shall not reach the shade of your feet, neither the
black in heart who prolong their anger, nor those unrighteous
That the gifts already made by the gods were also regarded as
weapons is clear also from Parimel.’s comm., see UVS edn.,p.47.
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who are without nobleness of soul, nor those who have tired of
penance and renounced austerity, nor those foolish ones who
assert that there is no rebirth,
"But since the

others will attain unto you, we entreat

you, not for riches, gold and pleasure, but for your grace, love
and right guidance, these three, 0 you who have the garland of
1
kadamba flowers in round clusters."
The main portion of this hymn is an account of the
birth of Skanda that differs slightly from that in the Skandapuraija, the 3ivarahasya of which was adapted into Tamil by
Kaccayappa Sivacarya as the Kantapurfinam. There, Indra requests
Siva no more to unite with Uraa, and the embryo already in her
womb is removed by Indra and given to the seven sages. These
gave it into the care of their wives, but Arundhatf refused to

share in looking after it. It was cut into six and cast into fir<
and the six wives consumed the pieces. Each gave birth to one
god. They were all on a lotus raft and the children were playing
when Umd saw them. She joined them into one god, the six-faced
Skanda.

2

In the fight between Indra and Skanda, the former is

defeated.
It is clear from this Pari, hymn that at the time it
was composed there was opposition to the belief in sai^sara,
3
since, in line 76, the poet says that those who doubt it shall
not attain the feet of Skanda.

1. Pari.5. 2. A folk-etymology connects the name with skand,
more usually, skandh, to collect, ait E.S.V.Aiyar in discussions.
3. "Maru pirapp’iii enu’Ma^avoruxl cerfir. n
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It has already "been seen'*' that the extant secular
2

poems of Pari, are all descriptive of the river Vaiyai" and
that there are eight of these. There is a tradition that there
3
were 26 such poems in the original anthology and that, in
addition, there were four poems ahout Maturai, the Pfin^iya
capital. Of these latter, however, only six fragments, totalling
31 lines, are extant.
Pari.7 may he taken as an instance of the Vaiyai poems.
The usual colophon states that it is a poem hy Maiyo^a Kkovanar
to music in the pan Palaiyfil hy Pittfiraattafc. Like the other
Vaiyai poems in Pari., poem 7 is accompanied hy a note upon the
occasion in the love-situation to which it refers. This states
that the foster-mother was delighted to learn that the hero had
heen to hathe with the heroine in the river. She asks the
companion to describe the heauty of the river, and the companion
tells how they enjoyed the river scenery and other pleasures,
and speaks of the love between the hero and heroine:4
"From crag to crag leap the onrushing silvery streams.
Unheeded they pour hy night and day through places difficult of
access. To the roar of thunder have the clouds given birth to
rain. The tanks can no longer contain their burden. The desire
of dryv places speeds straight towards the sea, dark with high
waves. Like the onrush of the majestic serried ranks of the army
of the southern king whose drum is victorious, the river spreads
out, refreshed with the rains. Where the Vaiyai river flows, the
1. v.s. p.390.
3. v. s. p.390.

2. Mod*, Vaikai j see Map, p. xv.
4. Pari.7,col., UVS edn., p.74.
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land is enriched, the scenery beautified and fertility increased
"In dense groves where fragrant grasses spread is the
bright-branched Venkai'1’ with drooping clusters of flowers.
Upon every hill bathed in mist and rain, trees, buffeted by the
gale, are t o m up by the roots leaving everywhere great pits.
"Like a girl who knows not dancing, capering to the
throb of the drums of happy cultivators, like the exuberance of
a maid who has never known a quarrel, the river rushes on
whither it will, hitting against the banks that restrain it. The
wond!rous stream wafts fragrance ever fresh, keeping within
itself more usual scents,

like sandal meant to be smeared on

the body.
"Here, flowers blossoming in cool pools are broken by
the river’s onrush. There, shy little girls had made dolls in
the sand; these are washed away and they cry. Here, drums warn
of flooded grain-stores and flooding in the seed-beds. It seems
that a village has been surrounded by the floods. They say that
rainclouds in the sky are boundless, that the sesshore village
where singers live has been engulfed, that the hamlet where
dwell the dancers has been overwhelmed.

2

People tell of flood-

water pouring into fields, of fish being able to eat areca-nuts
upon the tree, of silting in fields already sown.
"Hasty is the river, like one trying to be reconciled
with a girl fair of brow who is unwilling to see reason. The
river swells like a pregnant fish or the family of a cultivator
of the rice-field. Like great hills are the river*s twin banks,
1. E.Indian Kino tree, Pterocarpus marsupium, Lex.
Hamlet: Ceri« N.of mullai village: Tol.Akat.18 Nacc.,TSS i,p4
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the foam upon the river recalls guards set upon hilltops# On it
float flowers as it sweeps into gardens. Lovely maidens hathe
hurriedly, "blossoms set in their hair by youths whose chaplets
are snatched away by the water* The river was able to sieze
the girls* bangles, rings, the jewels in their hair, their
clothes, girdles and belts, the bracelets on their arms. All was
siezed, as when the southern king

invades the land of his foes;

the majesty of the Vaiyai is as the majesty of his armies.
"In the river of the king great in every way, girls
were bathing. One of them chased the others, splashing water on
them so that it went in their flower-like eyes. One girl
1
covered her eyes with her hand; in triumph, she whose shoulders
were soft as bamboo bound her prisoner with the gold chain round
her neck. But she who was golden and slender as a twig rushed to
release the bonds of the other, taking pity on her.

2

The kohl

from her two dark, lustrous eyes caused the fresh river water to
lose its brightness; dark became the Vaiyai *s flood."'
"Wet from the river she had sought, and wishing to
remove the feeling of chill, she whose eyes resembled waterlilies took some strong toddy around which hummed the bees. As
she took a great draught of the liquor that bestows joy, her
eyes seemed like honey-sweet flowers# Seeing the loveliness of
her eyes, he praised them; he sang her praises as though he were
a bard. Not realizing the direction in which his interest lay,
another maiden thought that what he sang was about herself, and

was perplexed by it. He whose chest was broad grew afraid at this

1. As a sign of surrender. 2. She who took pity was the heroine
see Parimel.on 1.57, UVS p.72. 3. Parimel.,UVS ibid., says that
_______ hereafter the -poem tells of the hero & heroine.
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and, sorrowfully wondering what would happen to him, approached
his beloved. Because of the ridiculous misunderstanding, her
eyes that were already red"** grew still redder. Those pleasant
girls who had come to bathe began squabbling among themselves;
she became very cross and snatched the chaplets from their
heads. Her lover, who had seen how beautiful she was while she
bathed, prostrated his body smeared with sandal on the ground.
But she would not stop quarrelling, and trod upon his head.1
Meanwhile, the others carried on bathing in the bright stream.

2

"The song is attuned to the harp which produces on its
seven strings the fine melody arising from the seven notes of
the pap Palai. There is an accompaniment of flute and drum. At
the sound of the music, dancing-girls commence their dance.
"Still the river rushed on, its roar like that of the
thunder or the drum. They enjoyed themselves by the river at
Tirumarutamunrurait saying: fLet us put chaplets on our heads.1
We will chant your praises, 0 Vaiyai, and rejoice at the break
of day. We will make sure of bathing in you always.* * "
The quarrel between the hero and his beloved is
presented in the above poem in a most elaborate setting, precedet
as it is by a long description of the Vaiyai river at the time
of the monsoon. This is in marked contrast to poems connected

with marutam, quarrelling, in Akam., Kurun. and Nar., wherein th<
length of the poem is circumscribed and so it is not possible to
lead up to the episode and round off the poem in the way that
i'7fhr0oShDher drinkI
1Tf,g toddy> ait Parimel. see Comra. ,UVS edn.,
p. 73. 2. Parimel., UVS edn., ibid., says that the rest of this
poem tells of their wish always to enjoy the river.
3. Pari.7 (Maiyo^a Kkovanar).
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Maiyo^a Kkovanar has done in the above.
Though the poem plainly describes a love quarrel, it
is written without any special regard for the conventions
relating to the five tinai. There are general references to
cultivation in connexion with the Vaiyai floods,'1’ but there are
also passages that describe the river’s path through mountains.
3
Parimel.fs commentary on Pari.7, lines 1-10 wherein is
described the river’s journey has been interpreted as referring
3
to the four tinai marutam, neytal, kuriiici and mullai. There is
thus no special emphasis on marutam, cultivated land, the tinai
with which dtal, love-quarrelling, was associated. Neither the
4
c
Venkai tree nor the fish known as vSlai appear in texts or
commentaries as karupporul of marutam, nor do the distinctive
*
6
karupporul of marutam appear in this poem . The hero is not
given any of the names of

a hero of the cultivated tract, but

one of the names of its inhabitants, ulavar,7 appears twice. 8 It
is possible that ’Tirumarutamunrurai’^ is in fact an allusion to
marutattiijai, but it is taken as a proper name by Parimel.,1*1
and appears in two other Vaiyai poems in Pari.11
It may be stated that, in such a poem as the above, the
theme of love is balanced fairly by the descriptive material
built around it. Thus, this poetry occupies a position midway

1. Pari.7,11.27-35. 2. 11.4,5; aruvi, stream, (1.4) is a river
of kuriiicittinai ; see Nacc. on Tol. Akat. cu. 18,TSS i,p.46.
3. UVS edn.,p.69: "Menpulankal alakupera vanpulankal vilaiya..."
4. 1.12. 5. 1.34. 6. Save nel, rice, 1.27 etc. (UVS comm. ,p. 75,
7. Acc. Nacc.on Tol.Akat. cu.20,TSS i,p.48. 8. 11.16 & 39.
9. Pari.7,1.83; lit. ’The fine harbour in the cultivated tract.*
10. UVS edn.,p.74. 11. Pari.11,1.30; Pari.22,1.45.
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"between the poetry of Akam. and similar anthologies, wherein the
descriptive material serves to emphasize or allude to the love
theme, and the Pattuppa^u,^ wherein the love theme is entirely
subordinated to the descriptive material.

2

It will be seen that Pari, poems such as the above are
markedly different from hymns in the same anthology. Only the
form, ParipStal or Paripa^tu is shared by each category, so
that it is proper to speak of religious Paripatal and secular
3
Paripatal. This is the only instance in the Tamil anthologies
of poetry on such divergent topics being placed together in an
anthology on the basis of form, since it was seen that the poems
of Kali., in addition to sharing a common metre, are also all
4
love poems*
It is possible that, in the secular poems of Pari., a
tendency to depart from the rigid conventions of akam poetry
may be seen. The religious poems suggest the beginnings of the
division into Vai§nava and Saiva that has been prominent in the
' history of Hinduism in the Tamil country. While no poems to Siva
in Pari, are extant, and there is no tradition that there were
. any, it is apparent that the Siva mythology was prominent in
the mind of SkandaTs hymnists.5
It has been demonstrated that the order in which the
titles of the eight Tamil anthologies are given in the comm, on

1. This position is to some extent true in the matter of length;
the longest Akam.poem has 37 11., the shortest Pattu.(Mullai.) is
of 103 11. Extant Pari, range from 33 to 141 11. 2. In Panina.,
of 301 11., the love theme appears in 11.218-220 & 301 only.
3. As of religious and secular oratorios in western music.
4. v.s. pp.383 & seqq. Kali. !s KV can hardly be considered an
integral part of the anthology. 5. cf. Pari. 5,11.22-28, telling
of tripurasaiphara; v.s. p. 401.
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Iraiyanar Akapporul1 is the most logical one for their treatment
In the first four, Ne^untokai (Akam.), Kuruntokai, Narrinai and
Purananuru appear discontinuous poems only, four hundred in
each. The first three are anthologies of love poems, "but share
a number of traditions with the fourth, in which are included
bardic poems. The next two, Ainkurunuru and Patirruppattu, are
similar to each other in containing a number of groups of poems;
within each group is a connecting link of some kind, and any one
group is on a single subject. Both these two and the preceding
four anthologies are in the Akaval metre. The last two to appear
among the titles of extant works are Nurr1aimpatu Kali and
Paripa^al. Kali, resembles Ainkuru. and Patirru. in being sub
divided into a number of sections, but it is in a different
metre, and each of its poems contains a number of parts. This is
also true of Pari., the poems of which are in a mixture of metreg
and contain several parts. The poems of Pari, are discontinuous,
but are chiefly religious, and, where secular, are reminiscent of
1 the PattuppS^u.

2

Poems in Kali, and Pari, are considerably

longer than those in the other six anthologies.
It is tempting to see in this order of enumeration a
chronological sequence, and to regard the earliest poems as being
those in the first four anthologies.

There is, however, little

evidence to support or refute this. At most it may be suggested
that, by reason of their elaborate structure, the poems of Kali,
and Pari, may have been of later origin.
1. TSS edn., p.6. 2. Those to Skanda in Pari, may also be
compared to Pattu.,Tirumuruk*Srruppa^ai. 3. As does Pillai: see
CET pp.38 & seqq.
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CHAPTER X
PROSODY IN THE EIGHT ANTHOLOGIES
The subject of Prosody will now be discussed with
reference to the poetry of the Tamil anthologies* Also to be
1
considered is that part of AlankSram which includes what is
often loosely termed Thead-rhyming'•
The principal Tamil terns for Prosody are Ceyyul and
Yappu. Connected with the root Cey, do, Ceyyu^ has the meanings
3
of stanza, poetic composition* YSppu, connected with the root
4
yS, tie, fasten, has the meaning of poetry. However, the two
5
medieval treatises on prosody of Amitacakarar, Yapp'aruhkalam
and Yapp'arunkalakarikai both indicate that Yappu also meant
6
prosody. On the other hand, that section of TolkSppiyam which
7
treats of prosody is called Ceyyu^iyal. Therein, ySppu in the
sense of 'prosody' is given as one of the 34 elements of ceyyul,
poetic art.8
The term Pa may also be noted here, as its meanings
9
include those of verse, poem, stanza. in this discussion,
however, PS will be regarded as meaning 'metre'.10
For our purpose, the principal works on prosody are:

TolkSppiyanSr: Tolkappiyam, PorulatikSram, Ceyyu^iyal, "

1. cf. Dan<Jin: KavySdarSa I, Tanti. I. 2. e.g. Vithianandan: The
P, p. 259. 3. Ta.Lex.,p. 1602,col. ii; in the sense of 'a verse',
c&yyul may be compared to Skt. chandas, both words also being use*
for 'metrical art.' 4. Ta.Lex.,p.3400,col. ii. 5. In discussion,
Dr.A.C.Chettiar gave as his date lOth.or 11th. cent.,A.D.
6. YSppu. ,Pavanantara Pillai edn. ,(1916), v. 1 & comm. The 7 element
of prosody are given as: filuttu, ak§ara; Acai, metrical unit,- Cir
foot; Talai, sequence of feet; A^i, line; To^ai, alliteration;
Tukku, stanza. 7. In Tol.Porul.,TSS iii(l951). 8. Tol.Ceyyul.
cu.313,11.2,14. 9. Ta.Lex.,p.2577. 10. Following Tol.,ibid.cu.417
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Amitacakarar: Yapp*arunkalam,

and

Amitacakarar: Yfipp* arunkajakfirikai.
All three treat of metre proper and of versification including
the use of alliteration and similar devices. Verse-forra is also
discussed in other Tamil texts such as PannirupS^fiyal, wherein
it is considered in relation to the auspiciousness or otherwise
of various types of foot, line and other metrical elements.’*’ In
the present consideration of Tamil prosody, it is intended to
restrict discussion to the relevant portions of Tol,, and only
where necessary to refer to other metrical treatises.

2

The seven elements of prosody as defined hy Amitacakarar
have already heen noted.

These may he compared to those of

Tol. 1s 34 elements of poetry that are of relevance to the study
of prosody:
Tol. Porul.cu.313.

Yappu.,v.i.

meaning.

2

eluttu

fcluttu

1

ek§ara

3

acai

acai

2

metrical unit

4

clr

clr

3

foot

5

at i

a$i

5

line

5

6 yappu

talai
•

4

9 to-j;ai

tStai
•

6

tdkku

7

11

pa

4

yappu: the use made
of elements 1-5, i.e.,
Prosody.6
alliteration7
metre.

1. Other works on prosody are: AvinSyanSr: Avinayam; also the
frag. Kakkajpa^iniyam, quoted in comms. 2. In discussion, Dr. A..C.
Chettiar opined that all Tam.poetry prior to 10 cent, should he
scanned acc.to Tol.’s rules. 3. v.s. p.411,fn,6. 4. For this,
v.i.,p.415 & ff. 5. lit., connexion,tie. The sequence of feet in
any given metre. Rather more restricted than the general term
prosody. 6. See PerSciriyar on T5l.PoruJ,Ceyyul.cu.390, TSS iii,
p.231. 7, Shch as Anuprasa and similar devices; v.i. pp.

There are four other elements of poetry noted hy Tol,
that may he noticed in connexion with prosody. These are:
mSttirai, raatra, tukku, pause between one verse and the next,
alavu, length of poem, and vanijam, rhythm,1
2

After defining mattirai as "the length given to letters
when reciting poetry,"'- the commentator on Tol.Porul., cuttiram
313 passes on to a fuller discussion of eluttu, afc^ara, hoth at
cu.313 and cu.314. It is clear that Tamil prosodists from Tol.
onwards did not regard mStrS as a prosodic unit for the purposes
I

of Tamil poetry, and it may he suggested thst they were clearly
'
; ’•
■ V ii'y y vi .J
J ■ ' ’ ' . v,i. ...
'
"
w
A
aware of it as a term borrowed from Sanskrit prosody. Tol. says
that mattirai and eluttu had already heen discussed in the
v
5
Elutt*atikSram,e and goes on to discuss acai. Mattirai is not
mentioned as an element of prosody hy AmitacSkarar, nor in as
late a source as Ilakkanavilakkam.
1. t51.Porul,Ceyyul.,cu.313. These 4 appear in his list of 34 as
1st. ,8th.,12th. & 26th. For the remaining 23, vide A.G.Chettiar:
Advanced Studies in Tamil Prosody, pp.17,18. Of these, the eight
'Vanappu* (adornments) may he contrasted w the 10 Qualities of
the Vaidarhha style, cf. KD,su.41,42 & Tanti,,cu.14. 2. In the
sense of ak§ara. 3.^Tol.Poru^.TSS iii,p.il3. 4. Tol.ibid., cu.
314. 5. MSttirai: Tol.Eluttu.,cd.3-7, wherein the terms alapu &
mattirai are used synonymously. In cu.7, Tol. defines mattirai as
"(the time taken for) a wink of the eye or snap of the fingers."
In cu.3, he says the duration of the short vowels a,i,u,£,o is
one alapu; in cu.4, that that of long vowels (incl.diphthongs)
a,I,d,e,ai,o,au is two alapu. This agrees with the durations
measured in raStrS in Skt.,cf.AtharvapratigSkhya,i,vv.59,61. Tol.
further states, in cd.11, that the duration of a consonant is i
a mStra; the same applies to 1carp1eluttu*(secondary letters):
kurriyalikaram. l.kurijyalukaram.u and §ytam,h, vide cu. 12. M after
some consonants may he of i mSttirai duration only, vide cu. 13;
Nacc. ,t81. Eluttu.,TSS,p.27, gives examples: e.g. ponm. Conversely
a vowel may he lengthened so as to he of 3 mSttirai duration, hy
writing the character for the long vowel followed hy that for the
short, e.g. uu. vide cd. 6 & 41. This is alapgl^ai. Cp. pluta in
Skt., e.g. in Panini 1,2,27. 6. In Y.Karikai, Amitacakarar
notes it under eluttu. MSttirai is mentioned in Nannul, in conn.ft
eluttu, not prosody: Nan.cd.99-101._____________
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It may be suggested that nothing analogous to the
Matrachandas in Skt. poetry was envisaged by these writers on
Tamil prosody, and that, from the silence of TolkSppiyanar
about eluttu in the context of prosody, Tamil metres analogous
to the Ak§arachandas were not of significance in his day. Such
metres are, however, found in later poetry from Tevaram onwards.’
*'
T5l. discusses eklttn fully in Elutt!atikaram, and, as
already seen,2 eluttu appears in later works on prosody such as
Y§ppu. In Tol. , the term is used in the broadest sense to mean
5
4
both vowel (long or short), consonant,c carp*eluttu and syllable.
w

In cuttiram 45 of Eluttu., Tol. says that a word may cosist of
one, two or more than two eluttu, and it is clear that he means
syllable here. The term eluttu thus closely resembles the Skt.
ak§ara, meaning letter, vowel 5 or syllable. 5 Tol.fs definition
is closely followed by later writers on prosody. In Y.KSrikai.,
Amitacakarar adds to the c£rp!eluttu a shortened ai, which he
6
calls aikara kurukkam.
Medieval writer® also describe as
eluttu alap^ai, prolonged vowels, such as aa, aii and auu. The
term alapetai is also applied to flengthened consonants’ as
7
distinct from consonants geminate intervocalifcally,'. Examples
cited by the commentator show that such lengthening could occur
to any nasal and to y, 1, v, 1 and aytam (h) if followed by
1. Metres such as Kat-fca^ai kkalitturai. A.C.Chettiar, ASTP p.165,
cites Tiruilana. Tev. , patikam 118,v.i, wherein each line has 16
syllables* The quantities of some vary; in Chettiar*s example,the
4 lines give: . : : . ! : - : ^
, cp, the variations
in the Skt. 61oka. Other vv. in the same metre in Tev. have 15 or
IS syllables per line. 2. p.412. 3. t 51. fluttu.cu.1. 4. cu. 2.
5. AtharvaprStisSakhya 1,93; see also Allen: Phonetics in Ancient
India, pp.80 & seqq. 6. Y.Karikai. ,v. 1,1.1 & comm.,pp. 9,16. The
comm.considers ai to he of l£ raSttirni duration. 7. Y.Karikai.,
ibid.,pp. 16 & seqq.
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another consonant, whether homorganic or not.
Tol. and Amitacakarar agree in taking as the next
element of prosody the Acai.

2

Acai has been translated syllable

by some writers. Since, as will shortly be seen, the acai may
consist of two £luttu in the sense of syllable, acai will herein
be translated Metrical Unit. The term !Footf will be used for
4
Clr. The acai, a unit of one or two syllables, has no parallel
in Sanskrit prosody.
v 5 and later
The two types of acai are given by Tol.
6
writers as Ner and Nirai. The Neracai is a single syllable, long
7
or short, with or without a consonant after it. The Niraiyacai
consists of two short syllables or a short followed by a long
syllable, in either case with or without a consonant following.

7

Per. gives four possibilities for Neracai as follows:
"U1• ISr
to —
li. " 8
•
Four possibilities for Niraiyacai Per. gives as follows:
ffVari varal kal§ valin. tf^
It is thus clear that the neracai may be quantitively long or
short, and that, in the niraiyacai, the first syllable must be
short. The nirai may thus be either a pyrrhic (* *) or an iambus
,w

(

. 10

).

v

Tol. further notes

11

that, where the syllable of the

ner or the disyllable of the nirai is followed by -u or by the
1. e.g. mannkBlam, arurampu, cellka, kollka, veyyyar: Y.Karikai.
comm. ,TS3 edn.,(I953)p.18. 2. Tol.Ceyyul.cu.313; Yappu.v.l;
Y.Karikai. ,v.I. 3. Ta.Lex.,p.35 col.i; Ohettiar: ASTP,p. 21.
4. v. i. p.
• 5. Cu.315. 6. Yappu. v. 5, Y. KSrikai. ,v. 5.
7. Tol.Ceyyu^.ca.315. 8. Comm, on Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.315, TSS iii,
p.124. i.e. vc, cvc, cv, cv. There are of course 4 more: vc, cvc,
v & v. 9. Comm. ibid. These are: cvcv, cvcvc, cvcv & cvcvc. The
I other 4 are vcv, vcv, vcvc, vc^c. 10. This second possibility
seems to have been ignored by Vithianandan, who considers all
^ nirai as pyrrhics: vide The P.,pp. 264-8. 11. Tol.Ceyyul.cu.316.
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kurriyalukaram, a, ner and nirai "become nerpu and niraipu
respectively. He further notes an exception to this modification
I of the nfcracaicas nerpu;1 where -u occurs in a word of two short
'
2
syllables, such as karu, malu, these are not considered to "be
j nerpu, "but nirai. Neracai and niraiyacai are called Iyalacai,
normal acai, nerpu and niraipu are called Uriyacai, inasmuch as
3
they are dependent on the first two.
By these rules about the uriyacai, Tol. makes it clear
that, in prosody, no distinction is to be made between the
ordinary short final -u in words such as te^ivu and the final
4
kurriyalukaram which, Tol. states in EjLuttu., may occur in six
ways. A disyllable may be either a nirai or, where its second
syllable is a kurriyalukaram. a nerpu, and in niraipu we have
the possibility of an acai of three syllables, the last of which,
however, must be -u or -u. It is clear that, in formulating this,
Tol. was influenced by the fact that a large number of words in
Tamil end in murriyalukaram, -u, or kurriyalukaram, -u, and that
many of the words ending in -u are trisyllabic.

To scan these

according to the iyalacai would necessitate splitting the words
awkwardly, and unnatural splitting for the sake of acai is not
*
6
sanctioned by Tol. This relationship between word-entity in a
line of verse and acai must be stressed. Later writers on Tamil
7
prosody , in postulating only ner and nirai, were led to scan

1. TSl. Ceyyu^.cu.317. 2. Per. on Tol.Ceyyul.cu.317: TSS iii,p.
128. The —u in these exx.is murriyalukaram.*Final -u in disyllabic
words results from the 1st.syll.being long by nature, e.g. nfiku,
or position, e.g. telku. 3. Tol.Ceyyul.cu.318 & Per.comm.,ibid.
4. Tol. Eluttu.,cu.406; Nacc.exemplifies the 6 types by: naku,
varaku,telku,ehku,Kokku,kurahku. 5. e.g. varaku, kurahku.
6. T5l. PorulL. Ceyyul. cu. 319 & 321. 7. Amitacfikarar : Yappu. v. 5,
Y.KSrikai.v.5; Vaittiyanata Tecikar: LV. ,cu.713.
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verses without regard for the words as entities, splitting them
without reference to their sense or structure,1
Some instances of ner and nirai and their modifications
may now he given, A stanza quoted in the commentary on Yappu.

2

gives all the possibilities for the neracai:
"ali

nan ra§n k6l vail errai

nerner ner ner ner ner
f,potu

nerner

cSntam porpav enti

nerner nerner nerner nerner
!,ati

natar

cervor

nerner nerner nerner
"coti

vSnan tunnuvore. "

nerner nerner nernernerner
A further stanza, quoted in the same commentary,

3

gives the

possibilities for the metrical unit called nirai:
"ka^iy ul£y
nirai
"ani

nimirnta

kayan ku^ai varal

nirai nirai ner nirai nirai nirai
nilal acok’ amarnt1 aru1 nSri

nirai nirai nirai nirai
f,mani tikal

avir

5li

natattiya

nirai nirai nirainirai
varatanai

nirai nirai nirai nirai nirainirai
1. cf, the ex, cited by Chettiar, op,cit,,p,22, The word kurunko^u would give nirai nerpu (M
) acc. Tol, fs rules, but nirai
ner ner acc, to later writers, splitting ko^u as !Ko^ $uf,
2. YSppu,, Pavantam Pil^ai edn.(I916)p.49, 3, Comm,,ibid, ,p,52,
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"panipavar pava

nani

paric1 arirppavare. M

nirainirai nirai nirai nirai nirainirainer
The grouping of the syllables in the above in no way
anticipates discussion of the CIr, metrical feet^ and is only
made according to the words as they occur in each line. It will
be seen that, especially in the example showing niraiyacai, the
words are, where, necessary, split according to their constituent
parts, as in the case of 'varatanai1, vara + taaai.

In one

instance only, in the first line illustrating the nirai, is
there an unusual splitting of a word; 'nimirnta1 is scanned as
nirai ner, giving nimirnt + a. However, it is possible to regard
the Peyar Eccam, Relative Participle, as a form connected with
the Vinaiy Eccam, Verbal Participle in -u, with elision of the
final -u before the -a suffix of the Peyar Eccam, Thus, nimirnta
is in fact nimirntu + a, nimirnt1a, and to split this as nirai +
ner is logical.
It will be observed that the preponderance of niraiy
acai in the second stanza gives either a falling, iambic rhythm,
or, as in the last line, an effect that might be described as
«z
!sprung rhythm.1 Both are in marked contrast to the rhythm of

the stanza giving the neracai, with its rising trochaic tendency,

j It is suggested that one of the functions of these metrical unit]
was to suggest a falling or rising rhythm respectively as
desired by the poet,
v«i*, P«
2, conn.w. Skt, varada.
mandakrdntd: - - - - v w w w

3, Cp. such metres as
or mahamalika:
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It is clear that no

precise

quantitive relationship

between ner and nirai can be postulated, and that it would be
erroneous to compare these units with the matrS, wherein two
short syllables are quantitively the same as one long syllable#
This would only be valid for the nirai of two short syllables
and the ner of one long syllable; the other possibilities for
nirai and ner, w ~ and w would be left out of account. At the
same time, as will shortly be seen, the acai is a metrical unit,
since metrical feet, dr, are reckoned in two or more acai.1
Neither mSttirai nor Sluttu are used for this purpose; both are
dismissed by T5l. in Ceyyul., and AmitacSkarar concentrates on
discussing eluttu according to aesthetic criteria and not as a
unit of prosody.

2

Before consideration of clr, foot, some examples of the
occurrence of acai in poetry may be given. In the following
examples, syllables are grouped according to words only, and,
since they are taken from anthology poems, the examples will
also include the uriyacai, nerpu and niraipu.
Two instances in Akaval metre

may be given. Patirru.,

patikam V, lines 1 and 2 are:
"Va^avar u^kum
V V

van roy vel ko^i

H

_

to

to to

nirainer nerner ner ner ner nirai
"ku-Javar koraa 1 Ne^uilceral
W

to

_

B

M

to

.

«

to

Atarku... ,f
to

to

to

nirainer nerner nirainerner nernerpu
1. T6l. C§yyul.cu.324. The implications of acai and its terminology
will be discussed in connexion with clr: v. i. pp. 430 & seqot.
2. e.g. Yappu.v.2 & comm.,pp.21-36; cp. such Qualities as cerivu,
£li§*£a, in Tan^i. I,cu. 16, KD I,sd.43, & their corams.
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The following is a passage from Puram#:
v

f,0ru talai ppatalai tunkav oru talai
W

#

V

—

W

W

_

_

V

M l *

M u *

nirainirai nirainer nerner nirainirai
"tumpaka cciru mulattuhka ttukki
«

¥

^

w

V

w

•

m

♦

nernirai nirai nirai nerner nerner
"kavilnta man^ai malarkkunar ySr ena
y

«•

y

«

*

m

v

—

«

w w

nirai ner nerner niraipu ner ner nirai
"curan mutal
w

«m

nirai

w w

w

.

w

cil valaivirali
v

#.

_

tt

wy

nirai nirainer ner nirai nirainer

f,c£lvaiyayir
-

irunta

cenon

allan, •. 11
2

ner nernerner nerner nerner
If the above seven lines, all in the same metre, are
counted per line according to mdtrS, the following figures are
arrived at: 15, 19; 17, 15, 18, 20 and 16# If the same lines are
analyzed according to the number of ak§aras in each, the figures
are: 10, 12; 13, 11, 12, 13 and 8 ak^aras# It is clear then,
that there is no possible connexion between these two units of
metre and the metre of these poems# If the number of acai per
line, however, are counted, it will be found that there are
eight acai per line in every case save that of Patirru,-pat#V,
line 2; this may be regarded as an irregularity resulting from
I the use of the name NS^uriceral. At this stage, then, it may be
stated that eight acai per line occur in the Akaval metre.
An example from Kalittokai will now be given; it has
1. Puram#103,11#1-5 (AuvaiySr)# 2# Marked flong by posit ion*,
since the next line begins w a consonant#
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already "been observed^ that the metre of the poems of Kali.,
Kalippa, is different from that of the hulk of the anthology
poems, Aciriyappa or Akaval.

2

Lines 1 to 4 of Kali.35 are:

"Ma^iyilan Celvam pol raaran nentav accelvam
W

W

V

M

•

•

•

w

M

mm

*

—

mm

mm

nirainirai nerner ner nirai nerner nemerner
"pa^iy
V

unpar nukarcci pol pal cinai rairiir' arppa

W

—

mm

nirai

W

»

W

a

•

u

_

W

W

_

W

nerner nirainer ner ner nirai nirai nerner

"mayava^
M

M

raeni pol talir Inav

«

—

V

mm

%0

V

M

W

arameni
M

rnm

W

nernirai nerner ner nirai nerner nernerner
"taya
«

cuijanku pol ta^ir micai ttStuka ••• "

V

V

m

W

mm

W

V

mm

M

_

W

V

nerner niraipu ner nirai nirai nernirai
In the above, it will he seen that?not!only are counts
according to syllable and matra of no relevance, hut that there
is some variation in the number of acai per line. The first
three lines quoted contain eleven acai, hut the last line
contains eight, the same number as for lines in ekaval metre.
But it may he said at this juncture that, in general, lines in
kalippa contain more acai than do those in akaval.
It has already been noted

that Pu^am.239 is one of

the few poems in that anthology that are in vaiici metre. Lines
1 to 5 of this poem are as follows:
"To^iyu-fcaiya
W

W

V

m

V

ton raanantanan
mm

W

mm

y

M

nirainirainer ner nirainirai
1. v. s. Chap. IX,p.383.
p.261.

2. v. i. pp.464 & ff.

3. v.s. Chap. V,

4:22
"kal^i kSvir

pu

ccd^inan

nirai nerner ner nernirai
"ran kamalum cantu nlvinan
w

w

•

ner nirainer nerpu nernirai
"cSrrorai
.•

«

vali taputtana*

M

V

V

V

mm

V

nernerner nirai nirainirai
"na^oraiy
to.

uyarpu kurinan ... "

M «

y

nernerner

M

w

M w v

niraipu nernirai

It will be apparent from the above that lines in Vaiici
metre contain six acai.
To conclude these examples of the use of acai in metre,
Paripatal, Ka^avu^ valttu, lines 45 to 48 may be quoted:
,fNala! mulu talaiiya

pukar

aru

kStci

nirai nirai nirainirai nirai nirai nerner
"ppulamum pdvanum
to to to

to to to

nSrramu1 nl
to

to to

to

nirai ner nernirai nernirai ner
"valan
W W

uyar

eliliyu1 maka

w w

y

nirai nirai

w w w

w

w M

to.

nirainirai nerner nirainer

"nilanu1 nl^iyav
to to to

«.

vicumpum

to to

iraayu*

nl. "

to to to

nirainer nernirai nirainer ner
It will be seen that the above are couplets, with eight
acai in the first line of esch couplet and seven in the second.
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The first and third lines are, in fact, identical in structure
to lines in akaval metre, while the second and fourth differ
only in "being shorter hy one acai. Such reduction in length of
1
2
V
line is called ampotarankam, and also en. " The colophon to this
passage in Pari, states'3 that it is 'arum per enf, a sixfold
i

reduction of a long line; there are six couplets in the passage,
of which those quoted ahove are the last two. All agree in
having eight acai in the first line and seven in the second.

The next element of prosody according to Tol. and Amita
5
6
cakarar is Cir.
Tol. says that a clr is made up of two or
three acai, hut that occasionally only one acai is needed to
7
8
form a clr. Amitacakarar mentions cir composed of four acai.
Tol. also states that a line of poetry, a^i, is made up of cir, 9
and that usually there are four cir per line.

10

There seems no

reason, then, for not translating cir as Foot, following Chettia]
and the authors of the Tamil Lexicon.
Tol. states

12

that cir composed of iyalacai, ner and

nirai, are called iyarcir, while those composed of uriyacai,
nerpu and niraipu, are called Aciriyav uriccir, (uric)cir proper tc
AciriyappS metre. It is clear from the commentary that Tol. is
here speaking of feet composed of two acai only, and this is
confirmed hy Tol. himself when he says13 that feet proper to
venpS metre consist of iyarcir with a neracai added, and that all
1. Y.Karikai.v.31; the reduction is likened to waves receding.
2. T$l.C§yyul.cu.457 & seqq. 3. Pari.,UVS p. 5. 4. Pari. KV, 11. 37
48. 5. Tol. C§yyu^.cu.313; Y^ppu.v.1. 6. T8l. Ceyyul.ed.324.
7. Ihid. cu. 339,340. 8. Yappu.v.13. 9. Tol. Ceyyul.cd.313.
10. Ihid. cu.344. 11. Chettiar: ASTP p.24; Ta.Lex.p.1482,col.ii.
P.S.S.Sastri in JORM,Vol.XXII(1954) Tolkappiyam,Ceyyuliyal,p.31
leaves cir untranslated, using foot for a^i, line, translating
literally. 12. Ihid. cu. 525. 13. cu.331.-
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other three-acai feet are proper to Vailci metre.

1

g
Per. states

at this point that these latter three-acai feet are sixty in
number, and include all three-acai feet that include the uriyacai nerpu and niraipu. Thus, the three-acai feet proper to
venpa are four only.
Since there are two iyalacai, ner and nirai, and two
uriyacai, it follows that there are sixteen possibilities for
feet composed of two acai; eight composed of iyalacai or uriy
acai only:
ner ner

- - ^

nerpu nerpu

- v -

nirai ner

- -

niraipu nerpu

nirai nirai

- v-

niraipu niraipu w -

ner nirai

- v -

- v -

nerpu niraipu 6 -

and eight composed of mixtures of iyal- and uriyacai:
ner£>u nirai
niraipu nirai

- w v7

*

V

-

V

*

nerpu ner

-

-

. .
ft
niraipu
ner°

W U W W

-

-

ner niraipu
V

- nirai niraipu
ner nerpu

- -

,
,
nirai
nerpuy

W V

- -

w

.

As will shortly be seen, all such two-acai feet are
considered permissible in Akaval metre.
Both these feet, and those composed of three or four
acai, are given mnemonics, called vdypatu, according to the
sequence of syllables within them. These vfiypatu are employed as
1. T5l. C&yyul. cu.-332. For Varfci metre, v. i., pw!34ff. 2. TSS iii,
pp.156-7. 3. nerner + ner, nirainer + ner, nirainirai + ner &
nernirai + ner. Per. on T6l.Ceyyul. cu. 331,TSS iii,p.154-5.
4. Since a disyllable commencing w a short syll# is usually
treated as nirai, 1 acai, not 2. 5. Since 2 short syllables of
which the second is -u is considered nirai, not nerpu; v.s. p416
6. Per. on Tol.cu.325, TSS iii,p.143. 7. Per. on cu.326; p.145.
8. Per.on cu.327; p.146. 9. Per.on cu.328? 0.147.
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a means of classifying into groups the various clr. It will not
he necessary to give the mnemonics for all these clr; those for
the two-acai iyarcfr are as follows:
2-acai clr

vaypatu, acc,Per*
on T5l.Ceyyul.525,

v&ypSlju, acc,comm,
on YSppu, ,v,11,

ner ner

tema

tema

nirai ner

pu^ima

pulima

nirai nirai

kanaviri

karuvilam

ner nirai

patiri

kuvilam

According to the vayp&-£u in the commentary on Yappu,,
the first two iyarclr are classified as Mficclr, the second two
as Vilaccir.^
It has just been seen that the commentary on Tol,
recognizes 64 possible combinations of acai to form three-aeai
feet. It will not be necessary to give all of these, but those
proper to Venpa, together with their mnemonics, are:
3-acai clr

vaypatu,acc. Per.
on Tol.ibid.331

vaypatu, acc.Per.,
ibid.& Ydppu.comm.

ner ner ner

- -

macelvay

tem§nkay

nirai ner ner

- - -

pulicSlvay

pulimank§y

ner nirai ner

- -

mavaruvay

kdvi^ankay

pulivaruvay

karuvilankay

nirai nirai ner

- M - -

According to the second set of mnemonics, these four
Venpavuricclr are classified as Kaycclr.
Since writers after Tol. did not recognize the modified
ner, nerpu, and the modified nirai, niraipu, it follows that
1. ^Lit. 'mango-feet' 4 "wood-apple-feet. ' . 2. Since - ” v or
- ” - would be treated as ner nirai. 3. Yappu. ,v.12 conun. ,p.62.
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they recognized four other possible three-acai feet only:
ner ner nirai

- - *-

temankani

nirai ner nirai

- - * -

pulimankani

nirai nirai nirai

- v

karuvilahkani

ner nirai nirai

- w

w w -

2

kuvilankani

By a similar classification according to the

mnemonic

for their final acai, these feet are called kanicclr. These

kanicclr are proper to Varicippa, according to the author of
3
4
Yappu.
The same fpur are noted as four Vahciyuricclr hy Per.,
who notes twelve others ending in a nirai that include nerpu or

p

niraipu, twelve that include nerpu and niraipu and end in a ner^
sixteen three-acai feet ending in a nerpu and sixteen ending in
a niraipu.6 This gives Per. 1s total of sixty Vaiiciyuriccir. 7
Tol. does not discuss cir composed of four acai, hut
Q

the author of YSppu. states

that there are sixteen of them.

Since they are hut of rare occurrence in the anthologies, it wii
not he necessary to note them in detail.
It will he seen from the ahove that the number of acai
per foot is fixed at two, three or four, hut that, hy reason of

the acai varying in length from one to two syllables, the number
of syllables per foot varies. While the quantities of most
syllables in any given foot are variable, that of the first is
always fixed for any given acai; a ner occurring at the

1. Since - - would he nernirainer. 2. YSppu. ,v. 12 comm.,
pp.62-63. 3. Yappu.,v.12. 4. Comm, on Tol.Ceyyul.cu.332, TSS
iii,p.156. 5. Those 4 that end in ner & do not include nerpu or
niraipu heing the VenpSvuriccIr. 6. Per. ihid.,pp. 156-157.
7. i.e. (4+12)+12+16+16. 8. Yappu.,v. 13.
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beginning of any foot gives a long syllable and a nirai at the
beginning of any foot gives a short syllable. On the other hand,
the final syllable of any foot may always be long or short,
whatever the acai. Elsewhere, quantities of syllables may be
limited by the sequence or number of acai in a foot. A foot of
three syllables occurring in Ve$pa must be theory the second ner is

-

although in

since - w - would be taken as ner

nirai, a foot of two acai only, inadmissable in Venpfi metre.
The syllables of a foot consisting of ner ner nirai must be
- w -, since - w w - would be ner nirai ner, a k^ccir proper
to venpa and not a kanicclr found in vailci.
Some examples of the use of clr in anthology poems may
now be given. Since it has been noted that Tol. regards two-acai
feet as proper to akaval metre,^ and since it was seen from
2

examples of akaval that each line contains eight acai, it may be
deduced that the akaval line contains four feet, which is the
case.

Patirru.pat.V, lines 1 & 2, divided according to feet, are
"Va^avar

uljkum

nirainer

nerner

nerner

nernirai

temS

tema

patiri

v^yp§$u: pulimfi

van roy

vel koti

"ku^avar

koma1

Ai-rMrtM *
nirainer

nerner

nirainerner nernerpu

puliraS

tema

pulicelvay

Netuxiceral

Atarku ... 11

poreru ^

The other example of akaval already quoted

is as follows

1. v. s.,p.433; see also Tol.Ceyyul. cu. 325 & ger.comm. ,TSS iii,
p.143. 2. v.s. p.420. 3. Yappu. ,v. 71; certain exceptions are
noted in this and following cuttirams. For akaval, v.i. p.464ff.
4. Vaypa^u for nernerpu: Per.on Tol.cd.328, TSS iii,p.147.
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the lines divided according to clr:
”Oru talai
W

V

W

w

M

w

oru talai

tdnkav

ppatalai

M

_

W

¥

M

nirainirai

nirainer

nerner

nirainirai

"tumpaka

cciru mula

ttuhka

ttukki
nerner

W

V

w

M

nernirai

nirainirai

nerner

Tkkavilnta

man^ai

raalarkkunar ySr ena

w M

v

¥

«

¥

M

M

¥

¥

nirainer

nerner

niraipuner

nernirai

!,curan rautal

irunta

cil va^ai

virali

¥

tm
m

.

¥

¥

¥

nirainirai

nirainer

nernirai

nirainer

,fce1vaiy >.i-r

5yi r

cenon

allan ... "

nerner

nerner

nerner

nerner

One final example of this metre may he given:
"Punar puri

narampin

tlntotai

2

paJLuniya
¥

¥

¥

nirainirai

nirainer

nernirai

nirainirai

"vanar amai

nal yal

ilaiyar

poruppa

v

V

V H

mm

M

nirainirai

nerner

nirainer

nirainer

upann amai

raulavum

patalaiyura

piravum

V

M

M

¥

¥

•

nernirai

nirainer

nirainerner nirainer

"kann arutt!

iyarriya

tumpo^u

curukki

nernirai

nirainirai

nernerpu

nirainer

1. v,s. p.420; the passage is Puram.103,11.1-5.
41,11.1-6. 3. Irregular 3-acai foot.

2. Patirru.V,
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"kavir

rakaitta

turai ku^u

kalappaiyar

nerner

nirainer

nirainerpu

nirainerner

"kai val

ilaiyar

katavu^

pa^icca ••• "

nirainer

nirainer

nerner

nirainer

It will be seen from the above that, despite the
uneven number of syllables per line and the occasional irregular
feet , there is a strong impression of ictus. It is suggested
that this is the implication of the terra clr, with its associated
meaning of tala, musical time.

2

Pour beats per line are made,

and it will be apparent that these usually fall upon the first
syllable of each clr. The exception to this is where the first
acai of the clr is a nirai that is an iambus and not a pyrrhic;
such quantities tending to throw the beat onto the second
syllable of the clr. As a general rule, then, it may be said
that the ictus always falls in the first acai of a clr, and
usually on its first syllable. The exceptions are four out of a
total of twelve possibilities for the quantities of syllables in
the clr of akaval metre; it will be recalled that they usually
consist of two acai only:
0

W

W

W

nirainirai

W

W

W

nirainer

0

V

V

V

nirainirai

W

W

—

V

nirainirai

^

V

a»

V

nirainirai

V

M

nirainer

w

w

nernirai

0

w

V

a

v

0
mm

nirainer
mm

nirainer

0
mm

1
0

nernirai
w

nerner
nerner •

1. Including, for this purpose, both 3-acai feet & those that
contain nerpu & niraipu. 2. cf. Puram. 24,1.6: tan kuravai ccir,
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A few of the akaval lines already given may he cited to
show the ictus. It is at its clearest in a line consisting of
eight long syllables only:
"cSlvaiy

Syir

cenon

allan. " 1

nerner

nerner

nerner

nerner

Another instance shows the ictus on an initial short syllable:
"Va^avar
W

W

u^kum

W

•

nirainer

nerner

van roy
JL

vel ko^i. 11

.

nerner

a

W

2

W

nernirai

There are three similar instances in the following:
"Oru talai
nirainirai

ppatalai tdnkav

oru talai. ”

nirainer nerner

nirainirai

3

The following demonstrates ictus on the second syllable of a clr:
4
"curan mutal irunta
cil valai virali."
* —
*
w

v

y

nirainirai

nirainer nernirai

nirainer

Another example of this phenomenon is:
trkai val
nerner

ilaiyar

ka^avu^

nirainer nirainer

palicca. 11

K

nirainer

In this last example, three of the possibilities for nirainer
follow one another in succession, and the ‘attraction1 to itself
of ictus by the second long syllable in the second and fourth clr
is clearly seen.
In the light of this, the implications of the terms
acai, ner and nirai may be discussed. Acai is connected with the
1. Puram.103,1.5. 2. Patirru.pat.V,l. 1.
4. Ibid.,1.4. 5. Patirru.V,41,1.6.

3. Puram. 103,1.1.
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verb-root acai-, move, lie in place, with associated pirevinai
acaittal, set to time.1 As a substantive, acai may mean laghu
as a unit of musical time.

It has just been seen that clr may

mean tala, time-measure, and one of the constituents of this
is laghu. It seems probable then, that the acai was thought of
as a constituent of the clr, and that clr were composed of
acai in a manner analogous to the composition of various talas
3
in music by means of laghu and other units of time. That this
is the case is clear from the evidence already adduced. Clr
proper to akaval consist of two acai, while those proper to
4
venpa and varicippa consist of three, and writers later than
Tol. mention clr of four acai.^ The clr may, exceptionally,
consist of one acai only.

6

It has been seen that neracai is a single syllable,
which may be long or short in quantity. The verb-root nermeans be complete, and the substantive ner has the meaning
7
straightness* It is possible that the ner was so called
because its single syllable formed a complete acai. The verbroot nirai- means cluster, string together, with associated
substantive nirai, row, succession, collection.

8

As an acai of

two syllables, the nirai may thus have been considered as a
collection or succession of syllables. These associations of

1. PPVM VII,18. See also Ta.Lex.,pp. 34 col.ii,35,col.i.
2. Cil.Ill,16,comm. Ta.Lex.p.35,col. i. 3. At the present time
in South India, laghu in music consists of 4, 3, 5, 7, or 9
beats, the druta of 2, the anudruta of 1. Like many musical teims
laghu was borrowed from Skt.prosody; a similar phenomenon may
have occurred with these Tamil terms also. 4. v.s., pp.425,426.
5. Yappu.v.13. 6. T5l.Ceyyul.cu.339,340. This has a musical
parallel: a tala may consist of a laghu only, such a tala is
called Eka in S.Indian music. 7. Ta.Lex. ,p.2356. 8. Ibid. p.227$
col.i.
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meaning are perhaps far-fetched, and hoth words may have been
employed because, in fact, they represent some metrical features
of ner and nirai respectively. The word ner is a single long
syllable, nirai is a disyllable and an iambus.
It has been demonstrated that lines of akaval have a
distinctive rhythm, and that four bests to the line may be
observed. It will now be shown to v/hat extent the rhythm of
other important metres differs from this; the reason will again
be traceable to the clr used. In the light of this, the Tamil
terms for the rhythms peculiar to the four main metres will be
discussed.
It has already been seen that^ both vaiicippS and veijLpa
metres include feet of three acai, and that the types of these
2
3
to be used in the latter are limited.
Since it was observed
in exemplifying the use of acai in different metres that lines
of varicippa contain six acai, it follows that these lines
4
contain two clr only. This is normally the case, though lines
of vaiici metre sometimes may be of three feet.c These feet may
not contain less than three syllables,

and since they are of

three acai, it follows that this minimum requirement will be in
the form nernerner.
Puram. 239, already quoted in connexion with acai,17 will
again be given, the lines divided according to the clr:
"To^iyu^aiya
W

V

W

«•

V

nirainirainer

ton manantanan
«

M

m

V

.

nernirainirai

1. v.s. pp.425-6. 2. T5l.CeyyuJ. cu. 331. 3. v.s. p.422.
4-. T5l. c£yyul. cu. 357. 5. T5l. ,ibid. ,cu. 359. 6. Ibid. ,cu. 358.
7. v.s., pp.421-422.
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”ka^i kfivir

pu ccuijinan

nirainerner

nernernirai

f,ran kamalura

cantu nlvinan

M

V

V

•

mm

V

.

W .

nernirainer

nerpunernirai

"cerrorai

va1i taputt ana1

nernerner

nirainirainirai

"na^oraiy

uyarpu kurinan ...“

nernerner

niraipunernirai

The following is from an example of Varicippa with lines
containing three feet given in the commentary on Yappu. r1
“ko^i valana

kuru nirattana

nirainernirai

nirainirainirai

“ve^i val eyirr* alalu^aiyana

kurunta^ana
nirainernirai
val^ ukirana
«

nirainernirai

nirainirainirai

v

w w y

nernirainirai

“paneiy eruttin

iijaiy ariman

i^aiy eri ... “

nirainirainer

nirainirainer

nirainerner

If the example from Puram. he examined for evidence of
ictus, it will he seen that this falls on the first syllable of
each clr, but that there is also a possibility of a ‘secondary*
ictus approximately half-way through each foot:
“To^iyu^aiya
J

* X

nirainirainer

to$ maijantanan
X

V X

w w

nernirainirai

1. Yappu.,v.90; comm.,p.337.
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"ka^i kavir
,
W

W

M

#_

pu cc\r£inan
—*

*_ W ».

nirainerner

nernernirai

"raij kamalum

cantu nlsinan .•• "

nernirainer

nerpunernirai

The rhythmic effect is one of a 3/4 time, so that it
would "be possible to set the above to rupaka or tisra eka tSla.^
The rhythm of the above is in marked contrast to that
cf the akaval examples. It is hard to find a reason for Tol.1s
2

statement" that vailci arose as a variant of aksval, since it has
been seen that the one has lines of two feet and feet of three
acai, the other, lines of four feet and feet of two acai. Tol.18
statement is noted by Chettiar, who does not attempt to explain
4
it. Per. says that the rhythm of vailci was produced by
extending the feet of akaval and, by implication, halving the
line. He condemns* those who, basing their argument on the fact
that, like kalippa, the feet of vailci have three acai and that,
accordingly, the vailci line is but a half-line of kalippa,
assert that vailci was developed from kali.
Any explanation of vailci in terms of akaval-structure
seems unconvincing, and it is here suggested that vailci arose in
conjunction with akaval as a deliberate contrast to it. There
are several instances of vailci lines occurring in akaval poetry,
and it may be emphasized that vailci lines occur in such long
6
7
akaval poems as Pattu. , Maturai. and Pat^ina. They were perhaps
1. Rupaka consists of six beats, 3+3, eka of 3 beats. 2. Tol.
Ceyyu^.cu.420. 3. ASTP,p.90. 4. Comm.on Tol.Ceyyul.cu.420, TS3
iii,p.286. 5. Per.,ibid. & on Tol. Ceyyul.cu.542,p. 424.
6. e.g. Maturai.11.1-9,13-22,210-14. 7.*e.g. 11.1-21,279-284.
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introduced for the aesthetically pleasing effect that such a
marked change of rhythm would produce in the course of a long
1
. 2
recitation. One example from Pattu. may suffice:
ffto^l aruvalar
1

f

w

#

w

_

"va^avar

W

w

V

'

.

atanu^ai

_

V

l

W

lfk k u ^ a n

w j:

V

vali ponra

*

m

M

"Irunkovel

,

nonral

*

"ppun pStuvar

"kka^u

^

ceyirttu nckki

* *

V

w

mannar

4 * i

"cenkannar

*

^

mara’moympir

s i ~

0

kumpa

cclri

katuvum

w

M

J w -

1

w

’’mattanai

M

—

tirai keta

«,

W

*

—

kkutavar

'-

"mann eyil
Zm

»

V

vS^a

vt ennavan
w

3

_

5 w _
1

tolil ke^a

n a t ’dkki

w4

tottu

i

W

mm

marunku caya

konru

.

*

W

* c

" p p iran k u n i l a i

j

j

va la m

* i

perukki

* i

m a^ att1

U ran tai

pokki

... "

The change from 4/4 to 3/4 and hack is clearly to he
discerned in the ahove.
There are also a number of passages in Puram. in vadci
metre, and three poems, Pujrara.4, 11 and 239 are almost entirely
in this metre. Puram. 239 has already heen noticed as a varici
1. 1. cp. the use of different talas during a kacceri or concert
& such devices as TSlamalika. 2. Pattina.,11.275-285. 3. A clr
of 4 acai, as noted hy Chettiar: ASTP*p. 93. 4. nerpunerpu.
5. nirainerpu. 6. e.g. Puram.7,11.5,6* 38,11.3-4.
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example. It is possible that the four-acai feet that occur in
these poems as noted by Chettiar1 are the result of the mixture
of this metre with aciriyam; such feet being in fact two feet of
aciriyam or akaval. For example, Chettiar divides Puram. 4, line
6, as follows:2
"Nilaikk* oraav
v

_

w

M w

ilakkam ponrana,"
v

a

••

_

w

n f

v

nirainirainer

nirainernernirai
3
and Puram.11, line 7, as follows:
uPatal cSnra

viral ventanurame. "

nernernerner
nirainernirainer
'{
4
He further says that it is possible to regard these verses as
having three-foot lines, according to Tol., Ceyyul. 359, but he
does not explain how seven acai in the first example and eight
in the second would be apportioned among three feet without
resulting in feet of one acai ar two, both irregular in this
metre, and it is clear that, in cu.359, Tol. was thinking of
lines of nine acai or three vadciyuricclr, an example of which
has already been given.

In the next cuttiram, Tol. does mention

the occurrence of a syllable as an additional foot in vailci, but
no word in either line quoted by Chettiar consists of one
syllable only, and it would be necessary to split up the words
without regard for their formation.
It seems possible to regard both the abnormal vailci
lines noted above as being mixtures of vailci and akaval metres.
In the first example, we may divide the line as follows:
1. ASTP p. 92. 2. Ibid. ,p. 92,fn.l.
5# v. s. f p. 433.

3. Ibid.,fn.2.

4. Ibid.,fn.
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"Nilaikk1 oraav
W

£

W

a

W

nirainirainer

ilakkam

ponrana. 11

M

i

nirainer

V

W

nernirai

The first three acai form a regular vailci foot of three acai,
and the rest of the line is a half-line of akaval, both two-acai
feet being perfectly regular for that metre. The change of
rhythm in the course of the line will be apparent. The second
irregular vaiici line may be divided as follows:
"Patal
*

nerner

canra
0 v
nerner

viral ventanumme.”
w 0
* 0
nirainernirainer

The first two feet are a regular half-line of akaval, the third
foot is one of four acai, such feet being mentioned by the aufctor
1
2
of YSppu. as Ghettiar observes. It would be possible to regard
this line as being in akaval metre, were it not for the fact that
to do so would entail splitting the word 'ventan* after its
first syllable: '...viral ven
permissible according to Tol.

tanumrae.1 This would not be
It is however possible to impart

to this line the rhythm of akaval, and the ictus has been marked
accordingly.
The difference in rhythm between akaval and vaiici has
been demonstrated, and it has been seen that this is due both to
the different lengths of their respective feet and to there being
four feet per line in one and two in the other. Each metre thus
has a distinctive rhythm. It may now be noted that there is
4

mention in works on prosody of Ocai; the rhythm peculiar to each
of the four main metres of Tamil poetry.
1. Yappu.v. 13: the vSyp&l^u of this one is: pu^i mS narumpu.
2. ASTPp.92. 3. CSyyu^.cu.324. 4. Y. KSrikai.v.22 ; Ta.Lex.p. 618
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The Ocai for Aciriyam metre is given as Akaval,'1' that
for Vaiicippa is Tunkal,

2

that for Venpa is Ceppal

3

and the ocai

proper to Kalippa is Tullal.4 The name for the ocai of Aciriyam,
Akaval, is also commonly used for the metre itself by modern
5
writers, but a similar application of the other three ocainames .does not appear to be made.
The word akaval has the meaning calling, addressing,
especially in a high tone, and is connected with the verb-root
akavu-, sing, call,

6

0

Tuhkal, connected with the verb-root tunku-

sleep, swing, sway, has the meanings swinging, laziness, slow
7
measure. Ceppal has the meanings saying, reciting, and is
connected with the verb-root ceppu-, say, tell.

8

Tu^al has the

meanings leaping, dancing, quick movement, and is connected with
9
the verb-root tu^lu-, leap, frisk, trip along. Since the
ordinary meaning of ocai is sound, these terms were perhaps
descriptive of the sound of each type of verse as it was recited*
Aciriyam was likened to calling, and vailci to swinging since
each of its lines contains but two feet. Kali produced a sound
of tripping, while veijpa was likened to ordinary speech.
It is of interest that the effect of calling or
addressing was connected with the metre of so much bardic poetry
addressed to patrons, and that that of ordinary speech was
connected with ve$pg, the metre of a considerable amount of
1. Y.karikai.,v.22; Tol.P5ru^.Ceyyu^. cu. 393. 2. Tol. ibid.,cd.
396* 3. Y.karikai. ,v.22; Tol.ibid.,cu.394 says the ocai of
ve$pa is not akaval. 4. Tol.ibid.,cu. 395. 5. e.g. Chettiar:
ASTP,p.58. 6.^Ta.Lex.,pp.14,15. 7. Ibid.,pp.2011-12. 8. Ibid.,
pp. 1591; Te. ceppu-fca, id. 9. Ibid.,pp. 2000.
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didactic poetry.^ It is possible that the names for the ocai of
the other two metres, vaiici and kali, Tunkal and Tu^al
respectively, refer also to the function of poetry composed in
those metres, and that the four ocai terras may he discussed at
two levels:
Metre

Ocai

Descriptive

Functional

aciriyappa

akaval

calling

vailcippa

tunkal

swinging

veijpa

ceppal

thikings

pragasti & court
love poetry
swing-song; cp.mod.
uiicalpa^u
discourse

kalippa

tuHal

jumping

dance-drama

The suggestions contained in the last column are, it
is realized, highly tentative. At the same time, it is clear
from Puram.

2

that poets recited their compositions to musical

accompaniment, and this in turn emphasizes the suggestions
already made ahout the distinctive rhythms of metres, two of
which, those of aciriyam and vaiici, have already heen exemplified
as heing in strong contrast one to another. There are also a
number of anthology poems addressed to various types of dancer
such as kuttar and Viraliyar. These latter, states Nacc.
exhibited the eight rasas hy means of gesture, analogous no
doubt to the mudras of dance performers of our own day. Prom
such poems addressed to viraliyar4 it is clear that poets were
closely associated with these danseuses who perhaps performed
in the course of recitation of poetry at court. It may he
suggested that this was in rairae illustrative of the poem heing
1. e.g. Kural & Nalatiyar & other works among the Eighteen Minor
works. 2. e.g. Puram.316; v.s. Chap.V,p.274. 3. Comm.on Tol.
Porul. Purat.cu. 91,TSS i,p.282. 4. e.g. Puram.105; Patirru.V,49,
VI,57,60,VIII,78,IX,87.
"
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recited. Tu^lal may then refer to such dances performed during
recitations of kali poems. It may he noted that, in Malayalam,
both the terms Tu^lal and Kali are associated with well-known
1
forms of dance-drama.
Some examples of Kalippa may now be noted in connexion
with cfrrand the resultant ictus, and it will be seen to what
extent the term tul^al is descriptive of the rhythm of this
type of verse.
Kali.35, lines 1 to 4, have already been noted

2

in

connexion with acai, and these lines will now be given, divided
according to the clr:
"Matiyilan

celvam pol

maran nantav

accelvam

nirainirai

nernerner

nirainemer

nernerner

,fpa^iy unpar

nukarcci pol

pal cinai

Miiiir1arppa

nirainemer

nirainemer

nernirai

nirainemer

"mayaval

meni pol

ta^ir inav

arameni

nernirai

nernerner

nirainemer

nernerner

"taya

cuxjanku pol

talir micai

ttatuka ..."

nerner

niraipuner

nirainirai

nernirai

It will be seen that, in the above, there are four clr
per line and that most clr have three acai; these are two general
rules for kalippa. The feet may end in ner or nirai, those that
end in the former being in the majority in this example. It has
3

already been seen that three-acai feet ending in ner are
1. cf. Beryl de Zoete: The Other Mind, pp.90ff.
3. v.s. pp.423 & 425 & Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.331.

2. v. s. p. 421.
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considered peculiar to venpa metre, so that it is clear that
this metre and ve$pa have features in common* Tol. says that'1'
kalippa arose from veqpa, and it will he found that the chief
difference between the two is that the special rules regarding
-2

the sequence in which feet may occur in veqpa

are not applied

in kalippa. In both metres, lines commonly are of four feet end
in both feet of two acai are also used.
The frequent occurrence of the feet ending in neraeai
is striking, and in many cases these neracai are long syllables.
These are often preceded by another long syllable, either a ner
or the second syllable of an acai, so that the foot is notably
’heavier1 in its latter portion. Such ’heavy1 portions tend to
alternate with pairs of short syllables, producing the tripping
effect to which, as already seen,

the name tu^lalocai has been

applied. It is possible that, as a result of the heavy endings
to most of the feet of kalippa, the ictus was felt in the middle
of each clr rather than at the beginning:
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In the above, it will he seen that in many cases feet
of hoth two and three acai commence with nirai, and therefore
have one and often two short syllables at the beginning,
alternating as observed with the heavier endings to the feet."*This is in marked contrast to ve$pa wherein, owing to the
special rules governing the sequence of feet, the possibility
of niraiyacai occurring at the beginning of a foot is limited.
Consequently, most feet in venpa commence with a long syllable,
since neracai is invariably long in this position.
It has already been seen

2

that these rules governing

thesequence of feet, called Ta^ai, are not among the 34 element*
3
of prosody noted by Tol., who, after mentioning a*£i, line,
4
lists Yappu. This he explains as the use made of the elements
5
already noted from eluttu to a^i. It is therefore convenient
to translate yappu as prosody. It is significant that Tol.
himself says that yappu is the use of the elements listed
beginning with eluttu, the second element in his list*; he thus
excludes from prosody mattirai, his first element,6 which, as
already seen, is in fact of no relevance to study of this Tamil
ry

poetry.

From Per.1s commentary

on Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.390, it is

clear that yappu was taken as referring especially to the use
made of the various types of clr composed of the various acai
and that made of lines of from two to four feet. There is,

1. This is noted as Kalittalai in Yappu.,v.20. 2. v.s. p.412 &
fn. 5. 3. In Ceyyu^.cd.313. 4. Ibid. ,cu.390. 5. For these,
v.s. p. 412,tab. 6. In Ceyyu^.cu. 313. The exclusion of mattirai
from discussion in connexion with ySppu is noted by Per.,comm.on
Tol. Ceyyul.cu.390,TSS iii,p.232. 7. On Tol.ibid.,TSS iii,pp.231232.
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however, no mention of the sequence of these feet within lines.
1
2
It is clear from Yappu. and Y.Karikai. that the most
elaborate rules about Ta^ai, sequence of feet, are those that
concern venpa. Before discussing the use of clr in this metre
and its rhythm it will accordingly be useful to summarize these
rules. Ven^a^ai, the sequence of feet in venpd, is divided into
two, since there are separate rules to be followed when feet
consist of two acai and of three. Since these feet are called
respectively Iyarclr and Venpavuricclr, the two types of sequmoe
are termed Iyarclr Ven^a^ai and Venclr Ven^a^ai. After an Iyarcir ending in a neracai (i.e. nerner or nirainer) the succeeding
foot must commence with a niraiyacai. This is the only sequence
in which a foot may so commence. In all other cases, a foot in
ve$pa must commence with a neracai and therefore with a long
syllable. The full set of possible sequences may be tabulated
as follows:
Iyarclr Ve^ajai
nerner

nirainer
nirainirai

nirainer

+
nirainerner
nirainirainer

nernirai

nerner
ner nirai

Vencir Ventalei
nernerner

nerner

nirainerner

nernirai
+

nernirainer
nirainirainer

nernerner
nernirainer

+
nirainirai

nernerner
nernirainer

It will be observed that there are 32 possible sequence
of feet in ve$pa and that, of these, only eight permit the
1. YSppu. w . 17-22.

2. Y.Karikai. vv. 10 & 11.
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occurrence of a foot commencing with a nirai and therefore with
a short syllable or two shorts. The only combination likely to
entail a succession of such feet is the Iyarcir Verr^alai one:
nirainer + nirainer; as will readily be seen, this is ’selfperpetuating1 and would result in what may loosely be called an
anapaestic succession of feet.
Like those of kalippa, lines of venx>a usually are of
four feet, but the last line of a poem in this metre should be
of three feet only, the last foot of the three to consist of but
one acai.1 As an illustration of this rule and of ven^alai and
its resultant rhythm, Nala*^i.180 may be quoted:
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It will be seen that line 2 consists of a succession of
nirainer feet for reasons of talai just noticed, and it may be
suggested that ictus was felt on the first or second syllable of
these iyarcir as in akaval. Elsewhere, it may well have been
made on the initial long syllables both of iyarcir and vencir.
1. Yappu.v.57. 2. Scanned according to Tol.!s rules, this is
niraipu, and the verse therefore two couplets.
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Venpa proper is of but little importance in the eight
anthologies, since it occurs only in a few places in Pari.^
It will be found, however, that a number of poems in Kali.
satisfy all the requirements of venpa, differing from it only
2

in respect of their length. According to Tol.,~ a poem in
venpa metre may be of from two to twelve lines in length. The
Kali, poems that are composed in venpa metre wherein only
vencir and iyarclr are used and strict Ven^a^ai is observed are,
however, longer than twelve lines. For this reason, they are
v
3
termed Kalivenpa^u. An example of these poems is Kali. 51, a
poem of sixteen lines. The last line is of three feet as
required in ve$pa, and its final foot is of one acai only:
"ceytan a

kka^van

makan."

nernerner

nerner

nirai

Lines 1 to 6 of this poem will be given as a further illustration
of the venpa features already discussed. Ven^a^ai between the
feet will be shown by
and the sign
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It will "be seen that, in the above, not only are the
sequences of feet worked out according to ven^a^ai rules, hut
that there is a tendency for the same or a similar sequence of
foot-patterns to he followed in each line. All the lines save
line 3 have as their second! foot nerner, and all save line 2
have the veijclr nirainerner as their third foot. Furthermore,
the last three lines quoted have as their first foot nernerner.
It is possible that the irregularity of the rhythm of
veijpa led to the application to it of the ocai-term already
noted, Ceppalocai. At the same time, it may he noted that Tol.
himself merely states^ that "it (i.e. the ocai) is not that of
ve$pa." It is the commentator that explains this as referring
to the previous cuttiram wherein the ocai of aciriyam is menticnQd
as heing akaval.' It is he who gives to it the name ceppalocai
’since it has the sound of two people conversing upon some
matter in the ordinary way without calling o u t . I t is possible
then that the commentator gave the name ceppalocai to that of
1* Ceyyul. cu.394. 2. "Ahtf5nr1enpa venpa yappe." 3. Per.coram.,
T3S iii,p. 238. 4. "Akavi kkurrdtu oruvark1oruvan iyalpuvakaiy-ft
Sne 5ru poruijunai ka^uraikkuhkal elum ocai Ceppalocaiy enappa^uim
TSS iii,pp.258-9.
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venpa to complete the set of four ocai, one each for the four
main types of metre, since Tol, himself names the other three.

1

It is clear that, in prosody of the period of the
j Tamil anthology poems, the cir was the main unit of prosody and
that the acai was the subsidiary unit.Three of
metres generally have lines of four cir,

2

the four main

the type of cir and

sequence, ta^ai, thereof determining the metre. The fourth
metre, varicippa, has lines of two clr only. Not only is the clr
a unit of prosody but it is also of importance in the matter of
ictus, especially in aciriyam and vaiici metres, the metres with
the most markedly contrasting rhythms.
Analogies between the terms acai and clr and terras in
Sanskrit prosody can hardly be made. Neither acai can be
expressed in any one Sanskrit term since ner may be long or
short, ga or la, and nirai a pyrrhic, lala, or an iambus, laga.
Similarly, clr, varying in the number of syllables they may
include, cannot be compared to the ganas, the quantities of the
three syllables of which are invariable. An analogy cannot be
made even in the case of clr of three syllables. For example,
bhagana, dactyl, (“ v w), and ragana, cretic (~ w "), can both
be expressed in terms of Tamil prosody as nernirai, an iyarclr
of two acai, Tagaija, antibacchic (“ " w), and magana, molossus
(*"""), both can be considered in Tamil terras as the clr of
three acai nernerner.
1. Akaval: Ceyyu;.cu.393; Tul^al: cQ.395; Tuftkal: cu.396.
S. As already noted, supra p.444, the last line of a poem of
ve$pa is one of 3 feet. For exceptions in the case of aciriyam,
v.i. , p.464-467.
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The fifth element of Tamil prosody according to Tol.
and Amitacakarar

2

1

is A^i. This term, like the Sanskrit Pada, has

the common meaning foot. Like it it is in prosody a recurring
unit. But, unlike pada, a$i does not have implication of 'quarto?
verse1 analogous to that of pada in such metres as Anu§$ubh. The
only unit in the Tamil prosody under discussion commonly divided
into four parts is a^i, consisting as it does of four clr,
3
4
clr heing here translated foot. A^i may he translated as line.
In v£]jpa alone of the four main metres mentioned hy Tol. do
verses commonly consist of four lines, the final one heing
5
shorter than the others hy one foot.
Tol. says

that a*j;i, line, is the largest unit of

prosody. There is evidence that he graded lines according to the
number of syllables they contain. This is the nearest approach
to a syllabic count of lines or quarter-verses such as that
made in the Ak§arachandas in Sanskrit prosody. It is possible
that, in this sense alone, Tol. regarded a^i as similar to pada.
However, he merely uses the number of syllables per line to
determine its length and not its metre, for which, according to
the criteria of Ak§arachandas, it would also be necessary to
discuss the sequence of longs and shorts in any given number of
7
syllables.
Tol. states

8

that the short line, kuralati, is one of

1. CSyyul. cu.313. 2. Yappu.v.l. 3. As already noted, the
exception is the line of vaiicippa and the final line of a venpa,
4. PSS Sastri translates a^i as foot, and consequently translates
Tol. Ceyyul. 469 as 11.•Sciriyappa ranges from thousand to three
feet." vide JORM XXIII(l954)p. 55. We recall a mis-translation of
AyirakkSl Man^apam, a hall in the Cidambaram temple. 5. Nericai
ve$pa: Yappu.v.60. In later T.prosody, metres such as viruttam
have 4-line verses. 6. cu.346. 7L cf. SikharinI & Mandakranta,
•padas of which have 17 syll. 8. cu. 548. ______ *
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from four to six eluttu, syllables. The eint’a^i, *dwarf* line,
contains from seven to nine syllables, the standard line, alava*£i or nera-fci is of from ten to fourteen syllables, the long
line, ne^ila^i is one of from fifteen to seventeen syllables,
and the over-long line, kaline^ila^i contains from eighteen to
1
2
twenty syllables. Examples of all of these are given by Per.
It is of interest to note that the example of kurala^i is
printed as though a$i here meant half-line^for, as given, the
printed line contains eight syllables, two more than kura^a^i
may contain. In the examples of cint*a1}i and longer lines,
however, it is clear that a^i in fact means line, since in the
examples of cint'a^i, for instance, there are eight syllables in
two of the lines give® and nine in the third. It is possible
that the TSS editors or an MS copyist erred in giving as one
line the kura^a^i examples.
Later prosodists follow the same fivefold classification
of the line according to its length, but adopt as the determining
factor the number of feet per line. Set alongside the length
of line as defined by Tol., the later arrangement is:
Tol.Ceyyu^.548-252.

e.g. Y.Karikai.v.12.

Kurala^i

4-6 syllables

Cint *a^i

7-9

tt

3

”

A^ava^i

10-14

tt

4

"

Ne^ilati

15-17

it

5

"

Kaline^il:

18-20

it

more than

2 clr

It will be observed that the author of Y.Karikai.
1. Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.349-352.

2.

Comm. ,TSS iii,p.178.
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regards the standard line as one of four feet. This agrees with
1
2
the view of Tol. As noted hy Dr.A.C.Chettiar, none of the
later Tamil prosodists adopted the number of syllables in a
line as a criterion of its length. This further emphasizes the
importance of the foot in Tamil prosody. It may be said that,
as with metres in Greek and Latin poetry, Tamil metres were
differentiated by the types of foot permitted in them and to
some extent by the number of feet per line. It has been seen
that three of the main metres have lines of four feet and that,
in the case of two of these, ve$pa and aciriyam, there are
regular exceptions to this. ^ Vadci metre is distinct from the
other three inasmuch as its lines are normally of two feet. It
I

alone of the four, then, does not include lines of standard
/'■
*
r.,'1 y .
length according to the view of Tol. and the author of Y.KSrakai.
It has been seen that the first five elements of
4
prosody listed by Tol., mattirai, eluttu, acai, cir and a^i are
in fact units of prosody mentioned by him in order of increasing
length or duration. The first is dismissed by him and is clearly
irrelevant to the study of Tamil prosody of this period.
The remaining elements of prosody relate either to
verse-form or to subject-matter; many of these latter, such as
tinai and meyppa^u relate to what is herein called poetics and
have already been discussed.

5

1. Ceyyu^.cu.344. 2. ASTP p.30. 3. v. s. pp.444 & 447 fn.2.
4. Ceyyul.cu.313. 5. Ti$ai : Tol.Akat. & Purat. passim; v.s.
Chap. 11, pp. 20-70. Meyppa^u: Tol. Meyppa^iyal passim; v. s. Chap. II
pp.70-79. These are discussed but cursorily in Ceyyul.: Tinai in
cu.497 & seqq. , Meyppa^u in cu.516.
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Tol.'s sixth element of prosody is Yappu.1 It has
2

already heen seen that this is the use made of eluttu, acai,
3
4
cir and
Tol. further says that verse so produced in the
land of the three kings is suitable for pat^u, poetry, urai,
commentary, nul, treatise, vSymoli, orally-atransmitted verse,
pici, riddle, afikatam, lampoon and mutucol, proverb.
Yfippu is not found in the list of elements of prosody
in YSppu., where, in its place appears Talai which has already
5
been discussed with reference to veiypa. Its use in other metres
is less elaborate and will be noticed when they are under further
discussion.6
Tdkku, the eighth element of prosody listed by Tol.1,
is defined as the pause made between one line or verse and the
7
8
next that helps to determine the rhytlim. Tol. further says
that Tukku is the same as ocai already described by him.^
Commenting on this, Per. says that

10

such pauses may be made

after every four or two clr in akaval metre, but not after
groups of three, and that the tunkalocai of vaiici may be marked
by pauses every two feet. As already noted11 the tukku for all the
extant poems in Patirru. is given in the colophons to those
poems as Centukku. All these poems are in aciriyam or akaval
metre, and it is possible that, to the writer of the colophons,
tukku meant metre,

the meaning it clearlyhas to the commentator

1. CSyyu^. cu.313.
2. v.s. pp.412 & 442. 3. cu.390. 4. cu.391.
5. v.s. pp. 443-446. 6. v.i. pp.464.
7. Per. on cu.313, TSS
iii,pp.114,119. 8. cu.399. 9. in cu.393-398. 10. Per.on cu.
399, TSS iii,pp.241-242. 11. v.s. Chap.VI,p.288.
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on YSppu.
T5l.*s

26th, element of prosody, va$i}am, may next he
2

noted as it, too, is of rhythmic significance. Per, says

that

vanijara concerns the ocai of a poem, and this is clear from Tol. b
definitions of some of the twenty types of vannam he lists.
For instance, Olukuvaqqam, wherein the verse flows evenly, is
4
given in the colophons to a number of Patirru. poems as the
vannam of those akaval-metre pra^astis. Paavannam, also called
Corcirvannam, is the rhythmic effect produced by verse wherein
g
feet coincide with words. This also appears in the colophons to
*
Patirru. poems, 6always alongside Olukuvaijnam
which is mentioned
most frequently. As an example of poetry said to produce both
types of vannam, Patirru.II,19, lines 1 to 4 may be quoted:
"KSllai
/

valci

kkavar kar

0

^

/

ku^iyar
0 ^

nerner

nerner

nirainer

nernirai

"kallu^ai

netu neri polntu

nernirai

nirainirai nerpu

nirainirainer

"on pori

kkalal kal

mara

vayavar

nernirai

nirainer

nerner nirainer

curan aruppa

,ftii} piniy ehkam

puliy urai kalippa

nernirai

nirainirai nirainer

nerner

Tufikalvaijqani is found in varfci poetry.8 Here, the term is almost
1. p,17. Elements 1-6 are each considered in 1 section of the
first part of Yappu., but the 7th. in the whole of the second
part, called Ceyyu^iyal. 2. TSS iii,p.116. 3. cu. 525. 4. e.g.
to Patirru. 11,11,14; for Olukuv : see Tol. cu. 538. 5. cu. 526.
6. e.g. to 11,14,19. 7. Irreg.,perhaps to keep foot-word
coincidence. 8. cu.542.
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synonymous with tuftkalocai, since both terms refer to the
effect of swinging conveyed by varici poetry, A number of vanijam
are, however, suggested by the predominance of certain types of
consonants or of long or short vowels* For example, Mellicaivannam is one produced by verse that has an abundance of nasals?
The commentator Per* gives this example:

2

Ponnin anna punnai nun^atu.
Kururicir vanijam is produced by an abundance of short vowels:
• •
v
4
Kurank ulai ppolinta koy cuvar puravi.
It is clear that vanijam is to be ascertained from the effect of
the sound of verse as well as from its rhythm, and may be
regarded as rhythmic effect rather than the rhythm itself* The
predominance of any one consonant or type of consonant or of
long or short vowels is condemned as a fault of Kau^aneri
(Gaucja style) by the commentator on Ta^iyalankSram ^ho, with
g
the author of this text, thus follows Dancjin. Tol. clearly

takes the opposite view, since he does not qualify as faults any
of the va^nam listed by him.
Two •ther general elements of prosody listed by Tol*

7

may be noticed here before discussing verse-form in connexion
with the four main types of metre. These are the tenth element,
Nokku, and the ninth, TS^ai.
g
Nokku is defined by Tol.

as a /device,, karanam, to

draw the attention of the audience to the units of prosody

1. Tol. Ceyyul. cii.529. 2. Tol.TSS iii,p. 420. 3. cu.533.
4. Per.comm.,TSS iii,p.421. 5. Tan^i.,TSS edn.,pp. 13,14,15-17:
corara.on Tanti.cu. 16 which defines cerivu (^li^a) & cu. 17, camanilai (samatS). 6. Exceptions are made in the case of Ma^akku,
Yamaka, using only 1 cons, or vowel or class thereof* see Tan^i.
cu.97 & comm. 7. Tol. Ceyyul. cu. 313. 8. cu.416.___________ *
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already mentioned by him,1 and to their use in poetic creation.
P.S.S.Sastri

g

translates nokku as Grace, and says that "it is

the nokku that distinguishes a poetic verse from a versified
3
4
prose.H Prom Per.1s commentary on Tol.Ceyyul. cu.416, it is
clear that he understood nokku as the arresting use of karupporul, mutarporul and other matters connected with the aka5
ttiijai, without which, by implication, poetry is not poetry. He
quotes Akam.4, a poem wherein the companion points out to the
heroine what season it is. The mention of mullai, jasmine,
k5r, the rains, and kSnam, the forest, clearly show the hearer
that not only is the companion talking of the rainy season that
was poetically associated with mullai , but that the heroine is
awaiting the return of her lover, since the uripporul of mullai
7
is iruttal, awaiting. She emphasizes the love the hero bears
Q
for the heroine by calling him *lord of the hills* and by
mentioning the kantal, gloriosa, that grows in the hills.

g

She

thereby hints that the desire of the hero is for punartal, union
with the beloved.1^ She shoy/s his impatience v/ith the time his
return journey is taking by speaking of the mane of his horse
streaming in the wind as it eagerly returns homeward.^
It is clear that the use of the akattinai and their
associated mutal-, karu- and uripporul such as that made in the
Akam. poem quoted by Per., was essential if the hearer was to

1. i.e. Mattirai to Ati incl. Mention of mattirai here is note
worthy, & was presumably for completeness* sake. 2. JORM XXII,
(l954)p.44. 3. ibid.,p.45. 4. TSS iii,pp. 279-80. 5. For these,
v. s.v0hap.II,pp.20-38. 6. Tol. Akat. cu. o : ,fK£ru’m51aiyu *mullai.. tf
7. Tol.Akat.cd.14 & Nacc.,TSS i,p.37; v.s. Chap.II,o.24.
8. Akam.4,1.13: *Kurumporai ndtan.* 9. 1.15. 10. The uripporul
of Kuririci, hill-tract; T5l.Akat. cu. 14 & Nacc.ibid. v.s. Chap.II,
p. 24. 11. Akam. 4,1» 8.
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regard what he had listened to as truly a poem*

1

Such matters

of subject were clearly complementary to the actual versification
employing the units of prosody as defined by Tol*, and drew the
attention of the audience to the fact that it was a poem that
they had heard. In the light of this, nokku is mentioned by
T5l. as an element of prosody, and may be regarded as a device
j for turning verse into poetry according to the aesthetic
I

criteria of this literature.

m

The ninth element of prosody listed by Tol.

2

is To-fcai.

This concerns versification, and corresponds to the Sanskrit
2
term Anuprasa. Dr. A. 0. Chettiar has translated To'Jai as Rhyming,
but it is proposed herein to translate to^ai as Alliteration,
for it invdves the leading syllable or syllables of lines of
verse as well as final ones.
To^ai is regarded by T6l. as of eight kinds. The first
v
four he lists4 are Monai, Etukai,
Muran and Iyaipu, and, as will
shortly be seen, these are the most distinctive types. Tol. lists
four other kinds of to^ai: A^ape^ai,

Polippu, Oruu and Cento^ai.

The first three of these latter may be regarded as varieties or
v

special applications of Monai and Etukai, and were so regarded
MM
7
by later prosodists. Cento^ai is defined by Tol. as any to^ai
that differs from the other seven kinds mentioned by him. In
M

practice Cento^ai may imply the virtual absence of an£ to^ai

8

and, in this sense, may loosely be suggested by the term Blank
1. It may be suggested that this concept was also applied to use
of the purattinai. 2. T6l.Ceyyul.cu.313. 3. ASTP p.49. 4. cd.
400.^ 5. cu.401. 6. cu.402. 7. cu. 412. 8. ef. the example of
C&ntotai cited by Per., comm.on cu.412, TSS iii,p.271; it is
Akam.270,11.1-4,5-6. In these 6 lines, the first syllables of
two pairs of feet only alliterate.
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Verse, T6l. says1 that to^ai of any kind may occur in successive
lines of poetry or in successive feet. The former is called
2

NiraniraittS^ai, the latter Ira^aitto^ai,
w 3
Monai is defined by Tol, as the alliteration of the
initial syllables of successive lines of verse. Per, gives the
4
following example from Puram. :
"KOTAI mSrpir KOTAIY anum
KOTAIYai ppuijarntor KOTAIY 5num. w 5
Prom this it is clear that not only could initial syllables
alliterate, but that whole words could be repeated in to^ai.
Such repetition of words in tS^ai will here be called chiming.
The following is an instance of alliteration only in successive
lines:

"KAliru KA^aiiya t§l
KAlal urliya tirunt'a^i
KKAjjai porutu KAvivaijkaiyar
6

KAnn o^ir varuun KAvin capattu .,, ”

It will be seen that, as in the example of Monai cited by Per,,
this may occur at the half-line as well as at the commencement
of each line, Prosodists after Tol, felt it necessary to sub
divide Monai in order to take into account such special uses of
it, Monai is therefore subdivided according to whether the first
and second feet of each line alliterate, the first and third,
the first and fourth, and so on, according to the following
scheme. It is worked out for normal lines of four clr, and those
in which monai takes place are represented by A, the non
1.
on
of
in

cu,403, 2. Per,on cu.403: TSS iii,p,244. 3. cu.404. 4. Per.
cu,404: p,246. 5. Puram,48,11.1-2. Here, & in all other exs.
to^ai, alliterating syllables or chimed words will be shown
caps. 6. Puram.7,11.1-fc.
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alliterating cir by x, y, z*1
cir

cir

clr

cir

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

A
x
x
A
x
A
A

x
A
y
A
A
x
A

y
y
A
x
A
A
A

Var. name
Inaimonai
poMppumonai
oruuu
kulaimerkatukilkkatu- g
raurru.

The normal variety wherein successive lines have monai:
A
A

x
a

y
b

z
c

is herein not listed and, including it, the author of Y.kSrikai.
recognizes eight types of monai.
v
«3
w
The second type of to^ai listed by Tol, is Etukai, and
4
he defines it as alliteration of syllables other than the first
in successive lines or feet. Per, gives the following example:
A^AL Araar venokki nin mukah kan^ey
u^ALUm irint'otum ul malarum PArkkun
kafALUn kanaiy irulum Smpalura PAmpum
ta^fA matiyam Sm enru tarn.
It will be seen that the second syllable in each line is %&,
and that, in addition, there is etukai in the third syllable,
since in the first three lines the same consonant appears albeit
6
followed by a different vowel. Instances of monai also occur,
between the fourth feet of lines two and three, and between the
first and second feet of line three. This latter is an example
of Ii^aimonai as noted in Y.karikai.

p

1. Without implying that they too are alliterating or otherwise.
2. Y.karikai.v.20 comm.,TSS edn.,p.52. 3. Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.400.
4. cu.405. 5. Comm.on cu.403,TSS iii,p.245. 6. This is
sanctioned by Tol. in cu.406 & by Per.,comm.thereon, TSS iii,
pp.252-3.
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Etukai also is considered "by later prosodists

1

as

"being of eight kinds, the normal variety as just illustrated
and seven others. These are given the seme seven varietal names
as the seven varieties of monai just noticed. The scheme is
identical to that of the monai possibilities, and need not he
further illustrated.
Iyaipu may truly he called rhyming, as it is the term
used for the repetition of the final syllable in successive
lines or feet or of final

feet in successive lines. An example
2

given in the commentary to Tol.Ceyyu^. cu.408

illustrates the

rhyming of a final syllable:
"Avaro varar kSr vant1anRE
3
ko*£i taru mullaiyun ka^it *arunrpfInRE. ”
Another example in the same commentary2 illustrates the rhyming
of the final foot in two successive lines:
Paravai makka^ar roku tirai VARAVUM
pai^ai ccSytiy inr'ival VARAVUM.
Iyaiputto^ai is subdivided into eight varieties by
4
the commentator on Yftdrikai. The same set of names as already
noticed in connexion with the monai varieties is used, and is
applied as follows; Rh represents feet in which rhyming takes
place, and others are represented here by x, y:
Rh

Rh
Rh
y
Rh
X
Rh
y
X
Rh
Rh
Rh
Rh
Rh
X
Rh
Rh
X
Rh
Rh
Rh
Rh
Rh
Rh
1. cf. Y. k£rikai.v.20 & comm.,TSS
3. Kurun.221, acc.TSS ibid. 4. Y. 1
X
X

y

Rh

I^aiyiyaipu
golippu- "
oruukulaime rkatti
kiIkkatumurru-.
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This scheme may he called a 1mirror image1 of that already noted.
in connexion with monai. Similarly, it does not take into account
the normal iyaipu between

the final feet or syllables of

successive lines:
x
a

y
b

z
c

Rh
Rh#

Before discussing Mura^o^ai, the fourth main type of
to^ai listed by T o l . t h e four other types he defines may be
noted, since they will be regarded as subordinate to monai and
Stukai already described.
Alape^aitto^ai is the term for alliteration of over2

long vowels appearing as the first syllable of successive lines#
Since such vowels are less common initially than after a
consonant, and to^ai is considered to be valid even if such
over-long vowels are different in each line, it may be possible
to term this device chiming also. It is similar to moaai, but
is the chiming of the vowel instead of alliteration of the
consonant# The commentary on Tol.cu.409 gives as an example:
"PAAL adcevi

ppaijai

3

tt5n ma nirai

mAAL yanaiyo^u maravar mayanki# 11 ^
Alape^aitto^ai is also considered by the commentator on Y.kfirikai
to be of eight kinds including the normal variety exemplified
above. Similar varietal names as for monai and iyaipu are given^
and the example of one of these varieties, Murr'a^ape^aitt^ai,
shows the chiming of dissimilar over-long vowels:
AAn

SA nil’ ljllr.6

1. Tol.Ceyyul.cu. 400. 2. cu.409. 3. TSS iii,p.261.
4. Kali.5,11.1,2. 5. Y.karikai. comm. ,TSS pp. 53-4. 6. Ibid.,p#54.
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v

PSlippu and Oruu are both defined as varieties of
etukai by T&1.1 The former tern relates to etukai in alternate
feet of the same line, the latter to etukai in the first and
last foot of a line, interrupted by two non-alliterating feet*
It has been seen that these two terms were later used to describe

<

but two of the seven varieties of etukai occurring within a line
and that the same terns were used to describe parallel
3
*
w
4
occurrences of monai and a^ape^aitto^ai* These terms are also
5
used by the commentator on Y.karikai. to describe two varieties
of Muraq-Jotai, as will shortly be seen.
The last type of to^ai mentioned by Tol. is Cento^ai,
which he defines as any to^ai that differs from the other seven
he mentions.

6

w

It has already been suggested that Cento^ai may
7
imply the virtual absence of any to^ai, as is clear from the
o
example quoted by Per. In it, there is monai between the first
syllables of the second feet of lines 1 and 2, and etukai between

the second syllables of the second and third feet in line 2:
"Irunkali MAlarnta val^ ital nllam
pulaan MARUkir ciRU ku^i ppakkatt*
inamln vel^uvar rialalo-fcum ilaiyum
Sllam pulampa nekilntana tole."
Among the four main to^ai listed b£ Tol.,9 Muraij has
been held over for consideration because it differs from all
other types of to^ai Tol. or other writers envisage in that it
involves subject-matter as well as words or syllables. Muran is
1. Tol.Ceyyul.cu.410,411. 2. v.s. p.458. 3. v.s. p.457.
4. v. s. p.459. 5. Y.karikai. ,TSS p. 53. 6. cu.412. 7. v. s.
p.455. 8. Akam. 270,11.1-4; Per.comm.,Tol.TSS iii,p.271.
9. In cd. 400.
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defined by T51.1

as the Muran, opposition or antithesis, of

rhyming or alliterating syllables in lines of poetry wherein at
the same time the ideas expressed may also be opposed. The
commentary to Tol.Ceyyu^.cu.4072 gives this fivefold scheme for
Muraiy£o1;ai :
word vs. word
idea vs. idea
word vs. idea vs. word
word vs. idea vs. idea
word vs. idea vs. word vs. idea.
Per. gives the following as an illustration of the first type of
3
Muran, opposition of words in an alliterative scheme:
HCEWI vSytta cempS't ^Irattu
VE^j^iAI venmari mey pulatt *ol.iya. "
He gives the following to illustrate opposed ideas:

*3

f,NIROR anna cSyar
4
RIYOR annav enn uran avitt’anre."
Herein, the poet compares the tenderness of the beloved to
water, and the valour of her lover to fire, with a clear anti
thesis of idea. At the same time, there is monai and etukai of
the first and second syllable, since N and T (R in sandhi after
cayal) are of one varga and so are R and Y, and such alliteration
is noted by T5l.

5

Per. gives

3

the following to illustrate the

third type of muran envisaged wherein there is antithesis both
in word and idea:
1. T8l,Ceyyu}. cu.407. 2. Per. Comm.,TSS iii,pp. 259-60.
3. Comm.,ibid.,p.860. 4. Kurun. 95,11.4,5. 6. T5l.C5yyu^.cu.406
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"TAJJIJIYAL arra tayank'aral kanattu
VENlflR pporu’nacaii munni ccenrar. "
Here, coolness is opposed to warmth and there is an antithetical
monai and etukai in the first two syllables of each line.
As was noted in the case of other to^ai, Muran has
been further elaborated by the commentator to Y.kdrikai.,1 who
notices seven varieties that bear the names used for the
varieties of monai and othefc to^ai already noticed.

2

There

seems no attempt to stress antithesis of alliteration or rhyme,
but only that of subject-matter. The scheme is as follows; here,
contrasted ideas are represented by A, B, C, ’neutral1 ones by
x and y :
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
x
x
B
x
B
B

x
B
y
C
B
x
C and

y
y
B
x
C
C
D

I^aimuranto^ai
£>olippu- •»
oruukulajrmerkatukQckatumurru-.

In the example of Iijaimuran:
ClRA^I PER AKAL alkul olkupu,
the ideas in the first and second feet are opposed; clra^i,
small feet, are opposed as a concept to per akal (alkul), large,
broad hips. In the example given to show Murrumuran:
TUVAR v§y TTltf colum UVANT’enai MTjnNIYatu,
-"From a sour mouth with words yet sweet, pleasing me without
any annoyance1',
the ideas in the first two feet are antithetical one to another,
as are those in the third and fourth feet.
1. Y.karikai. ,TSS edn.,p.53.

2. v.s. p.457, table.
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To conclude this discussion of Tamil prosody as it
concerns the anthology poems, verse-form will now he considered#
The two elements of prosody listed hy Tol# 1 that are of
relevance to this subject are the eleventh, Pa, and the twelfth,
2

A^avuf and Tol. discusses them in Ceyyu^iyal in eighty cuttirama
A^avu is the term for the length of any poem, and T51. says^
that this has to be considered in connexion with the various
metres# It is clear then that not only are there four main
metres, aciriyappa, vailcippa, veijpS and kalippa, but that poems
in these metres are required to conform to certain limits of
4
length# This has already been observed in the case of vehpa,
when it was seen that poems in this metre may be of from two
5
to twelve lines. Tol. states that a poem in aciriyam may be of
6

from three to one thousand lines, and that there is no limit for
7
Kaliveijpa^u and verses about the akattinai Kaikki^ai. The
Q
poems in a mixture of metres known as Paripal^al" may be of from
25 to 400 lines in length#

Q

w

Tol. does not prescribe any limits

for poems in vailcippa.
10

As has already been seen, Pa means metre,

and this

term has already been noticed since it is appended11 to the
names for the four main metres, Aciriyam, Ven(pa), Vailci and
Kali. It is, however, proper to regard PS as also meaning a
poem in one or other of these metres.

12

In this sense the

1# In Ceyyul# cu. 515. 2# Pa: cii.417-495; Alavu: cu.496.
5. cu. 475, closely paralleled 'by cu.496. P.*S. S. Sastri suggests
that cu. 475 is redundant: JORM XXIV(l955)p. 57. 4. v. s. p. 445.
5. cu.469. 6. cu.472. 7. For kaikkilai, v. s. Chap.II, pp.2952. 8. cu. 452; v.s. Chap.IX,p.594. 9. cu. 474. 10. v. s. p.411.
11# Tol. Ceyyul.cu.417 & 419. 12. cf. Ilakkanavilakkam,cu.711.
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various rules about A^avu just noted may “be applied to Pa.
These rules are relevant to any study of the verse-forms of
poems in aciriyam and veijpa metres and of poems in mixed metre
called Paripa^al.
The requirements as to the types of acai and feet in
the four metres have already been discussed, as has ta^ai,
sequence of feet, in connexion with ve$pa.1 It has also been
seen that three of the main metres, aciriyam or akaval, veijpa
and kali commonly have lines of four feet, but that lines of
two feet are the regular requirement of vartci poems. Doubtless
2

it was for this reason that Tol. regarded

the normal line as

one containing four feet. Certain variations of this, however,
are found in the various metres, as has already been discussed
in the case of veijpa. 3
In aciriyam, the metre of most of the anthology poems,
it will be found that in most poems there are four feet in
every line save the penultimate, in which there are three feet
only. This applies whatever the length of the poem, and it may
be suggested that this shortened line gave, in the course of
oral recitation, the sign of the approaching end of the poem.
Kurun.3, -a poem in akaval of four lines, may be cited as a poem
typical of this form:
"Nilattinum perite

uyarnt1anru
w
'
w
V
*
*
nirainirai nirainer nernirai nirainerpu

'nlrinum
0
« V

w

vaninum

Sr a^av’ inre
*

w

w

*

*

— _

nernirai nernirai nerner
1. v. s. pp. 442-3.

2. cu. 344.

carar
nerner

3. v. s. p. 444,
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"karunkor kuriAci ppukkoij^u
wi - -T
jT - w
nirainer nirainer nernerpu
"perunten ilaikku1 na-Jano^u
*
*
*
V

•

«

V

«

V

_

w

V

V

na^pe. "
*
M

.

nirainer nirainer nerniraipu nerner
The last three lines of Pattu., MaturaikkaAci, a poem of 782
lines, are as follows:
"Manankamal teran

raa^uppa

makilntfinitf uraimati
varaintu ni

perra

ndlu*

peruma

nalluliyaiye. ,f

In hoth these examples, it will be seen that the feet of the
penultimate line are iyarcir or uricclr as for other akaval
lines, and it may be stated that no special feet are introduced
in these three-foot lines.
This, then, is the normal ending to a poem in aciriyam
1
2
and is the one described by Tol. As Chettiar observes, " Tol.
does not note any variant types of aciriyam poem. Later
prosodists such as Amitacakarar, however, enumerate four types
3
of poem in this metre. These are:
Nericaiy aciriyappa: the normal type as noted above.
Inaikku^a^-: The first and last lines are of four feet
but the intervening lines may contain two, three or four feet.
A'fcimari maiyfcilav-: All lines contain four feet, and,
since each line constitutes a separate sentence, the lines are
interchangeable.
Nilaimairfcilav-: All lines contain four feet.
1. Ceyyu^. cu. 380.

2. ASTP p. 63.

3. e.g. Yappu. v. 70fvv. 71-74.
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Chettiar'*' has shown that in five of the anthologies
a number of poems occur that may he called Nilaiman$ilam,
although such a variety of aciriyappa is not noted by Tol* There
2
3
is one such poem in Patirru, and nineteen in Puram. Chettiar
demonstrates4 in connexion with A^imarima^ilavaciriyam that
separate classification according to interchangeability of
lines was not envisaged by Tol*, and that this feature may be
found in poems in metres other than aciriyam. There are a
number of poems of the Ii^aikkura^ type in both Puram. and
Patirru.. and, while Tol. does not mention aciriyappa of this
0

type, he does say that both veijpavuricclr

and vailciyuriccir

may occur in lines «f aciriyam for the sake of sweetness. It
7
has already been seen that there are a number of vaxici passages
in akaval poetry, and it was suggested that such a change was
introduced for aesthetic reasons. In some cases, however, the
number of lines in vaiici metre is so few or their structure is
so irregular that the term vailcippa can hardly be applied to the
poems that contain them. An example is Patirru.VII, 70. This
poem of 27 lines begins with four two-foot lines while the
remainder are regular lines of aciriyam. Three of the two-foot
lines have as their second a foot of one acai only; the first
feet of lines 1 and two are vaiiciyuricclr, those of lines 3 and
4 are venpavuriccir. The second foot of line 4 is a two-foot
aciriyavuricclr, perhaps to ease the transition into regular
akaval commencing with line 5. Chettiar regards this poem as an
1. ASTP p.77. 2. V, 50. 3.~e.g. Puram. 138,147. 4. ASTP pp. 81ff
5. In cu.342; for these feet, v.s. p.425. 6. In cu.343; for
these,v. s. p.426. 7. v.s. pp.434-437.
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instance of iijaikkural,1 although it does not commence with a
regular line of akaval metre. Lines 1 to 5 are as follows:
"Ka^iru ka^aiiya

ta^

niraipunirainirai ner
"mav utarriya

va^impu

nernirainirai

niraipu

•’caman tatainta

vel

nirainirainer

ner

"vill alaitta
0
mm

=vaiiciyuri + 1-acai

=venpavuri

nal valattu
*

*
V

M

nernirainer
"vaiyj 1icai
nernirai

+

V

V

mm

nerniraipu
ka^ava
nirainer

11

ttaij. pan am
nernirai

+ 2-acai

pontai ... 11
nerner

It will he seen that, despite their different structures in
terms of acai, lines 2 and 4 exhibit an almost identical
trochaic rhythm, alternating with the falling rhythm of lines
1 and 3.
2

Reference has already been made to the poems in vailci
3
metre in Puram., and it remains but to discuss their form. No
limits for poems in this metre are envisaged by Tol. It will be
found that all three poems end in akaval lines of four cir.4 As
Chettiar observes^, Tol. implies akaval endings to varici poems
when speaking of the Tukku of vaiicippa,6 and Tol.'s statement is
certainly interpreted in this way by Per.,7 who quotes the
I. ASTPp.67. 2. v.s. p.435. 3. Puram. 4,11,239. 4. Puram.4,
II.18,19; 11,1.16; 239,11.19-21. 5. ASTP p.93. 6. in cu.383;
for Tukku,v.s. p.451. 7. Tol.,TSS iii,pp.225-6.
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closing portion of Puram* 4. It may also be noted that Puram. 11
and 239 have, in addition, a Taniccol, a detached word of one
1
cfri as a supernumerary foot towards the close of the poem.
2

The limits of veijpa poems have already been noted

as

being two lines for the lower limit and twelve for the upper.
Reference has also been made to the fact that the final lines
of veijpa poems are of three feet instead of the regular four;
the final foot is of one acai only.

In this connexion it may

be noted that nerpu and niraipu can occur in this position and
were still regarded as of one acai only in this position by
4
later prosodistsr Thus, there are four possible final feet in
ve$pa: ner, nirai, nerpu and niraipu. These are given four
special vaypafcu, mnemonics:’ na^, malar, kacu and pirappu. The
rules for the extended ve$pa known as Kalivenpa^^u are similar.

c.

It has already been seen that poems in Kalippa and
those in mixed metre called Paripatal are divided into a number
7
of sections. Such poems are the most highly developed to be
found in the anthologies.
Tol. says

8

that there are four types of kalippa,

and

two of these, Ottalicai and Kalivenpat^u, have already been
9
noticed,. The third type is Koccakam, a term applied to any
kali poem that differs in form from the normal ottalicai

in

being divided into fewer parts. For example, Kali. 54 consists
1. Puram.11,1.15; 239,1.18. Taniccol has been noted as an
integral part of kalippa, v.s. Chap. IX,p. 385; normally it is
1enavafiku. 1 2. v.s. p. 445. 3. v.s. p. 444. 4. e.g. Yappu.v.57
& corom.,p. 213. They are otherwise scanned nerner & nirainer: v.s
pp. 416—7 & 417 fnl. 5. Yappu.comm. ,ibid. 6. v.s. p.445; there
are 4 in Kali. ,w. 6,18, 24,51. 7. v.s. Chap. IX, pp. 385, 394-5.
8. T6l. Ceyyu^. cu, 4-42. 9. v.s. pp. 385 & 445.
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of two Taravu, a Taniccol and Curitakam. Kali* 85, on the other
hand, consists of the stanzas called Tdlicai only.^ Both poems
are classified as Koccakakkalippa.
Ural; this, states Tol.,

2

The fourth type is called

should he in the form of a dialogue.

In form, however, it could he classified as Koccakara, since it
lacks the closing portion of the typical kali poem
4
Curitakam.

called

The form of Paripatal or Paripa^u has already heen
noticed, and it was seen that these poems include a Curitakam
as their closing portion in common with poems in kalippa.^ The
V

opening portion is called Eruttu, and corresponds to the Taravu
in kalippa. As Chettiar observes, Paripatal is not discussed hy
0
Jrosodists later than Tol. It is purely a form of verse, since
unlike the other four discussed, it has no metre proper to
itself, hut includes a number of metres.
These are the verse-fonus and metres found in poems of
the eight anthologies. It has heen seen that akaval or aciriyam
is of the greatest importance, hut that the other main metres
mentioned hy T5l. figure in them to a lesser extent. Venpa does
not appear at all, save in passages in Pari., and kali is
confined to the anthology of poems in that metre called Kalittokai. Vailci occurs in a few poems in Puram., hut varici feet,
together with those of veiypa, occur in a number of poems that
are regarded as a variety of akaval called Iijaikkura^..
1. For these terms, v. s. Chap. IX, p. 385. 2. Kali.,TSS edn. (1949)
Nacc.on Kali.54, p.160, on Kali.85, p.251. 3. Ceyyul.cu.468.
4. e.g. Kali.87 & 91. All these types of Kalippa are 'described
fully hy Chettiar: ASTP pp.110-132, q .v . 5. v.s. p.395.
6. ASTP p.41.
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What may he termed verse-form is only to he found in
a developed stage in kalippa and paripS^u. Certain rudimentary
features of form in verse ate suggested by the endings of poems
in aciriyam and vaiici.
Aciriyam, with its strong impression of ictus, is
clearly a metre suited to verse of any length, and, as the
metre par excellence of bardic poetry and court love poetry,
may be compared to anu^ubh in Sanskrit and the hexameter in
Greek and Latin. It was doubtless recited 1histrionically1
before a king or other patron with musical and perhaps rhythmic
accompaniment. Such a recitation is suggested by the ocai-term
akaval that is applied to it.
In the light of what has been observed concerning
aciriyam as the metre of six out of the eight anthologies, four
of these being collections of love poetry, the remark of Tol.'1’
that paripa^al and kalippa are most suitable for giving
expression to the akattinai is open to comment. It may have
been an expression of opinion, implying that Tol. preferred the
more ornate love poems found in what has come down as Kalittokai
or in other works now lost. On the other hand, the inclusion of
paripa^al in the context of akam shows that this terra was being
extended to include religious devotion as well as worldly love^
Prom this it is not far to the love imagery of later mystical
poetry such as Tirukkovaiyar.

1. Tol. Akat. cu. 53 & Nacc.comm.,TSS i,pp.120-121. v.s. Chap.II,
pp.35-36.
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION
a) Literary,
It has "been demonstrated that the collections of early
Tamil poems called St^uttokai, the Eight Anthologies, comprise
what may in general he called Court Poetry, The reputed authors
"both of akam and of puram poems were patronized hy kings and
petty chieftains, and in many cases wrote hoth panegyrics and
love poetry,1 Where poets are said to have composed love poems
only, there is no reason for in any way differentiating their
work from similar poetry from hards such as Kapilar and Paranar
who are known for hoth kinds of poetry.
It may he suggested further that the love poetry
appearing in such anthologies as Akananuru and Ainkurunuru was
composed, in common with the puram panegyrics, for pleasure
and approbation on the part of the poets’ patrons and audience,
and may in no way have heen an expression or sublimation of the
poets’ own feelings. It would not he possible to regard as
Romantic the poems of the akam anthologies. There is no personal
address to the lover or beloved, nor should there he, says Tol.

2

On the other hand, as has heen seen, the poems of Purananuru and
Patirruppattu contain numerous forms of address to kings and
patrons. In one or two cases, poems appear to he expressions of
personal feeling; an example is Puram,83,e It may he noted,
however, that this poem was regarded hy the writer of the Puram,
1 . Cp.in Hindi the Dingal bardic poetry in Vira and £rhgara
of 12th, -14th, cent, 2, Akat.cu. 54. 3. v.s. Chap. IV, p.*143; for
transl., Chap.11,p. 64.
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as suggesting Kaikki^aittinai and not one of the five tinai of
reciprocal or normal love.x
Both the metre of most of these poems, Akaval, and the
forms of address in those on puram themes suggest that this
poetry was recited or chanted aloud, presumably before the king
2
and his courtiers. Sir G.M. Bowra has suggested that heroic
poetry is nearly always composed not in stanzas but in single
lines, and that only one kind of line is used. This is true of
most of the Tamil anthology poems* since they are in the akaval
metre, wherein the only variation of line is the shortened
penultimate one. It has been suggested that this was introduced
to indicate to an audience the close of the poem.
As in other

societies in which heroic or bardic poetry

was produced, illiteracy may have predominated in Tamil society
at the time the anthology poems were composed. Such conditions
favour the production of a bardic literature. At the same time,x
as Bowra remarks,^ such poetry can exist by the side of a
written literature. It is possible that Kalittokai, with its
complex form and more sophisticated metre, was originally
written, and not in any way improvised at the time of composition.
The constant recurrence of stock-epithets4 and the
reiteration of half- or whole lines

suggests improvisation as

a fundamental method of composition of this poetry. '" It has been

1. For kaikkllai, v.s. Chap. II,pp. 29-30,38,62-4. 2. Bowra:
Heroic Poetry, p.3G & fn.2. 3. Ibid.,p.216. 4. e.g. "Tinter
pporaiyan Toiyfci": Akam. 60,1. 7, Kurun.128,1.2 & Nar.8,1.9;’all
attributed to different poets.
5. e.g. "Nalkinum nalkanayinum
vel por ...": Puram. 80,1.5 & 154,1.9; "Netunkotiy uliriai ooavaro^um i$aint*," Puram.76,1.5 & 77,1.3 (with ..ilaintu for itaintu)
6. cp. Bowra: HP p.216. These he calls Formulae: ibid., p.221.
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seen that any one feat may he attributed to several patrons.
This too is a feature of bardic poetry that originates in
improvi sat ion.
Unlike Sanskrit epics such as Mahabharata and the
Tamil epic Cilappatikaram, the gods do not play a part in the
exploits of the heroes in the anthology poems; these may thus
be compared to the Elder Edda.^ At the same time, comparisons
2
of heroes to the gods are freely made." The only supernatural
beings who show an obvious interest in the deeds of these Tamil
heroes are demonesses who feed

on the corpses provided by the

carnage of battle. ’
It is not possible to state precisely when these poems
were first written down, since epigraphical or archaeological
material is of little help. But, collected into the various
anthologies, they were all known to commentators of the 11th.
and 12th. centuries A.D., and the anthology-names were known to
the commentator on Iraiyanar Akapporul. These together with the
names of the three parts of Akam., the colophons to all the
anthology poems and the Patirru. patikams are presumably
associated with written rather than orally transmitted material.
It may be said therefore that the anthology poems were committed
to writing by the time of the commentator on IA, which may have
4
been the 8th. century A.D. Whether these poems survive in their
original form is open to doubt. Many errors have probably crept

1. Bowra: HP, p.^84. 2. e.g. in Puram. 56 & 58. In 56, the PSn^iy;
is compared to 3iva, Balarama, Vi§nu and Murukan; v.s. Chap.IV,
pp. 165-6. In 58, the Ceral and Pa^iya are likened to Balarama &
Vi§q u ; v.s. Chap.IV,p.113. 3. Cf. Puram. 372; v.s. Chap.IV,p.159,
4. v.s. Chap.I,pp.5,6.
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in in the course of transcription from one MS to another down
the centuries. The distinction made between the poems of Akam.,
Kurun., Ner, and Puram. is purely arbitrary and is based on
length of poem and on subject.
It is the poem colophons that supply most of the
evidence of authorship. As Bowra has shown,^ heroic poets are
not especially concerned with their own identity and it is left
to others who write the poems down to state their authorship.
It is quite possible that this has been done erroneously in
many cases in the Et^uttokai as, for example, in that of the
kuririci poems, many of which are ascribed to Kapilar.
2

As in other heroic literatures, the poems of Puram.
and Patirru. are but little concerned with outside events or
with dates, and it is only in the Patirru. patikams that any
’ 3
sort of internal chronology is suggested.
These poems are unique in the history of Indian
poetics. The seven akattinai and purattinai have no parallel in
Sanskrit poetics or in other literatures in the sub-continent,
and there is no evidence that the poets of the Tamil anthologies
borrowed consciously or otherwise from Sanskrit poetics. These
have been introduced, it is true, into the Pdrulatikaram of
Tftlkappiyam, and accordingly commentators on this have attempted
to treat the anthology poems according to the theory of rasa
and bh§va. The treatment of love in its aspects and the
1. HP, pp.404 & seqq. 2. Of. Bowra: HP,p.409. 3. This may be
compared with the dating of the siege of Troy, of which Bowra,
op. cit.,p.27 s8ys: "Homer gives no indication of date for the
Siege of Troy, and such dates as we have are the production of
Greek chronographers who lived centuries after him.M
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allusions thereto, and of the different stages of war, together
with the freshness and vividness of these poems, make them an
outstanding product of Indian literary art.
h) General.
It has been demonstrated that neither in Puram. nor in
Patirru. is there any mention of a literary academy or Oahkam
such as that to which the poets of the anthologies are said by
the commentator on IA to have belonged. There is no mention of
the cafikam in the other anthologies either, and the whole story
may well be regarded as legendary. What may indeed be said is
that, at the various courts to which poets were attached, their
compositions were open to approval or disapproval. There were
probably contests between poets also. But it cannot be asserted
that there was an overriding literary authority with its seat
at Maturai under Parjtiya patronage.
A degree of what may be termed Indo-Aryan penetration
into Tamil society is clearly manifested by the numerous
references in the anthologies to puranic gods and stories and
to brahmanical customs. Moreover, poets such as Kapilar speak of
themselves as brahmans. Doubtless that cultural synthesis of
which much has been said by S.K.Chatterjee1 was already far
advanced in the Tamil area of S.India. It may also be said that
this 1Aryanization1 was as much the work of Hindus as of Jainas
or Buddhists, for there is but a small amount of evidence of the
beliefs of the latter in the eight anthologies.

o

There are no

1. e.g. XVII A-I.Oriental Congress, Allahabad, 1955, Presidential
Address. 2. Puram.192 may be noted in this connexion; v.s.,
Chap.V, p.270.
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references to them hy name in these poems* It is impossible,
therefore, to agree with Pillai when he says that^
"Hindu Aryans, in any force, were the last to come" (to
South India) "and with their arrival was opened quite a new
channel of activity, Religion, into which the whoke of Dravidian
life and thought have flowed since, the pioneer in this work
being the great Saivite preacher and propagandist, TirunSnasambandar of the seventh century A.D.,f
It is true that the poems of the anthologies are, with
the exception of some Paripa^al poems, secular, but, as has
been observed, Hindu beliefs and customs were perfectly
familiar to the anthology poets* It seems most likely that
Hindu believers were in the Tamil area as early as Jainas and
Buddhists, and some other cause for the increased preoccupation
with religion from the time of Tevaram must be sought* There is
not a great deal of evidence in the anthologies of what might
be termed a purely Tamil religion, though it may be surmised
that many of the elements of the Murukan cult were in fact
indigenous to that area. But these seem already to have coalesced
with the puranic elements of the cult of Skanda.
This Indo-Aryan penetration is further confirmed by the
p
occurrence in the anthology poems of a number of loanwords.
These are not only technical terms, but also a large number of
words of quite ordinary application.
Prom the silence of the anthology poems about the
Pallavas, even in poems about the area called Tontaiman^alam, it
1* GET p.10; see p.9 also.
Patirru., v.i. pp.499-511.

2. For List of these in Puram. and
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1 may reasonably be assumed that these poems were composed before
u Pallava times when much of the religious literature in Tamil

was written. The silence about the Pallavas may further be notec
in connexion with the lack of evidence in the anthologies of
trade with S.E. Asia. On the other hand, Yavanas are mentioned
in a number of poems. Classical sources name several places
that can be identified in the anthology poems. There is no
reason to contest the view that these poems were composed at a
time when trade between S.India and the Middle East and, by
implication, with imperial Rome, was still flourishing before
the Empire1s decline and the rise of Islam.
More exact dating of the poems of Et^uttokai cannot
reasonably be attempted in the absence of reliable historical
material. It was seen that the synchronism between Cenku^uvan
and Gajabahu rests on secondary evidence in Tamil sources, the
patikam to decade V of Patirru. and the orose Uraineruka^urai
appended to the patikam to CilappatikSram by an unknown early
\
i
editor. The conclusions of writers who have made much use of
this synchronism must, accordingly, be treated with reserve.
Alone among the anthologies, parts of Pari, show close
affinity to Tamil devotional poetry such as TevSrara, and it is
I possible that Pari, was a work of the same period as TevSram or
a little earlier.
As for the events described in the poems themselves, it
is hard to accept as final the scheme of ten generations put
forward by Pillai, with its arbitrary allocation of 25 years*
1. Such as V.R.R.Dikshitar: Cil.,Intro., p.14.
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reign to each Cola king mentioned* Many of his synchronisms rest
on data supplied in colophons or in Patirru, patikams, which
must he regarded as secondary evidence, as they may well have
"been of later composition* Similarly, Pillaifs dating of the
generations envisaged by him as occupying the period from 50 B.C
to 200 A.D. cannot be sustained with certainty* Some date
between 200 A#D. and 400 A.D. is possible as the lower limit
both for the composition of these anthology poems and for the
events they mention, but this suggestion must at present be
but surmise*
The situation in the Tamil area during the period when
these poems were composed seems fairly clear. In addition to
the kingdoms ruled by the three kings, Ceral, Cola and Pantiya,
there were the principalities of a number of petty chiefs* Many
of these were little more than owners of a few score acres of
land* A number of chiefs seem to have ruled over hill-tops,
where they held out against the forces of the kingdoms in the
plains centred on Varfci, Urantai and Kutal. In some instances,
these hill-fortresses seem to have passed under the sway of one
or other of the three kings during the period of composition of
the anthologies* Such changes may well have been only temporary.
No complete domination by any one of these kings is
suggested by these accounts, and the Tamil courts were ruled by
kings and many chieftains endlessly quarrelling among themselves
and forming alliances, now with one, now with another. No doubt
the people themselves were no more implicated in these petty
1. CET p*166.

~
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struggles than in the rise of the more powerful Pallavas or
Colas in later history.
Underlying these differences, there is a sense of the
unity of the Tamil people that occasionally finds expression
when, perhaps, the hards have momentarily felt themselves free
from allegiance to one chief or another. Piramanar says:1
"The days are numbered of those who rule without the
thought that this land, though ruled by three kings, is one. 11

1. Puram.357,11.2-4. For full translation, v. s. Chap.II,p. 56
Cp. Puram.192, for translation of which, v.s. Chap.V, p.270.
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A P P E N D I C E S
In the three Appendices that follow, all textual references to
the Eight Anthologies are made in the following order:
Purananuru, Patirruppattu, Akananuru, Kuruntokai, Narrinai,
Ainkurunuru, Kalittokai and Paripa^al.
For reasons of space, the titles to the first five listed above
are further abbreviated; a verse-number only indicates a verse
in Puram*, while single letters denote the other four:
Puram.
Patirru*

P

Akam*

A

Kurun.

K

Nar.

N .

Abbreviations for the other three anthologies are the same as
used hitherto, viz., Ainkuru., Kali, and Pari.
References to Patirru. patikams will immediately follow those
to anthologies proper, and will be indicated thus: P.II, P.Ill,
dc*, indicating Patirru*. pat.II, pat.Ill &c.
Where necessary as, for example, in Appendix I, references to
Tolkappiyam, Pdrulatikaram, and to Purapporul VenpamSlai or
other texts will occur after those to Et^uttokai and Patirru.
patikams. The same abbreviations as used hitherto are used.
In accordance with the convention adopted in the foregoing,
Tdl.1s Turai are given between quotation marks, e.g.:
"Iyanku pa^aiy aravam."
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APPENDIX I
LIST OP TURAI IN PURANANURU AND PATIRRUPPATTU
Turai name

Meaning: Purpose, References to Puram,
& Patirru, (Verse-nos. underlined refe:
to those transl, in Chapters II, IV, V,
References to Tol,, PPVM &c. Remarks,

Aracavakai

Eulogy of the king: extolling the
impartiality of a king or chief.
17,19-23,25,26,31,33,37,42-44,51-54,61,
66, 76-79,81,82,93, 94, 98-100,104,125,16r,
174.
PPVM v.157.

Anantappaiyul

Iyanm5li

Iyanmolivalttu

Distress at Death: Wife’s lament at hei
■bereavement.
228,229,246,247,280.
cf. Tol.Purat. 79. PPVM v.266.
Tol.Purat.79 comm, says anantam=death.
Telling of Qualities: Glorifying hero
and his ancestors.
8-10,12,14,15,30,32,34,38,39,50,67,92,
96,97,102,106,107.108,122-124,129-132,
134.
Tol. Purat.90. PPVM vv.194,195.
PPVM does not differentiate between
this and
Praise of Qualities* Glorifying hero
and his ancestors.
28,29,157,142.149-151.153.156.157.171-3
175-177,212,215,216,376,378,380,381,
388-390,400. P: 18,20,24,43,48.
Tol. Purat. 90. PPVM w. 194,195.

U^anilai

Being Together: Singing in praise of
two companions.
58.

Un^a^tu

Feasting and Dancing: merrymaking of
the victorious.
257,258,262.269,297.
Tol.Purat.58. PPVM v.15.

Uvaka ikka1u1cci

Weeping with Joy: wife’s tears of joy
at seeing her husband wounded in battle
277,278,295.
PPVM v.151.
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TJliilaiyaravam

v

Erumaimaram

Noise of Siege: Siege of fort by
soldiers wearing uliiiai flowers*
P77*
t 51.Purat.65.
PPVM v.95.
Element -aravam not in Tol. or PPVM.
Buffalo’s Valour: Hero takes a bold
stand in battle.
80,274,275.
Tol.Purat.72, Nacc. PPVM v.139.
Nacc. cites 274 as ex. of Turapaitturai
"Pa^aiyaruttu ppali kollum eraattanum";
v.s. Chap.II,p.49.

Erkka!{avuruvakam

The Threshing-Floor: Battlefield
likened to a threshing-floor.
368-371, jointly with Marakkalavali, q.\
cf. Tol. Purat. 76. PPVM v.159.'

ErSi}mullai

High Valour: Eulogizing the martial
valour of a warrior-family.
86,296.
PPVM V . 176.

Olva^amalai

Whistle of the Bright Blade: The sound
of the sword being brandished by
warriors wearing anklets.
P56.
cf.Tol.Purat.72. PPVM v.147.
Civakacintamani 783.

Ka^ainilai

At the 0-ateway/Conclusion: Travel-weary
bard rests & announces arrival.
127,382-384,391-396,398.
Tol.Purat. 90.

Kalavali

Victory: The bard praises spoil of king
victorious in battle.
P36.
PPVM v.207 (KalavalivSlttu).

Ka^irrutanilai

Presence of the Elephant: Warrior is
slain by the elephant he had pierced.
307.
cf.Tol.Purat.72.
PPVM v.146.

KsrfccivSlttu

Praise of a Spectacle:
P: 41,54,61,64,82,90.
None^of these P vv. are quoted by Nacc.
on Tol.Purat. Katcivdlttu is only listed
by Tol.Purat.60 in connexion with seeing
a hero-stone, not a patron.

Kavamnullai

Victory of Rule: praising king’s ruje.
P89.
cf. Tol. Purat. 76. PPVM w.178,9.
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Kutinilai uraittal

Extolling the Family: Extolling fame oJ
a warrior’s family.
290.
PPVM v. 35.

Ku^ aimanka1am

Eulogy of the Parasol: Praise of the
parasol of a victorious king.
60.
cf.T5l.Purat.91. PPVM v.222.
Tol.’s is "Kutai nilal marapu.”

Kutiraimaram

The Horse’s Valour: Celebrating prowess
of war-horse.
273.299.302-304.
cf.Tol.Purat.72. PPVM v.133.

Kuravainilai

Dance by women in a circle: id.
P52,53.
Tol.Purat.79 (Kuravai). PPVM vv.161,
162, for varieties of Kuravai itself.

Kurunkali

Short Kali-verses: Persuading hero to
turn away from a courtezan.
143,144-147.
PPVM V . 342.

Kaiyarunilai

Description of Prostration: A hero’s
dependents are overcome at his death.
65,112-120,217-227,230-238,239-241,242245,260,261. (Tinai: Potuviyal).
Tol.Purat.79 (he gives it as Karicitture
PPVM vv.31 (under Karantai),267,268
(under Potuviyal).

Korraval^ai

Song of Victory: Eulogy of king’s
valour, Tol.Purat. 89; tribute paid by
defeated king, Ilam.on Tol.Purat.63.
4,7,41.
Tol.Purat.63 & 89. PPVM,v.43.

Calpumullai

Victory of the Excellent: Serenity of
those who are noble-minded.
285.
PPVM,v. 185.

CSnturaippatanpa-^u

Song in praise of Hero’s Fame: In prais
of hero’s fame, power & magnificence.
P : 11-13,14,15-17,21,27,31,32,37,38,42,
44-46,55,58,59,62,63,66,68,70-76,79,85,
86,88. T5l.Purat.80. PPVM v.189.
Conn.w. PS^fin. But Nacc. quotes P15 as
ex. of Tol.’s Vaiicitturai "A^utt ’urnt *
a^1;.a Kftrrattanum”: v. s. Chap. 11, pp. 45-6
He^quotes P71 as ex. Tol. ’s Vaiicitturai
"Venror vilakkam" & P13,P74 as ex. Tol.’
(Vakai) "Aivakai marapin aracar pakkam”
for P13, v. s. Chap.II,pp.52-54.
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Cerumalaital

Garlanding in Battle: id.
259.
cf.TSl.Purat.60. cf. PPVM v. 2

CSruvitaivIltel

Fallen in Battle: Celebrating heroic
death of defending warriors.
271.272.
PPVM v.89.

Ceviyarivuruu

Whispered Counsel: Instruction to king
in the path of virtue.
2,3,5,6,35,40,55,184.
Tol.Purat. 90. PPVM v.221.

Tapatanilai

Theme of Austerity: Describes the vows
of austerity of a widow.
248-250.
Tfil.Purat.79. PPVM v.257.

TapatavSkai

Eulogy of Austerity: Describes an
ascetic’s holy life.
251,252.
PPVM v.168.

Tanainilai

Praise of the Army: Heroic stand of th<
army in battle, Tol.Purat,72; the
heroism of a king rushing into battle,
PPVM v.148.
276.
Tol.Purat. 72. PPVM v.148.

Tanaimaram

Valour of the Army: Mediation of
warriors, their compassion for their
foes & the king’s heroism.
87,88-90,294,300,301.
PPVM vv.129-131.

Tunaivarici

Succour after an Onslaught: A warrior
is reconciled with his stricken foe.
36,45-47,57,213.
Nacc. says that 36 exemplifies Uliilaitturai ’’U^liyatu mutikkum ventanatu
cirappu, ” v.s. Chap.*II,p.48*

Tumpaiyaravam

Bustle of War: Distribution of honours
to troops by king after battle.
P34 & 83.
PPVM v.128.

T6kainilai

Honouring those assembled: A victorious
king brings army together to honour it.
62,63.
Tol. Purat.68.

T6^§kkailci

Theme of Not Touching: A wife fears to
touch her dead husband because of the
demonesses*
281. T5l.Purat. 79. PPVM v.79.
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Na^uvalttu

Praise of the Country: Wishing
prosperity on land of generous hero.
P28. PPVM v.205.

Niqmoli

Vow for a Period: Description of vow
taken by a warrior.
287.

Nulila^u

Killing in carnage: A warrior plucks
the spear from his own body and attacks
the foe.
309.310.
cf. Tol.Purat. 72. PPVM v.142.

Ne^umoli

Praise, Vow: Vow, acc.Tol.Purat.60.
298. Tol.Purat. 60. PPVM v. 32.

Paricil

Largesse: id.
163. cf.Tol.Purat.91. cf.PPVM v.214.
See also, Paricirrurai and
Liberality: A king bestowing gifts on
his panegyrists.
140,152,162,165,397,399.
PPVM v.214.

Paricilvi^ai

Paricirkal^Snilai

Paricirrurai

Inquiry about Largesse: Soliciting
bounty from a king who delays favour.
11,101,136,139,159,160,164,169,196-199,
209-211,266.
Tol.Purat. 91. cp. PPVM v.213 (Paricinilai)
Theme about Presents: Bards representing
their needs to a patron.
126,135,148,154,161,168,200,201-8,379.
cf. Tol.Purat.91. PPVM v.193.

Pari cirruraippgt anpa^-fru Praise of hero to obtain gifts: id.
P19,P65. cf.Tol.Purat. 80 & 91.
PPVM v.193.
Paliccuta1

Extolling: id.
83-85.

Paqa rruppa-^ai

Directing a minstrel: Directing a
fellow-minstrel to one’s munificent
patron,
68-70,138,141,155. P67.
Tol.Purat.91. PPVM v.216.

Panpa-^u

Bardic song: Sung in praise of fallen
warriors.
283-284,311.
PPVM v.137.
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Parppanavakai

Eulogy of the Brahman: describing the
greatness a brahman achieved through
penance.
166.505. cf.TSl.Purat.75. PPVM v.163.
Oil.XXIII,72.

Pulavararruppa%ai

Directing a Poet: Directing a fellowpoet to one’s munificent patron.
48,49.
Tol.Purat.91. PPVM v. 230.

Pukko^karici

Accepting the Flowers: Accepting ve^ci
and other flowers before battle.
293. PPVM v. 70.
Same as Pukkonilai : 289,1.9; 341,1.9.

Puvainilai

Praise of the ’Bilberry’: Praise of the
’bilberry’ as being of Vi§nu’s colour.
56.59.374. (PS-fcantinai). PPVM v.192.
56 is cited by Nacc. as ex. of Tol.’s
Ve^citturai "Mayon raeya...puvainilai ”,
v.s. Chap. II,p. 56, Chap. IV, p. 165.

Peruftkartci

The great K§rici-theme: Wise teaching
as to life’s transitoriness, Tol. 79comrn<
194,359,360,362-364,365,366.
T5l.Purat.79. PPVM v.66, which gives
purpose as Exhibition of warriors’
prowess in battle.

P§ruilcorruni 1ai

The Great Feast: The king gives a great
feast to soldiers before battle.
292. P30.
T3l.Purat.63. PPVM v.38.

Potumolikkaiici

General Counsel: id.
75.

PSrui^molikkarici

Instruction by Truthful Sayings: Tells
of principles of conduct leading to
happiness.
24,121,182.183.185-192.193,195, 214.
PPVM v.271.

Maka^parkarlci

Theme about the Daughter: Refusal of a
person of ancient lineage to bestow his
daughter on a king.
336,337-356.
Tol.Purat.79 & comm. PPVM v.84.

Makaij. maruttal

Refusing one’s Daughter: Refusal of a
chief to give daughter to hostile foe.
109-111.
Nacc. cites 109 as ex. of Tol.’s Uliriaitturai ’’Akatton celvam", v.s. p.48.
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Malapulavaiici

Advance to Malavar Country: Describes
destruction of hostile country.
16. PPVM v.50.

Marakka ^ava1i

Pathway through Battle: King described
as ploughing through battlefield.
368-371, jointly w Erkkalavuruvakam, q.\
cf. Tol.Purat.76. PPVM v.159.

Marakka^avelvi

Battle Sacrifice: A warrior killing
his enemies.
373.

MarakkSrici

Strength in Defeat: Warrior tearing
open his wounds and dying.
357. Tol.Purat.79 & comm. PPVM v.74.

Manaiyaram Turavaram

Domestic & Ascetic Dharma: id.
358.

Mutupalai

Utter Desolation: Lonely woman bewails
loss of husband in the desert.
253-256. Tol.Purat.79. PPVM v.254.

MutumSlikkarici

Instruction by Proverb: Wise men
instructing in aram, porul, inpam.
18,27,74.
PPVM v.269.

Mullai

Victory (Puram): id.
?289 (...mullai, UVS edn.).
PPVM v.275.

P81.

Mutinmullai

Victory in Ancient Families: Valour
among women of warrior-tribes.
279,288,306,308,312,326-335.
PPVM v.175.

Varfci11ura ippa^ anpal^$u

Praise of Advancing heroes: The king
decides to advance & oraise of him.
P: 22,23,25f26,29,33,50,51,69,80.
Tol. Purat. 62 (Vailci). PPVM v. 36 (V&iici)
P23 cited by Nacc. as ex. Tol.’s Pa^anti$ai tfSS i, p.252-3.
P#3 cited by Nacc. as ex. Tol.’s Varicitturai "Iyankupataiyaravam", v.s.
Chap.II, p.47.

Vaiicinakkarici

Declaration on Oath: King decides he
should be cursed if not vic.toriousf
71-75.
Tol.Purat. 79. PPVM v.69.
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Vallanmullai

Theme of Manly Valour: Exciting manly
virtues by praise of his family*
170.178-181 *313-515 *316-325*
PPVM v*177*

Vakai

Eulogy ofi conqueror (Tinai): id*
P39,P84. T5l.Purat.74 (Vakai).
PPVM v.155 (VSkai).

V a k a ittu r a ip p S ^ a ijp S ^ u

Eulogy of Hero: Conqueror wears vSkai
flowers & rejoices over foes.
P55. Tol.Purat.74 (Vakai). PPVM v.155.

Vaijmankalam

Eulogy of the Sword: Ceremonial washing
of victorious king’s sword.
95. Tol.Purat. 91. PPVM v.223.

Valtt1iyal

Of the Nature of Praise: Describes
praise bestowed on patron by bard.
15,91,158,575,577,585-587.

Valttu

Praise: id.
128.

Viraliyarruppa^ai

Directing a Danseuse: Directing to one*
munificent patron a danseuse.
64,105,105}.l55. P: 40,49,57,60,78,87.
TSl.Purat.91. PPVM v.319.

Vettiyal

Kingly Nature: Warriors expatiating on
nature of heroic kings.
286,291. PPVM v. 54.
PPVM v.54 cited by Ilam. on Tol.Purat.
cu.5: same as Vettiyanmalipu.
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APPENDIX I I

LIST OF POETS WHOSE WORK APPEARS IN
FURANANURU
AND PATIRRUPPATTU
■irfam ■ ■
,■ ■—.^it m —
■
In addition to the poems with which these poets are credited in
the Puram. colophons and Patirru. patikaras, this Appendix
includes poems in the akam anthologies with which these poets
are credited in the colophons.
Abbreviations & Symbols:
k. kilan (Lord of).

m. makan(Sr)(son of).

v. r. variant.

()*> ()+> ()’• Elements of names in brackets appear in colophons
to particular verses as indicated.
Unless otherwise indicated, references are to the UVS edn. of
Puram. , Kurun. , Aifikuru. and Pari., and to the TSS edn. of
Patirru.. Akam*, Nar. and Kali.
S. Canka Ilakkiyam, Samajsm Edn.
A^aine^unkalliyar
v. r. An^arna^unkallinar TSS
A^ainel^unkalviyar S

f. fragmentary poem.
283f,344f,345

Ai^ar m. Kuruvalutiyar
346f.A150,A228. K345
prob. son of Antarna^unkallinar
TSS ed., ii,p,292 note.
Aricil Kilar

146, 230, 281, 285f,300, 3C4,
342.P decade VIII. K193.

Allur Nanmullaiyar
(340 anon. UVS,S)

306f,340f(TSS).A46.K32,
K:67,68,93,96,140,157,
K :202,237.

Alankuti Vankanar

319. A106.K8,K45. N230,
N330,N400.

Alattur Kiljir

34,36,69,225,324. KL12,
K350.

Aliyar

298

v.r. Aviyar TSS

Ava^uturai MacattanSr

227.

490
Avur Kilar

322.

Avur Mulankilar

38,40,166,177,178,196,
261,301.A24,A156,A341.

Itaikka^anar

42. A:139,194,274,284,
304,374. K251. N142,N316.

Itaikkunrur Kilar

76,77,78,79.

"Irumpi^ar Ttalaiyar” (phrase-name)

3.

UloceanSr

258,274,377.A :20,100,
A :190,200,210,300,330,
400. K:175,177,205,248.
N11,N38,N63,N:64,74,131,
N :149,191,203,223,249,
N:254, 278,287,311,331,
N:354,363,372,398.

All his akam poems are on
Neytal, acc, the colophons*

Uraiyur Ilamponvanikanar

264.

Uraiyur Enicceri Mu^amociyar

13,128-135,241,374, 375.

Uraiyur Maruttuvan Tamotaranar

60,170,321f.A133,A257.

Uraiyur Mutuka$nan Cattanar

27-30,325. K133.

Uraiyur Mutukuttanar

331. A137,A329.K:221,353
K:371,390.N28,N58.

Unpoti Pacunku^aiyar

10,203,370,378.

(Erukkat^ur)* Ttayankannan(ar)+

3 5 6 (s )*3 9 7 *+ .A :1 0 5 + ,1 3 2 +
A :1 4 9 * + ,2 1 3 + ,237+,319*+,
A357*+. K319,N219+.

For 356, see KataiyankannanSr.
Erumaiveliyangr

273,303.A73.

Aiyati Cciruven*£eraiyar

363.

Aiyur Mu^avanar
For 51, v*r* Aiyur k. , UVS

51,228,314,399. A216.K123
K206,K322.K206,N334.

Aiyur Mulankilar

21

.

w

Okkur Macattanar

248.A14.

•0

Okkur Macattiyar

279.A324,A384.K:126,139,
K:186,220,275.

Oruciraipperiyan(ar)*

137*. K272.N121*.
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Oruuttanar

275.

Ollaiyur tanta Putappantiyan

71. A25.

Orampokiyar

284. A286,A316.K:10,70,122
K:127, 384.Ainkuru. 1-100.

*
0rerulava(nd)r
193 v. r. OnnSrulavar (UVS)
K131, see also Nakklra(n§jr.
Auvaiyar
Auvai: see Cirupan. 1.101.

193.K131*(UVS).

87-104,140,187,206,231,
232,235,269,286,290,295,
311,315,367,390,392.

Katalul mayntev Ilamperuvaluti

182. Pari.15 (on Tirumal).

Kat aiyankannana r
T&yankannanar, S, q.v.

356(UVS,TS3).

Kaniyan Punkunran(ar)*

192.N226*.

Kannakanar

218.N79.

Kapilar

8,14,105-110,111,113-124,
143,200-202,236,337f,347f,
P decade VII.
A:2,12,18,42,82,118,128,
A:158,182,203,218,238,248,
A:278,292,318,332,382.
K: 13,18, 25,38,42,87, 95,100,
K:106,115,121,142,153,187,
K:198,208,225,241,246,249,
K:259,264,288,291,312,335,
K:357,361,385.N:l,13,32,
N:59,65,77,217,222,225,253i
N:267,291,309,320,336,353,
N:359,368,373,376.
Ainkuru. 201-300 (kuriiici).
Kali. KuriiiciJekali.
Pattu. KuriilcippS^u.

"Pulan alukk1array antanalan’1
126,1.11 (comm.)
"Poyya ndvir Kapilan11 174,1.1(1
"Yane..•antan£lan,f 200,1.13.
"Anta^an pulavan kon^u
vantanane. ,f 201,1.5.
’’Vikanku pukal Kapilan11
229,1.12.
"Nallicai Kkapilan" P85,1.13.
All his akam poems are on
kuriiici, acc. the colophons,
save A203(palai),K246(neytal)
N:59,267,320.
Kayamanar
All his akam poems are on
palai, acc. the colophons,
save K9 (neytal).

254, 361 (TSS)•A:7,17,145,
A:189,195,219,221,259.275,
A :321, 383, 397. K :9, 356, 378,
K396.N:12,198,279,293,305,
N324.

Kalla^anar

23,25,371,385,391. A19,83,
A :113,171,199,209,333.
K260,K269.

Karunku1a1atanar

7,224.
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*
(Karuvur) Kkatappillai(yar)+

380f*. K:64*, 265*, 380*.
N135+.

Karuvur Kka(n)*tappillai Ccattanfir

168*.A309*.N343.

Karuvur Pperuilcatukkattu Pputanatanar

219.

"KalattalaiySrn (phrase-name)
62,65,270,288f,289,368.
"Pukalnta ceyyut Kalaattalaiyai11
202,i. 12.
"Kalaattalaiyar11 345,1.17.
"Kalaitinyanaiyar11 (phrase-name, caret)204.
Kallil 5ttireyan(ar)*
KSkkaipa^iniyarNaccellaiyar

175*,389*.K293.
278.P decade VI.K210.

KSppiyarru Kkappiyandr

P decade IV.

Karikilar

6.

Kava-^anSr

359. A378.

fKavarpen-ku! (=Cevilitt§y UVS p.165 fn)86.
(Kavirippumpat^inattu)* Kkarikkaijnanar

Ku^apulaviyanar
(Ku^avayir)* Klrattanar

57*,58*,169*,171*,353f*.
A :107*,123*,285*. K297*.
N237.
18,19.

242*.A:44*,60*,79*,119*,
A: 129*, 287*, 305*, 345*, 366s*
A385*. K:79*, 281*, 369*. N275*
N :42,212*,379*.

Ku^uvan KIranar

240.

Kun^ukatpaliyatanjjar)*

387. N220*.

Kuma^ur Kkannandr

p decade II.

Ku^ampantayanar

v.r. KulampatayanSr
253.
UVS & S
v. r. Kulampdtayanar u p.375fn.

Kuramakal Ilavdyini
=Kuraraakal Kuriyeyini*, ait
TSS ed. N,p.38.

157.N357*.

Kurunkoliyur Kilar

17,20,22.
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Kunrur k. ra. (Kannattanar)*

338.N332*.

,,Kukaikkoliyar,f (phrase-name)

364.

Ku^alur Kilar

229. K166,K167,K214.

Ko^ampalattu ttuiiciya Ceraman
see: Ceraman Kot^ampalattu
ttuiiciya Makkotai.

A168.

Ko^aipa^iya Perumputanar

259.

...Kotamanar (=Palaikkautamanar S g.v. )366f.
KoppSruiicolan

214,215,216.

Kovur Kilar

31-33,41,44,45,46,47,68,
70,308,373,382,386,400.
K65.N393.

Kona^u Ericcalur Ma^alan Maturai
Kkumaranar

54,61,167,180,197,394.

Cankavarunar ennum Nakariyar

360.

CSttantaiyar

80,81,82,287.

Ciruven^eraiyar

362f.

Ceraman Kanaikkal Irumporai

74.

Ceraman Ko^ampalattu ttuiiciya
Makkotai
245.(A168*).
=Ko^ampalattu ttuiiciya
Ceraman* ait Aiyar: CK p.54.
Co$a^u Mukaiyalur Ccirukaruntumpiyar

181,265.

Colan Kulamurrattu ttuiiciya
Kil^i Valavan

173.

Colan Nalankilli

73,75.

Colan Nalluruttiran

190.

Tankal Porkollan
Ven^akanSr
326(s).A:48(s).108(s),
v.r.Tankarpu-^kollanSr
A355(3). K217(S).N313.
326(UVS)
TaiikarporkollanSr
326(TSS).A:108(TSS),355(T3S).
Tankal Mutakorranar
A48(TSS),A355(TSS)•
Tankal Mu^akollanar K217(UVS).
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Talaiyalankanattu Cceruvenra
Neturfceliyan

72.

Tamarpalkannanar

43.

Tayankanniyar

250.

Tiruttamanar

398f.

Tumpicokinan(ar)*
249. K61*, K392*.
249+.K61,K:315, 316, 320,
or, Turapicerklran(5r)+
v. r. Tumpicertlran K320.
K392+.N277+.
Tumpimociklran "
Maturai VelStattan K315 (UVS).
Turaiyur O^aikiJSr

136.

TfrJittalai Vilattan^inar

243.

(TSntaiman)* Ilantiraiyan(ar)+

185*.N :94+,99+,106*.

Nakkanijaiyar

QOf84,85.

NakkIra(na)*r
A:57,120*,126,141,205,227
see: Maturai Nakklrar,
A:249*,253,290,310*,340,
Maturai Xkanakkayandr
A:346,369,389*.K:78 & *,
m. NakkIra(nS)r. K:105 & *,13l(s),161,266,
Orerulavanar, a. v. , as author K:266,280,368.N:31*,86,
of K131 favoured "by UVS.
N:197,258,340,358,367.
"Nariveruuttalaiyar” (Phrase-naine,
caret)
Nalliraiyanar

5,195. K5,K236.

Ne^uftkaluttupparanar
N^unkulattupparanar TSS.

291(UVS).

NS'fcumpalliyattanar

64.

Ne^imaiyar

9,12,15.

Nocci Niyaraankilar

293.A52.N:17,208,209.

Pakkutukkai Nankaniyar

194.

Paranar

393.

4,63,141,142,144,145,336,
341f,343f,348f,352f,354,
"Paranan pa^inan
. __ markon..
_ "
369.P decade V.A:6,62,76,
99,1.12. lAuvaiyeir). 112,122,125,135,142,148,
A:152,162,178,181,186,196,
A:198,208,212,222,226,236,
A :246,258,262,266,276,322,
A :326,356,367,372,376,386,
A396.
(cont.)
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(Paranar, cont.)

K:19,24,36,60,73,89,120,
K: 128,165,199,258,292,29t
K: 328,393,399.N:6,100,20]
N :247,260,265,270,280,30(
N :310,350,356.

P

16.

arankannanar

(Pan^iyan)* Arivu^ai Nampi

188%A28*.K230.N15.

Pan^iyan Ariyappai;ai ka^anta
Ne^uriceliyan

183.

(pan^iyan Kanappereyil tanta)*
Ukkirapperuvaluti

A26*.H98.

Pari Makatir

112.

Palai Kkautaraanar
see: ...KotaraanSr

366(3). P decade III.

Palaip§1jiya Perunka^unko

282.A:5,99,lll,155,185,22
A:261,267,291,313,337,379
Kali.Palaikkali.
K:16,37,124,135,137,209,
K:231,262,283,398.N :9,48,
N :118,202,224,256,318,337
N: 384,391.

&

"Picirantaiy&r" (phrase-name: 67,1.12) 67,184,191,212.A308.N91.
’’Piciron... 11 215,1.7.
Piramanar

357f.

Pullarrur Eyirriy(an)*5r

213 or *.

(Purattinai)* Nannakanar

176*, 376*,379*,381,384*.

Punkanutt ira iya r

277. K48,K171.

PutapSn-Jiyan Revi p£ruhkoppentu

246.

Perufikunrur Kilar

147,210,211,266,318.
P decade IX. A8.K238.N5,
N :112,119,347.

Peruntalaiccattan§r,
(Svur (Mulan)* k. m.)+

151,164,165,205,209,284.
A13,A224+ or *+.N262.

PerurfcittiranSr

158-161,162,163,207,208,
237,238.

Peymakal Ilaveyini

11

.
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Pe rumpat umana r

199.K7.N2,N109.

PerSyil Muruvalar

239. K17.

Pottiyar

217,220-223.
"Potti..." 212,1.9.

poykaiyar

48,49.N18.

pSruntil Ilankiranar

53. A19,A351.

Ponmui^iyar

299,310,312.

Maturai KkanakkayanSr

330.A :27,538,342.N23.

(Maturai^)* Ka^akkSyanar m.Nakkira(na)r 56*+, 189*.A93+.K143.
+
Pattu.:Tirumuruku*+,Ne$u*.
Maturai Kkal^ir Kataiyattan VennakanSr 516.A170.
fMaturaikkaiicippulavar1
'Kailcippu1avanar *
see: MSnku^i Kilar,
Manku-ji Marutan (ay)'.
(Maturaikkulavanikan)*
Cittslaiccattanar

A89. K173.
N123.

59*.A :53,134,229*,306*,
A320*.K154.N:36,127, 339.

Maturaittamil Kkuttanar
*
Maturai Nakkira(na)r

395. A36, A78*.

Maturai Ppa^aimankamanniySr

351.

Maturaipputani^anSkanar

276.

(Maturaip)* Peralavayar

24-7*, 262*. A87*,A296*.N51,
N361*.

(Maturai)* Marutan Ilanakanar
v. r. Maturai Marutankan^anar A358.
Maturaipperumankan
IlanSkanSr N194.

334f.

5 2 , 5 5 * , 1 3 8 , 1 3 9 , 34-9*. A 3 4 * ,
A :5 9 *,7 7 ,9 0 *,1 0 4 *,1 2 1 *,
A :1 3 1 * ,1 8 4 * ,1 9 3 * ,2 0 6 * , 220*
A :2 4 5 *,2 5 5 *,2 6 9 *,2 8 5 ? ,2 9 7 *
A : 3 1 2 *,3 4 3 *,3 5 8 *,3 6 3 *,3 6 8 *
A : 3 8 0 *,3 8 7 *. K :7 7 *,1 6 0 * ,
K 2 7 9 *,K 3 6 7 *.
Kali.Marutakkali. N : 2 1 , 3 9 ,
N : 1 0 3 , 194-*, 2 1 6 * , 3 8 3 * , 2 9 0 * ,
N : 3 0 2 * , 3 2 6 * , 3 4 1 * , 3 6 2 * , 392*,
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Maturai (y Alakkar N5l(al)*5r m. )+
(y Am)’ Malian(ar) " 388f+".A:33+",14-4*+",
A :174-+ ",244", 214+ 1",
v.r. A353*+f"
A:S44+" or + ,f,,353*+",
K188+,K215+" or *+".
N:82f",297+", 321+".
Maturaiy Aruvaivanikan Ilave^tanar

329.A :56,124,250,254,272,
A302. K185. IT:33,157, 221,
N344.

Maturaiy Ilankanni KocikanAr

309.

v.r. Maturaiy Ilankanni
Kkaucikanar S.
Maturaiy 01aikka*kaikka$nanipukunt5r
Oyattan&r
350.
v.r. Maturai Melaikkatai
Kannampukuttarayattanar TSS.
Maturai Velacan

305.

Mankuti Kilar
#
24,26,313, 335f,372,396.
see: Mankuti Marutan(ar),
K302.N120.
’Maturaikkaricippulavar. 1
Manku^ imarut an (ar)*
K164. Pattu. Maturaikkailci*.
see: Mankuti Kilar,
1Maturaikkaiicippulavar. f
"Mankuti Marutan ralaivanaka"
72,1.14 (N^uriceliyan).
Mfrippittiyar
v.r. Marpittiyar UVS,S

251(TSS),252(TSS).

M a rkk an^ ey ana r

365.

Marokkattu Nappacalaiyar

37,39,126,174,226,
N304.

Murailciyur Mu^inakanar

2.

Moci Kiranar
50,154,155,156,186
"Moci patiyav Ayum... "
K59.K84.N342.
158,1.13 (peruiicittiranar).
Moci Cattanar

272.

Vat an et unt at t anar
179.
v.r. Vat amanetunatt anar UVS p.287,fn.
Va^ amamot ariki !La r

260.A317.
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Va^amavannakkan Tamotaran
'Va-Jaman TSmotaran K85(UVS).

172.K85(as v. r. UVS).

(Va^amavannakkan)* Pericattanar
125*J.198*. A238*, 214*, 242,
v.r. Vatamavannakkan
A268*,A305*.K:81*,159*,
Peruiicattanar 125,A305. K:278,314,366.N:25,37, 67,
N:104,199,299,323,378.
Vanparanat*

148—150,152,153,255.N374.

Vanmikiyar

358.

Viricciyur Nannakanar

292.

Viriyur Nakkanar

332.

Virai Vejiyanar

320.

V ennikkuyat tiyar

66

"Vellerukk* ilaiyar,f (phrase-name,
caret)

233,234.

Ve11aikkut inakanar

35.N158,N196.

Vellaimalar
Vellaimaranar TSS.

296(UVS).

Veripa^iya Kamakkai^iyar

271,302.A22,A9S.

Vemparrur Kkumaranar

317f.A157.

.

i
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APPENDIX III
LIST OF LOAN-WORDS FROM INDO-IRANIAN IN
PURANANURU AND PATIRRUPPATTU
In this Appendix are listed those loan-words from Sanskrit or
Prakrit that occur in Puram. and Patirru. Some Tamil words
"borrowed "by Sanskrit are also included, but the list of these
latter is not exhaustive. The Indo-Iranian words in the second
column are Skt. unless otherwise stated.
Abbreviations and Symbols.
= (before 1.1, word) denotes <, e.g. ailcanam
- (

"

u

=aiijana.

,f ) indicates possible connexion,
e.g. tSnai
-sena.

= (after Tamil word) denotes Skt. borrowing from Dravidian,
e.g. akil=
agaru.
seer Ariyar. Refer to this item in the Index.
References to Texts: Since line-references are necessary in
this Appendix, and also in the Index, each verse-number is
followed by a number indicating the line, the two being separated
by a comma. All such references are separated one from another
by full-stops. E.g. 157,10.P81,15: Puram.157,1.10.PatirruJX,81,
1.15. A maximum of ten such references is given, the total of
the remaining occurrences in these two anthologies being shown
at the end by a figure preced by + in brackets, e.g. (+5): five
other occurrences.
Tamil word

Skt. or Pkt.
word
Meaning of Ta.word

akil=

agaru

References

eaglewood
337,10. (Kapilar).
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 365.
see: akil.

accu

=ak§a

axle

102,5. (Auvaiyar).

ailcanam

=arfjana

collyrium, kohl

174,5. (Nappacalaiyar

attarn

=adhvan

way, path, track

41,14.313,1.
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a n ta n a n

-anta-f

"brahman

a n t a r arm

=antara

heaven

a n ti

=sandhi

araar

=samara
war, "battle.
93,2.99,10.230,16.
see: camam.
270,11.278,4.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(l947-48)p.133.P:14,8.22,20. 29,13
P:36,3.42,9. (+18)

am arakam

=samara+

battlefield

180,3.

am arar

=araara

immortals, gods

55,3.99,1.

ami rtu

=amrta

'ambrosia'

P16,12.

a m iIta m
a m iltu

=amrta
r'

'ambrosia'
"

182,2.392,20.
10,7,51,21.125,8.
150,14.361,19.
390,17.P17,11.
P51,21.

a m a iy a m

=samaya
occasion, time
P22,34.
Burrow: BSOAS XIl(l947-48)p.133.

am panam

-ambana Pkt. a grain-measure

P66,8.P71,5.

am pi

-ambu, Ta. Lex. small boat

343,2. (Paraijar).

arakkam

=rakta

P30,27.

arakkan

=rak§as

aracan*
aracu

=rajan

a ran

=Sarana
citadel, fortress
20,16.99,14.210,14.
Burrow: BSOAS XIl(l947-8)p. 132. P:ll,10.24,4.30,31.
P :39,7.44,13.81,35.
= id*
id.
P:17,8.31,34.50,11.
P :52,6.59,10.

aranam

2,2 2 122,3.126,11.
201,7.361,4.362,8.
see: antanan. 397,20.P24,8.P64,E
anta+Ta. anavu-, cleave tol
"Antattai anavuvSr antanar, ff Nacc. on Tirumuruku.,
1.96, Pattu.,UVS edn.,p. 31.
*

392,19.P51,16.

twilight,
2,22.34,8.P35,7.
mo rning/ev ening-

blood, vermilion
Rak§asa
kingliness (35,5)
king,
royal (P79,P85).

aravam

-sarpa, Lex.

snake

a v a la m

-abala, Lex. distress

378,19.

35,5.P:42,16.43,8.1
1
P:44,20.77,3. 79,13,
P85,9.P89,12.

260,20.
31,16.(Kovur Kilfir)
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avi

= h a v is

o b la tio n

3 7 7 ,5 .

avunar

=asura,Burrow Asura
PI1,4.
-huna, Ta.Lex.
Burrow: 3S0AS XII(1947-48)p.133.

avai
avaiyam*

=sabha

anantar
anantal

-ananda, Lex. sleep, drowsiness

316,3.
62,5.(Kalfittalai:)

annam

=harpsa

67,1.128,4.

aniyam

=ahani
day, solar/lunar
(loc. ahan)

P24,25.P69,14.

5y

-Sbhlra, Lex. cowherd
see: Ay.

390,2.(AuvaiySr).

ayam

=aya

258,3.P48,17.

ayirara

=sahasra
a thousand
391,21.P21,38.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(l947-8)p. 133. P63,20.

5yul

=Syus, Lex.

lifetime

43,21.

aram

=5ra

spoke of wheel

256,2.

aram

=hara

garland
jewels, pearls*.

150,20.152,10.
198,2.343,7(bis).
365,4.368,18.398,1
Pll,15.P48,2.

Sriyar

=§rya

northerner, 1Aryan1 Pdl,23.II,7.V,6.

alai

=$al§
elephant stable
220,3.(PottiySr).
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p.132.*

avaxjam

=apa$a

market, bazaar

P68,10.

avara

-cSpa, Lex.

Bow
quiver

323,5.
14,8.(Kapilar).

avuti

=ahuti

oblation in sacred
fire

15,19.99,1.P21,7,1,

intirar

=Indra

gods, as inhabiting 182,1.
Indra1s kingdom

imayam *
imaiyam

=hima+raaya,
Lex.

the Himalaya,
2,24.34,21.39,15.
coram1s. passim 132,7*. 166,33.
(cont.)
214,11.369,24*.

court, assembly

39,8.71,7*.146,2.
157,4.239,10.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-8)p. 133. 283,6.P85,9.

goose

duty, obligation
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see: Imaiyam.

(imaiyam, cont.)

Pll,23.P:43,7. II,'

ilakkam

=lak§a

target, aim

ilankai

=Lank&

N. of Nalliyakko^an*s
town,see: Ilankai. 176,6.379,6.

uru

=rupa

shape, form

uruvam*
urupu+
uruvu

id.

id.

4,6.260,23.

50,5.174,5.202,6.
337,17. P21, 5. P34, (
P:43,24.81,1.
P88,12,28,33. (+l]
3,1.21,4*.58,14,1{
224*7.376,9.P19,6.
P52,30+. P67,11.

ulakam
ulaku

=loka

world

6,7.18,13.22,35.
24,35.107,4*.393,6
P:42,20*.63,18.
P81,1.P88,3. (+59)

uvamam

=upam a

resemblance

337,10,11. P73,3.

uva

=yuva (yuvan) elephant of 60 yrs. P79,13.

uci

=2§uci

needle, sharpness*

82,4.100,4.P70,7*.

entiram

=yantra

sugarcane press
siege-engine

P19,23.
P53,7.

emam

-k§ema

protection

3,3.16,17. 39,15.
41,13. 213,21. Pll,4
P15,38. P16,6.
P68,12.P90,2.(+5).

emam

=yama

night

398.6.

aiyar

=ayya, Pkt.

the wise

P70,19.

kankai

=Ganga

The Ganges
see: Kafikai.

161.6.P.V,7.

kaccai

=kaccha, Pkt. girdle, belt
(kak§ya)

274,1.(Uloccanar).

kaccai

-kadcuka, Lex.coat of mail

377,24.

ka^akam

=ka-fcaka
bracelet
160,21.
prob. a re-borrowing from Skt., kanaka being conn,
with Dravidian:
Burrow BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 368.

ka^ampu=

kadamba
Anthoceohalos cadamba 23,3.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p.369.
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crowd, flock

35,23# 64,3.90,3.
131,1.150, 5. 174,1,
205,8.362,6* 390,7,
P50,1#

ka$am

=gai}a

kantaram

-kantara, Lex. kind of liquor

258,2.(UloccanSr)«

kantu

=skandha

post, stake

22,9. 57,11.93,9,
178,1.217,5.

kapilam

=kapila

dusty, dingy.tawny* 337,11. P.VI,5*.

kampain

=khambam, Pkt. pillar, post

kammiyan

=kammiya, Pkt. goldsmith

260,23. (Vatamotafi
k.
353,1.

karam

=grahakat

crocodile

37,7.104,4.

karumam

=karman

action

104,5.(AuvaiySr).

kalihkam

=Kalinga

cloth, garment

383.12.392.15.
393.18.397.15.
398,18. 400f ,13.
P12,21.P76,13.

kavacam

=kavaca
13,2.
coat of mail
proh. a re-borrowing from Skt., kavaca being
connected with Dravidian:
Burrow: Some Dravidian Words in Sanskrit, in TPS
(1945), word Ho.11.

kavari

=gavala

buffalo

kava^am=

kavala

kavul=

kapola
cheek, jaw, side
Burrow: Loanwords in Sanskrit,
in TPS(1946)pp.1-30.

132,4.Pll,21.P43, 1
P90,36.

ball of rice or other
food for elephant
114,3.337,14.
Burrow: Some Dravidian Words in Sanskrit,
in TPS(1945), word No.13.
30,8.£12,4. 257,4.

kovalan,
-ar*

=gopala

cowherd

224,15*.265,4.
339,2.

kacu

-kfig-,
cf. kaca

gem, jewel

353,7.

k8mam

=kama

love, desire

33,18.212,3. P22,1.

k£mar

=kama+
beauty, desire*
Ta. maruvu-, Lex.

KV, 1.55,4,19.198,8
334,1.351,11.P27,l
P65,9.
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kayam

=(a)kaga

sky

3 0 ,4 .

kal*
kSlam

-kal a

time

41,1.56,9.101,5.
116,3.237,3.287,3,
331,13*.P30,14, 15;

kalan

=Kala

Yama
see: Kalan.

23,17.41,3.240,5.
P39,8.

kalai

=kala

time, morning*,
sun+, whent (as
postposition).

116,9.139,10.
149,2*.178,10*.
215,8,9.218,4.
232,1*.P19,24.
P21,4+. P81,5. (+29i

kuiicaram

=kuii;)ara

elephant

308,11.P:IV,10.V.l

ku^am

-kun<Ja, Lex.

region, expanse

229,1. (Kii^aliir k. ]

kunam

=guna

(good) quality

55,12.(ilanSkanSr]

kuppai

-gumpha, Lex.

collection, heap

171,9.

kumari

=kumari

N. of river
see: Kumari
youthful

6,2.17,1.67,6.
Pll,24.P43,8.
294,3.301,2.

•

kuvalai=

kuvalaya
(blue) waterlily
-kuvala, Lex.

105,2.116,1.132,5
153,7.P27,2.P52,2
P58,2.

kulam

=kula, Lex.

grain

381,17.P13,23.
P19,5.P89,7.

kot^am

=ko§^ha

enclosure, templ<

299,6.(PonmutiySr)

kovalan,
-ar*

=gopala

cowherd

224,15*.265,4.
339,2.

caka^am

=£akata

cart

102,2.(Auvaiyar).

ca^ai

= 3a^§

Siva’s tuft,
tuft of hair

56,1.166,1.
251,7.252,2.

catukku

=catu§ka

cross-roads

P. IX, 13.

sandalwood logs

P87,2.

war

39,11.72,8.93,14.
139,14.270,4.275,9
309,2.P30,41.P41,1'
P76,1. (+15).’

cantam=
camam

candana
see: cantu.
-samara, Lex.
see: araar,
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caka^u

Sakata

cart, carriage

185,2.256,2. 513,5,
P27,14.

canti

:ganti

ritual, worship

P.IX,15.

cantam*=
cantu

can dana

capam=

capa
“bow
Burrow: BSOAS XII(l947-8)p. 379.

14,9.77,4. P24,12.
P90,32.

cinti-

rcint-

think, consider

376,18.

cir

£ri, Lex.

prosperity, "beauty*, 11,13+. 73, 2.177,17goodness+, fame*
233,3+.243,7*.
338,5*.395,17.
P15,20.P24,24+.
P28,ll*. (+3).

168,11*.374,12*.
380,2*. 29,7.161, 26
246,7.308,7. P42,11
P61,7.P86,12.(+6).
see: cantam.
Buri-ow: Loanwords in Sanskrit, in TPS(1946;pp. 1-30.

see: tiru.

sandal (paste)

cirtti

=klrti

renown

cuma-

=k§am-, Lex.

hear, lift, he heavy* 375,1*.
35,17. P31, 3.P36,11,
P:52,6.87,2.88:31.

cur

sura, Lex.

malignant deity

P67,20. (Kapilar).

cur

:§ilr£(padma)

demon killed hy
Skanda
see: Cur.

83,4. Pll,5.P31,35.

cul

•chur, Lex.

pregnancy.
wateriness.
cloud
anklet

130,2.
Pll,2.
P24,28.P45,20. P81, 5
P57,11.P68,18.

=3aihya, Lex.

Cola title
see: ICempiyan.
I. I
-I...

37.6.228.9.

kamailcul
ku^aiccul
cempiyan

15,18. P41,24.

mSm

cemam

:k§ema
safe, secure
see; emam (l).

102.5.(Auvaiyar).

llamann

=Yama

6.9.(v.r. caman).

Yama
see: K£lan.

takaram=

tagara

taccan

:tak§a

Tahernaemontana
132.6.
coronaria.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 379.
carpenter

87,3.206,11.230,4.
(all hy Auvaiyar).
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tan^am

=dan<Ja

punishment

tan^araniyam
,
=Dan<Jak£ranya Forest in the
Ariyar country
tapu-tal
tapu-ttal

,.

10 6

P.VI,3.

-dabh-

perish

294,6.

u

destroy

205,5.P65,3.P78,1!
P88,20.

talai
-sthala
place
occurs at end of compounds:
akanralai
v aruntalai
ka^aittalai
nanantalai
parantalai
punralai
malartalai
varuntalai
ventalai

102,1.(Auvaiyar).
250,8,9.230,8.
98,20.P23,25.

tavam

=tapas

austerity, penance

358, 3(bi s) •P74, 26*

tatu

=dhatu

dust

33,11.13,17.

tamarai

=t§marasa

lotus

11,17.126,3.141,1.
319,15.361,12.
364,3.P19,20. P23. 2
P48,1.P78,4.

tSyam

=daya

inheritance, right* 17.22*.73,3.75,2.
99,7.135,18*.202,9
213,11.P44,20.P45,

211 ,2.

387.7.
168.1.391.10.
240.9.P35, 6.
346.7.
P73,4.P88, 3.
206.9.
2.10. (+49) •

talam

=sthala

howl

120,15.(Kapilar).

tavu-^

rdhav-

run, leap over

259,6.

tSnai

sena, Lex.

army

8,5.17,37.22,37.
156,5.169,2.388,14
P:IX,3.11,16. 33, 5.
P63,12. (+45).

tiru

-£rl, Lex,

wealth. Lak§ml*,
f8me+, beauty*, +
Indra-tn-, victory-rt.

20, 10+H-. 73,12. 91,4
122,4.179,5*.205,1,
390,15*.P14,11*.
P28,1.P52,13. (+20

tun
tunam*

=sthunS

pillar
see: Ytipam.

86,1.400,19*.
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tumam

=dhuma

smoke

117,1. (Kapilar).

teyvam

=daiva

god, deity

58,16.P51,13.
P74,26. P82,1.
P :88,24.IX,10.

teettam*
teettu

=dega

lend

6,11.15,6.58,18.
179,8.P20,7,9.
P21,28*.P32,16.

teyam

=de£a

(hill-) region

P88,4.

gods

228,11.

tevar
=deva
(tevarulakam
=devaloka
tomaram
nakar=

=tomara

kingdom ofthe gods 228,11.)
large club

house, palace.
town*, templef
Burrow: Some Dravidian words in
Sanskrit, in TPS(1945),word 31.

nagara

P54,14.
95,3.247,8.377,3.
383,7.P31,28.148,4
250,6*.P12,7*.
P68,16*. 6,18+.(+18

nakam

=naga

naga, mythical snake 37,2.367,1.

navdy

=nau, Lex.

ship

13,5.126,15.

niccam

=nicca, Pkt.

always, daily

360,13.(Cenkavaruijar)

niyamam

=nigama

street

P :15,19. 30,12.75,1

nirayam

=niraya

hell

nil
nllam*

=nl 1, Pkt.
nila

blue

5,6.(Nariveruuttal
ai :
58,15.91,6*.
111,3.144,4.274,1.

nukam

=yuga

yoke (of oxen)

179,9.

nemi

=nemi

wheel (of rule)

3,4.17,7.270,3.

paka^u

=brhat

large, ox, bull*,
elephantf

13,3.35,32*.88,4.
90,1.152,10.307,9*,
366,14*.383,4*.
385,2*.387,Ilf.

paijayam

=panSya, Lex. pledge, pawn
316,7.
Burrow suggests that Skt. words connected with
pan-, pa$a, may he traced to a Drav. origin, see:
Burrow: Some Dravidian Words in Sanskrit, in
TPS (1945) word No.33.

pan^am

—bhaij<Ja, Lex.

stores, provisions

102,2. (Auvaiyar) •
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pan^iyam

=panya
provisions
P59,15.
but see: Burrow: Some Dravidian words in Sanskrit,
in TPS(1945), word No.33.

payam
payan*

-?phala, Lex. profit, riches
P:13,9.22,6. 30,26.
phala is probably to be
P :64,18.69,13.
connected with Ta. palam:
P :71,17. P78,7*.
Burrow: Loanwords in Sanskrit, in TPS(l946)pp. 1-30.
payam is possibly an alternative for palam,
stabilized with a different meaning. Cp. in Mod.Ta.
reali zation of -1- among certain communities.

param

=bhara

v/eight, burden

30,11.

paruti

=paridhi

circumference,
wheel*, the sun+

174,3.224,7*.
358,1+.P46,8*.

paruvam

=parvan

season, time

P24,29.

pali

=bali

offering

P71,23.

pacam

-pi£aca, Lex.

demon

P71,23.

paci

=praci

east

229,9.

patiri=

param

pa^ali

Stereospermum
70,14.399,7.
chelonoides
Burrow; BSOAS XII(l947-48)p. 383.

=bhara

large family,
35,32.145,4.PI3,24
retinue (as burden)

parppanan *=brahmana, Lex .brahman, seer
parppan

9,1*.43,14.305,2.
P63,1. P.VI,4.

pinimukam =phaniraukha,
Lex.

N. of Skandafs
56,8.(Nakklranar).
elephant; his peacock.

pin^am

=pin<Ja

ball, foodstuff*,
raass+, balit

piracam

-prasrava, Lex .honey

375,9.

puttel

-puttala, Lex. god, deity

22,35.

pdtam

=bhuta

2,4.(Mutinakanar).
369,17*.*p. IX, 14*.

paiyul

-payyaula Pkt. distress

P65,15.

pokam

=bhoga

support, largesse

8,2.(Kapilar).

pauvam

-pdrva, Lex.

ocean

P :42, 21. 46,11. 51,155,3.

(5)elements,
spirit*

184,9+.234,4*.
246,6. 372,9*.P30,3
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maftkalam

=mangala

maiiilai

13,10.141,11.
-mayura, Lex. peacock
see: mayil.
Burrow: Loanwords in Sanskrit, in TPS(1946)pp.1-30.

mat am

=matha
•

place

mani

=mani

jewel, gem. coral* , 3,10.22,2.50,3+.
sapphire*, bell*.
53,2.200,8,11.
229,27.198,4*.
P16,15.P20,12*.
P31,11+. (+49).

man£ilam

=man<3.ala
circle, disc**
30,2.367,2.
prob. a re-borrowing from Skt., 8,6*.175,9*.
manuala being connected with Dravidian:
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947—48)p.389.

mati

=mati

mind

5,7.377,12.

mantiram

=mantra

mantra, Veda

P30,33.P.IX,10.

•

•

332,5.

fortunate

142,5,6.

mayil=

maydra
peacock
116,10.120,6.145,1
see: madilai*
146,8.373,10.
Burrow: Loanwords in Sanskrit, in TPS(1946)pp. 1-30.

malai=

malaya

mountain

8,8.55,1.91,8.
218,2.390,7,24.
P:25,10.418,13.
(+30)p:50,1.51,IS.80,2.

mallan
••

-?malla, Lex.

warrior

89,6.219,2.251,3.
254,3.399,20.

manam

=manas

mind

183,4.310,3.

ma

=maha

great, large

24,18.58,22.131,1.
135,10.176,6. 358,1,
P :20,14.24,28.
P:41,10.84,23. (+9),

ma

-maya, Lex.

black, darkness

P :30,2.37,8.40,5.

makam

-mahakha, Lex• sky. point of
compass*

35,18.270,1.400,1.
P88,37*.

maci

=Magha

P59,2.

matiram

-mahSdi£a, Lex• point of compass

174,21.P12,8.P17,8,
P :31,3. 32,2.71,10.
P72,11.

mattirai

=matra

376,7.

the 11th.month

time taken to wink

510

may am
malai =

=mfiya
mala
Burrow

manam
mukam=

falseness, darkness*,366,24.P62,6*.
illusion*
P.VII,8*.
22,12.95,1.141,2.
269,2.284,3. 285,6.
291,7,8.371,23.
BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 390. 176,7.P48,11.(+6).

=mana
mukha

garland

pride

P42,19.(Paranar).

face, tip*, front*

3,25.6,24.12,5.
31,7. 275, 5*. 299, 3**
369,1*.P40,1*.
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 391. P58,3.P67,14. (+22)

muttam
muttu*

=mukta, Lex.

pearl,tear*

muttu

=mugdha

"beauty

munivar

=muni+
Ta.suffix

sages

raai

-ma§i, Lex.

"blackness, dark

moriyar

=Maurya

the Mauryas
see: Moriyar,

yavanar

=Yavana

!Ionians1
see: Yavanar.

56,18.(NakkiranSr),

yamam

=yama

midnight-watch

33,18. 37,9.186,3.
377,1.

vahkam

-vahya, Lex.

"boat

368,9.P52,4.

vacciram

=vajra

thunderbolt

241,3.

vailci=

53,1.58,11.161,16*
170,11.218,1*.
377,17.380,1,6*.
P:30,7.39,16.
But see: Burrow: TPS(l946)ppl-30 P:67,4.74,6.
P32,3.
6,17,20.43,4.

,.
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50,2.117,1.147,6.
269,3. P31,11.
But see Burrow: TPS(1946)pp. 1-30 P52,5.P64,16.
175,6.(Attireyanar

vaiijula

Calamus rotang
384,2.387,33.
see: Vailci (2).
Burrow: BSOAS XII(1947-48)p. 392.

vani '-:an
vaniKan

=vanij

trader

vannara
• •

=varna

colour, coloured.
character*

vati-

=vas-

dwell, live

134,2.
P:50,17. 52,30*.
P:62,8*.81,2.
132,6.318,8.
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vayiram
valam=

=vajra, Lex.
"bala

diamond

365,4.P16,16.
P67,6.P.II,9.

strength, power,
victory*

4,1£874,5.330,2.
337,5.P41,12f
P :51,30.54,14.
P :57,4*.70,5,11J
P80,11.

see: Burrow : TPS (1946)pp.1-30
valli=
• •

valll
creeper, stalk*
see Burrow: TPS (1946)pp. 1-30.

316,9.352,5*.

vanappu

-vanas, Lex.

"beauty

4,2.336,10.

vanni

=vahni

Prosopis spicigera

372,7.

vanikam

=vSnika

profit

208,7.

vay

-v£c, Lex.

mouth, lip*

298,5*.324,2,3.
P.II,1.

varaijam

=varana

fowl

398,3.(TiruttSman:

vicayam

=vijaya

victory

362,5.

vi^ar

-vidr-

cleft, cave

209,8.

vi^ai

=vr§a

"bull

262,1.364,4. 366,1£

vekam

=vega

anger

37,2.(Nappacalai:)

vetam

=veda

the Vedas, vedic

2,18.15,17.224,9.

velam

=vela

garden

P39,12.

vaiyam

-vahya

earth

id. +

earth

8,1.225,4. 261,6.
358,3.371,1.
201,17.230,5.
260,16.394,4.
398,26.P88,1.

vaiyakam

•

•

189 loanwords
from I.I.
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GLOSSARY AND INDEX
INCLUDING PLACE-NAMES
The same system of references as for Appendix III is herein
followed, and the text-references are given in the same order
as for Appendix II. The word and its meaning are given in one
or more lines as necessary, and both text-references and those
to pages in this study appear on a succeeding line or lines.
Personal names of kings and chiefs are only given where these
occur outside the relevant chapters, i.e. Chapters IV, V, VII
and VIII. Thus, personal names of kings in Chapter IV are not
indexed, and those of Ceral kings (other than Antuvan and
Utiyan) in Chapters VII and VIII are not indexed. Names of
chiefs in Chap.V are not indexed. The fdynasty-naraesf in the
relevant sections of Chap. IV are not indexed; for these, please
see Table of Contents.
All poetic and metrical terns are fully indexed where given.
Abbreviations and symbols as for Appendices.

Word

Meaning, description
Text-References
Page-References

akam

Akappa

one of the two divisions of Tamil poetics.
12,18T20T29,35,58-41,44,5C
64, 66,70,78,79,84,210,347,
349,563,368,389-91,409,
470,471.
see: tinai
N. of place destroyed by Celkelu Kuttuvan,
P22,26.N14,4.P.Ill,3.
303-305.
303-305

akil

eaglwood, Aquilaria agallocha.
337,10.

Akutai

A chief.
233,3. 347,5. A76, 3.All3,4. 260.
A208,18.
=Ahtai, ait UVS

Akkuran

One of the seven chiefs
P14,7.
cf. Akrura, Lex.
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metrical unit.

acai

411 fn. 6,412 tat>.& fn. 4,
4-15-419 & fn. 1,420-428 &
fn. 3, 430— ,434, 4o5 fn. 3,
436,437,440,441-445,447,
450,451,464,467,468.

laghu in music:
line (of verse).

ati

411 fn. 6,412 tat). ,423,442,
4-48,449,451.
456-467.

line
a^umpu

431.

Iporaea biloba,
P30,6.P51,7.

28,375 & fn. 5.

Atikan
__

N. of several chiefs.
A142,13. A162,18. K393, 3, 5.
314.
Atikaman: P.VIII,4.
Atiyaman:
341.
Atiyaman Ne^umSn Aiici.
155,158,Chart B,515,333,36
All5,14. A372,9.
155,158 Chart B,160,315, 35
£tiyaman P6kuttelini:
Elini: 158,9.592,2.
Atiyan.
91,3.392,1. A325,8.
239,314,340.

antanan

brahman.
2,22.122,3.126,11.201,7.
361, 4. 362,8.397,20.P24,8.
P64,5.
see: Parppan.

antati

a verse-structure.

214.

d

'S’,

331,332,337 fn.2,378 fn. 2,
380,382.
Antuvahcellai
*P.IX,2.
Ampar
385,9.

mother of Ilaiiceral Iruraporai.
295,296 tab.
n. of place belonging to Aruvantai, q.v.
264,265.

Ayiri

$. of river in Va^ukar country belonging to
Erumai, q..v.
A177,11. A255,20.

Ayirai

n. of hill in Cerana^u; identified w Aivarmalai, 9 miles W. of#Palani.
67,6.P21,29.P70,26.P79,18. 303,305,306,330.
P38,12.P90,19.
=Aiyitaimalai in C. Travancore: Aiyar: CK,p.ll
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Arimanavayil Urattur place where Ewi fought the Ceral.
A266,15.
260.
nr. Putukkot-fcai, ait T3S ed. of Puram.,ii,
p. 73.
Aruvantai

n. of chief who ruled Ampar, q.v.
154.

Araiyam

place belonging to a chief who made light
of Kalattalaiyar.
256-258.
=Araimalai, ait old comm. Puram. ,UVS p. 316.

,.
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the planet Cevvsy; Mars.

Alai
P13,25.
Alalku^am

229,1.
Alici

the 3rd. nak§atra; Karttikai,
190.

a chief to whom belonged Arkka^u; father of
Centan.
K258,7.N190,4.
141.

Aluntai

n. of place; mod. Aluntur.
A196,11.
verse-length

alavu

113 A fn.1,463,464.
aram

dharma, one of the puru§arthas.
28,15.31,2.
52,67,117,262.
puru§Srtha:
117,262.
vitu (=mok$a):
69,117.

Arukai
P44,10.
Anni

n. of chief, friend of Cenku^tuvan.
335,336.
chief whom Titiyan fought at Kurukkai.

A:45,9.126,16.196,12.
A145,11.A262,12.
asura

asura:

dkuli
64,1.
aciriyappa

Aciriyam:

260.
242,400.

kind of small drum,
cf. Skula, Lex.
one of the 4 main metres.
85,395,439 tab.,463,465,466
385,395,436,438,439,446,
447 A fn.2,450,451,464,465,
466,469,470.

akaval:

15,35,85,288,365,395,410,
419-422,4-24,427 A fn. 3,429432,434,436,437,444,451,452
(cont.)
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(akaval,cont•) :
akavalocai:
S.'Ju
229.1.
Smur
80.1.
ampal

Ay

464^467,469,472,
see: ocai.
Aries* sign of the Zodiac.
190.
place where Porvaikko fought Malian.
142.

waterlily, Nymphaea lotus.
P:13,6.19,20, 23,24. 27,
P63,19,P71,2.

n. of several chiefs of the cowherd caste.
590.2.A148,7.
214-217.280,343,389 fn. 2.
Aloi : Ptolemy, see: A.I.,IV,p.180.
Ay Eyinan
A:148,7.181,7.208,5.396,4. 139-141,221 chart 0,280,
294 fn.2,307.
see : Ve4Atrkiran.

ar

Bauhinia racemosa; emblem-flower of Colas.
81,3.82,6.344,8.538,6.
143,312 fn. 7.
355f,5.

Ariyar

Aryans1, people from N.India.
Pll, 23. Pi II, 7.V, 6.A276, 9. 301-303, 310, 326.
A:356,22.396,16,398,18.
K7,3.N170,6.
Ariyarakam:
328.
Arya:
173,302,313,328,475,476.

Arkka^u

n. of place belonging to Alici, o.v.; Arcot.
K258,7.N190,6.
141,142.

Aviyar
147,9.

tribe to which Pekan belonged.
_
220,231,295 & fn. 1.
see: Vel Avikkomdn Patuman.

Ar'unarntav oru mutu nul
the 6 VedSngas, as belonging to
the 4 vedas.
166,3,4.
six Vedahgas:
234,235.
An Porunai

a river near Karuvur.
36,5. A93,23.
178-180.185,343 fn.8.
An PSruntam:
178,180.
AmarSvati
^
178,180,343 fn. 8.
see: Porunai.

Indra:
v
Vaccira ne^iyon
241.3.

122,127,817,272 fn.7,403.
Indra, as armed with the thunderbolt.
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Imaiyam

the Himalaya, ait comm, passim.

2,24.34,21.39,15.132,7.*
217,302,303.
166,33.214,11.369,24.*
Pll,23. P43,7. PII,4.A127,4.
Imayara*:
326..
Himalaya:
1 35 f1 7 7 ,187,235,301-303,
310,326,349,401.
Imaiya nattam
62,16.

the gods, as having unblinking eyes.

Iraman

Rama
378,18.

Rama:

107,108.

Irunkovel

n. of a chief:

160,354,435.

iru pirappalar
~
36*7,12.

the hr* hmans, as "being ftwice-born1.
116.

see : p5r?jp5n.
Ilaftkai
Ilafikai

Ceylon, the kingdom^of Rdvana.
n. of Halliyakkota^s town.
176,6.379,6.

Ilampalaiyan Maren
P.IX,7.

foe of Ileulceral Irumporai.
#
195,315,316.

Ilaviccikko

n. of a chiefs

inpam

315.

kama, one of the puru§arthas<
28,15.31,1.
67,117,262.

Traimpatinmar
the twice-fifty Kauravas.
2,15.P14,5.
Irntai
180,7.

Uripporu^

ulidai

Tilldai
“

n. of place belonging to Toyanmaran.
251.

poetic Aspect of Love.
84, 36,40,45,884,351,fn.8,
356,370,571,575,388,886,454
Lalloon-vine, Cardiospermum halicacahum.
76,5.77,3.P:22,87,43,85,
41 fn.8,161 fn. 3,194,478 3 1 ^
P :44,10.46,6.56,5.65,8.

a purattinai; symbolizing attack on a fort,
“

*

41,47,48,51 fn.1,58& fn3,
57,60 tab.68.
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Urantai

n, of the Cola ’capital1 nr. Trichy.
39,3. 53,9.69,12.352,10.
113,126,133,139,140-142,
395,19. A:6,5.93,5.122,21. 168,180,137,251,266,336 fr
A137,6,K258,4(dub. )
435,477.
Uraiyur
n. of Cola ’capital’ as given in colophons.
113,114,118,119,129,133,
134,138,186,251,313,336.
Orthoura: Ptolemy. See: A.I. IV,p. 184.

unnam

uci

n. of tree with small leaves & yellow fl.
invoked for omens "before "battle.
P :23,1.40,17.61,6.
=udici
229,9.

uran

North.

49,1.

hero of Marutam-tract.
29,192.353 fn. 2, 374 & fn. c

28,1-3.

the eight deformities at "birth, viz. :
"blindness, aborted embryo, hunchback,
dwarfness, dumbness, deafness, animal
shape and congenital idiocy.
117.

Sccam

erukkam, erukku*

Calotropis gigantea, worn by lover who
rides the hobby-horse of palmyra.
IC17,2. Kali. 139,8*.
32,54,260 & fn. 1,355 & fn.!

Erumaiyuran

Lord of Erum8i, n. of a Va^ukar chief in
whose land flowed the Ayiri river.
A:36,17.115,5. 253,19.
155,158 chart 3,160,354.

elu pori

the seven signs of kingship.
99,7.

eluvar

the seven, as comprising two ’crowned kings
and 5 Velir.
76,12.

aintunai

5 aids: grammar, rhetoric, jyoti§a, veda
and sgama, ait comm.
P21,2.

aimpal

the five ways of dressing women’s hair:
kontai,kulal,paniccai,muti,curul (Tiv.)
P18,4. Kali. 58,1.

aimperumputam
2,4.
pailcabhuta:

the five elements.
cp. P14,1,5.
177.

Aiyai

daughter of Tittan.
139-141.

A6, 3.
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Skantur
P.VII,9.

n. of a place bestowed "by Aliyatan.
514.

242.6.

n. of place 'belonging to CSttan.
262.

w

Ollaiyur
ocai

rhythmic effect of metre.
437 & fn. 4,438,439,441,446
447,451,452,455.
438 & fnj.,439 tab. ,446,447
fn. 1.
.
438 & fn.2,439 & tab.,
447 fn.1,451,453.
438 & fn. 5,439 tab.,446* fi*
438 & fn.4,439 & tab.,440,
441,447 fn. 1.

akaval:
tunkal:
ceppal:
tullal:
Oymanatu
OymSn:

a Tamil fiefdom: 248.
248,263.

Oviyar:

249.

Kankai

=Gahga
the Ganges.
161.6.A265,5.N189,5.N369,9.
Pari.16,36.P.V,7.
Ganges:
132,232,310,311.

Ke.%ampin PSimvayil

P.IV,7.

n. of Nannan's town (comm.).
306,308,309,335.

katampu

the Kadamba, as emblem of a dynasty.
Pll,12. P12,3.P17,5. P20,4. 306,308.
P88,6.A127,4.A347,4.
kadamba :
502,308-10,326,327,334,403.
Kadamba dynasty:
306,326.
Vai^ayanti, HalsI:
308.

ka$i maram

tree guarded as symbol of sovereignty.
23,9.33,3.36,9.57,10.356,4.
P33,3.P40,15.
kaval maram:
335.

Kanaiyan

chief captured by Cenni. who besieged
Kalumalam for the purpose (A44,13 ff.).
A44,13.A386,7.
Kanaikkal Irumporai:
198.

Kannaki

Heroine of Oil.: 310.

Kadambas :

see katampu.

karantai

basil, Ocimum basilicum.
260,13.269,9.340,8.P40,5. 60,fn.2,272,273.
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Karantai

purattinai: recovery of stolen cattle.
43 & fn.7,44,57,59,60 & ta
61,62,272,273.

karupporul

poetic Distinctive Attribute of akattinai.
22-5.28,40,66,83,240,366
fn. 5,371-3 fn. 1,2, 374 fn. r
<
4,375 fn.5,376 fn.1,381 fr
3,4,382,408,454.

Karump(?an)ur
381,26.

place belonging to Karumpanur Kilan.

Karuvur

Ceral town in Kohkun&tu; mod. Karur.
120-2^,178-81,185,217, 317,
318,319,330.
Karoura, Ptolemy; see A.I.,IV,p. 180.
see also: Varici.

A93,21.

kalippd

kali :
kaliv§np£*^u:
Kavuriyan

one of the 4 main types of metre.
421,434,438,439 tab.,440,
441,444,463,468 & fn.l,
469 & fn.4,470.
383,585,395,438,439,440,
464,469.
445, 4-63, 468.

PSnl^iya ’family* name.
3,5. A342,4.
146,147,176.

Kalumalam '
Ceral town wherein was besieged Kanaiyan.
A44,14.A270,9.
198.
Kaluvul

Kamur

kailci
K ailci

an Itaiyar chief, ruler of Kamur and foe
of Peruilceral.
P71,17.P88,7. A135,13.
341,343.
A365,12.
341.
river portia, Hibiscus populnea.
18,7.344,8.351,11.P23,19. 41 fn.2,373.
P62,15.
purattinai: transitory nature of the world.
281,5.296,1. 365,10.*P65,4. 55-7,60 tab. ,64, 276, 277.
P84,19.P90,39.

K ailci

n. of river, ait TSS ed.Patirru. .who
identifies it w NoyyalSru.
P48,18.

kantal

flame lily, Cloriosa superba.
90,1.144,8. PI5,11.P21,36. 2d & fn. 3,250 fn.l,454.
P30,9.P67,19. P81,22. Kl,4.
see Frontispiece.
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kantaram

a pan in Pari.: 393.

Kari

the horse ridden hy MalaiyamSn, q. v.
213,231.

158,6.
Kalan

Yama, god of death.
23,17.41,1. 240, 5.P39,8.
123.
Srumai
Yama, as riding on a buffalo.
Kali :101,25.103,45.Pari.8,86.
Kurru
Death, the god Yama (? also Siva).
56,11.
166.
iframann: 6,9 (v.r. Caman).
see t Yama.

Kaviri

river in the Cola country; mod. Kaveri.
35,8.43,22.58,1.68,9.
113,122,126,128,168,178,
166, 28.174, 8f385, 8**. :•■>.*, . 235, 241, 243, 264, 267, 343.
P50,6. P7S,8.P90,47,A186,16.
A177,16.A526,11.

kanappereyil
21 , 6 .

Kill!
ku^akku

n. of fort taken hy PSn^iyan Ukkirapperu
Valuti^ mod. Kalaiyar Koyil, ait TSS ed.
162,163.
Cola name:

128,134 & fn.1,299.

YVest.
17,2.126,14.130,6.177,12.
373, 26. P22, 32. P51, 3.,15.
P. VI,5.A115,3.

Ku^avar

inhabitants of the Ceral country.
17,10.P55,9.A393,16. K89,5. 427,435.
P. V, 2.
Ku^anatu :
124,150,295 & fn.2,313.

Kuttuvar

inhabitants of the Ceral country.
P90,26.
341.
Kuttuvan
n. of several Ceralar.
P:42,8f4$L1#46,13,47,1.
220,265,304,305,3i5,331,
P49,17. K34,6.N14, 3.
342,379 <5: fn. 3.
see: Ceral.

kunakku

Sa st.
17,2. 376,8. 395,19. P‘22, 32.
P :50,5.51,15. 59,6.

Kutirai

n. of mountain belonging to the Atiyar.
158,8.168,17.A143,13.
206,238,239.
A372,9.

Horse Mountain:

Kumanan

231.

a chief:

127 chart A.
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Kunari

river near Cape Comorin.
6, 2.17,1. 67, 6. Pll, 24. P43, 8. 332,148,149,187, 215,
248 fn.3,326.
tonic or base-note of pan; string of yfil,.

kurel
P57,9.
kuravai
129,3.
Kulam, Kay am
229,4.
kulavi

dance in a circle performed "by women of
mountairi-region, kurirfcit1inai •
429 fn.2.
the 7th. nak§atra, Punarpdcam.
190,T.

wild jasmine.
90,2.168,12.380,7.P12,10.
P30,23.N346,9.

240.

kuravan, f. kuratti* inhabitant of mountain region.
108,1*.120,2.129,1.143,3.
209,216,318,365,366 tab.,
157,7.168,5.
367.
Strobilanthes sp.

kuriiici

374,8.

akattinai with uripporul of Union.
20,21 & fn. 1,23-5, 34,41,42,
44,51 fn.1,60 tab.,66,210,
230,240,354,355,357,359,
361 & fn.1,362 fn.1,363,
365 & fn.2,366 tab.,368,37(
372,374 fn.4,583,384 fn. 2,
386 fn.3,408 & fn. 2,
454 fn.10,474.

Kuriiici

Kuriikkai

21 fn.1,42,44,216.

place belonging to Anni where he fought
Titiyan.
A45,9.A145,11.

Kut&l
*•

the Pan^iya ’capital’, Maturai.
58,13.A:93,9.116,14.253,6. 153,193,316,477.
A346,20.
Maturai
id.
32, 5.
3,5,7,9,117,152,147,153,15C
158,163-5,168-71,193,249,
275,306,360,390,398 tab.,
404,475.

Ku^al

n. of place on the coast.
347,6.

kutalam

plant of Convolvulaceae.
168,19.380,7.A255,14.
239.
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bael, vilva,

kuvilam
3 7 2 ,6 .

akattinai, signifying Unrequited Love.
20, 29,32,36,38,40,fn.3,51,
57.58.60 tab.,64,68,69,
354 & fn.6,359,386 & fn. 3,
463 & fn.7.
purattinai, with same significance.
59.60 tab.,63-5,79,223,472

Kaikkilai

kai man

cp. hastI elephant.
96,8.

people or rulers of Konkuna^u.
130, 5. P :22,15. 77,10, 88,19. 216, 217, 329.*
P90,25.A255,4.N10,6.
Konkuna^u
area comprising mod. Salem & Coimbatore.
375,8.
178,185,216,217,517,318,
329,330,343.

Konkar

KS^ukur
P. V, 12.
Ko^untami!!
Ko^umanam

n. of town destroyed by Cenkuttuvan,
510,313.
Tamil spoken ’dialect*.
306 & fn.6,330 & fn.6.

n. of place belonging to the Irumporai,
identified w mod. KSlumam by Sesha Aiyar.
P67,1.P74,5.
340.

konkan
turaivan

hero of seashore,
see: cerppan. 375.

Konkanam

Konkanam, forming present E.part of Salem
& Coimbatore Distts. see Puram.,TSS i,p337,
154,13.155,7.156,3.N391,6. 227,229,507 & fn.8.

Kolli

hills in mod. Trichy. Distt. S.Shevaroys.
22,28.152,31.158,5.P73,11. 189,213,228,229,231,314,
PS1,24. P.VIII,3.A62,13.
341.
A :208,22.209,15.338,14.
K89,4. N185,7.N346,9.
see: Valvil Ori.

Korkai

port in Pan^iya country.
A296,10.N23,6.
*
153.
Kolkhoi, Ptolemy; see: A. I.,IV, p. 57, 58.

Korravai

goddess of victory.
305,306,350.

konrai

Cassia fistula.
1,1. P67,13.

87.
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Kocar

a caste of warriors*
169,9.283,6.396,7.A251, 7. 245,246 & fn.1,266.
K15,3*

Ko^al
157,7.

white-flowered liliaceous plant.
25,230 fn. 1.
see: leantal.

portion of Palani hills r.und mod. Ko^aikkanal.
205,6.A13,10.
258,272.
Ko^aikkanal:
257,259.

ICo^ai

konrnin
•
—■

planet, graha, as distinct from nanmin.
392,17.

Kotai

Ceral title.
172,10.A95,20.

koyil

temple; palace*.
127,6*.241,3.
99,13.

place captured Toy Netuman Adci.
208.

67,8.212,8.

Urantai, the Cola ’capital.1
133,187.
For folk-etymology of this n., see Cil.
X,11.247,248 comm.

Kovalur
Koli

cankam

literary academy said to have existed in
Maturai:
3,5-11,16,109,346,475.

Ciruku^i

village owned hy Aruman & Pannan.
70.13. 388,4. A54, 14. A117,18.)124, 240,241.
A204,12.N340,9.N367,6.
Ciruku^i Kilan Pannan n. of chief.
70.13. A54,*14. A177,16.
124.

Cltai

Slta.
573,18.

cir

foot

107.

metrical foot* 411 fn.6,412 tah.,415,418,
419 & fn.1,423,425-35,435
fn.1,436,440-49,451,456,
457 tah.,465,467.
424,437,457-62,464,465,468
=tala:
429,431^435 fn. 1.
laghu
431 (see clr).
druta,
431 fn. 3.
anudruta
tf 11
Ekatdla
431,fn.6,434 & fn. 1.
Rupakatala
434 & fn. 1.
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Culliyam
A 1 4 9 ,8.

Cur

Surapadma, a demon killed by Skanda.
23,4. Pl],5. P31, 35.
400.

Centil
55,18.
Cempiyan
Sibi :

P21,23.

n. of mountain in Pulina^u,
330.

a pan; classified under Mullaippan, Lex.
144, 2.14-6, 3.147, 2.149, 3.
222, 224, 226.

Celiyan
N340,2.
Centan

seashore shrine of Murukan; mod. Centur.
164.

n. of Colar, as descended from Sibi.
37,6.228,9.A36,15.N14,3.
121,155,304,354 & fn.2.
121,125,302.
The Sibi story is alluded to also in:
39,1-3.43,5-9.46,1,2.

Ceruppu
Cevveli

?n. of river on which Muciri stood.
531 fn. 4.
see: Periyaru.

Pan^iya ’family1 name.
146,154.

son of Alici of Arkka^u.
K258,4.N19Q,3.
141,142.

Cey

Murukan, q.v.
120,21.125,20.
Kl,3.
Ceyyon: 56,8.

Ceral, Ceralar
n. of one of the three 1dynasties ’•
P38,8.P45,6. P63,16.A36,15. 89,102,106,110,111,114-118
A149,7.A209,14.
120,121,124-6,131,133,155,
161,162,205,209,213,216,
217,220,228,239,265,266-8,
281,354,369,370,372,577,
379 fn.2,478.
Ceraman:
202,248.
Antuvaiiceral Irihmporai :
216,221 chart 0,296 tab.,
298,299,301,314,339.
Antuvan: P.VII,2.
293-5.
£$uko$pattu Cceralatan:
cf.P57t4-.
221 Chart C.
(?0rutantai) poraiyan:
P.VII,2,3.
221 chart 0,295 & fn. 3,
296 tab.,300,301.
Karuvur eriya Olvatkopperuiiceral 1.59.
Kalankaykkanni Narmmticceral:
P38,4,fe39,17.*P40,16). A199, 22, 221, chart C.
Katal o^iya Velkelu Kuttuvan:
Ka$al pirakk’o^iya Oehku^tuvan: 214.
(cont.)
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Ku-^uvan:
P:42,8. 43,11.45,6.46,13.47,1.
P49,17.
150.206.214.221 chart C,
Cenkuttuvan:
246,279,477.
259.
Kanaikkal Irumporai:
216.221 chart C,227.
Kutakko Ilariceral Irumporai:
Kutakko Neturiceral Atan:
P.VI,1.
Imaiyavaranrpan N§tul^cera^ Atan: 130.
N&tUISceral Atan:
139-41,214,220,221 chart C
P20,5*
427.
Ceral Atan:
Pll,16.P15,23.P18,12. A127,3. 349.
Kokkotai Marpan:
A346,25^ cp.P79,7.
315.
Celvakkatuftkov Aliyatan:
209.214.220.221 chart C,
278.
205.206.209.221 chartC,
Takatur erinta Peruiiceral I.
231,239.
Palyanai Ccelkelu^ Kuttuvan:
281.
230,317.
Palai^patiya Perunkatunkoj
Perudcorr*utiyadceral Atan:
Utiyadceral:
A65,5. A233,8. P. 11,2.
140,141,221 chart’ C,293,
294,296 tah.,297-9,339.
Yanaikkatcey Mantaradceral I.
213,228,294 fn.1,351,369,
370.
Kerala:
135,283,284,296.
cerppan
49,2.
Cola

hero of seashore.
376.
see: Konkan.
.....
jeh

n. of one of the three ’dynasties’.
39,8. 67,8.A93,4.A139,5.
50,89,144,156,161-3,174,17
A336,20.P.V,3,18.
180,181,185,187,196,198,19
213,214,224,252,265T8,277,
278,279,299,300,302,304,31'
312,315,330,336,340,478,47
Irayacuyam vetta Perunarkilli:
213.
Karikarpe ruvalat tan:
338,349.
Karikai:
A125,18.
Ku^amurrattu ttudciya KiJJi Valavan: 214,241,245,250,267,313
317.
Kopgerudcolan: ^
316,559 & fn. 1,391.
Pottiy anta Perudcolan...
P.IX,6.
Nalahkilli:
317.
Nalluruttiran:
383 & fn.5.
Por(a)vaikkopperunarkil^i:
50,64,275,297.
Mutittalaikkopperunarkil^i:
215,221 chart C,243.
______________________________
(cont. )
__
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the Cola country.

Cona^u

337,1.
seat of Atiyaman; identified w# mod.
Dharrnapuri in Salem Distt.
P73,9.A212,14. P.VIII,9.
194,205,208,314,315,523,34C
Dharrnapuri:
206,207,314.
see: Ceralar: Taka^ur e.Peruilceral I.

Taka^ur

Tan^araniyam
P. VI, 3.
Tamil

Forest of Dandaka in 5rya country.
313,314.

the people; the land*. The language*.
19,2. 35,3.50,10*. 51,5*.
194.
58,13*.198,12.168,18*.
P63,9*.P. 11,5.

(Talaiy)alafikanam
place where Ne^uiiceliyan was victor.
19,3.23,16.A36,14.A175,11. 152,154-6,160 & fn.7,161,
209,6.N387,7.
171,353,354 & fn.l.
talaivan, talaivi

hero, heroine: 25,28.

talidci

Poetic Theme describing honour & presents
offered by king to soldiers maimed in war,
P57,9.

talai
ven^alai:
Tamraparni

sequence of metrical feet.
411 fn.6,412 tab.& fn. 5,
442-4,447,451,464.
443-446.
river flowing into Oulf of Manaar.
153,178.
=Ta$porunai, Lex.

talai

screwpine, Pandanus.
P55,5.

tinai

akattinai:

division of akam or puram.
12,13,20,21-4,34,37,38,40-1
47,48,50-2,54 fn.3,55,57,5<
61,63,64,67,68,88-90,173fn.
220,223,264,270-6,282, 351,
353-6,359,361,365,370-72,
382,383,408,450 & fn.5,472.

21, 22, 29, 35,40,41, 44,45,47*
49,51*61, 6$,83,184,223,350,

363, 365, 37Q, 372, 383, 384, 38G
390,454,463,470,474.
aintinai:
purattiijai :

21,29,34,66-68.
21,40,41,44,48-5 2,55-8 ,60-£
83,220,223,282,455 fn. 1,47-1
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Titiyan

a chief, son of Evvi (cf.Akam, 126 H.13f,
A:25, 20. 36,15.45,9.126,16. 155,158 chart B,160,171,
A:145,11.196,11.262,10.
260,261,354.
A32££8. A331,12.

a chief, ruler of Urantai.
80,6.352,9.395,18.A6,4.
50,139,140,142,143,266.
A122,21.
Tittan Veliyan
? same as the above; both are ident ifiel
with Porvaikkopperunarki^i.
A152,5.A226,14.
*138-41,275,297.
see also: Vfiliyan Tittan.

Tittan

Tiru

Lak§ml.
179, 5. 342,5. P14,11. P-31,7•

Lak§ral:
Tiraiyan

47,151.
399.

a. chief, probably of TSn^airaaiyfcalara.
A85,9.A340,6.
*
252,253.*

tillai
252,2.

blinding tree, Excoecaria agallocha, Lex.
271.

Tuijankai

kind of dance in which the arms, bent at
the elbows, are made to strike the sides.
P:13,5.45,12.52,14. 57,4. 77,4.

tumpai

’white dead-nettle’ Leucas aspera 3oreng.
96,1.283,13.P :14,8.39,3.
41 fn.2,49 & fn.1,176.
P :42,6.45,1. 52,8.79,15.
P88,23.
purattinai; opposition of well-matched
kings*
41,49-51 fn.1,52 & fn.3,
54 fn.3,57,60 tab.,62.

Tumpai

Tuvarai

identified with Dvfirasamudra, mod.
Ha^ebi<JLu, the HSysa^a ’capital1; said to
have been ruled by 49 velir.
201 , 10 .
254-6.
Tuvarapati, Dvfiravatl, Dvfirakfi:
255.
Dvfirasamudra, Mysore:
255,256.

turai

21 , 10 .

turai
166,8.

Poetic Theme in purattinai.
37,42-50,*52 & fn.3,54-56,
58,59,61-5, 88-90,166,fn. 2,
172,184,211,220,234, 264,
270-7,288.
Vedic sacrifice; of 21 kinds, comm.,Puram
UVS,p.266.
235.
UVS himself says that there were 7 soma7 havir- and 7 pakayajria.
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Turaiyur
136,25.
tukku

n. of place on the Kfiviri, Trichy. Distt.
217.
pause in metrical recitation; metre.
268,413 & fn.1,451,467 &
fn. 6.

tfcrku, ten

South.
17,1.117,2.132,8.380,1.388,1.
P :11, 24. 31,6. 43,8. 67,4.

Tfennavan

the Pan^iya, as ruler of the south.
380,5.388,13.A209,3.

to-Jai

Tdn^i

alliteration, such as anuprasa.
411 fn. 6,412 tab. <5cfn.7,
453,455-60.
Ceral town on the W.coast.
17,13.48,4. P88,21. A10,13. 187,188,192,193,195,197,
A:60,7.290,13.K128,2.K238,4.
201,259 & fn.8,313,314
N:8,9.18,4.195,5. P.VI,3.
319,337 fn. 7,338,340,342,
Ainkuru.171-80.
366 tab.* fn.4,369,371,377
9,472 fn.4.
Tyndis: Periplus, Schoff tr. ,p. 44.
Ptolemy, A. I. ,IV,p. 48.

TSn-Jaiman

ruler of the Tontaiyar.
251,253.
Tdn^aimaij^alara:
106,107, 244, 263, 271,275.
T6n^aiman as n. of Pallavas:
253.
see also: Pallavas.
TSiyfcaiyar
people to the N. of the Cola country.
A213,1.K260,6.
252,253.

toli

the companion of the heroine in akam.
26,37.

Devi

the consort of 3iva.
87.
Devi Vftsantika:
255.
UmS:
401,403.
Ka^ukilal (=Durg§):
390.
Parvatl
364,364fn.6 (Bhairavl).

Nantar

the Nanda kings.
A265,4-6.

Nantan

one of the Nandas, renowned for wealth. T?
TSS ed. of Akam. refers to the riches of
MahSpadma, a Nanda ruler of Pa^aliputra.
A251,5.
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TTallini
P.II.3.

wife of tJtiyadaeral.
139-41,391 chart 0,394,
396 tah.,397.

Naravu

port on the W. coast.
P60,12.P85,8.
328,337,338,342.
Naura: Periplue, Schoff tr. ,p.44.
Nitraiai: Ptolemy, A.I.,IV,p.45.

Nannan

It
a Velir chief.
161.8.P40,14.A97,12.Al42,9. 306-12,328,334,335.
A199,20,A208,14. A396,2.
K292, 5. K298,6. N391, 6. P. IV, 7.

naga

mythical "being.
121,246,246,262.

NSricil

mountain nr. P6tiyil,identified hy
ed. of Puram. w. Maruttumalai.
137.12. 139,8.140,1.380,9. 218,239.

Nfixlcil Va^luvan

T3S

a chief.
168 chart B.

(? 380,12: Cfittan).
na^an
49,1.

hero of the forest tract in akam.
192.

179.10.

n. of piece ruled hy Nakan.
250.

Nalai
nalvetam

the 4 Vedas.
2J18.

4 Vedas:
Veda:
Nanraarai

234,235.
331.
‘the 4 hidden things* i.e.,
6,20.26,13.92,7.166,3.362,9.
149.

...

nfirpatt1onpatu Velir

vedas.

49 Ve^ir in lineage ofIrunkovel, a.v.

201 1 1 12

nerpal
183.8.
Nilaraaka^

the 4 varnas.
#

3.73.

earth goddess, Bhddevl.
365.10.

Nfjur
A266,10.

place ruled hy Ve^ &nri.
260,334.

P32,10.

a chief of Aiici*s clan (old comm.).
333.

Ne'Jumi^al
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Ne^uraparatayanfir
P. 111,10.

n. of Cfclkelu Kut^uvan's purohita.

nfcytal

(white) Indian waterlily, Nymphaea lotus

303,506.

alba.
144,4.209,2. 339,8.P13,3.
P:19,21.27,10,30,2.51,17,
P :64,16. 71, 2. 78,4, P. V,ll.
Niytal

Neytalankanal

, ,

10 12

21 fn,1,224,366 tab.,372,
375 & fn.6.

akatti^ai; wailing in Separation.
20,21 <* fn.1,4,23,24,28,4$
51 fn. 1,60 tab. ,192,224,
354,363,365 & fn.2,366 tat
& fn.5,370-2 fn.3,373 fn.£
375,376 fn.1,379,383,384,
408.
n. of place ‘belonging to I^aiicc^cenni.
106 & fn.1.

nelli

emblic myrobalan, Phyllanthue emblica.
91,9.170,1.171,9. 314,4.

nocci

chaste tree, Vitex negundo.
272,1.N293,1.P.VIII,9.
60 fn.2,314 & fn.4,356 & f

1
Ndcci

purattijjai; Defence of the Port.
48 & fn. 8,59,60 tat). ,62,
273.

nokku

the arresting use of poetics.
453-455.

Notiram

a pan in Pari. :393.

Pahruli
9,11.

'Many Drops', an ancient river S. of the
Kuaari; said to have been covered by the
sea.
149-151.

sPhalguni
229,5.

the 12th.month, March/April.
190,191.

58,8.

n. of the Pfcj-fciyar.
113,146,168.

Pafikuni
Paiicavar
Pa^umalai

one of the pa$ derived from PAlaippa^;
Pa-fcuaalaippfijai, Old Comm. Puram. ,UVS p. 21'
135,7.

raga.

pen

152,14.P41,3. P65,15.
Panni

224,226,391,393.

a chieftain, ruler of Ko^ai, q.v.
A13,11.

531

large single-faced drum*

patalai
64,1.103,1.
Pattini
P.V,4.
Paratavar

the goddess, identified ft Kanijaki, q.v.
310,311.

a fishing community.
24,4.P48,4.
106,107.

Pallava

the dynasty of kings.
252,308,347,477,479,
see:

Pavattiri

n. of town "belonging to Tiraiyan, q.v.
252.

A340,7.
Palaiyan

a chief.
P.V,13.

246,310,312,335.
see: Mokflr.

Parampu

the mountain forming the heart of P&ri1s
territory4 mod. Pirfinmalai TSS ed.i,p.246
108,4.109,1. 110,3.113,7. 209-11,231,253,277,278.
118,5.158,4.176,9. 201,4.
337,6.
see: Pari.

pa

verse.
411,412 tab.,463,464.
412 tab.

tukku:
pakkaro

seaside village; palace (P. old eomra.).
P13,12.

pankan
Pa^ali

hero’s charioteer in akam.
29.
city of the Nandas on the Ganges.
A265,5.K75,4.

Pa^fiij

purattinai; pragasti.
40,41,45,57,58-60 tab.,63,
64,89,90,223,264,288 fn.6 .

Pfi$<Javas

contestants in Mbh. war.
121,146,176,302.

Aivar:

2,13.

Pan-fciys
1^9,5.

n. of one of the three ’dynasties. 1
3,7,89,102,110,113,115-8,
121,126,138,174,176,187,199
241,250,263,267,268,305,31E
316,330,340,360,404,473 fn£
475,478.
(cont.)
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(Paiyfciya, cont. )
Ilavantikaippal^i t#Nama§ran:
221,chart C,250,276,
ganappereyil ka^anta Ukkirapperu V.350,
Ollaiyur tanta Putappantiyan:
262.
Talaiyalankfinattucceruvenra
NeturiceTiyan:
89,260,353,369.
C^liyan:
A36,13.A209,4.
PacuinpunpSn^ iyan:
A162,18.A253,6.K393,4.
250,360.
Payal
398,30.

place helonging to Ce. Vaxican.
200.

Pari

a chief, ruler of Parampu.
158,4.176,9.201,5.202,15. 48,49.
337,6.P61,8.
Pari raakalir
the daughters of Pari.
200,12,201,5. 202,15.
P§ri's daughters:
278.

parppan

brahman.
9,1.43,14.305,2.567,4.
P63,1.P.VI,4.

brahman:

128.
149,177,188,234,235,313,
320,331,373,475.

parppani
Palai

see: antanan.
brfimann s—
235.

akattiijai; separation of lovers.
20,21 fnJ. & 4,22,23 & fn.l
24,56,45,51,60 tab.,184,36
355,356,363,365 & fn.2,
366 tab.,367 fn.1,370,371,
383,386.

Palai

n. of a pan.
P :46, 5. 57, 8. 65,14. 66, 2.*
PalaiySl:

Pali

407.
393,395,400,404.

place where Mirfili defeated Ay Etyinan, q.
A142,9.A208,6.A396,3.

Pi^avur
395,20.

place E. of Urantai, belonging to (Perufi)
cdttan1s(father).
266.

Pi^ankorran

a chief:

Piiiimukam

n. of Skanda's elephant.
400.
see: Murukan.

56,8.

158 chart B, 167,195.
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piraraatayam

freehold hestowed on brahmans.
320.

Pukar

KSvirippumpa^inam, the Cola town.
341.

P73,9.

priest:

purohita

306,314,315.

Pulika^imal
Iruhkove^ as the Tiger-slayer.
201,15.202,10.
255,257.
see: Tuvarai.
puli pori-

inscribing the Cola tiger-emblem.
174,17.

Pulli

a chief, ruler of Venkatam, q.v.
385,10,A:61,12. 83,9. 209,8. (265,
A:295,13. 311,12.359,12.393,18.

one of the two divisions of Tamil noetics
12,18-20,37,38,40-2,47,52,
55-7,62-6,70,78,79,84,349,
389 fn.2,471,472.
see: tinai; turai.

puram

Punnatu
A396,2.
punnai

an area to the N.W. of the Tamil country.
307 & fn.10.
Pounnata: Ptolemy. See: A.I.,IV, p.180.

=punnaga, Lex. a tree, Calophyllum inophyllum.
A126,15.
261.
upavlta.

pun dan
166,12.
put am

element*; spirit, (at the crossroads***).
2,4*.369,17.P.IX,4+.
315+.

people of Pulina^u, ruled by Ceralar.
387,28.P :21,23. 73,9. 84,6.
P90,27.K163,1.N192, 3.
Pulina^u:
P. IV, 6.
183,306,330,341.

Puliyar

Peruntinai

akattinai, signifying excessive or
forced #love** 20,29,30,32,36,38,40 fn. 3,
51.55.57.60 tab.,64,68,69,
354 & fn.6,359,386 & fn. 3.
purattinai, with same significance.
59.60 tab.,64,65,220.

Pey

demon.
P35,9.
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Peyraaka^

she-devil.
P13,15.P30,36. P67,11.

Periyaru

river in the Ceral country.
P28,11.P88,25.
307,330,331.
Pseudostomos: Ptolemy, A.I.,IV,p. 49.
see: Culliyam.

Potiyil, Potiyam*

mountain nr. Cape Comorin, legendary
abode of Agastya.
2,24*. 128,5. A25,20.
171,177,215.
Bettigo: Ptolemy, A.I.,IV p.78.

pStini
Al,4. A61,16.

mountain belonging to Avi.
220,299.
The TSS ed. of Akam., i,p. 148 identifies
Potini with Palani.

pStuviyal

purattinai.
V V* •' .§7, §9,60 tab. ,63,270 fn. 1.

Potti

a place ruled by Perurfcolan.
315,316.
a poet, panegyrist of Kopperudeolan, q.\

P. IX,6.
pStti(yar)
212,9.
PSrunai

river on which stood Vaiici, q.v.
11,5.387,34.
183,317,343 fn.8.
Tanporunai:
178-80.
see: An Porunai.

poru^
28,15.31,1.
Poraiyan

Ceral title, possibly same as Irum-oorai.
53,5.P :73,11.75,3.77,1.
188,340,341.
P :84,6. 86, 3. 87, 5.A60,7.
A62,13. A388,13.K89,4.K128,2.
N:8,9.18,5.185,6. 346,8. P. VII, 3.

Poraiyarrukkilan
pontai

a chief.*

154.

p8lmyra, Borassus flabellifer.
265,3.297,10.338,6.P51,9. 278 fn.3.
P51,31.P70,6.
see: ma^al.

Pontai
338,4.
Por

one of the puru§arthas, artha.
67,117,262.

n. of place belonging to (Nel^uvel) Xtan.
278,279.

place where Cenkanan fought Kanaikkal I.
A186, 16. A326, 12. (N10,7).
197.'
identified by Pillai w Porvai.-
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flat leaf of palmyra.

ma^al
2 9 7 ,1 0 .

Ma^al

palmyra-leaf ridden "by frustrated lover,
K17,1. K182,1.N342,1.
Kali.58,23.
32.

Mai^akkilli
Narconai:

mother of Cenkut^uvan, q.v. (sub Geral),
130,221 chart 0,295,296 tt
299 300
296*tab!,299 fn.5,300 & fi

Maturai:

see: Ku^al,

Marantai(yar*)
place belonging to Ceralar; its people,
P90,28*.A376,16.K34,6.
342,343.
Morounda, an inland Aioi town: Ptolemyl
A. I.,IV,p.180.
marutam

arjuna or murdah tree, Terminalia sp«
PI3,7.P27,6.P30,16.
21 fn.1,353 & fn.4,
374 & fn. 3.

Marutam

akattinai, signifying Love-quarrelling.
20,21 fn.1,23,24,28,47,
51 fn.1,60 tab.,351,352,
354,363,365 & fn2,366 tab.
370-2 & fn.1,373 fn. 1 & 2,
374 fn.2,381 fn.2,383,
384 fn,2,386 fn.3,407,408.

Marutam

a pan, identified by Pairfcitar with the
raga Harikambhoji.
226.

149,2.

Malaiyaman Coliyav Enati Tirukkannan:124.
Malaiyaman Tirumu^ikkSri a chief*
Malaiyan:
158,7.A209,12. N170,7.
Malaiyaman:
Tervanmalaiyan:
Kari:* A209,12. N320,6.
Malian
80,2.
Malavar

90.
123,124 fn.1,158 chart B,
313.
191.
189.

person beaten in wrestling by Porvaikkopperunarkilli.
50,142,143.

a warrior clan, whose lord was Atiyaman.
88,3.90,11.P21,24.P55,8.
50,206.
P.VI,7.
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large hour-glass drum.

makkinai
70,3. 392,5.

length of time taken to wink,

mattirai
376,7.

matra:
mat ra:
Mayon
57,2.229,27.
Ne^iyon
P15,39.
Nemiyon

413 & fn.l,5,6,414 fn.6,
442 & fn.6,450,454 fn.l.
419-21.

The Dark One, Visnu.
23,"390.
Vi§nu.
150,151.
Vi§nu, as armed with the cakra.

58,15.
see: Vignu.
Pair^iya 1family1 name.
146,316.

Maran
Miriili

a chief, foe of 5y Eyinan, q.v.
A:142,11.148,8.208,7.396,5. 221 chart C,230.

Milalai
24,19.
Muciri

port on W. coast near mouth of Periyaru,
identified w Muyirikkottai.
343,10. A57,15.A149,11.
279,307,331.
Mouziris, Ptolemy: A.I., IV p.48.
Muziris, Periplus, Schoff tr. , p.44.

Mu^appanai
229,3.
Mutarporul

Mutiram

town in Oola country, seat of Ewi. Pro!
mod. Tiruvilimilalai.
159,260.

'Bent Palmyra1, the 17th. nak§atra,
Anu§am, part of Scoroio.
190.
Times & Seasons as appropriate to the 5
akattinai*24,27,40,362 fn.l,367 fn.l
454.

n. of mountain ruled hy Kumanan.The TSS
ed.Puram.,i,p.345 says it is*a spur of
Palanis nr. Utumalaippe^ai, and that a
village in that area is called K-mahkalan
158,25.163,8.
230,231,259.

mutti

the 3 sacrificial fires.
2,23.367,13.
116.
Garhapatya, Ahavanlya, Dak§inagni: 177.

Mutturu
24,22.

Velir place annexed hy Ne^uriceliyan.
159.
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the god of the Tamils, identified with
Skanda.
7,23,86,164,166,218,220,
23,4.56,14*.259,6*. 299, 6.
271,348,391 fn.2,402,473
P26,12*.A1,3.
fn.2,476.
390-392 tah.,400.
Cewe^:
401.
Ge:
165,166,218,348,363,390,
Skanda:
395,400,403,409,410 fn.2,
476.
Pinimukamurtiyon:
Murukan, as riding on the elephant P.
56,8.
55,19.Pll,6.
Vel:
see: Cey.

Murukan, Muruku*

mullai

jasmine, Jasminum samhac.
117,9.144,14.200,9.339,3.
21 fn.1,381 & fn.4,382,454
352,4.P21,20.P66,16.

Mullai

akattinai; Patience in Separation.
20,21 fn.1,4,23-5,27,45,
51 fn.1,60 tah.,224,354,
356,357,362 fn.1,363,365 &
fn.2,367 tah.,370,380 & fn
381 fn.3,4,6,383,405 fn. 2,
408,454.
pa$:
381 & fn.5.

Mullur

town ruled hy Kari who slew Valvil Ori.
123,5.126,8.174,13.
189,213,242,243.
A209,12.N170,6.

munnfr, munnir

sea, as consisting of river-, rain- and
spring-water.
9,10. 24,16. 137,2.154,1.P31,21.

Mutur
P.11,10.

? a place-name.
301,302.

muvar, muventar.
the three kings, Oeral Colan & Pan^iyan.
35,4.109,2.122, 5.137,2.
89,102,103,123,180, 202, 238
205,1.
267,268,278,330.
meyppa^u

hhava.-

Maimmin

18 fn. 2,19, 70-9,450 & fn. 5,

the planet Saturn, as hlack in colour.
117,1.

Maiyur Kilan
P.IX,1.
Maiyur Kilan
P.IX,11.

father-in-law of Kut^uvan, Irumporai.
295,296
tah.
minister of Ilailceral I.
‘315.
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Mokur

town ruled “
by Palaiyan, q.v.
P44,14. P49,8.A251,10.
245,246,312,335,336.
Makour, Ptolemy: A.I.,IV, p.184.

Moriyar

the Mauryas.
175,6. A :69,10.281,8.
Varapa Moriyar:
A251,12.

244-6.

god of death: 148,166,270,402.
see: Kalan.

Yama
Yavanar
56, 18.A149,9.
yappu
ceyyul:

1Ionians1, traders from Arabian sea.
166,279,303,324,477.
prosody:

411,412 tah.,442,451.
411.

yal

bow-harp.
64,1.92,1.136,1.152,14.
164,11.170,13.242,2.281,2.
332,11.P41,2.Kali.8,11.
ciriySl^:
109,15.127,1. 135,7.144,2.145,5.
146,3.147,2.155,1.176,6. 285, 3.
302,5.308,2.316,7.
periyal.:
P:46,5. 57,8. 66,2.

=yupa
sacrificial post.
15,21. 224,8.P67,10.
111.
velvi ttunam:
400,19.
see: velvi.

yupam

Rajasuya^

114,213.

vailci
387,33.
384,2.
Bassia, Calamus:
Vailci
394,9.
Vailci

common rattan, Calamus rotang.
41,fn.2,44,184.
glabrous mohwa, Bassia malabarica.
184.
purattinai; the dispute between kings
over territory.
44-8,51 fn.1,52 & fn.3,57,
60 tab.

the Ceral 1capital1, perhaps to be
identified w mod. Tiruvailcaikkalam, nr.
Ko-Juhko^ur (Cranganore).
11,6.32,2.39,17.373,24.
116,117,121,122,124,178-81
387,33.A263,12.A396,19.
183,188,195,199,201,217,30
P.IX,9. Pari, tira^u,7,10.
315,317-9,330,477.
(cont.)
„
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Tiruvatfcaikkalam:
Ko^unkolur:

319.
181,317,318,319.
Koreoura, Ptolemy: A.I., IV,p.49.
see: Karuvur.
one of the 4 main metre-types.
426,431-3,438,439 tab.,447
463,466,467.
385,421,422,424 & fn.1,427
434-9,450-3,466 & fn.5,467
469,470.

varfcippa
varici :

valjakku, vajjaNorth.
17,1.122,8.132,7.380,2. 391,7. 107.
P :24, 24. 31,16. 43,7. 68,13. P. V, 1.
Va^amin
the star Arundhati, Alcor, scarcely
visible, in Ursa Major.
122,8.
213.
Vatjukar

inhabitants of the region to the N. of
the Tamil country, perhaps Telugus.
A:253,18. 281,8.295,15. Kll,5.
106,107,155 fn. 5,245,
265.

vaijnam
tunkal vannam:

rhythmic effect.
288,413 & fn.1,452,453.
see: tunkal, sub ocai.

Valvil Ori
a chief* ruler of Kolli, q.v.
158,5.A208,21.A209,14.
189,314.
K199,3.N320,5.
Valuti

PSn^iya 'family* name.
388,15.A93,9.A204,2.N150,4. 146,147,241.

Valavan
174,14.
vakai

n, of several Colar.
113,114,120-2,125,126,242—

Albizzia lebbek.
P:40,15.43,23.66,15.88,10. 41 fn.2,51,309 & fn.4,
310 fn.1,334.
see also: Nannan, whose katimaram was
vakai (P40,H7l^).

Vakai

purattinai; Praise of the Spotless.
41,51,52 & fn. 3,54,55,57,
60 tab.,89,274-6.

Vakai

n. of place (belonging to Nannan, o.v.)
351,6.A125,19.A199,19.
280,309,334.--- - ~
K393,3.P.IV,9.

Vat^aru
396,13.

place belonging to Eliniy&tan.
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Vanan

a chieftain, ruler of Cirukuti.
A117,18.A204,12. N340,9.

Vayil

place where Oenkuttuvan defeated 9 Colai
“
310.”

P. V, 19.
Valiyon

^
56,12.
Paneikko^iyon
56,4.58,14.

BalarSma.
166,473 fn.2.
Balahhadra, as having a palmyra-banner.

Vanavarampan
n. ofseveral Ceralar.
P39,12.P58,12. A359,6.
214,333,336.
P.VI,6.
Vanavan
id.
39,16.126,14.
214.
Vani
P86,12.

river in Qerana^u, identified w Bhavani
343.

Vicci

a mountain. (Puram.TSS ed.,i,p.450).
200,8.K328,5. P.IX,4.
227,315.
Viccikko
a chief:
315.
Vicciyar:
K328,5.

Yittai
P.IX,7.

place ruled by Ilampalaiyan Maran, q.v.
315,316.

A97,13.P.V,11.

town destroyed by Oenkuttuvan, q.'v.
310-312.

Vivalur
vil pori-

inscribing the Ceral bow-emblem.
39,15. A127,5.A396,17. P. II,4.
see: Imaiyam.(39.15.16.A127,3-5).

, r.
V l^ u

t h e god.*
'
‘

TCttrman*
§■* .
Tirumais
•
Paflmanahha:

8 6 ,1 5 0 ,1 5 1 ,1 6 6 ,1 6 8 ,2 4 2 ,3 1 4
3 3 4 ,3 4 7 ,3 6 3 ,3 9 0 ,3 9 5 ,3 9 9 ,4 7

242.
392
tab. ,395.
397_9.

(in.

fT CC/I

see: Mayon.
vTr*fli

place "belonging to the Velir.
A206,13.N58,5.*
139,140,275.

vetci
100,5.201,1.
vStri
Ve*

scarlet ixora, Ixora coccinea.
41 fn.2,42,44,272.
mirattinai: Stealing of Cattle.
* “
*
41-4,51 fn.1,52 & fn.3,57,
59,60 A tah.,62,166 fnl,
272,273.
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Venkutai
394,2.
Ve$ni

place belonging to (Coliyav enfiti) Tiru'
Kut^uvan.

place where Ceral & Cola fought.
66,6.A55,10.A246,9.N390,3. 109-12.338,349.
one of the 4 main types of metre.
385,395,423-5,427,431,432
438 & fn. 3,439 fn. 1 & tab,
441-8,450,451,463,464,466
& fn.5,468,469.

venpa

n. of place belonging to VSnavararapan.

Veliyam
A359,6.
Ve^iyan Tittan
N58,5.

a chief, (? the author of A. 188).
138-41,275,280.

Veliyan Venman
P.*II, 3.

father-in-law of Utiyariceral, q.v.
139-41,221 chart C,280,
294 & fn.2,296 tab.,297.

Velli

the planet Venus.
35,7.117,2.384,20.388,1.
125.
P13,25.P24,24.P69,14.

Venka^am

the Tiruppati hill, trad, the N. border
of the Tamil country.
381,22.385,10.389,11.
248,252,263,265.
391,7.A61,13. A83,10. A85,9.
A:209,9.213,3.393,20.

vefikai

E. Indian kino tree, Pterocarpus marsiplur
100,5.108,3.120,1.129,3.
258 & fn. 7,405 <5c fnJf408.
137,9.168,15.202,13. 265,2.
336,8.P53,18. P88,34.

Venkai Marpan
21,9.
Veda:
VedShga:

a chief to whom KSnappereyil belonged.
162,163.
see: nalvetam.
see: ar ^uflarntav oru mutu nul.

vempu

nim, margosa, Azadirachta indica.
76,4.77,2.79,2.281,1.338,6. 161 fn. 3.
389,2.
P44,15.P49,16.A93,9. P.V,13.
margosa:
312,335.

Velir

a clan of Tamil chieftains.
24,21. P :30,30. 49,7.75,4.
114,139,141,159,160,181,18
P88,13.A206,13.
209,231,253-7,266,275,279,
294,311,312.
Ve^ Ay An^iran:
150,13.
90,186.
(cont.)
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(VelirA cont.)
see: Aviyar.
VeJ Avi:
A1,3.A61,15.
Vel Avikkoman Patuman:
P. IV,3# P.VI,1#P.VIII,2.
220,221 c&art C,295,
296 tab.,298,299.
Vel Evvi:
24,18.202,14.A:115,7.126,13. 29,155,158 chart B,159,
A266,11. K19,1.
334.
ve^vi

sacrifice, esp. vedic.
15,20.26,15.361,4. 400,19.
P64,4.
see: yilpam.

Vaiyai

the river on which is Maturai; the mod.
Vaikai.
4:36,9.256,10. 296,5.
171,178,353,363,390,391,
27.
28.
30.
35.
67.
92.
98.
392 tab.,404,406-8.
Kali.
Pari. 6.7.8.10.11.12,8.
Pari. 16.17,44. 20.

5,7,86,87,115,149,166,
270 fn.4,271,347,363,364,
400,401,403,409,473 fn. 2.
87.
Siva, as seated under the banyan.
168.
3,4,10.
the blue-throated god.
164.
364.
160.
365.
he of the sapphire-hued throat.
"270 fn.4.
the three-eyed one.
the god*

Siva
Ardhanari£vara:
Al amar Katavul

198*9.
Iraiyan:
Karai Mitarr'aru^al

55,4.
Kapali:
Dak§inamurti:
Na^araja:
Manimitarron

*91,6.
Mukka^celvar

6,18.
sati

immolation.
172.
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